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To whom it may concern:
This letter responds to certain biological concerns stated in the exhibits to the California Coastal
Commission staff report F13a 2-19-0026 (Rhodes Mixed-Use Development) March 12, 2021,
Exhibits).
In my opinion, the swale and the drainage ditch to the west of the proposed Rhodes mixed-use
development project do not provide significant habitat for the California red-legged frog (Rana
draytonii), and potentially create a population sink for the species.
A portion of the swale area (drainage feature) was mapped as ‘wetted channel’ in the wetland
delineation conducted for the site in 20201. The wetted channel equaled 0.017 acres in size
(722 square feet) during the wetland delineation, and at its maximum extent is approximately
1000 square feet (0.023 acres) during high water years. Most of this area is very shallow, less
than 4” deep in the wet season and typically mostly dry in the summer months. Included in this
area is a small pool adjacent to San Pedro Avenue that is 10 to 200 square feet in size
(depending on flow conditions) and is approximately 1 to 2.5 feet in depth. This pool and the
drainage ditch along San Pedro Avenue is where California red-legged frogs (CRLF) have been
observed during high water conditions 2 (Figures 1 – 3).
The drainage ditch that runs along San Pedro Avenue and connects to the swale is
approximately 3 feet wide by 150 feet long (450 square feet; 0.010 acres) and when holding
water, has water depths of 2 to 4 inches through most of its length (Figure 1 and 5). A few small
sections at each end of the drainage have depths of approximately 1 foot. The small-fruited
bulrush marsh, smartweed marsh, and the arroyo willow stand at the north end of the swale (all
of which do not hold water for any extended period, but have saturated soil conditions) comprise
in total approximately 0.203 acres 3. In between these wetland habitats in the swale is a dry
channel bed mostly comprised of weedy invasive plant species with a eucalyptus overstory.
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In total the swale, wetlands and drainage ditch comprise approximately 0.236 acres of habitat
for California red-legged frog.
While this area does provide some minimal habitat for CRLF, it is very small and isolated, next
to San Pedro Road and behind the Pedro Point shopping center. By contrast, the marsh at the
mouth of San Pedro Creek (Figure 4), San Pedro Creek and the dense willow riparian habitat
surrounding it are approximately 13 acres in size. San Pedro Creek and its associated marsh is
a documented CRLF breeding area that provides breeding and nonbreeding habitat for the
species, and this area is the likely location from where CRLF are dispersing. The swale and
drainage ditch in comparison is less than 1/50th the size of the San Pedro Creek habitat area.
CRLF are known to disperse from their breeding areas, sometimes up to 2 miles 4, so it is not
surprising that CRLF can reach these features from a known breeding area located at the mouth
of San Pedro Creek, approximately 800 feet away.
As I had stated in the letter dated June 13, 20205, due to the limited habitat within the swale and
drainage ditch and lack of vegetative cover around the pool feature, once the pool and drainage
ditch draws down in the summer, the frogs would likely be taken by raccoons, herons, or other
opportunistic predators in this residential/ commercial area. These features would likely function
as a population ‘sink’ for California red-legged frogs. A population sink is an ecological term for
a lower quality habitat area that in most years has a negative impact on the overall population of
a given species. These habitats will sporadically provide attractive flows/water conditions, but
essentially act as a trap that takes potentially reproductive individuals out of the population 6. In
other words, it is likely that any California red-legged frogs that inhabit this area are likely to
perish without successfully reproducing. and in very wet years, it may entice gravid females to
lay eggs in these features. While there is enough water to attract CRLF into this area during wet
years, the habitat is unlikely to provide viable breeding habitat for them.
In addition the swale is a man-made constructed feature that is highly degraded due to ongoing
maintenance of a City of Pacifica sewer line that runs underneath the feature. The swale also
has been used as an illegal dumping area for decades and refuse such as gas cans,
mattresses, appliances, plastic garbage, concrete rubble, bricks, and other refuse are present
within the channel and buried within the soil 7.
The swale and the drainage ditch are essentially ‘constructed wetlands’ that were not
constructed with habitat for CRLF as the goal. They were created to transport stormwater more
efficiently from the surrounding streets and residential and commercial properties in Pedro
Point. As a result they provide poor quality habitat for CRLF. Constructed wetlands for
amphibians often do not replicate natural wetlands, and as result can require monitoring and
4
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modification to provide better habitat for the target amphibian species that they were created
for 8 (i.e. they are too deep, or too shallow, or do not provide enough shelter cover/protection
from predators). CRLF tadpoles require typically require about 3 weeks to hatch, and another 11
to 20 weeks to metamorphose into juvenile frogs. Metamorphosis typically occurs from July to
September9.
There is no evidence of CRLF breeding in the swale and/or drainage ditch to date, and the
evidence presented in the exhibits in the California Coastal Commission document F13a 2-190026 only provide information on adult frogs being observed in these features during wet years.
It’s likely that the wetland features in the swale and drainage ditch in most years do not hold
water long enough to allow complete metamorphosis. Based on this, as well as the lack of
vegetative cover surrounding these features to provide protection from predators, these features
are likely creating a population sink for the California red-legged frog.
If you have any questions, please don’t hesitate to contact me.

Sincerely,

Patrick Kobernus
Principal Biologist, CRE, LLC

8

Drayer and Richter, 2016. Physical wetland characteristics influence amphibian community composition
differently in constructed wetlands and natural wetlands, Ecological Engineering Volume 93, August 2016, Pages
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Pool within swale
Drainage ditch

Figure 1. Drainage ditch and swale features as shown in October 2017 (Google Earth image). San Pedro
Avenue on left side of photo. View is looking west.

Figure 2. Pool within swale looking northeast on March 4, 2021. Feature is holding water and pool
size is at its greatest extent, approximately 20 feet long by 10 feet wide with maximum depth of
2.5 feet deep. Note lack of vegetative cover surrounding pool.
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Figure 3. Pool in March 2015. View is looking west.

Figure 4. Marsh at mouth of San Pedro Creek on March 4, 2021. View looking northwest.
Note extensive emergent wetland and vegetative cover for California red-legged frogs.
Upstream of this feature is stream channel with extensive riparian canopy that provides
important shelter cover for CRLF.
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Figure 5. Drainage ditch feature along San Pedro Avenue, looking west. March 4, 2021.
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1. SUMMARY

This report presents the results of a formal delineation of waters of the United States, including
wetlands, at an undeveloped property (drainage channel) adjacent to 505 San Pedro Avenue,
Pacifica, California. The property drainage channel is within an unaccepted city of Pacifica
Right of Way. The purpose of the delineation of the drainage channel is to assist the California
Coastal Commission in identifying the type and extent of waters subject to federal and state
jurisdiction and to inform potential impacts from future development of the adjacent property at
505 San Pedro Avenue.
Fieldwork was performed by Coast Ridge Ecology staff biologists in September and October
2019 using the routine determination method described in the 1987 US Army Corps of Engineers
(USACE) Wetland Delineation Manual, in incorporation with the USACE 2010 Regional
Supplement to the Corps of Engineers Wetland Delineation Manual: Western Mountains, Valleys
and Coast Region (Version 2.0). Wetland vegetation types were mapped in the field using a
Trimble GeoExplorer unit on September 18, October 21, and October 25, 2019.
Field data was analyzed to determine a wetland boundary. A total of 0.088 acres of potentially
jurisdictional federal wetlands (i.e. three-parameter) are present within the study area and may be
subject to jurisdiction under Section 404 of the Clean Water Act and Section 10 of the Rivers
and Harbors Act. A total of 0.248 acres of potentially jurisdictional state wetlands (i.e. oneparameter) are present within the study area, and may be subject to jurisdiction under the
California Coastal Commission. Wetland areas within the study area are composed of freshwater
wetlands dominated by water smartweed (Persicaria amphibia), arroyo willow (Salix lasiolepis),
small-fruited bulrush (Scirpus microcarpus), and perennial rye grass (Festuca perennis). These
wetlands are all located within portions of the channel bottom of the drainage channel, with the
exception of the one-parameter Arroyo willow wetlands on the north side of the drainage
channel, which extend up the channel bank. Appendix A provides completed data sheets for the
study area. Appendix B provides representative photographs.
The drainage channel feature adjacent to the property at 505 San Pedro Avenue is a man-made
constructed feature, that is highly degraded due to construction and ongoing maintenance of a
City of Pacifica sewer line that runs underneath the feature. The channel has been used as an
illegal dumping area for decades and refuse such as gas cans, mattresses, appliances, plastic
garbage, concrete rubble, bricks, and other refuse are present within the channel and buried
within the soil.
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In the city of Pacifica, construction projects within the coastal zone are regulated through the
City’s Local Coastal Land Use Plan (LCLUP). The City regulates construction projects through
the LCLUP, to bring projects into conformance with the California Coastal Act of 1976.
The LCLUP states that “As a general rule, a buffer of at least 100 feet measured from the
outward edge of riparian vegetation would be appropriate unless such a width is determined to be
unnecessary for protecting the resources of the habitat area”. The California Coastal Commission
has required buffers of 100 feet from the edge of riparian vegetation in areas where such buffers
are feasible. However, it is not unusual for the Commission to allow smaller buffers in urbanized
areas where the existing land use patterns do not allow for increased riparian buffer areas.
Based on the existing condition of the drainage channel, and the setback distances, the proposed
project would not present a source of physical, chemical or biological disturbance to the wetland
habitats including the arroyo willow stand (AW-1). Additional measures to ensure the channel is
not impacted by construction activities would include planting of native plant species suitable for
the boundary area adjacent to the channel, and installation of appropriate erosion/ sediment
controls such as silt fencing, fiber rolls, and erosion control blankets along the top of the bank.
These measures would be suitable to protect the resource and improve the quality of this
resource.
Any economic use of the subject property would result in a reduction of the recommended 100foot buffer because of the proximity of any development on the property to wetland habitat. The
CCC has established precedent by issuing permits allowing even more intensive uses that
resulted in direct impacts to sensitive coastal resources, consistent with the mandate of Coastal
Act § 30010 that prevents taking of private property without compensation (see CCC Appeal
Numbers A-2-SMC-11-040 & A-2-SMC-11-041 concerning a controversial project near Half
Moon Bay that was ultimately approved).
These conclusions should be regarded as preliminary and subject to verification by the U.S.
Army Corps of Engineers prior to performing any work that would impact wetland resources on
site.
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2. SETTING

2.1 SITE DESCRIPTION
The study area encompasses approximately 1.6 acres of land located at 505 San Pedro Avenue
(project site) and the drainage channel adjacent to the property in Pacifica, California. The
applicant (Shawn Rhodes) is proposing to develop the parcel at 505 San Pedro Avenue, which is
0.86 acres. The adjacent drainage channel is 0.74 acres. The drainage channel is located to the
west of the property within an unaccepted city right of way. This delineation was conducted to
provide additional information on the drainage channel, in response to California Coastal
Commission letter dated July 2, 2019 regarding Coastal Development Permit (CDP) Application
Number 2-19-0026 (construction of a mixed-use scheme, including three buildings, a skate park,
and a parking lot in Pacifica.
The site is bordered by the Pedro Point Shopping Center to the East, San Pedro Avenue to the
south, and residential properties to the north. The area is highly developed, and the property is
surrounded by residential and commercial developments on all sides. The Pacific Ocean is
located approximately 210 feet to the northwest. Topography on the project site is variable, as is
located on an elevated berm-like feature. The top of the berm runs southwest-northeast through
the approximate center of the property, and slopes downwards towards the drainage channel on
the west side and the shopping center on the east side. Elevations at the study area range from
approximately 14 to 23 feet. Figure 1 shows the project boundaries and location. Photographs
of the project site can be found in Appendix B.
The drainage channel was created most likely as an irrigation ditch for farming prior to the
1950’s. The City of Pacifica constructed a sewer line below the channel, with sewer manholes in
two locations within the channel, at some point later (in the 1960’s possibly). The channel bed
and banks are categorized as ‘urban’ soil type due the history of disturbance to the channel and
its location adjacent to a 5-acre commercial shopping center and parking lot. Urban runoff from
the local community of Pedro Point flows into the channel which then empties through a culvert
and into San Pedro Creek on the north side of the 505 San Pedro Avenue property.

2.2 PROJECT DESCRIPTION
The property (APN 023-72-010) is located on San Pedro Avenue in Pacifica, California. The
property is 0.86 acres in size (37,273 ft.2) and is located on the west side of Highway 1 in the
Pedro Point area. The site is located within the coastal zone and is subject to the City of
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Pacifica’s Local Coastal Land Use Plan. The property is zoned as commercial and is within the
Pedro Point – Shelter Cove Land Use Plan Area, and is outside of any special areas delineated in
the Local Coastal Land Use Plan (City of Pacifica, 1992). The site is a narrow, rectangular strip
of land (755 feet long x 55 feet wide) and is bounded by San Pedro Road on the south, a drainage
channel and open field on the west, a strip mall/shopping area to the east and a parking lot on the
north. San Pedro Creek and the Pacific Ocean are located further to the north, and northwest of
the parking lot. The surrounding area is single family residential homes and small businesses.
The project intends to develop a currently vacant lot into commercial and residential buildings.
The development will consist of a 2-story surf shop building with storage basement (3,500 ft2), a
skatepark enclosed within chain-link fencing and a roof (4,730 ft2), a 2-story storage building for
the surf shop (1,540 ft2), 2 parking lot areas (16,513 ft2), a 2-story building with retail space at
the lower level and 2 residential units above (2,516 ft2), and various areas of landscaping (7,302
ft2). The project would be constructed within an upland area that is behind an existing shopping
center, and would include a pedestrian trail that would extend along the western boundary of the
site, along the top of bank of an adjacent drainage channel. The project area and adjacent
drainage channel have been heavily disturbed by grading activities in the past and would not be
directly impacted by the proposed project.
This wetland delineation was conducted on the adjacent drainage channel, which is designated as
an unaccepted right of way (identified as ‘Chester Way’) on the most current San Mateo County
Assessor’s parcel map.
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2.3 VEGETATION
Vegetation at the study site (drainage channel) can be categorized into several different natural
communities based upon plant species composition. The boundaries between communities can
be distinct, or can change gradually over an area. Due to the semi-developed nature of the
project site, vegetation types in this analysis are based upon, but do not strictly follow, species
alliances described by the California Native Plant Society (CNPS) Manual of California
Vegetation. Natural communities on the site include arroyo willow thicket, coastal brambles,
eucalyptus grove, kikuyu grass sward, Monterey cypress stand, perennial rye grass fields, smallfruited bulrush marsh, smartweed patch, upland mustards/ruderal and ornamental.
2.3.1 Arroyo Willow Thicket
The arroyo willow thicket community is dominated by arroyo willow (Salix lasiolepis). This
plant community is found within the drainage at the northeast terminus of the drainage. It is
comprised of dense arroyo willow trees. Arroyo willows are a facultative wetland (FACW) plant,
found more frequently in wetlands than outside of them.
2.3.2 Coastal Brambles
The coastal brambles plant community is characterized as being heavily dominated by brambles
(Rubus sp.). Within the study area, this plant community is primarily made up of dense
California blackberry (Rubus ursinus) vines, with the ornamental species multiflora rose (Rosa
multiflora) and California privet (Ligustrum ovalifolium) occasionally present at lower densities.
The coastal brambles plant community is found along the banks of the drainage channel,
sometimes extending into the channel itself. California blackberry is a Facultative plant (FAC),
found equally often in wetland and upland habitats. Multiflora rose and California privet are
considered upland species (UPL). Due to the prevalence of dominant upland species within this
habitat, it is not considered a wetland.
2.3.3 Eucalyptus Grove
Two groves of mature blue gum (Eucalyptus globulus) trees are present at the western and
southwestern portions of the study area. Large blue gum trees make up the overstory of this
community, while the understory is primarily composed of eucalyptus duff and English ivy
(Hedera helix). Blue gum is an upland (UPL) species, and English ivy is considered a Facultative
Upland (FACU) species more likely to be found in upland habitats.
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2.3.4 Kikuyu Grass Sward
Swards of the invasive Kikuyu grass (Pennisetum clandestinum) are present within the bottom of
the drainage channel. These areas are completely dominated by Kikuyu grass with no other
vegetation present. This species is considered a Facultative Upland (FACU) plant, being found
more often in upland habitats. The presence of Kikuyu grass indicates that there is unlikely to be
significant soil inundation (and thus wetland habitat) in this portion of the drainage channel.
2.3.5 Monterey Cypress Stand
One stand of Monterey cypress (Hesperocyperus macrocarpa) is present within the study area
along the western bank of the channel. Vegetative cover within this stand is entirely made up of
Monterey cypress, as the density of the trees prevents any understory vegetation from growing
beneath them. Monterey cypress is ranked UPL.
2.3.6 Ornamental
The ornamental vegetation community is made up of non-native ornamental plant species that
are not widespread enough in natural areas to possess a community designation. Within the study
site, areas of ornamental vegetation are dominated by garden nasturtium (Tropaeolum majus),
English ivy (Hedera helix), or cape ivy (Delairea odorata). Where present, each species provides
nearly 100 percent of the vegetative cover. These areas heavily dominated by non-native
vegetation are primarily found along the eastern bank of the drainage channel. All of these plants
are considered upland species.
2.3.7 Perennial Rye Grass Fields
This plant community is dominated by perennial rye grass (Festuca perennis). Individual curly
and green dock (Rumex crispus/Rumex conglomeratus) plants are also present at lower densities.
Perennial fescue is a Facultative wetland plant (FAC), equally likely to be found inside or
outside of wetland habitats. Curly dock is also a FAC plant, while green dock is considered a
FACW plant.
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2.3.8 Small-fruited Bulrush Marsh
This plant community is dominated by small-fruited bulrush (Scripus microcarpus). One small
patch of these plants is present within the drainage channel, where they make up 100 percent of
the vegetative cover. Small-fruited bulrush is an Obligate wetland species (OBL), only being
found within wetland habitats.
2.3.9 Smartweed Patch
This plant community is primarily dominated by smartweed (Persicaria sp.). Within the study
area, this community is dominated by water smartweed (Persicaria amphibia), a wetland
obligate species (OBL). Other plant species observed growing beneath and around the
smartweed include silverweed cinquefoil (Potentilla anserina), dock (Rumex sp.), and California
blackberry (Rubus ursinus). These plants are only found within the wetter portions of the
drainage channel.
2.3.10 Upland Mustards and Ruderal Forbs
This plant community is dominated by non-native mustards and other invasive species. Within
the study area, this habitat is heavily dominated by wild radish (Raphanus sativus), which
dominates the vegetative cover along the eastern bank/berm and upland portions of the site.
Small patches of fennel (Foeniculum vulgare) can also be found within this community. These
plants are designated as upland (UPL) species.
2.4 SOILS
Only one soil type is present within the study area: Urban land. Urban land is defined by the
USDA NRCS as areas where 85% or more of the ground surface is covered by asphalt, concrete,
buildings, and other structures (USDA SCS 1991). Appendix C provides a soils map of the
study area.
2.5 HYDROLOGY
The project site consists of a vacant lot and does not contain any watercourses or wetland
habitats. Aquatic features within a 100-meter radius of the project site include the Pacific Ocean,
San Pedro Creek (approximately 75 meters northeast of the site), and an intermittent drainage
channel on the west side of the project site
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The drainage channel was created most likely as an irrigation ditch for farming prior to the
1950’s. At some point later (in the 1960’s possibly), the City of Pacifica constructed a sewer pipe
that runs below the open channel for most of the channel’s length. Two sewer manholes are
located in the channel bottom. During rain events, urban stormwater runoff from the local
community of Pedro Point flows into the channel which then empties through a culvert into San
Pedro Creek to the north side of the property.
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3. METHODOLOGY

This wetland delineation was conducted in accordance with the USACE 1987 Corps of
Engineers Wetlands Delineation Manual along with the USACE 2008 Regional Supplement to
the Corps of Engineers Wetland Delineation Manual: Western Mountains, Valleys, and Coast
Region. A Level 3 Determination (i.e., a combination of onsite inspection and aerial review) was
conducted as defined in the Wetland Delineation Manual.
The location of the project site is within the boundary zone between the Arid West Region and
the Western Mountains, Valleys, and Coast Region. The climatic conditions and vegetation in
Pacifica overlaps with what is described in both supplements. Both regional supplements include
coastal areas, and a reasonable justification could be made to support the use of either
supplement. The Western Mountains regional supplement was chosen as the appropriate manual
based on vegetation and climate; including the following:
Arid West: Generally hot and dry with long summer dry season. Average annual precipitation
mostly <15”, except along the coast. Most precipitation falls as rain.
Western Mountains, Valleys and Coast: Cooler and more humid with a shorter dry season.
Average annual precipitation mostly >20” except near the coast. Much of the annual
precipitation falls as snow, particularly at higher elevations.
Average annual precipitation in Pacifica is approximately 32” 1. Due to heavy fog during the
summertime especially, the amount of water available to vegetation is much greater due to fog
drip.
3.1 DEFINITION OF TERMS
The following section provides key definitions of terms used in this report that are relevant to the
delineation of wetlands and other waters of the US.
Waters of the United States: Title 33, Chapter II, Part 328.3 of the Code of Federal Regulations
defines waters of the United States as:
(1) All waters which are currently used, were used in the past, or may be susceptible to
use in interstate or foreign commerce, including all waters which are subject to the
ebb and flow of the tide;
(2) All interstate waters including interstate wetlands;
1

https://www.ncdc.noaa.gov/cdo-web/datatools/normals
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(3) All other waters such as intrastate lakes, rivers, streams (including intermittent
streams), mud flats, sand flats, wetlands, sloughs, prairie potholes, wet meadows,
playa lakes, or natural ponds, the use, degradation, or destruction of which could
affect interstate or foreign commerce including any such waters:
a. which are or could be used by interstate or foreign travelers for recreational or
other purposes;
b. or from which fish or shellfish are or could be taken and sold in interstate or
foreign commerce;
c. or which are used or could be used for industrial purposes by industries in
interstate commerce;
(4) All impoundments of waters otherwise defined as waters of the United States under
the definition;
(5) Tributaries of waters identified in paragraphs (1) through (4);
(6) Territorial seas; and
(7) Wetlands adjacent to waters (other than waters that are themselves wetlands)
identified in paragraphs (1) through (6).
Federal Definition of Wetlands: In Title 33, Chapter II, Part 328.4 of the Code of Federal
Regulations, wetlands are defined as: “Those areas that are inundated or saturated by surface or
ground water at a frequency and duration sufficient to support, and that under normal
circumstances do support, a prevalence of vegetation typically adapted for life in saturated soil
conditions. Wetlands generally include swamps, marshes, bogs, and similar areas.” For the
purposes of a USACE wetland delineation, an area must meet three diagnostic environmental
characteristics in order to be considered a wetland. These three characteristics include the
presence of hydrophytic vegetation, hydric soils, and wetland hydrology.
Hydrophytic Vegetation: The USACE 1987 Wetland Delineation Manual describes
hydrophytic vegetation as “sum total of macrophytic plant life that occurs in areas where
the frequency and duration of inundation or soil saturation produce permanently or
periodically saturated soils of sufficient duration to exert a controlling influence on the
plant species present. The vegetation occurring in a wetland may consist of more than
one plant community (species association). Emphasis is placed on the assemblage of
plant species that exert a controlling influence on the character of the plant community,
rather than on indicator species.”
Hydric Soil: Defined by the USACE Western Mountains Supplement as “a soil that
formed under conditions of saturation, flooding, or ponding long enough during the
growing season to develop anaerobic conditions in the upper part. Most hydric soils
exhibit characteristic morphologies that result from repeated periods of saturation or
inundation for more than a few days…These processes result in distinctive characteristics
that persist in the soil during both wet and dry periods.”
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Wetland Hydrology: The USACE 1987 Wetland Delineation Manual describes wetland
hydrology as “all hydrologic characteristics of areas that are periodically inundated or
have soils saturated to the surface at some time during the growing season. Areas with
evident characteristics of wetland hydrology are those where the presence of water has an
overriding influence on characteristics of vegetation and soils due to anaerobic and
reducing conditions, respectively.”
Navigable Waters of the United States: Title 33, Chapter II, Part 329.4 of the Code of Federal
Regulations defines navigable waters of the U.S. as “those waters subject to the ebb and flow of
the tide and/or are presently used, or have been used in the past, or may be susceptible for us to
transport interstate or foreign commerce. A determination of navigability, once made, applies
laterally over the entire surface of the waterbody, and is not extinguished by later actions or
events which impede or destroy navigable capacity.” For the purposes of a USACE
jurisdictional determination, navigable waters of the United States are considered Traditionally
Navigable Waters.
Ordinary High Water Mark (OHWM): Title 33, Chapter II, Part 328.3 of the Code of Federal
Regulations defines the OHWM as “that line on the shore established by the fluctuations of
water and indicated by physical characteristics, such as a clear, natural line impressed on the
bank, shelving, changes in the character of the soil, destruction of terrestrial vegetation, the
presence of litter or debris, or other appropriate means that consider the characteristics of the
surrounding area.”
Mean High Water (MHW): Section 10 of the Rivers and Harbors Act (RHA), which regulates
certain activities in navigable waters of the U.S., defines the landward limit of Section 10
jurisdiction as the Mean High Water (MHW) mark. The MHW mark, with respect to ocean and
coastal waters, is defined as: “The line on the shore established by the average of all high tides. It
is established by survey based on available tidal data (preferably averaged over a period of 18.6
years because of the variations in tide). In the absence of such data, less precise methods to
determine the mean high water mark are used, such as physical markings, lines of vegetation or
comparison of the area in question with an area having similar physical characteristics for which
tidal data are readily available.”
In the case of non-tidal waters regulated by the RHA, the MHW is defined as the OHWM.
State Definition of Wetlands: The State defines wetlands more broadly than the federal
wetlands program by recognizing that wetlands may have evidence of only one of the three
federal parameters. The State definition also conforms to the USFWS definition:
"Wetlands are lands transitional between terrestrial and aquatic systems where the water
table is usually at or near the surface or the land is covered by shallow water. For
purposes of this classification, wetlands must have one or more of the following three
attributes: (1) at least periodically, the land supports hydrophytes, (2) the substrate is
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predominantly undrained hydric soil; and (3) the substrate is non-soil and is saturated
with water or covered by shallow water at some time during the growing season of each
year" (Cowardin, 1979).
Additionally, for the purposes of identifying Environmentally Sensitive Habitat Areas (ESHA)
regulated by the California Coastal Commission, the California Coastal Act of 1976 further
specifies that wetlands are:
“Land where the water table is at, near, or above the land surface long enough to promote
the formation of hydric soils or to support the growth of hydrophytes, and shall also
include those types of wetlands where vegetation is lacking and soil is poorly developed
or absent as a result of frequent and drastic fluctuations of surface water levels, wave
action, water flow, turbidity or high concentrations of salts or other substances in the
substrate. Such wetlands can be recognized by the presence of surface water or saturated
substrate at some time during each year and their location within, or adjacent to,
vegetated wetlands or deep-water habitats” (CCR Title 14, Section 13577).
Although the State definition may require only a single parameter to establish the presence of
wetlands (and ESHA), in practice, such decisions are based on a case-by-case interpretation of
data that either support or disprove the presumption of whether wetlands are indicated by a
single parameter.
3.2 REGULATORY SETTING
3.2.1 U.S Army Corps of Engineers
The US Army Corps of Engineers (USACE) regulates activities that result in the discharge of
dredged or fill materials into waters of the U.S. including wetlands, under Section 404 of the
Clean Water Act. USACE also regulates dredging, filling, and construction activities in
navigable waters under Section 10 of the Rivers and Harbors Act. Activities involving dredged
or filled materials require a Section 404 permit, and/or a Section 10 permit, issued by the
USACE. Section 404 projects may be authorized under general permits, also known as
nationwide permits, or may require individual permits in the case of more complex projects that
exceed the threshold for impacts under the nationwide permits.
3.2.2 California Coastal Commission
The California Coastal Commission (CCC) exercises jurisdiction over development activities
within the coastal zone. In the city of Pacifica, construction projects within the coastal zone are
regulated through the City’s Local Coastal Land Use Plan (LCLUP). The City regulates
construction projects through the LCLUP, to bring projects into conformance with the California
Coastal Act of 1976.
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The project site is within the Pedro Point/ Shelter Cove Land Use Plan area, and is not located
within a designated environmentally sensitive wetland area (LCLUP 1992). However, in the
Plan Conclusions section, under Development Near Wetlands and Creeks; the LCLUP states:
“Riparian vegetation along all intermittent and year-round creeks shall be protected, enhanced
and restored where feasible, and buffer zones required.”; And; “As a general rule, a buffer of at
least 100 feet measured from the outward edge of riparian vegetation would be appropriate
unless such a width is determined to be unnecessary for protecting the resources of the habitat
area”
3.2.3 California Department of Fish and Wildlife
The California Department of Fish and Wildlife (CDFW) regulates projects that will:
(1) substantially divert or obstruct the natural flow of any river, stream or lake;
(2) substantially change or use any material from the bed, channel, or bank of, any river,
stream, or lake; or
(3) deposit or dispose of debris, waste, or other material containing crumbled, flaked, or
ground pavement where it may pass into any river, stream, or lake. (Section 1602,
California Fish and Game Code)
To complete projects which will affect these characteristics of any river, stream, or lake, within
the state of California, projects must apply for a Lake or Streambed Alteration Agreement
(Section 1600 Series Permit). The jurisdictional boundary of the CDFW typically follows the
top-of-bank or the outermost edge of riparian vegetation adjacent to the regulated stream, river,
or lake.

3.2.4 Regional Water Quality Control Board
The Regional Water Quality Control Board (RWQCB) has authority over projects that could
result in negative impacts to waters of the State and wetlands. The RWQCB, defines “waters of
the State” as any surface water or groundwater, including saline waters within the boundaries of
the State of California (Cal. Water Quality Control, Division 7, January 2011). In addition, it
defines “water quality control” as the regulation of any activity that may affect the quality of the
waters of the State, and includes the prevention and correction of water pollution and nuisance.
Under the Porter-Cologne Water Quality Control Act, the RWQCB is authorized to regulate the
discharge of waste that could affect the quality of State waters. Regulated discharges include
any substances associated with human habitation that are harmful to the aquatic environment,
including stormwater runoff associated with construction projects and other activities that could
discharge soil, pollutants, or other materials into waters of the State. Projects that could produce
pollutants or discharge into waters of the state must apply for a Section 401 Certification from
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the California Regional Water Quality Control Board to ensure that any discharges will be in
compliance with California’s water quality standards.
3.3 DELINEATION METHODS
This wetland delineation was conducted through the analysis of aerial photography, historical
records, and other relevant data sources, as well as an onsite survey to characterize vegetation,
soils, and hydrology.
3.4 LITERATURE REVIEW
Prior to the field survey, aerial photographs were reviewed for current and historical data on
vegetation and landuse changes. Soil types were assessed using the online USDA Natural
Resource Conservation Science Web Soil Survey (NRCS 2019). Historical and current land use
data was accessed from various sources, including historical aerial photographs (UCSB 2019).
3.5 FIELD SURVEY
The field delineation for the study area was conducted by Patrick Kobernus of Coast Ridge
Ecology on October 21, 2019. Wetland vegetation was mapped by P. Kobernus and CRE
Biologist Greg Pfau on September 18, 2019. Weather conditions at the time of the field visits
included clear skies, temperatures in the 70’s (ºF), and no wind. The onsite inspection evaluated
the three parameters that identify and delineate the boundaries of jurisdictional wetlands,
including (1) the dominance of wetland vegetation; (2) the presence of hydric soils; and (3)
hydrologic conditions that result in periods of inundation or saturation on the surface from
flooding or ponding.
Survey methods follow the protocol outlined in the 1987 USACE Wetland Delineation Manual
for Areas Less Than Five Acres in Size. GPS coordinates of each sample location were recorded
in the field with a Trimble GeoExplorer 6000 series unit. Vegetation, soils and hydrology data
were taken at each of these points. The completed Wetland Determination Data Forms for the
Western Mountains Region are located in Appendix A.
3.5.1 Vegetation Data Collection
Vegetation data was collected at each sample point taken during the field survey. As per the
1987 Wetland Delineation Manual and the 2010 Western Mountains, Valleys and Coast
Regional Supplement, plants in the tree stratum are defined as woody plants with a diameter
three inches or more at breast height (DBH). Saplings/shrubs are defined as woody plants with a
diameter of less than three inches DBH, and herbs are defined as non-woody plants regardless of
size. Species type and percent dominance of each species was recording at each sample point.
The USACE National Wetland Plant List was used to determine the wetland indicator status of
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plants observed in the study area. Wetland indicator status refers to the probability that a plant
will occur within a wetland or upland area. The indicator status categories are defined as
follows:
•
•
•
•
•
•

Obligate (OBL): almost always occurs in wetlands
Facultative wetland (FACW): usually occurs in wetlands, sometimes may occur in
uplands
Facultative (FAC): equally likely to occur in wetlands or nonwetlands
Facultative upland (FACU): usually occurs in uplands but may occasionally occur in
wetlands
Obligate upland (UPL): almost never occurs in wetlands
No indicator (NI)/ No status (NS): no indicator or status assigned due to lack of
information

The presence of hydrophytic vegetation data was then determined using the dominance test and
prevalence index described in the USACE Wetland Delineation Manual and Western Mountains
Regional Supplement.
3.5.2 Soils
Soil pits were taken at each of the two sets of paired sample point sites (4 sample points total).
Soil pits were excavated to the maximum depth possible and soil color and texture was assessed
and recorded onto the Western Mountains data sheets. Soil color was determined by matching
samples to Munsell Soils Color Charts (Munsell Colors 2000). Soils were then assessed for
hydric features described in the Western Mountains Regional Supplement, such as the presence
of redoxomorphic concentrations, mucky soils or hydrogen sulfide odor.
3.5.3 Hydrology
Hydrology at each of the sample points was assessed based upon the USACE Western
Mountains, Valleys, And Coast Region hydrology guidelines. Positive hydrological indicators
include the presence of a visible water table, saturation and/or muck, water marks or drift
deposits.
3.6 FEDERAL WETLAND BOUNDARY DETERMINATION
A preliminary wetland boundary line, based on the 3-parameter wetland definition was
determined based on data points and vegetation mapping. Based upon the location of wetland
versus non-wetland sample points, the wetland boundary was determined to correspond to
specific discrete locations within the channel bottom (Figure 2).
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3.6.1 Acreage Calculations
The area for each individual vegetation polygon within the wetland boundary was calculated in
ArcMAP 10.2. All vegetation areas were then added to obtain a total area for wetlands within the
study area.
3.7 STATE WETLAND BOUNDARY DETERMINATION
The state definition of wetlands requires only a single parameter to be met in order to indicate
the presence of wetlands. Hydrophytic vegetation, hydric soils, or wetland hydrology were used
to determine the state upland wetland boundary.
Areas of wetland vegetation were identified and mapped using a Trimble GeoExplorer 6000 unit.
Vegetation units were mapped based upon the dominant species.
Areas of hydric vegetation were defined using the dominance test, and by assessing the indicator
status of the dominant species. Vegetation defined as obligate, facultative wetland, or facultative
by the USACE National Plant List was mapped as wetland vegetation.
Wetland acreage was determined using the methods described in Section 3.6.1 Acreage
Calculation.
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4. RESULTS
4.1 FEDERAL WETLANDS
A total of 0.088 acres of potential federally jurisdictional wetlands occur within the delineation
study area. Table 1 provides the calculations for the total acreage for wetland areas within the
study area. Jurisdictional areas lie within the vegetated central portions of the drainage channel.
These areas are within the primary flow of the channel, where the soil remains saturated even
after water is no longer visible at the surface. Wetland areas are represented by sample points
A2 and A4 within the study area. Figure 2 provides an illustration of potentially jurisdictional
wetlands within the study area. Appendix B provides representative photographs of the sample
points and study area.
TABLE 1: TOTAL ACREAGE OF WETLAND AREAS WITHIN STUDY AREA

Federal
Area (acres)
Area (sq ft)

Wetland Type
Arroyo Willow Wetland
AW-1
Perennial Rye Grass Wetland
PR-1
Small-fruited Bulrush Marsh
BM-1
Smartweed Wetland
SW-1
SW-2
SW-3
subtotal

0.025

1109.560

0.122

5302.871

0.010

437.146

0.011

472.172

0.003

116.769

0.005

237.421

0.012
0.019
0.019

508.292
833.803
844.048

0.015
0.019
0.042

670.112
833.803
1807.747

0.050

2186.143

0.076

3311.661

0.106

4605.914

0.017

722.949

0.336

14652.988

Ephemeral Channel
FC-1
Wetted Channel
WC-1
Total

State
Area (acres)
Area (sq ft)

0.088

3849.618

AW-1
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PR-1A2
A1
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Figure 2: Federal and State Wetlands
505 San Pedro Avenue, Pacifica, CA
Service Layer Credits: Source: Esri,
DigitalGlobe, GeoEye, Earthstar Geographics,
CNES/Airbus DS, USDA, USGS, AeroGRID,
IGN, and the GIS User Community
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4.1.1 Vegetation
Freshwater wetlands on the study site are composed of a variety of plant species. Areas with the
greatest water availability, at the northern end of the drainage, are dominated by arroyo willow
and small-fruited bulrush. Wetlands within the primary flow of the channel are dominated by
water smartweed and perennial rye grass, with curly and green dock also present at lower
densities. Silver weed cinquefoil (Potentilla anserina) (OBL) can also be found here beneath the
smartweed.
4.1.2 Soils
Within the wetland sample points, soils tended to be dark brown and homogenous with a color
matrix of 10YR 3/1 at sample points A2 and A4; and 5YR 3/2 at sample point A1; and 5YR 3/3
at sample point A3. Soil texture ranged from sandy loam at sample points A1, A3, and A4 to
sandy clay loam at sample point A2. Several unusual soil compositions were noted at the study
site within the channel, due to the site being graded in the past, and the site used as an illegal
dumping area. Within each of the sample point areas, concrete rubble, brick, plastic and metal
refuse were present on the soil surface and/or within the soil. Soils determined to be wetland
soils were based on one indicator (redox dark surface), likely due to a lack of ponding in the
channel during most times of year. In addition, dark parent materials and the fact that the
drainage feature has only been in existence for a few to several decades likely limits the
formation of more hydric soil indicators.
4.1.3 Hydrology
Wetland hydrology indicators at sample points A2 and A4 included mud cracks at the surface of
the channel bottom (Photo 9 in Appendix B). No other hydrology indicators were present. No
ordinary high water mark was visible in the channel, likely due to a lack of flow through the
channel at most times of year.
4.2 STATE WETLANDS
A total of 0.248 acres of potential state jurisdictional wetlands occur within the delineation study
area. The acreage of state wetlands exceeds that of the federal wetlands since determination state
wetlands is based upon only one parameter (hydrophytic vegetation or hydric soils or wetland
hydrology) rather than the presence of all three required by the federal wetland definition. Table
1 provides the calculations for the total acreage for state and federal wetland areas within the
study area.
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The entire portion of the channel exhibiting hydrology features was mapped and designated as
FC-1. This area qualifies as a state wetland due to hydrology and soil indicators, but vegetation is
either lacking or composed of upland plant species in many places. Areas where the hydrophytic
vegetation is dominant within the channel satisfy the criteria for federal wetlands.
4.3 ENVIRONMENTALLY SENSITIVE HABITAT AREAS (ESHA)
The CCC defines an ESHA as an area in which plant or animal life or their habitats are either
rare or especially valuable because of their special nature or role in an ecosystem and which
could be easily disturbed or degraded by human activities.” (California Coastal Act §30107.5).
The CCC Guidelines contain definitions for specific types of ESHAs, including: wetlands,
estuaries, streams and rivers, lakes, open coastal waters and coastal waters, riparian habitats,
other resource areas, and special-status species and their habitats. For the purposes of this report,
ESHAs include any areas that may meet the definition of any ESHA defined by the CCC
guidelines or the City of Pacifica LCLUP. A “special-status natural community” is a natural
habitat community that is unique in its constituent components, restricted in distribution,
supported by distinctive soil conditions, considered locally rare, potentially supporting specialstatus plant or wildlife species, and/or that receives regulatory recognition from municipal,
county, state, and/or federal entities such as the California Natural Diversity Database
(CNDDB). Within the study area, the arroyo willow stand is consistent with the description of
Arroyo willow thickets (61.201.01 – Salix lasiolepis), which is listed by CDFW as sensitive
plant community. This species is common in coastal California and does not have a rarity
ranking. However, based on this classification and that it is often associated with riparian habitat,
the arroyo willow stand, may be considered an ESHA. Discrete portions of the drainage channel
where one or more wetland parameters are present may also be considered an ESHA.

RECOMMENDATIONS
The proposed project would not result in direct or indirect, temporary or permanent impacts to
wetlands, other waters, or any ESHA’s. The drainage channel feature adjacent to the property at
505 San Pedro Avenue appears to be a man-made constructed feature, that is highly degraded
due to construction and ongoing maintenance of a City of Pacifica sewer line that runs
underneath the feature. The channel has been used as an illegal dumping area for decades and
refuse such as gas cans, mattresses, appliances, plastic garbage, concrete rubble, bricks, and
other refuse are present within the channel and buried within the soil.
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The project as proposed would create a retaining wall along the property boundary, and the
following setbacks from the wetlands are shown in Table 2.
TABLE 2. STATE AND FEDERAL WETLANDS AND SETBACK DISTANCES FROM
PROPOSED PROJECT AT 505 SAN PEDRO AVENUE, PACIFICA, CA

Name
AW-1
AW-1
BM-1
BM-1
FC-1
PR-1
PR-1
SW-1
SW-1
SW-2
SW-3
SW-3
WC-1

Wetland Type
Federal Wetland
State Wetlands
Federal Wetland
State Wetland
State Wetland
State Wetland
Federal Wetland
State Wetland
Federal Wetland
Federal Wetland
State Wetlands
Federal Wetland
State Wetland

From Retaining Wall/Trail
From Structures (approximate)
Distance to
Distance (ft) max Distance to closest Distance (ft) max to
closest point(ft) to near edge
point (ft)
near edge
4.10
13.34
32.9
84.7
0.00
0
29.31
63
12.47
13.7
26.9
33.67
6.16
10.5
23.17
31.5
6.35
18.45
19.4
26.3
10.86
12.8
23.46
26.19
12.79
15.7
26.36
28.18
2.31
7
15.31
19.95
5.52
10.4
17.85
25.59
8.51
21.4
20.61
33.4
0.00
6.13
8.67
18.64
7.66
12.3
20.9
24.5
0.00
5.5
10.06
22

The LCLUP states that “As a general rule, a buffer of at least 100 feet measured from the
outward edge of riparian vegetation would be appropriate unless such a width is determined to be
unnecessary for protecting the resources of the habitat area”. The California Coastal
Commission has required buffers of 100 feet from the edge of riparian vegetation in areas where
such buffers are feasible. However, it is not unusual for the Commission to allow smaller buffers
in urbanized areas where the existing land use patterns do not allow for increased riparian buffer
areas.
Based on the existing condition of the drainage channel, and the setback distances, the proposed
project would not present a source of physical, chemical or biological disturbance to the wetland
habitats including the arroyo willow stand (AW-1). Additional measures to ensure the channel is
not impacted by construction activities would include planting of native plant species suitable for
the boundary area adjacent to the channel, and installation of appropriate erosion/ sediment
controls such as silt fencing, fiber rolls, and erosion control blankets along the top of the bank.
These measures would be suitable to protect the resource and improve the quality of this
resource.
Any economic use of the subject property would result in a reduction of the recommended 100foot buffer because of the proximity of any development on the property to wetland habitat. The
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CCC has established precedent by issuing permits allowing even more intensive uses that
resulted in direct impacts to sensitive coastal resources, consistent with the mandate of Coastal
Act § 30010 that prevents taking of private property without compensation (see CCC Appeal
Numbers A-2-SMC-11-040 & A-2-SMC-11-041 2 concerning a controversial project near Half
Moon Bay that was ultimately approved).

2

https://documents.coastal.ca.gov/reports/2013/12/W18a-12-2013.pdf
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5. REPORT PREPARATION AND REFERENCES

5.1 REPORT PREPARATION
Coast Ridge Ecology, LLC
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San Francisco, CA 94122
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WETLAND DETERMINATION DATA FORM – Western Mountains, Valleys, and Coast Region
Project/Site:

NorCal Surf Shop

Applicant/Owner:

City/County:

Shawn Rhodes

Investigator(s):

Patrick Kobernus

Landform (hillslope, terrace, etc.):
Subregion (LRR):

Sampling Date:

CA

Sampling Point:

10/21/2019

A1

Section, Township, Range:
Channel bank

California

Soil Map Unit Name:

Pacifica, SMC
State:

Local relief (concave, convex, none):

Lat:

37.595406

Long:

-122.506549

Urban

Convex

Slope (%):

Datum:

NWI classification:

Are climatic / hydrologic conditions on the site typical for this time of year? Yes

x

Are Vegetation

, Soil

, or Hydrology

significantly disturbed?

Are Vegetation

, Soil

, or Hydrology

naturally problematic?

No

50

NAD83
None

(If no, explain in Remarks.)

Are “Normal Circumstances” present? Yes

x

No

(If needed, explain any answers in Remarks.)

SUMMARY OF FINDINGS – Attach site map showing sampling point locations, transects, important features, etc.
Hydrophytic Vegetation Present?
Hydric Soil Present?
Wetland Hydrology Present?

Yes
Yes
Yes

No
No
No

x
x
x

Is the Sampled Area within a Wetland?

Yes

No

x

Remarks:
Delineation is being done at request of CA Coastal Commission and potential wetland area is adjacent to, but not on, applicant’s property.

VEGETATION – Use scientific names of plants.
Tree Stratum

(Plot size:

Absolute
% Cover

)

Dominant
Species?

Indicator
Status

1.
2.
3.
4.
= Total Cover
Sapling/Shrub Stratum

(Plot size:

2m r

Dominance Test worksheet:
Number of Dominant Species
That Are OBL, FACW, or FAC:

0

(A)

Total Number of Dominant
Species Across All Strata:

2

(B)

Percent of Dominant Species
That Are OBL, FACW, or FAC:

0

(A/B)

Prevalence Index worksheet:

)

Total % Cover of:

Multiply by:

2.

OBL species

x1=

3.

FACW species

x2=

4.

FAC species

x3=

FACU species

x4=

UPL species

x5=

Column Totals:

(A)

1.

Ligustrum ovilifolium

20

Y

-NS-

5.
20
Herb Stratum

(Plot size:

2m r

= Total Cover

)

1.

Delairea odorata

15

N

-NS-

2.

Persicaria amphibia

10

N

OBL

3.

Urtica dioica

5

N

FAC

4.

(B)

Prevalence Index = B/A =
Hydrophytic Vegetation Indicators:

5.

1 - Rapid Test for Hydrophytic Vegetation

6.

2 - Dominance Test is >50%

7.

3 - Prevalence Index is ≤3.01
4 - Morphological Adaptations1 (Provide supporting
data in Remarks or on a separate sheet)

8.
9.

5 - Wetland Non-Vascular Plants1

10.

Problematic Hydrophytic Vegetation1 (Explain)

11.
30
Woody Vine Stratum
1.

(Plot size:

Rubus ursinus

2m r

= Total Cover

)
50

Y

50

= Total Cover

2.
% Bare Ground in Herb Stratum

Indicators of hydric soil and wetland hydrology must
be present, unless disturbed or problematic.
1

FACU
Hydrophytic
Vegetation
Present?

Yes

No

x

Remarks:

US Army Corps of Engineers

Western Mountains, Valleys, and Coast – Version 2.0

SOIL

Sampling Point:
Profile Description: (Describe to the depth needed to document the indicator or confirm the absence of indicators.)
Matrix
Redox Features
Depth
(inches)
Color (moist)
%
Color (moist)
%
Type1
Loc2
Texture
0-16

5YR 3/2

100

Remarks

Sandy loam

Type: C=Concentration, D=Depletion, RM=Reduced Matrix, CS=Covered or Coated Sand Grains.

Location: PL=Pore Lining, M=Matrix.

1

Hydric Soil Indicators: (Applicable to all LRRs, unless otherwise noted.)
Histosol (A1)
Histic Epipedon (A2)
Black Histic (A3)
Hydrogen Sulfide (A4)
Depleted Below Dark Surface (A11)
Thick Dark Surface (A12)
Sandy Mucky Mineral (S1)
Sandy Gleyed Matrix (S4)

A1

2

Indicators for Problematic Hydric Soils3:

Sandy Redox (S5)
Stripped Matrix (S6)
Loamy Mucky Mineral (F1) (except MLRA 1)
Loamy Gleyed Matrix (F2)
Depleted Matrix (F3)
Redox Dark Surface (F6)
Depleted Dark Surface (F7)
Redox Depressions (F8)

2 cm Muck (A10)
Red Parent Material (TF2)
Very Shallow Dark Surface (TF12)
Other (Explain in Remarks)
Indicators of hydrophytic vegetation and
wetland hydrology must be present,
unless disturbed or problematic
3

Restrictive Layer (if present):
Type:
Depth (inches):

Hydric Soil Present?

Yes

No

x

Remarks:
Uniform color to soil, combined with urban fill (concrete, brick, and other refuse)

HYDROLOGY

Wetland Hydrology Indicators:
Primary Indicators (minimum of one required; check all that apply)
Water-Stained Leaves (B9) (except
Surface Water (A1)
MLRA 1, 2, 4A, and 4B)
High Water Table (A2)
Salt Crust (B11)
Saturation (A3)
Aquatic Invertebrates (B13)
Water Marks (B1)
Hydrogen Sulfide Odor (C1)
Oxidized Rhizospheres along Living
Sediment Deposits (B2)
Roots (C3)
Drift Deposits (B3)
Presence of Reduced Iron (C4)
Recent Iron Reduction in Tilled
Algal Mat or Crust (B4)
Soils (C6)
Stunted or Stressed Plants (D1)
Iron Deposits (B5)
(LRR A)
Surface Soil Cracks (B6)
Other (Explain in Remarks)
Inundation Visible on Aerial Imagery (B7)
Sparsely Vegetated Concave Surface (B8)

Secondary Indicators (2 or more required)
Water-Stained Leaves (B9) (MLRA 1, 2,
4A, and 4B)
Drainage Patterns (B10)
Dry-Season Water Table (C2)
Saturation Visible on Aerial Imagery (C9)
Geomorphic Position (D2)
Shallow Aquitard (D3)
FAC-Neutral Test (D5)
Raised Ant Mounds (D6) (LRR A)
Frost-Heave Hummocks (D7)

Field Observations:
Surface Water Present?
Yes
No x Depth (inches):
Water Table Present?
Yes
No x Depth (inches):
Wetland Hydrology Present?
Saturation Present?
(includes capillary fringe)
Yes
No x Depth (inches):
Describe Recorded Data (stream gauge, monitoring well, aerial photos, previous inspections), if available:

Yes

No

x

Remarks:
No hydrologic indicators present.

US Army Corps of Engineers

Western Mountains, Valleys, and Coast – Version 2.0

WETLAND DETERMINATION DATA FORM – Western Mountains, Valleys, and Coast Region
Project/Site:

NorCal Surf Shop

Applicant/Owner:

City/County:

Shawn Rhodes

Investigator(s):

Patrick Kobernus

Landform (hillslope, terrace, etc.):
Subregion (LRR):

CA

Sampling Date:
Sampling Point:

10/21/2019

A2

Section, Township, Range:
Channel bed

California

Soil Map Unit Name:

Pacifica, SMC
State:

Local relief (concave, convex, none):

Lat:

37.595406

Long:

-122.506549

Urban

Concave

Slope (%):

Datum:

NWI classification:

Are climatic / hydrologic conditions on the site typical for this time of year? Yes
Are Vegetation

, Soil

, or Hydrology

significantly disturbed?

Are Vegetation

, Soil

, or Hydrology

naturally problematic?

x

No

0

NAD83
None

(If no, explain in Remarks.)

Are “Normal Circumstances” present? Yes

x

No

(If needed, explain any answers in Remarks.)

SUMMARY OF FINDINGS – Attach site map showing sampling point locations, transects, important features, etc.
Hydrophytic Vegetation Present?
Hydric Soil Present?
Wetland Hydrology Present?

Yes
Yes
Yes

x
x
x

No
No
No

Is the Sampled Area within a Wetland?

Yes

x

No

Remarks:
Delineation is being done at request of CA Coastal Commission and potential wetland area is adjacent to, but not on, applicant’s property.

VEGETATION – Use scientific names of plants.
Tree Stratum

(Plot size:

Absolute
% Cover

)

Dominant
Species?

Indicator
Status

1.
2.
3.

Dominance Test worksheet:
Number of Dominant Species
That Are OBL, FACW, or FAC:

2

(A)

Total Number of Dominant
Species Across All Strata:

2

(B)

Percent of Dominant Species
That Are OBL, FACW, or FAC:

4.
= Total Cover
Sapling/Shrub Stratum

(Plot size:

100

Prevalence Index worksheet:

)

1.

Total % Cover of:

Multiply by:

2.

OBL species

x1=

3.

FACW species

x2=

4.

FAC species

x3=

FACU species

x4=

UPL species

x5=

Column Totals:

(A)

5.
20
Herb Stratum

(Plot size:

2m r

= Total Cover

)

1.

Persicaria amphibia

35

2.

Rumex crispus

3.

Scirpus microcarpus

4.

Potentilla anserina

Y

OBL

55

Y

FAC

5

N

OBL

5

N

OBL

(B)

Prevalence Index = B/A =
Hydrophytic Vegetation Indicators:

5.

1 - Rapid Test for Hydrophytic Vegetation
x

6.
7.

2 - Dominance Test is >50%
3 - Prevalence Index is ≤3.01
4 - Morphological Adaptations1 (Provide supporting
data in Remarks or on a separate sheet)

8.
9.

5 - Wetland Non-Vascular Plants1

10.

Problematic Hydrophytic Vegetation1 (Explain)

11.
100
Woody Vine Stratum

(A/B)

(Plot size:

= Total Cover

)

Indicators of hydric soil and wetland hydrology must
be present, unless disturbed or problematic.
1

1.
2.
= Total Cover
% Bare Ground in Herb Stratum

Hydrophytic
Vegetation
Present?

Yes

x

No

Remarks:

US Army Corps of Engineers

Western Mountains, Valleys, and Coast – Version 2.0

SOIL

Sampling Point:
Profile Description: (Describe to the depth needed to document the indicator or confirm the absence of indicators.)
Matrix
Redox Features
Depth
(inches)
Color (moist)
%
Color (moist)
%
Type1
Loc2
Texture
Sandy clay
0-16
10YR 3/1
100
loam

Type: C=Concentration, D=Depletion, RM=Reduced Matrix, CS=Covered or Coated Sand Grains.
Histosol (A1)
Histic Epipedon (A2)
Black Histic (A3)
Hydrogen Sulfide (A4)
Depleted Below Dark Surface (A11)
Thick Dark Surface (A12)
Sandy Mucky Mineral (S1)
Sandy Gleyed Matrix (S4)

x

2

Indicators for Problematic Hydric Soils3:

Sandy Redox (S5)
Stripped Matrix (S6)
Loamy Mucky Mineral (F1) (except MLRA 1)
Loamy Gleyed Matrix (F2)
Depleted Matrix (F3)
Redox Dark Surface (F6)
Depleted Dark Surface (F7)
Redox Depressions (F8)

Restrictive Layer (if present):
Type:
Depth (inches):

Remarks

Location: PL=Pore Lining, M=Matrix.

1

Hydric Soil Indicators: (Applicable to all LRRs, unless otherwise noted.)

A2

2 cm Muck (A10)
Red Parent Material (TF2)
Very Shallow Dark Surface (TF12)
Other (Explain in Remarks)
Indicators of hydrophytic vegetation and
wetland hydrology must be present,
unless disturbed or problematic
3

Hydric Soil Present?

Yes

x

No

Remarks:
Uniform color to soil, combined with urban fill (concrete, brick, and other refuse)

HYDROLOGY

Wetland Hydrology Indicators:
Primary Indicators (minimum of one required; check all that apply)
Water-Stained Leaves (B9) (except
Surface Water (A1)
MLRA 1, 2, 4A, and 4B)
High Water Table (A2)
Salt Crust (B11)
Saturation (A3)
Aquatic Invertebrates (B13)
Water Marks (B1)
Hydrogen Sulfide Odor (C1)
Oxidized Rhizospheres along Living
Sediment Deposits (B2)
Roots (C3)
Drift Deposits (B3)
Presence of Reduced Iron (C4)
Recent Iron Reduction in Tilled
Algal Mat or Crust (B4)
Soils (C6)
Stunted or Stressed Plants (D1)
Iron Deposits (B5)
(LRR A)
x Surface Soil Cracks (B6)
Other (Explain in Remarks)
Inundation Visible on Aerial Imagery (B7)
Sparsely Vegetated Concave Surface (B8)

Secondary Indicators (2 or more required)
Water-Stained Leaves (B9) (MLRA 1, 2,
4A, and 4B)
Drainage Patterns (B10)
Dry-Season Water Table (C2)
Saturation Visible on Aerial Imagery (C9)
Geomorphic Position (D2)
Shallow Aquitard (D3)
FAC-Neutral Test (D5)
Raised Ant Mounds (D6) (LRR A)
Frost-Heave Hummocks (D7)

Field Observations:
Surface Water Present?
Yes
No
x Depth (inches):
Water Table Present?
Yes
No
Wetland Hydrology Present?
x Depth (inches):
Saturation Present?
x Depth (inches):
(includes capillary fringe)
Yes
No
Describe Recorded Data (stream gauge, monitoring well, aerial photos, previous inspections), if available:

Yes

x

No

Remarks:

US Army Corps of Engineers

Western Mountains, Valleys, and Coast – Version 2.0

WETLAND DETERMINATION DATA FORM – Western Mountains, Valleys, and Coast Region
Project/Site:

NorCal Surf Shop

Applicant/Owner:

City/County:

Shawn Rhodes

Investigator(s):

Patrick Kobernus

Landform (hillslope, terrace, etc.):
Subregion (LRR):

Sampling Date:

CA

Sampling Point:

10/21/2019

A3

Section, Township, Range:
Channel bank

California

Soil Map Unit Name:

Pacifica, SMC
State:

Local relief (concave, convex, none):

Lat:

37.594600

Long:

-122.507276

Urban

Convex

Slope (%):

Datum:

NWI classification:

Are climatic / hydrologic conditions on the site typical for this time of year? Yes

x

Are Vegetation

, Soil

, or Hydrology

significantly disturbed?

Are Vegetation

, Soil

, or Hydrology

naturally problematic?

No

100

NAD83
None

(If no, explain in Remarks.)

Are “Normal Circumstances” present? Yes

x

No

(If needed, explain any answers in Remarks.)

SUMMARY OF FINDINGS – Attach site map showing sampling point locations, transects, important features, etc.
Hydrophytic Vegetation Present?
Hydric Soil Present?
Wetland Hydrology Present?

Yes
Yes
Yes

No
No
No

x
x
x

Is the Sampled Area within a Wetland?

Yes

No

x

Remarks:
Delineation is being done at request of CA Coastal Commission and potential wetland area is adjacent to, but not on, applicant’s property.

VEGETATION – Use scientific names of plants.
Tree Stratum
1.

(Plot size:

10
mr

)

Absolute
% Cover

Dominant
Species?

Indicator
Status

60

Y

-NS-

Eucalyptus globulus

2.
3.
4.
60
Sapling/Shrub Stratum

(Plot size:

= Total Cover

Dominance Test worksheet:
Number of Dominant Species
That Are OBL, FACW, or FAC:

0

(A)

Total Number of Dominant
Species Across All Strata:

2

(B)

Percent of Dominant Species
That Are OBL, FACW, or FAC:

0

(A/B)

Prevalence Index worksheet:

)

1.

Total % Cover of:

Multiply by:

2.

OBL species

x1=

3.

FACW species

x2=

4.

FAC species

x3=

FACU species

x4=

UPL species

x5=

Column Totals:

(A)

5.
= Total Cover
Herb Stratum

(Plot size:

2m r

)

1.

Tropaeolum majus

65

Y

UPL

2.

Conium maculatum

5

N

FAC

3.

Zantedeschia aethiopica

5

N

OBL

4.

Solanum nigrum

15

N

FACU

(B)

Prevalence Index = B/A =
Hydrophytic Vegetation Indicators:

5.

1 - Rapid Test for Hydrophytic Vegetation

6.

2 - Dominance Test is >50%

7.

3 - Prevalence Index is ≤3.01
4 - Morphological Adaptations1 (Provide supporting
data in Remarks or on a separate sheet)

8.
9.

5 - Wetland Non-Vascular Plants1

10.

Problematic Hydrophytic Vegetation1 (Explain)

11.
90
Woody Vine Stratum
1.

(Plot size:

Rubus ursinus

2m r

= Total Cover

)
10

N

10

= Total Cover

2.
% Bare Ground in Herb Stratum

Indicators of hydric soil and wetland hydrology must
be present, unless disturbed or problematic.
1

FACU
Hydrophytic
Vegetation
Present?

Yes

No

x

Remarks:

US Army Corps of Engineers

Western Mountains, Valleys, and Coast – Version 2.0

SOIL

Sampling Point:
Profile Description: (Describe to the depth needed to document the indicator or confirm the absence of indicators.)
Matrix
Redox Features
Depth
(inches)
Color (moist)
%
Color (moist)
%
Type1
Loc2
Texture
0-16

5YR 3/3

100

Remarks

Sandy loam

Type: C=Concentration, D=Depletion, RM=Reduced Matrix, CS=Covered or Coated Sand Grains.

Location: PL=Pore Lining, M=Matrix.

1

Hydric Soil Indicators: (Applicable to all LRRs, unless otherwise noted.)
Histosol (A1)
Histic Epipedon (A2)
Black Histic (A3)
Hydrogen Sulfide (A4)
Depleted Below Dark Surface (A11)
Thick Dark Surface (A12)
Sandy Mucky Mineral (S1)
Sandy Gleyed Matrix (S4)

A3

2

Indicators for Problematic Hydric Soils3:

Sandy Redox (S5)
Stripped Matrix (S6)
Loamy Mucky Mineral (F1) (except MLRA 1)
Loamy Gleyed Matrix (F2)
Depleted Matrix (F3)
Redox Dark Surface (F6)
Depleted Dark Surface (F7)
Redox Depressions (F8)

2 cm Muck (A10)
Red Parent Material (TF2)
Very Shallow Dark Surface (TF12)
Other (Explain in Remarks)
Indicators of hydrophytic vegetation and
wetland hydrology must be present,
unless disturbed or problematic
3

Restrictive Layer (if present):
Type:
Depth (inches):

Hydric Soil Present?

Yes

No

x

Remarks:
Uniform color to soil, combined with urban fill (concrete, brick, and other refuse)

HYDROLOGY

Wetland Hydrology Indicators:
Primary Indicators (minimum of one required; check all that apply)
Water-Stained Leaves (B9) (except
Surface Water (A1)
MLRA 1, 2, 4A, and 4B)
High Water Table (A2)
Salt Crust (B11)
Saturation (A3)
Aquatic Invertebrates (B13)
Water Marks (B1)
Hydrogen Sulfide Odor (C1)
Oxidized Rhizospheres along Living
Sediment Deposits (B2)
Roots (C3)
Drift Deposits (B3)
Presence of Reduced Iron (C4)
Recent Iron Reduction in Tilled
Algal Mat or Crust (B4)
Soils (C6)
Stunted or Stressed Plants (D1)
Iron Deposits (B5)
(LRR A)
Surface Soil Cracks (B6)
Other (Explain in Remarks)
Inundation Visible on Aerial Imagery (B7)
Sparsely Vegetated Concave Surface (B8)

Secondary Indicators (2 or more required)
Water-Stained Leaves (B9) (MLRA 1, 2,
4A, and 4B)
Drainage Patterns (B10)
Dry-Season Water Table (C2)
Saturation Visible on Aerial Imagery (C9)
Geomorphic Position (D2)
Shallow Aquitard (D3)
FAC-Neutral Test (D5)
Raised Ant Mounds (D6) (LRR A)
Frost-Heave Hummocks (D7)

Field Observations:
Surface Water Present?
Yes
No X Depth (inches):
Water Table Present?
Yes
No X Depth (inches):
Wetland Hydrology Present?
Saturation Present?
(includes capillary fringe)
Yes
No x
Depth (inches):
Describe Recorded Data (stream gauge, monitoring well, aerial photos, previous inspections), if available:

Yes

No

x

Remarks:
No wetland hydrology indicators present

US Army Corps of Engineers

Western Mountains, Valleys, and Coast – Version 2.0

WETLAND DETERMINATION DATA FORM – Western Mountains, Valleys, and Coast Region
Project/Site:

NorCal Surf Shop

Applicant/Owner:

City/County:

Shawn Rhodes

Investigator(s):

Patrick Kobernus

Landform (hillslope, terrace, etc.):
Subregion (LRR):

CA

Sampling Date:
Sampling Point:

10/21/2019

A4

Section, Township, Range:
Channel bed

California

Soil Map Unit Name:

Pacifica, SMC
State:

Local relief (concave, convex, none):

Lat:

37.594600

Long:

-122.507276

Urban

Concave

Slope (%):

Datum:

NWI classification:

Are climatic / hydrologic conditions on the site typical for this time of year? Yes
Are Vegetation

, Soil

, or Hydrology

significantly disturbed?

Are Vegetation

, Soil

, or Hydrology

naturally problematic?

x

No

0

NAD83
None

(If no, explain in Remarks.)

Are “Normal Circumstances” present? Yes

x

No

(If needed, explain any answers in Remarks.)

SUMMARY OF FINDINGS – Attach site map showing sampling point locations, transects, important features, etc.
Hydrophytic Vegetation Present?
Hydric Soil Present?
Wetland Hydrology Present?

Yes
Yes
Yes

X
X
x

No
No
No

Is the Sampled Area within a Wetland?

Yes

x

No

Remarks:
Delineation is being done at request of CA Coastal Commission and potential wetland area is adjacent to, but not on, applicant’s property.

VEGETATION – Use scientific names of plants.
Tree Stratum

(Plot size:

Absolute
% Cover

)

Dominant
Species?

Indicator
Status

1.
2.
3.

Dominance Test worksheet:
Number of Dominant Species
That Are OBL, FACW, or FAC:

1

(A)

Total Number of Dominant
Species Across All Strata:

1

(B)

Percent of Dominant Species
That Are OBL, FACW, or FAC:

4.
= Total Cover
Sapling/Shrub Stratum

(Plot size:

100

Prevalence Index worksheet:

)

1.

Total % Cover of:

Multiply by:

2.

OBL species

x1=

3.

FACW species

x2=

4.

FAC species

x3=

FACU species

x4=

UPL species

x5=

Column Totals:

(A)

5.
= Total Cover
Herb Stratum

(Plot size:

2m r

)

1.

Persicaria amphibia

40

Y

2.

Plantago major

5

N

FAC

3.

Sonchus asper

5

N

FACU

4.

OBL

Raphanus sativus

5

N

-NS-

(B)

Prevalence Index = B/A =
Hydrophytic Vegetation Indicators:

5.

1 - Rapid Test for Hydrophytic Vegetation
x

6.
7.

2 - Dominance Test is >50%
3 - Prevalence Index is ≤3.01
4 - Morphological Adaptations1 (Provide supporting
data in Remarks or on a separate sheet)

8.
9.

5 - Wetland Non-Vascular Plants1

10.

Problematic Hydrophytic Vegetation1 (Explain)

11.
55
Woody Vine Stratum

(A/B)

(Plot size:

= Total Cover

)

Indicators of hydric soil and wetland hydrology must
be present, unless disturbed or problematic.
1

1.
2.
= Total Cover
% Bare Ground in Herb Stratum

Hydrophytic
Vegetation
Present?

Yes

x

No

Remarks:

US Army Corps of Engineers

Western Mountains, Valleys, and Coast – Version 2.0

SOIL

Sampling Point:
Profile Description: (Describe to the depth needed to document the indicator or confirm the absence of indicators.)
Matrix
Redox Features
Depth
(inches)
Color (moist)
%
Color (moist)
%
Type1
Loc2
Texture
0-16

10YR 3/1

100

Remarks

Sandy loam

Type: C=Concentration, D=Depletion, RM=Reduced Matrix, CS=Covered or Coated Sand Grains.

Location: PL=Pore Lining, M=Matrix.

1

Hydric Soil Indicators: (Applicable to all LRRs, unless otherwise noted.)
Histosol (A1)
Histic Epipedon (A2)
Black Histic (A3)
Hydrogen Sulfide (A4)
Depleted Below Dark Surface (A11)
Thick Dark Surface (A12)
Sandy Mucky Mineral (S1)
Sandy Gleyed Matrix (S4)

A4

x

2

Indicators for Problematic Hydric Soils3:

Sandy Redox (S5)
Stripped Matrix (S6)
Loamy Mucky Mineral (F1) (except MLRA 1)
Loamy Gleyed Matrix (F2)
Depleted Matrix (F3)
Redox Dark Surface (F6)
Depleted Dark Surface (F7)
Redox Depressions (F8)

2 cm Muck (A10)
Red Parent Material (TF2)
Very Shallow Dark Surface (TF12)
Other (Explain in Remarks)
Indicators of hydrophytic vegetation and
wetland hydrology must be present,
unless disturbed or problematic
3

Restrictive Layer (if present):
Type:
Depth (inches):

Hydric Soil Present?

Yes

x

No

Remarks:
Uniform color to soil, combined with urban fill (concrete, brick, and other refuse)

HYDROLOGY

Wetland Hydrology Indicators:
Primary Indicators (minimum of one required; check all that apply)
Water-Stained Leaves (B9) (except
Surface Water (A1)
MLRA 1, 2, 4A, and 4B)
High Water Table (A2)
Salt Crust (B11)
Saturation (A3)
Aquatic Invertebrates (B13)
Water Marks (B1)
Hydrogen Sulfide Odor (C1)
Oxidized Rhizospheres along Living
Sediment Deposits (B2)
Roots (C3)
Drift Deposits (B3)
Presence of Reduced Iron (C4)
Recent Iron Reduction in Tilled
Algal Mat or Crust (B4)
Soils (C6)
Stunted or Stressed Plants (D1)
Iron Deposits (B5)
(LRR A)
x Surface Soil Cracks (B6)
Other (Explain in Remarks)
Inundation Visible on Aerial Imagery (B7)
Sparsely Vegetated Concave Surface (B8)

Secondary Indicators (2 or more required)
Water-Stained Leaves (B9) (MLRA 1, 2,
4A, and 4B)
Drainage Patterns (B10)
Dry-Season Water Table (C2)
Saturation Visible on Aerial Imagery (C9)
Geomorphic Position (D2)
Shallow Aquitard (D3)
FAC-Neutral Test (D5)
Raised Ant Mounds (D6) (LRR A)
Frost-Heave Hummocks (D7)

Field Observations:
Surface Water Present?
Yes
No X Depth (inches):
Water Table Present?
Yes
No X Depth (inches):
Wetland Hydrology Present?
Saturation Present?
(includes capillary fringe)
Yes
No x
Depth (inches):
Describe Recorded Data (stream gauge, monitoring well, aerial photos, previous inspections), if available:

Yes

x

No

Remarks:
Electrical cable under channel, bricks, concrete rubble in soil.
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APPENDIX B
Representative Photographs

Figure 1. Drainage channel, with Eucalyptus trees. Photo date: 09/18/2019.

Figure 2. Drainage channel with brambles, north end. Photo date: 09/18/2019.
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Figure 3. Drainage channel and bank with Eucalyptus, Rumex, Kikuyu grass and Tropaeolum
plants. Photo date: 09/18/2019.

Figure 4. Drainage channel with blackberry and grass vegetation. Photo date: 09/18/2019.
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Figure 5. Top of berm, (505 San Pedro Ave. property) looking north. Photo date: 09/18/2019.

Figure 6. Top of berm, (505 San Pedro Ave. property) looking south. Photo date: 09/18/2019.
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Figure 7. Wetted channel on south end. Photo date: 09/18/2019.

Figure 8. Drainage channel (data point A4 and sewer line manhole). Photo date: 10/21/2019.
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Figure 9. Channel bottom near data point A2 showing mud cracks. Photo date: 10/21/2019.

Figure 10. Channel bottom. Data point A2. Photo date: 10/21/2109.
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APPENDIX C
Soil Survey Map
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Area of Interest (AOI)
Area of Interest (AOI)
Soils
Soil Map Unit Polygons
Soil Map Unit Lines
Soil Map Unit Points
Special Point Features
Blowout
Borrow Pit
Clay Spot
Closed Depression
Gravel Pit
Gravelly Spot
Landfill
Lava Flow
Marsh or swamp

MAP INFORMATION
Spoil Area
Stony Spot

The soil surveys that comprise your AOI were mapped at
1:24,000.

Very Stony Spot

Warning: Soil Map may not be valid at this scale.

Wet Spot

Enlargement of maps beyond the scale of mapping can cause
misunderstanding of the detail of mapping and accuracy of soil
line placement. The maps do not show the small areas of
contrasting soils that could have been shown at a more detailed
scale.

Other
Special Line Features
Water Features
Streams and Canals
Transportation
Rails
Interstate Highways
US Routes
Major Roads
Local Roads
Background
Aerial Photography

Mine or Quarry

Please rely on the bar scale on each map sheet for map
measurements.
Source of Map: Natural Resources Conservation Service
Web Soil Survey URL:
Coordinate System: Web Mercator (EPSG:3857)
Maps from the Web Soil Survey are based on the Web Mercator
projection, which preserves direction and shape but distorts
distance and area. A projection that preserves area, such as the
Albers equal-area conic projection, should be used if more
accurate calculations of distance or area are required.
This product is generated from the USDA-NRCS certified data as
of the version date(s) listed below.
Soil Survey Area: San Mateo County, Eastern Part, and San
Francisco County, California
Survey Area Data: Version 15, Sep 16, 2019
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Perennial Water

Soil map units are labeled (as space allows) for map scales
1:50,000 or larger.

Rock Outcrop
Saline Spot

Date(s) aerial images were photographed:
2019

Sandy Spot
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The orthophoto or other base map on which the soil lines were
compiled and digitized probably differs from the background
imagery displayed on these maps. As a result, some minor
shifting of map unit boundaries may be evident.
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DEPARTMENT OF THE INTERIOR
Fish and Wildlife Service
50 CFR Part 17
[FWS-R8-ES-2009-0089]
[MO 92210-0-0009-B4]
RIN 1018-AV90

Endangered and Threatened Wildlife
and Plants; Revised Designation of
Critical Habitat for the California RedLegged Frog
Fish and Wildlife Service,
Interior.
ACTION: Final rule.
AGENCY:

We, the U.S. Fish and
Wildlife Service (Service), designate
revised critical habitat for the California
red-legged frog (Rana draytonii) under
the Endangered Species Act of 1973, as
amended (Act). In total, approximately
1,636,609 acres (ac) (662,312 hectares
(ha)) of critical habitat in 27 California
counties fall within the boundaries of
the final revised critical habitat
designation.
DATES: This rule becomes effective on
April 16, 2010.
ADDRESSES: This final rule, final
economic analysis, and maps are
available on the Internet at http://
www.regulations.gov and http://
www.fws.gov/sacramento/. Comments
and materials received, as well as
supporting documentation used in
preparing this final rule, are available
for public inspection, by appointment,
during normal business hours, at the
U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service,
Sacramento Fish and Wildlife Office,
2800 Cottage Way, Room W-2605,
Sacramento, CA 95825; telephone 916–
414–6600; or facsimile 916–414–6712.
FOR FURTHER INFORMATION CONTACT: For
information on the revised designation
in general and information about the
revised designation in Alameda, Butte,
Calaveras, Contra Costa, El Dorado,
Kern, Kings, Marin, southern
Mendocino, Merced, Napa, Nevada,
Placer, San Joaquin, San Mateo, Santa
Clara, Solano, Sonoma, Stanislaus, and
Yuba Counties, contact Susan Moore,
Field Supervisor or Arnold Roessler,
Fish and Wildlife Biologist, U.S. Fish
and Wildlife Service, Sacramento Fish
and Wildlife Office, 2800 Cottage Way,
Room W–2605, Sacramento, CA 95825;
telephone 916–414–6600; or facsimile
916–414–6712. If you use a
telecommunications device for the deaf
(TDD), call the Federal Information
Relay Service (FIRS) at 800–877–8339.
For information about the revised
designation in Los Angeles, Monterey,
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San Benito, San Luis Obispo, Santa
Barbara, Santa Cruz, and Ventura
Counties, contact Diane Noda, Field
Supervisor, Ventura Fish and Wildlife
Office, U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service,
2394 Portola Road, Suite B, Ventura, CA
93003; telephone 805–644–1766;
facsimile 805–644–3958.
For information about the exclusion
of critical habitat in Riverside County,
contact Jim Bartel, Field Supervisor,
Carlsbad Fish and Wildlife Office, U.S.
Fish and Wildlife Service, 6010 Hidden
Valley Road, Suite 101, Carlsbad, CA
92011; telephone 760–431–9440;
facsimile 760–431–9624.
For information about the revised
designation in northern Mendocino
County, contact Randy Brown, Acting
Field Supervisor, Arcata Fish and
Wildlife Office, U.S. Fish and Wildlife
Service, 1655 Heindon Road, Arcata, CA
95521; telephone 707–822–7201;
facsimile 707–822–8411.
SUPPLEMENTARY INFORMATION:
Background
It is our intent to discuss only those
topics directly relevant to the
designation of critical habitat for the
California red-legged frog in this final
rule. For more information on the
California red-legged frog and threats
affecting the species, refer to the final
listing rule published in the Federal
Register on May 23, 1996 (61 FR 25813)
and the recovery plan for the species
(Service 2002, pp. 1-173).
Change in Nomenclature
When we made the draft economic
analysis of the proposed revised critical
habitat for the California red-legged frog
available on April 28, 2009 (74 FR
19184), we proposed a nomenclature
change to the California red-legged frog
from Rana aurora draytonii to Rana
draytonii and for that change to be
published in the Code of Federal
Regulations (CFR) when this rule
became final. In this rule, we make that
change and will now refer to the
California red-legged frog by its
accepted taxonomic name of Rana
draytonii.
Species Description
The California red-legged frog is the
largest native frog in the western United
States. It is endemic (native and
restricted) to California and Baja
California, Mexico, at elevations ranging
from sea level to approximately 5,000
feet (ft) (1,500 meters (m)). Records of
the California red-legged frog are known
from Riverside County to Mendocino
County along the Coast Range; from
Calaveras County to Butte County in the
Sierra Nevada; and in Baja California,
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Mexico (Grismer 2002, p. 79; Fidenci
2004, pp. 27–29; Smith and Krofta 2005,
pp. 4, 6; California Natural Diversity
Database 2009 (CNDDB)). The California
red-legged frog gains its name from the
typically red or pink color of its
posterior abdomen and hind legs. For a
detailed description of the species, see
the recovery plan for the California redlegged frog (Service 2002, pp. 1–173),
references identified in the recovery
plan, and information in previous
Federal Register notices (April 13, 2006,
71 FR 19244; March 13, 2001, 66 FR
14626; May 23, 1996, 61 FR 25813).
Life History
During the breeding season, which
typically runs from November through
April, males call to females from the
margins of ponds and slow streams
(Jennings et al. 1992, p. 3). Mating most
commonly occurs in February or March,
but can vary depending on seasonal
climatic patterns. The female lays a
jellylike mass of 2,000 to 5,000 reddish
brown eggs in the water attached to
emergent vegetation, twigs, or other
structure. The resulting tadpoles, which
likely feed on algae (Dickman, 1968, pp.
1189–1190), typically require about 3
weeks to hatch, and another 11 to 20
weeks to metamorphose into juvenile
frogs. Metamorphosis, therefore,
typically occurs from July to September,
although some tadpoles have been
observed to delay metamorphosis until
the following March or April (Bobzien
et al. 2000, p. 13; Fellers et al. 2001, pp.
156–157). Adults are predominantly
nocturnal, while juveniles can be active
at any time of day (Hayes and Tennant
1985, p. 604).
Habitat
California red-legged frogs live in a
Mediterranean climate, which brings
about temporal and spatial changes in
habitat quality. Almost the entire
landscape, not just breeding ponds and
streams, may become suitable habitat for
the adults during periods of above
average rainfall. Conversely, habitat that
is suitable may be drastically reduced
during periods of prolonged drought.
Due to this variability, population sizes
can vary widely from year to year.
During years when aquatic habitat
(ponds and streams) is abundant as a
result of adequate rainfall, the California
red-legged frog can produce large
numbers of dispersing young, resulting
in an increase in the number of
occupied sites. In contrast, the
California red-legged frog may
temporarily disappear from an area
during periods of extended drought.
Therefore, it is essential to provide for
sites that can be recolonized by
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dispersing individuals (Semlitsch 2000,
pp. 623, 624).
Habitats used by the California redlegged frog typically change in extent
and suitability in response to the
dynamic nature of floodplain and
fluvial processes (i.e., variable natural
water flow and sedimentation regimes
that create, modify, and eliminate deep
pools, backwater areas, ponds, marshes,
and other aquatic habitats). Rangewide,
and even within local populations, the
California red-legged frog uses a variety
of areas, including aquatic, riparian, and
upland habitats. They may complete
their entire life cycle in a particular
habitat (e.g., a pond is suitable for all
life stages), or they may seek multiple
habitat types depending on climatic
conditions or distance between and
availability of wetland and other
suitably moist environments.
Despite the California red-legged
frog’s ability to utilize multiple habitat
types, there are certain habitat features
they require. Most important is a
breeding pond, or slow-flowing stream
reach or deep pool within a stream with
vegetation or other material to which
egg masses may be attached. These areas
must hold water long enough for
tadpoles to complete their
metamorphosis into juvenile frogs that
can survive outside of water. Bobzien et
al. (2000, p. 12) observed juveniles
inhabiting a wide variety of habitats
while adults primarily inhabited deep
pools. They postulated that juveniles
might segregate themselves away from
adults to escape predation and
competition (see Dispersal section
below).
In northern California, many
California red-legged frog populations
occupy artificially created wetland
environments. Historically, as natural
wetlands and streams were converted
for agriculture, flood control, and urban
development, the California red-legged
frog colonized small artificial
impoundments, or stock ponds, created
by cattle ranchers for the purpose of
providing water for their cattle. Our
understanding of the role of stock ponds
in the conservation of the California redlegged frog has evolved since listing.
Without these stock ponds, the range of
the California red-legged frog would be
more limited in this region.
Riparian and upland habitats adjacent
to aquatic areas used by the California
red-legged frog are essential in
maintaining frog populations, and for
protecting the appropriate hydrological,
physical, and water quality conditions
of the aquatic areas. Riparian habitat
includes vegetation that grows along
banks and in the floodplains of streams
and adjacent to ponds and that is
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dependent on the bordering water
source for survival. Adjacent uplands
are marked by vegetation that is not
dependent on a nearby supply of surface
water. The California red-legged frog
uses both riparian and upland habitats
for foraging, shelter, cover, and nondispersal movement (Service 2002, pp.
14–15; Bulger et al. 2003, p. 87; Fellers
and Kleeman 2007, p. 276). Bulger et al.
(2003, pp. 85–95) studied the California
red-legged frog’s terrestrial activity in
coastal forest and grassland habitats and
recommends at least a 328-ft (100-m)
buffer zone for protection of adjacent
aquatic and upland habitat, as well as
seasonal restrictions for activities within
this zone. In a recent study also specific
to the California red-legged frog, Fellers
and Kleeman (2007, pp. 278–280)
recommend establishing zones around
breeding habitat, non-breeding habitat,
and migration corridors that are
sufficient to protect function of the
amphibian habitat. However, Fellers
and Kleeman (2007, p. 279) discourage
setting specific distances for these zones
due to differences in biological or sitespecific requirements; they further state
that any distances set for avoidance of
upland habitat should be made on a
case-by-case basis, taking into account
the need to protect breeding and nonbreeding habitat as well as any
migration corridors. Without protecting
and maintaining the upland areas
surrounding breeding and non-breeding
habitats the quality of the water feature
may deteriorate to such an extent as to
not support the California red-legged
frog.
California red-legged frogs will
disperse from their breeding habitat to
forage and seek suitable upland and
riparian habitat if aquatic habitat is not
available. Tatarian (2004, p. 33) found
the California red-legged frog inhabiting
upland areas for 50 days at a distance
of 302 ft (92 m) from aquatic habitat;
Bulger et al. (2003, p. 87–89) found that
the species is capable of inhabiting
upland habitats within 200 ft (60 m) of
aquatic habitat for continuous durations
exceeding 20 days; and Rathbun et al.
(1993, p. 15) observed a California redlegged frog inhabiting upland riparian
habitat at distances of up to 85 ft (26 m)
for 65 days. These upland habitat areas
used by the California red-legged frog
include structure that provides shade,
moisture, and cooler temperatures. This
structure may be natural, such as the
spaces under boulders or rocks and
organic debris (e.g., downed trees or
logs), or manmade, such as certain
industrial debris and agricultural
features (e.g., drains, watering troughs,
abandoned sheds, or stacks of hay or
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other vegetation). The California redlegged frog will also use small mammal
burrows and moist leaf litter as refugia
(areas whose climate remains habitable
when that of the surrounding areas has
changed) (Rathbun et al. 1993, p. 15;
Jennings and Hayes 1994, p. 64; Fellers
and Kleeman 2005, p. 12).
Metapopulation Dynamics
The life history and ecology of the
California red-legged frog make it likely
that this species has a metapopulation
structure (Hanski and Gilpin 1991, pp.
3-16). A metapopulation is a set of
breeding sites within an area, where
typical migration from one local
occurrence or breeding site to other
areas containing suitable habitat is
possible, but not routine. Within this
rule we refer to these local occurrences
as populations. The movement (i.e.,
dispersal) of frogs between areas
containing suitable upland and aquatic
habitats is restricted due to inhospitable
conditions around and between areas of
suitable habitats. Because many of the
areas of suitable habitats may be small
and support small numbers of frogs,
local extinction of these small
populations may be common. The
persistence of a metapopulation
depends on the combined dynamics of
these local extinctions and the
subsequent recolonization of these areas
through dispersal (Hanski and Gilpin
1991, pp. 3-16; Hanski 1994, pp. 151162). Maintaining corridors for dispersal
between breeding and non-breeding
habitat and between populations is
essential in preserving the population
structure of the California red-legged
frog.
Dispersal
Adult California red-legged frogs may
disperse from breeding sites at any time
of year depending on habitat availability
and the environmental conditions of the
aquatic habitat. In addition, a few frogs
may disperse long distances in search of
additional breeding or non-breeding
habitat. Dispersing adult California redlegged frogs in northern Santa Cruz
County traveled distances of 0.25 mile
(mi) (0.4 kilometers (km)) to more than
2.0 mi (3.2 km) without apparent regard
to topography, vegetation type, or
riparian corridors (Bulger et al. 2003, p.
90). California red-legged frogs have also
been tracked using radio telemetry in
East Las Virgenes Creek, Ventura
County, which is characterized by a
well-defined creek and riparian zone
with permanent deep pools and highly
variable rainfall (Smith 2005, p. 1). The
maximum distance moved in this study
was 48 ft (15 m) (Smith 2005, p. 1). In
contrast, California red-legged frog
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movements in Santa Cruz County in
similar habitat were found to be
substantially less, with typical
movements of 9 to 16 ft (3 to 5 m) from
the water’s edge. In a study in Marin
County, 123 California red-legged frogs
were tracked using radio telemetry
between 1997 and 2003 at 8 different
sites within the Point Reyes National
Seashore and Golden Gate National
Recreation Area (Fellers and Kleeman
2007, p. 277). The habitat at the sites
included permanent ponds, seasonal
ponds, permanent marsh, and a seasonal
seep. The majority of movement was
small scale (less than 98 ft (30 m)) and
considered non-dispersal. Movements of
greater than 98 ft (30 m) occurred
mostly during winter rain events;
however, some movements did occur
when the ponded habitat was almost
dry (Fellers and Kleeman 2007, p. 279).
The majority of California red-legged
frogs dispersed less than 1,640 ft (500
m) away from breeding habitat, and the
maximum dispersal distance recorded
was 1.7 mi (2.8 km) (Fellers and
Kleeman 2007, pp. 279–280). The study
concluded that most California redlegged frogs move away from breeding
sites, but only a few disperse farther
than the nearest non-breeding habitat,
and that the distance moved is highly
dependent on site conditions and local
landscapes (Fellers and Kleeman 2007,
p. 284). The study also concluded that,
by establishing a generic dispersal
distance for the species, we may select
for sedentary frogs and thus lose those
individuals that disperse farthest and
reach other distant breeding sites. This
selection may thereby decrease genetic
exchange and diversity (Fellers and
Kleeman 2007, p. 285). As a result the
authors recommend that the average
dispersal or migration distances
identified in the study not be used; site
conditions should dictate the area
needed for the species.
Newly metamorphosed juveniles tend
to disperse short distances initially from
July through September, and then move
farther away from the breeding habitat
during warm rain events (Jennings 2000,
p. 1). Additionally, and for reasons that
are unclear, juveniles tend to disperse
away from aquatic habitat occupied by
adults. Juvenile dispersal is essential for
recolonizing temporarily extirpated
habitat and for preventing genetic
isolation because juveniles disperse in
more directions, and for longer
distances, than do migrating adults
(Wright 1999, p. 2; Bulger et al. 2003, p.
94). Dispersal habitat for juveniles can
be any habitat that provides sheltering
vegetation and scattered wetlands or
streams, including forested areas,
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nonnative grasslands, croplands, and
pastures. It is unlikely that juveniles
disperse through urbanized or suburban
areas, suburban developments, or areas
separated from breeding habitat by
impassible barriers. Juveniles dispersing
along riparian corridors may have
higher survivorship, as sheltering
vegetation and suitable aquatic habitat
are both more common in such
corridors (Jennings 2000, p. 1). Finally,
juvenile California red-legged frogs
appear to have less strict requirements
for aquatic habitat than adults, and tend
to segregate away from adults in water
bodies that are shallower or faster
moving than those typically used for
breeding (Hayes and Jennings 1988, p.
147; Bobzien 2000, p. 1; M. Jennings
2000, p. 1).
Dispersal Barriers
Impassible barriers that impact
dispersal of the California red-legged
frog include wide or fast-flowing rivers
and streams, lakes greater than 50 ac (20
ha), and heavily traveled roads (such as
highways or freeways) without
underpasses or culverts (Reh and Seitz
1990, pp. 247, 248; Fahrig et al. 1995,
pp. 179–181). Passable roadways that
are heavily used by vehicles may also
result in a high rate of mortality for
California red-legged frog adults and
juveniles, and other amphibians,
thereby limiting dispersal capabilities
(Glista et al. 2008, pp. 81–82).
The long-term probability of the
survival and recovery of the California
red-legged frog is dependent upon the
protection of existing breeding habitat
and associated uplands (Fellers and
Kleeman 2005, pp. 1, 17–18), the
movement of individuals between
aquatic habitat patches, and the ability
to recolonize newly created or vacated
habitats. Recolonization of vacant
habitat patches, which is vital to
maintaining the California red-legged
frog populations and the recovery of this
species, is dependent upon landscape
characteristics, including appropriate
distances between suitable breeding and
non-breeding aquatic habitat, and
limited fragmentation of interconnecting
habitat (Vos and Chardon 1998, pp. 44,
53–56). For this rule, we based our
designation of critical habitat on areas of
high-quality habitat that we determined
provide for persistence of California redlegged frog populations and allow for
dispersal within, and in most cases
between, populations. We did not
designate areas subject to anthropogenic
activities (e.g., urban development) or
those that were fragmented or unlikely
to be restorable (poor quality habitat)
unless it was determined that these
areas were unique for the species (for
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more information, see the Criteria Used
to Identify Critical Habitat section
below).
Previous Federal Action
On July 20, 2007, we announced that
we would review the April 13, 2006,
final rule (published at 71 FR 19243)
designating critical habitat for the
California red-legged frog under the Act
(16 U.S.C. 1531 et seq.)(Service 2007a,
pp. 1–2), after questions were raised
about the integrity of scientific
information used and whether the
decision made was consistent with the
appropriate legal standards. Based on
our review of the 2006 final critical
habitat designation, we determined it
was necessary to revise the critical
habitat; however, no specific dates for
completing such revision were
established. Subsequently, the Center
for Biological Diversity filed a
complaint in the U.S. District Court for
the Northern District of California on
December 12, 2007, challenging our
designation of critical habitat for the
California red-legged frog (Center for
Biological Diversity v. Kempthorne, et
al., Case No. C-07-6404-WHA). The
court entered a consent decree on April
2, 2008, requiring a proposed revised
critical habitat rule to be submitted to
the Federal Register by August 29,
2008, and a final revised critical habitat
designation to be submitted to the
Federal Register by August 31, 2009. On
September 16, 2008, we published in
the Federal Register a proposed revised
rule to designate critical habitat for the
California red-legged frog (73 FR 53491).
We published a document in the
Federal Register on April 28, 2009 (74
FR 19184): (1) Reopening the public
comment period on the revised
proposed rule to designate critical
habitat for the California red-legged frog
(73 FR 53491); (2) announcing the
availability of a draft economic analysis
(DEA) of the proposed rule to revise
critical habitat; (3) proposing boundary
changes to Unit MEN-1 to better reflect
the occupied habitat for the species; and
(4) proposing a change to the taxonomic
nomenclature for the species. The
public comment period closed on May
28, 2009.
The comments received on our DEA
(IEc 2009a) during the April 28 to May
28, 2009, public comment period led us
to revise the DEA (IEc 2009b). To allow
public comment on the revised DEA, an
extension to the publication deadline of
the final determination of critical
habitat was required. On August 31,
2009, a consent decree was signed by
the court extending the deadline for the
final revised designation of critical
habitat for the California red-legged frog
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to March 1, 2010. On October 8, 2009,
we published a document in the Federal
Register (74 FR 51825) announcing the
availability of the revised DEA. We
reopened the comment period for an
additional 30 days to allow all
interested parties an opportunity to
comment simultaneously on the
proposed revision of critical habitat and
the associated revised DEA. This rule
represents our final revised designation
of critical habitat in compliance with
the court order.

sroberts on DSKD5P82C1PROD with RULES

Summary of Comments and
Recommendations
We requested written comments from
the public and peer reviewers during
three comment periods on the proposed
rule to revise critical habitat for the
California red-legged frog. The first
comment period opened September 16,
2008 (73 FR 53491), and closed
November 17, 2008. The second
comment period opened April 28, 2009
(74 FR 19184), and closed May 28, 2009.
The third comment period opened
October 8, 2009 (74 FR 51825), and
closed November 9, 2009. During these
three comment periods, we contacted
appropriate Federal, State, and local
agencies; scientific organizations; and
other interested parties and invited
them to comment on the proposed rule
to revise critical habitat for the
California red-legged frog and the
associated DEA. We did not receive any
requests for public hearings during
these comment periods. We did,
however, receive a request to attend a
public meeting in San Andreas,
California held on October 30, 2008.
During the public meeting, we provided
information and answered questions
regarding the designation and exclusion
processes.
During the three comment periods we
received a total of 113 public comments
directly addressing the proposed
revision of critical habitat. In addition
we received four responses from peer
reviewers we solicited to comment on
the proposed revised designation.
During the first comment period we
received 80 comments directly
addressing the proposed revision of
critical habitat for the California redlegged frog. During the second comment
period, we received 19 new comments
directly addressing the proposed
revision of critical habitat for the
California red-legged frog and the DEA;
and during the third comment period
we received an additional 12 comments
addressing the proposed revision of
critical habitat for the California redlegged frog and the DEA.
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Peer Review
In accordance with our policy
published in the Federal Register on
July 1, 1994 (59 FR 34270), we solicited
expert opinions from five
knowledgeable individuals with
scientific expertise that included
familiarity with the California redlegged frog, the geographic region in
which the species occurs, and
conservation biology principles. We
received responses from four of the peer
reviewers.
We reviewed all comments received
from the peer reviewers and the public
for substantive issues and new
information regarding critical habitat for
the California red-legged frog. These
comments are addressed below and
incorporated into the final rule as
appropriate.
Peer Review Comments
Comment (1): One peer reviewer
stated that the Service used a reasonable
approach in determining the critical
habitat boundaries for the California
red-legged frog by looking at the core
recovery areas as identified in the 2002
recovery plan. The reviewer also said
the Service appropriately evaluated the
metapopulation dynamics, unoccupied
areas, dispersal, and connectivity of
habitat for the California red-legged frog.
The peer reviewer concurred with our
proposal to raise the California redlegged frog to full species level.
However, the peer reviewer went on to
say that the current designation
represents only a relatively small
proportion of the historic geographic
range of the species and that it is
unknown if the California red-legged
frog can survive long-term in such a
reduced range.
Response: In this current revised
designation, we acknowledge that we
did not include all areas where the
California red-legged frog occurs and
that areas outside the designation either:
(1) Do not contain essential habitat
features, or (2) are not essential to the
conservation of the species. We believe
it is important, however, to note that
critical habitat designation is a different
process than development of a longterm management plan such as a
recovery plan. A critical habitat
designation is a specific regulatory
action that defines particular areas as
critical habitat in accordance with the
statutory definition. Our revised
methodology incorporates new
information to best identify areas that
meet the definition of critical habitat. As
a result, the final revised critical habitat
designation does not include, for
example, all areas that the 2002
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recovery plan identified as necessary for
the conservation of the California redlegged frog. Therefore, we believe this
final revised critical habitat designation
more precisely maps the essential
physical and biological features that
occur within the geographical area
occupied by the California red-legged
frog at the time of listing, and includes
those areas containing the most suitable
habitat for use by the frog.
Comment (2): One peer reviewer
stated that, although the review of
dispersal capabilities of the frog were
well discussed, it should be noted that
the studies of dispersal capabilities rely
on relatively few individuals and likely
miss the relatively rare long-range
distance dispersers. The peer reviewer
also mentioned that the Service did not
discuss whether dispersal events
actually result in geneflow between
metapopulations.
Response: We believe we have
reviewed the most recent scientific
information on frog dispersal
capabilities of the California red-legged
frog and have used this information
appropriately in our designation of
critical habitat. We acknowledge that
the California red-legged frog may
disperse beyond the dispersal distance
of 1 mi (1.6 km) identified in the
designation (Bulger et al. 1999, p. 11;
Fellers and Kleeman 2007, pp. 279–
280). However, as stated by the peer
reviewer, these long distance
movements are rare and represent the
exception to dispersal events for the
species. In addition, the designation is
not based solely on the 1-mi (1.6-km)
dispersal distance but is based on
habitat features and watershed
boundaries that we have determined are
connected to those areas where the
California red-legged frog occurs. We
have, therefore, included areas in this
designation beyond the strict 1-mi (1.6km) distance. We are currently unaware
of any completed genetic studies
regarding the genetic exchange between
frog populations and at what distance
this genetic exchange is considered to
be limited and not important for the
species. Our methodology to include the
habitat areas surrounding known
populations, as well as to connect
adjacent populations together into
discernable units, most likely allows for
such genetic exchange.
Comment (3): One peer reviewer
applauded our decision to reevaluate
the 2006 designation, but stated that the
Service should incorporate the 2001
designation into our analysis and
remove areas identified in the 2001
designation only if the Service has
justifiable scientific information or if it
can be shown that the 2001 designation
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was inaccurate. The same peer reviewer
mentioned that the Service should
review the units within Sonoma County
to ensure that they include all uplands
within 1 mi (1.6 km). The peer reviewer
also stated that the entire Sonoma
Mountain area from Annadel State Park
to Sears Point/Highway 37 area should
be designated as this area has more than
15 records of the California red-legged
frog, most of which are breeding sites.
The peer reviewer went on to mention
that Unit SON-3 should be connected to
Unit MRN-2 in Marin County to provide
connectivity between units based on
habitat availability and recent
documentation of new California redlegged frog records within the area.
Response: We agree with the peer
reviewer that habitat connectivity is
important to allow for movement
between California red-legged frog
populations and to maintain genetic
variation. We are aware of the extensive
amount of scientific evidence
illustrating the importance of habitat
connectivity, and we considered this
information during the development of
this critical habitat designation. We
acknowledge that areas potentially
providing connectivity between units
were included in the 2001 critical
habitat designation; however, based on
our reevaluation of the data available at
the time of the 2001 designation, data
obtained since, and our revised
methodology for delineating critical
habitat, we find that those areas do not
meet the definition of critical habitat
because the available data do not
identify specific areas between these
units that contain the physical or
biological features essential to the
conservation of the California red-legged
frog. The 2001 designation was based on
large-scale watershed boundaries and
not the local watershed boundaries in
this designation. We believe the use of
the local watershed boundaries is more
appropriate based on dispersal
capabilities of the species and the
information known on occupancy. The
area surrounding the Sonoma and Marin
County units includes developed areas,
dairies, and ranchland. We evaluated
the areas within the 1-mi (1.6-km)
distance from the Sonoma and Marin
County occurrence records and
potential breeding habitats and
determined that for the most part these
areas, although likely used by the frog,
do not meet our criteria established for
this designation. We focused our
designation to encompass areas that
support viable (self-sustaining or
increasing) populations, areas that
represent portions of the geographic
extent of the species within the core
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areas identified in the 2002 recovery
plan, and any other unique habitats. We
did not include all the areas occupied
by the California red-legged frog. For
more information on our criteria for
designating critical habitat for the
California red-legged frog see the
Criteria Used To Identify Critical
Habitat section below.
Comment (4): One peer reviewer
commented on Unit MEN-1 (as
identified in the September 2008
proposed revised designation), saying
that it includes northern red-legged
frogs (Rana aurora) or hybrids between
the northern red-legged frog and the
California red-legged frog. The peer
reviewer stated that hybrids between the
two species occur as far south as
Manchester State Beach, but that the
exact zone of hybridization and its
importance to either species is
unknown.
Response: As stated in our April 28,
2009, Federal Register publication
announcing the availability of the draft
economic analysis (74 FR 19184), we
revised Unit MEN-1 to better reflect new
species occurrence data within the area
and the habitat surrounding those
records. On further review of the unit,
we further adjusted the boundaries to
include only known California redlegged frog records and not hybrid
northern red-legged frog records. The
unit currently includes the habitat from
Manchester State Beach south to
Riverside Road. Unit MEN-1 represents
the northern extent of the California redlegged frog within the North Coast of
California and likely represents a
unique genetic component of the
species.
Comment (5): One peer reviewer
concluded that it is unclear whether the
Service considered climate change in
the current designation and what effects
climate change may have on the
California red-legged frog’s habitat in
the future.
Response: We acknowledge that
climate change may alter the suitability
of the California red-legged frog’s
habitat in the future. However, we are
required to designate critical habitat
based upon the best available scientific
data at the time that we finalize the
designation. For species like the
California red-legged frog, we conclude
relatively higher elevation and moister
habitat is likely to become increasingly
important in the face of climate changes.
The designated critical habitat units
include areas distributed across the
species range from southern California
to Butte and Mendocino County in
northern California and vary from
coastal sea-level locations to interior
Coast Range areas and higher elevation
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locations in the Sierra Nevada
Mountains. The variability of
environmental conditions at locations
across the range of the species would
likely become more important to the
extent that California red-legged frog
distribution and habitat may shift
upward in elevation and northward in
distribution as temperatures increase
and precipitation becomes more
variable due to climate change.
However, at this point in time, reliable
projections of future climatic conditions
and how those conditions may affect the
California red-legged frog’s distribution
and habitat in California are not
available. Consequently, we find it
appropriate to designate critical habitat
for the California red-legged frog in
areas occupied by the species that
currently contain the physical and
biological features or the areas essential
to the conservation of the California redlegged. Revisions to the critical habitat
designation may be necessary in the
future to accommodate shifts in the
occupied range of the California redlegged frog.
Comments from Department of Defense
Comment (6): The Department of The
Army, the National Guard Bureau, and
the California Army National Guard
commented that we should exclude
Camp San Luis Obispo (CSLO) from
critical habitat designation for the
California red-legged frog under section
4(b)(2) of the Act, for reasons including
national security and economic impacts.
Response: The Secretary has
determined to exercise his discretion
under section 4(b)(2) of the Act to
exclude lands at CSLO from this final
designation due to potential impacts on
national security (see Application of
Section 4(b)(2) – Impacts to National
Security section).
Comment (7): The Department of the
Air Force commented that we should
exclude Vandenberg Air Force Base
(VAFB) from critical habitat designation
for the California red-legged frog under
section 4(b)(2) of the Act, for reasons
including impacts on national security,
and under section 4(a)(3)(B)(i) of the
Act, for operating under a draft
Integrated Natural Resources
Management Plan (INRMP).
Response: The Secretary has
determined to exercise his discretion
under section 4(b)(2) of the Act to
exclude lands at VAFB from this final
designation due to potential impacts on
national security (see Application of
Section 4(b)(2) – Impacts to National
Security section).
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Public Comments
Comments Related to Site-Specific
Areas or Issues
Comment (8): Four commenters
opposed designation of parts or all of
proposed Unit CAL-1 because they
believe that the majority of the area
constitutes poor habitat for the
California red-legged frog. Six
commenters stated that most of the area
is too dry for the California red-legged
frog to occur, and that most ponds and
streams are dry for 4 to 5 months of the
year. Two commenters noted that
perennial ponds and streams support
populations of predatory fish and
bullfrogs and would not support
California red-legged frogs.
Response: We consider Unit CAL-1 to
contain high-quality habitat because it
contains the physical and biological
features essential to the conservation of
the species and has not been subject to
fragmentation due to development. The
habitat within the unit includes areas of
aquatic breeding habitat that hold water
for a minimum of 20 weeks in all but
the driest years, areas of non-breeding
aquatic habitat, and areas of upland and
dispersal habitat within 1 mi (1.6 km) of
aquatic habitat. The California redlegged frog is adapted to dry
environments. The drying of
watercourses and ponds is beneficial in
that it precludes the use of these
habitats by bullfrogs and predatory fish.
While water bodies free of bullfrogs and
predatory fish would be optimal, the
California red-legged frog can persist in
the presence of both of these predators
under specific conditions such as occur
within Unit CAL-1. In aquatic systems
subject to seasonal drying, it may be
difficult for bullfrogs to become
established. As discussed in the
background section of the proposed
revised critical habitat rule, Doubledee
et al. (2003, pp. 424–438) studied the
relationship between bullfrogs and
California red-legged frog persistence.
That study showed that bullfrogs and
California red-legged frogs can coexist
and persist under certain natural and
managed regimes. Additionally,
periodic drying may prevent nonnative
warm water fish from becoming
established as well. Alvarez et al. (2003,
pp. 9–12) presented evidence that
nonnative predatory fish can have a
significant effect on juvenile California
red-legged frog survival in ponds where
they co-occur. Of 90 ponds surveyed in
the Los Vaqueros watershed in Contra
Costa County, 7 were found to have
nonnative fish. Over 3 years, one or
more ponds with nonnative fish were
repeatedly drained, and all fish were
exhaustively removed. Compared to
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surveys conducted before fish removal,
surveys conducted after fish removal
and pond recharge showed juvenile and
adult California red-legged frog
abundance increased dramatically. This
suggests a strong link between
nonnative fish presence and decreased
California red-legged frog survival. The
California red-legged frog is adapted to
the drying of its aquatic habitat.
Moreover, this drying assists the frog by
eliminating potential predators and
competition for resources.
Comment (9): Nine commenters stated
that the data on the California redlegged frog population in Unit CAL-1
are not sufficient to justify critical
habitat designation throughout the unit.
Five of these claimed there is no
information to indicate the population
still exists, while others noted they had
never seen such frogs within the unit
despite long residence and experience
with catching bullfrogs in the area. One
commenter questioned the validity of
California red-legged frog occurrence as
being natural and suggested that the
California red-legged frog was
potentially introduced to the area. One
commenter asked why the unit extends
2.2 mi (3.5 km) from the frog population
despite our PCEs, which restrict the
extent of upland and dispersal habitat.
Another commenter specifically noted
the importance of the California redlegged frog population at Unit CAL-1 on
the grounds that it is one of only six
remaining in the Sierra foothills.
Response: We consider this
population to be important to the
conservation of the California red-legged
frog because it is one of six remaining
populations in the Sierra Nevada
foothills, which is a historical portion of
the species’ range (Service 2002, p. 5).
Such peripheral populations may also
have unusual genetic characteristics that
could prove useful in maintaining the
genetic variability of the species (Gilpin
and Soule 1986, p. 32). Species that are
able to maintain their genetic variability
can more easily adapt to environmental
changes and therefore be less prone to
extirpation or extinction. The California
Natural Diversity Database (2009)
indicates the California red-legged frog
population was seen relatively recently,
and we have no evidence to suggest it
is no longer extant. Information
available to the Service confirms the
species’ presence as recently as October
2008. We consider repeated and
comprehensive surveys by trained
personnel to be necessary to conclude a
population has been extirpated. Based
on the information available on the
sighting and circumstances surrounding
the discovery of California red-legged
frogs, we have no reason to question the
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validity of the record as being a natural
occurrence. Also, regardless of whether
the population of California red-legged
frogs was introduced to the area, it is
still considered a listed species under
the Act and still receives the protections
of a listed entity.
The size of Unit CAL-1 reflects our
methodology and criteria for mapping
the critical habitat units. We based the
proposed boundaries of the unit on the
local watershed boundaries where
California red-legged frogs have been
sighted. However, in response to public
comments and site visits by Service
staff, we revised the boundaries of the
unit to better reflect the available habitat
within the area and the locations used
by the California red-legged frog. As a
result, we revised the extent of the unit
and removed those areas that we
determined do not contain the physical
and biological features essential for
conservation of the California red-legged
frog.
Comment (10): Two commenters
noted that Unit CAL-1 is outside the
core recovery area identified by the
recovery plan (Service 2002, p. 132).
One additional commenter asked if
surveys had established local salinity or
temperature levels, or if a habitat
suitability index had been established
for the area.
Response: We recognize this
designation is different than what is
outlined as essential habitat in the 2002
recovery plan (which largely adopted
the boundary delineated in the 2001
critical habitat designation (66 FR
14625; March 13, 2001)). While we
believe the 2001 designation and the
2002 recovery plan are important for
determining the extent of habitat use by
the California red-legged frog, we have
significantly more data available today
than when we finalized 2001 critical
habitat designation and the 2002
Recovery Plan. We have utilized the
currently available data to more
precisely identify areas meeting the
definition of critical habitat, in
particular, areas related to connectivity.
We include such areas in this
designation where the data support the
determination that such areas contain
the physical and biological features
essential to the conservation of the
species. We believe it is important to
note that critical habitat designation is
a different process than development of
a recovery plan. A critical habitat
designation is a specific regulatory
action that defines specific areas as
critical habitat in accordance with the
statutory definition. A recovery plan is
a guidance document, developed in
cooperation with partners, that provides
a roadmap with detailed site-specific
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management actions to help conserve
listed species and their ecosystems. The
term ‘‘essential,’’ as used in the recovery
plan, is not necessarily used in the same
manner as it is used in the definition of
critical habitat (section 3(5) of the Act).
The recovery plan provides important
information about the species and the
actions that are needed to bring about its
recovery, while critical habitat identifies
specific areas that are essential for the
species’ conservation. In addition,
although Unit CAL-1 is outside the core
recovery area established for Calaveras
County by the recovery plan, that plan
was completed in 2002, and could not
account for the discovery of the
California red-legged frog population in
2003.
We have not conducted water quality
surveys or developed habitat suitability
index models for proposed critical
habitat units. The extent of the
designation would make these efforts
impractical. We have determined that
specific water salinity or other water
monitoring aspects are not necessary
because the California red-legged frog is
recently confirmed to be occupying the
area and the landowner maintains
suitable habitat as a result of agreements
with the Service. Based on the best
scientific information available to us at
this time, we believe that the area
within Unit CAL-1 that we are
designating as critical habitat for the
California red-legged frog is appropriate
and necessary.
Comment (11): Five commenters
indicated we could do more for
California red-legged frog conservation
by pursuing conservation agreements
with landowners in the vicinity of Unit
CAL-1, rather than by designating the
unit. Thirty-five signatories of a form
letter indicated they would be less
likely to participate in conservation
partnership projects with us in the
future if we designate this unit.
Response: Although we are aware that
the establishment of partnerships with
private landowners is essential to the
conservation of many species including
the California red-legged frog, we are
not able to forego the designation of
critical habitat based on the possibility
of establishing conservation
partnerships in the future. We must
adequately weigh the benefits, pursuant
to section 4(b)(2) of the Act, for
conserving the California red-legged frog
and its habitat from the partnerships
and resulting conservation programs
and plans relative to the regulatory
benefits of designating the specific areas
as critical habitat. Despite our exclusion
of this unit in our 2006 final critical
habitat designation (71 FR 19243),
landowners wishing to build
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partnerships have not approached us
despite our efforts to establish such
willing partnerships with landowners. It
was not until after we published our
proposed revised designation on
September 16, 2008 (73 FR 53491), that
landowners within Unit CAL-1
contacted us regarding developing
potential partnerships. On October 30,
2008, we attended a public meeting in
San Andreas, California, to provide
information on the proposed revised
designation, and we were subsequently
approached by several landowners
interested in forming partnerships and
working with the Service on
conservation measures for the California
red-legged frog on their private
property. However, due to the short
court-ordered timeframe of this action,
we have not been able to finalize any
agreements or management plans for the
frog or its habitat with these
landowners. We have, however, been
able to meet with these landowners
during site visits to discuss potential
habitat restoration activities or other
conservation measures for the California
red-legged frog on their properties. We
will continue to work with local
landowners and seek new partnerships
regarding the frog in the future.
Comment (12): Ten commenters, and
an additional 35 signatories of a form
letter, requested exclusion of Unit CAL1 under section 4(b)(2) of the Act. They
stated that the benefits of such
exclusion would outweigh the benefits
of designation for the following reasons:
(1) Routine grazing practices benefit
the California red-legged frog, and
designation would increase the
liabilities on such practices;
(2) Designation would trigger review
of Farm Bill conservation grant projects
under section 7 of the Act, thereby
decreasing the incentive to apply for
such grants;
(3) Designation negatively impacts
landowners but provides little benefit to
the species;
(4) Much of the land in the unit is
already protected by incentives under
the Williamson Act to keep the land in
agricultural uses;
(5) Designation could impact water
deliveries to farmers and interfere with
road repair, the clearing of logjams from
streams, and other infrastructure
maintenance;
(6) Designation would limit
development and the planting of crops;
and
(7) Designation would lower property
values.
Response: We finalized a special rule
under section 4(d) of the Act for the
California red-legged frog in 2006 (71 FR
19243; April 13, 2006) that exempts
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routine ranching operations from the
take prohibitions of the Act. We
recognize livestock ranching as a
dynamic process, which requires the
ability to adapt to changing
environmental and economic
conditions. However, many of the
activities essential to successful
ranching are considered routine, and are
undertaken at various times and places
throughout the year as need dictates.
Although the 4(d) special rule is not
intended to provide a comprehensive
list of those ranching activities
considered routine, some examples
include: maintenance of stock ponds;
fence construction for grazing
management; planting, harvest, and
rotation of unirrigated forage crops;
maintenance and construction of
corrals, ranch buildings, and roads;
discing of field sections for fire
prevention management; control of
noxious weeds by prescribed fire or by
herbicides; placement of mineral
supplements; and rodent control. The
final version of the 4(d) special rule
includes an expanded definition of
routine ranching practices and
incorporates additional activities we
believe are consistent with the
conservation of the California red-legged
frog. These activities are those that may
provide conservation benefits to the
California red-legged frog. The ranching
activities listed in the 2006 final critical
habitat designation (71 FR 19243; April
13, 2006) are examples of practices that
we understand are routine to managing
an active ranching operation. Our
intention is not to limit activities that
may be necessary to the operation of a
ranch. As a result of implementing the
4(d) special rule, we are unaware of any
increased liabilities associated with
ranching operations having a higher
liability than those areas not dedicated
to ranching.
The final economic analysis (EA)
prepared for this designation calculates
the impact of critical habitat on
agricultural land values by measuring
its effect on the likelihood and
profitability of residential and
commercial development. One comment
stated that farm subsidies may trigger a
consultation under section 7 of the Act
and that these costs should be included
in the final EA. This linkage is
speculative, and there is no instance of
a farm subsidy being used as the basis
for a consultation with the Service.
Further, activities including discing,
plowing, irrigation, chemical
application, harvesting, and others that
are part of normal agricultural
operations are also unlikely to trigger a
section 7 consultation. Incremental
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costs to farming operations may result
from construction of stream crossings,
water diversion, and sediment and
debris removal; these costs are
discussed in the final economic
analysis. Existing regulatory
mechanisms such as the California Land
Conservation Act of 1965 (commonly
referred to as the Williamson Act) may
afford some regulatory protection to the
California red-legged frog. However, the
protection afforded by these regulations
does not sufficiently protect the species
to such an extent that it would warrant
consideration for exclusion under
section 4(b)(2) of the Act. The
Williamson Act is a voluntary contract
between participating landowners and
cities or counties to voluntarily restrict
land use to agricultural or open-space
uses. The term of the contracts is a
minimum of 10 years, and the
landowner may petition to cancel the
contract. Also the conditions of the
contracts vary by city or county or even
landowner and would not specifically
identify conservation measures for the
frog. Therefore, as a result of
implementing the 4(d) special rule, our
review of the Williamson Act
conditions, and review of the economic
costs associated with Unit CAL-1, we
have determined that the measures
identified by the commenters do not
warrant further consideration for our
exclusion of the unit under section
4(b)(2) of the Act.
Comment (13): Five commenters
asked us to exclude agricultural land in
Marin County under section 4(b)(2) of
the Act. They stated that the benefits of
such exclusion would outweigh the
benefits of designation for the following
reasons:
(1) Routine grazing practices benefit
the frog, and designation would increase
the liabilities on such practices;
(2) Designation would trigger review
of Farm Bill conservation grant projects
under section 7 of the Act, thereby
decreasing the incentive to apply for
such grants;
(3) Designation negatively impacts
landowners economically but provides
little benefit to the species;
(4) Designation could impact water
deliveries to farmers and interfere with
road repair, the clearing of logjams from
streams, and other infrastructure
maintenance; and
(5) Designation would lower property
values.
Response: See our response to
Comment (12) above.
Comment (14): One commenter noted
that we provided incorrect area
estimates for Federal and private lands
in proposed unit ELD-1. The commenter
also stated that designation of private
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lands within the proposed unit would
be inconsistent with the El Dorado
County General Plan.
Response: We have revised the land
ownership for Unit ELD-1 to correctly
reflect the landownership within the
unit. When designating critical habitat,
we base our designation on the essential
habitat features required by the species.
When exercising our discretion to
exclude areas from critical habitat under
section 4(b)(2) of the Act, we must
weigh the benefits of designating against
the benefits of not designating critical
habitat. Such exclusions are usually
based on finalized management plans,
habitat conservation plans, or other
documents and not on local general
plans unless there is a high degree of
certainty that conservation measures
will take place for a particular species
and that those measures are more
beneficial than the designation of
critical habitat. We have reviewed El
Dorado County’s general plan and found
no measures specific to the conservation
of the California red-legged frog or its
habitat. The County identifies numerous
goals in the Conservation and Open
Space Element within its general plan;
however, no specific measures with
respect to the conservation of the
primary constituent elements for the
California red-legged frog are
mentioned. While we value El Dorado
County’s voluntary agreement in the
interagency protection of Spivey Pond,
based on the general plan, we have not
exercised our discretion to exclude El
Dorado County in its entirety from
designated critical habitat. We have,
however, exercised our discretion to
exclude those areas managed by the
Bureau of Land Management (BLM) at
Spivey Pond in El Dorado County based
on an interagency land use management
plan (see Application of Section 4(b)(2)
of the Act section below).
Comment (15): One commenter stated
that we should include downstream
portions of Weber Creek in proposed
unit ELD-1, as that area contains habitat
elements essential to the conservation of
the species.
Response: We used the best scientific
information available in determining
those areas that contain the physical
and biological features essential for the
California red-legged frog and that we
therefore proposed as critical habitat.
During our determination process, we
considered several criteria in the
selection of areas that contain the
features essential for the conservation of
the California red-legged frog. We did
not include all available habitat or all
areas where frogs are located within the
designation. Although the Weber Creek
area may contain some primary
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constituent elements, we believe the
arrangement and quantity of those
features may not be adequate. For more
information, please see the Criteria Used
to Identify Critical Habitat section
below.
Comment (16): One commenter asked
us to remove a specific property from
SOL-2 on the basis that some of it is too
dry to constitute good habitat, while the
rest is not within 1 mi (1.6 km) of a
known occurrence, nor is it uplands
connecting several occurrences. The
commenter also requested exclusion
from the critical habitat designation on
economic grounds, arguing that
designation would prevent conversion
of over 900 ac (364 ha) of land suitable
for winegrowing, resulting in a cost of
$3.5 million in gross revenue. Another
commenter stated that we appropriately
designated land within Units SOL-1,
SOL-2, and SOL-3 in that designation of
this land will assist in conserving the
California red-legged frog and its
habitat. The commenter suggested that
additional areas adjacent to Unit SOL-1
be part of the designation including
areas along Highway 680 and adjacent
to Suisun Marsh in Solano County. The
commenter also stated that the Service
should ensure that ‘‘these critical habitat
designations not be overridden by
presumed ‘public’ benefits’’ for other
uses such as wind energy or electrical
transmission lines.
Response: We based this final revised
critical habitat designation on California
red-legged frog occurrence records,
habitat surrounding those localities, and
local watershed boundaries. The
occurrence records within Unit SOL-2
are associated with the drainages in the
Jameson Canyon area. Our
determination of the unit boundaries
focused on incorporating not only the
occurrence records but also any adjacent
habitat up to the local watershed
boundary as long as we could determine
that the habitat within the watershed
was reasonably connected. In some
cases where the records were isolated
and habitat not extensive, we used the
1-mi (1.6-km) dispersal distance to
determine the extent of the designation.
In other cases where the habitat was
similar or included adjacent water
courses within the dispersal distance of
the California red-legged frog, we looked
at the habitat and watershed boundaries
to guide our designation (see Criteria
Used To Identify Critical Habitat section
below). In regards to the areas adjacent
to Unit SOL-1 along Highway 680, we
believe we have properly designated the
specific areas where those physical or
biological features essential to the
conservation of the species are found.
Extending the unit to these adjacent
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areas would require, as the commenter
points out, the species to cross under
the multilane highway through a
culvert. Our review of the use of the
area by the California red-legged frog
shows the species in upland grassland
habitats with no records into the Suisun
Marsh area. Although the species may
be able to access and use the Suisun
Marsh area, we believe the species is
more likely to use the upland grassland
habitats and not the brackish marsh
habitats associated with the Suisun
Marsh. As a result of our examining the
available habitat within the area and use
of our mapping criteria, we believe we
have used the best scientific information
available on determining the critical
habitat boundaries including those for
Units SOL-1 and SOL-2.
The final economic analysis prepared
for this designation calculates potential
impacts to agricultural crop farming
activities. According to the final
economic analysis, the relative
incremental costs associated with the
designation within Unit SOL-2 is less
than 1 percent of the total incremental
costs of the designation and only 3
percent of the total incremental costs
associated with agricultural crop
farming activities. Based on these
results, we do not consider the
estimated costs associated with the
designation of critical habitat within
Unit SOL-2 to be disproportionate and
have not exercised our discretion to
exclude any area within Unit SOL-2
under section 4(b)(2) of the Act. See
‘‘Exclusions Under Section 4(b)(2) of the
Act – Economic Exclusions’’ section
below for more information regarding
exclusions.
Comment (17): The San Francisco
Public Utilities Commission
(Commission) wrote in support of the
two units proposed on portions of its
property. Those units are SNM-1 and
ALA-2 in San Mateo and Alameda
Counties. The commenter added that
the Commission has enacted additional
protections for the frog, and that it is
also preparing habitat conservation
plans (HCPs) with the Service to protect
endangered and threatened species and
enhance their habitats within those
areas.
Response: We appreciate the support
and look forward to working with the
commenter in the future on continued
conservation efforts for the California
red-legged frog. We do not expect the
HCPs to be completed by the time this
designation is made effective (see the
DATES section).
Comment (18): Three commenters
stated that they were not properly
notified of the proposed rule, despite
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being landowners in designated areas or
having submitted comments in the past.
Response: We published the proposed
critical habitat designation in the
Federal Register on September 16, 2008
(73 FR 53491), and we accepted
comments from all interested parties for
60 days, ending November 17, 2008. We
then extended the public comment
period for an additional 30 days (74 FR
19184; April 28, 2009). We later
reopened the public comment period
again for another 30 days (74 FR 51825;
October 8, 2009). For each publication,
the Service wrote press releases that
resulted in newspaper articles
throughout California and specifically
noticed the proposed designation in
pertinent newspapers in the range of the
California red-legged frog. We held a
public meeting where we discussed
opportunities for the public to comment
and provide input and information.
Thus, although we did not specifically
notify individual landowners within the
designation, we believe we provided
adequate opportunity for individuals to
review and provide comment on the
proposed revised rule. It is our practice
to include on our mailing lists those
individuals who have made comments
in the past regarding a specific issue.
We apologize for having inadvertently
failed to notify certain people of the
proposed action and have updated our
records accordingly.
Comment (19): A commenter
requested exclusion of approximately
3,000 ac (1,214 ha) of private land
proposed within unit MNT-3 because
there is an existing conservation
easement that protects habitat in this
area.
Response: Our review of the easement
indicates that: (1) It primarily is
intended to protect viewshed resources;
(2) it covers only a portion of the area
requested for exclusion; and (3) it
allows a variety of uses that could
adversely affect the physical and
biological features essential to the
California red-legged frog, including
new utilities and highway
improvements, clearing of vegetation for
fire management, and changes in water
use. We have therefore determined not
to exercise our discretion to exclude
these areas under section 4(b)(2) of the
Act.
Comment (20): A commenter
requested designation of an additional
critical habitat unit encompassing the
Moss Beach, Sawmill Gulch, Seal Rock
Creek, Fan Shell, and Carmel Bay
watersheds on the Monterey Peninsula
in Monterey County.
Response: Our approach to
designating critical habitat includes
designating areas with a high density of
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California red-legged frog occurrences
and avoiding developed and fragmented
areas. Our review of the information
provided by the commenter and
information available in our files
indicates that the area requested for
designation is highly fragmented by
recreational and residential
development. The California red-legged
frog has been observed in the area, with
a small number of frogs observed at two
localities. Although the California redlegged frogs occur in watersheds of the
Monterey Peninsula, the best available
information indicates these watersheds
are occupied at low densities within
fragmented habitat. We have therefore
determined that the requested addition
is not appropriate. For more
information, please see the Criteria Used
to Identify Critical Habitat section
below.
Comment (21): One commenter
supported the expansion of critical
habitat to include the Little Sur River,
North and South forks of La Brea Creek,
the North fork and Upper North fork of
Matillija Creek, Santa Paula Creek and
its tributaries, and Agua Caliente Creek.
The commenter indicated that these
areas are important to the survival and
recovery of the California red-legged
frog.
Response: We contacted the
commenter because we were unable to
locate Agua Caliente Creek on a map.
The commenter stated that the correct
name was Agua Blanca Creek. In our
proposed designation of revised critical
habitat for the California red-legged frog,
we determined that all occupied habitat
did not need to be designated as revised
critical habitat, nor did we believe it
necessary to designate unoccupied
habitat, based on our determination that
enough occupied areas representing the
distribution of the frog across its range
had already been determined and that
these areas would provide for the
conservation of the species. Because we
have no records of the California redlegged frog occupying the Little Sur
River, North and South forks of La Brea
Creek, the North Fork and Upper North
Fork of Matillija Creek, Santa Paula
Creek and its tributaries, or Agua Blanca
Creek, we consider these areas
unoccupied and have not included them
in this final rule. For more information
on our criteria for designating critical
habitat, please see the Criteria Used to
Identify Critical Habitat section below.
Comment (22): One commenter
supported the expansion of critical
habitat to include the Cuyama River and
its tributaries, Branch Creek and Alamo
Creek, the tributaries feeding Lake
Cachuma, a portion of Sespe Creek,
Birabent Canyon, a portion of the
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Sisquoc River, the Arroyo Seco River
and its tributaries, and San Carpoforo
Creek. The commenter indicated that
these areas are important to the survival
and recovery of the California redlegged frog.
Response: Our designation of revised
critical habitat for the California redlegged frog does not include all
occupied areas. As described in the
proposed rule, when determining which
occupied areas are essential to the
conservation of the species and meet the
definition of critical habitat, we
considered theories of metapopulation
persistence, on-the-ground survey data,
and California red-legged frog longevity.
We focused on areas of high California
red-legged frog abundance, areas needed
to maintain connectivity between
aquatic breeding habitat, and areas of
unique ecological significance. We
selected areas that are inhabited by
source populations that are capable of
maintaining their current population
levels and capable of providing
individuals to recruit into
subpopulations found in adjacent areas.
We are aware that California red-legged
frogs do occur in the areas listed by the
commenter; however, these areas are
isolated, occupied at low densities, or
otherwise not essential to the
conservation of the species; therefore,
we have not included them in this final
designation. For more information on
our criteria for designating critical
habitat, please see the Criteria Used to
Identify Critical Habitat section below.
Comment (23): One commenter
identified the California red-legged frog
as a coastal species and stated that the
species was never in any inland
counties until the early 1900s. The
commenter concluded that the
designation of critical habitat for the
species outside of coastal areas is not
justified.
Response: According to accepted
scientific and taxonomic information on
the California red-legged frog, the
species’ historic and current
distribution includes inland counties in
the Sacramento and San Joaquin Valleys
as well as Sierra Nevada and Interior
Coast Range counties from Riverside to
Shasta County, California. According to
early species distribution accounts and
collections by species experts (Storer
1925; pp. 235–236), the species was
present in the interior portions of
California well before the 1900s. As a
result of the early species’ range
descriptions and collections in
accredited scientific facilities and
currently known occurrence records for
the species, we have determined that
the historic and current range of the
species does include interior California
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counties. This information justifies the
designation of critical habitat within
these interior areas.
Comment (24): One commenter
requested not to increase the mitigation
requirements for the California redlegged frog because it will harm the
livelihood or restrict activities of private
citizens.
Response: According to section 7(a)(2)
of the Act, each Federal agency shall, in
consultation with the Service, insure
that any action will not result in the
destruction or adverse modification of
habitat of a listed species . Only
activities that have a Federal nexus (i.e.,
that involve a Federal permit, license, or
funding, or are carried out by a Federal
agency) and are likely to destroy or
adversely modify the area of critical
habitat will be affected. If this is the
case, we will work with the Federal
agency and, where appropriate,
applicants for Federal permits or
license, or for Federal funding, to
modify their projects so that those
projects will not adversely affect the
critical habitat. Thus, most Federal
projects are likely to go forward, but
some will be modified to minimize
harm to critical habitat. Critical habitat
does not set mitigation requirements for
a species.
Comment (25): One commenter
identified pesticide use and pesticide
drift from agricultural use, not habitat
loss, as the major threat impacting the
California red-legged frog. The
commenter also stated the decline in
frog populations worldwide is a result
of disease and climate change and that
fish are not at all the cause of the
species’ decline. The commenter stated
that the designation of critical habitat is
a typical ‘‘knee-jerk’’ reaction to frog
species’ decline and does not address
the problem.
Response: In our May 23, 1996, final
listing determination (61 FR 25813), we
determined that habitat loss and
fragmentation from urban encroachment
(along with other factors) constituted
the dominant factor leading to the
listing of the species. Since the listing,
numerous studies have looked at
pesticide drift as the potential cause of
amphibian declines in California.
According to several studies, the
transport and deposition of pesticides
from the agriculturally intensive Central
Valley of California to the adjacent
Sierra Nevada is well documented, and
pesticides have been found in the
bodies of Sierra frogs (Davidson et al.
2002, pp. 1589-1590; Davidson 2004,
pp. 1892-1902). However, to date, no
direct links have been found between
pesticides and actual amphibian
population declines. We are currently
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consulting with the Environmental
Protection Agency (EPA) on the use of
66 pesticides on or near areas where the
California red-legged frog occurs to
determine appropriate conservation
measures for the species. We disagree
with the commenter that fish are not an
issue in the species’ decline because the
introductions of nonnative warm water
fish (e.g., bass, sunfish, and mosquito
fish) have caused some declines in the
species’ distribution and abundance
throughout its range (Service 1996, p.
25827). We agree with the commenter
that other factors in addition to habitat
loss are contributing to a world-wide
decline in frog and other amphibian
populations and that, in some species,
disease is the major factor. However, in
the case of the California red-legged
frog, we continue to assert that habitat
loss and fragmentation continue to be
the dominant factors in preventing the
recovery of the species. In response to
the commenter’s statement that the
designation is only a reaction to current
amphibian declines, we have designated
critical habitat according to our
implementing regulations at 50 CFR
424.12, by using the best scientific data
available and defining specific areas
that contain those essential physical or
biological features essential to the
conservation of the species and which
may require special management
considerations or protection. Consistent
with these regulations, we have
determined the areas designated as
critical habitat are appropriate for
conservation of the California red-legged
frog.
Comment (26): One commenter: (1)
Stated that the designation as proposed
is essential for the proper protection of
this species, and (2) emphasized the
importance of maintaining buffer zones
around wetland areas, and (3) agreed
that the methodologies employed in the
designation were a practical means for
determining the extent of the critical
habitat boundaries. The commenter
stated that that methodologies used
would assist in protecting both the
aquatic features and habitat corridors
between wetland features and thus
allow the necessary genetic exchange
between populations.
Response: In accordance with 50 CFR
424.12, we designated critical habitat on
the basis of the best scientific data
available, after taking into consideration
the probable economic and other
impacts of making such a designation.
In designating critical habitat, we
considered those physical and
biological features that are essential to
the conservation of the California redlegged frog and that may require special
management considerations or
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protection. We are not designating
buffer zones around those features we
determined to be essential. An area we
designate as critical habitat is not a
refuge or sanctuary for the species; it
serves as a reminder to Federal agencies
that they must make special efforts to
protect the important characteristics of
the areas designated. Listed species and
their habitats are protected by the Act
whether or not they are in an area
designated as critical habitat.
Comment (27): One commenter stated
that we should exclude all areas being
considered as part of the proposed Santa
Clara Valley Habitat Conservation Plan
(SCVHCP) under section 4(b)(2) of the
Act, because the California red-legged
frog is a covered species, an
administrative draft has been developed
and released to the public, and the
exclusion would follow past Service
practice in previous exclusions such as
with the East Contra Costa HCP.
Response: When considering the
exclusion of areas that are covered by
conservation plans from critical habitat
under section 4(b)(2) of the Act, we
must determine whether the benefits of
such exclusion outweigh the benefits of
specifying such areas as critical habitat.
Such exclusions are usually based on
finalized management plans, HCPs, or
other documents that provide a high
degree of assurance that conservation
measures will be implemented and
effective for a particular species and its
habitat, and that those measures are
more beneficial than the designation of
critical habitat. The current information
on the SCVHCP made available to
stakeholders and resource agencies
consists of early administrative drafts
and only portions of the entire
document. The information is not
intended for public review and
comment and is not final documents.
Because they are incomplete, the
documents have not gone through
section 7 intra-Service consultation
regarding effects to endangered species.
The Service’s current position is not to
consider areas for exclusion that are
covered by draft conservation programs
or plans. Draft documents and their
proposed conservation measures are
subject to change. Without a high degree
of assurance that conservation measures
will be implemented and effective for a
particular species and its habitat, we
cannot complete a meaningful analysis
under section 4(b)(2) of the Act.
Comment (28): One commenter
objected to the redefinition of ‘‘occupied
at the time of listing’’ and said the
redefinition was arbitrary and
capricious because the Service did not
articulate its rational for the change.
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Response: In the previous final
critical habitat designation, we
interpreted the ‘‘occupied at time of
listing’’ standard to include only those
specific records mentioned in the final
listing rule (61 FR 25813, May 23, 1996).
The purpose of the listing rule is to
identify threats to a species and
determine whether or not listing the
species under the Act is necessary. The
final listing rule is not intended as a
complete listing of all specific locations
where a species occurs. The records
identified in the final listing rule were
not the only locations where California
red-legged frogs existed but only those
reported to scientific, higher education,
or informational sources. Other
occupied areas outside those
specifically mentioned in the final
listing rule existed for the frog. In this
designation, we interpreted occupancy
‘‘at time of listing’’ based on the dates of
occurrence records and life history of
the California red-legged frog. For
example, if an occurrence was recorded
after the 1996 listing, but we could
determine based on population size,
demographics, and biological factors
that the population was most likely
present at time of listing, we considered
that area to be occupied at the time of
listing for this designation of revised
critical habitat. When determining
occupancy, we considered theories of
metapopulation persistence, on-theground survey data, and California redlegged frog longevity. Bulger et al.
(2003, pp. 85, 92) found that more than
75 percent of California red-legged frogs
are resident at permanent aquatic
habitats over the course of a year,
thereby providing local population
stability. Survey data provided to us
during the development of this and
previous critical habitat rules show an
average persistence of 19 years for the
California red-legged frog populations.
Additionally, the California red-legged
frog is considered long-lived, with a
minimum longevity of male and female
California red-legged frogs of between 8
and 10 years, respectively (Jennings et
al. 1992, p. 3), which also contributes to
generational and metapopulation
stability. By limiting our previous
designation to only those specific
records identified in the listing rule and
using an overly narrow definition of
occupancy at the time of listing, we
were not including many records which
were identified before 1996, or any
records present but not specifically
identified in the listing rule. The
process for designating critical habitat
in this rule is consistent with the
standards required by our implementing
regulations at 50 CFR 424.12 on using
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the best scientific data when designating
critical habitat.
Comment (29): One commenter stated
that the elimination of the upward
boundary for upland habitat was
arbitrary and capricious in that it
deferred designation of critical habitat
to the consultation process under
section 7 of the Act.
Response: We did identify the upland
distance surrounding aquatic features
within the current designation. The
primary constituent element (PCE 3), as
identified in the 2006 final critical
habitat designation, limited the upland
areas to 200 ft (60 m) from the water
feature. Based on new biological
information on protecting breeding and
non-breeding aquatic features for the
California red-legged frog and
movements of the frog between breeding
and non-breeding habitat (Fellers and
Kleeman 2007, pp. 276–286), we have
extended the upland distance
surrounding the breeding and nonbreeding aquatic features. In general, the
upland habitat surrounding the aquatic
breeding and non-breeding habitat
(PCEs 1 and 2) would be limited to 1
mile (1.6 km) in most cases, depending
on surrounding landscape and dispersal
barriers.
Comment (30): One commenter stated
that several units or portions of units be
removed from the designation because
they are within planned development
areas as identified in County or City
general plans and these areas, according
to the preamble of the proposed revised
critical habitat rule, should not be
designated according to the
methodology used in determining the
critical habitat boundaries. An
additional commenter stated that we
should not remove areas of planned
development because arbitrarily
removing these areas is not a valid
biological reason.
Response: We are basing this final
designation of revised critical habitat on
the best scientific data available, after
taking into consideration the probable
economic and other impacts of making
such a designation in accordance with
our implementing regulations at 50 CFR
424.19. As we state in the preamble of
our 2008 proposed rule to revise critical
habitat (73 FR 53500), our methodology
and the criteria we used to determine
the critical habitat boundaries were not
intended to exclude all planned
development as identified in city,
county, or regional general plans. The
methods and criteria we used to map
areas adjacent to development removed
areas only if (1) they do not contain
sufficient PCEs to support one or more
of the species’ life processes, or (2) they
have low-quality PCEs because either
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the area is highly degraded and is likely
not restorable or the area is small,
highly fragmented, or isolated and may
provide little or no long-term
conservation value. As a result, we do
not believe it would be appropriate to
automatically exclude planned
development areas from the designation.
Comment (31): One commenter
requested exclusion from the
designation of critical habitat in Unit
SLO-4 between the town of Pozo and
the National Forest boundary south of
Pozo. The commenter stated that
designation of critical habitat on private
land can significantly depreciate the
value of the property, affecting the
landowner’s ability to acquire operating
capital. The commenter further stated
that designation of critical habitat can
make habitat-enhancing projects (i.e.,
water troughs and delivery systems)
cost-prohibitive if it is necessary to
obtain permits for the projects, thereby
discouraging voluntary measures to
enhance habitat for California redlegged frogs. The commenter also
expressed concerns with our assertion
that the Salinas River, near the town of
Pozo, is occupied by California-red
legged frogs.
Response: Section 3(5)(A) of the Act
defines critical habitat as the specific
areas within the geographical area
occupied by the species, at the time it
is listed, on which are found those
physical or biological features (I)
essential to the conservation of the
species and (II) which may require
special management considerations or
protection. Our criteria for determining
features essential to the conservation of
the species has been to target areas
known to be occupied by the California
red-legged frog at the time of listing;
including those areas discovered to be
occupied since the time of listing; or
known to possess high-quality habitat
likely to be occupied based on
proximity to known occurrences,
contiguous habitat, or dispersal
capabilities of the California red-legged
frog. We included large blocks of
contiguous habitat that: (1) Provide
geographic distribution across the range
of the species; (2) represent the full
range of habitat and environmental
variability the species occupies; (3)
avoid conflict with existing commercial
and residential development; (4) focus
on public land, where available; and (5)
overlap with other critical habitat
designations, where possible.
As noted in the unit description for
SLO-4 (see Final Critical Habitat
Designation section), this area was not
known to be occupied at the time of
listing but is currently occupied. Based
on life history and population dynamics
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of the species we have determined that
the area was most likely occupied at the
time of listing. The occurrence records
for California red-legged frogs in SLO-4
were generated from surveys conducted
according to Service protocol by the
U.S. Forest Service in 1999. We have
reviewed these records and consider
them to be our best available science.
SLO-4 contains the following features
that are essential for the conservation of
the species: aquatic habitat for breeding
and non-breeding activities (PCE 1 and
PCE 2) and upland habitat for foraging,
dispersal activities, and shelter (PCE 3
and PCE 4). Also, as noted in the unit
description, threats that may require
special management in this unit include
predation by nonnative species and
habitat disturbance. Therefore, based on
the criteria above, we have designated
SLO-4 as revised critical habitat in this
rule.
We recognize that routine ranching
activities may be beneficial to the
California red-legged frog. In 2006, we
published a special rule under the
authority of section 4(d) of the Act
containing the actions and prohibitions
necessary to provide for the
conservation of the California red-legged
frog (50 CFR 17.43(d)). Under the
special rule, incidental take of the
California red-legged frog is not a
violation of section 9 of the Act, if the
incidental take results from routine
ranching activities located on private or
Tribal lands. We believe that this
special rule will encourage landowners
and ranchers operating on non-Federal
land to continue their livestock-related
practices that are important not only for
livestock operations, but also for
maintaining or enhancing habitat for the
California red-legged frog.
Comment (32): One commenter
opposed the designation of the Hearst
Corporation’s Jack Ranch property in
Unit SLO-1. The commenter stated that
many areas on the portion of the Jack
Ranch within SLO-1 are extremely arid,
would not support a California redlegged frog population, and therefore do
not meet the definition of critical
habitat. The commenter also argued that
the Jack Ranch property does not meet
the definition of critical habitat because
the property does not require special
management considerations or
protection. The commenter stated that
the Jack Ranch has been responsibly
managed for over 40 years in a manner
that has protected and benefited the
various natural habitats on the ranch.
Alternatively, the commenter argued
that we should exclude the Jack Ranch
property from critical habitat because
the benefits of excluding the ranch
outweigh the benefits of including it.
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The commenter asserted that as a result
of the current ranch management
practices in place on the Jack Ranch, the
various habitats and species present on
the ranch are generally flourishing and
will continue to benefit if these
practices are allowed to continue. The
commenter argued that designating the
ranch as critical habitat would create
regulatory uncertainty, impose
economic burdens on the landowner,
and increase vulnerability to legal
challenge that could threaten the area’s
long-term viability as a working ranch.
Response: Section 3(5)(A) of the Act
defines critical habitat, in part, as the
specific areas within the geographic area
occupied by the species, at the time it
is listed in accordance with the
provisions of section 4 of the Act, on
which are found only those physical
and biological features (I) essential to
the conservation of the species and (II)
which may require special management
considerations or protection. Our
strategy for determining features
essential to the conservation of the
species was to target areas that are
known to be occupied by the California
red-legged frog at the time of listing; that
we determined to be occupied since the
time of listing; or that are known to
possess high-quality habitat likely to be
occupied based on proximity to known
occurrences, being part of contiguous
habitat, and the dispersal capabilities of
the California red-legged frog. We
included large blocks of contiguous
habitat that:
(1) Provide geographic distribution
across the range of the species;
(2) Represent the full range of habitat
and environmental variability the
species occupies;
(3) Avoid conflict with existing
commercial and residential
development;
(4) Focus on public land, where
available; and
(5) Overlap with other critical habitat
designations, where possible.
As noted in the unit description for
SLO-1 (see ‘‘Final Critical Habitat
Designation’’ section), this area was
known to be occupied by California redlegged frogs at the time of listing, is
currently occupied, and contains the
following features that are essential for
the conservation of the species: aquatic
habitat for breeding and non-breeding
activities (PCE 1 and PCE 2) and upland
habitat for foraging and dispersal
activities (PCE 3 and PCE 4). Also as
noted in the unit description, threats
that may require special management in
this unit include: highway construction,
which may remove upland or aquatic
habitat; overgrazing of aquatic and
riparian habitats; and dewatering of
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aquatic habitats due to water diversions.
Therefore, based on the criteria above,
occupancy at the time of listing, and the
requirement for special management, we
have designated SLO-1 as critical
habitat, including a portion of the Jack
Ranch property within SLO-1.
We recognize that routine ranching
activities may be beneficial to the
California red-legged frog. In 2006, we
published a special rule under the
authority of section 4(d) of the Act to
provide for the conservation of the
California red-legged frog (50 CFR
17.43(d)). The special rule provides that
incidental take of the California redlegged frog will not be a violation of
section 9 of the Act, if the incidental
take results from routine ranching
activities located on private or Tribal
lands. We believe that this special rule
will encourage landowners and ranchers
operating on non-Federal land to
continue their livestock-related
practices that are important not only for
livestock operations, but also for
maintaining or enhancing habitat for the
California red-legged frog.
Comment (33): One commenter was
opposed to the designation of lands in
Unit SLO-2 in San Luis Obispo County
that are covered under the Hearst Ranch
Conservation Easement (Easement) and
Hearst Ranch San Simeon Conservation
Easement Management Plan (Plan). The
commenter asserted that California redlegged frogs occurring within the
boundaries of the Easement will be
protected through specific measures
addressed in the Plan, and therefore,
these lands either do not fall within the
definition of critical habitat contained
in section 3 of the Act or should be
excluded under section 4(b)(2) of the
Act. In addition, the commenter argued
that designation of lands covered under
the Easement would discourage
voluntary conservation initiatives on
private land.
Response: We recognize the
importance of voluntary conservation
measures, such as the Hearst Ranch
Easement and Plan, which provide
protections for California red-legged
frogs and their habitat. The Secretary
has determined to exercise his
discretion under section 4(b)(2) of the
Act to exclude from critical habitat
34,777 ac (14,074 ha) of Easement lands
that occur in Unit SLO-2. See the
Exclusions under Section 4(b)(2) of the
Act section for additional information.
Comment (34): One commenter
commended our abandonment of
methods used in determining ‘‘coextensive’’ costs in previous critical
habitat designations including the
previous final designation for the
California red-legged frog (April 13,
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2006, 71 FR 19244). The commenter
also commended the Service for
refraining from claiming in the
preamble that the designation of critical
habitat provides little additional
protection to most listed species and for
refraining from statements emphasizing
primarily the ‘‘limitations’’ of any
‘‘benefits of designating’’ an area as
critical habitat and using this as a basis
for excluding areas from the
designation. The commenter strongly
urged the Service to ‘‘follow through
with changes in interpretations and
procedures’’ as found in the Federal
Register notice for the proposed
designation (September 16, 2008, 73 FR
53491).
The commenter also pointed out
several concerns with the DEA and the
proposed revised designation. The
commenter stated that the DEA does not
appropriately focus on or address
market impacts; stated that the DEA is
not transparent on whether the ancillary
benefits of designating critical habitat
were appropriately analyzed; and that
the Service did not fairly account for the
benefits and costs of designating critical
habitat.
Response: We acknowledge that our
past practice of including language in
the preamble to critical habitat
designations stating a policy position at
that time was not the appropriate forum
for doing so and has not been conducive
for facilitating the appropriate dialogue
to assist in the conservation of listed
species. As stated earlier, we are
revising this and certain other
designations because of inappropriate
influence of past Department of Interior
personnel and have taken into account
the information reported by the General
Accounting Office on critical habitat
and listing designations. Comments
related to the Economic analysis are
addressed below.
Comments Related to the Economic
Analysis
Comment (35): One commenter
requested the exclusion based on
economic costs of an area in SOL-1
where a mining company plans to
expand its existing aggregate quarry.
Response: As described in section
10.2 of the final economic analysis
(FEA), we revised the report to include
discussion of the potential economic
impacts to the proposed mining project.
The company states it is already
working closely with Solano County
and representatives of the Service to
develop appropriate mitigation
measures. The options under
consideration are consistent with the
types of project modifications
considered in the FEA. Because these
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discussions are already underway, costs
are attributed to the baseline scenario.
Additional impacts resulting from the
designation of critical habitat are not
anticipated.
Comment (36): One commenter
requested exclusion of a portion of an
existing aggregate quarry overlapping
the southern portion of SOL-3 because
it does not contain the PCEs and out of
concern that the designation may delay
implementation of the ongoing
reclamation process.
Response: As described in section
10.2 of the FEA, we revised the report
to include a discussion of this quarry
site. The company has already
submitted a revised reclamation plan to
Napa County, which incorporates the
results of a biological assessment. In
addition, the company is currently
working with the County and the
Service to develop mitigation measures
that will minimize the impact of the
reclamation operations on the California
red-legged frog. Because the company is
already working with the Service, costs
of efforts to protect the California redlegged frog are attributed to the baseline
scenario. Given that the PCEs are not
present at the site, delays due to the
designation of critical habitat are not
anticipated.
Comment (37): Multiple commenters
requested the exclusion of specific
private properties in SLO-1, SLO-2,
SLO-3, and SOL-4, based on the
assumption that the designation will
trigger land use restrictions limiting
current ranching and farming practices,
and in SLO-2, that the designation will
create barriers to future uses of the land
for development or agricultural
purposes.
Response: The commenters do not
provide information about the types of
farming and ranching activities taking
place on these properties. As described
in Chapters 6 and 7 of the FEA, this
analysis relies upon the California
Department of Conservation’s Farmland
Mapping and Monitoring Program
(FMMP) to identify active crop farming
and grazing land within the study area
as of 2006. According to the FMMP, the
private properties identified by these
commenters are classified primarily as
grazing lands with a small portion of the
properties classified as agricultural
lands. For property identified as
agricultural lands, these areas are
included in the analysis of impacts to
agricultural activities presented in
Chapter 6. For areas identified in these
private properties as grazing lands, as
described in Chapter 7, this analysis
assumes that ranchers will likely be
subject to restrictions on the use of 66
named active ingredients. However,
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according to discussions with
representatives of the Agricultural
Commissioner offices in several
counties, the impact of the use
restrictions to date have been relatively
minor, as herbicides are only used to
treat noxious weeds through spot
application. To further minimize the
impact of the restrictions, some
Agricultural Commissioner offices are
also working with affected ranchers to
identify alternative herbicides not
subject to restrictions. Accordingly,
while ranchers may be affected by
California red-legged frog related
herbicide use restrictions, the nature of
the use of herbicides by ranchers is
likely to vary depending on the specific
ranching operation, and the economic
impacts of any resulting herbicide use
restrictions are expected to be minor.
In addition to existing ranching
activities, one of the commenters notes
that approximately 300 ac (121 ha) of
the private property located in SLO-2
are allocated for development. The
commenter does not provide specific
information about plans for future
residential or commercial development
of the property. As described in Chapter
4 of the FEA, this analysis relies on
local planning authorities for estimates
of the number of housing units
projected to be built by 2030 in the
study area. In San Luis Obispo County,
this analysis relies upon data from the
San Luis Obispo Council of
Governments (SLOCOG). As shown in
Exhibit 4-4, in SLO-2 this analysis
forecasts the development of 241 ac (98
ha). Baseline impacts associated with
consideration of the California redlegged frog and its habitat are estimated
in this unit to be $14.6 million to $58.0
million and incremental impacts are
estimated to be $3.9 million to $16.4
million, assuming a seven percent
discount rate.
Comment (38): Several commenters
requested the exclusion of a private
property in CAL-1 engaged in ranching
activities, based on the assumption that
the designation will trigger (1) land use
restrictions by local agencies limiting
current ranching practices, (2)
devaluation of the property as a result
of barriers to urban development, and
(3) additional costs should the
landowner chose to convert a portion of
their property to agricultural uses.
Response: The private property
identified by the commenter is
approximately 1,094 ac (443 ha) in size,
of which 247 ac (100 ha) is proposed for
critical habitat designation in CAL-1. As
described in Chapter 7, this analysis
assumes that ranchers will likely be
subject to restrictions on the use of 66
named active ingredients. However,
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according to discussions with
representatives of the Agricultural
Commissioner offices in several
counties, the impact of these restrictions
have been relatively minor, as
herbicides are only used to treat noxious
weeds through spot application. To
further minimize the impact of the
restrictions, some Agricultural
Commissioner offices are also working
with affected ranchers to identify
alternative herbicides not subject to
restrictions. Accordingly, while
ranchers may be affected by California
red-legged frog related herbicide use
restrictions, the nature of the use of
herbicides by ranchers is likely to vary
depending on the specific ranching
operation, and the economic impacts of
any resulting herbicide use restrictions
are expected to be minor..
The commenter does not provide
specific information about plans for
future residential or commercial
development of the property. As
described in Chapter 4 of the FEA, this
analysis relies on local planning
authorities for estimates of the number
of housing units projected to be built by
2030 in the study area. In Calaveras
County, this analysis relies upon growth
projections obtained from Applied
Geographic Solutions (AGS), which
develops forecasts of population and
households at the census tract level for
the entire state of California through the
year 2018. Growth through 2030 was
projected linearly. As shown in Exhibit
4-4, in CAL-1 this analysis forecasts the
development of 300 ac (121 ha).
Baseline impacts to development
activities in CAL-1 associated with the
consideration of the California redlegged frog and its habitat are estimated
to be $2.6 million to $7.6 million and
incremental impacts are estimated to be
$2.1 million to $7.0 million, assuming a
seven percent discount rate.
There could also be additional
property value losses if the landowner
is not able to develop portions of the
property for agricultural purposes. In
that case, those losses may not be
captured because this property was not
identified as agricultural lands. Without
additional information on plans for
future agricultural development of this
property, data are not readily available
to estimate potential future losses.
Comment (39): One commenter states
that the DEA fails to analyze the socioeconomic and cumulative impacts
related to agriculture. The commenter
anticipates economic impacts stemming
from the loss of agricultural acreage in
production, the loss of jobs, and
reductions in food and fiber production,
and from negative impacts to local
communities, among other losses.
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Response: As described in Section 6.5
of the FEA, we revised the analysis to
include the regional economic impacts
expected to result from the
implementation of no-pesticide use
areas for 66 pesticide ingredients in the
study area. The estimated baseline
impact of a loss 16,519 ac (6,685 ha)
from agricultural production to the
study area in an average year is
approximately $103.3 million and
approximately 2,062 jobs. The estimated
impact of an incremental loss 7,286 ac
(2,949 ha) from agricultural production
to the study area in an average year is
approximately $23.8 million and
approximately 404 jobs. Detailed
information on direct, indirect, and
induced impacts, including job losses, is
provided in Chapter 6 of the FEA.
Comment (40): The Small Business
Administration (SBA) submitted a
comment recommending the Service
exercise its discretion under section
4(b)(2) of the Act to exclude the
agricultural acres of small businessowned farmland that the DEA expects to
be taken out of agricultural production.
Response: As described in Chapter 6
and Appendix A of the FEA, we revised
the Initial Regulatory Flexibility
Analysis (IRFA) to incorporate refined
geographic data on active farming lands
in the study area. Specifically, this
analysis relies upon the Farmland
Mapping & Monitoring Program (FMMP)
to identify active crop farming and
grazing lands, including a newer data
set maintained internally by the FMMP,
that resulted in the reclassification of a
significant number of cropped acres
within the study area as grazing lands.
The number of cropped agricultural area
incrementally affected decreased from
29,413 ac (11,903 ha) in the first DEA
(dated March 3, 2009) to 7,286 ac (2,949
ha) in the FEA.
We also revised the methodology used
to estimate the number of small farms
affected in each county. Small
businesses in crop production (North
American Industry Classification
System (NAICS) subsectors 1111, 1112,
and 1113) are defined by SBA as having
annual revenues less than $750,000
(hereinafter referred to as ‘‘small farms’’).
Ideally this analysis would rely on
geographic data to identify the size of
farms within the study area and the
percentage of a farm’s total harvested
acres potentially removed from
agricultural production as a result of the
pesticide use restriction. However such
geographic data are not readily
available.
As described in section A.1.3 of the
FEA, in the absence of this information,
this analysis uses publically-available
Census data to estimate the probability
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that incrementally affected acres are
located on small farms and the percent
of cropland harvested by ‘‘small farms.’’
This approach yields a lower-bound
estimate of the total number of small
farms affected in the study area of 198.
Worst-case annualized incremental
impacts are anticipated to range
between $500 and $168,000 per farm.
Comment (40): One commenter stated
that the Service’s failure to evaluate the
economic benefits of the rule is
inconsistent with administrative
guidance and widely accepted
professional standards. Further, the
commenter stated that the economic
benefits of protecting critical habitat for
the California red-legged frog probably
outweigh the costs and are too
substantial to downplay or ignore. The
commenter concludes that the Service
should devote equal effort to identifying
and accounting for categories of benefits
relative to the rigor devoted to
identifying costs.
Response: In the context of a critical
habitat designation, the primary
purpose of the rulemaking (i.e., the
direct benefit) is to designate areas in
need of special management that are
essential to the conservation of listed
species. While a listed species may be
the primary beneficiary of designated
critical habitat, the Act is clear that it is
the policy of the Federal government to
provide a means whereby the
ecosystems upon which endangered and
threatened species depend are
conserved. By extension, therefore,
benefits must somehow also accrue to
society from a designation or else
Congress would not have included this
provision in the Act. The designation of
critical habitat may result in two
distinct categories of benefits to society:
(1) use; and (2) non-use benefits. Use
benefits are simply the social benefits
that accrue from the physical use of a
resource. Visiting critical habitat to see
endangered species in their natural
habitat would be a primary example.
Non-use benefits, in contrast, represent
welfare gains from ‘‘just knowing that a
particular listed species’ natural habitat
is being specially managed for the
survival and recovery of that species.’’
Both use and non-use benefits may
occur unaccompanied by any market
transactions.
A primary reason for conducting the
economic analysis is to provide
information regarding the economic
impacts associated with a proposed
critical habitat designation. Section
4(b)(2) of the Act requires the Secretary
to designate critical habitat based on the
best scientific data available after taking
into consideration the economic impact,
and any other relevant impact, of
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specifying any particular area as critical
habitat. Economic impacts can be both
positive and negative and by definition,
are observable through market
transactions.
While the Act requires the specific
consideration of the economic impact of
a designation, it does not require the
Service to explicitly consider any
broader social benefits (or costs) that
may be associated with the designation.
In fact, the Service believes that this is
by Congressional design because the Act
explicitly states up front that it is the
Federal government’s policy to conserve
all threatened and endangered species
and the ecosystems upon which they
depend. While section 4(b)(2) of the Act
gives the Secretary discretion to exclude
certain areas from the final designation,
he is authorized to do so only if an
exclusion does not result in the
extinction of the species. Thus, the
Service believes that explicit
consideration of broader social values
for the species and its habitat, beyond
economic impacts, is not necessary as
Congress has already clarified the
importance our society places on
conserving all threatened and
endangered species and their natural
habitats upon which they depend. In
terms of carrying out its responsibilities
under section 4(b)(2) then, the Service
need only to consider whether the
economic impacts are significant
enough to merit exclusion of any
particular area without causing the
species to go extinct.
To support the claim that the benefits
of designating critical habitat for the
frog probably outweigh the costs, the
commenter provides examples of other
situations and environmental
regulations where studies have shown
that the benefits exceed costs. However,
this evidence does not support a
conclusion that the same is true in this
instance. If environmental regulation
always resulted in net benefits, there
would be no need to conduct economic
analyses.
Finally, no guidance or executive
order requires Federal agencies to spend
equal effort estimating the benefits and
costs of regulations. Specifically, OMB’s
Circular A-4 states (p. 26-27), ‘‘some
important benefits and costs...may be
inherently too difficult to quantify or
monetize given current data and
methods’’. Chapter 13 of the FEA
describes qualitatively the types of
benefits that may result from the
designation of critical habitat, including
open space benefits, improved water
quality, aesthetic benefits, flood control,
improved soil productivity, and regional
economic benefits if increased visitation
results from the former benefits. To
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quantify these benefits, information
about the current environmental quality
of the habitat (e.g., current
concentration of pollutants in
waterways, current capacity of the
habitat to absorb flood waters, current
productivity of the soil) is necessary as
a starting point. In addition, ecological
and hydrologic models are necessary to
understand how conservation measures
such as reduced pesticide use will
change the concentration of
contaminants in the relative waterways.
Most of these data and models are not
readily available, preventing the
quantification of benefits at this time.
Comment (41): One commenter states
that in its estimate of the costs imposed
on development activities, the DEA does
not consider offsetting positive market
impacts, particularly in areas outside of
the designation. Specifically, the
commenter states that the Service
mistakenly reports the gross, rather than
net, costs of critical habitat designation.
Response: We considered the
potential for shifts in the market that
would offset the costs experienced by
existing landowners and developers
within the proposed designation and
concluded that measurable offsetting
gains to homeowners, developers, or
landowners are unlikely. As discussed
in detail in Chapter 4 of the FEA,
anticipated costs to landowners and
developers include the administrative
costs to consult with the Service or to
comply with the California
Environmental Quality Act, the costs of
conservation measures, and opportunity
costs associated with delays in
development schedules. Anticipated
conservation measures include on-site
or off-site habitat restoration and the
preservation of off-site habitat through
the acquisition of mitigation banking
credits (see section 4.7.2 of the FEA).
If adequate substitutes for areas
projected for development are available,
developers are likely to avoid areas of
critical habitat and to develope
substitute sites instead. Thus, existing
owners of land parcels that would have
been developed absent critical habitat
experience a devaluation of their
property equivalent to the additional
costs that would have been incurred by
the developers to conserve the
California red-legged frog. As described
in section 4.3 of the FEA, of the
1,252,096 ac (506,706 ha) of private land
within the proposed designation, only
5,746 ac (2,325 ha), or less than one
percent, of this land is anticipated to be
developed within the next 22 years. In
the 20 affected counties, the number of
affected acres (hectares) ranges from 2
ac (0.8 ha) to 1,034 ac (418 ha), with an
average of 287 ac (116 ha) affected per
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county. Given the relatively small
number of affected acres relative to the
size of the affected counties (hundreds
of thousands to millions of acres), the
availability of suitable substitutes is
likely.
It is possible that the value of land at
substitute sites outside of critical habitat
may increase; however, where many
substitutes are available, the marginal
increase is likely small. Furthermore,
quantification of such increases requires
significant additional data describing
the geographic characteristics of
alternatives and construction of
complex, general equilibrium economic
models of the markets for raw land in
each county. Finally, no reduction in
the number of new houses is
anticipated. Developers will either move
to substitute locations or implement the
project modifications, which do not
include conserving habitat on-site.
Thus, measurable consumer surplus
gains in the market for existing houses,
and consumer surplus losses in the
market for new housing, are not
anticipated.
Finally, we note that Quigley and
Swoboda (2007, pp. 299-318)
specifically addressed these issues in
the context of critical habitat, and found
that consideration of additional losses
and gains to landowners and
homeowners outside of critical habitat
but within the same market is likely to
result in higher, rather than lower
overall cost estimates.
Comment (42): One commenter stated
that they could not identify clear
evidence that the Service estimated
ancillary benefits that are measurable in
markets through shifts in resource
allocation, as suggested in Chapter 2 of
the DEA. Specifically, the commenter
states that habitat protection for an
aquatic species such as the California
red-legged frog may enhance water
quality or quantity, resulting in avoided
costs associated with treatment facilities
or other water-supply-related
infrastructure. The commenter cites, as
an example, a study of such benefits
resulting from restoring high-quality
watersheds in Portland, Oregon.
Response: Assessment of the potential
changes in the costs associated with
treatment facilities or other watersupply-related infrastructure first
requires an understanding of current
water quality. In addition, complex fate
and transport models of contaminants
and sediments are necessary to calculate
the change in water quality likely to
result from the implementation of
conservation activities (e.g., pesticide
use restrictions, habitat restoration)
protecting critical habitat. Finally,
engineering cost models of alternative
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treatment technologies are necessary to
estimate the incremental cost savings
associates with a change in water
quality. Most of these data and models
are not readily available; thus, the
potential offsetting benefit of reduced
water treatment costs cannot be
quantified or monetized at this time.
Summary of Changes from the 2006
Critical Habitat Designation to the 2008
Proposed Rule to Revise Critical
Habitat
In the proposed revised and final
revised designation of critical habitat for
the California red-legged frog, we
determined that it would be appropriate
to complete our analysis of critical
habitat without using the 2006 final
critical habitat designation as a base
from which to make changes due to the
involvement of Department of the
Interior personnel that may have
inappropriately influenced the extent
and locations of critical habitat
designated in our previous final
determination. As a result of this
unrestricted analysis, the amount and
distribution of final critical habitat has
increased over the 2006 final critical
habitat designation and better represents
those areas that contain the features
essential to the conservation of the
species.
In the 2006 final critical habitat
designation for the California red-legged
frog (71 FR 19281; April 13, 2006), we
excluded all Forest Service lands
managed under the Sierra Nevada Forest
Plan Amendment (SNFPA) under
section 4(b)(2) of the Act. We based this
decision on the conservation benefits to
the frog outlined in the SNFPA. In the
proposed revised critical habitat
designation issued on September 16,
2008 (73 FR 53491) we asked for public
comment regarding the exclusion of
these lands from the designation under
section 4(b)(2) of the Act and whether
the SNFPA was an appropriate
mechanism for exclusion. Although the
SNFPA addresses the California redlegged frog in Chapter 4, and states
generally that the ‘‘species parameters
are similar to those applicable to other
areas of California’’ (USDA 2004, pp.
234–239), no details are given as to what
specific conservation measures would
be implemented and how these
measures would benefit the California
red-legged frog. The SNFPA does state
that the preferred alternative is to limit
streambank disturbance to 10 percent of
any reach within critical aquatic refuges
and the SNFPA does limit streambank
disturbance to 20 percent of any reach
in general. Again these measures are not
specific to identify how and where these
measures will be implemented and how
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they will benefit the California redlegged frog. Consequently, we are not
exercising our discretion to exclude
Forest Service lands from the final
designation because the SNFPA not
including specific measures to protect
and conserve the California red-legged
frog and its habitat.
In the 2006 final critical habitat
designation, we also excluded the entire
critical habitat unit CAL-1 from
Calaveras County, California, under
section 4(b)(2) of the Act. We based this
decision on the actions of a single
private landowner who has been
managing for the frog on their property
and who has been encouraging
additional landowners to join efforts to
conserve the frog. Since our publication
of the proposed revised designation of
critical habitat in September 2008 (73
FR 53491), we held a public meeting to
discuss the revised proposal in San
Andreas, California on October 30,
2008, and to answer questions regarding
the Unit CAL-1. Shortly after the
meeting we were approached by several
private landowners within the unit that
are willing to work with us on
potentially developing conservation
efforts for the frog on their lands. We are
also working with the County of
Calaveras on developing a Habitat
Conservation Plan for the California redlegged frog and other listed or sensitive
species in the county. However, we
have not been able to finalize a HCP or
other management plans to assure
development and implementation of
conservation measures and protection
for the California red-legged frog or its
habitat. As a result we are not excluding
the lands within Unit CAL-1 from the
designation under section 4(b)(2) of the
Act.
In the 2008 proposed revised
designation, we used the recovery plan
for the California red-legged frog
(Service 2002, pp. 1–173) as part of our
criteria. Specifically, we used the 34
core areas described in the recovery
plan to focus our efforts on where to
designate critical habitat. We attempted
to include areas in this critical habitat
designation from those 34 core areas
that contain those physical and
biological features essential to the
conservation of the species, that were
unique habitat types for the species, that
were a representation of the species’
geographic range within each core area,
and that were most appropriate for
conservation of the species across its
current range. When determining
critical habitat, we included areas that
met the definition of critical habitat and
that maximized the potential for the
conservation of the species, and we
attempted to avoid potential conflict
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with development. As a result, we
included several new areas within the
species’ current range as final revised
critical habitat. We did not designate
areas adjacent to development (i.e.,
planned development areas) if we
determined that the areas do not contain
sufficient PCEs to support one or more
of the species’ life processes, or that the
areas have low-quality PCEs because
either the area is highly degraded and is
likely not restorable or the area is small,
highly fragmented, or isolated and may
provide little or no long-term
conservation value. As a result,
designations adjacent to highly
developed areas are ‘‘pulled-back’’ to
areas that are more biologically
defensible and less likely to be affected
by anthropogenic activities. We did not
exercise our discretion to exclude areas
from the designation based solely on
planned development.
In the proposed revised critical
habitat we also included a new unit in
the Sierra Nevada (Unit PLA-1);
bringing the total number of units in the
designation to six for the Sierra Nevada
region.
In the 2006 final critical habitat
designation, we interpreted the
‘‘occupied at time of listing’’ standard to
include only those specific records
mentioned in the final listing rule (May
23, 1996; 61 FR 25813). The records
identified in the final listing rule were
not the only locations where California
red-legged frogs existed; rather, the final
listing rule identified only those records
reported to scientific, higher education,
or informational sources. Other
occupied areas outside those
specifically mentioned in the final
listing rule existed for the California
red-legged frog. In this final revised
designation, we interpreted ‘‘occupied at
time of listing’’ based on the dates of
occurrence records and life history of
the California red-legged frog. For
example, if an occurrence was recorded
after the 1996 listing, but we could
determine based on population size,
demographics, and biological factors
that the population was most likely
present at the time of listing just not
specifically recorded, we would
consider the area as occupied at the
time of listing for this final revised
critical habitat designation. When
determining occupancy, we considered
metapopulation dynamics, population
persistence, on-the-ground survey data,
and California red-legged frog longevity.
Bulger et al. (2003, pp. 85, 92) found
more than 75 percent of California redlegged frogs are resident at permanent
aquatic habitats over the course of a
year, thereby providing local population
stability. Survey data provided to us
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during the development of this and
previous critical habitat rules show an
average persistence of 19 years for
California red-legged frog populations.
Additionally, the California red-legged
frog is considered long-lived, with a
minimum longevity of male and female
California red-legged frogs of between 8
and 10 years, respectively (Jennings et
al. 1992, p. 3), which also contributes to
generational and metapopulation
stability.
In the 2006 rule, we only focused on
designating those areas that contain
large numbers and concentrations of
occurrence records. In this final revised
critical habitat designation we focused
on occurrence records as well as on
areas adjacent to the occurrences that
we determined are essential or contain
the features essential to the conservation
of the species.
We revised the primary constituent
element that described the upland
habitat surrounding water features (PCE
3). The PCE in the 2006 rule limits the
upland areas to 200 ft (60 m) from a
water feature. Based on new biological
information on protecting breeding and
non-breeding aquatic features for the
California red-legged frog and
movements of the California red-legged
frog between breeding and non-breeding
habitat (Fellers and Kleeman 2007, pp.
276–286), we decided that such
determinations should be made on a
case-by-case basis and removed the
specific distance surrounding each
individual water feature. In general, the
upland habitat surrounding the aquatic
breeding and non-breeding habitat
(PCEs 1 and 2) would be limited to 1 mi
(1.6 km) in most cases, depending on
surrounding landscape and dispersal
barriers. The 1 mi (1.6 km) distance is
also the distance used in the Service’s
site assessment and survey guidelines
used in analyses under section 7 and
section 10 of the Act for consultation
purposes and allows for a better
evaluation of habitat use and
characteristics of a given area by the frog
(Service 2005, pp. 1–26).
In the 2008 proposed revised critical
habitat designation we included a new
area in Mendocino County (Unit MEN1) based on new genetic information on
the northern coastal range of the species
(Shaffer et al. 2004, pp. 2667–2677). The
intent of the new unit was to capture
habitat that would represent the
northern extent of the species along the
northern California coast. The
occurrence information was based on
CNDDB records (CNDDB 2008).
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Summary of Changes from the 2008
Proposed Rule
On September 16, 2008, we proposed
revised critical habitat for the California
red-legged frog comprising a total of
1,804,865 ac (730,402 ha) (73 FR 53491).
This final revised critical habitat
designation includes approximately
1,681,938 ac (680,656 ha) in 27
California counties in 48 units, after
refining areas based on public comment
and excluding approximately 121,927 ac
(49,746 ha) under section 4(b)(2) of the
Act (see Application of Section 4(b)(2)
of the Act section below for a detailed
discussion).
In the 2008 proposed revised critical
habitat designation, we included an area
in Mendocino County (Unit MEN-1) as
a result of genetic information on the
northern coastal range of the species
(Shaffer et al. 2004, pp. 2667–2677). We
revised the boundary of this unit in the
Federal Register document announcing
the availability of the draft economic
analysis on the proposed revised
designation of critical habitat (74 FR
19184; April 28, 2009). The revised Unit
MEN-1 included approximately 26,875
ac (10,876 ha), a change of an additional
2,970 ac (1,202 ha) of critical habitat
within this unit from the 2008 proposed
revised designation. We revised Unit
MEN-1 to better reflect new species
occurrence data within the area and the
habitat surrounding those records. On
further review of the unit in this final
revised designation, we have adjusted
the boundaries to include only known
California red-legged frog records or
hybrid records genetically comprised
mostly (50 percent or greater) of the
California red-legged frog. This
percentage was chosen because research
on the exact boundary between the two
species has not yet been determined and
we wanted to avoid designating critical
habitat in areas solely populated by the
northern red-legged frog (Rana aurora).
By choosing such a percentage we are
ensuring that the designated unit is
comprised mostly of pure California
red-legged frogs. The unit currently
includes the habitat from Manchester
State Beach south to Riverside Road.
Unit MEN-1 represents the northern
extent of the California red-legged frog
within the North Coast of California and
likely represents a unique genetic
component of the species.
In response to public comments and
site visits by Service staff, we
reevaluated the boundaries of Unit CAL1 to assess the available habitat within
the area and the locations used by the
California red-legged frog. As a result,
we revised the extent of the unit and
removed those areas that we determined
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do not contain the physical and
biological features essential for
conservation of the California red-legged
frog or that are part of the watershed not
likely used by the species.
The Secretary also exercised his
discretion to exclude several areas from
the designation under section 4(b)(2) of
the Act due to potential impacts on
national security (see Application of
Section 4(b)(2) – Impacts to National
Security section for further discussion)
and the Department of Defense’s efforts
to conserve the California red-legged
frog on their military installations.
These areas include: Vandenberg Air
Force Base (24,913 ac (10,090 ha))
(Units STB-2 and STB-4) and Camp San
Luis Obispo (5,612 ac (2,271 ha)) (Unit
SLO-3). The Secretary further exercised
his discretion to exclude several other
areas either based on existing
management plans or HCPs that
specifically identify and implement
measures to conserve and protect the
California red-legged frog and its
habitat. These areas include: Bonnie
Doon Quarries Settlement Ponds HCP,
Santa Cruz County (6 ac (3 ha)) (Unit
SCZ-1); East Contra Costa HCP/NCCP,
Contra Costa County (75,767 ac (30,662
ha)) (Unit CCS-2); Western Riverside
Multi-species HCP, Riverside County
(4,069 ac (1,647 ha)) (Unit RIV-1); East
Bay Regional Park District lands, Contra
Costa County (14,627 ac (5,919 ha))
(Unit CCS-2); Hearst Ranch lands, San
Luis Obispo County (34,777 ac (14,074
ha)) (Unit SLO-2); and Spivey Pond
Management Area (BLM), El Dorado
County (54 ac (22 ha)) (Unit ELD-1). See
the section Exclusions Under Section
4(b)(2) of the Act for further discussion.
Critical Habitat
Critical habitat is defined in section 3
of the Act as:
(1) The specific areas within the
geographical area occupied by a species,
at the time it is listed in accordance
with the Act, on which are found those
physical or biological features
(a) essential to the conservation of the
species and
(b) that may require special
management considerations or
protection; and
(2) specific areas outside the
geographical area occupied by a species
at the time it is listed, upon a
determination that such areas are
essential for the conservation of the
species.
Conservation, as defined under
section 3 of the Act, means the use of
all methods and procedures that are
necessary to bring any endangered or
threatened species to the point at which
the measures provided under the Act
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are no longer necessary. Such methods
and procedures include, but are not
limited to, all activities associated with
scientific resources management such as
research, census, law enforcement,
habitat acquisition and maintenance,
propagation, live trapping,
transplantation, and in the
extraordinary case where population
pressures within a given ecosystem
cannot otherwise be relieved, may
include regulated taking.
Critical habitat receives protection
under section 7 of the Act through the
prohibition against Federal agencies
carrying out, funding, or authorizing the
destruction or adverse modification of
critical habitat. Section 7(a)(2) of the Act
requires consultation on Federal actions
that may affect critical habitat. The
designation of critical habitat does not
affect land ownership or establish a
refuge, wilderness, reserve, preserve, or
other conservation area. Such
designation does not allow the
government or public to access private
lands. Such designation does not
require implementation of restoration,
recovery, or enhancement measures by
private landowners. Where a landowner
requests Federal agency funding or
authorization for an action that may
affect a listed species or critical habitat,
the consultation requirements of section
7(a)(2) of the Act would apply, but even
in the event of a destruction or adverse
modification finding, the landowner’s
obligation is not to restore or recover the
species, but to implement reasonable
and prudent alternatives to avoid
destruction or adverse modification of
critical habitat.
For inclusion in a critical habitat
designation, habitat within the
geographical area occupied by the
species at the time it was listed must
contain the physical and biological
features that are essential to the
conservation of the species, and be
included only if those features may
require special management
considerations or protection. Critical
habitat designations identify, to the
extent known using the best scientific
data available, habitat areas that provide
essential life-cycle needs of the species
(i.e., areas on which are found the
primary constituent elements laid out in
the appropriate quantity and spatial
arrangement essential to the
conservation of the species).
Under the Act, we can designate an
area outside the geographical area
occupied by the species at the time of
listing as critical habitat only when we
determine that the best available
scientific data demonstrate that the
designation of that area is essential for
the conservation of the species.
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Section 4 of the Act requires that we
designate critical habitat on the basis of
the best scientific data available.
Further, our Policy on Information
Standards Under the Endangered
Species Act (published in the Federal
Register on July 1, 1994 (59 FR 34271)),
the Information Quality Act (section 515
of the Treasury and General
Government Appropriations Act for
Fiscal Year 2001 (Pub. L. 106-554; H.R.
5658)), and our associated Information
Quality Guidelines, provide criteria,
establish procedures, and provide
guidance to ensure that our decisions
are based on the best scientific data
available. They require our biologists, to
the extent consistent with the Act and
with the use of the best scientific data
available, to use primary and original
sources of information as the basis for
recommendations to designate critical
habitat.
When we are determining which areas
to designate as revised critical habitat,
our primary source of information is
generally the information developed
during the listing process for the
species. Additional information sources
may include the recovery plan for the
species, articles in peer-reviewed
journals, conservation plans developed
by States and counties, scientific status
surveys and studies, biological
assessments, or other unpublished
materials and expert opinion or
personal knowledge.
Habitat is often dynamic, and species
may move from one area to another over
time. Furthermore, we recognize that
designation of critical habitat may not
include all habitat areas that we may
eventually determine, based on
scientific data not now available to the
Service, are necessary for the recovery
of the species. For these reasons, a
critical habitat designation does not
signal that habitat outside the
designated area is unimportant or may
not be required for recovery of the
species.
Areas that support populations, but
are outside the critical habitat
designation, will continue to be subject
to conservation actions we implement
under section 7(a)(1) of the Act. They
are also subject to the regulatory
protections afforded by the section
7(a)(2) jeopardy standard, as determined
on the basis of the best available
scientific information at the time of the
Federal agency action. Federally funded
or permitted projects affecting listed
species outside their designated critical
habitat areas may still result in jeopardy
findings in some cases. Similarly,
critical habitat designations made on the
basis of the best available information at
the time of designation will not control
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Primary Constituent Elements (PCEs)
In accordance with section 3(5)(A)(i)
of the Act and the regulations at 50 CFR
424.12, in determining which areas
within the geographical area occupied
by the species at the time of listing to
designate as critical habitat, we consider
the physical and biological features
essential to the conservation of the
species that may require special
management considerations or
protection to be the PCEs laid out in the
appropriate quantity and spatial
arrangement essential to the
conservation of the species. These
include, but are not limited to:
(1) Space for individual and
population growth and for normal
behavior;
(2) Food, water, air, light, minerals, or
other nutritional or physiological
requirements;
(3) Cover or shelter;
(4) Sites for breeding, reproduction, or
rearing (or development) of offspring;
and
(5) Habitats that are protected from
disturbance or are representative of the
historical, geographical, and ecological
distributions of a species.
We derive the specific PCEs required
for the California red-legged frog from
its biological needs as described below;
in the Background section of this final
rule; in the proposed revised critical
habitat designation (73 FR 53491;
September 16, 2008); and in the final
listing rule (61 FR 25813; May 23, 1996).
Aquatic Breeding Habitat
Aquatic breeding habitat is essential
for providing space, food, and cover
necessary to sustain all aquatic life
stages of the California red-legged frog.
It consists of low-gradient fresh water
bodies, including natural and manmade
(e.g., stock) ponds, backwaters within
streams and creeks, marshes, lagoons,
and dune ponds. It does not include
deep lacustrine water habitat (e.g., deep
lakes and reservoirs 50 ac (20 ha) or
larger in size).
To be considered essential breeding
habitat, the aquatic feature must have
the capability to hold water for a
minimum of 20 weeks in all but the
driest of years. This is the approximate
amount of time needed for egg and
tadpole development and
metamorphosis so that juveniles can
become capable of surviving in upland
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habitats (Storer 1925, pp. 242-243;
Wright and Wright 1949, p. 418;
Jennings 1988, p. 63). Drying of the
aquatic habitat after that time can be
beneficial because it helps prevent the
establishment of predators such as fish
in the family Centrarchidae (bass),
mosquito fish (Gambusia affinis), or
bullfrogs (Lithobates catesbeianus)
(Hayes and Jennings 1988, p. 152; Cook
1997, pp. ii, iii, 17–19; Scott 1998, p. 3;
Lawler et al. 1999, pp. 613–622; Frost et
al. 2006, p. 369; Cook and Jennings
2007, p. 438; Crother et al. 2008, p. 7).
Water quality requirements for eggs and
tadpoles include low salinity (below 4.5
parts per thousand (ppt) for eggs; up to
7.0 ppt for tadpoles) (Jennings and
Hayes 1990, pp. 18, 19; Jennings 1994,
p. 1), and temperatures below about 73
degrees Fahrenheit (23 degrees Celsius)
(Cook 1997, p. 16; Nussbaum et al.
1983, p. 160). Water bodies free of
bullfrogs and nonnative predatory fish
are optimal, but California red-legged
frog populations can persist in the
presence of one or the other of these
predators (Kiesecker and Blaustein
1998, pp. 776, 782; Lawler et al. 1999,
pp. 613, 619–621; Cook and Jennings
2007, p. 438).
Adult California red-legged frogs can
survive in moist upland areas after
breeding habitat has dried, and can live
up to 8 to 10 years to make new
breeding attempts. Therefore, aquatic
breeding habitat need not be available
every year, but it must be available at
least once within the frog’s lifespan for
breeding to occur. In addition, the
aquatic features must have appropriate
hydroperiods (ponded habitat during
the appropriate aquatic phase of the
species) in order to maintain a
California red-legged frog population
during most years. Without aquatic
breeding habitats, the California redlegged frog would not survive,
reproduce, develop juveniles, and grow
into adult California red-legged frogs
that can complete their life cycles.
Non-Breeding Aquatic and Riparian
Habitat
Non-breeding aquatic and riparian
habitat is essential for providing the
space, food, and cover necessary to
sustain the California red-legged frog.
Non-breeding aquatic habitat consists of
shallow (non-lacustrine) freshwater
features not suitable as breeding habitat,
such as streams, small seeps, and ponds
that dry too quickly to support breeding.
Riparian habitat consists of vegetation
growing nearby, but not typically in, a
body of water on which it depends, and
usually extends from the bank of a pond
or stream to the margins of the
associated floodplain.
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Other non-breeding aquatic features
that the California red-legged frog is
known to use include locations such as
moist cracks at the bottom of dried
ponds, seeps, springs, intermittent
streams, and small ponds. Cracks in the
bottom of dried ponds are used as
refugia to maintain moisture and avoid
heat and solar exposure (Alvarez 2004,
p. 162). Fellers and Kleeman (2007, p.
279) found that most California redlegged frogs leave their breeding habitat
once breeding is completed and
disperse to non-breeding aquatic habitat
locations such as those listed above.
Without these non-breeding aquatic
features, the California red-legged frog
would not be able to survive drought
periods or disperse to other breeding
habitat.
Upland Habitat
Upland habitats associated with
riparian and aquatic habitat are essential
to maintain California red-legged frog
populations. This habitat type provides
food and shelter sites for the California
red-legged frog and assists in
maintaining the integrity of aquatic sites
by protecting them from disturbance
and supporting the normal functions of
the aquatic habitat. Upland habitat
associated with occupied wetland
habitat often contains blackberry (Rubus
spp.), poison oak (Toxicodendron
diversilobum), coyote brush (Baccharis
pilularis), oaks (Quercus sp.), grasses,
and other upland species, and serves as
foraging habitat and provides shelter
from predatory species (Service 2002,
pp. 12–14; Fellers and Kleeman 2007,
pp. 276–277).
Upland habitat that contains the
features essential to the conservation of
the species consists of natural areas near
the edge of the riparian vegetation or the
edge of the watershed boundary, and
includes the dispersal corridor between
breeding and non-breeding aquatic
habitat. This is based on the dispersal
capabilities of the species (see the
Dispersal Habitat section below), and
research identifying the use of upland
areas by the species (Rathbun et al.
1993, pp. 15, 16; Bulger et al. 2003, pp.
93, 94; Tatarian 2004, pp. 24, 25; Fellers
and Kleeman 2007, p. 279). Tatarian
(2004, p. 22) found the California redlegged frog inhabiting upland areas for
50 days at a distance of 302 ft (92 m)
from aquatic habitat; Bulger et al. (2003,
pp. 87, 88) found that the species is
capable of inhabiting upland habitats
within 200 ft (60 m) of aquatic habitat
for continuous durations exceeding 20
days; and Rathbun et al. (1993, pp. 15,
16) observed California red-legged frogs
inhabiting upland riparian habitat for
durations up to 77 days. California red-
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legged frogs often disperse from their
breeding habitat to forage and seek
suitable upland habitat if aquatic habitat
is not available.
As stated above in the Background
section, the California red-legged frog is
documented to disperse from ponds and
streams a distance over 2.0 mi (3.2 km)
(Bulger et al. 2003, p. 90). However,
based on a review of the most current
literature and information gathered in
development of the recovery plan and
subsequent critical habitat designations
for the species, we determined that the
2.0-mi (3.2-km) distance is near the
maximum dispersal distance for the
species during a single season, and that
the 1-mi (1.6-km) distance is more
reflective of the average dispersal
distance for the California red-legged
frog (Rathbun et al. 1993, pp. 15, 16;
Wright 1999, pp. 1, 2; Bulger et al. 2003,
p. 90; Tatarian 2004, table 9; Fellers and
Kleeman 2005, pp. 14–16; Fellers and
Kleeman 2007, pp. 276–286). In
addition, upland habitat features will
influence California red-legged frog
movements in a particular landscape.
For example, in an area that contains a
riparian habitat surrounded by drier
chaparral habitat you would expect the
frog to avoid movements into the drier
habitat and to use the riparian area as
a corridor for movement. Based on the
landscape characteristics within the
species’ range and the species’ reported
dispersal capabilities, the upland
habitat surrounding the aquatic
breeding and non-breeding habitat
(PCEs 1 and 2) would be limited to 1 mi
(1.6 km) in most cases depending on
surrounding landscape and dispersal
barriers.
Upland habitat used by the California
red-legged frog includes structures that
provide shade, moisture, and cooler
temperatures. These structures may be
natural, such as the spaces under
boulders or rocks and organic debris
(e.g., downed trees or logs), or they
could be manmade, such as
construction debris or agricultural
features (e.g., concrete blocks, drains,
watering troughs, spring boxes,
abandoned sheds, stacks of hay or other
vegetation). The California red-legged
frogs will also use small mammal
burrows and moist leaf litter as refugia
(Jennings and Hayes 1994, p. 64; Fellers
and Kleeman 2005, p. 12).
Dispersal Habitat
Dispersal habitat provides
connectivity among California redlegged frog breeding (and associated
upland) habitat patches. While the
California red-legged frog can pass many
obstacles, and does not require a
particular type of habitat for dispersal,
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the habitat connecting breeding
locations and other aquatic habitat must
be free of barriers that prevent California
red-legged frogs from dispersing.
Designated dispersal habitat consists
of upland and riparian habitat
contiguous with breeding and nonbreeding aquatic habitat that is free of
barriers, and connects two or more
patches of aquatic habitat within 1 mi
(1.6 km) of one another. Dispersal
barriers include heavily traveled roads
(Vos and Chardon 1998, pp. 44, 54;
Glista et al. 2008, pp. 81–82) that
possess no bridges or culverts,
moderate- to high-density urban or
industrial developments with large
expanses of asphalt or concrete that do
not contain the PCEs or features
essential to conservation of the species,
and large lakes or reservoirs over 50 ac
(20 ha). Agricultural lands such as row
crops, orchards, vineyards, and pastures
do not constitute barriers to California
red-legged frog dispersal.
The California red-legged frog is
documented to travel as far as 2.2 mi
(3.6 km) from non-breeding to breeding
habitats (Bulger et al. 2003, p. 90). These
long-distance movements are likely
migrations rather than use of corridors
for moving between habitats (Scott and
Rathbun 1998, pp. 2, 3). Additionally,
these movements occur with apparent
disregard to topography, vegetation
type, or riparian corridors (Bulger et al.
2003, pp. 93, 94; Fellers and Kleeman
2005, pp. 15, 16). Based on our review
of the best scientific data available, we
conclude that 2.2 mi (3.6 km) is likely
near the upward limit of dispersal
capability for the California red-legged
frog within a single season and that a 1mi (1.6-km) dispersal distance will, in
most instances, provide for connectivity
between breeding aquatic habitats, nonbreeding aquatic habitats, and areas of
non-aquatic (i.e., upland) habitat and
can be used as a general guide for
habitat use (Rathbun et al. 1993, pp. 15,
16; Wright 1999, pp. 1, 2; Bulger et al.
2003, p. 90; Tatarian 2004, table 9;
Fellers and Kleeman 2005, pp. 14–16;
Fellers and Kleeman 2007, pp. 276–
286). However, we also concur with
Fellers and Kleeman (2007, p. 279) in
that the exact extent of habitat use by
the California red-legged frog is
influenced by habitat availability and
the location of movement corridors.
Accessible dispersal habitat provides
opportunities for the California redlegged frog to move freely across the
landscape in search of adjacent breeding
and non-breeding habitats. Accessible
dispersal habitat is considered essential
to the conservation of the species and
provides for: (1) Movement and
establishment of home ranges by
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juvenile recruits; (2) Maintenance of
gene flow through the movement of
juveniles and adults between
populations; and (3) recruitment into
new breeding habitat or recolonization
of breeding habitat after local
extirpations.
Primary Constituent Elements (PCEs)
for the California Red-Legged Frog
Within the geographical area
occupied by the California red-legged
frog at the time of listing, we must
identify the physical or biological
features essential to the conservation of
the species that may require special
management considerations or
protection. This final revised critical
habitat designation encompasses those
areas containing the PCEs that are
necessary to support one or more of the
species’ life history functions and that
are laid out in the appropriate quantity
and spatial arrangement essential to the
conservation of the species. As stated in
the Criteria Used to Identify Critical
Habitat section of this rule, we believe
that we can conserve the California redlegged frog within its extant range, and
we are therefore not including any areas
outside the geographical area currently
occupied by the species. Because not all
life-history functions require all the
PCEs, not all areas designated as critical
habitat will contain all the PCEs.
Based on the above needs and our
current knowledge of the life-history,
biology, and ecology of the California
red-legged frog, we determined the
California red-legged frog’s PCEs are:
(1) Aquatic Breeding Habitat.
Standing bodies of fresh water (with
salinities less than 4.5 ppt), including
natural and manmade (e.g., stock)
ponds, slow-moving streams or pools
within streams, and other ephemeral or
permanent water bodies that typically
become inundated during winter rains
and hold water for a minimum of 20
weeks in all but the driest of years.
(2) Aquatic Non-Breeding Habitat.
Freshwater pond and stream habitats, as
described above, that may not hold
water long enough for the species to
complete its aquatic life cycle but which
provide for shelter, foraging, predator
avoidance, and aquatic dispersal of
juvenile and adult California red-legged
frogs. Other wetland habitats considered
to meet these criteria include, but are
not limited to: plunge pools within
intermittent creeks, seeps, quiet water
refugia within streams during high
water flows, and springs of sufficient
flow to withstand short-term dry
periods.
(3) Upland Habitat. Upland areas
adjacent to or surrounding breeding and
non-breeding aquatic and riparian
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habitat up to a distance of 1 mi (1.6 km)
in most cases (i.e., depending on
surrounding landscape and dispersal
barriers) including various vegetational
types such as grassland, woodland,
forest, wetland, or riparian areas that
provide shelter, forage, and predator
avoidance for the California red-legged
frog. Upland features are also essential
in that they are needed to maintain the
hydrologic, geographic, topographic,
ecological, and edaphic features that
support and surround the aquatic,
wetland, or riparian habitat. These
upland features contribute to: (1) Filling
of aquatic, wetland, or riparian habitats;
(2) maintaining suitable periods of pool
inundation for larval frogs and their
food sources; and (3) providing nonbreeding, feeding, and sheltering habitat
for juvenile and adult frogs (e.g., shelter,
shade, moisture, cooler temperatures, a
prey base, foraging opportunities, and
areas for predator avoidance). Upland
habitat should include structural
features such as boulders, rocks and
organic debris (e.g., downed trees, logs),
small mammal burrows, or moist leaf
litter.
(4) Dispersal Habitat. Accessible
upland or riparian habitat within and
between occupied or previously
occupied sites that are located within 1
mi (1.6 km) of each other, and that
support movement between such sites.
Dispersal habitat includes various
natural habitats, and altered habitats
such as agricultural fields, that do not
contain barriers (e.g., heavily traveled
roads without bridges or culverts) to
dispersal. Dispersal habitat does not
include moderate- to high-density urban
or industrial developments with large
expanses of asphalt or concrete, nor
does it include large lakes or reservoirs
over 50 ac (20 ha) in size, or other areas
that do not contain those features
identified in PCE 1, 2, or 3 as essential
to the conservation of the species.
Special Management Considerations or
Protections
When designating critical habitat
within the geographical area that is
occupied at the time of listing, we
identify the features that are essential to
the conservation of the species and
assess whether those features may
require special management
considerations or protection.
The area designated as revised critical
habitat will require some level of
management to address current and
future threats to the California redlegged frog and maintain the physical
and biological features essential to the
conservation of the species. Special
management will be required in all
units to ensure that aquatic and upland
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habitats provide abundant breeding and
non-breeding areas, prey species,
shelter, and connectivity within the
landscape. The designation of critical
habitat does not imply that areas outside
of the final revised critical habitat
designation do not play an important
role in the conservation of the California
red-legged frog. Areas outside the final
revised critical habitat designation will
continue to be subject to conservation
actions implemented under section
7(a)(1) of the Act, regulatory protections
afforded by the section 7(a)(2) jeopardy
standard, and the prohibitions of section
9 of the Act. These protections and
conservation tools will continue to
contribute to recovery of the species.
A detailed discussion of threats to the
California red-legged frog and its habitat
can be found in the final listing rule
(May 23, 1996; 61 FR 25813); the 2001
critical habitat designation (March 13,
2001; 66 FR 14626); the 2006 critical
habitat designation (April 13, 2006; 71
FR 19243); the 2008 proposed revised
critical habitat designation (September
16, 2008; 73 FR 53491); and the 2002
recovery plan (Service 2002, pp. 1-173).
Threats that may warrant special
management considerations or
protection of those features that define
essential habitat in the appropriate
quantity and spatial arrangement for the
California red-legged frog include, but
are not limited to: disease; direct and
indirect impacts from some human
recreational activities; flood control
maintenance activities; water
diversions; mining; dredging;
sedimentation; water chemistry or
temperature alterations; pesticide
application; overgrazing; competition
and predation by nonnative animal
species; and habitat removal and
alteration by urbanization, timber
activities, and nonnative plant
introduction. These threats may cause
habitat alteration, degradation, or
fragmentation and the direct or indirect
loss of California red-legged frog eggs,
juveniles, or adults or their habitat.
Criteria Used To Identify Critical
Habitat
As required by section 4(b)(2) of the
Act, we use the best scientific data
available in determining within the
geographical area occupied at the time
of listing the specific areas on which are
found the features essential to the
conservation of the California red-legged
frog which may require special
management considerations or
protection, as well as in determining if
any specific areas outside the
geographical area occupied by the
species are essential for the
conservation of the California red-legged
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frog. We are designating critical habitat
for the California red-legged frog within
areas that we determined were occupied
at the time of listing and that contain
the physical and biological features
essential to the conservation of the
species. Lands are designated based on
sufficient essential features being
present to support one or more life
processes.
Based on the criteria used to identify
critical habitat for the California redlegged frog, we believe those areas
designated as critical habitat within the
geographical area occupied by the
species at the time of listing and those
occupied areas identified subsequent to
listing are sufficient to conserve the
California red-legged frog. Our strategy
for determining features essential to the
conservation of the species was to target
areas known to be occupied by the
California red-legged frog at the time of
listing, or known to possess high-quality
habitat likely to be occupied based on
proximity to known occurrences,
contiguous habitat, and dispersal
capabilities of the California red-legged
frog. We included large blocks of
contiguous habitat that: (1) provide
geographic distribution across the range
of the species; (2) represent the full
range of habitat and environmental
variability the species occupies; (3)
avoid conflict with existing commercial
and residential development; (4) focus
on public land, where available; and (5)
where possible, overlap with other
critical habitat designations. We believe
the areas designated provide for the
conservation of the California red-legged
frog because the areas support large
stable populations throughout the range
of the species. The areas selected
represent a distribution across the
species’ range and incorporate the
northern and southern extent of the
species within the coastal, interior
coast, interior valleys, and Sierra
Nevada Mountains. We believe the
critical habitat units provide for
connectivity and dispersal opportunities
within, and in most cases between,
units. Such opportunities for dispersal
assist in maintaining the population
structure and distribution of the
California red-legged frog. We realize
that there are areas outside of the
designation that are included in the
recovery plan and past critical habitat
designations as having California redlegged frog occurrences or containing
some of the primary constituent
elements and that these areas may be
utilized by the California red-legged frog
for breeding, non-breeding activities,
movement, and dispersal. However, as
stated above, we believe the areas
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designated in this rule provide for the
conservation of the California red-legged
frog. Therefore, we do not believe that
we need to designate unoccupied areas
for the species.
We believe it is important to note that
critical habitat designation is a different
process than development of a recovery
plan. A critical habitat designation is a
specific regulatory action that defines
specific areas as critical habitat in
accordance with the statutory
definition. A recovery plan is a
guidance document, developed in
cooperation with partners, which
provides a roadmap with detailed, sitespecific management actions to help
conserve listed species and their
ecosystems. The term ‘‘essential’’ as used
in the recovery plan does not
necessarily carry the same meaning as
in the definition of critical habitat. The
recovery plan provides important
information about the species and the
actions that are needed to bring about its
recovery, while critical habitat identifies
specific areas that are essential for the
species’ conservation.
As required by section 4(b)(1)(A) of
the Act, we used the best scientific data
available in determining areas that
contain the features essential to the
conservation of the California red-legged
frog, including the California red-legged
frog recovery plan (Service 2002, pp. 1–
173), reports submitted during section 7
consultations and by biologists holding
section 10(a)(1)(A) recovery permits,
research published in peer-reviewed
articles and presented in academic
theses and agency reports, and regional
Geographic Information Systems (GIS)
coverages. We are not designating any
areas outside the geographical area
presently occupied by the species.
We examined the core areas identified
in the recovery plan and used these to
focus our analysis of which areas to
include in our critical habitat
designation. We included a distribution
of critical habitat within each core area
that contains areas that were occupied
at the time of listing and additional
occupied areas identified as such
subsequent to the time of listing. We
found that the majority of newer
occurrence records were within areas
already known to support the California
red-legged frog. We identified critical
habitat units that have the highest
likelihood to contain populations of the
California red-legged frog based on (1)
The presence of the defined PCEs; (2)
the density of the California red-legged
frog occurrences; (3) the kind, amount,
and quality of habitat associated with
those occurrences; and (4) the
reasonable likelihood of habitat
connectivity within and between units.
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The units contain the physical and
biological features, as identified by the
PCEs, in the appropriate quantity and
arrangement essential to the
conservation of the species.
We considered several criteria in the
selection of areas that contain the
physical and biological features
essential to the conservation of the
California red-legged frog. We
designated units throughout the
geographical, elevational, and ecological
distribution of the species that: (1)
Maintain the current population
structure across the species’ range; (2)
retain or provide for connectivity
between breeding sites to allow for the
continued existence of viable and
essential metapopulations, despite
fluctuations in the status of
subpopulations; (3) possess large
continuous blocks of occupied habitat,
representing source populations or
unique ecological characteristics; and
(4) contain sufficient upland habitat
around each breeding location to allow
for sufficient survival and recruitment
to maintain a breeding population over
the long term. We then compared areas
meeting these requirements to the core
areas identified in the recovery plan for
the species (Service 2002, pp. 1–173)
and adjusted the number and
distribution of units so that all core
areas were represented in this final
revised critical habitat designation.
We delineated critical habitat
boundaries using the following steps.
We examined the range of the species as
identified in our 2002 recovery plan for
the California red-legged frog (Service
2002, pp. 1-173). We then determined
the occupancy status of areas on the
basis of report data compiled by the
California Department of Fish and Game
(CDFG) (CNDDB 2009). Initially, we
used the 1996 final listing rule to
establish those areas occupied at the
time of listing. Subsequently, we used
information on California red-legged
frog population size, demographics, and
biology to determine that additional
areas were also occupied at the time of
listing. Our designation does not
include all areas where the California
red-legged frog is known to occur. When
determining which occupied areas
contain the physical and biological
features essential to the conservation of
the species or the specific areas
essential for the conservation of the
species identified subsequent to those
areas identified at the time of listing, we
considered theories of metapopulation
persistence, on-the-ground survey data,
and the California red-legged frog’s
longevity. Bulger et al. (2003, pp. 85, 92)
found more than 75 percent of
California red-legged frogs are resident
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at permanent aquatic habitats over the
course of a year, thereby providing local
population stability. Survey data
provided to us during the development
of this and previous critical habitat rules
show an average persistence of 19 years
for California red-legged frog
populations. Additionally, California
red-legged frogs are considered longlived with a minimum longevity of male
and female California red-legged frogs
between 8 and 10 years respectively
(Jennings et al. 1992, p. 3), which also
contributes to generational and
metapopulation stability. For the above
reasons, we believe that California redlegged frog populations located after the
time of listing were actually present at
the time of listing. This is because not
all information on species locations
existed or were available at that time
(1996), and because new populations
were unlikely to have been established
in the interim period.
We conducted a more detailed
analysis of the occurrence data records
by evaluating records where the exact
site location was not identified or
confirmed, and we removed those
locations from our analysis. We then
selected areas that were inhabited by
source populations that are capable of
maintaining their current population
levels and providing individuals to
recruit into subpopulations found in
adjacent areas. We based this on the
occurrence information or history for
the site and persistence within the area.
Additionally, we selected several areas
that have ecological significance
because of their unique features or
settings, with the goal of representing
the full range of the habitat variability
and evolutionary adaptation in this
species. These unique areas include
locations on the periphery of the current
range or that are representative of the
varying habitats occupied by the
California red-legged frog (i.e., coastal
areas, interior coast, interior valleys,
and montane habitats) to cover the full
distribution of the species, and areas
that provide connectivity among
populations.
Critical habitat units were delineated
by creating approximate areas for the
units by screen-digitizing polygons
(map units) using ArcMap
(Environmental Systems Research
Institute, Inc.), a GIS program. The
polygons were created by overlaying a
1-mi (1.6-km) radius around locations
with occurrence records. We then used
this distance as a guide for mapping the
physical and biological features
essential to the conservation of the
species around the locations of
California red-legged frog populations
(see Dispersal Habitat section). As stated
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above, the California red-legged frog has
been documented to disperse from
ponds and streams a distance greater
than 2.0 mi (3.2 km) (Bulger et al. 2003,
p. 90). However, based on our review of
the best scientific data available, we
determined that the 2.0-mi (3.2-km)
distance is likely near the maximum
dispersal distance for the species during
a single season, and that the 1-mi (1.6km) distance is more reflective of the
average dispersal distance for the
California red-legged frog (Rathbun et
al. 1993, pp. 15, 16; Wright 1999, pp. 1,
2; Bulger et al. 2003, p. 90; Tatarian
2004, Table 9; Fellers and Kleeman
2005, pp. 14–16; Fellers and Kleeman
2007, pp. 276-286). We recognize that
upland habitat features will influence
California red-legged frog movements in
a particular landscape. As a result, we
made adjustments to the upland areas of
the critical habitat boundaries to
include lands up to the watershed
boundaries or habitat containing the
PCEs beyond the 1-mi (1.6-km) distance
(where appropriate) to aggregate clumps
of occurrences and provide connectivity
between occurrences. Whenever
determinable, we removed areas not
containing the PCEs from this revised
designation, including agricultural,
developed, disturbed, or fragmented
lands.
We evaluated the resulting units and
refined the boundaries of the units
within each watershed if it could be
determined that certain areas within the
units did not contain the primary
constituent elements, were developed,
or had dispersal barriers. We did not
designate some areas because: (1) They
do not contain sufficient PCEs to
support one or more of the species’ life
processes; (2) the habitat within the area
is highly degraded and is likely not
restorable; (3) the area is small, highly
fragmented, or isolated and likely
provides little or no long-term
conservation value; or (4) we
determined that a sufficient amount of
critical habitat had already been
designated for an area. We applied this

last criterion by evaluating the number
of occurrence records for an area, the
area’s habitat quality or uniqueness, and
the likelihood of persistence of the
occurrences for an area.
Finally, we focused on areas of high
California red-legged frog abundance
and areas needed to maintain
connectivity between aquatic breeding
habitats. We used the core areas
identified in the recovery plan (Service
2002, pp.1–173) to assist in focusing the
areas and extent of the critical habitat
boundaries. We refined unit boundaries
by using watershed boundaries from the
State of California’s CALWATER
watershed classification system (version
2.2) using the smallest (planning
watersheds) watershed designation.
Visual inspection of mapped California
red-legged frog occurrence records
revealed un-surveyed regions
surrounded by surveyed regions (mostly
adjacent to highly developed areas).
Rather than designating critical habitat
in a development fringe (areas adjacent
to development), we designated in areas
where fewer surveys may have been
conducted but where California redlegged frogs are likely to occur based on
nearby records and on similarity of
habitat and presence of the physical and
biological features essential to the
conservation of the species. In areas
where planning watersheds were large
or hydrology was significantly altered,
we used alternative structural, political,
or topographic boundaries (e.g., streams,
roads, county boundaries, ridgeline
features, elevation contour lines) as the
critical habitat boundary. These
landscape features were used as critical
habitat boundaries in these planning
watershed areas because using a
watershed boundary would have
incorporated areas outside the species’
dispersal distance or areas of unknown
conservation value for the California
red-legged frog. We made every attempt
to connect localized California redlegged frog populations into single
critical habitat units, if sufficient PCEs
were present, in an attempt to combine

similar habitats and to provide for better
management of the unit.
When determining critical habitat
boundaries within this final rule, we
made every effort to avoid including
developed areas such as lands covered
by buildings, pavement, and other
structures because such lands lack
essential features for the California redlegged frog. The scale of the maps we
prepared under the parameters for
publication within the Code of Federal
Regulations may not reflect the
exclusion of such developed lands. Any
such structures and the land under them
inadvertently left inside critical habitat
boundaries shown on the maps of this
final revised critical habitat are
excluded by text in this final rule.
Therefore, a Federal action involving
these lands would not trigger section 7
consultation with respect to critical
habitat and the requirement of no
destruction or adverse modification,
unless the specific action may affect
adjacent critical habitat.
Final Critical Habitat Designation
We are designating approximately
1,636,609 ac (662,312 ha) of critical
habitat for the California red-legged frog
in 48 units that we proposed as revised
critical habitat. We have determined
that all units were occupied at the time
of listing. The critical habitat areas in
Tables 1 and 2, and the unit
descriptions below constitute our best
assessment at this time of areas that
meet the definition of critical habitat for
the California red-legged frog. Table 1
lists those units we are excluding from
critical habitat under section 4(b)(2) of
the Act. Table 2 identifies the
approximate area designated as critical
habitat for the California red-legged frog
by land ownership. Due to the
conversion of GIS data from two
different geographic projection zones
(zone 10 and zone 11) and conversion
of the data to acres and hectares, some
rounding adjustments may be reflected
in the area estimates.

TABLE 1. SUMMARY OF AREAS EXCLUDED FROM THE DESIGNATION OF CRITICAL HABITAT FOR THE CALIFORNIA REDLEGGED FROG UNDER SECTION 4(B)(2) OF THE ACT.
Areas of Critical Habitat

Areas Excluded

Unit

sroberts on DSKD5P82C1PROD with RULES

ac

ha

ac

ha

ELD-1

5,525

2,236

54

22

CCS-2

138,858

56,194

90,394

36,581

SCZ-1

72,255

29,241

6

2

SLO-2

117,449

47,530

34,777

14,074
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TABLE 1. SUMMARY OF AREAS EXCLUDED FROM THE DESIGNATION OF CRITICAL HABITAT FOR THE CALIFORNIA REDLEGGED FROG UNDER SECTION 4(B)(2) OF THE ACT.—Continued
Areas of Critical Habitat

Areas Excluded

Unit
ac

ha

ac

SLO-3

122,420

49,541

5,612

2,271

STB-2

36,004

14,570

23,912

9,684

STB-4

8,693

3,518

1,001

405

RIV-1

4,069

1,647

4,069

1,647

159,825

64,686

Total
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ha
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114
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105

92*

ac

42

37*

ha
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STC-2

244

53,267

37

STC-1

15

4,004

406

SNM-2

164

12

SNM-1

3,932

21,556

1,620

5

1,591

74

8,451

6,332

2,096

39,525

2,789

ALA-2

6,892

3,667

3,088

ALA-1B

1,643

603

4,059

ALA-1A

CCS-2B

1,217

277

3,006

CCS-2A

30

3,420

2,563

848

15,995

1,484

244

1,250

112

150,773

43,795

85,396

32,844

103,276

6,492

3,047

37,322

944

4,010

9,835

CCS-1

3,980

3,510

1,087

SOL-3

440

3,360

2,050

SOL-2

60

11,971

147

21,513

SOL-1

MRN-3

423

7,829

MRN-1
1,046

2,524

NAP-1

MRN-2

ac

21,340

2,764

4,766

430

5,102

3,828

1,757

2,125

11

1,157

296

12

281

ac

Local/Tribal*

SON-3

12,709

35

285

329

1,283

1,009

1,318

ha

State

4,932

31,403

86

ac

Federal
ha

61,016

17,723

34,559

13,292

41,794

2,627

1,233

15,104

382

1,623

1,421

1,360

4,845

830

8,706

3,168

1,022

860

1,996

165

8,636

1,119

1,929

174

2,065

1,549

711

Private

TABLE 2. CRITICAL HABITAT UNITS DESIGNATED FOR THE CALIFORNIA RED-LEGGED FROG.

SON-2

SON-1

MEN-1

CAL-1

705

2,494

YUB-1

ELD-1

3,256

BUT-1

Unit/Subunit

sroberts on DSKD5P82C1PROD with RULES

204,718

52,283

96,138

34,952

153,624

10,159

3,650

44,470

4,227

13,845

4,597

3,360

11,971

33,600

22,559

7,840

2,524

2,230

4,932

1,564

21,814

2,764

5,471

1,243

8,285

6,322

5,294

Total

82,846

21,158

38,906

14,145

62,169

4,111

1,477

17,996

1,711

5,603

1,861

1,360

4,845

13,598

9,129

3,173

1,022

902

1,996

633

8,828

1,119

2,214

503

3,353

2,558

2,142
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3,909

363,931

VEN-3

LOS-1

Total
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147,278

1,582

23

3,384

106,970

43,289

3

2,048

1,373

830

556

20,282

10,075

9,267

7,641

7,411

12,031

4,269

8,280

81,676

81,585

17,849

43,706

17,356

33,172

13,338

91,647

519

3,942

51,460

79,700

32,254

1,090,223

322

2,896

474

8,363

8

12

839

2,322

262

1,258

1,718

151

8,321

VEN-2

50,517

29

2,074

5,737

648

3,109

4,245

374

20,562

2,915

124,831

STB-7

761

626

18

16,247

14

8,456

10,596

11,778

178

68

8,113

5

4,030

10,562

46

92

VEN-1

1,881

1,547

STB-5

STB-6

44

40,148

STB-3

STB-4

35

20,896

STB-1

STB-2

26,183

29,104

SLO-3

SLO-4

440

169

SLO-1

SLO-2

20,048

SNB-3

SNB-2

26,098

MNT-2

MNT-1

226

SCZ-1
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441,197

130

1,171

192

1,180

8,208

4,077

3,750

3,092

2,999

4,869

1,727

3,351

33,053

33,016

7,223

17,687

7,024

13,424

5,398

37,088

210

1,595

20,825

1,636,609

4,231

5,000

8,837

2,915

145,121

11,985

12,888

7,685

47,559

12,066

25,164

34,463

116,517

82,673

18,018

63,753

17,356

36,294

27,542

119,492

519

4,057

72,249

662,312

1,712

2,024

3,576

1,180

58,728

4,850

5,216

3,110

19,246

4,883

10,184

13,947

47,153

33,457

7,292

25,800

7,024

14,687

11,146

48,357

210

1,642

29,238
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Note: Area estimates (ac, (ha)) reflect
the entire area within the critical habitat
unit boundaries; areas supporting PCEs
may have been included inadvertently
as a result of mapping limitations. Due
to conversion and rounding unit totals
may not sum.
Presented below are brief descriptions
of the units we are designating as
revised critical habitat for the California
red-legged frog. The units are listed in
order geographically north to south and
west to east, with the exception of units
in the Sierra Nevada foothills, which are
listed first, north to south. For more
information about the areas excluded
from critical habitat, please see the
‘‘Exclusions Under Section 4(b)(2) of the
Act’’ section of this final rule.
BUT-1, Hughes Place Pond
This unit consists of approximately
5,294 ac (2,142 ha) and is located in
east-central Butte County, east of State
Highway 70 and west of OrovilleQuincy Highway. This unit is mapped
entirely from occurrences recorded
subsequent to the time of listing, but
based on life history and population
dynamics of the species the area was
most likely occupied at the time of
listing. The unit is essential for the
conservation of the species because the
area contains aquatic habitat for
breeding and non-breeding activities
(PCE 1 and PCE 2), contains upland
habitat for foraging and dispersal
activities (PCE 3 and PCE 4), and is
currently occupied by the species. This
unit encompasses one of six extant
Sierra Nevada foothill populations
identified since the time of listing and
is located in the easternmost portion of
the species’ historical range. This unit
would form one of the core areas for the
species and would assist in maintaining
the distribution of the species within
the Sierra Nevada Mountains. This unit
represents the California red-legged
frog’s adaptation to a wide range of
habitat and ecological conditions, and
contains high-quality habitat. Land
ownership within this unit consists of
approximately 3,256 ac (1,318 ha) of
Federal land, 281 ac (114 ha) of State
land, and 1,757 ac (711 ha) of private
land.
The essential features in this unit may
require special management
considerations or protection due to
necessary wildland fire suppression
activities, which may dewater aquatic
habitats and thereby result in the
desiccation of egg masses or direct death
of adults from water drafting; timber
harvest activities; and predation by nonnative species. Please see the Special
Management Considerations or
Protection section of this final rule for
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a detailed discussion of the threats to
California red-legged frog habitat and
potential management considerations.
YUB-1, Little Oregon Creek
This unit consists of approximately
6,322 ac (2,558 ha) of land and is
located in northeastern Yuba County,
north of Marysville Road and south of
La Porte Road. YUB-1 is mapped
entirely from records identified since
the time of listing, but based on life
history and population dynamics of the
species the area was most likely
occupied at the time of listing. The unit
is considered essential for the
conservation of the species because it
contains aquatic habitat for breeding
and non-breeding activities (PCE 1 and
PCE 2), contains upland habitat for
foraging and dispersal activities (PCE 3
and PCE 4), and is currently occupied
by the species. YUB-1 is one of six
known extant Sierra Nevada foothill
populations and is located in the
easternmost portion of the species’
historical range. This unit would form
one of the core areas for the species and
would assist in maintaining the
distribution of the species within the
Sierra Nevada Mountains. This unit
represents the California red-legged
frog’s adaptation to a wide range of
habitat and ecological conditions, is
known to be occupied, and contains
high-quality habitat. This unit consists
of Federal (2,494 ac (1,009 ha)) and
private (3,828 ac (1,549 ha)) lands.
The essential features in this unit may
require special management
considerations or protection due to
necessary wildland fire suppression
activities, which may dewater aquatic
habitats and thereby result in the
desiccation of egg masses or direct death
of adults from water drafting; timber
harvest activities; and predation by nonnative species. Please see the Special
Management Considerations or
Protection section of this final rule for
a detailed discussion of the threats to
California red-legged frog habitat and
potential management considerations.
NEV-1, Sailor Flat
This unit is comprised of
approximately 8,285 ac (3,353 ha) of
land and is located in central Nevada
County, approximately 3 mi (5 km)
northeast of Nevada City, south of Tyler
Foote Road and north of State Highway
20. NEV-1 is mapped entirely from
occurrences recorded subsequent to the
time of listing, but based on life history
and population dynamics of the species
the area was most likely occupied at the
time of listing. The unit is considered
essential for the conservation of the
species because it contains aquatic
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habitat for breeding and non-breeding
activities (PCE 1 and PCE 2), contains
upland habitat for foraging and
dispersal activities (PCE 3 and PCE 4),
and is occupied by the species. NEV-1
is one of six known extant Sierra
Nevada foothill populations and is
located in the easternmost portion of the
species’ historical range. This unit
would form one of the core areas for the
species and would assist in maintaining
the distribution of the species within
the Sierra Nevada Mountains. This unit
represents the California red-legged
frog’s adaptation to a wide range of
habitat and ecological variability, is
currently known to be occupied, and
contains high-quality habitat. This unit
consists of Federal (3,171 ac (1,283 ha)),
State (12 ac (5 ha)) and private (5,102 ac
(2,065 ha)) lands.
The essential features in this unit may
require special management
considerations or protection due to
necessary wildland fire suppression
activities, which may dewater aquatic
habitats and thereby result in the
desiccation of egg masses or direct death
of adults from water drafting; timber
harvest activities; and predation by nonnative species. Please see the Special
Management Considerations or
Protection section of this final rule for
a detailed discussion of the threats to
California red-legged frog habitat and
potential management considerations.
PLA-1, Michigan Bluff
This unit is comprised of
approximately 1,243 ac (503 ha) of land
and is located in central Placer County
Nevada County, approximately 4 mi (6
km) east northeast of Foresthill. Unit
PLA-1 is mapped entirely from
occurrences recorded subsequent to
listing, but based on life history and
population dynamics of the species the
area was most likely occupied at the
time of listing. The unit is considered
essential for the conservation of the
species because it contains aquatic
habitat for breeding and non-breeding
activities (PCE 1 and PCE 2), contains
upland habitat for foraging and
dispersal activities (PCE 3 and PCE 4),
and is occupied by the species. PLA-1
is one of six known extant Sierra
Nevada foothill populations and is
located in the easternmost portion of the
species’ historical range. This unit
would form one of the core areas for the
species and would assist in maintaining
the distribution of the species within
the Sierra Nevada Mountains. This unit
represents the California red-legged
frog’s adaptation to a wide range of
habitat and ecological variability, is
currently known to be occupied, and
contains high-quality habitat. This unit
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consists of Federal (814 ac (329 ha)) and
private (430 ac (174 ha)) lands.
The essential features in this unit may
require special management
considerations or protection due to
necessary wildland fire suppression
activities, which may dewater aquatic
habitats and thereby result in the
desiccation of egg masses or direct death
of adults from water drafting; timber
harvest activities; and predation by nonnative species. Please see the ‘‘Special
Management Considerations or
Protection’’ section of this final rule for
a detailed discussion of the threats to
California red-legged frog habitat and
potential management considerations.
ELD-1, Spivey Pond
This unit is comprised of
approximately 5,471 ac (2,214 ha) of
land and is located in central El Dorado
County, south of State Highway 50 and
east of Newton Road. ELD-1 is mapped
entirely from occurrences recorded
subsequent to listing. However, records
at this location were first reported 1 year
after listing (1997). Based on the number
of mature, reproducing adults and nonreproducing juveniles, we have
determined that this site was occupied
at the time of listing. This unit contains
features essential for the conservation of
the species, including aquatic habitat for
breeding and non-breeding activities
(PCE 1 and PCE 2) and upland habitat
for foraging and dispersal activities (PCE
3 and PCE 4), and is occupied by the
species. ELD-1 is 1 of 6 known extant
Sierra Nevada foothill populations and
is located in the easternmost portion of
the species’ historical range. This unit
would form one of the core areas for the
species and would assist in maintaining
the distribution of the species within
the Sierra Nevada Mountains. This unit
represents the California red-legged
frog’s adaptation to a wide range of
habitat and ecological variability, is
currently known to be occupied, and
contains high-quality habitat. The unit
consists of Federal (705 ac (285 ha))
land and private (4,766 ac (1,929 ha))
lands. The essential features in this unit
may require special management
considerations or protection due to
necessary wildland fire suppression
activities, which may dewater aquatic
habitats and thereby result in the
desiccation of egg masses or direct death
of adults from water drafting; timber
harvest activities; and predation by
nonnative species. Snows Quarry does
not contain the PCEs, and we have
removed it from this final designation of
revised critical habitat. However, due to
technical mapping constraints we did
not physically remove the area from the
map depicting unit ELD-1. A portion of
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the lands containing features essential
to the conservation of the California redlegged frog in Unit ELD-1 have been
excluded from critical habitat
designation under section 4(b)(2) of the
Act (see Application of Section 4(b)(2)
of the Act section below).
CAL-1, Young’s Creek
This unit is comprised of
approximately 2,764 ac (1,119 ha) of
land and is located in northwestern
Calaveras County, north of State
Highway 26 and south of Paloma Road.
CAL-1 is mapped entirely from
occurrences recorded subsequent to the
time of listing and based on life history
and population dynamics of the species
the area was most likely occupied at the
time of listing. The unit is essential for
the conservation of the species because
it contains aquatic habitat for breeding
and non-breeding activities (PCE 1 and
PCE 2), and upland habitat for foraging
and dispersal activities (PCE 3 and PCE
4), and is occupied by the species. This
unit encompasses one of six known
extant Sierra Nevada foothill
populations identified since the time of
listing and is located in the easternmost
portion of the species historical range.
This unit would form one of the core
areas for the species and would assist in
maintaining the distribution of the
species within the Sierra Nevada
Mountains. This unit represents the
California red-legged frog’s adaptation
to a wide range of habitat and ecological
variability, is currently known to be
occupied, and contains high-quality
habitat. The unit consists entirely of
private land. The essential features in
this unit may require special
management considerations or
protection due to necessary wildland
fire suppression activities, which may
dewater aquatic habitats and thereby
result in the desiccation of egg masses
or direct death of adults from water
drafting; overgrazing of land; and
predation by non-native species. Please
see the Special Management
Considerations or Protection section of
this final rule for a detailed discussion
of the threats to California red-legged
frog habitat and potential management
considerations.
MEN-1, Mills Creek
This unit is comprised of
approximately 21,814 ac (8,828 ha) of
land and is located along the coast north
and west of Manchester, California,
including the majority of the Mills
Creek watershed in Mendocino County.
MEN-1 contains aquatic habitat for
breeding and non-breeding activities
(PCE 1 and PCE 2), and upland habitat
for foraging and dispersal activities (PCE
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3 and PCE 4). The records within the
unit were identified subsequent to
listing as northern Mendocino County
was thought to be outside the known
range of the species. Based on life
history and populations dynamics of the
species this area was most likely
occupied at the time of listing.
Subsequent genetic research has
confirmed the species occurs in this part
of Mendocino County (Shaffer et al.
2004, p. 2676). This unit is currently
occupied and is essential to the
conservation of the species because it
contains permanent and ephemeral
aquatic habitats consisting of streams
and natural and manmade ponds
surrounded by emergent vegetation and
marshland with upland comprised of
forested timber that provides for
breeding and other upland areas for
dispersal, shelter, and foraging. The unit
also contains freshwater pond and
stream habitats associated with upland
dune complexes near the coast.
Additionally, the unit represents the
northernmost extent of the species’
range along the coast of California and
may be genetically significant to the
species (Shaffer et al. 2004, p. 2676).
The unit consists of approximately 86
acres (ac) (35 hectares (ha)) of Federal
land; 296 ac (120 ha) of State land; 92
ac (37 ha) of Tribal land; and 21,340 ac
(8,636 ha) of private land.
The physical and biological features
essential to the conservation of
California red-legged frog in the MEN-1
unit may require special management
considerations or protection due to nonnative animal species, habitat alteration
from invasive plant species, timber
harvesting which may alter aquatic or
upland habitats and thereby result in
the direct or indirect loss of egg masses
or adults due to habitat modification
and predation. Please see the Special
Management Considerations or
Protection section of this final rule for
a detailed discussion of the threats to
California red-legged frog habitat and
potential management considerations.
SON-1, Annadel
This unit is comprised of
approximately 1,564 ac (633 ha) of land,
is located in Annadel State Park
southeast of Santa Rosa, California, in
Sonoma County, and contains features
that are essential for the conservation of
the species. SON-1 was known to be
occupied at the time of listing and is
currently occupied. SON-1 contains
aquatic habitat for breeding and nonbreeding activities (PCE 1 and PCE 2),
and upland habitat for foraging and
dispersal activities (PCE 3 and PCE 4).
The unit contains permanent and
ephemeral aquatic habitat consisting of
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marshland ponds with emergent
vegetation surrounded by bulrush
(Scirpus spp.) and cattail (Typha spp.),
annual and perennial grasslands, oak
forest, and Douglas-fir forests, which
allow for breeding and non-breeding
pond activities. Upland areas in the unit
provide for dispersal, shelter, and
foraging. The unit provides for
connectivity between populations
farther south in the northbay area (area
north of San Francisco Bay), and
contains high-quality, protected habitat.
The unit also represents the distribution
of the California red-legged frog in the
northern interior Coast Range. The unit
consists of State (1,157 ac (468 ha)) and
private (407 ac (165 ha)) lands and is
mapped from occurrences recorded at
the time of listing and subsequent to the
time of listing.
The physical and biological features
essential to the conservation of
California red-legged frog in the SON-1
unit may require special management
considerations or protection due to
nonnative animal species, habitat
alteration from invasive plant species,
and recreational use which may alter
aquatic or upland habitats and thereby
result in the direct or indirect loss of egg
masses or adults due to habitat
modification and predation. Please see
the ‘‘Special Management
Considerations or Protection’’ section of
this final rule for a detailed discussion
of the threats to California red-legged
frog habitat and potential management
considerations.
SON-2, Sonoma Mountain
This unit is comprised of
approximately 4,932 ac (1,996 ha) of
land and is located east of Petaluma,
California, in the Sonoma Mountains in
Sonoma County. SON-2 is mapped from
occurrences recorded at the time and
subsequent to the time of listing and is
currently occupied. This unit is
essential to the conservation of the
species because it contains permanent
and ephemeral breeding and nonbreeding aquatic habitats (PCE 1 and
PCE 2) consisting of natural and
manmade ponds surrounded by
emergent vegetation and marshland
with appropriate upland areas for
dispersal, shelter, and foraging (PCE 3
and PCE 4). The unit also provides for
connectivity between populations
farther north and south in the northbay
(Counties North of San Francisco Bay),
and contains high-quality habitat. The
unit also represents the distribution of
the California red-legged frog in the
northern interior Coast Range. The unit
consists entirely of private land.
The physical and biological features
essential to the conservation of
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California red-legged frog in the SON-2
unit may require special management
considerations or protection due to
predation by nonnative species, and
habitat alteration from invasive plant
species, which may alter aquatic or
upland habitats and thereby result in
the direct or indirect loss of egg masses
or adults due to habitat modification.
Please see the Special Management
Considerations or Protection section of
this final rule for a detailed discussion
of the threats to California red-legged
frog habitat and potential management
considerations.
SON-3, Petaluma
This unit is comprised of
approximately 2,230 ac (902 ha) of land
and is located southwest of Petaluma,
California, near West Petaluma Regional
Park in Sonoma County. SON-3 is
mapped entirely from occurrences
recorded subsequent to the time of
listing, but based on life history and
population dynamics of the species the
area was most likely occupied at the
time of listing. The unit is essential for
the conservation of the species because
it provides for connectivity between
populations farther west in the
northbay, and contains high-quality
habitat. The unit also represents the
distribution of the California red-legged
frog in the northern interior Coast
Range. This unit also contains aquatic
habitat for breeding and non-breeding
activities (PCE 1 and PCE 2), and upland
habitat for foraging and dispersal
activities (PCE 3 and PCE 4). SON-3 is
currently occupied and contains
permanent and ephemeral aquatic
habitats comprised of manmade ponds
and connecting streams surrounded by
riparian and grassland habitat that
provide for breeding, and upland areas
for dispersal, shelter, and foraging. The
unit consists of local government lands
(105 ac (42 ha)) and private lands (2,125
ac (860 ha)).
The physical and biological features
essential to the conservation of
California red-legged frog in the SON-3
unit may require special management
considerations or protection due to nonnative animal species, habitat alteration
from invasive plant species, and
recreational use which may alter aquatic
or upland habitats and thereby result in
the direct or indirect loss of egg masses
or adults due to habitat modification
and predation. Please see the ‘‘Special
Management Considerations or
Protection’’ section of this final rule for
a detailed discussion of the threats to
California red-legged frog habitat and
potential management considerations.
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NAP-1, Wragg Creek
This unit is comprised of
approximately 2,524 ac (1,022 ha) of
land, is located in east-central Napa
County, is bisected by State Highway
128, and lies largely to the west of State
Highway 121. NAP-1 was known to be
occupied at the time of listing, is
currently occupied, and contains the
features that are essential for the
conservation of the species. The unit
contains aquatic habitat for breeding
and non-breeding activities (PCE 1 and
PCE 2), and upland habitat for foraging
and dispersal activities (PCE 3 and PCE
4). The unit contains permanent and
ephemeral aquatic habitats suitable for
breeding and upland areas for dispersal,
shelter, and food. The unit provides for
connectivity between populations
northwest of the northbay; represents
the northern extent of the species’ range
in the northern interior Coast Range;
and contains high-quality habitat. The
unit consists entirely of private land and
is mapped from occurrences recorded at
the time of listing and subsequent to the
time of listing.
The physical and biological features
essential to the conservation of
California red-legged frog in the NAP-1
unit may require special management
considerations or protection due to
predation by nonnative species and
habitat disturbance, which may alter
aquatic or upland habitats and thereby
result in the direct or indirect loss of egg
masses or adults due to habitat
modification. Please see the Special
Management Considerations or
Protection section of this final rule for
a detailed discussion of the threats to
California red-legged frog habitat and
potential management considerations.
MRN-1, Estero
This unit is comprised of
approximately 7,840 ac (3,173 ha) of
land and is located in northwestern
Marin County, west of State Highway 1
along the Estero de San Antonio. MRN1 is occupied and contains occurrences
recorded at the time of listing and
subsequent to the time of listing. The
area is occupied by the species, and
contains features essential to the
conservation of the species because it
contains aquatic habitat for breeding
and non-breeding activities (PCE 1 and
PCE 2), and upland habitat for foraging
and dispersal activities (PCE 3 and PCE
4). MRN-1 provides for connectivity
between populations in the northbay
region. The unit also represents the
distribution of the California red-legged
frog in the northbay coastal area. The
unit contains permanent and ephemeral
aquatic habitats, such as shallow and
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deep pools, as well as ephemeral and
permanent drainages surrounded by
grasslands, emergent and other riparian
vegetation that provide for aquatic
breeding and non-breeding, and upland
areas for dispersal, shelter, and foraging.
The unit consists of 11 ac (4 ha) of State
land and 7,829 ac (3,168 ha) of private
land.
The physical and biological features
essential to the conservation of
California red-legged frog in the MRN1 unit may require special management
considerations or protection due to
overgrazing of aquatic and riparian
habitats, introduction of exotic
vegetation, and urban development,
which may alter aquatic or upland
habitats and thereby result in the direct
or indirect loss of egg masses or adults
due to habitat modification. Please see
the ‘‘Special Management
Considerations or Protection’’ section of
this final rule for a detailed discussion
of the threats to California red-legged
frog habitat and potential management
considerations.
MRN-2, Salmon Creek
This unit is comprised of
approximately 22,559 ac (9,129 ha) of
land and is located in north-central
Marin County, east of State Highway 1
and north of Point Reyes Petaluma
Road. MRN-2 is occupied and contains
occurrences recorded subsequent to the
time of listing, but based on life history
and population dynamics of the species
the area was most likely occupied at the
time of listing. The area is essential to
the conservation of the species because
it contains aquatic habitat for breeding
and non-breeding activities (PCE 1 and
PCE 2), contains upland habitat for
foraging and dispersal activities (PCE 3
and PCE 4), and is occupied by the
species. MRN-2 provides for
connectivity between populations in the
northbay region of the species’ coastal
range. The unit also represents the
distribution of the California red-legged
frog in the northbay coastal area. The
unit contains permanent and ephemeral
aquatic habitats suitable for breeding;
upland areas for dispersal, shelter, and
food; and high-quality habitat. The unit
consists of 1,046 ac (423 ha) of local
government land and 21,513 ac (8,706
ha) of private land.
The physical and biological features
essential to the conservation of
California red-legged frog in the MRN2 unit may require special management
considerations or protection due to nonnative animal species, habitat alteration
from invasive plant species, and
recreational use which may alter aquatic
or upland habitats and thereby result in
the direct or indirect loss of egg masses
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or adults due to habitat modification
and predation. Please see the Special
Management Considerations or
Protection section of this final rule for
a detailed discussion of the threats to
California red-legged frog habitat and
potential management considerations.
MRN-3, Point Reyes Peninsula
This unit is comprised of
approximately 33,600 ac (13,598 ha) of
land and is located in western Marin
County, west of State Highway 1. MRN3 contains the features that are essential
for the conservation of the species. The
unit contains aquatic habitat for
breeding and non-breeding activities
(PCE 1 and PCE 2), and upland habitat
for foraging and dispersal activities (PCE
3 and PCE 4). MRN-3 was known to be
occupied at the time of listing and is
currently occupied. The unit contains
high-quality permanent and ephemeral
aquatic habitats suitable for breeding,
and upland areas for dispersal, shelter,
and food. The unit provides for
connectivity between populations
farther north and inland and represents
the southern portion of the geographic
range of the California red-legged frog
within the northbay coastal region. The
unit consists of Federal land (National
Park Service) (31,403 ac (12,709 ha)),
State land (147 ac (60 ha)), and private
land (2,050 ac (830 ha)) and is mapped
from occurrences recorded at the time of
listing and subsequent to the time of
listing.
The physical and biological features
essential to the conservation of
California red-legged frog in the MRN3 unit may require special management
considerations or protection due to
predation by non-native species and to
overgrazing of aquatic and riparian
habitats which may alter aquatic or
upland habitats and thereby result in
the direct or indirect loss of egg masses
or adults due to habitat modification.
Please see the Special Management
Considerations or Protection section of
this final rule for a detailed discussion
of the threats to California red-legged
frog habitat and potential management
considerations.
SOL-1, Sky Valley
This unit is comprised of
approximately 11,971 ac (4,845 ha) of
land and is located in southwestern
Solano County and a portion of extreme
southeastern Napa County, south of
Interstate 80 and west of Interstate 680.
SOL-1 contains the features that are
essential for the conservation of the
species. The unit contains aquatic
habitat for breeding and non-breeding
activities (PCE 1 and PCE 2), and upland
habitat for foraging and dispersal
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activities (PCE 3 and PCE 4). Unit SOL1 was known to be occupied at the time
of listing and is currently occupied. The
unit contains high-quality permanent
and ephemeral aquatic habitats suitable
for breeding, and upland areas for
dispersal, shelter, and food. The
designation of this unit is expected to
prevent further fragmentation of habitat
in this portion of the species’ range and
represents the southern extent of the
species in the interior Coast Range north
of the Suisun Bay. The unit consists
entirely of private land and is mapped
from occurrences recorded at the time of
listing and subsequent to the time of
listing.
The physical and biological features
essential to the conservation of
California red-legged frog in the SOL-1
unit may require special management
considerations or protection due to
overgrazing of aquatic and riparian
habitats, and removal and alteration of
habitat due to urbanization, which may
alter or eliminate aquatic or upland
habitats and thereby result in the direct
or indirect loss of egg masses adults.
Please see the Special Management
Considerations or Protection section of
this final rule for a detailed discussion
of the threats to California red-legged
frog habitat and potential management
considerations.
SOL-2, Jameson Canyon
This unit is comprised of
approximately 3,360 ac (1,360 ha) of
land and is located in southwestern
Solano County and a portion of extreme
southeastern Napa County, south of
Interstate 80 and west of Interstate 680.
SOL-2 is mapped entirely from records
found subsequent to the time of listing
and is currently occupied, but based on
life history and population dynamics of
the species the area was most likely
occupied at the time of listing. SOL-2 is
essential for the conservation of the
species because it provides connectivity
to adjacent units to the south in the
interior Coast Range north of the Suisun
Bay and is expected to prevent further
fragmentation of habitat in this portion
of the species’ range. This unit also
contains aquatic habitat for breeding
and non-breeding activities (PCE 1 and
PCE 2), and upland habitat for foraging
and dispersal activities (PCE 3 and PCE
4). The unit contains high-quality
permanent and ephemeral aquatic
habitats consisting of stream and plunge
pools as well as large freshwater marsh
surrounded by open grassland, willow
(Salix spp.), and oak (Quercus agrifolia)
that provide for breeding, and upland
areas for dispersal, shelter, and foraging.
The unit consists entirely of private
land.
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The physical and biological features
essential to the conservation of
California red-legged frog in the SOL-2
unit may require special management
considerations or protection due to nonnative animal species, over grazing of
habitat, urbanization, habitat alteration
from invasive plant species, and
recreational use which may alter aquatic
or upland habitats and thereby result in
the direct or indirect loss of egg masses
or adults due to habitat modification
and predation. Please see the Special
Management Considerations or
Protection section of this final rule for
a detailed discussion of the threats to
California red-legged frog habitat and
potential management considerations.
SOL-3, American Canyon
This unit is comprised of
approximately 4,597 ac (1,861 ha) of
land and is located in southwestern
Solano County and a portion of extreme
southeastern Napa County, north of
Interstate 80 and south of Highway 12.
SOL-3 was known to be occupied at the
time of listing and is currently
occupied. SOL-3 contains the features
that are essential for the conservation of
the species. The unit contains aquatic
habitat for breeding and non-breeding
activities (PCE 1 and PCE 2), and upland
habitat for foraging and dispersal
activities (PCE 3 and PCE 4). The unit
contains high-quality permanent and
ephemeral aquatic habitats consisting of
pools, stream, and spring habitat
surrounded by riparian tree species and
annual grasslands that provide for
breeding, and upland areas for
dispersal, shelter, and foraging. The
designation of this unit is expected to
prevent further fragmentation of habitat
in this portion of the species’ range and
provides connectivity to other units
farther north and south in the interior
Coast Range north of the Suisun Bay.
The unit consists of 1,087 ac (440 ha) of
local nonprofit ownership and 3,510 ac
(1,421 ha) of private land and is mapped
from occurrences recorded at the time of
listing and subsequent to the time of
listing.
The physical and biological features
essential to the conservation of
California red-legged frog in the SOL-3
unit may require special management
considerations or protection due to
overgrazing of aquatic and riparian
habitats, and loss and alteration of
habitat due to urbanization, which may
alter or eliminate aquatic or upland
habitats and thereby result in the direct
or indirect loss of egg masses or adults.
Please see the Special Management
Considerations or Protection section of
this final rule for a detailed discussion
of the threats to California red-legged
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frog habitat and potential management
considerations.
CCS-1, Berkeley Hills
This unit is comprised of
approximately 13,845 ac (5,603 ha) of
land and is located in western Contra
Costa County, south of Alhambra Valley
Road and north of Bear Creek Road.
CCS-1 contains the features that are
essential for the conservation of the
species. The unit contains aquatic
habitat for breeding and non-breeding
activities (PCE 1 and PCE 2), and upland
habitat for foraging and dispersal
activities (PCE 3 and PCE 4). CCS-1 was
known to be occupied at the time of
listing, is currently occupied, and
contains high-quality permanent and
ephemeral aquatic habitats suitable for
breeding and upland areas for dispersal,
shelter, and food. The designation of
this unit is expected to prevent further
fragmentation of habitat in this portion
of the species’ range. The unit also
represents the northern extent of the
California red-legged frog in the eastbay
region (area east of San Francisco Bay).
The unit consists of private (4,010 ac
(1,623 ha)) and local government (9,835
ac (3,980 ha)) lands.
The physical and biological features
essential to the conservation of
California red-legged frog in the CCS-1
unit may require special management
considerations or protection due to
predation by nonnative species, and
removal and alteration of habitat due to
urbanization, and overgrazing of aquatic
and riparian habitats, which may alter
aquatic and upland habitats and thereby
result in the direct or indirect loss of egg
masses or adults due to habitat
modification. Please see the Special
Management Considerations or
Protection section of this final rule for
a detailed discussion of the threats to
California red-legged frog habitat and
potential management considerations.
CCS-2, Mount Diablo
This unit is comprised of two
subunits (CCS-2A and CCS-2B), totals
approximately 48,697 ac (19,707 ha) of
land, and is located in eastern Contra
Costa County and northeastern Alameda
County, north of Highway 580. Unit
CCS-2A (4,227 ac (1,711 ha)) and CCS2B (44,470 ac (17,996 ha)) contain the
features that are essential for the
conservation of the species. The
subunits contain aquatic habitat for
breeding and non-breeding activities
(PCE 1 and PCE 2), and upland habitat
for foraging and dispersal activities (PCE
3 and PCE 4). Subunits CCS-2A and
CCS-2B were known to be occupied at
the time of listing and are currently
occupied. The subunits contain
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permanent and ephemeral aquatic
habitats suitable for breeding, and
upland areas for dispersal, shelter, and
food, and they provide for connectivity
between populations farther south in
the interior Coast Range. The Subunit
CCS-2A also represents the northern
extent of the California red-legged frog
in the interior Coast Range. Subunit
CCS-2B contains some of the highest
concentrations of California red-legged
frog and frog habitat and could serve as
a source for potential reintroduction
efforts. Subunit CCS-2A consists of State
(3,006 ac (1,217 ha)), local government
(277 ac (112 ha)), and private (944 ac
(382 ha)) land, and subunit CCS-2B
consists of State (4,059 ac (1,643 ha)),
local government (3,088 ac (1,250 ha)),
and private (37,322 ac (15,104 ha))
lands. Both subunits are mapped from
occurrences recorded at the time of
listing and subsequent to the time of
listing.
The physical and biological features
essential to the conservation of
California red-legged frog in CCS-2 may
require special management
considerations or protection due to
predation by nonnative species,
urbanization, overgrazing of aquatic and
riparian habitats, and erosion and
siltation due to flooding, which may
alter aquatic and upland habitats and
thereby result in the direct or indirect
loss of egg masses or adults. Please see
the Special Management Considerations
or Protection section of this final rule
for a detailed discussion of the threats
to California red-legged frog habitat and
potential management considerations. A
portion of the lands containing features
essential to the conservation of the
California red-legged frog in Unit CCS2 have been excluded from critical
habitat designation under section 4(b)(2)
of the Act (see Application of Section
4(b)(2) of the Act section below).
ALA-1A, Dublin Canyon
This subunit is one of two subunits
for the Alameda County area and is
comprised of approximately 3,650 ac
(1,477 ha) of land and is located in
northwestern Alameda County and
southern Contra Costa County, north of
Highway 580 and west of Dublin,
California. Unit ALA-1A contains the
features that are essential for the
conservation of the species. The subunit
contains aquatic habitat for breeding
and non-breeding activities (PCE 1 and
PCE 2), and upland habitat for foraging
and dispersal activities (PCE 3 and PCE
4). ALA-1A was known to be occupied
at the time of listing and is currently
occupied. The subunit contains
permanent and ephemeral aquatic
habitats that provide for breeding that
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are comprised of manmade stock ponds
and natural streams with emergent
vegetation, willows (Salix spp.), or are
surrounded by riparian vegetation,
grasslands and oak forest. These aquatic
habitats also have adjacent upland areas
for dispersal, shelter, and foraging
opportunities. The subunit provides for
connectivity between populations
farther south in the eastbay foothills.
The unit also represents the southernmost distribution of the California redlegged frog and its habitat in the east
bay region. The subunit consists entirely
of local government land (603 ac (244
ha)) and private land (3,047 ac (1,233
ha)) and is mapped from occurrences
recorded at the time of listing and
subsequent to the time of listing.
The physical and biological features
essential to the conservation of
California red-legged frog in the ALA1A subunit may require special
management considerations or
protection due to removal and alteration
of habitat due to urbanization, alteration
of aquatic and riparian habitats,
dumping, and erosion and siltation of
ponded habitat, which may alter aquatic
or upland habitats and thereby result in
the direct or indirect loss of egg masses
or adults. Please see the ‘‘Special
Management Considerations or
Protection’’ section of this final rule for
a detailed discussion of the threats to
California red-legged frog habitat and
potential management considerations.
ALA-1B, Cook Canyon
This subunit is the second of two
subunits and is comprised of
approximately 10,159 ac (4,111 ha) of
land and is located in northwestern
Alameda County, south of Highway 580.
Unit ALA-1B contains the features that
are essential for the conservation of the
species. The subunit contains aquatic
habitat for breeding and non-breeding
activities (PCE 1 and PCE 2), and upland
habitat for foraging and dispersal
activities (PCE 3 and PCE 4). ALA-1B
was known to be occupied at the time
of listing and is currently occupied. The
subunit contains permanent and
ephemeral aquatic habitats comprised of
manmade stock ponds and natural
streams with emergent vegetation,
willows (Salix spp.) surrounded by
riparian vegetation, grasslands and oak
forest that provide for breeding, and
upland areas for dispersal, shelter, and
foraging opportunities. The subunit
provides for connectivity between
populations farther north in the eastbay
foothills. The subunit also represents
the southern-most distribution of the
California red-legged frog and its habitat
in the east bay region. The subunit
consists of local government land (3,667
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ac (1,484 ha)) and private land (6,492 ac
(2,627 ha)) and is mapped from
occurrences recorded at the time of
listing and subsequent to the time of
listing.
The physical and biological features
essential to the conservation of
California red-legged frog in the ALA-1B
subunit may require special
management considerations or
protection due to removal and alteration
of habitat due to urbanization, alteration
of aquatic and riparian habitats, and
erosion and siltation of ponded habitat,
which may result in direct or indirect
loss of egg masses or adults. Please see
the Special Management Considerations
or Protection section of this final rule
for a detailed discussion of the threats
to California red-legged frog habitat and
potential management considerations.
ALA-2, Arroyo Valle
This unit is comprised of
approximately 153,624 ac (62,169 ha) of
land and is located in southwestern
Alameda County, south of Highway 580
at Altamont Pass southeast into San
Joaquin County and southwest into
Santa Clara County near Arroyo Hondo
and Calaveras Reservoir. Unit ALA-2
contains the features that are essential
for the conservation of the species. The
unit contains aquatic habitat for
breeding and non-breeding activities
(PCE 1 and PCE 2), and upland habitat
for foraging and dispersal activities (PCE
3 and PCE 4). ALA-2 was known to be
occupied at the time of listing and is
currently occupied. The unit contains
permanent and ephemeral aquatic
habitats comprised of natural ponds and
streams and manmade stock ponds with
emergent vegetation, willows (Salix
spp.) surrounded by riparian vegetation,
grasslands and oak forest that provide
for breeding, and upland areas for
dispersal, shelter, and foraging
opportunities. The unit provides for
connectivity between populations
farther north and south in the interior
Coast Range. The unit consists of
Federal (6,892 ac (2,789 ha)), State
(3,932 ac (1,591 ha)), local government
(39,525 ac (15,995 ha)), and private
(103,276 ac (41,794 ha)) lands and is
mapped from occurrences recorded at
the time of listing and subsequent to the
time of listing.
The physical and biological features
essential to the conservation of
California red-legged frog in the ALA-2
unit may require special management
considerations or protection due to
urbanization, alteration of aquatic and
riparian habitats, and erosion and
siltation of ponded habitat, which may
alter aquatic or upland habitats and
thereby result in the direct or indirect
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loss of egg masses or adults. Please see
the Special Management Considerations
or Protection section of this final rule
for a detailed discussion of the threats
to California red-legged frog habitat and
potential management considerations.
SNM-1, Cahill Ridge
This unit is comprised of
approximately 34,952 ac (14,145 ha) of
land and is located in north central San
Mateo County, west of Interstate 280
and south of Pacifica, California. SNM1 contains the features that are essential
for the conservation of the species. The
unit contains aquatic habitat for
breeding and non-breeding activities
(PCE 1 and PCE 2), and upland habitat
for foraging and dispersal activities (PCE
3 and PCE 4). SNM-1 was known to be
occupied at the time of listing and is
currently occupied. The unit contains
high-quality permanent and ephemeral
aquatic habitats consisting of ponds and
streams surrounded by riparian and
emergent vegetation that provides for
breeding and upland areas for dispersal,
shelter, and food. The unit represents
the only unit in the San Francisco
peninsula, and would assist in
maintaining the distribution of the
California red-legged frog population
within the San Francisco area, and
provide connectivity to units farther
south into Santa Cruz County. The unit
consists of State (12 ac (5 ha)), private
(32,844 ac (13,292 ha)), and local
government (2,096 ac (848 ha)) lands
and is mapped from occurrences
recorded at the time of listing and
subsequent to the time of listing.
The physical and biological features
essential to the conservation of
California red-legged frog in the SNM-1
unit may require special management
considerations or protection due to
development and nonnative invasive
plants, which may alter aquatic and
upland habitats and thereby result in
the direct or indirect loss of egg masses
or adults. Please see the Special
Management Considerations or
Protection section of this final rule for
a detailed discussion of the threats to
California red-legged frog habitat and
potential management considerations.
SNM-2, Pescadero
This unit is comprised of
approximately 96,138 ac (38,906) of
land and is located in southwestern San
Mateo County, south of Tunitas Creek,
west of State Route 35 south into Santa
Cruz County near Big Basin Redwoods
State Park. Unit SNM-2 contains the
features that are essential for the
conservation of the species. The unit
contains aquatic habitat for breeding
and non-breeding activities (PCE 1 and
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PCE 2), and upland habitat for foraging
and dispersal activities (PCE 3 and PCE
4). SNM-2 was known to be occupied at
the time of listing and is currently
occupied. The unit contains highquality permanent and ephemeral
aquatic habitats consisting of ponds and
streams surrounded by riparian and
emergent vegetation that provides for
breeding and upland areas for dispersal,
shelter, and food. The unit provides
connectivity to units farther north
toward San Francisco and south into
Santa Cruz County. The unit consists of
Federal (406 ac (164 ha)), State (4,004 ac
(1,620 ha)), local government (6,332 ac
(2,563 ha)), and private (85,396 ac
(34,559 ha)) lands and is mapped from
occurrences recorded at the time of
listing and subsequent to the time of
listing.
The physical and biological features
essential to the conservation of
California red-legged frog in the SNM-2
unit may require special management
considerations or protection due to
development and nonnative invasive
plants, which may alter aquatic and
upland habitats and thereby result in
the direct or indirect loss of egg masses
or adults. Please see the Special
Management Considerations or
Protection section of this final rule for
a detailed discussion of the threats to
California red-legged frog habitat and
potential management considerations.
STC-1, Cañada de Pala
This unit is comprised of
approximately 52,283 ac (21,158 ha) of
land and is located in north-central
Santa Clara County, south of Calaveras
Reservoir near Los Buellis Hills south
along the ridgeline east of Santa Clara
Valley to Anderson Lake and Henry Coe
State Park. Unit STC-1 contains the
features that are essential for the
conservation of the species. The unit
contains aquatic habitat for breeding
and non-breeding activities (PCE 1 and
PCE 2) and upland habitat for foraging
and dispersal activities (PCE 3 and PCE
4). STC-1 was known to be occupied at
the time of listing, is currently
occupied, and contains high-quality
permanent and ephemeral aquatic
habitats consisting of artificial and
natural ponds and streams surrounded
by emergent vegetation, grasslands and
oak woodlands that provide for
breeding, and upland areas for
dispersal, shelter, and food. The
designation of this unit is expected to
assist in preventing further
fragmentation of habitat in this portion
of the species’ range and represents a
connectivity corridor between units
farther north into Contra Costa County
and south into Merced and San Benito
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Counties. This unit consists of Federal
(37 ac (15 ha)), local government (8,451
ac (3,420 ha)), and private (43,795 ac
(17,723 ha)) lands and is mapped from
occurrences recorded at the time of
listing and subsequent to the time of
listing.
The physical and biological features
essential to the conservation of
California red-legged frog in the STC-1
unit may require special management
considerations or protection due to
predation by nonnative species,
urbanization, the presence of exotic
species, siltation and erosion of ponded
habitat, and overgrazing of aquatic and
riparian habitats, which may alter
aquatic or upland habitats and thereby
result in the direct or indirect loss of egg
masses or adults. Please see the ‘‘Special
Management Considerations or
Protection’’ section of this final rule for
a detailed discussion of the threats to
California red-legged frog habitat and
potential management considerations.
STC-2, Wilson Peak
This unit is comprised of
approximately 204,718 ac (82,846 ha) of
land and is located in southeastern
Santa Clara County to western
Stanislaus County down to northern San
Benito County from Henry Coe State
Park south to Mount Ararat (Merced
County) and Mariposa Peak (San Benito
County) to San Felipe (Santa Clara
County). Unit STC-2 contains the
features that are essential for the
conservation of the species. The unit
also contains aquatic habitat for
breeding and non-breeding activities
(PCE 1 and PCE 2), and upland habitat
for foraging and dispersal activities (PCE
3 and PCE 4). STC-2 was known to be
occupied at the time of listing and is
currently occupied. The unit contains
high-quality permanent and ephemeral
aquatic habitats suitable for breeding
and upland areas for dispersal, shelter,
and food. The designation of this unit is
expected to prevent further habitat
fragmentation; provide connectivity to
units farther north in Santa Clara,
Alameda, and Contra Costa Counties;
and represents the southern portion of
the areas designated within Santa Clara
County and east bay. The unit consists
of Federal (604 ac (244 ha)), State
(53,267 ac (21,556 ha)), local
government (74 ac (30 ha)), and private
(150,773 ac (61,016 ha)) lands and is
mapped from occurrences recorded at
the time of listing and subsequent to the
time of listing.
The physical and biological features
essential to the conservation of
California red-legged frog in the STC-2
unit may require special management
considerations or protection due to
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predation by nonnative species, and
habitat alteration from development
activities which may affect aquatic
habitats and thereby result in the direct
or indirect loss of egg masses, juveniles,
or adults. Please see the Special
Management Considerations or
Protection section of this final rule for
a detailed discussion of the threats to
California red-legged frog habitat and
potential management considerations.
SCZ-1, North Coastal Santa Cruz
County
This unit is comprised of
approximately 72,249 ac (29,238 ha) of
land and is located along the coastline
of northern Santa Cruz County, plus a
small area in southern San Mateo
County, from approximately Green Oaks
Creek to Wilder Creek. The unit
includes the following watersheds:
Green Oaks Creek, Waddell Creek, East
Waddell Creek, Scott Creek, Big Creek,
Little Creek, San Vicente Creek, Laguna
Creek, and Majors Creek. The unit is
mapped from occurrences recorded at
the time of listing and subsequent to the
time of listing and is currently
occupied. SCZ-1 contains the features
that are essential for the conservation of
the species. The unit also contains
aquatic habitat for breeding and nonbreeding activities (PCE 1 and PCE 2),
and upland habitat for foraging and
dispersal activities (PCE 3 and PCE 4).
SCZ-1 provides connectivity between
occupied sites along the coast and
farther inland. In addition, it contains
high-quality habitat, indicated by high
density of extant occurrences,
permanent and ephemeral aquatic
habitat suitable for breeding, and
accessible upland areas for dispersal,
shelter, and food. The unit represents
one of two areas designated for critical
habitat in Santa Cruz County and is the
northern extent of the central coast
recovery unit. The unit consists of
Federal (226 ac (92 ha)), State (20,562 ac
(8,321 ha)), and private (51,460 ac
(20,825 ha)) lands.
The physical and biological features
essential to the conservation of
California red-legged frog in the SCZ-1
unit may require special management
considerations or protection due to
water diversions, which may alter
aquatic habitats and thereby result in
the direct or indirect loss of egg masses,
juveniles, or adults. Please see the
Special Management Considerations or
Protection section of this final rule for
a detailed discussion of the threats to
California red-legged frog habitat and
potential management considerations. A
portion of the lands containing features
essential to the conservation of the
California red-legged frog in Unit SCZ-
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SCZ-2, Watsonville Slough
This unit is comprised of
approximately 4,057 ac (1,642 ha) of
land and is located along the coastal
plain in southern Santa Cruz County,
north of the mouth of the Pajaro River
and seaward of California Highway 1. It
includes locations in the Watsonville
Slough system, including all or portions
of Gallighan, Hanson, Harkins,
Watsonville, Struve, and the West
Branch of Struve sloughs. The unit
includes portions of the Corralitos
Lagoon and Mouth of the Pajaro River
watersheds. The unit is mapped from
occurrences recorded at the time of
listing and subsequent to the time of
listing. SCZ-2 contains the features that
are essential for the conservation of the
species. This unit is currently occupied,
and contains permanent and ephemeral
aquatic habitat for breeding and nonbreeding activities (PCE 1 and PCE 2),
and contains upland habitat for
foraging, dispersal activities, and shelter
(PCE 3 and PCE 4). SCZ-2 also provides
connectivity between occupied sites
along the coast and farther inland. The
unit consists of Federal (115 ac (46 ha))
and private (3,942 ac (1,595 ha)) lands.
The physical and biological features
essential to the conservation of
California red-legged frog in the SCZ-2
unit may require special management
considerations or protection due
predation by nonnative species, and due
to urbanization and the presence of
introduced invasive plants, both of
which may alter aquatic or upland
habitats and thereby result in the direct
or indirect loss of egg masses or adults.
Please see the Special Management
Considerations or Protection section of
this final rule for a detailed discussion
of the threats to California red-legged
frog habitat and potential management
considerations.
MNT-1, Elkhorn Slough
This unit is comprised of
approximately 519 ac (210 ha) of land
and is located along the coastal plain in
northern Monterey County, inland from
the town of Moss Landing, and it is
mapped from occurrences recorded at
the time of listing and subsequent to the
time of listing. This unit is currently
occupied. The unit includes the eastern
edge of the Elkhorn Slough watershed
and the western edge of the Strawberry
Canyon watershed. MNT-1 contains the
features that are essential for the
conservation of the species. This unit
contains aquatic habitat for breeding
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and non-breeding activities (PCE 1 and
PCE 2), and upland habitat for foraging
and dispersal activities (PCE 3 and PCE
4). The designation of MNT-1 is
expected to prevent further
fragmentation of habitat in this portion
of the species’ range, contains
permanent and ephemeral aquatic
habitats suitable for breeding, and
contains upland areas for dispersal,
shelter, and food. We have determined
that these attributes are essential to the
conservation of the species. Elkhorn
Slough is unique in that it is a large
estuary/freshwater slough system not
typically found on the California coast.
The unit consists entirely of private
land.
The physical and biological features
essential to the conservation of
California red-legged frog in the MNT1 unit may require special management
considerations or protection due to
pesticide exposure, trematode
infestation, disease, and predation by
nonnative species, which may affect
aquatic or upland habitats and thereby
result in the direct or indirect loss of egg
masses or adults. Please see the ‘‘Special
Management Considerations or
Protection’’ section of this final rule for
a detailed discussion of the threats to
California red-legged frog habitat and
potential management considerations.
MNT-2, Carmel River
This unit is comprised of
approximately 119,492 ac (48,357 ha) of
land, is located south and southeast of
the city of Monterey, and includes
locations in the Carmel River drainage
and nearby San Jose Creek. The unit
includes the following watersheds and
portions of watersheds: the southern
portion of Carmel Bay, Carmel Valley,
Robinson Canyon, San Jose Creek, Las
Garces Creek, Hitchcock Canyon, the
western portion of Lower Tularcitos
Creek, Klondike Canyon, Black Rock
Creek, Pine Creek, Danish Creek,
Cachagua Creek, Lower Finch Creek,
Bear Canyon, Bruce Fork, and Miller
Canyon. It is mapped from occurrences
recorded at the time of listing and
subsequent to the time of listing. MNT2 contains the features that are essential
for the conservation of the species. The
unit is currently occupied and contains
permanent and ephemeral aquatic
habitat for breeding and non-breeding
activities (PCE 1 and PCE 2), and upland
habitat for foraging, dispersal activities,
and shelter (PCE 3 and PCE 4). The unit
is the largest designated within
Monterey County. The unit consists of
Federal (26,098 ac (10,562 ha)), State
(374 ac (151 ha)), local government
(1,373 ac (556 ha)), and private (91,647
ac (37,088 ha)) lands.
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The physical and biological features
essential to the conservation of
California red-legged frog in the MNT2 unit may require special management
considerations or protection due to
predation by nonnative species,
urbanization, and water pumping and
diversions, which may alter aquatic or
upland habitats and thereby result in
the direct or indirect loss of egg masses
or adults. Please see the Special
Management Considerations or
Protection section of this final rule for
a detailed discussion of the threats to
California red-legged frog habitat and
potential management considerations.
MNT-3, Big Sur Coast
This unit is comprised of
approximately 27,542 ac (11,146 ha) of
land; is located along the Big Sur
coastline in Monterey County,
approximately from the mouth of the
Little Sur River south to McWay
Canyon; and includes locations in and
around the Big Sur River drainage. The
unit includes the following watersheds:
Point Sur, Big Sur River, Ventana Creek,
Sycamore Canyon, and Partington
Creek. This unit was not known to be
occupied at the time of listing, but
surveys conducted subsequent to the
time of listing show that this unit is
currently occupied. Based on life
history and population dynamics of the
species we have determined that the
area was most likely occupied at the
time of listing. MNT-3 is essential for
the conservation of the species because
it contains the largest coastal habitat
within Monterey Bay region and
provides for connectivity to more
interior units further north. MNT-3 also
contains permanent and ephemeral
aquatic habitat for breeding and nonbreeding activities (PCE 1 and PCE 2),
and upland habitat for foraging,
dispersal activities, and shelter (PCE 3
and PCE 4). MNT-3 is currently
occupied by the species. The unit
consists of Federal (9,960 ac (4,030 ha)),
State (4,245 ac (1,718 ha)), and private
(13,338 ac (5,398 ha)) lands.
The physical and biological features
essential to the conservation of
California red-legged frog in the MNT3 unit may require special management
considerations or protection due to
predation by non-native species,
urbanization, and water pumping and
diversions, which may alter aquatic or
upland habitats and thereby result in
the direct or indirect loss of egg masses
or adults. Please see the Special
Management Considerations or
Protection section of this final rule for
a detailed discussion of the threats to
California red-legged frog habitat and
potential management considerations.
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SNB-1, Hollister Hills/San Benito River
This unit is comprised of
approximately 36,294 ac (14,687 ha) of
land and is located in northwestern San
Benito County in the San Benito River
drainage. The unit includes the
following watersheds and portions of
watersheds: the southern portions of
San Justo Reservoir, Northeast Hollister
Hills, and Upper Bird Creek; Left Fork
Bird Creek; Sulfur Canyon; and the
western portions of Arroyo Hondo,
Willow Grove School, Paicines Ranch,
and Lower Pescadero Creek. It is
mapped from occurrences recorded at
the time of listing and subsequent to the
time of listing near Saint Frances
Retreat, San Juan Oaks, Azalea Canyon,
Bird Creek, Hollister Hills State Vehicle
Recreation Area, Paicines Reservoir, and
Tres Pinos Creek. SNB-1 contains the
features that are essential for the
conservation of the species. The unit
contains aquatic habitat for breeding
and non-breeding activities (PCE 1 and
PCE 2), and upland habitat for foraging
and dispersal activities (PCE 3 and PCE
4). SNB-1 also provides essential
connectivity between sites on the coast
plain and inner Coast Range. SNB-1 is
occupied by the species, is expected to
prevent further fragmentation of habitat
in this portion of the species’ range, and
contains permanent and ephemeral
aquatic habitats suitable for breeding
and accessible upland areas for
dispersal, shelter, and food. The unit
consists of Federal (13 ac (5 ha)), State
(3,109 ac (1,258 ha)), and private
(33,172 ac (13,424 ha)) lands.
The physical and biological features
essential to the conservation of
California red-legged frog in the SNB-1
unit may require special management
considerations or protection due to
predation by nonnative species, and
habitat disturbance, which may alter
aquatic and upland habitats and thereby
result in the direct or indirect loss of egg
masses or adults. Please see the Special
Management Considerations or
Protection section of this final rule for
a detailed discussion of the threats to
California red-legged frog habitat and
potential management considerations.
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SNB-2, Antelope Creek/Upper Tres
Pinos Creek
This unit is comprised of
approximately 17,356 ac (7,024 ha) of
land and is located in central San Benito
County along the Tres Pinos Creek
drainage within the Antelope Creek
watershed. This unit was not known to
be occupied at the time of listing, but
surveys conducted subsequent to the
time of listing show that this unit is
currently occupied, and based on life
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history and population dynamics of the
species we have determined that the
area was most likely occupied at the
time of listing. It is mapped from
occurrence records in and along Tres
Pinos Creek between the confluences of
Boulder and Willow Springs Creeks.
SNB-2 is essential for the conservation
of the species because it provides
aquatic habitat for breeding and nonbreeding activities (PCE 1 and PCE 2),
and upland habitat for foraging and
dispersal activities (PCE 3 and PCE 4).
SNB-2 is occupied by the species, is
expected to prevent fragmentation of
habitat in this portion of the species’
range, and contains permanent and
ephemeral aquatic habitats suitable for
breeding and accessible upland areas for
dispersal, shelter, and food. The unit
consists entirely of private land.
The physical and biological features
essential to the conservation of
California red-legged frog in the SNB-2
unit may require special management
considerations or protection due to
predation by nonnative species,
overgrazing and trampling of aquatic
and upland habitat by feral pigs, and
recreational activities, which may alter
aquatic and upland habitats and thereby
result in the direct or indirect loss of egg
masses or adults. Please see the Special
Management Considerations or
Protection section of this final rule for
a detailed discussion of the threats to
California red-legged frog habitat and
potential management considerations.
SNB-3, Pinnacles National Monument
This unit is comprised of
approximately 63,753 ac (25,800 ha) of
land; is located in the Gabilan Range at
Pinnacles National Monument, about
3.5 mi (5.6 km) west of the town of San
Benito in southern San Benito County;
and is mapped from occurrences
recorded at the time of listing and
subsequent to the time of listing. The
unit includes the following watersheds:
Gloria Lake, Bickmore Canyon, Sulfur
Creek, and George Hansen Canyon.
SNB-3 contains the features that are
essential for the conservation of the
species. The unit contains aquatic
habitat for breeding and non-breeding
activities (PCE 1 and PCE 2), and upland
habitat for foraging and dispersal
activities (PCE 3 and PCE 4). SNB-3 is
expected to prevent further
fragmentation of habitat in this portion
of the species’ range; contains
permanent and ephemeral aquatic
habitat suitable for breeding; contains
accessible upland areas for dispersal,
shelter, and food; and is occupied by the
species. The unit consists of Federal
(20,048 ac (8,113 ha)) and private
(43,706 ac (17,687 ha)) lands.
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The physical and biological features
essential to the conservation of
California red-legged frog in the SNB-3
unit may require special management
considerations or protection due to
predation by nonnative species,
overgrazing and trampling of aquatic
and upland habitat by feral pigs, and
recreational activities, which may alter
aquatic and upland habitats and thereby
result in the direct or indirect loss of egg
masses or adults. Please see the Special
Management Considerations or
Protection section of this final rule for
a detailed discussion of the threats to
California red-legged frog habitat and
potential management considerations.
SLO-1, Cholame
This unit is comprised of
approximately 18,018 ac (7,292 ha) of
land; and is located in northeastern San
Luis Obispo, northwestern Kern, and
southwestern Kings Counties; includes
locations in the Cholame Creek
drainage; and is mapped from
occurrences recorded at time of listing
and subsequent to the time of listing.
The unit includes portions of the
following watersheds: the southern
portion of Blue Point, the western
portion of Jack Canyon, and the eastern
portion of Palo Prieto Canyon. SLO-1
contains the features that are essential
for the conservation of the species. The
unit contains aquatic habitat for
breeding and non-breeding activities
(PCE 1 and PCE 2), and upland habitat
for foraging and dispersal activities (PCE
3 and PCE 4). SLO-1 contains
permanent and ephemeral aquatic
habitats suitable for breeding; contains
accessible upland areas for dispersal,
shelter, and food; and is occupied by the
species. SLO-1 consists of Federal (169
ac (68 ha)) and private (17,849 ac (7,223
ha)) lands.
The physical and biological features
essential to the conservation of
California red-legged frog in the SLO-1
unit may require special management
considerations or protection due to
highway construction, overgrazing, and
water diversions, which may alter
aquatic or upland habitats and thereby
result in the direct or indirect loss of egg
masses or adults. Please see the Special
Management Considerations or
Protection section of this final rule for
a detailed discussion of the threats to
California red-legged frog habitat and
potential management considerations.
SLO-2, Piedras Blancas to Cayucos
Creek
This unit is comprised of
approximately 82,673 ac (33,457 ha) of
land and is located along the coast in
northwestern San Luis Obispo County
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from approximately Arroyo de Los
Chinos southward to just before but not
including Whale Rock Reservoir. The
unit includes the following watersheds:
Arroyo de los Chinos, Lower Arroyo de
la Cruz, Arroyo del Corral, Oak Knoll
Creek, Broken Bridge Creek, Pico Creek,
Upper San Simeon Creek, Lower San
Simeon Creek, Steiner Creek, Upper
Santa Rosa Creek, Lower Santa Rosa
Creek, and Lower Green Valley Creek.
The unit is mapped from occurrences
recorded at the time of listing and
subsequent to the time of listing. SLO2 contains the features that are essential
for the conservation of the species. The
unit contains aquatic habitat for
breeding and non-breeding activities
(PCE 1 and PCE 2), and upland habitat
for foraging and dispersal activities (PCE
3 and PCE 4). SLO-2 provides
connectivity within the Santa Lucia
Range, and between this range and the
inner Coast Range in San Luis Obispo
County. This unit is occupied by the
species. The unit contains high-quality
habitat, indicated by high density of
extant occurrences, permanent and
ephemeral aquatic habitats suitable for
breeding, and accessible upland areas
for dispersal, shelter, and food. The unit
consists of Federal (440 ac (178 ha)),
State (648 ac (262 ha)), and private
(81,585 ac (33,016 ha)) lands.
The physical and biological features
essential to the conservation of
California red-legged frog in the SLO-2
unit may require special management
considerations or protection due to
predation by nonnative species, water
diversion, overgrazing, and
urbanization, which may alter aquatic or
upland habitats and thereby result in
the direct or indirect loss of egg masses
or adults due to habitat modification.
Please see the Special Management
Considerations or Protection section of
this final rule for a detailed discussion
of the threats to California red-legged
frog habitat and potential management
considerations. A portion of the lands
containing features essential to the
conservation of the California red-legged
frog in Unit SLO-2 has been excluded
from critical habitat designation under
section 4(b)(2) of the Act (see
Application of Section 4(b)(2) of the Act
section below).
SLO-3, Willow and Toro Creeks to San
Luis Obispo
This unit is comprised of
approximately 116,517 ac (47,153 ha) of
land and is located near the coast in
central San Luis Obispo County and
extends about 1.9 mi (3 km) north of the
town of Morro Bay southward to just
north and east of the city of San Luis
Obispo. The unit includes the following
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watersheds: Old Creek, Whale Rock
Reservoir, the southern portion of Hale
Creek, Morro Bay, San Luisito Creek, the
western and southern portions of Santa
Margarita Creek, Choro Reservoir,
Stenner Lake, Reservoir Canyon, Trout
Creek, and Big Falls Canyon. The unit
is mapped from occurrences recorded at
the time of listing and subsequent to the
time of listing. SLO-3 contains the
features that are essential for the
conservation of the species. The unit is
currently occupied and contains
permanent and ephemeral aquatic
habitat for breeding and non-breeding
activities (PCE 1 and PCE 2), and upland
habitat for foraging, dispersal, and
shelter (PCE 3 and PCE 4). SLO-3
provides connectivity within the Santa
Lucia Range, and between this range
and the inner Coast Range in San Luis
Obispo County. This unit consists of
Federal (29,104 ac (11,778 ha)), State
(5,737 ac (2,322 ha)) and private (81,676
ac (33,053 ha)) lands.
The physical and biological features
essential to the conservation of
California red-legged frog in the SLO-3
unit may require special management
considerations or protection due to
predation by nonnative species, water
diversion, overgrazing, and
urbanization, which may alter aquatic or
upland habitats and thereby result in
the direct or indirect loss of egg masses
or adults due to habitat modification.
Please see the Special Management
Considerations or Protection section of
this final rule for a detailed discussion
of the threats to California red-legged
frog habitat and potential management
considerations. A portion of the lands
containing features essential to the
conservation of the California red-legged
frog in Unit SLO-3 has been excluded
from critical habitat designation under
section 4(b)(2) of the Act (see
Application of Section 4(b)(2) of the Act
section below).
SLO-4, Upper Salinas River
This unit is comprised of
approximately 34,463 ac (13,947 ha) of
land, is located at the base of Garcia
Mountain about 17 mi (27 km) east of
the City of San Luis Obispo, is mapped
from occurrences recorded subsequent
to the time of listing, and is currently
occupied by the species. Based on the
life history and population dynamics of
the species we have determined that the
area was most likely occupied at the
time of listing. The unit includes the
following watersheds: Horse Mesa,
Douglas Canyon, American Canyon, and
Coyote Hole. This unit is essential for
the conservation of the species because
it is the only unit in San Luis Obispo
County entirely within the interior
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Coast Range and provides connectivity
between populations in the coastal areas
and populations farther inland. SLO-4
also contains permanent and ephemeral
aquatic habitats consisting of natural
and manmade ponds surrounded by
emergent vegetation and marshland
with upland dispersal habitat comprised
of riparian areas for dispersal, shelter,
and foraging. This unit consists of
Federal (26,183 ac (10,596 ha)) and
private (8,280 ac (3,351 ha)) lands.
The physical and biological features
essential to the conservation of
California red-legged frog in the SLO-4
unit may require special management
considerations or protection due to
predation by nonnative species, and due
to water diversion, overgrazing, and
urbanization, which may alter aquatic or
upland habitats and thereby result in
the direct or indirect loss of egg masses
or adults due to habitat modification.
Please see the Special Management
Considerations or Protection section of
this final rule for a detailed discussion
of the threats to California red-legged
frog habitat and potential management
considerations.
STB-1, La Brea Creek
This unit is comprised of
approximately 25,164 ac (10,184 ha) of
land, is located in Los Padres National
Forest in northern Santa Barbara
County, and is mapped from
occurrences recorded at the time of
listing and subsequent to the time of
listing. The unit includes the following
watersheds: Bear Canyon, the southern
portion of Smith Canyon, Rattlesnake
Canyon, Lower South Fork La Brea
Creek, and the eastern portion of Lower
La Brea Creek. STB-1 contains the
features that are essential for the
conservation of the species. The unit
contains aquatic habitat for breeding
and non-breeding activities (PCE 1 and
PCE 2), and upland habitat for foraging
and dispersal activities (PCE 3 and PCE
4). The unit consists of Federal (20,896
ac (8,456 ha)) and private (4,269 ac
(1,727 ha)) lands.
The physical and biological features
essential to the conservation of
California red-legged frog in the STB-1
unit may require special management
considerations or protection due to
recreational activities, which may alter
aquatic or upland habitats and thereby
result in the direct or indirect loss of egg
masses or adults. Please see the Special
Management Considerations or
Protection section of this final rule for
a detailed discussion of the threats to
California red-legged frog habitat and
potential management considerations.
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STB-2, San Antonio Terrace
This unit is comprised of
approximately 12,066 ac (4,883 ha) of
land, is located in northwestern Santa
Barbara County near the coast, extends
from about Casmalia south to the Santa
Lucia Canyon near the Purisima Hills,
and is mapped from occurrences
recorded subsequent to the time of
listing. Based on the life history and
population dynamics of the species we
have determined that the area was most
likely occupied at the time of listing.
The unit includes the following
watersheds: Graciosa Canyon and Lions
Head. STB-2 provides connectivity
between coastal populations and
populations in the Transverse Ranges.
STB-2 also contains aquatic habitat for
breeding and non-breeding activities
(PCE 1 and PCE 2), and upland habitat
for foraging and dispersal activities (PCE
3 and PCE 4). This unit is currently
occupied by the species. The unit
consists of Federal (35 ac (14 ha)) and
private (12,031 ac (4,869 ha)) lands. A
portion of the lands containing features
essential to the conservation of the
California red-legged frog in Unit STB2 has been excluded from critical
habitat designation under section 4(b)(2)
of the Act (see Application of Section
4(b)(2) of the Act section below).
The physical and biological features
essential to the conservation of
California red-legged frog in the STB-2
unit may require special management
considerations or protection due to
recreational activities, which may alter
aquatic or upland habitats and thereby
result in the direct or indirect loss of egg
masses or adults. Please see the Special
Management Considerations or
Protection section of this final rule for
a detailed discussion of the threats to
California red-legged frog habitat and
potential management considerations.
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STB-3, Sisquoc River
This unit is comprised of
approximately 47,559 ac (19,246 ha) of
land and is located in northern Santa
Barbara County and includes locations
in the Sisquoc River drainage and is
mapped from occurrences recorded at
the time of listing and subsequent to the
time of listing. The unit contains the
following watersheds: the southern
portion of Tunnel Canyon, Burro
Canyon, Sulphur Creek, Lower Manzano
Creek, Middle Manzano Creek, Fir
Canyon, Upper Cachuma Creek, and the
northern portion of Happy Canyon.
STB-3 contains the features that are
essential for the conservation of the
species. The unit contains aquatic
habitat for breeding and non-breeding
activities (PCE 1 and PCE 2), and upland
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habitat for foraging and dispersal
activities (PCE 3 and PCE 4). STB-3 is
occupied by the species, provides
connectivity between locations along
the coast and the Transverse Ranges,
and is essential in stabilizing
populations of the species in tributaries
to the Santa Ynez River. The unit
consists of Federal (40,148 ac (16,247
ha)) and private (7,411 ac (2,999 ha))
land.
The physical and biological features
essential to the conservation of
California red-legged frog in the STB-3
unit may require special management
considerations or protection due
predation by nonnative species,
recreational activities, and poor water
management practices which may alter
aquatic or upland habitats and thereby
result in the direct or indirect loss of egg
masses or adults. Please see the Special
Management Considerations or
Protection section of this final rule for
a detailed discussion of the threats to
California red-legged frog habitat and
potential management considerations.
STB-4, Jalama Creek
This unit is comprised of
approximately 7,685 ac (3,110 ha) of
land and is located along the coast in
southwestern Santa Barbara County
about 4.4 mi (7 km) south of the City of
Lompoc, and is mapped from
occurrences recorded at the time of
listing and subsequent to the time of
listing. The unit includes the Casper
Creek watershed. STB-4 contains the
features that are essential for the
conservation of the species. The unit
includes aquatic habitat for breeding
and non-breeding activities (PCE 1 and
PCE 2), and upland habitat for foraging
and dispersal activities (PCE 3 and PCE
4). STB-4 is occupied by the species and
provides connectivity between locations
along the coast and the Santa Ynez
River watershed. This unit consists of
Federal (44 ac (18 ha)) and private
(7,641 ac (3,092 ha)) lands.
The physical and biological features
essential to the conservation of
California red-legged frog in the STB-4
unit may require special management
considerations or protection due to
predation by nonnative species and
habitat disturbance, which may alter
aquatic and upland habitats and thereby
result in the direct or indirect loss of egg
masses or adults. Please see the Special
Management Considerations or
Protection section of this final rule for
a detailed discussion of the threats to
California red-legged frog habitat and
potential management considerations. A
portion of the lands containing features
essential to the conservation of the
California red-legged frog in Unit STB-
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4 has been excluded from critical
habitat designation under section 4(b)(2)
of the Act (see Application of Section
4(b)(2) of the Act section below).
STB-5, Gaviota Creek
This unit is comprised of
approximately 12,888 ac (5,216 ha) of
land, is located along the coast in
southern Santa Barbara County about 3
mi (5 km) southwest of the town of
Buellton, and is mapped from
occurrences recorded at the time of
listing and subsequent to the time of
listing. The unit includes the following
watersheds: Cañada de las Cruces and
Cañada de la Gavota. STB-5 contains the
features that are essential for the
conservation of the species. The unit
contains aquatic habitat for breeding
and non-breeding activities (PCE 1 and
PCE 2), and upland habitat for shelter,
foraging and dispersal activities (PCE 3
and PCE 4). STB-5 is occupied by the
species and provides connectivity
between locations along the coast and
the Santa Ynez River watershed. The
unit consists of Federal (1,547 ac (626
ha)), State (2,074 ac (839 ha)), and
private (9,267 ac (3,750 ha) lands.
The physical and biological features
essential to the conservation of
California red-legged frog in the STB-5
unit may require special management
considerations or protection due to
predation by nonnative species and
poor water management practices,
which may alter aquatic or upland
habitats and thereby result in the direct
or indirect loss of egg masses or adults.
Populations in this unit may also
require special management or
protection due to their potential
importance in stabilizing California redlegged frog populations in tributaries to
the Santa Ynez River. Please see the
‘‘Special Management Considerations or
Protection’’ section of this final rule for
a detailed discussion of the threats to
California red-legged frog habitat and
potential management considerations.
STB-6, Arroyo Quemado to Refugio
Creek
This unit is comprised of
approximately 11,985 ac (4,850 ha) of
land, is located along the coast in
southern Santa Barbara County about 5
mi (8 km) south of the town of Solvang,
and is mapped from occurrences
recorded at the time of listing and
subsequent to the time of listing. The
unit includes the Tajiguas Creek
watershed. STB-6 contains the features
that are essential for the conservation of
the species. The unit contains aquatic
habitat for breeding and non-breeding
activities (PCE 1 and PCE 2), and upland
habitat for foraging and dispersal
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activities (PCE 3 and PCE 4). STB-6 is
occupied by the species, provides
connectivity between locations along
the coast and the Santa Ynez River
watershed, and contains permanent and
ephemeral aquatic habitats suitable for
breeding, and upland areas for
dispersal, shelter, and food. The unit
consists of Federal (1,881 ac (761 ha)),
State (29 ac (12 ha)), and private (10,075
ac (4,077 ha)) lands.
The physical and biological features
essential to the conservation of
California red-legged frog in the STB-6
unit may require special management
considerations or protection due to
predation by nonnative species and
poor water management practices,
which may alter aquatic or upland
habitats and thereby result in the direct
or indirect loss of egg masses or adults.
Populations in this unit may also
require special management or
protection due to their potential
importance in stabilizing California redlegged frog populations in tributaries to
the Santa Ynez River. Please see the
Special Management Considerations or
Protection section of this final rule for
a detailed discussion of the threats to
California red-legged frog habitat and
potential management considerations.
STB-7, Upper Santa Ynez River and
Matilija Creek
This unit is comprised of
approximately 145,121 ac (58,728 ha) of
land, is located in southeastern Santa
Barbara County about 5 mi (8 km) north
of the City of Santa Barbara, and extends
into western Ventura County at Matilija
Creek. It is mapped from occurrences
recorded at the time of listing and
subsequent to the time of listing. The
unit includes the following watersheds:
Los Lauveles Canyon, Redrock Canyon,
Oso Canyon, Buckhorn Creek, Camuesa
Creek, Devils Canyon, Indian Creek
Campground, Upper Mono Creek, Lower
Mono Creek, Blue Canyon Upper Agua
Caliente Canyon, Diablo Canyon, Lower
Agua Caliente Canyon, Juncal Canyon,
Lower Matilija Creek, North Fork
Matilija Creek, and Cozy Dell Canyon.
STB-7 contains the features that are
essential for the conservation of the
species. This unit contains aquatic
habitat for breeding and non-breeding
activities (PCE 1 and PCE 2), and upland
habitat for foraging and dispersal
activities (PCE 3 and PCE 4). STB-7 is
occupied by the species and provides
connectivity between locations along
the coast, in the Sierra Madre
Mountains, and in the Ventura River
watershed. It is important to species
conservation and the persistence of the
species in the Matilija watershed
because it contains permanent and
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ephemeral aquatic habitats suitable for
breeding, and upland areas for
dispersal, shelter, and food in that
portion of the unit, which will provide
connectivity between populations
within the Transverse Ranges and will
prevent further isolation of breeding
locations near the limit of the
geographic range of the species. The
unit as a whole contains high-quality
habitat, indicated by the high density of
extant occurrences, permanent and
ephemeral aquatic habitat suitable for
breeding, and accessible upland areas
for dispersal, shelter, and food. The unit
consists of Federal (124,831 ac (50,517
ha)), State (8 ac (3 ha), and private
(20,282 ac (8,208 ha)) lands.
The physical and biological features
essential to the conservation of
California red-legged frog in the STB-7
unit may require special management
considerations or protection due to
predation by nonnative species, flood
control activities, road maintenance,
and recreational activities, which may
alter aquatic and upland habitats and
thereby result in the direct or indirect
loss of egg masses or direct death of
adults. Please see the Special
Management Considerations or
Protection section of this final rule for
a detailed discussion of the threats to
California red-legged frog habitat and
potential management considerations.
VEN-1, San Antonio Creek
This unit is comprised of
approximately 2,915 ac (1,180 ha) of
land, is located in western Ventura
County at San Antonio Creek, and is
mapped from occurrences recorded at
the time of listing and subsequent to the
time of listing, and is currently
occupied. The unit includes portions of
the following watersheds: a small
southern portion of Upper San Antonio
Creek, a small western portion of Lion
Creek, and the eastern portion of Lower
San Antonio Creek. VEN-1 contains the
features that are essential for the
conservation of the species. The unit
contains aquatic habitat for breeding
and non-breeding activities (PCE 1 and
PCE 2), and upland habitat for foraging
and dispersal activities (PCE 3 and PCE
4). Persistence of the species in this area
will prevent further isolation of
breeding locations near the limit of the
geographic range of the species. The
unit contains permanent and ephemeral
aquatic habitats suitable for breeding
and accessible upland areas for
dispersal, shelter, and food, and
provides connectivity between
populations within the Transverse
Ranges. The unit consists entirely of
private land.
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The physical and biological features
essential to the conservation of
California red-legged frog in the VEN-1
unit may require special management
considerations or protection due to
predation by nonnative species,
recreational activities, and
sedimentation of aquatic habitats, which
may alter aquatic or upland habitats and
thereby result in the direct or indirect
loss of egg masses or adults. Please see
the Special Management Considerations
or Protection’’section of this final rule
for a detailed discussion of the threats
to California red-legged frog habitat and
potential management considerations.
VEN-2, Piru Creek
This unit is comprised of
approximately 8,837 ac (3,576 ha) of
land, is located in eastern Ventura
County and northwestern Los Angeles
County, and is mapped from
occurrences recorded at the time of
listing at Piru Creek. The unit includes
the Michael Creek watershed. VEN-2
contains the features that are essential
for the conservation of the species. The
unit contains aquatic habitat for
breeding and non-breeding activities
(PCE 1 and PCE 2), and upland habitat
for foraging and dispersal activities (PCE
3 and PCE 4). VEN-2 is occupied by the
species. Persistence of the species in
this area is important to prevent further
isolation of breeding locations near the
limit of the geographic range of the
species, and the unit contains
permanent and ephemeral aquatic
habitats suitable for breeding, and
upland areas for dispersal, shelter, and
food. The unit consists of Federal (8,363
ac (3,384 ha)) and private (474 ac (192
ha)) land.
The physical and biological features
essential to the conservation of
California red-legged frog in the VEN-2
unit may require special management
considerations or protection due to
predation by nonnative species, off-road
vehicle use, and conversion of native
habitat by introduced invasive plant
species, which may alter aquatic or
upland habitats and thereby result in
the direct or indirect loss of egg masses
or direct death of adults. Please see the
‘‘Special Management Considerations or
Protection’’ section of this final rule for
a detailed discussion of the threats to
California red-legged frog habitat and
potential management considerations.
VEN-3, Upper Las Virgenes Canyon
This unit is comprised of
approximately 5,000 ac (2,024 ha) of
land, is located in southeastern Ventura
County, and is mapped from
occurrences recorded subsequent to the
time of listing. Based on the life history
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and population dynamics of the species
we have determined that the area was
most likely occupied at the time of
listing. The unit includes the upper
portion of Las Virgenes Creek watershed
that is north of the Ventura County line.
VEN-3 is considered an area that is
essential for the conservation of the
species because it is currently occupied
by the species and provides
connectivity between coastal
populations and populations in the
Transverse Ranges. Further, VEN-3
contains aquatic habitat for breeding
and non-breeding activities (PCE 1 and
PCE 2), and upland habitat for shelter,
foraging, and dispersal activities (PCE 3
and PCE 4). The unit consists of Federal
(56 ac (23 ha)) and private (2,896 ac
(1,171 ha)) land. Approximately 2,048
ac (830 ha) of land within the unit is
managed by the Santa Monica
Mountains Conservancy.
The physical and biological features
essential to the conservation of
California red-legged frog in the VEN-3
unit may require special management
considerations or protection due to
predation by nonnative species, off-road
vehicle use, and conversion of native
habitat by introduced invasive plant
species, which may alter aquatic or
upland habitats and thereby result in
the direct or indirect loss of egg masses
or direct death of adults. Please see the
Special Management Considerations or
Protection section of this final rule for
a detailed discussion of the threats to
California red-legged frog habitat and
potential management considerations.
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LOS-1, San Francisquito Creek
This unit is comprised of
approximately 4,231 ac (1,712 ha) of
land, is located in northwestern Los
Angeles County, and is mapped from
occurrences recorded at the time of
listing and is currently occupied. LOS1 contains the features that are essential
for the conservation of the species. The
unit contains aquatic habitat for
breeding and non-breeding activities
(PCE 1 and PCE 2), and upland habitat
for shelter, foraging, and dispersal
activities (PCE 3 and PCE 4). The unit
consists of Federal (3,909 ac (1,582 ha))
and private land (322 ac (130 ha)) lands.
The physical and biological features
essential to the conservation of
California red-legged frog in the LOS-1
unit may require special management
considerations or protection due to
predation by nonnative species on egg
masses, tadpoles, juveniles, or adults.
Please see the Special Management
Considerations or Protection section of
this final rule for a detailed discussion
of the threats to California red-legged
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frog habitat and potential management
considerations.
RIV-1, Cole Creek
We have excluded the lands
containing features essential to the
conservation of the California red-legged
frog in Unit RIV-1 from critical habitat
designation under section 4(b)(2) of the
Act (see Application of Section 4(b)(2)
of the Act section below).
Effects of Critical Habitat Designation
Section 7 Consultation
Section 7(a)(2) of the Act requires
Federal agencies, including the Service,
to ensure that actions they fund,
authorize, or carry out are not likely to
jeopardize the continued existence of a
listed species or destroy or adversely
modify designated critical habitat.
Decisions by the courts of appeals for
the Fifth and Ninth Circuits have
invalidated our definition of
‘‘destruction or adverse modification’’
(50 CFR 402.02) (see Gifford Pinchot
Task Force v. U.S. Fish and Wildlife
Service, 378 F. 3d 1059 (9th Cir. 2004)
and Sierra Club v. U.S. Fish and
Wildlife Service et al., 245 F.3d 434,
442 (5th Cir. 2001)), and we do not rely
on this regulatory definition when
analyzing whether an action is likely to
destroy or adversely modify critical
habitat. Under the statutory provisions
of the Act, we determine destruction or
adverse modification on the basis of
whether, with implementation of the
proposed Federal action, the affected
critical habitat would remain functional
(or retain those physical and biological
features that relate to the ability of the
area to periodically support the species)
to serve its intended conservation role
for the species.
If a species is listed or critical habitat
is designated, section 7(a)(2) of the Act
requires Federal agencies to ensure that
activities they authorize, fund, or carry
out are not likely to jeopardize the
continued existence of the species or to
destroy or adversely modify its critical
habitat. If a Federal action may affect a
listed species or its critical habitat, the
responsible Federal agency (action
agency) must enter into consultation
with us. As a result of this consultation,
we document compliance with the
requirements of section 7(a)(2) through
our issuance of:
(1) A concurrence letter for Federal
actions that may affect, but are not
likely to adversely affect, listed species
or critical habitat; or
(2) A biological opinion for Federal
actions that may affect, and are likely to
adversely affect, listed species or critical
habitat.
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When we issue a biological opinion
concluding that a project is likely to
jeopardize the continued existence of a
listed species or destroy or adversely
modify critical habitat, we also provide
reasonable and prudent alternatives to
the project, if any are identifiable. We
define ‘‘Reasonable and prudent
alternatives’’ at 50 CFR 402.02 as
alternative actions identified during
consultation that:
(1) Can be implemented in a manner
consistent with the intended purpose of
the action;
(2) Can be implemented consistent
with the scope of the Federal agency’s
legal authority and jurisdiction;
(3) Are economically and
technologically feasible; and
(4) Would, in the Director’s opinion,
avoid jeopardizing the continued
existence of the listed species or
destroying or adversely modifying
critical habitat.
Reasonable and prudent alternatives
can vary from slight project
modifications to extensive redesign or
relocation of the project. Costs
associated with implementing a
reasonable and prudent alternative are
similarly variable.
Regulations at 50 CFR 402.16 require
Federal agencies to reinitiate
consultation on previously reviewed
actions in instances where a new
species is listed or critical habitat is
subsequently designated that may be
affected and the Federal agency has
retained discretionary involvement or
control over the action or such
discretionary involvement or control is
authorized by law. Consequently,
Federal agencies may need to request
reinitiation of consultation with us on
actions for which formal consultation
has been completed, if those actions
with may affect subsequently listed
species or designated critical habitat.
Federal activities that may affect the
California red-legged frog or its
designated critical habitat will require
section 7(a)(2) consultation under the
Act. Activities on State, tribal, local, or
private lands requiring a Federal permit
(such as a permit from the U.S. Army
Corps of Engineers (Corps) under
section 404 of the Clean Water Act (33
U.S.C. 1251 et seq.) or a permit from us
under section 10(a)(1)(B) of the Act) or
involving some other Federal action
(such as funding from the Federal
Highway Administration, Federal
Aviation Administration, or the Federal
Emergency Management Agency) are
examples of agency actions that may be
subject to the section 7(a)(2)
consultation process. Federal actions
not affecting listed species or critical
habitat, and actions on State, tribal,
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local, or private lands that are not
federally funded, authorized, or
permitted, do not require section 7(a)(2)
consultations.
Application of the ‘‘Adverse
Modification’’ Standard
The key factor related to the adverse
modification determination is whether,
with implementation of the proposed
Federal action, the affected critical
habitat would continue to serve its
intended conservation role for the
species, or would retain its current
ability for the primary constituent
element(s) to be functionally
established. Activities that may destroy
or adversely modify critical habitat are
those that alter the physical and
biological features to an extent that
appreciably reduces the conservation
value of critical habitat for California
red-legged frog. Generally, the
conservation role of California redlegged frog critical habitat units is to
support viable populations
representative of each geographic area
where the frog exists, as identified in
the 2002 recovery plan and other
information available to the Service.
Section 4(b)(8) of the Act requires us
to briefly evaluate and describe in any
proposed or final regulation that
designates critical habitat, activities
involving a Federal action that may
destroy or adversely modify such
habitat, or that may be affected by such
designation.
Activities that, when carried out,
funded, or authorized by a Federal
agency, may affect critical habitat and
therefore should result in consultation
for the California red-legged frog
include, but are not limited to:
(1) Actions that significantly alter
water chemistry or temperature. Such
activities could include, but are not
limited to: release of chemicals,
biological pollutants, or heated effluents
into the surface water or into connected
groundwater at a point source or by
dispersed release (non-point source).
These activities alter water conditions
beyond the tolerances of the California
red-legged frog and result in direct or
cumulative adverse effects to these
individuals and their life cycles.
(2) Actions that would significantly
increase sediment deposition within a
stream channel or pond or disturb
upland foraging and dispersal habitat.
Such activities could include, but are
not limited to: excessive sedimentation
from livestock overgrazing; road
construction; commercial or urban
development; channel alteration; timber
harvest; off-road vehicle or recreational
use; and other watershed and floodplain
disturbances. These activities could
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eliminate or reduce the habitat
necessary for the growth and
reproduction of the California redlegged frog by increasing the sediment
deposition to levels that would
adversely affect a frog’s ability to
complete its life cycle.
(3) Actions that would significantly
alter channel/pond morphology or
geometry. Such activities could include,
but are not limited to: channelization;
impoundment; road and bridge
construction; development; mining;
dredging; and destruction of riparian
vegetation. These activities may lead to
changes to the hydrologic functioning of
the stream or pond by altering flow
timing or duration, or altering water
levels, which would degrade or
eliminate the California red-legged frog
or its habitat. These actions can also
lead to increased sedimentation and
degradation in water quality to levels
that are beyond the tolerances of the
California red-legged frog.
(4) Actions that eliminate upland
foraging or aestivating habitat, as well as
dispersal habitat, for the California redlegged frog. Such activities could
include, but are not limited to: road
construction; commercial or urban
development; timber harvest; off-road
vehicle or recreational use; and other
watershed and floodplain disturbances.
(5) Actions that result in the
introduction, spread, or augmentation of
nonnative aquatic species in stream
segments or ponds used by the
California red-legged frog. Possible
actions could include, but are not
limited to: introduction of chytrid
fungus or other diseases; fish or bullfrog
stocking for sport; nonnative aquatic
plant species for aesthetics; or other
related actions. These activities could
affect the growth and reproduction of
the California red-legged frog by
subjecting eggs, larvae, tadpoles, and
adult California red-legged frogs to
increased predation pressure or could
limit the amount of habitat available for
the species, which would adversely
affect the California red-legged frog’s
ability to complete its life cycle.
Note that the scale of these activities
is a crucial factor in determining
whether they may directly or indirectly
alter critical habitat to the extent that
the value of the critical habitat for the
survival and recovery of California redlegged frog would be appreciably
diminished.
If you have questions regarding
whether specific activities may
constitute adverse modification of
critical habitat, contact the Field
Supervisor of the appropriate Ecological
Services Field Office (see FOR FURTHER
INFORMATION CONTACT section).
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Exemptions
Application of Section 4(a)(3) of the Act
The Sikes Act Improvement Act of
1997 (Sikes Act) (16 U.S.C. 670a)
required each military installation that
includes land and water suitable for the
conservation and management of
natural resources to complete an
integrated natural resources
management plan (INRMP) by
November 17, 2001. An INRMP
integrates implementation of the
military mission of the installation with
stewardship of the natural resources
found on the base. Each INRMP
includes:
• An assessment of the ecological needs
on the installation, including the
need to provide for the conservation
of listed species;
• A statement of goals and priorities;
• A detailed description of management
actions to be implemented to
provide for these ecological needs;
and
• A monitoring and adaptive
management plan.
Among other things, each INRMP
must, to the extent appropriate and
applicable, provide for fish and wildlife
management; fish and wildlife habitat
enhancement or modification; wetland
protection, enhancement, and
restoration where necessary to support
fish and wildlife; and enforcement of
applicable natural resource laws.
The National Defense Authorization
Act for Fiscal Year 2004 (Pub. L. 108136) amended the Act to limit areas
eligible for designation as critical
habitat. Specifically, section 4(a)(3)(B)(i)
of the Act (16 U.S.C. 1533(a)(3)(B)(i))
now provides: ‘‘The Secretary shall not
designate as critical habitat any lands or
other geographical areas owned or
controlled by the Department of
Defense, or designated for its use, that
are subject to an integrated natural
resources management plan prepared
under section 670a of this title, if the
Secretary determines in writing that
such plan provides a benefit to the
species for which critical habitat is
proposed for designation.’’
INRMPs developed by military
installations located within the range of
the California red-legged frog and which
contain those features essential to the
species’ conservation were analyzed for
exemption under the authority of
section 4(a)(3) of the Act.
Previous Application of Section 4(a)(3)
of the Act for Camp San Luis Obispo
(Unit SLO-2) and Vandenberg Air Force
Base (Units STB-2 and STB-4)
In the previous final critical habitat
designation for the California red-legged
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frog (71 FR 19243; April 13, 2006), we
exempted Camp San Luis Obispo
(CSLO) in San Luis Obispo County, and
Vandenberg Air Force Base (VAFB) in
Santa Barbara County, from the
designation of critical habitat under
section 4(a)(3) of the Act. Currently
CSLO and VAFB do not have Serviceapproved INRMPs in place. Section
4(a)(3)(B)(i) of the Act requires that an
approved INRMP be in place in order to
qualify for an exemption. As a result of
CSLO and VAFB not having Service
approved INRMPs, we have reevaluated
our previous decision and are not
exempting CSLO and VAFB from
portions of Unit SLO-2, Unit STB-2, and
Unit STB-4 under section 4(a)(3)(B)(i) of
the Act. However, we have determined
to exclude CSLO and VAFB from
designated critical habitat under section
4(b)(2) of the Act (see ‘‘Application of
Section 4(b)(2) – Impacts to National
Security’’ section below).
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Exclusions Under Section 4(b)(2) of the
Act
Application of Section 4(b)(2) of the Act
Section 4(b)(2) of the Act states that
the Secretary must designate and revise
critical habitat on the basis of the best
available scientific data after taking into
consideration the economic impact,
national security impact, and any other
relevant impact of specifying any
particular area as critical habitat. The
Secretary may exclude an area from
critical habitat if he determines that the
benefits of such exclusion outweigh the
benefits of specifying such area as part
of the critical habitat, unless he
determines, based on the best scientific
data available, that the failure to
designate such area as critical habitat
will result in the extinction of the
species. In making that determination,
the legislative history is clear that the
Secretary has broad discretion regarding
which factor(s) to use and how much
weight to give to any factor.
In the following sections, we address
a number of general issues that are
relevant to the exclusions we are
considering. In addition, we have
conducted an economic analysis of the
impacts of the proposed critical habitat
designation and related factors, which
was made available for public review
and comment. Based on public
comment on that document and the
proposed designation itself, as well as
the information in the final economic
analysis, the Secretary may exclude
from critical habitat areas different from
those identified for possible exclusion
in the proposed rule under the
provisions of section 4(b)(2) of the Act,
up to and including all areas proposed
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for designation. This is also addressed
in our implementing regulations at 50
CFR 424.19.
Benefits of Designating Critical Habitat
The process of designating critical
habitat as described in the Act requires
that the Service identify those lands
within the geographical area occupied
by the species at the time of listing on
which are found the physical or
biological features essential to the
conservation of the species that may
require special management
considerations or protection, and those
areas outside the geographical area
occupied by the species at the time of
listing that are essential to the
conservation of the species. In
identifying those lands, the Service
must consider the recovery needs of the
species, such that, on the basis of the
best scientific data available at the time
of designation, the habitat that is
identified, if protected or managed
appropriately, could provide for the
survival and recovery of the species.
The identification of areas that
contain features essential to the
conservation of the species and that if
managed or protected, can provide for
the recovery of a species, is beneficial.
The process of proposing and finalizing
a critical habitat rule provides the
Service with the opportunity to
determine the physical and biological
features essential to the conservation of
the species within the geographical area
occupied by the species at the time of
listing, as well as to determine other
areas essential for the conservation of
the species. The designation process
includes peer review and public
comment on the identified physical and
biological features and areas. This
process is valuable to land owners and
managers in developing conservation
management plans for identified areas,
as well as any other occupied habitat or
suitable habitat that may not be
included in the areas the Service
identifies as meeting the definition of
critical habitat.
The consultation provisions under
section 7(a)(2) of the Act constitute the
regulatory benefits of critical habitat. As
discussed above, Federal agencies must
consult with the Service on actions that
may affect critical habitat and must
avoid destroying or adversely modifying
critical habitat. Federal agencies must
also consult with us on actions that may
affect a listed species and refrain from
undertaking actions that are likely to
jeopardize the continued existence of
such species. The analysis of effects to
critical habitat is a separate and
different analysis from that of the effects
to the species. Therefore, the difference
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in outcomes of these two analyses
represents the regulatory benefit of
critical habitat. For some species, and in
some locations, the outcome of these
analyses will be similar, because effects
to habitat will often result in effects to
the species. However, the regulatory
standard is different, as the jeopardy
analysis investigates the action’s impact
on survival and recovery of the species,
while the adverse modification analysis
investigates the action’s effects on the
designated habitat’s contribution to
conservation. This will, in many
instances, lead to different results and
different regulatory requirements. Thus,
critical habitat designations may
provide greater regulatory benefits to the
recovery of a species than would listing
alone.
There are two limitations to the
regulatory effect of critical habitat. First,
a consultation is required only where
there is a Federal nexus (an action
authorized, funded, or carried out by
any Federal agency)—if there is no
Federal nexus the designation of private
lands as critical habitat itself does not
restrict any actions that destroy or
adversely modify critical habitat.
Second, the designation only limits
destruction or adverse modification. By
its nature, the prohibition on adverse
modification is designed to ensure that
the conservation role and function of
those areas that contain the physical
and biological features essential to the
conservation of the species or of
unoccupied areas that are essential for
the conservation of the species are not
appreciably reduced. Critical habitat
designation alone, however, does not
require property owners to undertake
specific steps toward recovery of the
species.
Once an agency determines that
consultation under section 7(a)(2) of the
Act is necessary, the process may
conclude informally when the Service
concurs in writing that the proposed
Federal action is not likely to adversely
affect critical habitat. However, if we
determine through informal
consultation that adverse impacts are
likely to occur, then formal consultation
is initiated. Formal consultation
concludes with a biological opinion
issued by the Service on whether the
proposed Federal action is likely to
result in destruction or adverse
modification of critical habitat.
For critical habitat, a biological
opinion that concludes in a
determination of no destruction or
adverse modification may contain
discretionary conservation
recommendations to minimize adverse
effects to primary constituent elements,
but it would not suggest the
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implementation of any reasonable and
prudent alternative. We suggest
reasonable and prudent alternatives to
the proposed Federal action only when
our biological opinion results in an
adverse modification conclusion.
As stated above, the designation of
critical habitat does not require that any
management or recovery actions take
place on the lands included in the
designation. Even in cases where
consultation is initiated under section
7(a)(2) of the Act, the end result of
consultation is to avoid jeopardy to the
species and/or adverse modification of
its critical habitat, but not necessarily to
manage critical habitat or institute
recovery actions on critical habitat.
Conversely, voluntary conservation
efforts implemented through
management plans institute proactive
actions over the lands they encompass
and are put in place to remove or reduce
known threats to a species or its habitat
and, therefore, implement recovery
actions.
Another benefit of including lands in
critical habitat is that designation of
critical habitat serves to educate
landowners, State and local
governments, and the public regarding
the potential conservation value of an
area. This helps focus and promote
conservation efforts by other parties by
clearly delineating areas of high
conservation value for the affected
species. In general, critical habitat
designation always has educational
benefits; however, in some cases, they
may be redundant with other
educational effects. For example, HCPs
have significant public input and may
largely duplicate the educational
benefits of a critical habitat designation.
Including lands in critical habitat also
would inform State agencies and local
governments about areas that could be
conserved under State laws or local
ordinances.
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Conservation Partnerships on NonFederal Lands
Most federally listed species in the
United States will not recover without
cooperation of non-Federal landowners.
More than 60 percent of the United
States is privately owned (National
Wilderness Institute 1995, pp. 1–2), and
at least 80 percent of endangered or
threatened species occur either partially
or solely on private lands (Crouse et al.
2002, p. 720). Stein et al. (1995, p. 400)
found that only about 12 percent of
listed species were found almost
exclusively on Federal lands (90 to 100
percent of their known occurrences
restricted to Federal lands) and that 50
percent of federally listed species are
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not known to occur on Federal lands at
all.
Given the distribution of listed
species with respect to land ownership,
conservation of listed species in many
parts of the United States is dependent
upon working partnerships with a wide
variety of entities and the voluntary
cooperation of many non-Federal
landowners (Wilcove and Chen 1998, p.
1407; Crouse et al. 2002, p. 720; James
2002, p. 271). Building partnerships and
promoting voluntary cooperation of
landowners are essential to
understanding the status of species on
non-Federal lands, and are necessary to
implement recovery actions such as
reintroducing listed species, habitat
restoration, and habitat protection.
Many non-Federal landowners derive
satisfaction from contributing to
endangered species recovery. We
promote these private-sector efforts
through the Department of the Interior’s
Cooperative Conservation philosophy.
Conservation agreements with nonFederal landowners (HCPs, safe harbor
agreements, other conservation
agreements, easements, and State and
local regulations) enhance species
conservation by extending species
protections beyond those available
through section 7 consultations. We
encourage non-Federal landowners to
enter into conservation agreements,
based on a view that we can achieve
greater species conservation on nonFederal land through such partnerships
than we can through regulatory methods
(61 FR 63854).
Many private landowners, however,
are wary of the possible consequences of
encouraging endangered species to their
property. Mounting evidence suggests
that some regulatory actions by the
government, while well intentioned and
required by law, can (under certain
circumstances) have unintended
negative consequences for the
conservation of species on private lands
(Wilcove et al. 1996, pp. 5–6; Bean
2002, pp.2–3; Conner and Mathews
2002, pp.1–2; James 2002, pp. 270–271;
Koch 2002, pp. 2–3; Brook et al. 2003,
pp. 1639–1643). Many landowners fear
a decline in their property value due to
real or perceived restrictions on landuse options where threatened or
endangered species are found.
Consequently, harboring endangered
species is viewed by many landowners
as a liability. This perception results in
anti-conservation incentives because
maintaining habitats that harbor
endangered species represents a risk to
future economic opportunities (Main et
al. 1999, pp. 1264–1265; Brook et al.
2003, pp. 1644–1648).
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According to some researchers, the
designation of critical habitat on private
lands significantly reduces the
likelihood that landowners will support
and carry out conservation actions
(Main et al. 1999, p. 1263; Bean 2002,
p. 2; Brook et al. 2003, pp. 1644–1648).
The magnitude of this negative outcome
is greatly amplified in situations where
active management measures (such as
reintroduction, fire management, and
control of invasive species) are
necessary for species conservation (Bean
2002, pp. 3–4). We believe that the
judicious exclusion of specific areas of
non-federally owned lands from critical
habitat designations can contribute to
species recovery and provide a superior
level of conservation than critical
habitat alone.
The purpose of designating critical
habitat is to contribute to the
conservation of threatened and
endangered species and the ecosystems
upon which they depend. The outcome
of the designation, triggering regulatory
requirements for actions funded,
authorized, or carried out by Federal
agencies under section 7(a)(2) of the
Act, can sometimes be
counterproductive to its intended
purpose on non-Federal lands. Thus the
benefits of excluding areas that are
covered by partnerships or voluntary
conservation efforts can, in specific
circumstances, be high.
Benefits of Excluding Lands with HCPs
or other Management Plans
The benefits of excluding lands with
HCPs or other approved long-term
management plans from critical habitat
designation include relieving
landowners, communities, and counties
of any additional regulatory burden that
might be imposed as a result of the
critical habitat designation. Many HCPs
and other conservation plans take many
years to develop, and upon completion,
are consistent with the recovery
objectives for listed species that are
covered within the plan area. Many
conservation plans also provide
conservation benefits to unlisted
sensitive species.
A related benefit of excluding lands
covered by approved HCPs and
management plans that cover listed
species from critical habitat designation
is that it can make it easier for us to seek
new partnerships with future plan
participants, including States, counties,
local jurisdictions, conservation
organizations, and private landowners,
which together can implement
conservation actions that we would be
unable to accomplish otherwise. HCPs
often cover a wide range of species,
including species that are not State and
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Federally listed, and that would
otherwise receive little protection from
development. By excluding these lands,
we preserve our current partnerships
and encourage additional future
conservation actions.
We also note that permit issuance in
association with HCP and Natural
Communities Conservation Plan
(NCCP)-HCP applications requires
consultation under section 7 and section
10 of the Act, which would include the
review of the effects of all HCP-covered
activities that might adversely impact
the species under a jeopardy standard,
including possibly significant habitat
modification (see definition of ‘‘harm’’ at
50 CFR 17.3), even without the critical
habitat designation. Additionally, all
other Federal actions that may affect the
listed species still require consultation
under section 7(a)(2) of the Act, and we
review these actions for possibly
significant habitat modification in
accordance with the definition of harm
referenced above.
Information provided in the previous
sections applies to all the following
discussions of benefits of inclusion or
exclusion of critical habitat.
Economic Analysis
Section 4(b)(2) of the Act requires that
we designate or revise critical habitat
based upon the best scientific data
available, after taking into consideration
the economic impact, impact on
national security, or any other relevant
impact of specifying any particular area
as critical habitat. In compliance with
section 4(b)(2) of the Act, we have
prepared an economic analysis (EA) of
this final designation of critical habitat
for the California red-legged frog. The
final EA considers the potential
economic effects of actions relating to
the conservation of the California redlegged frog, including costs associated
with sections 4, 7, and 10 of the Act,
and including those attributable to
designating critical habitat. It further
considers the economic effects of
protective measures taken as a result of
other Federal, State, and local laws that
aid habitat conservation for the
California red-legged frog in essential
habitat areas. The EA considers both
economic efficiency and distributional
effects. In the case of habitat
conservation, efficiency effects generally
reflect the ‘‘opportunity costs’’
associated with the commitment of
resources to comply with habitat
protection measures (for example, lost
economic opportunities associated with
restrictions on land use). The EA also
addresses how potential economic
impacts are likely to be distributed,
including an assessment of any local or
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regional impacts of habitat conservation
and the potential effects of conservation
activities on small entities and the
energy industry. The information in the
EA can be used by the Service and the
Secretary to assess whether the effects of
the designation might unduly burden a
particular group or economic sector.
Finally, the EA considers those costs
that may occur in the 22 years following
the designation of critical habitat. The
EA estimates the foreseeable economic
impacts and the potential incremental
costs as a result of the revised critical
habitat designation; these are those costs
attributed to critical habitat over and
above those baseline costs coextensive
with listing. The EA described
economic impacts of California redlegged frog conservation efforts
associated with the following categories
of activity: (1) Residential and
Commercial Development; (2) Water
Management; (3) Agriculture; (4)
Ranching/Grazing; (5) Timber Harvest;
(6) Transportation; (7) Fire Management;
(8) Utility and Oil and Gas Pipeline
Construction and Maintenance; and (9)
Habitat and Vegetation Management.
The pre-critical habitat designation
(baseline) (1996–2008) costs associated
with species conservation activities are
estimated at $44 to $113 million on an
annualized basis discounted at 7
percent. The EA estimated the total
potential incremental economic impacts
likely to result from the designation
over the next 22 years (2009 to 2030) to
be $159 million to $500 million ($14.4
to $45.2 million annualized) in present
value terms using a 7 percent discount
rate. Impacts to urban development
represent approximately 90 percent of
the incremental impacts. Impacts to
agriculture activities account for 10
percent of the incremental costs due to
the assumed establishment of nopesticide use areas as part of the
stipulated injunction as established by
the Northern District Court of California
for use of 66 pesticides (Center for
Biological Diversity v. U.S.
Environmental Protection Agency et al.,
Case No. C-02-1580-JSW (ND Ca. 2006)).
This injunction and order will remain in
effect for each of the 66 pesticides listed
in the settlement until the
Environmental Protection Agency (EPA)
completes formal section 7(a)(2)
consultation with the Service on the
effects of each of the 66 active
ingredients on the California red-legged
frog.
The EA did identify areas within the
designation that had disproportionate
costs when compared to other areas
within the designation. We have
reviewed the units that were associated
with the disproportionate costs and
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have determined that only two units
have the majority (over 30 percent) of
the costs identified in the EA. Those
units are Unit SLO-3 in San Luis Obispo
County and Unit ALA-2 in Alameda
County. However, due to the
methodologies used in determining the
costs to development that are associated
with the designation of critical habitat,
we are unable to specifically identify
the exact areas where those costs may
occur. Because the areas within the
units where the high costs are attributed
cannot be specifically identified, we
have determined that it would be
inappropriate to exercise our discretion
under section 4(b)(2) of the Act to
exclude portions of Unit SLO-3, and
Unit ALA-2 from the designation.
Because the EA did not identify any
disproportionate costs that are likely to
result from the remainder of the
designation outside Unit SLO-3 and
Unit ALA-2, we did not consider
exercising our discretion to exclude any
other areas from this designation of
critical habitat for the California redlegged frog based on economic impacts.
A copy of the final EA with supporting
documents is included in our
administrative record and may be
obtained by contacting the U.S. Fish and
Wildlife Service, Sacramento Fish and
Wildlife Office (see FOR FURTHER
INFORMATION CONTACT) or by
downloading from the Internet at
www.regulations.go/.
Application of Section 4(b)(2) – Impacts
to National Security
Section 4(b)(2) of the Act allows the
Secretary to exercise his discretion to
exclude areas from critical habitat for
reasons of national security if he
determines the benefits of such an
exclusion exceed the benefits of
designating the area as critical habitat.
However, this exclusion cannot occur if
it will result in the extinction of the
species concerned.
Camp San Luis Obispo
Camp San Luis Obispo (CSLO) is a
5,612 ac (2,271 ha) State-owned training
site managed by the California Army
National Guard, which provides training
grounds for National Guard, U.S. Army
Reserve, and other Department of
Defense troops, as well as law
enforcement agencies and the U.S. State
Department. CSLO currently trains
approximately 100,000 soldiers
annually and supports overseas
deployments to Iraq, Afghanistan,
Kosovo, and other theaters.
An Integrated Natural Resource
Management Plan (INRMP) for CSLO
was adopted by the California Army
National Guard in 2001, but has not
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been approved and signed by the
Service. The Endangered Species
Management Plan for California redlegged frogs, included as part of the
INRMP, specifies conservation measures
including: annual monitoring of
California red-legged frog populations
on CSLO lands; monitoring of grazing
and training impacts on riparian and
upland habitats; installation of cattle
exclusion fencing to protect riparian
habitat; bank stabilization and
revegetation, and nonnative/invasive
plant removal; a 3:1 mitigation ratio for
riparian vegetation lost during
construction and maintenance projects;
and actively seeking funding for habitat
improvement and conservation projects.
California red-legged frog management
efforts would continue to be
implemented regardless of whether we
designate CSLO as critical habitat.
The Department of the Army, the
National Guard Bureau, and the
California Army National Guard stated
in their comments that critical habitat
designation on CSLO lands would
impact national security. Designation of
these lands could limit or restrict the
amount of natural infrastructure
available for ongoing and future mission
execution and training needed for
national security. The California Army
National Guard expressed concern that
critical habitat designation would
impede troop readiness by requiring
consultation for activities that may
affect California red-legged frog critical
habitat, and that delays or limitations to
mission-essential training at CSLO
directly affect the ability of soldiers to
perform mission-essential tasks when
deployed abroad or when assigned to
National, State, local, and Homeland
Security missions.
Benefits of Inclusion – Camp San Luis
Obispo
The benefit of including CSLO lands
in this critical habitat designation is that
designation can serve to educate the
public regarding potential conservation
value of the area and help focus
conservation efforts. The California
Army National Guard is well aware of
the presence of California red-legged
frogs on CSLO and the value of CSLO
lands to the conservation of the
California red-legged frog. The
California Army National Guard
currently implements management
measures to conserve California redlegged frogs and their habitat. The
California Army National Guard is
actively working with the Service and
the CDFG to develop an approved
INRMP that will ensure conservation of
this species on CSLO lands.
Furthermore, we included all CSLO
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lands in the proposed designation,
which itself reached a wide audience.
Therefore, the educational benefits that
might follow critical habitat designation
(such as providing information to the
California Army National Guard on
areas important to the long-term
conservation of this species) may have
been already provided by consultation,
development of the INRMP including
the Endangered Species Management
Plan, and proposing these areas as
critical habitat.
In light of the continued commitment
by the California Army National Guard
to manage their lands in a manner that
promotes conservation of the California
red-legged frog and because we will
continue to complete consultations on
activities that may impact California
red-legged frogs, we believe designation
of critical habitat would provide few, if
any, additional regulatory and
conservation benefits to the species
beyond those that will result from
continued species consultations.
Benefits of Exclusion – Camp San Luis
Obispo
The benefits of excluding
approximately 5,612 ac (2,271 ha) of
California Army National Guard lands
are significant. The CSLO lands are used
for realistic, intensive military training
that provides soldiers with essential
war-fighting skills that they utilize on
the battlefield. As described above,
designation of CSLO lands could limit
or restrict the amount of natural
infrastructure available for ongoing and
future training needed for national
security. Excluding these California
Army National Guard lands from critical
habitat designation will remove the
potential impact that a designation of
critical habitat could have on the
military’s ability to maintain our
national security.
Benefits of Exclusion Outweigh Benefits
of Inclusion – Camp San Luis Obispo
We have determined that
approximately 5,612 ac (2,271 ha) of the
Camp San Luis Obispo National Guard
Training Site (CSLO), located in Unit
SLO-3, contain features essential to the
conservation of the California red-legged
frog, thereby meeting the definition of
critical habitat under the Act. In the
revised proposed rule to designate
critical habitat we incorrectly identified
approximately 5,902 ac (2,388 ha)
owned by CSLO. On further review of
the ownership of the lands for this
designation within Unit SLO-3, we now
correctly identify approximately 5,612
ac (2,271 ha) of land owned by CSLO
that is subject to exclusion. In making
our final decision with regard to CSLO
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lands, we considered several factors,
including potential impacts to national
security associated with a critical
habitat designation as described by the
Department of the Army, the National
Guard Bureau, and the California Army
National Guard; existing consultations;
and conservation measures in place at
this facility that benefit the California
red-legged frog. We reviewed and
evaluated the benefits of inclusion and
benefits of exclusion for California
Army National Guard lands in Unit
SLO-3. We believe the benefits of
designating these lands as California
red-legged frog critical habitat are small,
whereas the benefits of excluding these
lands from critical habitat will result in
the removal of potential impacts to
national security. Therefore, we
determined the benefits identified above
of excluding approximately 5,612 ac
(2,271 ha) of CSLO lands from the
critical habitat designation outweigh the
benefits of including these lands. Under
section 4(b)(2) of the Act, the Secretary
is exercising his discretion to exclude
all CSLO lands in SLO-3 from this final
revised critical habitat designation as a
result of impacts to national security.
Exclusion Will Not Result in Extinction
of the Species – Camp San Luis Obispo
We have determined that the
exclusion of the CSLO lands from the
final revised designation of critical
habitat for the California red-legged frog
will not result in the extinction of the
species. The benefits of excluding 5,612
ac (2,271 ha) of lands from critical
habitat are more significant than the
benefits of inclusion and include the
removal of impacts to national security.
While some loss of habitat for the
California red-legged frog may occur
with the continued activities on CSLO
lands, we conclude that, due to the
measures outlined in the California redlegged frog management component of
the pending INRMP, and the continued
commitment from the California Army
National Guard to consult with us on
projects that may adversely impact
California red-legged frogs, these
continued activities will not result in
extinction of this species. The jeopardy
standard of section 7 of the Act and
routine implementation of conservation
measures through the section 7 process
provide assurances that the species will
not go extinct as a result of this
exclusion.
Vandenberg Air Force Base
Vandenberg Air Force Base (VAFB)
operates a 99,100 ac (40,104 ha) missile
test base and aerospace center
supporting west coast launch activities
for the United States Air Force (Air
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Force). The base extends along
approximately 42 miles (68 km) of Santa
Barbara County coastline and includes
variable elevations and unique habitats
that contribute to VAFB’s distinct
biological diversity. VAFB provides
airspace for space launches, ballistic
missile tests, aeronautical operations
and military exercises.
An INRMP for VAFB was developed
by the Air Force, but has not been
approved and signed by the Service.
The draft INRMP has served as the
foundation for implementation of
conservation measures including:
periodic surveys of California red-legged
frog populations on VAFB, coordination
with VAFB water quality staff to prevent
degradation and contamination of
California red-legged frog habitat,
protection of various sites from human
activities and grazing, prohibition of
non-native fish introduction into VAFB
water bodies, and consultation with the
Service on all actions that may affect
California red-legged frogs on VAFB.
The Air Force expressed concern that
critical habitat designation on VAFB
lands would impact national security
and believes that designation of these
lands as critical habitat would generally
reduce the availability of
unencumbered, natural infrastructure to
support space and missile operations
and essential maintenance activities.
Additionally, the Air Force expressed
concern that critical habitat designation
would potentially delay short-notice,
mission-critical activities that had not
been previously analyzed in a
consultation with the Service and that
may affect critical habitat that has not
been observed to be occupied by
California red-legged frogs.
Benefits of Inclusion – Vandenberg Air
Force Base
One benefit of including VAFB lands
in this critical habitat designation is the
designation can educate the public
regarding potential conservation value
of the installation and may help focus
conservation efforts. The Air Force is
aware of the value of VAFB lands to the
conservation of the California red-legged
frog and currently implements
management measures to conserve
California red-legged frogs and their
habitat. The Air Force is actively
working with the Service and the CDFG
to develop a revised INRMP that will
ensure conservation of this species on
VAFB lands. Further, we included all
VAFB lands in the proposed
designation, which itself reached a wide
audience. Therefore, the educational
benefits that might follow critical
habitat designation (such as providing
information to the military on areas
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important to the long-term conservation
of this species) may have been already
provided by consultation, development
of the INRMP, and proposing VAFB as
critical habitat.
In light of the continued commitment
by the Department of the Air Force to
manage their lands in a manner that
promotes conservation of the California
red-legged frog and because we will
continue to complete consultations on
activities that may impact California
red-legged frogs, we believe designation
of critical habitat would provide few, if
any, additional regulatory and
conservation benefits to the species
beyond those that will result from
continued species consultations.
Benefits of Exclusion – Vandenberg Air
Force Base
The benefits of excluding
approximately 24,913 ac (10,090 ha) of
Air Force lands are significant. The
VAFB lands are used to provide
restricted airspace for space launches,
ballistic missile tests, aeronautical
operations, and military exercises.
Designation of VAFB lands as critical
habitat for California red-legged frogs
would generally reduce the availability
of unencumbered, natural infrastructure
to support space missile operations and
essential maintenance activities, and
may potentially delay short-notice,
mission-critical activities that were not
previously analyzed in a consultation
with the Service. Excluding these Air
Force lands from the critical habitat
designation will remove the potential
impact that a designation of critical
habitat could have on the military’s
ability to maintain our national security.
Benefits of Exclusion Outweigh Benefits
of Inclusion – Vandenberg Air Force
Base
We determined that approximately
24, 913 ac (10,090 ha) of Air Force lands
at VAFB, 23,912 ac (9,684 ha) located in
Unit STB-2 and 1,001 ac (405 ha) in
STB-4, contain the features essential to
the conservation of the California redlegged frog, and therefore meet the
definition of critical habitat under the
Act. In the unit description for Unit
STB-2 in the revised proposed rule, we
erroneously identified only 4,992 ac
(1,992 ha) as being part of VAFB (73 FR
53510). We corrected this error, and we
now identify approximately 24,913 ac
(10,090 ha) as being part of VAFB and
as a result subject to exclusion. In
making our final decision with regard to
these Air Force lands, we considered
several factors including potential
impacts to national security associated
with critical habitat designation as
described by the Air Force, existing
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consultations, and conservation
measures in place at VAFB that benefit
the California red-legged frog.
We reviewed and evaluated the
benefits of inclusion and benefits of
exclusion for Air Force lands in Unit
STB-2 and STB-4. We believe the
benefits of designating these lands as
California red-legged frog critical habitat
are small, whereas the benefits of
excluding these lands from critical
habitat will result in the removal of
potential impacts to national security.
Therefore, we determined the benefits
identified above of excluding
approximately 24,913 ac (10,090 ha) of
VAFB lands from the critical habitat
designation outweigh the benefits of
including these lands. Under section
4(b)(2) of the Act, we are excluding all
Air Force lands in Unit STB-2 and STB4 from this final revised critical habitat
to prevent impacts to national security.
Exclusion Will Not Result in Extinction
of the Species – Vandenberg Air Force
Base
We determined that the exclusion of
the VAFB lands from the final revised
critical habitat designation for the
California red-legged frog will not result
in the extinction of the species. The
benefits of excluding 24,913 ac (10,090
ha) of lands from critical habitat are
more significant than the benefits of
inclusion and include the prevention of
impacts to national security as
determined by the Air Force. While
some loss of habitat for the California
red-legged frog may occur with the
continued activities on VAFB lands, we
conclude that, due to the measures
outlined in the draft INRMP, and the
continued commitment from the Air
Force to consult with us on projects that
may adversely impact California redlegged frogs, these continued activities
would not jeopardize the continued
existence of this species. The jeopardy
standard of section 7 of the Act and
routine implementation of conservation
measures through the section 7 process
provide assurances that the species will
not go extinct as a result of this
exclusion.
Application of Section 4(b)(2) – Other
Relevant Impacts – Conservation
Partnerships
Section 4(b)(2) of the Act allows the
Secretary to exclude areas from critical
habitat for other relevant impacts if he
determines that the benefits of such
exclusion outweigh the benefits of
specifying such area as part of critical
habitat, unless he determines, based on
the best scientific data available, that
the failure to designate such area as
critical habitat will result in the
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extinction of the species. As discussed
above in the Conservation Partnerships
on Non-Federal Lands section, we
believe that designation can negatively
impact the working relationships and
conservation partnerships we have
formed with private landowners. The
Service recognizes that 80 percent of
endangered or threatened species occur
either partially or solely on private
lands (Crouse et al. 2002, p. 270), and
we will only achieve recovery of
federally listed species with the
cooperation of private landowners.
In making the following exclusions,
we evaluated the benefits of designating
these non-Federal lands that may not
have a Federal nexus for consultation
while considering if our existing
partnerships have resulted, or will
result, in greater conservation benefits
to the California red-legged frog and the
physical or biological features essential
to its conservation than a critical habitat
designation. As discussed in the
‘‘Benefits of Designating Critical Habitat’’
section above, conservation
partnerships that result in
implementation of an HCP or other
management plan that considers
enhancement or recovery as the
management standard often provide as
much or more benefit than consultation
on projects that may affect critical
habitat (the primary benefit of a
designation).
In considering the benefits of
including lands in a designation that are
covered by a current HCP or other
management plan, we evaluate a
number of factors to help us determine
the conservation benefit that the plan or
program provides the species or its
habitat:
(1) Whether the plan is complete and
provides protection from destruction or
adverse modification of areas proposed
as critical habitat;
(2) Whether there is a reasonable
expectation the conservation
management strategies and actions will
be implemented for the foreseeable
future, based on past practices, written
guidance, or regulations; and
(3) Whether the plan provides
conservation strategies and measures
consistent with currently accepted
principles of conservation biology.
We balance the benefits of inclusion
against the benefits of exclusion by
considering the benefits that may accrue
from consultations versus the benefits of
preserving partnerships and
encouraging development of additional
HCPs and other conservation plans in
the future.
After consideration under section
4(b)(2) of the Act, the Secretary has
determined to exercise his discretion to
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exclude the following specific areas
from the final revised critical habitat for
the California red-legged frog: Bonnie
Doon Quarries Settlement Ponds HCP in
Santa Cruz County (6 ac (3 ha)) (Unit
SCZ-1); East Contra Costa County HCP
and Natural Community Conservation
Plan (NCCP) in Contra Costa County
(75,767 ac (30,662 ha)) (Unit CCS-2);
Western Riverside Multi-species HCP in
Riverside County (4,069 ac (1,647 ha))
(Unit RIV-1); East Bay Regional Park
District lands in Contra Costa County
(14,627 ac (5,919 ha)) (Unit CCS-2);
Spivey Pond Management Area (BLM)
in El Dorado County (54 ac (22 ha))
(Unit ELD-1); and Hearst Ranch
Conservation Easement in San Luis
Obispo County (34,777 ac (14,074 ha))
(Unit SLO-2).
Bonny Doon Quarries Settlement Ponds
Habitat Conservation Plan (Bonny Doon
HCP) (Unit SCZ-1)
The Bonny Doon HCP encompasses
approximately 6 ac (3 ha) of
privatelyowned lands in the Santa Cruz
Mountains near the town of Davenport,
Santa Cruz County, California.
California red-legged frogs are present in
both of the watersheds (San Vicente
Creek and Liddell Creek) where seven
settlement ponds were constructed at
the Bonny Doon Quarries. The Bonny
Doon HCP was completed and finalized
in 1998, concurrently with a final
environmental assessment on the HCP
under the National Environmental
Policy Act (NEPA; 42 U.S.C. 4321 et
seq.). We issued a non-jeopardy
biological opinion under section 7 of the
Act on the Bonny Doon HCP on July 29,
1999 (Service, 1-8-99-FW-70, 1999, pp.
1-13). The Bonny Doon HCP contains
measures to minimize and mitigate
impacts to the California red-legged frog
and its habitat from the quarry’s
operations, maintenance, and possible
reclamation activities. The primary
components of the minimization and
mitigation include: developing and
implementing an employee training
program and community outreach
program; conducting annual breeding
and pre-activity surveys for California
red-legged frogs at all settlement and
mitigation ponds; avoiding or relocating
California red-legged frog adults,
tadpoles, and egg masses during
maintenance activities; minimizing
impacts of water releases to breeding
populations of California red-legged
frogs; inspecting the ground for
California red-legged frogs that may be
under vehicles prior to use; establishing
a speed limit of 10 mi/hour (16 km/
hour) on roads within the operational
area; using pesticides and herbicides
that do not affect aquatic organisms and
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applying them in accordance with label
precautions; disposing of all foodrelated trash in closed containers;
controlling nonnative predators; and
enhancing habitat suitability of the
mitigation ponds and Settlement Pond 1
for the California red-legged frog. The
Bonny Doon HCP and its accompanying
implementing agreement, which
delineates the responsibilities of the
Service and the permittee for the
implementation of the HCP, are
designed to allow the operation and
maintenance activities of up to seven
settlement ponds and the reclamation of
two additional settlement ponds totaling
4.9 ac (2 ha) in a manner that will result
in conservation of the California redlegged frog and its habitat.
Based on the reasoning below, the
Secretary has determined to exercise his
discretion to exclude approximately 6
ac (3 ha) of land from unit SCZ-1 in
Santa Cruz County under section 4(b)(2)
of the Act.
Benefits of Inclusion - Bonny Doon HCP
The inclusion of approximately 6 ac
(3 ha) of lands within the Bonny Doon
HCP could be beneficial because it
identifies lands that require
management for conservation of
California red-legged frogs. The process
of proposing and finalizing the revised
critical habitat rule provided the Service
with the opportunity to evaluate and
refine the features essential to the
conservation of the species within the
geographical area occupied by it at the
time of listing, as well as to evaluate
whether there are other areas essential
for the conservation of the species. The
designation process included peer
review and public comment on the
identified features and areas. This
process is valuable to landowners and
managers in developing conservation
management plans for identified areas,
as well as any other occupied habitat or
suitable habitat that may not have been
included in the Service’s determination
of essential habitat.
The educational benefits of
designation are small and largely
redundant to those derived through
conservation efforts currently being
implemented in the approximately 6 ac
(3 ha) of lands within the Bonny Doon
HCP. The educational benefits of critical
habitat designation derived through
informing landowners and other
members of the public of areas
important for the long-term
conservation of the California red-legged
frog may have been and continue to be
achieved through: (1) Development and
implementation of the Bonny Doon
HCP, (2) the original critical habitat
designation process in 2001 (66 FR
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14626), and (3) publication of the
revised critical habitat designation in
2006 (71 FR 19244).
The consultation provisions under
section 7 of the Act constitute the
regulatory benefits of inclusion for
critical habitat. As discussed above,
Federal agencies must consult with us
on actions that may affect critical
habitat and must avoid destroying or
adversely modifying critical habitat.
There is some, albeit limited, potential
for future activities within the lands we
are excluding having a Federal nexus for
the California red-legged frog as a result
of actions by Federal agencies, such as
the Army Corps of Engineers. Therefore,
including this area may provide some
regulatory benefits under section 7 of
the Act.
However, the Bonny Doon HCP
addresses conservation issues from a
coordinated, integrated perspective
rather than a piecemeal, project-byproject approach (as would occur on
these lands under sections 7 of the Act
absent this plan) and will arguably
achieve more California red-legged frog
conservation within the Bonny Doon
HCP Plan Area than through section 7
consultations involving consideration of
critical habitat. The PCEs required by
California red-legged frogs will benefit
from the conservation objectives and
required measures outlined in the
Bonny Doon HCP.
In light of the conservation planning
used in the development of the Bonny
Doon HCP and the conservation that
will occur under the HCP, we conclude
that the potential regulatory benefit of
designating this area in Unit SCZ-1 as
critical habitat is minimal.
Benefits of Exclusion - Bonny Doon HCP
HCPs foster a cooperative,
coordinated approach to species
protection and habitat conservation. The
benefits of excluding HCP lands are: (1)
Retaining and fostering the existing
partnership and working relationship
with the landowner(s) and other
entities, and (2) encouraging future HCP
development or development of other
species/habitat conservation plans. The
benefits of excluding lands within
approved plans that specifically benefit
listed or sensitive species from critical
habitat discussed above applies fully to
the Bonny Doon HCP. Additionally,
exclusion of an HCP (such as the Bonny
Doon HCP) demonstrates our good faith
effort and collaborative working
relationships, which should encourage
initiation and completion of other HCPs.
We developed close partnerships with
all participating entities through the
development of the Bonny Doon HCP,
which incorporates appropriate
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protections and management for the
California red-legged frog, its habitat,
and the features essential to the
conservation of this species. By
excluding 6 ac (3 ha) of lands in Unit
SCZ-1 from designation, we are
eliminating an essentially redundant
layer of regulatory review for projects
covered by the Bonny Doon HCP,
helping to preserve our ongoing
partnership with the plan participants,
and encouraging new partnerships with
other landowners and jurisdictions.
These partnerships are critical for the
conservation of California red-legged
frog.
Benefits of Exclusion Outweigh the
Benefits of Inclusion -Bonny Doon HCP
As discussed in the ‘‘Benefits of
Inclusion - Bonny Doon HCP’’ section
above, we believe the regulatory benefit
of designating critical habitat on lands
covered by the Bonny Doon HCP would
be low. The Bonny Doon HCP addresses
conservation issues from a coordinated,
integrated perspective rather than a
piecemeal project-by-project approach
and will achieve more California redlegged frog conservation than we would
achieve through multiple site-by-site,
project-by- project, section 7
consultations involving consideration of
critical habitat. We believe the
conservation benefits for California redlegged frogs that would occur as a result
of designating those 6 ac (3 ha) in Unit
SCZ-1 as critical habitat (e.g., protection
afforded through the section 7(a)(2)
consultation process) is minimal
compared to the overall conservation
benefits for the species that will be
realized through the implementation of
the Bonny Doon HCP.
Furthermore, the educational benefits
of critical habitat designation, including
informing the public of areas important
for the long-term conservation of the
species, are accomplished from material
provided on our website and through
notices of public comment periods
associated with the original California
red-legged frog critical habitat rule (66
FR 14626), the first revised critical
habitat rule (71 FR 19244), and the
Bonny Doon HCP (Service 1998, pp. 123). Further, many educational benefits
of critical habitat designation will be
achieved through the overall
designation, and will occur whether or
not this particular location is
designated. For these reasons, we
believe that designating critical habitat
has little benefit in areas covered by the
Bonny Doon HCP.
The exclusion of the Bonny Doon
HCP lands from California red-legged
frog critical habitat will help preserve
the partnerships that we developed for
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this HCP, which provides for California
red-legged frog conservation. It may also
help encourage new partnerships with
other landowners and jurisdictions.
These partnerships are critical for the
conservation of California red-legged
frog.
We reviewed and evaluated the
exclusion of 6 ac (3 ha) of private lands
within the Bonny Doon HCP plan area
from the final revised critical habitat
designation for the California red-legged
frog and determined that the benefits of
excluding these lands in Unit SCZ-1
outweigh the benefits of including them.
As discussed above, the HCP will
provide for preservation and
management of habitat for and features
essential to the conservation of the
species.
Exclusion Will Not Result in Extinction
of the Species - Bonny Doon HCP
In keeping with our analysis and
conclusion detailed in our biological
opinion for the Bonny Doon HCP
(Service, 1-8-99-FW-70, 1999, pp 1-13),
we determined the exclusion of 6 ac (3
ha) of permittee-owned lands within the
Bonny Doon HCP from this final critical
habitat designation will not result in the
extinction of the species. The amount of
habitat we are excluding within the
Bonny Doon HCP is only a minute
fraction (less than 0.001 percent) of the
amount of designated critical habitat in
Unit SCZ-1. Additionally, the jeopardy
standard of section 7 of the Act and
routine implementation of conservation
measures through the section 7 process
provide assurances that the species will
not go extinct as a result of this
exclusion.
Western Riverside County Multiple
Species Habitat Conservation Plan
(Western Riverside County MSHCP)
(Unit RIV-1)
The Western Riverside County
MSHCP is a large-scale,
multijurisdictional HCP encompassing
1.26 million ac (510,000 ha) in western
Riverside County and addresses 146
listed and unlisted ‘‘covered species,’’
including the California red-legged frog.
Participants in the Western Riverside
County MSHCP include 14 cities in
western Riverside County; the County of
Riverside, including the Riverside
County Flood Control and Water
Conservation Agency (County Flood
Control), Riverside County
Transportation Commission, Riverside
County Parks and Open Space District
(County Parks), and Riverside County
Waste Department; California
Department of Parks and Recreation
(State Parks); and the California
Department of Transportation (Caltrans).
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The Western Riverside County
MSHCP was designed to establish a
multi-species conservation program that
minimizes and mitigates the expected
loss of habitat and associated incidental
take of covered species. The Service
issued an incidental take permit (TE–
088609–0) under section 10(a)(1)(B) of
the Act on June 22, 2004, to 22
permittees under the Western Riverside
County MSHCP for a period of 75 years.
This HCP requires establishment of
approximately 153,000 ac (61,916 ha) of
new conservation lands (Additional
Reserve Lands) to complement the
approximately 347,000 ac (140,426 ha)
of pre-existing natural and open space
areas defined by the Western Riverside
County MSHCP as Public/Quasi-Public
(PQP) lands. These PQP lands include
those under Federal ownership,
primarily managed by the Forest Service
and BLM, and also permittee-owned,
open-space areas, primarily managed by
State and County Parks. Collectively,
the Additional Reserve Lands and PQP
lands form the overall Western
Riverside County MSHCP Conservation
Area. The configuration of the 153,000
ac (61,916 ha) of Additional Reserve
Lands is not mapped or precisely
identified in the Western Riverside
County MSHCP, but rather is based on
textual descriptions within the bounds
of a 310,000-ac (125,453-ha) Criteria
Area and is interpreted as
implementation of the Western
Riverside County MSHCP takes place.
All lands in Unit RIV-1 are located
within the Western Riverside County
MSHCP Plan Area.
To address the primary threats to the
California red-legged frog (i.e., habitat
destruction and alteration) (61 FR
25813; May 23, 1996), the Western
Riverside County MSHCP provides
enhancement of habitat by removing or
reducing these threats. Conservation
objectives specific to the California redlegged frog in the MSHCP include the
conservation of occupied and historical
breeding habitat, and the conservation
of intervening lands that provide for
movement between core areas and
upland habitat adjacent to occupied or
suitable breeding habitat (Dudek and
Associates, Inc. 2003, pp. A19–A20).
The only known population of
California red-legged frogs in the
boundaries of the Western Riverside
County MSCHP occurs along Cole Creek
on the Santa Rosa Plateau. The occupied
area along Cole Creek is entirely within
the Santa Rosa Plateau Ecological
Reserve, which is owned and managed
by the CDFG. The management of the
Santa Rosa Plateau Ecological Reserve
includes measures that protect the
habitat of the California red-legged frog
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and focus on restoration activities that
benefit this species (Service 2004, p.
54). This area is included in Unit RIV1, which consists of 4,069 ac (1,647 ha)
of lands owned or controlled by the
permittees. A total of 3,997 ac (1,618 ha)
of these lands are currently conserved
and referred to as PQP lands in the
analysis of the Western Riverside
County MSHCP, and 72 ac (29 ha) of
lands that are privately owned. The
provisions of the Western Riverside
County MSHCP strengthen the
management for the California redlegged frog and ensure that any projects
that take place on the private land will
not reduce the viability of the
population within Unit RIV-1.
Specifically, in the area proposed as
critical habitat, the Western Riverside
County MSHCP directs reserve
managers of the PQP lands to maintain
ecological processes within occupied
habitat and appropriate new areas for
the California red-legged frog (Dudek
and Associates, Inc. 2003, pp. 5–13).
Private lands included in Unit RIV-1 are
in the survey area for the California redlegged frog, where 90 percent of areas
that provide long-term conservation
value for the species will be avoided
until the conservation objectives for the
California red-legged frog are met
(Dudek and Associates, Inc. 2003, pp. 665–6-71). The Western Riverside County
MSHCP indicates that the PQP reserve
lands within Unit RIV-1 will be
monitored to determine if successful
reproduction is occurring (Dudek and
Associates, Inc. 2003, p. 5–13). These
lands will be managed to ensure that the
threats to this species from altered
hydrology, flood control, nonnative
plant species, mining, human collecting,
and predation will not negatively
impact the population and that
ecological processes necessary for the
California red-legged frog breeding
populations will be maintained (Dudek
and Associates, Inc. 2003, p. 5–13). The
Western Riverside County MSHCP
preserves the habitat that supports
identified core population(s) of this
species and therefore contributes to
recovery of this species in the Western
Riverside County MSHCP area. The
conservation objectives, required
surveys, and adaptive management
program for the California red-legged
frog (and its PCEs) provided by the
Western Riverside County MSHCP may
exceed any conservation value provided
as a result of regulatory protections that
have been or may be afforded through
critical habitat designation. Projects in
these areas conducted or approved by
Western Riverside County MSHCP
permittees are subject to the
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conservation requirements of the
Western Riverside County MSHCP. The
Secretary has determined to exercised
his discretion to exclude the entire
approximately 4,069 ac (1,647 ha) of
permittee-owned PQP and private lands
from revised critical habitat designation
within Unit RIV-1 (Cole Creek) under
section 4(b)(2) of the Act.
Benefits of Inclusion - Western Riverside
County MSHCP
The benefits of inclusion in a critical
habitat designation will provide little
additional benefit to the California redlegged frog within the boundaries of the
approved Western Riverside County
MSHCP. The principal benefit of any
designated critical habitat is that
federally funded, permitted, or
authorized activities that may affect
critical habitat will require consultation
under section 7 of the Act. Such
consultations ensure that adequate
protection is provided to avoid adverse
modification or destruction of critical
habitat. The approved Western
Riverside County MSHCP covers the
California red-legged frog and is
designed to ensure the conservation of
the species within the Plan area and
incorporates special management and
protection measures for California redlegged frog habitat within Plan
boundaries. The Western Riverside
County MSHCP’s measures to protect
the California red-legged frog and its
habitat have undergone thorough
evaluation in the section 7 consultation
prior to approval of the Plan, and,
therefore, there is no benefit of section
7 consultation by including these areas
in critical habitat. Development and
implementation of the Western
Riverside County MSHCP has provided
other important conservation benefits
for the California red-legged frog,
including the development of biological
information to guide conservation
efforts and assist in the species’
recovery within the Plan area. The
educational benefits of designating
critical habitat, including informing the
public of areas that are important to the
conservation of listed species, are
essentially the same as those that have
occurred during the process of
reviewing and approving the Western
Riverside County MSHCP. Specifically,
the Western Riverside County MSHCP
involved public participation through
public notices and public comment
periods, prior to being approved. For
these reasons, we believe that
designation of critical habitat would
provide little additional benefit in areas
covered by the approved Western
Riverside County MSHCP. Federal
actions that may affect the California
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Benefits of Exclusion — Western
Riverside County MSHCP
The benefits of excluding the Western
Riverside County MSHCP from critical
habitat designation include relieving
landowners, communities, and portions
of Riverside County of any additional
regulatory burden that might be
imposed by critical habitat. Many HCPs,
particularly large regional HCPs, take
many years to develop and, upon
completion, become regional
conservation plans that are consistent
with the recovery objectives for listed
species that are covered within the Plan
area. Additionally, many of these HCPs
provide conservation benefits to
unlisted sensitive species. Imposing an
additional regulatory review after an
HCP is completed solely as a result of
the designation of critical habitat may
undermine conservation efforts and
partnerships in many areas. In fact, it
could result in the loss of species’
benefits if participants abandon the
voluntary HCP process. Designation of
critical habitat within the boundaries of
approved HCPs could also be viewed as
a disincentive to those entities currently
developing HCPs or contemplating them
in the future. The benefits of excluding
lands within approved plans that
specifically benefit listed or sensitive
species from critical habitat discussed
above applies fully to the Western
Riverside County MSHCP. A related
benefit of excluding lands within
approved HCPs that cover the California
red-legged frog from the critical habitat
designation is the continued ability to
seek new partnerships with future HCP
participants, including States, counties,
local jurisdictions, conservation
organizations, and private landowners,
which together can implement
conservation actions that we would be
unable to accomplish otherwise. If lands
within approved HCP plan areas are
designated as critical habitat, it would
likely have a chilling effect on our
ability to establish new partnerships to
develop HCPs, particularly large
regional HCPs that involve numerous
participants and address landscapelevel conservation of the California redlegged frog and its habitat. By excluding
the lands covered within the Western
Riverside County MSHCP, we preserve
our current partnerships and encourage
additional conservation actions in the
future.
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Benefits of Exclusion Outweigh the
Benefits of Inclusion - Western Riverside
County MSHCP
We believe that the regulatory benefit
of designating critical habitat on private
lands covered by the Western Riverside
County MSHCP would be low and may
hinder the effective implementation of
the Plan. The Western Riverside County
MSHCP addresses conservation issues
from a coordinated, integrated
perspective and will achieve better
California red-legged frog conservation
than would be achieved through
multiple site-by-site, project-by-project,
section 7 consultations involving
consideration of critical habitat. The
Western Riverside County MSHCP
provides for the proactive monitoring
and management of conserved lands (as
previously described), reducing known
threats to California red-legged frog and
its habitat.
Conservation and management of
California red-legged frog habitat is
essential to the survival and recovery of
this species. Such conservation needs
are typically not addressed through the
application of the statutory prohibition
on adverse modification or destruction
of critical habitat. The Western
Riverside County MSHCP provides as
much or more conservation benefit to
the species than a consultation for
critical habitat designation conducted
under the standards required by the
Ninth Circuit in the Gifford Pinchot
decision. Furthermore, educational
benefits that may be derived from a
critical habitat designation are low in
this case and largely redundant to the
educational benefits achieved through
the significant public, State, and local
government input solicited and received
during the development of the Western
Riverside County MSHCP.
We have developed close partnerships
with the 22 Western Riverside County
MSHCP permittees through the
development of this regional HCP that
incorporates appropriate protections
and management of the physical and
biological features essential to the
conservation of this species. Those
protections are consistent with the
mandates under section 7 of the Act to
avoid adverse modification or
destruction of critical habitat and go
beyond that prohibition by including
active management and protection of
essential habitat areas. By excluding
these lands from designation, we are
eliminating a largely redundant layer of
regulatory review for a limited set of
projects on non-Federal lands that are
addressed by the Western Riverside
County MSHCP, and we are helping to
preserve our ongoing partnerships with
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the permittees and encouraging new
partnerships with other landowners and
jurisdictions. Those partnerships, and
the landscape-level, multiple-species
conservation planning efforts they
promote, are critical for the
conservation of the California red-legged
frog. Designating critical habitat on nonFederal lands within the Western
Riverside County MSHCP could have a
detrimental effect on our partnerships
with the 22 Western Riverside County
MSHCP permittees and could be a
significant disincentive to the
establishment of future partnerships and
HCPs with other partners.
We reviewed and evaluated the
exclusion of 4,069 ac (1,647 ha) of
private lands within the Western
Riverside County MSHCP area from the
final revised critical habitat designation
for the California red-legged frog and
determined that the benefits of
excluding these lands in Unit RIV-1
outweigh the benefits of including them.
As discussed above, the HCP will
provide for preservation and
management of habitat for and features
essential to the conservation of the
species.
Exclusion Will Not Result in Extinction
of the Species - Western Riverside
County MSHCP
In keeping with our analysis and
conclusion detailed in our biological
opinion for the Western Riverside
County MSHCP (Service 2004, p. 334),
we do not believe that the exclusion of
non-Federal lands that meet the
definition of critical habitat within the
Western Riverside County MSHCP plan
area from the final designation of
critical habitat for the California redlegged frog will result in the extinction
of the species. Additionally, the
jeopardy standard of section 7 of the Act
and routine implementation of
conservation measures through the
section 7 process also provide
assurances that the species will not go
extinct as a result of this exclusion.
East Contra Costa County Habitat
Conservation Plan and Natural
Community Conservation Plan (East
Contra Costa County HCP/NCCP) (Unit
CCS-2)
The East Contra Costa County HCP/
NCCP was finalized on July 25, 2007
(Service 2007b, pp. 1-6). Participants in
this HCP/NCCP include the County of
Contra Costa; the cities of Brentwood,
Clayton, Oakley, and Pittsburg,
California; and the Contra Costa Water
District. The East Contra Costa County
HCP encompasses the eastern portion of
Contra Costa County from
approximately west of Concord to Sand
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Mound Slough and Clifton Court
Forebay on the east. The East Contra
Costa County HCP/NCCP is also a
subregional plan under the State’s NCCP
process and was developed in
cooperation with the CDFG. The East
Contra Costa County HCP/NCCP
includes areas where urban growth and
development are expected to occur and
has identified the California red-legged
frog as a covered species. The East
Contra Costa County HCP/NCCP
specifically seeks to provide
management and protection of the
California red-legged frog through
several conservation measures
including: (1) Preserve between 24,455
to 29,467 ac (9,897 to 11,925 ha) of
upland foraging and dispersal habitat
(not including additional lands
identified in open space and parks); (2)
preserve between 28 to 36 wetted ac (11
to 15 wetted ha) of non-stream breeding
habitat and between 85 to 98 mi (137 to
158 km) of stream breeding habitat; (3)
create approximately 33 wetted ac (13
wetted ha) of ponds; (4) restore
approximately 85 ac (34 ha) of perennial
wetland complex; (5) preserve major
habitat connections linking existing
public lands; (6) incorporate a range of
habitat and population management and
enhancement measures; (7) fully
mitigate the impacts of covered species
and species, including the California
red-legged frog; (8) maintain ecosystem
processes; and (9) contribute to the
recovery of covered species and species.
These conservation measures will
benefit California red-legged frog
conservation by preserving and
restoring existing wetland and upland
habitat and creating new wetland
habitat for the species. We expect the
East Contra Costa County HCP/NCCP to
provide substantial protection of the
physical and biological features
essential to the conservation of the
species and provide special
management considerations and
protection of conservation lands. This
will provide a greater level of
management for the California redlegged frog on these private lands than
would designation of critical habitat.
Benefits of Inclusion - East Contra Costa
County HCP/NCCP
Critical habitat designation will
provide little additional benefit to the
California red-legged frog within the
boundaries of the approved East Contra
Costa County HCP/NCCP through the
section 7 consultation process. The
principal benefit of any designated
critical habitat is that federally funded,
permitted, or authorized activities that
may affect critical habitat will require
consultation under section 7 of the Act.
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Such consultations ensure that adequate
protection is provided to avoid adverse
modification or destruction of critical
habitat. The approved East Contra Costa
County HCP/NCCP covers the California
red-legged frog and is designed to
ensure the conservation of the species
within the Plan area and incorporates
special management and protection
measures for California red-legged frog
habitat within Plan boundaries. The
adequacy of the East Contra Costa
County HCP/NCCP measures to protect
the California red-legged frog and its
habitat has undergone thorough
evaluation in the section 7 consultation
completed prior to approval of the Plan,
and, therefore, there is no benefit of
including these areas in critical habitat.
Development and implementation of the
East Contra Costa County HCP/NCCP
has provided other important
conservation benefits for the California
red-legged frog, including the
development of biological information
to guide conservation efforts and assist
in the species’ recovery within the Plan
area. The educational benefits of
designating critical habitat, including
informing the public of areas that are
important to the conservation of listed
species, are essentially the same as
those that have occurred during the
process of reviewing and approving the
East Contra Costa County HCP/NCCP.
Specifically, the East Contra Costa
County HCP/NCCP involved public
participation through public notices and
public comment periods, prior to being
approved. For these reasons, we believe
that designation of critical habitat
would provide little additional benefit
in areas covered by the approved East
Contra Costa County HCP/NCCP.
Federal actions that may affect the
California red-legged frog will still
require consultation under section 7 of
the Act.
Benefits of Exclusion — East Contra
Costa County HCP/NCCP
The benefits of excluding the East
Contra Costa County HCP/NCCP from
critical habitat designation include
relieving landowners, communities, and
portions of eastern Contra Costa County
of any additional regulatory burden that
might be imposed by critical habitat.
Many HCPs, particularly large regional
HCPs, take many years to develop and,
upon completion, become regional
conservation plans that are consistent
with the recovery objectives for listed
species that are covered within the Plan
area. Additionally, many of these HCPs
provide conservation benefits to
unlisted sensitive species. Imposing an
additional regulatory review after a HCP
is completed solely as a result of the
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designation of critical habitat may
undermine conservation efforts and
partnerships in many areas. In fact, it
could result in the loss of species’
benefits if participants abandon the
voluntary HCP process. Designation of
critical habitat within the boundaries of
approved HCPs could also be viewed as
a disincentive to those entities currently
developing HCPs or contemplating them
in the future. The benefits of excluding
lands within approved plans that
specifically benefit listed or sensitive
species from critical habitat discussed
above applies fully to the East Contra
Costa County HCP/NCCP. A related
benefit of excluding lands within
approved HCPs that cover the California
red-legged frog from the critical habitat
designation is the continued ability to
seek new partnerships with future HCPs
participants, including States, counties,
local jurisdictions, conservation
organizations, and private landowners,
which together can implement
conservation actions that we would be
unable to accomplish otherwise. If lands
within approved HCPs plan areas are
designated as critical habitat, it would
likely have a chilling effect on our
ability to establish new partnerships to
develop HCPs, particularly large
regional HCPs that involve numerous
participants and address landscape level
conservation of the California red-legged
frog and its habitat. By excluding the
lands covered within the East Contra
Costa County HCP/NCCP, we preserve
our current partnerships and encourage
additional conservation actions in the
future.
Benefits of Exclusion Outweigh the
Benefits of Inclusion
We believe that the regulatory benefit
of designating critical habitat on private
lands covered by the East Contra Costa
County HCP/NCCP would be low and
may hinder the effective
implementation of the plan. The East
Contra Costa County HCP/NCCP
addresses conservation issues from a
coordinated, integrated perspective and
will achieve better California red-legged
frog conservation than would be
achieved through multiple site-by-site,
project-by-project, section 7
consultations involving consideration of
critical habitat. East Contra Costa
County HCP/NCCP provides for the
proactive monitoring and management
of conserved lands (as previously
described), reducing known threats to
California red-legged frog and its
habitat.
Conservation and management of
California red-legged frog habitat is
essential to the survival and recovery of
this species. Such conservation needs
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are typically not addressed through the
application of the statutory prohibition
on adverse modification or destruction
of critical habitat. The East Contra Costa
County HCP/NCCP provides as much or
more conservation benefit to the species
than a consultation for critical habitat
designation conducted under the
standards required by the Ninth Circuit
in the Gifford Pinchot decision.
Furthermore, educational benefits that
may be derived from a critical habitat
designation are low in this case and
largely redundant to the educational
benefits achieved through the
significant public, State, and local
government input solicited and received
during the development of the East
Contra Costa County HCP/NCCP.
We have developed close partnerships
with the eight East Contra Costa County
HCP/NCCP permittees through the
development of this regional HCP/NCCP
that incorporates appropriate
protections and management of the
physical and biological features
essential to the conservation of this
species. Those protections are
consistent with the mandates under
section 7 of the Act to avoid adverse
modification or destruction of critical
habitat and go beyond that prohibition
by including active management and
protection of essential habitat areas. By
excluding these lands from designation,
we are eliminating a largely redundant
layer of regulatory review for a limited
set of projects on non-Federal lands that
are addressed by the East Contra Costa
County HCP/NCCP, and we are helping
to preserve our ongoing partnerships
with the permittees and encouraging
new partnerships with other
landowners and jurisdictions. Those
partnerships, and the landscape-level,
multiple-species conservation planning
efforts they promote, are critical for the
conservation of the California red-legged
frog. Designating critical habitat on nonFederal lands within the East Contra
Costa County HCP/NCCP could have a
detrimental effect to our partnerships
with the eight East Contra Costa County
HCP/NCCP permittees and could be a
significant disincentive to the
establishment of future partnerships and
HCPs with other partners.
As a result of the specific
conservation measures in the Plan being
implemented for the California redlegged frog, the Secretary has
determined to exercise his discretion
under section 4(b)(2) of the Act to
exclude approximately 75,767 ac
(30,662 ha) of land that will receive
protection and the special management
they require through funding
mechanisms that will be implemented
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under the East Contra Costa County
HCP/NCCP.
Exclusion Will Not Result in Extinction
of the Species
In keeping with our analysis and
conclusion detailed in our biological
opinion for the East Contra Costa
County HCP/NCCP (Service 2007c, pp.
1–189), we do not believe that the
exclusion of non-Federal lands that
meet the definition of critical habitat
within the East Contra Costa County
HCP/NCCP plan area from the final
designation of critical habitat for the
California red-legged frog will result in
the extinction of the species.
Additionally, the jeopardy standard of
section 7 of the Act and routine
implementation of conservation
measures through the section 7 process
also provide assurances that the species
will not go extinct as a result of this
exclusion.
Other Conservation Plans
East Bay Regional Park District Lands
(EBRPD) (Unit CCS-2)
The East Bay Regional Park District
(EBRPD) manages 65 regional parks,
recreation areas, wilderness, shorelines,
preserves, and land bank areas covering
over 95,000 ac (34,446 ha) in Alameda
and Contra Costa Counties. The EBRPD
Board of Directors adopted the EBRPD
Plan on December 17, 1996, under
Resolution Number 1996–12–349
(EBRPD 1997, pp. 1–87). The EBRPD
Plan provides for monitoring and
conservation of rare, threatened, and
endangered taxa, including the
California red-legged frog. The Service
issued an incidental take permit
(817400) under section 10(a)(1)(B) of the
Act to the EBRPD and they have been
actively conducting California redlegged frog surveys and research over
the last 15 years. In 1996, 2000, 2004,
and most recently in 2007 (Bobzien and
DiDonato 2007, pp. 1–87), EBRPD staff
conducted California red-legged frog
surveys across all park lands for the
purpose of population trend monitoring
and habitat assessment. Research
conducted by EBRPD has also focused
on California red-legged frog habitat
requirements, tolerances related to
water quality, adult and juvenile
movements, and the effect of livestock
grazing on habitat and frog
reproduction. EBRPD provides
educational outreach through park
interpretive programs and presentation
of California red-legged frog research
findings at scientific conferences and in
peer-reviewed journals. Habitat
restoration and nonnative predator
control are special management actions
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the EBRPD uses for the conservation of
the California red-legged frog. The
majority of the EBRPD land holdings are
protected and managed as natural
parklands, thereby providing protection
for the physical and biological features
essential to the conservation of the
California red-legged frog. Conservation
efforts including conserving, enhancing,
and restoring rare, threatened,
endangered, or locally important species
of plants and animals and their habitats
take precedence over other park
activities if EBRPD activities are
determined to have a significant adverse
effect (change in any of the physical
conditions within the area affected by a
potential activity) on these resources
(EBRPD 1997, pp. 1-83). As identified in
their Master Plan, the EBRPD will
accomplish this by using scientific
research, field experience, and other
proven methodologies. Populations of
listed species will be monitored through
periodic observations of their condition,
size, habitat, reproduction, and
distribution (EBRPD 1997, p. 20).
We expect the EBRPD to provide
substantial protection of the physical
and biological features essential to the
conservation of the California red-legged
frog on EBRPD lands within unit CCS2. We expect the EBRPD to provide a
greater level of management for the
California red-legged frog on EBRPD
lands than would designation of critical
habitat on private lands. Moreover,
inclusion of these non-Federal lands as
critical habitat would not necessitate
additional management and
conservation activities over and above
those already in place by the EBRPD.
We do not anticipate any action on
these lands would destroy or adversely
modify the areas that meet the
definition of critical habitat. Therefore,
we do not expect that including those
areas in the final designation will lead
to any changes to actions on the
conservation lands to avoid destroying
or adversely modifying that habitat.
Benefits of Inclusion - East Bay Regional
Park District Lands
Critical habitat designation will
provide little additional benefit to the
California red-legged frog within the
areas owned and managed by the
EBRPD. The principal benefit of any
designated critical habitat is that
federally-\ funded, permitted, or
authorized activities that may affect
critical habitat will require consultation
under section 7 of the Act. Such
consultations ensure that adequate
protection is provided to avoid adverse
modification or destruction of critical
habitat. The approved EBRPD Master
Plan covers the California red-legged
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frog and is designed to ensure the
conservation of the species within the
Plan area and incorporates special
management and protection measures
for California red-legged frog habitat
within Plan boundaries. The adequacy
of the EBRPD measures to protect the
California red-legged frog and its habitat
has undergone thorough public
evaluation prior to approval of the Plan.
Development and implementation of the
EBRPD Master Plan has provided other
important conservation benefits for the
California red-legged frog, including the
development of biological information
to guide conservation efforts and assist
in the species’ recovery within the Plan
area. The educational benefits of
designating critical habitat, including
informing the public of areas that are
important to the conservation of listed
species, are essentially the same as
those that have occurred during the
public involvement process of
reviewing and approving the EBRPD
Master Plan. Specifically, the EBRPD
Master Plan involved public
participation through public notices and
public comment periods, active
participation of the District’s citizenbased Park Advisory Committee (PAC)
and with extensive review and comment
from the community prior to being
approved. For these reasons, we believe
that designation of critical habitat
would provide little additional benefit
in areas covered by the approved
EBRPD Master Plan. Any actions that
may affect the California red-legged frog
will still require consultation under
section 7 or section 10 of the Act.
Benefits of Exclusion — East Bay
Regional Park District Lands
The benefits of excluding the EBRPD
Master Plan from critical habitat
designation include relieving
landowners, communities, and portions
of eastern Contra Costa County of any
additional regulatory burden that might
be imposed by critical habitat. Many
such plans, particularly large regional
plans such as this, take many years to
develop and, upon completion, are
consistent with the recovery objectives
for listed species that are covered within
the plan area. Additionally, many of
these plans provide conservation
benefits to unlisted sensitive species.
Imposing an additional regulatory
review after such as plan that
specifically identifies measures to
protect and conserve listed and other
sensitive species is completed solely as
a result of the designation of critical
habitat may undermine conservation
efforts and partnerships in many areas.
In fact, it could result in the loss of
species’ benefits if participants abandon
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currently implemented conservation
activities. Designation of critical habitat
within the boundaries of approved plan
could also be viewed as a disincentive
to those entities currently developing
similar plans or contemplating them in
the future. The benefits of excluding
lands within approved plans that
specifically benefit listed or sensitive
species from critical habitat discussed
above applies fully to the EBRPD Master
Plan. A related benefit of excluding
lands within approved plans that cover
the California red-legged frog from the
critical habitat designation is the
continued ability to seek new
partnerships with future participants,
including States, counties, local
jurisdictions, conservation
organizations, and private landowners,
which together can implement
conservation actions that we would be
unable to accomplish otherwise. If lands
within approved plan areas are
designated as critical habitat, it would
likely have a chilling effect on our
ability to establish new partnerships to
develop other such plans or HCPs,
particularly large regional plans or HCPs
that involve numerous participants and
address landscape level conservation of
the California red-legged frog and its
habitat. By excluding the lands covered
within the EBRPD Master Plan within
eastern Contra Costa County, we
preserve our current partnerships and
encourage additional conservation
actions in the future.
Benefits of Exclusion Outweigh the
Benefits of Inclusion
We believe that the regulatory benefit
of designating critical habitat on lands
managed and owned by the EBRPD
would be low and may hinder the
effective implementation of the 1997
EBRPD Master Plan. The EBRPD Master
Plan addresses conservation issues from
a coordinated, integrated perspective
and will achieve better California redlegged frog conservation than would be
achieved through multiple site-by-site,
project-by-project, section 7
consultations involving consideration of
critical habitat. The EBRPD Master Plan
provides for the proactive monitoring
and management of conserved lands (as
previously described), reducing known
threats to California red-legged frog and
its habitat.
Conservation and management of
viable California red-legged frog habitat
is essential to the survival and recovery
of this species. Such conservation needs
are typically not addressed through the
action-by-action application of the
statutory prohibition on adverse
modification or destruction of critical
habitat. The implementation of the
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EBRPD Master Plan provides as much or
more conservation benefit to the species
than a consultation for critical habitat
designation conducted under the
standards required by the Ninth Circuit
in the Gifford Pinchot decision.
Furthermore, educational benefits that
may be derived from a critical habitat
designation are low in this case and
largely redundant to the educational
benefits achieved through the
significant public, State, and local
government input solicited and received
during the development of the EBRPD
Master Plan.
For these reasons, we believe that
designating critical habitat has little
benefit in areas covered by the
identified EBRPD lands. As a result, the
Secretary has determined to exercise his
discretion to exclude those EBRPD
lands totaling approximately 14,627 ac
(5,919 ha) within Unit CCS-2 from the
designation of critical habitat under
section 4(b)(2) of the Act.
Exclusion Will Not Result in Extinction
of the Species
The exclusion of East Bay Regional
Park lands within Unit CCS-2 would not
result in the extinction of the California
red-legged frog. Actions that may
adversely affect the species are expected
to have a Federal nexus, and would thus
undergo a consultation with the Service
under section 7 of the Act. The jeopardy
standard of section 7 of the Act, and
routine implementation of conservation
measures through the section 7 process,
provide assurance that the species will
not go extinct. Additionally, the species
is protected from the take prohibitions
under section 9 of the Act. The
exclusion leaves these protections
unchanged from those that would exist
if the excluded areas were designated as
critical habitat.
We do not believe that this exclusion
would result in the extinction of the
species because: (1) The species occurs
on lands protected and managed either
explicitly for the species, or indirectly
through more general objectives to
protect natural values. This factor along
with the other protections provided
under the Act for these lands absent
designating them as critical habitat,
combined with protections afforded the
species by the remaining critical habitat
designation for the species, leads us to
find that exclusion of these lands will
not result in extinction of the California
red-legged frog; and (2) the species is
found in other areas and the EBRPD
Plan provides for monitoring and
conservation of rare, threatened, and
endangered taxa, including the
California red-legged frog. EBRPD has
been actively conducting California red-
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legged frog surveys and research over
the last 15 years. Nearly 90 percent of
the EBRPD land holdings are protected
and managed as natural parklands,
thereby providing protection for the
PCEs (Bobzien 2005, pp. 1-2), and
conservation efforts take precedence
over other park activities if EBRPD
activities are determined to have a
significant adverse effect on rare,
threatened, or endangered taxa (EBRPD
1997, pp. 1-83).
Spivey Pond Management Area (SPMA)
(Unit ELD-1)
The SPMA encompasses 54 ac (22 ha)
of BLM-owned lands surrounding
Spivey Pond in El Dorado County,
California. Spivey Pond is one of five
known extant California red-legged frog
breeding populations in the Sierra
Nevada foothills. In 1997, a population
of reproducing California red-legged
frogs was discovered in Spivey Pond on
the north fork of Webber Creek. The
previously confirmed sightings of a
California red-legged frog in the Webber
Creek watershed were in 1972 and 1975.
At the time of discovery, the Spivey
Pond parcel was privately owned and
slated for timber harvest and
subdivision development. The Service
urged the American River Conservancy
(ARC) to initiate negotiations with the
owners of the Spivey Pond for purchase
of the property. With financial
assistance from the Service and the U.S.
Bureau of Reclamation (USBR), ARC
succeeded in purchasing the 54 ac (22
ha) Spivey Pond parcel on April 28,
1998. Additional grant funding from the
National Fish and Wildlife Foundation
was received on September 15, 1998,
which allowed for initial pond
stabilization and restoration work.
On May 3, 1999, all preliminary
acquisition and restoration activities
were completed, and the parcel was
transferred to the BLM to be managed as
a wildlife reserve specifically for the
benefit of the California red-legged frog.
We issued a non-jeopardy biological
opinion for development of a new
breeding pond for the species (Service
File 1-1-03-F-0289) on March 4, 2004. A
management plan for the California redlegged frog was finalized by BLM, the
Service, Forest Service (El Dorado
National Forest), USBR, CDFG, ARC, El
Dorado County, and the El Dorado
Irrigation District in July 2004 (BLM
2004, pp. 1-26). The Management Plan
for the SPMA consists of six
management objectives specifically for
the conservation of the California redlegged frog including: (1) Control of
bullfrogs and predatory fish; (2)
monitoring of water quality for potential
contaminants; (3) maintenance of the
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pond’s integrity and habitat/water
quality; (4) creation and management of
additional California red-legged frog
breeding habitat; (5) promotion of
research and maintenance of a GIS
database; (6) and providing input for
watershed level planning and activities
that may benefit Spivey Pond (BLM
2004, pp. 1-26).
Benefits of Inclusion - Spivey Pond
Management Area
The approved Spivey Pond
Management Plan covers the California
red-legged frog and is designed to
ensure the conservation of the species
within the Plan area and incorporates
special management and protection
measures for California red-legged frog
habitat within Plan boundaries. The
Spivey Pond Management Plan’s
measures to protect the California redlegged frog and its habitat underwent
thorough evaluation by the Service and
other stakeholders prior to approval of
the Plan. Development and
implementation of the Spivey Pond
Management Plan has provided other
important conservation benefits for the
California red-legged frog, including the
development of biological information
to guide conservation efforts and assist
in the species’ recovery within the Plan
area. The educational benefits of
designating critical habitat, including
informing the public of areas that are
important to the conservation of listed
species, are essentially the same as
those that have occurred during the
public involvement process of
designating critical habitat in 2006, and
again within this designation in 2009. In
addition, Federal actions that may affect
the California red-legged frog will still
require consultation under section 7 of
the Act. For these reasons, we believe
that designation of critical habitat
would provide little additional benefit
in areas covered by the approved Spivey
Pond Management Plan.
Benefits of Exclusion - Spivey Pond
Management Area
The benefits of excluding the Spivey
Pond Management Plan from critical
habitat designation include relieving the
BLM of any additional regulatory
burden that might be imposed by
critical habitat. Imposing an additional
regulatory review after such a plan that
specifically identifies measures to
protect and conserve the California redlegged frog is completed, solely as a
result of the designation of critical
habitat, may undermine the
conservation efforts and partnerships
developed during the development and
implementation of this Plan. In fact, it
could result in the loss of species’
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benefits if participants abandon
currently implemented conservation
activities. Designation of critical habitat
within the boundaries of the approved
Plan could also be viewed as a
disincentive to those entities currently
developing similar plans or
contemplating them in the future. The
previously discussed benefits of
excluding lands within approved plans
that specifically benefit listed or
sensitive species from critical habitat
apply fully to the Spivey Pond
Management Plan. A related benefit of
excluding lands within approved plans
that cover the California red-legged frog
from the critical habitat designation is
the continued ability to seek new
partnerships with future participants,
including States, counties, local
jurisdictions, conservation
organizations, and private landowners,
which together can implement
conservation actions that we would be
unable to accomplish otherwise. If lands
within approved plan areas are
designated as critical habitat, it would
likely have a chilling effect on our
ability to establish new partnerships to
develop other such plans or HCPs that
involve numerous participants. By
excluding the lands covered within the
Spivey Pond Management Plan within
El Dorado County, we preserve our
current partnerships and encourage
additional conservation actions in the
future.
Benefits of Exclusion Outweigh the
Benefits of Inclusion - Spivey Pond
Management Area (SPMA)
We believe that the benefits of
excluding the entire 54-ac (22-ha) SPMA
from the designation of critical habitat
for the California red-legged frog
outweigh the benefits of including the
SPMA in critical habitat. We find that
including the SPMA would result in
very minimal, if any, additional benefits
to the California red-legged frog as
explained above. The critical habitat
designation would remain on lands
surrounding the SPMA, thereby
providing a measure of protection for
the PCEs outside the area, while the
management plan would protect the
PCEs and provide additional benefits of
nonnative predator control, habitat
management and creation, and pollution
monitoring within the Plan area. We
have worked cooperatively with the
BLM and other agencies and assisted in
development of the SPMA Plan. We
believe that utilizing the Secretary’s
discretion in excluding the portions of
this unit managed under the SPMA will
encourage other willing landowners in
the unit to continue their conservation
activities and allow the Service to
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Exclusion Will Not Result in Extinction
of the Species - SPMA
We find that the exclusion of these
lands will not lead to the extinction of
the species, nor hinder its recovery
because the management emphasis of
the SPMA is to protect and enhance
habitat for the California red-legged frog.
The SPMP consists of six management
objectives specifically designed for the
conservation of the California red-legged
frog. Additionally, the jeopardy
standard of section 7 of the Act and
routine implementation of conservation
measures through the section 7 process
also provide assurances that the species
will not go extinct as a result of this
exclusion. As a result of ongoing
management and protection of
California red-legged frogs and their
habitat at Spivey Pond through the
development and implementation of the
2004 Management Plan for the Spivey
Pond Management Area, the Secretary
has determined to exercise his
discretion to exclude the entire 54 ac
(22 ha) of land owned by the Bureau of
Land Management from Unit ELD-1 at
Spivey Pond from critical habitat under
section 4(b)(2) of the Act.
Hearst Ranch Conservation Easement
The Hearst Ranch Conservation
Easement (Easement), held by the
California Rangeland Trust,
encompasses 81,000 ac (33,000 ha) of
privately owned lands near the town of
San Simeon in northern San Luis
Obispo County of which 34,777 ac
(14,074 ha) occur within Unit SLO-2.
The Easement was signed on February
18, 2005, and the Hearst Ranch San
Simeon Conservation Easement
Management Plan (Plan) was put into
place on February 17, 2006. The
Easement and Plan provide protective
measures for California red-legged frogs,
which occur in several drainages within
the boundaries of the Easement. The
Easement and Plan also include: (1)
Protective measures for the diverse
communities and habitats, including
wetlands, marshes, riparian areas,
grasslands, and stock ponds, that
collectively constitute California redlegged frog habitat; and (2) connectivity
both within the boundaries of the
Easement and connectivity to other
open spaces surrounding the Easement,
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which is important for California redlegged frog dispersal. The Easement
allows for grazing, farming, and
development to occur in some areas.
Future development is limited to an inn
at Old San Simeon Village, limited
employee housing, and a maximum of
27 new owner homesites. However, the
Plan provides management directives
that protect California red-legged frogs
and their habitat including: maintaining
cross fencing and livestock water
systems to achieve good cattle
distribution and to keep cattle from
damaging riparian areas; locating salt
blocks at least 0.25 mi (0.4 km) from
water sources to encourage good cattle
distribution and prevent salt from
entering riparian areas; preventing
overgrazing by establishing limits on
residual dry matter; maintaining a
residual dry matter cushion during
drought conditions by reducing the size
of the cattle herd or using a
supplemental forage mix; selecting
homesite locations to avoid impacts to
conservation values, including
California red-legged frogs and their
habitat; and in farmed areas,
mechanically managing weeds,
preventing all irrigation water from
entering flowing water courses and
ponds, and mandating setbacks to buffer
riparian areas from farming operations.
Monitoring is conducted to ensure that
the Plan continually provides sufficient
protection of the Easement conservation
values. Monitoring that provides
information about the status of
California red-legged frog habitat
includes: annual photo point
monitoring of Pico Creek, Little Pico
Creek, Arroyo Laguna, San Carpoforo
Creek, representative stock ponds, and
representative wetland plant
communities; annual residual dry
matter monitoring; proper stream
function evaluations of Pico Creek,
Little Pico Creek, Arroyo Laguna,
Arroyo de la Cruz, and San Carpoforo
Creek every 5 years; and rangeland and
habitat health evaluations every 5 years.
Monitoring results are summarized and
made available to the public by the
California Rangeland Trust. If drainages
show impairment
due to the operations of the ranch,
corrective actions will be taken and
may include: deferred grazing;
changing the seasonality or length of
grazing; reducing cattle grazing
numbers near stream corridors;
changing rotational grazing patterns;
installing additional riparian pasture
fencing; installing additional offstream water troughs; placing salt and
supplements farther away from
impacted areas; removing noxious
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plants within the riparian area;
installing additional erosion control
structures; and/or instituting greater
cropland setbacks from stream
corridors. At least once every 5 years,
the property is audited by a
committee consisting of the Director
of the California Rangeland Trust, the
Executive Director of the Wildlife
Conservation Board (a board under
the California Department of Fish and
Game with the authority and funding
to conduct wildlife conservation
programs and acquisitions), and a
Certified Range Manager, for
compliance with the Conservation
Easement.
Based on the reasoning below, the
Secretary has determined to exercise his
discretion to exclude approximately
34,777 ac (14,074 ha) of land from Unit
SLO-2 in San Luis Obispo County under
section 4(b)(2) of the Act.
Benefits of Inclusion – Hearst Ranch
One benefit of including an area in a
critical habitat designation is the
requirement of Federal agencies to
ensure actions they fund, authorize, or
carry out are not likely to result in
destruction or adverse modification of
designated critical habitat, which is one
of the regulatory standards under which
consultation is completed. Unlike a
jeopardy analysis, which looks at an
action’s impact on survival and recovery
of the species, an adverse modification
analysis looks at the action’s effects on
the designated habitat’s contribution to
the species’ conservation. If, through
consultation, the Service determines
that a project may result in adverse
modification, the Service will suggest
reasonable and prudent alternatives that
can be taken by the Federal agency or
applicant to avoid adversely modifying
the designated critical habitat while
implementing the proposed action.
Consultations that conclude that a
proposed action is not likely to result in
adverse modification may recommend
additional conservation measures, but
such measures would be discretionary
on the part of the Federal agency.
Another benefit of including lands in
a critical habitat designation is the
designation can serve to educate the
public regarding the potential
conservation value of an area, and may
help focus conservation efforts to
designated areas of high conservation
value for certain species. The process of
proposing and finalizing the revised
critical habitat rule provided the Service
with the opportunity to evaluate and
refine the features essential to the
conservation of the species within the
geographical area occupied by it at the
time of listing, as well as to evaluate
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whether there are other areas essential
for the conservation of the species. The
designation process included peer
review and public comment on the
identified features and areas. This
process is valuable to landowners and
managers in developing conservation
management plans for identified areas,
as well as any other occupied habitat or
suitable habitat that may not have been
included in the Service’s determination
of essential habitat. However, the
educational benefits of designating
lands within the Hearst Ranch
Conservation Easement are small
because, as discussed above, Hearst
Ranch is aware of the value of its lands
to the conservation of the California redlegged frog, and currently implements
management measures to conserve
California red-legged frogs and their
habitat. Further, much of Hearst Ranch
was included in the proposed
designation, which itself reached a wide
audience. The educational benefits that
might follow critical habitat designation
(such as providing information to Hearst
Ranch managers on areas important to
the long-term conservation of this
species) were already provided by: (1)
Developing the Easement and Plan, (2)
the original designation process in 2001
(66 FR 14626), and (3) publication of the
revised critical habitat designation in
2006 (71 FR 19244).
In light of the continued commitment
by Hearst Ranch to manage their lands
in a manner that promotes conservation
of the California red-legged frog and
because monitoring is conducted and
reviewed by a third party to ensure the
Easement and Plan are being complied
with, we believe designation of
Easement lands within Unit SLO-2 as
critical habitat would provide few, if
any, additional regulatory and
conservation benefits to the species.
Benefits of Exclusion – Hearst Ranch
The benefits of excluding
approximately 34,777 ac (14,074 ha) of
Hearst Ranch Easement lands are
significant. Benefits include relieving
landowners from any additional
regulatory burden that might be
imposed by a critical habitat
designation. The Easement took years to
develop in cooperation with several
State agencies and non-governmental
organizations, and is consistent with
conservation objectives for California
red-legged frogs. Furthermore, the
Easement and Plan provide
conservation benefits for unlisted
sensitive species. Imposing additional
regulatory review as a result of the
designation may undermine
conservation efforts and partnerships
that would otherwise benefit the
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California red-legged frog as well as
other species. Designation of critical
habitat within the boundaries of a
conservation easement that provides
conservation measures for a species
could be viewed as a disincentive to
those entities currently developing these
plans or contemplating them in the
future, because one of the incentives for
undertaking conservation is greater ease
of permitting where listed species are
affected. Excluding Easement lands will
also preserve a partnership between the
Service and Hearst Ranch, which may
encourage other conservation
partnerships between our two entities in
the future.
Benefits of Exclusion Outweigh Benefits
of Inclusion – Hearst Ranch
As discussed in the ‘‘Benefits of
Inclusion – Hearst Ranch’’ section
above, we believe the regulatory benefit
of designating critical habitat on lands
covered by the Hearst Ranch
Conservation Easement and Plan would
be low. The Easement and Plan address
conservation issues from a coordinated,
integrated perspective rather than a
piecemeal project-by-project approach
and will achieve more California redlegged frog conservation than we would
achieve through multiple site-by-site,
project-by-project, section 7
consultations involving consideration of
critical habitat. We believe the
conservation benefits for California redlegged frogs that would occur as a result
of designating those 34,777 ac (14,074
ha) in Unit SLO-2 as critical habitat
(e.g., protection afforded through the
section 7(a)(2) consultation process) is
minimal compared to the overall
conservation benefits for the species
that will be realized through the Hearst
Ranch Conservation Easement and Plan.
Furthermore, the educational benefits
of critical habitat designation, including
informing the public of areas important
for the long-term conservation of the
species, are accomplished from material
provided on our website and through
notices of public comment periods
associated with the original California
red-legged frog critical habitat rule (66
FR 14626), the first revised critical
habitat rule (71 FR 19244), and the
development of the Easement and Plan.
Further, many educational benefits of
critical habitat designation will be
achieved through the overall
designation, and will occur whether or
not this particular location is
designated. For these reasons, we
believe that designating critical habitat
has little benefit in areas covered by the
Hearst Ranch Easement and Plan.
The exclusion of the Hearst Ranch
lands from California red-legged frog
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critical habitat will help preserve the
partnerships that we developed with
Hearst Ranch. It may also help
encourage new partnerships with other
landowners and jurisdictions. These
partnerships are critical for the
conservation of California red-legged
frogs.
We reviewed and evaluated the
exclusion of 34,777 ac (14,074 ha) of
private lands within the Hearst Ranch
Easement area from the final revised
critical habitat designation for the
California red-legged frog and
determined that the benefits of
excluding these lands in Unit SLO-2
outweigh the benefits of including them.
As discussed above, the Easement and
Plan will provide for preservation and
management of habitat for and features
essential to the conservation of the
species.
Exclusion Will Not Result in Extinction
of the Species – Hearst Ranch
We do not believe that this exclusion
would result in the extinction of the
species because the Hearst Ranch
Conservation Easement and Plan
provides for conservation of the species
in this area through the detailed
management practices and monitoring
described above.
Special Rule Under Section 4(d) of the
Act
In the April 13, 2006, Federal
Register (71 FR 19244), we finalized a
special rule for the California red-legged
frog as defined under section 4(d) of the
Act to ease the general take prohibitions
for routine ranching activities by nonFederal entities on private and tribal
lands. Under section 4(d) of the Act, the
Secretary may publish a special rule
that modifies the standard protections
for threatened species under the
Service’s regulations implementing
section 9 of the Act at 50 CFR 17.31
with special measures tailored to the
conservation of the species that are
determined to be necessary and
advisable. We reviewed the special rule
at 50 CFR 17.43(d), and we determined
that the special rule is appropriate and
will remain in place for the California
red-legged frog. For more information
on the ‘‘Special Rule Under Section 4(d)
for Routine Livestock Ranching
Activities’’ see the April 13, 2006,
Federal Register (71 FR 19244).
Required Determinations
Regulatory Planning and Review –
Executive Order 12866
The Office of Management and Budget
(OMB) has determined that this rule is
not significant under E.O. 12866. OMB
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bases its determination upon the
following four criteria:
(1) Whether the rule will have an
annual effect of $100 million or more on
the economy or adversely affect an
economic sector, productivity, jobs, the
environment, or other units of the
government.
(2) Whether the rule will create
inconsistencies with other Federal
agencies’ actions.
(3) Whether the rule will materially
affect entitlements, grants, user fees,
loan programs, or the rights and
obligations of their recipients.
(4) Whether the rule raises novel legal
or policy issues.
Regulatory Flexibility Act (5 U.S.C. 601
et seq.)
Under the Regulatory Flexibility Act
(5 U.S.C. 601 et seq.), as amended by the
Small Business Regulatory Enforcement
Fairness Act (5 U.S.C. 802(2)), whenever
an agency is required to publish a notice
of rulemaking for any proposed or final
rule, it must prepare and make available
for public comment a regulatory
flexibility analysis that describes the
effect of the rule on small entities (i.e.,
small businesses, small organizations,
and small government jurisdictions).
However, no regulatory flexibility
analysis is required if the head of an
agency certifies the rule will not have a
significant economic impact on a
substantial number of small entities.
The Small Business Regulatory
Enforcement Fairness Act amended the
Regulatory Flexibility Act to require
Federal agencies to provide a
certification statement of the factual
basis for certifying that the rule will not
have a significant economic impact on
a substantial number of small entities.
In this final rule, we are certifying that
the critical habitat designation for the
California red-legged frog will not have
a significant economic impact on a
substantial number of small entities.
The following discussion explains our
rationale.
According to the Small Business
Administration, small entities include
small organizations, such as
independent nonprofit organizations;
small governmental jurisdictions,
including school boards and city and
town governments that serve fewer than
50,000 residents; and small businesses
(13 CFR 121.201). Small businesses
include manufacturing and mining
concerns with fewer than 500
employees, wholesale trade entities
with fewer than 100 employees, retail
and service businesses with less than $5
million in annual sales, general and
heavy construction businesses with less
than $27.5 million in annual business,
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special trade contractors doing less than
$11.5 million in annual business, and
agricultural businesses with annual
sales less than $750,000. To determine
if potential economic impacts to these
small entities are significant, we
considered the types of activities that
might trigger regulatory impacts under
this designation as well as types of
project modifications that may result. In
general, the term significant economic
impact is meant to apply to a typical
small business firm’s business
operations.
To determine if the revised
designation of critical habitat for the
California red-legged frog would affect a
substantial number of small entities, we
considered the number of small entities
affected within particular types of
economic activities, such as residential
and commercial development. We apply
the ‘‘substantial number’’ test
individually to each industry or
category to determine if certification is
appropriate. In estimating the numbers
of small entities potentially affected, we
also considered whether their activities
have any Federal involvement; some
kinds of activities are unlikely to have
any Federal involvement and thus will
not be affected by the designation of
critical habitat.
Designation of critical habitat only
affects activities conducted, funded,
permitted, or authorized by Federal
agencies; non-Federal activities are not
affected by the designation. In areas
where the species is present, Federal
agencies already are required to consult
with us under section 7 of the Act on
activities they fund, permit, or
implement that may affect the California
red-legged frog (see Section 7
Consultation section). Federal agencies
also must consult with us if their
activities may affect critical habitat.
Designation of critical habitat, therefore,
could result in an additional economic
impact on small entities due to the
requirement to reinitiate consultation
for ongoing Federal activities (see
Application of the ‘‘Adverse
Modification’’ Standard section)
In the DEA of the proposed revision
of critical habitat, we evaluated the
potential economic effects on small
business entities resulting from
conservation actions related to the
proposed revision of critical habitat for
the California red-legged frog. The
analysis is based on the estimated
incremental impacts associated with the
rulemaking as described in section 2 of
the analysis. In the FEA, we evaluated
the potential economic effects on small
business entities resulting from
implementation of conservation actions
related to the proposed revision to
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critical habitat for the California redlegged frog. The economic analysis
identifies the estimated incremental
impacts associated with the proposed
rulemaking as described in chapters 4
through 12, and evaluates the potential
for economic impacts related to activity
categories including: urban
development; water management;
agricultural crop farming; grazing and
ranching; timber harvest activities;
transportation; utility and oil and gas
pipeline construction and maintenance
and mining activities; fire management
activities; and habitat and vegetation
management activities. The analysis
concludes that incremental impacts to
development and agriculture may affect
small entities. However, for urban
development, less than 1 percent (0.04)
(19 out of 46,240) of small developers
are anticipated to be impacted in the
next 22 years. Similarly, for agriculture,
only 1.6 percent (198 out of 12,060) of
small farms are expected to be affected.
Please refer to our final economic
analysis of critical habitat designation
for the California red-legged frog for a
more detailed discussion of potential
economic impacts.
In summary, we considered whether
the final rule to revise critical habitat
would result in a significant economic
impact on a substantial number of small
entities. For the above reasons and
based on currently available
information, we certify that this rule
will not have a significant economic
impact on a substantial number of small
entities. Therefore, a regulatory
flexibility analysis is not required.
Energy Supply, Distribution, or Use –
Executive Order 13211
E.O. 13211 requires agencies to
prepare Statements of Energy Effects
when undertaking certain actions. This
revision to critical habitat for the
California red-legged frog is not
considered a significant regulatory
action under E.O. 12866. OMB has
provided guidance for implementing
E.O. 13211 that outlines nine outcomes
that may constitute ‘‘a significant
adverse effect’’ when compared without
the regulatory action under
consideration. The economic analysis
finds that none of these criteria are
relevant to this designation of critical
habitat. Thus, based on information in
the economic analysis (Appendix A),
energy-related impacts associated with
California red-legged frog conservation
activities within the areas included in
this final designation of critical habitat
are not expected. As such, this final
designation of revised critical habitat is
not expected to significantly affect
energy supplies, distribution, or use,
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and a Statement of Energy Effects is not
required.
Unfunded Mandates Reform Act (2
U.S.C. 1501 et seq.)
In accordance with the Unfunded
Mandates Reform Act, the Service
makes the following findings:
(1) This rule will not produce a
Federal mandate. In general, a Federal
mandate is a provision in legislation,
statute, or regulation that would impose
an enforceable duty upon State, local, or
tribal governments, or the private sector,
and includes both ‘‘Federal
intergovernmental mandates’’ and
‘‘Federal private sector mandates.’’
These terms are defined in 2 U.S.C.
658(5)-(7). ‘‘Federal intergovernmental
mandate’’ includes a regulation that
‘‘would impose an enforceable duty
upon State, local, or [T]ribal
governments’’ with two exceptions. It
excludes ‘‘a condition of Federal
assistance.’’ It also excludes ‘‘a duty
arising from participation in a voluntary
Federal program,’’ unless the regulation
‘‘relates to a then-existing Federal
program under which $500,000,000 or
more is provided annually to State,
local, and [T]ribal governments under
entitlement authority,’’ if the provision
would ‘‘increase the stringency of
conditions of assistance’’ or ‘‘place caps
upon, or otherwise decrease, the Federal
Government’s responsibility to provide
funding,’’ and the State, local, or Tribal
governments ‘‘lack authority’’ to adjust
accordingly. At the time of enactment,
these entitlement programs were:
Medicaid; AFDC work programs; Child
Nutrition; Food Stamps; Social Services
Block Grants; Vocational Rehabilitation
State Grants; Foster Care, Adoption
Assistance, and Independent Living;
Family Support Welfare Services; and
Child Support Enforcement. ‘‘Federal
private sector mandate’’ includes a
regulation that ‘‘would impose an
enforceable duty upon the private
sector, except (i) a condition of Federal
assistance; or (ii) a duty arising from
participation in a voluntary Federal
program.’’
The designation of critical habitat
does not impose a legally binding duty
on non-Federal government entities or
private parties. Under the Act, the only
regulatory effect is that Federal agencies
must ensure that their actions do not
destroy or adversely modify critical
habitat under section 7. While nonFederal entities who receive Federal
funding, assistance, permits, or
otherwise require approval or
authorization from a Federal agency for
an action, may be indirectly impacted
by the designation of critical habitat, the
legally binding duty to avoid
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destruction or adverse modification of
critical habitat rests squarely on the
Federal agency. Furthermore, to the
extent that non-Federal entities are
indirectly impacted because they
receive Federal assistance or participate
in a voluntary Federal aid program, the
Unfunded Mandates Reform Act would
not apply, nor would critical habitat
shift the costs of the large entitlement
programs listed above onto State
governments.
(2) We do not believe that this rule
will significantly or uniquely affect
small governments because it would not
produce a Federal mandate of $100
million or greater in any year; that is, it
is not a ‘‘significant regulatory action’’
under the Unfunded Mandates Reform
Act. Small governments will be affected
only to the extent that any programs
having Federal funds, permits, or other
authorized activities must ensure that
their actions will not adversely affect
the critical habitat. Therefore, a Small
Government Agency Plan is not
required.
Takings—Executive Order 12630
In accordance with Executive Order
(E.O.) 12630 (‘‘Government Actions and
Interference with Constitutionally
Protected Private Property Rights’’), we
have analyzed the potential takings
implications of designating critical
habitat for the California red-legged frog
in a takings implications assessment.
Critical habitat designation does not
affect landowner actions that do not
require Federal funding or permits, nor
does it preclude development of habitat
conservation programs or issuance of
incidental take permits to permit actions
that do require Federal funding or
permits to go forward. The takings
implications assessment concludes that
this final designation of revised critical
habitat for California red-legged frog
does not pose significant takings
implications for lands within or affected
by the designation.
Federalism – Executive Order 13132
In accordance with E.O. 13132
(Federalism), the final rule does not
have significant Federalism effects. A
Federalism assessment is not required.
In keeping with Department of the
Interior and Department of Commerce
policy, we requested information from,
and coordinated development of, this
critical habitat designation with
appropriate State resource agencies in
California. During the public comment
periods, we contacted appropriate State
and local agencies and jurisdictions,
and invited them to comment on the
proposed revised critical habitat
designation for the California red-legged
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frog. We used the comments we
received to help us refine this final
designation. We received one comment
letter from the State of California,
Military Department Office of the
Adjutant General (see ‘‘Summary of
Comments and Recommendations’’
section). The designation may have
some benefit to these governments in
that the areas that contain the features
essential to the conservation of the
species are more clearly defined, and
the primary constituent elements of the
habitat essential to the conservation of
the species are specifically identified.
This information does not alter where
and what federally sponsored activities
may occur. However, it may assist local
governments in long-range planning
(rather than having them wait for caseby-case section 7 consultations to
occur).
Civil Justice Reform – Executive Order
12988
In accordance with E.O. 12988 (Civil
Justice Reform), it has been determined
that the rule does not unduly burden the
judicial system and meets the
requirements of sections 3(a) and 3(b)(2)
of the Order. We are revising critical
habitat in accordance with the
provisions of the Act. This final rule
uses standard property descriptions and
identifies the primary constituent
elements within the designated areas to
assist the public in understanding the
habitat needs of the California redlegged frog.
Paperwork Reduction Act of 1995 (44
U.S.C. 3501 et seq.)
This rule does not contain any new
collections of information that require
approval by OMB under the Paperwork
Reduction Act of 1995. This rule will
not impose recordkeeping or reporting
requirements on State or local
governments, individuals, businesses, or
organizations. An agency may not
conduct or sponsor, and a person is not
required to respond to, a collection of
information unless it displays a
currently valid OMB control number.
Government-to-Government
Relationship with Tribes
In accordance with the President’s
memorandum of April 29, 1994,
Government-to-Government Relations
with Native American Tribal
Governments (59 FR 22951), E.O. 13175,
and the Department of the Interior’s
manual at 512 DM 2, we readily
acknowledge our responsibility to
communicate meaningfully with
recognized Federal tribes on a
government-to-government basis. In
accordance with Secretarial Order 3206
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Rights, Federal-Tribal Trust
Responsibilities, and the Endangered
Species Act), we readily acknowledge
our responsibilities to work directly
with tribes in developing programs for
healthy ecosystems, to acknowledge that
tribal lands are not subject to the same
controls as Federal public lands, to
remain sensitive to Indian culture, and
to make information available to tribes.
As a result of changing the extent of
Unit MEN-1 in Mendocino County, the
proposed revised critical habitat
designation contained approximately 92
ac (37 ha) of Tribal land. We contacted
the Bureau of Indian Affairs and the
Manchester Point Arena Band of Pomo
Indians regarding our proposed revision
of critical habitat (Service File 814202009-TA-0751). As of the date of this
notice, we have not received any
concerns from or been contacted by the
Bureau of Indian Affairs or the
Manchester Point Arena Band of Pomo
Indians regarding the designation of
critical habitat on the tribal lands
identified in Unit MEN-1. Therefore, we
have designated the tribal lands within
Unit MEN-1 as critical habitat for the
California red-legged frog.

National Environmental Policy Act
(NEPA) (42 U.S.C. 4321 et. seq.)
It is our position that, outside the
jurisdiction of the Circuit Court of the
United States for the Tenth Circuit, we
do not need to prepare environmental
analyses as defined by NEPA in
connection with designating critical
habitat under the Act. We published a
notice outlining our reasons for this
determination in the Federal Register
on October 25, 1983 (48 FR 49244). This
assertion was upheld by the Circuit
Court of the United States for the Ninth
Circuit (Douglas County v. Babbitt, 48
F.3d 1495 (9th Cir. 1995), cert. denied
516 U.S. 1042 (1996)).
References Cited
A complete list of all references cited
in this rulemaking is available on http://
www.regulations.gov and upon request
from the Field Supervisor, Sacramento
Fish and Wildlife Office (see FOR
FURTHER INFORMATION CONTACT section).
Author(s)
The primary authors of this notice are
staff from the Sacramento, Ventura,
Arcata, and Carlsbad Fish and Wildlife

Species
Historic range
Common name

Scientific name

*

Offices (see FOR FURTHER INFORMATION
section).

CONTACT

*

Vertebrate
population
where
endangered or
threatened

*

Status

*

List of Subjects in 50 CFR Part 17
Endangered and threatened species,
Exports, Imports, Reporting and
recordkeeping requirements,
Transportation.
Regulation Promulgation
Accordingly, we amend part 17,
subchapter B of chapter I, title 50 of the
Code of Federal Regulations, as set forth
below:

■

PART 17—[AMENDED]
1. The authority citation for part 17
continues to read as follows:
Authority: 16 U.S.C. 1361-1407; 16 U.S.C.
1531-1544; 16 U.S.C. 4201-4245; Pub. L. 99625, 100 Stat. 3500; unless otherwise noted.

2. In § 17.11(h), revise the entry for
‘‘Frog, California red-legged,’’ under
‘‘AMPHIBIANS,’’ to read as follows:

■

§ 17.11 Endangered and threatened
wildlife.

*

*
*
(h) * * *

When listed

*

*

Critical habitat

Special rules

*

*

*

*

*

*

583

17.95(d)

*

*

AMPHIBIANS
*

*

Frog, California
red-legged

*

Rana draytonii

*

U.S.A. (CA),
Mexico

*

3. In § 17.95(d), revise the entry for
‘‘California Red-legged Frog (Rana
aurora draytonii)’’ to read as follows:

§ 17.95 Critical Habitat—Fish and Wildlife.

*
*
*
(d) Amphibians.
*
*
*
*

*
*

sroberts on DSKD5P82C1PROD with RULES

California Red-legged Frog (Rana
draytonii)
(1) Critical habitat units are depicted
for Alameda, Butte, Calaveras, Contra
Costa, El Dorado, Kern, Kings, Los
Angeles, Marin, Mendocino, Merced,
Monterey, Napa, Nevada, Placer,
Riverside, San Benito, San Joaquin, San
Luis Obispo, San Mateo, Santa Barbara,
Santa Clara, Santa Cruz, Solano,
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T
*

Sonoma, Stanislaus, Ventura, and Yuba
Counties, California, on the maps below.
(2) Within these areas, the primary
constituent elements for the California
red-legged frog consist of four
components:
(i) Aquatic Breeding Habitat. Standing
bodies of fresh water (with salinities
less than 4.5 ppt), including natural and
manmade (e.g., stock) ponds, slowmoving streams or pools within streams,
and other ephemeral or permanent
water bodies that typically become
inundated during winter rains and hold
water for a minimum of 20 weeks in all
but the driest of years.
(ii) Aquatic Non-Breeding Habitat.
Freshwater pond and stream habitats, as
described in paragraph (2)(i) of this
entry, that may not hold water long
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17.43
*

enough for the species to complete its
aquatic life cycle but which provide for
shelter, foraging, predator avoidance,
and aquatic dispersal of juvenile and
adult California red-legged frogs. Other
wetland habitats considered to meet
these criteria include, but are not
limited to: plunge pools within
intermittent creeks, seeps, quiet water
refugia within streams during high
water flows, and springs of sufficient
flow to withstand short-term dry
periods.
(iii) Upland Habitat. Upland areas
adjacent to or surrounding breeding and
non-breeding aquatic and riparian
habitat up to a distance of 1 mi (1.6 km)
in most cases (i.e., depending on
surrounding landscape and dispersal
barriers) including various vegetational
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series such as grassland, woodland,
forest, wetland, or riparian areas that
provide shelter, forage, and predator
avoidance for the California red-legged
frog. Upland habitat should include
structural features such as boulders,
rocks and organic debris (e.g., downed
trees, logs), small mammal burrows, or
moist leaf litter. Upland features are also
essential in that they are needed to
maintain the hydrologic, geographic,
topographic, ecological, and edaphic
features that support and surround the
aquatic, wetland, or riparian habitat.
These upland features contribute to:
(A) Filling of aquatic, wetland, or
riparian habitats;
(B) Maintaining suitable periods of
pool inundation for larval frogs and
their food sources; and
(C) Providing non-breeding, feeding,
and sheltering habitat for juvenile and
adult frogs (e.g., shelter, shade,
moisture, cooler temperatures, a prey
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base, foraging opportunities, and areas
for predator avoidance).
(iv) Dispersal Habitat. Accessible
upland or riparian habitat within and
between occupied locations within a
minimum of 1 mi (1.6 km) of each other
and that support movement between
such sites. Dispersal habitat includes
various natural habitats, and altered
habitats such as agricultural fields, that
do not contain barriers (e.g., heavily
traveled roads without bridges or
culverts) to dispersal. Dispersal habitat
does not include moderate- to highdensity urban or industrial
developments with large expanses of
asphalt or concrete, nor does it include
large lakes or reservoirs over 50 ac (20
ha) in size, or other areas that do not
contain those features identified in
paragraphs (2)(i), (2)(ii), and (2)(iii) of
this entry as essential to the
conservation of the species.
(3) Critical habitat does not include
manmade structures existing on the
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effective date of this rule and not
containing one or more of the primary
constituent elements, such as buildings,
aqueducts, airports, and roads, and the
land on which such structures are
located.
(4) Critical habitat map units. Data
layers defining map units were created
on a base of USGS 7.5′ quadrangles
using USDA National Agricultural
Imagery Program (NAIP) county-wide
MrSID compressed mosaics of 1 meter
resolution and natural color aerial
photography from summer 2005.
Critical habitat units were then mapped
using Universal Transverse Mercator
(UTM) zone 10 and zone 11, North
American Datum (NAD) 1983
coordinates.
(5) Note: Index map for California redlegged frog critical habitat units in
northern California follows:
BILLING CODE 4310–55–S
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(6) Note: Index map for California redlegged frog critical habitat units in
southern California follows:
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(7) Unit BUT-1: Butte County,
California. From USGS 1:24,000 scale
quadrangles Pulga, Berry Creek and
Brush Creek.
(i) Land bounded by the following
UTM Zone 10, NAD83 coordinates
(E,N): 635284, 4400926; 635453,
4400907; 635539, 4400870; 635603,
4400930; 635726, 4400934; 635749,
4400994; 635820, 4401042; 635906,
4401042; 635992, 4400997; 636377,
4401020; 636414, 4401012; 636415,
4400967; 636836, 4400961; 636840,
4400584; 636819, 4400561; 636032,
4400541; 636000, 4400474; 635993,
4400141; 637654, 4400205; 637658,
4400775; 637782, 4400748; 637961,
4400640; 638164, 4400598; 638444,
4400303; 639062, 4400378; 639174,
4400326; 639318, 4400212; 639414,
4400098; 639616, 4400002; 639664,
4399875; 639667, 4399772; 639609,
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4399578; 639492, 4399337; 639498,
4399218; 639397, 4398995; 639477,
4398627; 639628, 4398345; 640086,
4398179; 640120, 4398056; 640189,
4397932; 640243, 4397727; 640310,
4397601; 640281, 4397365; 640293,
4397311; 640545, 4397124; 640596,
4397057; 640533, 4396958; 639179,
4396957; 639206, 4395692; 639231,
4395681; 639236, 4395406; 637864,
4395379; 637968, 4395351; 637962,
4395169; 637764, 4395285; 637655,
4395303; 637710, 4395306; 637686,
4395325; 637232, 4395428; 637143,
4395417; 636893, 4395251; 636845,
4395236; 636813, 4395252; 636787,
4395300; 636787, 4395375; 636949,
4395589; 636995, 4395733; 637000,
4396105; 636934, 4396262; 636952,
4396314; 636898, 4396328; 636885,
4396372; 636786, 4396417; 636724,
4396549; 636677, 4396526; 636439,
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4396726; 636424, 4396791; 636347,
4396812; 636254, 4396975; 636152,
4397085; 636057, 4397151; 635947,
4397190; 635885, 4397279; 635630,
4397454; 635579, 4397526; 635070,
4397817; 634758, 4397876; 634647,
4397940; 634514, 4397948; 634391,
4398277; 634290, 4398434; 634290,
4398815; 634318, 4398953; 635222,
4398966; 635190, 4399731; 634716,
4399737; 634701, 4399998; 634738,
4400050; 634701, 4400050; 634614,
4400166; 634510, 4400417; 634517,
4400544; 634570, 4400623; 634618,
4400645; 634629, 4400803; 634730,
4400889; 634843, 4401080; 634817,
4401226; 634899, 4401218; 635086,
4401053; 635180, 4401035; returning to
635284, 4400926.
(ii) Note: Map of Unit BUT-1 for the
California red-legged frog follows:
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(8) Unit YUB-1: Yuba County,
California. From USGS 1:24,000 scale
quadrangle Challenge.
(i) Land bounded by the following
UTM Zone 10, NAD83 coordinates
(E,N):
656776,4370030; 656932,4369825;
657462,4368370; 657481,4367769;
657672,4367445; 658105,4367098;
658503,4366871; 658905,4366554;
659124,4366290; 659222,4366053;
659528,4365883; 659624,4365706;
659383,4365704; 659384,4365583;
659340,4365600; 659261,4365537;
659101,4365527; 659061,4365567;
658998,4365584; 658985,4365687;
658888,4365790; 658764,4365830;
658726,4365936; 658579,4365929;
658490,4365853; 658400,4365837;
658396,4365782; 658421,4365733;
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658465,4365719; 658581,4365826;
658634,4365834; 658674,4365736;
658794,4365641; 658794,4365469;
658552,4365295; 658524,4365193;
658427,4365180; 658431,4365157;
658564,4365144; 658659,4365199;
658707,4365123; 658730,4365136;
658747,4365240; 658809,4365247;
658850,4365176; 658882,4365226;
658947,4365220; 658998,4365252;
659078,4365182; 659147,4365239;
659181,4365235; 659238,4365207;
659273,4365132; 659332,4365140;
659368,4365118; 659105,4365028;
659020,4364875; 658939,4364572;
658531,4364168; 658410,4364131;
657788,4364103; 657792,4363648;
658106,4363673; 657655,4363358;
657395,4363049; 657087,4362405;
656227,4362436; 656051,4362735;
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655683,4362963; 655558,4363109;
655202,4363849; 655669,4364315;
655690,4364586; 655218,4365202;
655027,4365526; 654779,4365758;
654445,4365837; 654319,4366013;
654187,4366370; 654149,4366639;
653990,4366874; 653952,4367143;
653883,4367381; 653710,4367531;
653696,4367950; 653744,4368109;
653740,4369028; 653836,4369294;
653990,4369404; 654143,4369566;
654687,4369794; 655104,4369939;
655245,4369920; 655453,4369987;
655896,4370242; 656198,4370221;
656470,4370170; returning to
656776,4370030.
(ii) Note: Map of Unit YUB-1 and
NEV-1 for the California red-legged frog
follows:
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(9) Unit NEV-1: Nevada County,
California. From USGS 1:24,000 scale
quadrangle Nevada City and North
Bloomfield.
(i) Land bounded by the following
UTM Zone 10, NAD83 coordinates
(E,N): 676906,4356394;
676962,4356305; 677130,4356317;
677131,4356238; 677181,4356231;
677306,4356068; 677485,4355987;
677670,4355985; 677882,4356056;
678051,4356296; 678231,4356310;
678224,4356187; 678277,4355825;
678274,4355759; 678217,4355664;
678229,4355623; 678444,4355409;
678448,4355341; 678354,4355125;
678356,4355083; 678510,4354644;
678540,4354482; 678642,4354231;
678650,4353980; 678734,4353879;
678852,4353796; 679227,4353902;
679563,4353782; 680349,4353649;
680352,4353517; 679422,4352362;
679148,4352080; 677270,4350680;
677199,4350636; 676807,4350614;
676812,4350531; 676440,4350485;
676117,4350571; 675995,4350556;
675686,4350459; 675457,4350453;
675325,4350412; 675325,4350616;
675293,4350711; 675206,4350862;
675166,4350990; 675063,4351133;
674920,4351180; 674673,4351196;
672710,4351546; 672074,4351586;
671684,4351705; 671438,4351872;
670969,4352039; 670738,4352158;
670668,4352774; 670633,4354099;
670847,4354102; 670960,4354053;
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671174,4353907; 671435,4353852;
671437,4353664; 672180,4353672;
672287,4353562; 672450,4353566;
672716,4353754; 672817,4353800;
672938,4353818; 672900,4353937;
673158,4353946; 673148,4354137;
672855,4354130; 672783,4354295;
672757,4354434; 672842,4354522;
672941,4354578; 673021,4354593;
673117,4354665; 673119,4354745;
673191,4354837; 673253,4355088;
673175,4355379; 673188,4355465;
673283,4355581; 673402,4355344;
673616,4355327; 673903,4355380;
674072,4355387; 674378,4355543;
674440,4355612; 674698,4355703;
674907,4355945; 675027,4355928;
675092,4355868; 675414,4355681;
675647,4355612; 675763,4355477;
675773,4355263; 675827,4355213;
676036,4355164; 676143,4355418;
676255,4355555; 676269,4355603;
676400,4355681; 676445,4355779;
676405,4355981; 676456,4356381;
676693,4356744; 676751,4356738;
returning to 676906,4356394.
(ii) Note: Unit NEV-1 for California
red-legged frog is depicted on the map
in paragraph (8)(ii) of this entry.
(10) Unit PLA-1: Placer County,
California. From USGS 1:24,000 scale
quadrangles Forest Hill and Michigan
Bluff.
(i) Land bounded by the following
UTM Zone 10, NAD83 coordinates
(E,N): 696102,4324325;
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696269,4324238; 696581,4324246;
696792,4324349; 696895,4324349;
697034,4324294; 697148,4324059;
697227,4323980; 697317,4323673;
697571,4323570; 697601,4323365;
697577,4323190; 697456,4322900;
697239,4322683; 696979,4322484;
696678,4322393; 696303,4322242;
695802,4322441; 695501,4322665;
695350,4322846; 695229,4322942;
695006,4323045; 694933,4323220;
694909,4323498; 694849,4323636;
694740,4323745; 694233,4323817;
694197,4323884; 694209,4324180;
694577,4324391; 694831,4324626;
695096,4324795; 695374,4324837;
695615,4324825; 695748,4324795;
695881,4324708; 695908,4324628;
695996,4324611; 696033,4324574;
returning to: 696102,4324325.
Excluding: 695636,4324153;
695563,4324116; 695471,4324147;
695380,4324137; 695482,4323950;
695575,4323941; 695636,4323824;
695782,4323867; 695815,4323840;
695885,4323710; 695875,4323548;
695757,4323455; 695789,4323364;
695821,4323355; 695847,4323389;
695974,4323437; 695975,4323571;
696121,4323615; 696178,4323884;
696037,4323867; 695941,4323923;
695775,4324220; returning to
695636,4324153.
(ii) Note: Map of Unit PLA-1 for the
California red-legged frog follows:
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(11) Unit ELD-1: El Dorado County,
California. From USGS 1:24,000 scale
quadrangles Camino, Pollock Pines and
Sly Park.
(i) Land bounded by the following
UTM Zone 10, NAD83 coordinates
(E,N): 712042,4292979;
712243,4292856; 712419,4292796;
712540,4292683; 712511,4292523;
712319,4292151; 712259,4292082;
711866,4291905; 711680,4291585;
711650,4291319; 711576,4291195;
711182,4290958; 710956,4290705;
710718,4290490; 710400,4290528;
710054,4290648; 709815,4290648;
709523,4290568; 708926,4289838;
708873,4289705; 708661,4289533;
708515,4289347; 708143,4289015;
707771,4289015; 707493,4288896;
707400,4288789; 707161,4288617;
707148,4288404; 706922,4288245;
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706715,4288156; 706471,4288294;
706007,4288251; 705507,4288398;
705231,4288234; 704826,4288214;
704683,4288368; 704536,4288381;
704329,4288707; 704126,4288577;
703960,4288838; 703439,4288864;
702684,4289323; 702371,4289290;
702165,4289393; 702324,4289643;
702406,4289714; 702744,4289897;
702829,4289991; 703050,4290362;
703106,4290570; 703147,4290632;
703210,4290691; 703248,4290770;
703486,4290934; 704423,4290921;
704732,4291034; 704878,4291038;
704899,4290959; 705129,4290959;
705154,4290925; 705217,4290699;
705221,4290478; 705267,4290369;
705355,4290336; 705497,4290340;
705522,4290361; 705522,4290423;
705493,4290545; 705522,4290574;
705761,4290578; 705798,4290616;
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705811,4290733; 705911,4290733;
706007,4290942; 706112,4291025;
706162,4291113; 706262,4291122;
706379,4291172; 706634,4291402;
706902,4291506; 707291,4291531;
707379,4291577; 707659,4291644;
708236,4291933; 708554,4292134;
708989,4292267; 709302,4292489;
709674,4292706; 709766,4292736;
709775,4292665; 709816,4292639;
710126,4292920; 710327,4293012;
711141,4293016; 711258,4292972;
711367,4292964; 711830,4293033;
returning to 712042,4292979.
Excluding: 708426, 4291544;
708412,4291176; 709003,4291194;
709025,4291561; returning to
708426,4291544.
(ii) Note: Map of Unit ELD-1 for the
California red-legged frog follows:
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(12) Unit CAL-1: Calaveras County,
California. From USGS 1:24,000 scale
quadrangles Jackson, Valley Springs and
Mokelumne Hill.
(i) Land bounded by the following
UTM Zone 10, NAD83 coordinates
(E,N):
695574,4232384; 695607,4232132;
695588,4232071; 695277,4232108;
695111,4231955; 695024,4231930;
694907,4231961; 694835,4231923;
694824,4231874; 694873,4231770;
694707,4231700; 694580,4231609;
694379,4231528; 694281,4231528;
694211,4231471; 694118,4231465;
694033,4231489; 694012,4231420;
693863,4231366; 693739,4231289;
693654,4231174; 693651,4231132;
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693252,4230731; 693004,4230419;
692634,4230055; 692359,4229874;
691998,4229785; 692018,4230045;
691947,4230296; 691889,4230367;
691886,4230503; 691709,4230866;
691720,4230928; 691815,4231060;
691913,4231097; 692029,4231237;
692120,4231471; 692443,4231627;
692450,4231851; 692565,4231990;
692585,4232062; 692511,4232208;
692327,4232231; 692290,4232293;
692259,4232435; 692310,4232683;
692368,4232737; 692368,4232782;
692402,4232822; 692684,4232917;
692752,4233002; 692752,4233057;
692596,4233165; 692596,4233216;
692630,4233298; 692823,4233484;
692884,4233603; 692871,4233695;
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692959,4233892; 692959,4233939;
693010,4234004; 693129,4234041;
693163,4234079; 693215,4234298;
693464,4234572; 693847,4234885;
694412,4235538; 694500,4235538;
694564,4235506; 694660,4235397;
694853,4234891; 695013,4234718;
695006,4234379; 695032,4234257;
695153,4234123; 695281,4234110;
695397,4233969; 695531,4233649;
695559,4233627; 695562,4233280;
695729,4233158; 695863,4233013;
695875,4232870; 695807,4232615;
695598,4232462; returning to
695574,4232384.
(ii) Note: Map of Unit CAL-1 for the
California red-legged frog follows:
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(13) Unit MEN-1: Mendocino County,
California. From USGS 1:24,000 scale
quadrangles Cold Spring, Eureka Hill,
Mallo Pass Creek, and Point Arena.
(i) Land bounded by the following
UTM Zone 10, NAD83 coordinates
(E,N): 447886,4320218;
447951,4320066; 447983,4319889;
447958,4319651; 447916,4319542;
447922,4319483; 447971,4319445;
448196,4319365; 448430,4319368;
448547,4319333; 448853,4319365;
449490,4319517; 449733,4319755;
449789,4319784; 450035,4319807;
450150,4319759; 450210,4319703;
450420,4319414; 450504,4319347;
450635,4319305; 450810,4319130;
451092,4318916; 451162,4318828;
451226,4318719; 451042,4318062;
450935,4317981; 450714,4317937;
450597,4317880; 450510,4317818;
450481,4317760; 450521,4317204;
450486,4317057; 450570,4316902;
450786,4316828; 450855,4316749;
450925,4316588; 451352,4316246;
451467,4316018; 451510,4315844;
451502,4315781; 451442,4315626;
451328,4315533; 451284,4315450;
451251,4315220; 451407,4315001;
451584,4314832; 451501,4314714;
451453,4314558; 451352,4314505;
451151,4314476; 450897,4314504;
450723,4314445; 450591,4314336;
450524,4314325; 450307,4314414;
450136,4314528; 450080,4314502;
450050,4314395; 449837,4314281;
449646,4314320; 449478,4314469;
449346,4314504; 449277,4314477;
449180,4314383; 448930,4314388;
448748,4314292; 448552,4314343;
448395,4314250; 448291,4314293;
448159,4314397; 448041,4314742;
447804,4315012; 447535,4315087;
447379,4315047; 447121,4315049;
447112,4314819; 447229,4314525;
447228,4314463; 447143,4314230;
447092,4314181; 446968,4313845;
446785,4313679; 446746,4313591;
446742,4313514; 446885,4313345;
447133,4313254; 447301,4313116;
447441,4312938; 447582,4312493;
447147,4312559; 447023,4312509;
446876,4312524; 446701,4312427;
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446660,4312227; 446554,4312026;
446346,4311900; 446289,4311794;
446259,4311663; 446182,4311580;
446019,4311506; 445891,4311224;
445615,4310903; 445416,4310807;
445267,4310672; 445095,4310678;
444754,4310641; 444565,4310659;
444408,4310515; 444184,4310425;
444141,4310311; 444029,4310153;
443818,4309984; 443679,4309807;
443673,4309764; 443988,4309404;
443936,4309239; 443919,4308998;
443738,4308891; 443825,4308738;
444132,4308361; 444318,4308088;
444424,4307816; 444304,4307845;
444112,4307837; 443601,4307714;
443377,4307684; 442745,4307493;
442148,4307413; 441776,4307182;
441681,4307145; 441575,4307166;
441248,4307317; 441024,4307329;
440921,4307226; 440624,4307211;
440402,4307138; 440274,4307148;
440225,4307257; 440122,4307360;
439886,4307499; 439886,4307571;
439735,4307898; 439729,4308019;
439584,4308086; 439433,4308285;
439251,4308467; 439221,4308667;
439166,4308818; 439100,4308909;
438888,4309018; 438858,4309151;
438652,4309447; 438573,4309526;
438513,4309641; 438410,4309732;
437964,4309936; 437707,4310146;
437526,4310621; 437526,4310749;
437635,4310785; 437738,4310785;
438041,4310567; 438022,4310240;
438228,4310016; 438585,4309938;
438652,4309956; 438670,4310022;
439039,4310016; 439136,4310113;
439469,4310113; 439796,4310174;
439838,4310204; 440032,4310204;
440165,4310392; 440056,4310730;
440074,4310779; 440135,4310827;
440159,4311027; 440147,4311366;
440237,4311505; 440244,4311699;
440449,4312026; 440371,4312134;
440262,4312207; 440116,4312207;
440038,4312231; 439989,4312310;
439983,4312419; 439947,4312498;
439874,4312582; 439911,4312697;
439893,4312812; 439759,4313012;
439741,4313115; 439790,4313121;
439941,4313066; 440086,4312915;
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440116,4312818; 440092,4312758;
440189,4312721; 440135,4312649;
440153,4312576; 440213,4312498;
440310,4312552; 440546,4312479;
440643,4312534; 440667,4312619;
440764,4312740; 440915,4312812;
441218,4312818; 441648,4312927;
441775,4313042; 441884,4313224;
441811,4313399; 441660,4313545;
441617,4313660; 441424,4313684;
441381,4313847; 441290,4314029;
441363,4314125; 441369,4314392;
441351,4314440; 441212,4314555;
441169,4314628; 441157,4314815;
441054,4314973; 441054,4315154;
440885,4315336; 440824,4315499;
440697,4315548; 440116,4315536;
439941,4315457; 439566,4315421;
439215,4315481; 439172,4315838;
439318,4316238; 439414,4316365;
439729,4316371; 440050,4316516;
440038,4316698; 439959,4316952;
439826,4317127; 439820,4317315;
439771,4317424; 439971,4318374;
440143,4319025; 440350,4318995;
440659,4319045; 441220,4318935;
441393,4318859; 441630,4318649;
441938,4318577; 442062,4318514;
442160,4318520; 442408,4318660;
442467,4318672; 442885,4318606;
443037,4318624; 443458,4318958;
443570,4318994; 443736,4318986;
443817,4318930; 443942,4318700;
444130,4318174; 444206,4318204;
444488,4318702; 444560,4318739;
444613,4318738; 444781,4318655;
444885,4318566; 445107,4318524;
445246,4318439; 445439,4318513;
445542,4318514; 445685,4318482;
445803,4318417; 446226,4318336;
446298,4318348; 446424,4318418;
446549,4318578; 446661,4319187;
446707,4319293; 446880,4319476;
447042,4319552; 447098,4319734;
447056,4319893; 447068,4320031;
447180,4320199; 447351,4320194;
447394,4320214; 447485,4320382;
447722,4320332; returning to
447886,4320218.
(ii) Note: Map of Unit MEN-1 for the
California red-legged frog follows:
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(14) Unit SON-1: Sonoma County,
California. From USGS 1:24,000 scale
quadrangles Santa Rosa and Kenwood.
(i) Land bounded by the following
UTM Zone 10, NAD83 coordinates
(E,N):
536171,4251731; 536307,4251324;
536231,4250750; 536103,4250388;
535718,4250087; 535462,4250177;
535251,4250336; 534851,4250494;
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534579,4250705; 534389,4250676;
534308,4250419; 534298,4250194;
534123,4250079; 533794,4250578;
533501,4250593; 533472,4250583;
533452,4250531; 533276,4250470;
533146,4250524; 532957,4250539;
532814,4250509; 532248,4250796;
532309,4250962; 532316,4251120;
532497,4251422; 532905,4251407;
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533025,4251475; 533327,4251437;
533608,4251509; 533772,4252033;
533885,4252267; 534180,4252501;
534602,4252689; 535068,4252700;
535824,4252154; returning to
536171,4251731.
(ii) Note: Map of Units SON-1, SON2 and SON-3 for the California redlegged frog follows:
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(15) Unit SON-2: Sonoma County,
California. From USGS 1:24,000 scale
quadrangles Cotati and Glen Ellen.
(i) Land bounded by the following
UTM Zone 10, NAD83 coordinates
(E,N):
535134,4244142; 535187,4244062;
535622,4244348; 535838,4244353;
535971,4244499; 536040,4244436;
536393,4244436; 536655,4243995;
536702,4243674; 537129,4243407;
537300,4242457; 537009,4242237;
537121,4241673; 537315,4241438;
537510,4240808; 538274,4240465;
538488,4239638; 538778,4239243;
538778,4238977; 538645,4238790;
538605,4238404; 538446,4238045;
538180,4237686; 536152,4237939;
536037,4238617; 536157,4239291;
536104,4239642; 535917,4240041;
535829,4240117; 535319,4240068;
534653,4240161; 534496,4240364;
534786,4240840; 534813,4241186;
533414,4242273; 533056,4242396;
532833,4242624; 532537,4242609;
532391,4242756; 532418,4243049;
532604,4243222; 533841,4243454;
534135,4243980; 534633,4244287;
534706,4244539; 534912,4244479;
returning to 535134,4244142.
(ii) Note: Unit SON-2 for California
red-legged frog is depicted on the map
in paragraph (14)(ii) of this entry.
(16) Unit SON-3: Sonoma and Marin
Counties, California. From USGS
1:24,000 scale quadrangle Petaluma.
(i) Land bounded by the following
UTM Zone 10, NAD83 coordinates
(E,N):
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530959,4230115; 531149,4229843;
531149,4229781; 531041,4229699;
530868,4229705; 530792,4229641;
530642,4229379; 529979,4228622;
529625,4228730; 529454,4228860;
529138,4228447; 529190,4228085;
529057,4227870; 529301,4227268;
529301,4226775; 528922,4226523;
528796,4226223; 528732,4225860;
528463,4225746; 528322,4225545;
528070,4225434; 527675,4225545;
527499,4225858; 526791,4226136;
526503,4226700; 526618,4227501;
526791,4227912; 527227,4228272;
527718,4228328; 528554,4228970;
528535,4229182; 528890,4229679;
529111,4229695; 529317,4230021;
529918,4229965; 530079,4229860;
530210,4230039; 530275,4230068;
530354,4230068; 530421,4230102;
530542,4230070; 530681,4230122;
returning to 530959,4230115.
(ii) Note: Unit SON-3 for California
red-legged frog is depicted on the map
in paragraph (14)(ii) of this entry.
(17) Unit NAP-1: Napa County,
California. From USGS 1:24,000 scale
quadrangle Capell Valley.
(i) Land bounded by the following
UTM Zone 10, NAD83 coordinates
(E,N):
571668,4256238; 571744,4256065;
571928,4256108; 572003,4256097;
572230,4255795; 572479,4255665;
572879,4255676; 573030,4255503;
573063,4255384; 573495,4255265;
573603,4255200; 573798,4255395;
573895,4255427; 573949,4255535;
574100,4255568; 574187,4255535;
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574327,4255427; 574468,4255395;
574835,4255535; 575278,4255406;
575408,4255427; 575430,4255244;
575408,4255017; 575592,4254887;
575765,4254649; 575808,4254465;
575581,4254195; 575408,4254033;
575214,4253957; 575333,4253892;
575419,4253676; 575321,4253562;
574972,4253480; 574899,4253535;
574781,4253445; 574508,4253381;
574411,4253302; 574367,4253332;
574279,4253463; 574146,4253508;
573831,4253776; 573715,4253702;
573552,4253734; 573386,4253663;
573186,4253794; 573088,4253822;
572972,4253911; 572909,4253921;
572820,4253898; 572740,4253845;
572582,4253833; 572328,4253749;
572104,4253461; 572027,4253479;
572020,4253414; 571495,4253784;
571420,4254011; 571420,4254184;
571204,4254368; 570339,4254400;
570079,4254573; 569593,4254725;
569474,4254865; 569431,4255060;
569290,4255416; 569344,4255525;
569463,4255568; 569669,4255568;
569852,4255600; 570015,4255676;
570207,4255556; 570241,4255438;
570458,4255211; 570641,4255200;
570804,4255060; 570966,4255049;
571020,4255211; 571009,4255330;
571031,4255449; 571009,4255752;
571031,4255870; 571085,4255968;
571117,4256141; 571301,4256141;
571560,4256281; returning to
571668,4256238.
(ii) Note: Map of Unit NAP-1 for the
California red-legged frog follows:
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(18) Unit MRN-1: Marin County,
California. From USGS 1:24,000 scale
quadrangles Valley Ford and Tomales.
(i) Land bounded by the following
UTM Zone 10, NAD83 coordinates
(E,N): 503193,4241015;
503294,4241015; 503446,4240937;
503876,4240603; 504256,4240551;
504408,4240473; 504433,4240421;
504484,4240396; 504584,4240395;
504545,4240350; 504587,4240298;
504674,4240281; 504733,4240225;
504875,4240159; 504851,4240030;
504874,4239956; 504766,4239840;
504829,4239728; 504862,4239600;
504835,4239306; 504896,4239139;
504977,4239052; 505087,4238842;
505172,4238850; 505319,4238813;
505493,4238806; 505516,4238668;
505626,4238434; 505673,4238392;
506091,4238339; 506140,4238393;
506448,4238501; 506551,4238326;
506504,4237813; 506618,4237620;
506517,4237109; 506625,4236375;
506329,4236129; 506284,4235230;
506524,4234994; 506343,4234300;
506695,4233557; 506620,4233316;
506090,4233083; 506024,4233103;
505937,4233091; 505855,4233143;
505762,4233160; 505672,4233255;
505316,4233212; 505140,4233280;
505088,4233359; 505061,4233502;
504853,4233737; 504730,4233985;
504594,4234030; 504488,4234115;
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504418,4234208; 504373,4234221;
504244,4234161; 503885,4234079;
503816,4234126; 503687,4234290;
503645,4234307; 503492,4234276;
503439,4234355; 503308,4234448;
503306,4234629; 503108,4234736;
502977,4234755; 502885,4234906;
502888,4235086; 502871,4235112;
502733,4235138; 502717,4235160;
502784,4235437; 502764,4235462;
502661,4235385; 502555,4235379;
502381,4235521; 502256,4235562;
502146,4235673; 501997,4235752;
502182,4235744; 502251,4235776;
502356,4235907; 502405,4236072;
502480,4236149; 502493,4236237;
502526,4236262; 502696,4236169;
502907,4235905; 503090,4235814;
503103,4235727; 503078,4235649;
503097,4235618; 503146,4235709;
503147,4235834; 502966,4235913;
502896,4235997; 502848,4236145;
502693,4236274; 502563,4236320;
502474,4236284; 502354,4236108;
502304,4235881; 502188,4235785;
502104,4235813; 502031,4235871;
501753,4235794; 501647,4235813;
501648,4235849; 501527,4235955;
501544,4236012; 501498,4236014;
501409,4236114; 501183,4236116;
501128,4236244; 501074,4236286;
501097,4236453; 501048,4236477;
500968,4236596; 500991,4236836;
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500972,4236920; 500902,4236997;
500660,4237080; 500559,4237170;
500458,4237221; 500395,4237383;
500401,4237476; 500279,4237575;
500302,4237634; 500287,4237695;
500227,4237771; 500253,4237811;
500238,4237936; 500164,4238003;
499987,4238094; 500014,4238175;
499962,4238343; 499796,4238588;
499601,4238795; 499742,4238649;
499813,4238660; 499948,4238829;
500076,4238905; 500483,4239029;
500560,4239079; 500586,4239129;
500587,4239256; 500537,4239409;
500539,4239562; 500438,4239717;
500464,4239818; 500541,4239843;
500642,4239816; 500768,4239714;
500871,4239788; 500922,4239864;
501127,4240016; 501203,4240015;
501203,4239990; 501254,4240014;
501406,4240013; 501458,4240090;
501484,4240267; 501535,4240317;
501688,4240315; 501713,4240341;
501815,4240289; 501916,4240288;
502120,4240363; 502298,4240388;
502349,4240335; 502602,4240208;
502730,4240307; 502756,4240485;
502834,4240586; 502867,4240891;
502964,4240992; returning to
503193,4241015.
(ii) Note: Map of Units MRN-1, MRN2 and MRN-3 for the California redlegged frog follows:
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(19) Unit MRN-2: Marin County,
California. From USGS 1:24,000 scale
quadrangles Point Reyes NE, Inverness,
and Petaluma.
(i) Land bounded by the following
UTM Zone 10, NAD83 coordinates
(E,N): 512634,4232438;
512942,4232244; 513098,4232298;
513362,4232450; 513497,4232455;
513734,4232386; 513918,4232251;
513953,4232187; 513939,4232023;
513849,4231832; 513855,4231619;
513876,4231594; 513952,4231792;
514067,4231818; 514387,4231769;
514431,4231744; 514482,4231533;
514514,4231516; 514663,4231619;
514738,4231830; 514879,4231915;
514984,4231862; 515164,4231822;
515265,4231703; 515413,4231696;
515480,4231654; 515682,4231600;
515773,4231673; 515857,4231825;
515889,4231847; 516011,4231747;
516087,4231574; 516258,4231510;
516369,4231437; 516551,4231414;
516624,4231372; 516733,4231367;
517058,4231285; 517107,4231304;
517391,4231679; 517463,4231696;
517588,4231597; 517667,4231496;
517768,4231273; 517772,4231173;
517811,4231094; 517939,4231058;
518083,4230966; 518200,4231014;
518308,4231014; 518391,4230977;
518538,4230841; 518822,4230448;
518810,4230285; 518942,4230355;
519137,4230506; 519237,4230507;
519320,4230466; 519549,4230605;
519594,4230608; 519685,4230581;
519829,4230580; 519999,4230511;
520091,4230394; 520239,4230269;
520162,4230139; 519882,4229855;
519840,4229621; 519867,4229461;
519849,4229396; 519739,4229280;
519592,4229059; 519476,4228998;
519454,4228924; 519378,4228818;
519315,4228630; 519042,4228213;
518464,4227912; 518370,4227840;
518322,4227831; 518197,4227891;
517943,4228049; 517694,4228069;
517400,4227982; 517268,4227880;
517186,4227771; 517199,4227646;
517250,4227548; 517224,4227253;
517185,4227094; 517202,4227018;
517172,4226789; 517183,4226684;
517345,4226172; 517540,4225917;
517664,4225822; 517996,4225774;
518119,4225599; 518363,4225531;
518498,4225403; 518610,4225441;
518768,4225408; 518968,4225411;
519092,4225528; 519190,4225560;
519233,4225531; 519388,4225502;
519507,4225352; 519594,4225350;
519749,4225266; 519810,4225258;
520064,4225362; 520184,4225514;
520277,4225592; 520630,4225713;
520910,4225546; 520992,4225569;
521097,4225648; 521150,4225647;
521266,4225514; 521483,4225374;
521560,4225362; 521593,4225446;
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521576,4225682; 521628,4225793;
521667,4225821; 521971,4225822;
522029,4225860; 522041,4225912;
522179,4225963; 522417,4225897;
522749,4226030; 523034,4226041;
523183,4225960; 523305,4225859;
523473,4225826; 523554,4225753;
523698,4225705; 523900,4225560;
523999,4225413; 524219,4225251;
524366,4225189; 524417,4225181;
524508,4225322; 524595,4225339;
524810,4225202; 524934,4225191;
525064,4225131; 525135,4225139;
525269,4225297; 525386,4225307;
525742,4225446; 525981,4225301;
526083,4225122; 526277,4225058;
526307,4225022; 526328,4224957;
526330,4224726; 526452,4224537;
526214,4224486; 526042,4224410;
525929,4224415; 525873,4224347;
525811,4224326; 525748,4224320;
525586,4224443; 525534,4224449;
525296,4224366; 525206,4224371;
525133,4224279; 525087,4224261;
524966,4224252; 524839,4224204;
524671,4224229; 524546,4224086;
524230,4223937; 523845,4224016;
523743,4223997; 523685,4223952;
523498,4223688; 523434,4223663;
523161,4223685; 522965,4223495;
522819,4223448; 522613,4223424;
522407,4223176; 522258,4223101;
522271,4222843; 522364,4222760;
522445,4222581; 522555,4222444;
522613,4222102; 522588,4222018;
522343,4221918; 522236,4221786;
522055,4221641; 521969,4221349;
521990,4221082; 521763,4220864;
521855,4220541; 521793,4220391;
521774,4220127; 521784,4220067;
521896,4219981; 521924,4219896;
521848,4219817; 521755,4219800;
521656,4219700; 521494,4219662;
521368,4219377; 521240,4219304;
521152,4219225; 521114,4219151;
520863,4218981; 520678,4218787;
520578,4218796; 520378,4218869;
520247,4218872; 520018,4218822;
519872,4218838; 519845,4218996;
519642,4219152; 519519,4219421;
519233,4219697; 518902,4219651;
518634,4219717; 518312,4219719;
518147,4219746; 517999,4219816;
517719,4219868; 517653,4219916;
517287,4219900; 517225,4219917;
517183,4220084; 517009,4220242;
516987,4220313; 517103,4220544;
517122,4220629; 517253,4220802;
517367,4221065; 517182,4221254;
517129,4221341; 517036,4221398;
516768,4221243; 516693,4221247;
516601,4221165; 516444,4221115;
516150,4221102; 515956,4221049;
515673,4221081; 515460,4221071;
515380,4221101; 515114,4221102;
515014,4220983; 514867,4220920;
514780,4220772; 514755,4220678;
514594,4220665; 514492,4220871;
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514430,4221146; 514439,4221253;
514360,4221329; 514351,4221370;
514397,4221492; 514268,4221673;
514071,4221758; 513978,4221885;
513976,4222125; 513829,4222366;
513771,4222562; 513695,4222672;
513628,4222855; 513572,4222850;
513466,4222715; 513416,4222692;
513297,4222704; 513134,4222645;
512740,4222361; 512600,4222391;
512449,4222344; 512292,4222366;
512112,4222334; 512046,4222390;
511964,4222543; 511866,4222643;
511826,4222861; 511675,4222929;
511527,4223048; 511437,4223216;
511547,4223360; 511503,4223547;
511501,4223757; 511620,4224148;
511629,4224296; 511786,4224456;
511844,4224569; 511874,4224719;
511854,4224868; 511902,4224965;
511904,4225113; 512071,4225338;
512157,4225513; 512204,4225552;
512337,4225573; 512368,4225726;
512356,4225792; 512428,4225869;
512529,4226054; 512591,4226107;
512660,4226098; 512756,4226159;
512859,4226140; 513037,4226157;
513287,4226362; 513607,4226528;
513677,4226611; 513728,4226781;
513769,4226828; 513982,4226839;
514078,4226893; 514253,4227043;
514392,4227258; 514369,4227563;
514393,4227680; 514388,4227874;
514142,4227981; 514068,4228051;
513987,4228072; 513829,4228182;
513610,4228246; 513532,4228309;
513362,4228319; 513228,4228439;
512822,4228591; 512709,4228749;
512692,4228880; 512618,4229002;
512598,4229082; 512424,4229178;
512261,4229363; 512328,4229469;
512328,4229507; 512245,4229751;
512645,4230037; 512816,4230363;
512774,4230537; 512777,4230732;
512685,4231053; 512590,4231193;
512559,4231357; 512387,4231685;
512254,4231827; 512208,4231918;
512249,4232203; 512365,4232457;
512525,4232501; returning to
512634,4232438.
(ii) Note: Unit MRN-2 for California
red-legged frog is depicted on the map
in paragraph (18)(ii) of this entry.
(20) Unit MRN-3: Marin County,
California. From USGS 1:24,000 scale
quadrangles Drakes Bay and Inverness.
(i) Land bounded by the following
UTM Zone 10, NAD83 coordinates
(E,N):
510133,4216765; 510270,4216372;
510239,4216321; 510281,4216124;
510629,4215830; 510849,4215727;
510877,4215571; 510978,4215595;
511057,4215680; 511122,4215630;
511147,4215593; 511161,4215478;
511210,4215387; 511275,4215332;
511518,4214941; 511553,4214727;
511602,4214667; 511785,4214601;
511919,4214612; 512054,4214589;
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512332,4214656; 512415,4214708;
512707,4214574; 512889,4214540;
512963,4214501; 513029,4214420;
513116,4214029; 513217,4214012;
513416,4214031; 513512,4213950;
513576,4213953; 513736,4214119;
513846,4214332; 513925,4214400;
514141,4214492; 514240,4214562;
514366,4214810; 514400,4214999;
514442,4215075; 514510,4215014;
514513,4215057; 514413,4215323;
514255,4215636; 514267,4215701;
514317,4215712; 514365,4215687;
514559,4215488; 514642,4215319;
514725,4215282; 514603,4215579;
514621,4215694; 514779,4215441;
515018,4215186; 515077,4215033;
515232,4214981; 515342,4214897;
515288,4214710; 515275,4214564;
515381,4214375; 515711,4213988;
515746,4213733; 515733,4213354;
515750,4213055; 515781,4212901;
515830,4212870; 516367,4212892;
516503,4212932; 516644,4213042;
516860,4212910; 516926,4212822;
517040,4212830; 517088,4212791;
517172,4212791; 517374,4212518;
517264,4212465; 517339,4212311;
517414,4212254; 517480,4212267;
517595,4212205; 517661,4212078;
517787,4212085; 517933,4212205;
518079,4212282; 518260,4212635;
518544,4212979; 518683,4213112;
518803,4213102; 518927,4212967;
519118,4212921; 519159,4212887;
519291,4212649; 519280,4212589;
519210,4212517; 519196,4212418;
519336,4212358; 519353,4212325;
519335,4212205; 519349,4212132;
519401,4212089; 519504,4212103;
519628,4212046; 520171,4211644;
520055,4211392; 520030,4211190;
520097,4210910; 520586,4210785;
520815,4210783; 520850,4210769;
520892,4210704; 520861,4210397;
520721,4210162; 520600,4210028;
520590,4209949; 520646,4209898;
520887,4209871; 521006,4209793;
521031,4209751; 521041,4209527;
521004,4209454; 521114,4209240;
521104,4208959; 521141,4208913;
521339,4208949; 521419,4208921;
521461,4208889; 521598,4208620;
521501,4208595; 521346,4208500;
520950,4208483; 520727,4208354;
520374,4208079; 520220,4208045;
519885,4207813; 519438,4207400;
519240,4207065; 519025,4206781;
518852,4206795; 518859,4206992;
518825,4207242; 518779,4207341;
518633,4207493; 518590,4207597;
518303,4207765; 518255,4207851;
518165,4207884; 518049,4207875;
518013,4207892; 517908,4208057;
517861,4208082; 517771,4208080;
517601,4207985; 517354,4207996;
517125,4207882; 516970,4208017;
516925,4208111; 516780,4208118;
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516653,4208173; 516549,4208178;
516215,4207960; 516078,4207893;
516028,4207896; 516070,4207700;
516038,4207514; 515826,4207401;
515664,4207236; 515598,4207042;
515590,4206816; 515322,4206667;
515113,4206403; 515080,4206186;
515096,4206019; 515065,4205839;
514688,4206208; 514367,4206421;
514164,4206598; 514016,4206652;
513803,4206859; 513688,4206894;
513604,4206970; 513520,4206990;
513373,4207120; 513147,4207269;
513080,4207355;
512595,4207687;511835,4208055;
510313,4208639; 509246,4208876;
508651,4208951; 507880,4209000;
507124,4208993; 506775,4209072;
506615,4209014; 506389,4209039;
506185,4209217; 506100,4209325;
506026,4209510; 506062,4209603;
506147,4209545; 506522,4209169;
506599,4209122; 506704,4209127;
507025,4209067; 507050,4209081;
507021,4209143; 507076,4209099;
507177,4209122; 507283,4209116;
507420,4209185; 507483,4209182;
507616,4209126; 507643,4209139;
507686,4209105; 507724,4209130;
507788,4209094; 507905,4209139;
507930,4209221; 508127,4209185;
508246,4209094; 508475,4209068;
508605,4209086; 508742,4209175;
509023,4209151; 509049,4209111;
509162,4209163; 509287,4209156;
509499,4209071; 509720,4209108;
509812,4208918; 509891,4208860;
509994,4208851; 510052,4208894;
510045,4208952; 510136,4208954;
510157,4208984; 510131,4209303;
510153,4209435; 510272,4209507;
510319,4209698; 510496,4209864;
510535,4210135; 510476,4210146;
510415,4210004; 510296,4209863;
510147,4209602; 510074,4209535;
509993,4209279; 509919,4209208;
509881,4209127; 509880,4209033;
509912,4208981; 510016,4208932;
510001,4208886; 509935,4208880;
509859,4208919; 509794,4209132;
509665,4209263; 509602,4209288;
509535,4209402; 509522,4209605;
509542,4209833; 509599,4209906;
509582,4209938; 509531,4209958;
509498,4210182; 509497,4210378;
509530,4210514; 509481,4210581;
509421,4210611; 509363,4210579;
509397,4210503; 509347,4210265;
509376,4209961; 509337,4209815;
509262,4209739; 509322,4209688;
509335,4209619; 509231,4209471;
509045,4209333; 508894,4209327;
508634,4209341; 508147,4209491;
508043,4209600; 508011,4209679;
508173,4209875; 508255,4210124;
508276,4210307; 508411,4210455;
508358,4210636; 508157,4210758;
508218,4210924; 508310,4211016;
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508308,4211083; 508069,4211277;
507969,4211477; 507982,4211523;
507957,4211557; 507908,4211517;
507891,4211365; 507858,4211301;
507856,4210821; 507724,4210572;
507654,4210495; 507635,4210336;
507564,4210209; 507584,4210056;
507624,4209986; 507623,4209788;
507582,4209630; 507506,4209538;
507402,4209523; 507316,4209544;
507282,4209578; 507243,4209663;
507223,4209841; 507189,4209938;
507155,4209926; 507137,4209871;
507120,4209657; 507072,4209525;
506934,4209479; 506640,4209505;
506585,4209679; 506405,4209809;
506374,4209808; 506330,4209751;
506300,4209746; 505982,4209766;
505968,4209916; 505932,4209915;
505904,4210075; 505989,4210384;
505975,4210478; 505841,4210606;
505717,4210639; 505621,4210708;
505541,4210808; 505483,4210945;
505662,4211260; 505803,4211801;
505861,4211906; 506155,4212049;
506253,4212142; 506528,4212306;
506603,4212436; 506660,4212449;
506814,4212424; 506833,4212520;
506806,4212654; 506849,4212713;
506972,4212769; 507062,4212882;
506897,4212979; 506875,4213038;
506870,4213078; 506970,4213237;
507091,4213310; 507337,4213389;
507473,4213521; 507701,4213616;
507766,4213902; 507762,4213958;
507701,4213945; 507619,4213805;
507498,4213731; 507377,4213715;
507325,4213740; 507320,4213683;
507208,4213594; 507194,4213554;
507141,4213533; 506822,4213739;
506815,4213782; 506850,4213857;
506771,4214113; 506743,4214115;
506675,4214021; 506726,4213828;
506726,4213696; 506678,4213492;
506493,4213195; 506389,4212903;
506254,4212836; 506213,4212761;
506114,4212799; 505874,4212950;
505835,4213134; 505797,4213179;
505897,4213364; 505883,4213473;
505786,4213556; 505841,4213871;
505829,4213936; 505714,4214048;
505700,4214146; 505822,4214442;
505999,4214691; 505996,4214804;
505922,4214995; 505744,4215071;
505667,4215174; 505682,4215213;
505800,4215221; 505869,4215291;
506047,4215394; 506071,4215552;
506153,4215767; 506306,4215910;
506113,4215969; 506033,4215923;
505970,4215915; 505940,4215851;
505734,4215768; 505663,4215684;
505665,4215590; 505714,4215479;
505716,4215417; 505473,4215046;
505480,4214996; 505551,4214971;
505562,4214934; 505526,4214858;
505519,4214764; 505394,4214667;
505239,4214416; 505308,4214248;
505286,4213725; 505166,4213472;
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505131,4213280; 505078,4213202;
505125,4212897; 505079,4212810;
504900,4212697; 504875,4212624;
504885,4212573; 504699,4212565;
504579,4212601; 504277,4212526;
504121,4212539; 504025,4212680;
504012,4212738; 504102,4212844;
504120,4212904; 504015,4213135;
504046,4213215; 504113,4213731;
503996,4213871; 504034,4213972;
503978,4214093; 503977,4214204;
503830,4214257; 503835,4214302;
503876,4214339; 503876,4214401;
503815,4214438; 503738,4214410;
503736,4214280; 503812,4214133;
503817,4214085; 503769,4213973;
503833,4213955; 503823,4213683;
503896,4213564; 503833,4213478;
503729,4213414; 503716,4213377;
503716,4213290; 503691,4213250;
503706,4213134; 503833,4212871;
503783,4212787; 503653,4212683;
503653,4212655; 503848,4212534;
503974,4212395; 504304,4212249;
504383,4212104; 504416,4211984;
504527,4211838; 504502,4211391;
504441,4211246; 504386,4211242;
504228,4211389; 503976,4211540;
503867,4211561; 503708,4211770;
503572,4211855; 503491,4211936;
503412,4211941; 503199,4212071;
503161,4212073; 503125,4212040;
503208,4211906; 503395,4211843;
503522,4211746; 503496,4211685;
503407,4211715; 503382,4211680;
503447,4211617; 503633,4211529;
503660,4211433; 503726,4211397;
503763,4211345; 503792,4211211;
503904,4211249; 504028,4211206;
504185,4211117; 504333,4210980;
504453,4210930; 504659,4210567;
504878,4210346; 504957,4210209;
505062,4210144; 505202,4209880;
505237,4209682; 505324,4209654;
505374,4209663; 505343,4209781;
505363,4209797; 505547,4209768;
505624,4209689; 505611,4209581;
505577,4209548; 505377,4209502;
505306,4209375; 505228,4209324;
504720,4209278; 504495,4209232;
503790,4209003; 503381,4208827;
502952,4208525; 502424,4208062;
502092,4207655; 501862,4207309;
501600,4206827; 501470,4206438;
501401,4206059; 501407,4205930;
501463,4205808; 501466,4205587;
501645,4205532; 501759,4205459;
501846,4205437; 501883,4205393;
501964,4205388; 502079,4205256;
502351,4205134; 502442,4205166;
502497,4205140; 502567,4205152;
502686,4205086; 502750,4205080;
502867,4205113;502873,4205060;
503019,4204813; 503124,4204736;
503115,4204722; 502956,4204673;
502927,4204721; 502810,4204750;
502632,4204765; 502492,4204737;
502373,4204742; 502323,4204822;
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502347,4204896; 502292,4204963;
502181,4204983; 502112,4204967;
501888,4205031; 501683,4204983;
501563,4205013; 501477,4204995;
501377,4205051; 501227,4205013;
501227,4204947; 501192,4204936;
501123,4205000; 501156,4205033;
501127,4205088; 501050,4205076;
500973,4205148; 500811,4205234;
500575,4205162; 500552,4205058;
500420,4205028; 500409,4205116;
500293,4205180; 500176,4205160;
500112,4205121; 500082,4205134;
500035,4205076; 500014,4205138;
499960,4205144; 499933,4205132;
499908,4205069; 499856,4205055;
499796,4205072; 499774,4205044;
499700,4205069; 499499,4205076;
499452,4205234; 499347,4205261;
499348,4205303; 499300,4205322;
499161,4205311; 499129,4205276;
499091,4205304; 499077,4205280;
499042,4205321; 499001,4205306;
499005,4205265; 499023,4205267;
498993,4205231; 498985,4205317;
498933,4205329; 498893,4205265;
498794,4205213; 498766,4205151;
498712,4205145; 498599,4205178;
498517,4205164; 498476,4205219;
498452,4205161; 498348,4205198;
498327,4205256; 498173,4205288;
498083,4205254; 498014,4205270;
497983,4205215; 497891,4205242;
497876,4205290; 497903,4205377;
497979,4205447; 498051,4205586;
498106,4205613; 498115,4205676;
498188,4205786; 498243,4205796;
498308,4205758; 498360,4205764;
498497,4205674; 498587,4205715;
498578,4205773; 498665,4205838;
498695,4205922; 498819,4205919;
498847,4205899; 498954,4205918;
499075,4206064; 499253,4206407;
499399,4206801; 499539,4207277;
499907,4208172; 500142,4208871;
500345,4209347; 500720,4210420;
500986,4211087; 501012,4211233;
501361,4212122; 501901,4213703;
502491,4215316; 503094,4217156;
503345,4217022; 503679,4216629;
503730,4216579; 503799,4216555;
503958,4216581; 504285,4216561;
504526,4216621; 504859,4216757;
505264,4217009; 505550,4217104;
506541,4216757; 506604,4217067;
506525,4217161; 506532,4217185;
506994,4217323; 507410,4217877;
508102,4217877; 509072,4218155;
509626,4218155; 510135,4217982;
510344,4217819; 510140,4217687;
510054,4217459; 509963,4217330;
509962,4217179; 510098,4216973;
510136,4216841; returning to
510133,4216765.
(ii) Note: Unit MRN-3 for California
red-legged frog is depicted on the map
in paragraph (18)(ii) of this entry.
(21) Unit SOL-1: Solano and Napa
Counties, California. From USGS
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1:24,000 scale quadrangles Cordelia,
Benecia, Fairfield South and Vine Hill.
(i) Land bounded by the following
UTM Zone 10, NAD83 coordinates
(E,N): 573848,4228015;
573903,4227912; 573977,4227914;
574101,4228001; 574144,4227996;
574168,4227924; 574108,4227756;
574045,4227438; 574091,4227308;
574369,4227183; 574607,4226770;
574709,4226724; 574710,4226757;
574752,4226739; 575176,4225375;
575367,4224934; 575363,4224914;
575154,4224811; 575156,4224422;
575340,4224312; 575272,4224261;
575277,4224221; 575430,4223998;
575543,4223916; 575898,4223882;
575951,4223933; 575956,4224042;
576548,4224315; 576613,4224309;
577094,4224080; 577185,4224072;
577294,4223874; 577241,4223622;
577294,4223503; 577394,4223421;
577361,4223317; 577276,4223227;
577093,4223198; 577026,4223148;
577088,4222761; 577231,4222620;
577424,4222494; 577487,4222409;
577764,4222437; 577901,4222389;
577908,4222309; 577823,4222231;
578000,4222065; 577976,4222018;
577851,4221975; 577819,4221920;
577874,4221749; 577847,4221604;
577479,4221571; 577347,4221465;
577347,4221267; 577254,4221042;
577263,4220963; 577240,4220963;
577232,4220845; 577157,4220753;
577148,4220519; 577207,4220260;
577340,4219959; 577708,4219717;
577833,4219667; 578061,4219640;
578022,4219507; 577850,4219230;
578141,4219044; 578141,4218548;
578071,4218516; 577638,4218687;
576844,4218674; 576474,4218621;
576315,4218370; 576130,4218317;
575892,4218145; 575693,4217814;
575535,4217616; 575045,4217139;
574873,4216862; 574304,4217100;
574026,4217139; 573391,4217351;
573100,4217311; 572730,4217510;
572550,4217698; 572484,4217823;
572498,4218787; 572276,4219425;
572241,4219668; 571809,4219995;
571486,4220345; 571285,4220358;
571097,4220460; 570722,4220804;
570712,4220888; 570467,4221496;
569971,4222168; 569322,4222661;
569141,4222871; 568932,4223029;
569100,4223446; 569287,4223455;
569617,4223245; 569859,4223239;
569998,4223461; 570161,4223803;
570212,4223793; 570589,4223923;
570713,4223831; 570802,4223659;
570802,4223501; 570936,4223240;
571008,4222761; 571145,4222466;
571240,4222370; 571367,4222173;
571848,4221869; 571964,4221615;
572129,4221634; 572415,4221529;
572618,4221361; 572912,4221346;
572919,4221484; 573182,4221670;
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573101,4221744; 573080,4222159;
572894,4222695; 572719,4223078;
572686,4223384; 572555,4223800;
572555,4224434; 572609,4224828;
572596,4225163; 572424,4225185;
572290,4225081; 572133,4225232;
572065,4225225; 571881,4225001;
571574,4224781; 571484,4224773;
571338,4224672; 571231,4224490;
570850,4224490; 570733,4224439;
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570602,4224420; 570585,4224503;
570453,4224690; 570576,4224852;
570722,4224934; 570875,4225093;
570763,4225322; 570670,4225406;
570879,4225740; 571040,4225925;
571358,4226168; 571485,4226295;
571618,4226478; 571663,4226445;
571710,4226470; 571678,4226529;
571802,4226631; 571975,4226718;
572345,4226851; 572506,4226954;
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572764,4227177; 573262,4227884;
573371,4227967; 573657,4228044;
573766,4228055; returning to
573848,4228015.
(ii) Note: Map of Units SOL-1, SOL2 and SOL-3 for the California redlegged frog follows:
BILLING CODE 4310–55–S
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(22) Unit SOL-2: Solano and Napa
Counties, California. From USGS
1:24,000 scale quadrangle Cordelia.
(i) Land bounded by the following
UTM Zone 10, NAD83 coordinates
(E,N):
570458,4232242; 570722,4232209;
571086,4232374; 571367,4232573;
571880,4232606; 572552,4232394;
572809,4232259; 572809,4232155;
572756,4231996; 572637,4231837;
572637,4231639; 573009,4231625;
573192,4231413; 573390,4231275;
573441,4231119; 573467,4230836;
573406,4230775; 573470,4230566;
573705,4230214; 573992,4230187;
574036,4230088; 574120,4230009;
574352,4229667; 574403,4229391;
574344,4229350; 573890,4229241;
573760,4229329; 573519,4229412;
573113,4229431; 572770,4229520;
572598,4229533; 572300,4229291;
571970,4229190; 571766,4229253;
571606,4229514; 571658,4230168;
571639,4230536; 571519,4230834;
571360,4230968; 571023,4230968;
570750,4231012; 570560,4230936;
570294,4230699; 569918,4230136;
569626,4230110; 569334,4230180;
568858,4230392; 568747,4230511;
568604,4230722; 568466,4230826;
568420,4230947; 568427,4231151;
568370,4231153; 568241,4231036;
568170,4231061; 568251,4231202;
568522,4231421; 568329,4231625;
568273,4231618; 568199,4231461;
568133,4231392; 568051,4231386;
567956,4231463; 567912,4231543;
567727,4231690; 567729,4231878;
567994,4232292; 567944,4232639;
568093,4233152; 568821,4233152;
569151,4233185; 569548,4233185;
569846,4233019; 570061,4232854;
returning to 570458,4232242.
(ii) Note: Unit SOL-2 for California
red-legged frog is depicted on the map
in paragraph (21)(ii) of this entry.
(23) Unit SOL-3: Solano and Napa
Counties, California. From USGS
1:24,000 scale quadrangle Cordelia.
(i) Land bounded by the following
UTM Zone 10, NAD83 coordinates
(E,N):
567740,4229171; 568267,4229171;
568477,4228910; 568712,4228853;
568966,4228656; 569087,4228510;
569334,4228485; 569607,4228396;
569918,4228237; 570276,4228164;
571071,4228258; 571556,4228946;
572117,4228927; 572376,4228815;
572535,4228688; 572789,4228707;
573052,4228841; 573309,4228751;
573595,4228530; 573591,4228489;
572973,4227712; 572720,4227679;
572641,4227523; 572604,4227377;
572604,4227200; 572266,4227009;
572043,4226973; 571747,4226787;
571739,4226736; 571691,4226684;
571607,4226655; 571371,4226453;
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571252,4226308; 570965,4226045;
570780,4225806; 570606,4225519;
570453,4225433; 570323,4225316;
570088,4225297; 569929,4225225;
569754,4225196; 569569,4225199;
569376,4225109; 569270,4225000;
569119,4224961; 569074,4224876;
568960,4224768; 568745,4224634;
568523,4224574; 568380,4224504;
568010,4224527; 567864,4224622;
567019,4224654; 566765,4224802;
566704,4225101; 566522,4225215;
566353,4225363; 566462,4225788;
566610,4226015; 566604,4226126;
566731,4226294; 566877,4226326;
567175,4226542; 567232,4226739;
567105,4226948; 567076,4227307;
567417,4228231; 567664,4228428;
567740,4228580; returning to
567740,4229171.
(ii) Note: Unit SOL-3 for California
red-legged frog is depicted on the map
in paragraph (21)(ii) of this entry.
(24) Unit CCS-1: Contra Costa County,
California. From USGS 1:24,000 scale
quadrangles Richmond, Benecia,
Briones Valley and Walnut Creek.
(i) Land bounded by the following
UTM Zone 10, NAD83 coordinates
(E,N): 572162,4205268;
572327,4205277; 572442,4205195;
572582,4205195; 572788,4205283;
572909,4205274; 573122,4204829;
573298,4204638; 573495,4204549;
573519,4204473; 573487,4204382;
573594,4204332; 573672,4204255;
573639,4204185; 573520,4204083;
573424,4203726; 573355,4203671;
573267,4203695; 573150,4203787;
572928,4203867; 572737,4204064;
572574,4203972; 572526,4203835;
571765,4203776; 571660,4203656;
571783,4202972; 571741,4202650;
571991,4202253; 572214,4201968;
572486,4201677; 572471,4201544;
572497,4201511; 572614,4201480;
572794,4201502; 572878,4201552;
573135,4201820; 573168,4201827;
573218,4201660; 573237,4201425;
573292,4201268; 573364,4201222;
573484,4200970; 573443,4201046;
573544,4201047; 573651,4201342;
573748,4201343; 573742,4201477;
574217,4201456; 574155,4201560;
574504,4201744; 574537,4201730;
574501,4201794; 574535,4201949;
574691,4201984; 574719,4201926;
574749,4201918; 574771,4201939;
574774,4202005; 574799,4202006;
574807,4201453; 575241,4201597;
575195,4201668; 575198,4201759;
575232,4201791; 575271,4201928;
575242,4201927; 575276,4202021;
575390,4202092; 575386,4202303;
575527,4202304; 575672,4202256;
575687,4202126; 575729,4202104;
575803,4202084; 575955,4202109;
575936,4202055; 576042,4201903;
575989,4201793; 576046,4201771;
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576025,4201654; 576171,4201610;
576222,4201746; 576282,4201829;
576248,4201881; 576272,4201920;
576235,4201988; 576381,4202154;
576452,4202128; 576537,4202156;
576696,4201885; 576871,4201782;
576922,4201934; 577022,4202086;
577036,4202077; 577059,4202163;
577129,4202252; 577122,4202327;
577165,4202394; 577286,4202312;
577377,4202449; 577553,4202269;
577370,4202080; 577433,4202019;
577181,4201778; 577331,4201778;
577332,4201711; 577396,4201713;
577394,4201778; 577538,4201779;
577538,4201608; 577375,4201499;
577180,4201413; 577177,4201270;
577253,4201191; 577192,4200992;
577204,4200806; 577331,4200562;
577350,4200480; 577311,4200435;
577192,4200372; 577162,4200287;
577028,4200293; 576947,4200268;
576858,4200184; 576906,4200083;
576929,4199888; 576926,4199829;
576851,4199719; 576847,4199627;
576744,4199595; 576480,4199299;
576670,4199097; 576790,4199053;
576934,4198944; 577000,4198816;
576998,4198671; 576909,4198588;
576860,4198575; 576798,4198592;
576812,4198531; 576357,4198119;
576106,4197955; 575987,4197664;
576046,4197240; 576005,4197111;
575797,4196993; 575587,4196999;
575432,4196824; 575436,4196897;
575386,4197011; 575161,4197151;
575066,4197298; 574718,4197534;
574156,4197457; 574162,4197390;
573973,4197317; 573757,4197318;
573683,4197437; 573738,4197634;
573750,4197950; 573599,4197933;
573543,4198199; 573353,4198414;
573281,4198460; 573166,4198456;
573063,4198504; 573022,4198458;
572836,4198432; 572610,4198534;
572532,4198601; 572485,4198723;
572417,4198723; 572221,4198785;
572141,4198998; 572010,4199081;
571881,4199118; 571670,4199102;
571566,4199147; 571524,4199202;
571507,4199310; 571533,4199362;
571350,4199393; 571009,4199625;
570836,4199835; 570696,4199866;
570536,4199789; 570280,4199549;
569826,4199391; 569478,4199475;
568851,4199841; 568699,4199671;
568627,4199387; 568691,4199069;
568353,4199245; 567529,4198875;
566350,4199375; 566284,4199599;
566341,4199604; 566737,4199831;
566760,4199874; 566841,4199875;
566833,4199961; 566930,4200163;
566919,4200201; 566776,4200022;
566657,4200001; 566562,4199885;
566296,4199802; 566239,4199753;
566203,4199876; 565621,4200086;
565429,4200430; 565511,4200537;
565521,4200525; 566258,4201186;
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566869,4201553; 566786,4201997;
566461,4202226; 566270,4202570;
565402,4203167; 565751,4203676;
566022,4203755; 566817,4203589;
567187,4203774; 567307,4204369;
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567551,4204653; 567971,4204786;
568162,4205016; 568316,4205601;
569243,4205726; 569500,4206028;
569786,4206162; 571795,4205888;
571822,4205812; 572102,4205486;
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572129,4205309; returning to
572162,4205268.
(ii) Note: Map of Unit CCS-1 for the
California red-legged frog follows:
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(25) Unit CCS-2: Contra Costa and
Alameda Counties, California.
(i) Subunit CCS-2A. From USGS
1:24,000 scale quadrangles Walnut
Creek, Clayton, and Diablo. Land
bounded by the following UTM Zone
10, NAD83 coordinates (E,N):
590966,4195381; 591584,4195077;
591596,4194986; 591659,4194914;
591743,4194903; 591896,4194623;
592141,4194355; 592189,4194330;
592235,4194205; 592329,4194137;
592442,4194139; 592470,4194106;
592527,4193846; 592688,4193638;
592834,4193634; 592942,4193372;
593298,4193329; 593278,4193189;
592898,4193026; 592464,4192592;
592410,4192158; 592410,4191723;
592301,4191397; 591867,4191017;
591595,4190529; 591495,4190495;
591457,4190511; 591447,4190592;
591142,4190699; 591124,4190836;
590955,4190873; 590648,4191074;
589965,4191056; 589873,4191079;
589807,4191148; 589751,4191159;
589656,4191120; 589656,4191026;
589428,4191042; 589293,4190997;
588928,4190974; 588851,4191280;
588891,4191357; 588857,4191474;
588834,4191480; 588831,4191683;
588477,4191754; 588478,4191791;
588335,4191796; 588267,4191865;
588296,4191958; 588224,4192037;
588213,4192087; 588248,4192180;
588129,4192225; 588074,4192281;
588047,4192349; 588100,4192405;
588063,4192545; 587986,4192680;
587925,4192733; 587796,4192729;
587701,4192678; 587606,4192858;
587356,4193019; 587222,4193159;
587396,4193281; 587505,4193429;
587711,4193321; 588016,4193393;
588207,4193552; 588289,4193768;
588378,4193831; 588728,4193850;
588804,4194250; 588982,4194638;
589026,4194983; 589108,4195198;
589323,4195327; 589882,4195381;
590548,4195274; returning to
590966,4195381.
(ii) Subunit CCS-2B. From USGS
1:24,000 scale quadrangles Diablo,
Tassajara, Byron Hot Springs, Dublin,
Livermore, Altamont, Midway, and
Clifton Court Forebay. Land bounded by
the following UTM Zone 10, NAD83
coordinates (E,N): 599361,4176006;
599341,4176048; 599341,4176174;
599284,4176237; 599339,4176375;
599328,4176394; 599351,4176409;
599193,4176675; 599350,4177063;
599085,4177291; 598887,4177526;
598831,4177784; 598883,4178009;
598893,4178237; 598946,4178300;
598936,4178389; 599076,4178612;
599001,4178659; 598939,4178780;
598982,4178937; 599256,4179309;
599170,4179461; 599348,4180125;
599348,4180303; 599494,4180570;
599710,4180868; 599735,4181179;
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599932,4181459; 600465,4181344;
601189,4181433; 601265,4181573;
601010,4181785; 601010,4182167;
601038,4182207; 601226,4182275;
601305,4182383; 601321,4182514;
601408,4182609; 601544,4182684;
601770,4182693; 602052,4182635;
601992,4183824; 601846,4184616;
600555,4184616; 600399,4184565;
600269,4184571; 600243,4184637;
600179,4184639; 600087,4184579;
599915,4184539; 599359,4184962;
599227,4185769; 598974,4186032;
599082,4186368; 597914,4186452;
597879,4186793; 597685,4186967;
597681,4187031; 597633,4187076;
597562,4187077; 597525,4187112;
597176,4187118; 597174,4186906;
597046,4186902; 596844,4187007;
596646,4187013; 596172,4187079;
595987,4187174; 595752,4187566;
595813,4187685; 595746,4187785;
595523,4187813; 595445,4188105;
595352,4188108; 595240,4188044;
595240,4187971; 595198,4187857;
595210,4187761; 595151,4187633;
595069,4187629; 594873,4187497;
594601,4187391; 594459,4187434;
594459,4187518; 594309,4187529;
594261,4187722; 594233,4187736;
594223,4187841; 594131,4187785;
593748,4187977; 593705,4188078;
593606,4188042; 593474,4188081;
593410,4188204; 593240,4188182;
593132,4188217; 593036,4188421;
592987,4188416; 592913,4188598;
592625,4188865; 592566,4188841;
592547,4188887; 592579,4188947;
592403,4189055; 592432,4189145;
592389,4189312; 592346,4189373;
592327,4189556; 592289,4189590;
592283,4189782; 592464,4189714;
593007,4189660; 593441,4189388;
594039,4189171; 594364,4189225;
594907,4189225; 595342,4188900;
595722,4188520; 596211,4188465;
596428,4188845; 596482,4189334;
596699,4189931; 597242,4189986;
597514,4189551; 597894,4189334;
598165,4189117; 598491,4188791;
598871,4188302; 599577,4188411;
600012,4188411; 600336,4188087;
600351,4186962; 601470,4186982;
601695,4186728; 602129,4186456;
602944,4185370; 603650,4184936;
603867,4184719; 604410,4184556;
606690,4182112; 606690,4181081;
607776,4180266; 621397,4184549;
621470,4184429; 621507,4184287;
621983,4184349; 621788,4184672;
623318,4185153; 623256,4185109;
623331,4184969; 623311,4184795;
623520,4184478; 623692,4184338;
623735,4184117; 623472,4184116;
623479,4183966; 623791,4183970;
623813,4183913; 623940,4183799;
623890,4183477; 623954,4183316;
624056,4183260; 624119,4183134;
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624022,4182579; 624054,4182471;
624181,4182344; 624213,4182236;
624206,4182046; 624323,4181863;
624472,4181801; 624471,4181577;
624777,4181462; 624962,4181261;
625001,4181120; 625034,4180699;
624946,4180302; 624892,4180389;
624579,4180724; 624473,4180770;
623882,4180767; 623692,4180833;
623559,4181043; 623364,4181183;
623224,4181383; 623257,4181585;
623226,4181707; 623107,4181751;
623051,4181839; 622963,4181907;
622678,4182332; 622560,4182376;
622472,4182442; 622425,4182514;
622328,4182564; 621806,4182439;
621645,4182584; 621674,4182640;
621703,4182642; 621709,4182689;
621528,4182836; 621453,4182808;
621431,4182743; 621406,4182776;
621381,4182923; 621490,4183263;
621445,4183403; 621342,4183538;
621098,4183711; 621050,4183843;
621031,4184097; 621241,4184338;
621139,4184357; 621006,4184237;
620949,4184103; 620949,4183835;
620983,4183702; 621309,4183387;
621332,4183208; 621247,4183062;
621234,4182871; 621347,4182624;
621380,4182609; 621400,4182556;
621389,4182512; 621238,4182326;
621169,4182277; 621146,4182237;
621203,4182212; 621140,4182070;
621049,4181958; 621071,4181920;
621203,4181983; 621390,4182187;
621500,4182201; 621508,4182234;
621462,4182320; 621555,4182405;
621608,4182406; 621772,4182312;
622035,4182252; 622121,4182186;
622129,4182128; 622076,4182055;
621966,4181995; 621990,4181963;
622087,4181953; 622193,4182005;
622344,4182150; 622373,4182150;
622324,4181968; 622489,4182014;
622512,4181967; 622438,4181807;
622507,4181784; 622607,4181864;
622646,4181844; 622646,4181772;
622586,4181578; 622576,4181510;
622593,4181479; 622690,4181578;
622756,4181595; 622746,4181709;
622829,4181733; 622898,4181650;
623013,4181402; 622971,4181220;
623021,4181194; 623122,4181313;
623190,4181189; 623441,4180906;
623501,4180763; 623628,4180649;
624135,4180591; 624429,4180624;
624619,4180516; 624856,4180172;
624907,4179859; 625025,4179696;
625203,4179620; 625248,4179512;
625271,4179192; 625357,4179099;
625221,4179013; 625094,4178683;
624999,4178137; 624186,4177959;
623602,4177870; 623284,4177769;
622719,4177737; 621971,4177625;
621163,4177429; 621071,4177365;
621001,4177389; 620839,4177350;
620531,4177175; 620338,4176956;
620073,4176555; 619557,4176372;
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619398,4176387; 618445,4175921;
617741,4175699; 617214,4175661;
616985,4175845; 616827,4175893;
616726,4176023; 616595,4176069;
616465,4175916; 616300,4175916;
616199,4175967; 615952,4175987;
615645,4175956; 615550,4175968;
615445,4176022; 615277,4176155;
615204,4176187; 615014,4176190;
614869,4176077; 614818,4175888;
614818,4175781; 614758,4175694;
614621,4175571; 614115,4175445;
613667,4175272; 613613,4176416;
613543,4176702; 612845,4176702;
612559,4176794; 612400,4176791;
612405,4176585; 612468,4176496;
612180,4176347; 612010,4176352;
612010,4176485; 611878,4176498;
611851,4176683; 611698,4176683;
611670,4176703; 611263,4176692;
611257,4176915; 611178,4176961;
611109,4177229; 610888,4177229;
610888,4177496; 611059,4177908;
611149,4177904; 611195,4177958;
611343,4178037; 611193,4178156;
611193,4178602; 611068,4178930;
610967,4179021;610819,4179105;
610460,4179200; 610330,4179268;
609942,4179653; 609884,4179675;
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609747,4179649; 609678,4179584;
609502,4179091; 609208,4179078;
609149,4178483; 608938,4178402;
608889,4178405; 608832,4178467;
608803,4178607; 608865,4178832;
608944,4178926; 609022,4179100;
609060,4179514; 608923,4179877;
607783,4179877; 607783,4180239;
607592,4180175; 607605,4179870;
607484,4179865; 607370,4179978;
606881,4179934; 606870,4179354;
607316,4178848; 607596,4178386;
607665,4178177; 607653,4177923;
607603,4177779; 607537,4177711;
607502,4177695; 607417,4177711;
607172,4177871; 607079,4177880;
606952,4177811; 607119,4177617;
607167,4177594; 607178,4177547;
607313,4177374; 607361,4177193;
607383,4176794; 607422,4176549;
607376,4176262; 607269,4175975;
607245,4175797; 607203,4175727;
607089,4175779; 606953,4175988;
606888,4175970; 606501,4175670;
606083,4175437; 605976,4175309;
605778,4174901; 605660,4174762;
605340,4174590; 605260,4174590;
605062,4175042; 604508,4175020;
604524,4174007; 603715,4173996;
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603645,4173682; 603510,4173621;
603327,4173595; 603249,4173617;
603170,4173716; 602842,4173817;
602840,4173677; 602595,4173680;
602368,4173630; 602125,4173622;
601350,4173736; 601331,4173978;
601403,4174098; 601431,4174282;
601370,4174292; 601409,4174480;
601336,4174586; 601270,4174580;
601326,4174955; 601262,4175552;
601290,4175975; 601215,4176027;
601041,4176273; 600792,4176312;
600663,4176411; 600507,4176407;
600411,4176520; 600516,4176742;
600494,4176951; 600239,4177033;
600094,4177043; 599730,4176899;
599700,4176852; 599576,4176774;
599452,4176577; 599452,4176098;
599402,4176098; returning to
599361,4176006. Excluding:
622742,4184043; 622742,4183973;
623170,4183986; 623154,4184309;
622828,4184300; 622828,4184064;
returning to 622742,4184043.
(iii) Note: Map of Unit CCS-2,
subunits CCS-2A and CCS-2B, for the
California red-legged frog follows:
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(26) Unit ALA-1: Alameda and Contra
Costa Counties, California.
(i) Subunit ALA-1A. From USGS
1:24,000 scale quadrangles Hayward
and Dublin. Land bounded by the
following UTM Zone 10, NAD83
coordinates (E,N): 589322,4176556;
589405,4176494; 589496,4176505;
589924,4176319; 589935,4176295;
590430,4176229; 590671,4176222;
591266,4175498; 591719,4174774;
591948,4174305; 591853,4174108;
591642,4173986; 591604,4173865;
591542,4173820; 591545,4173707;
591486,4173693; 591355,4173389;
591499,4173241; 591694,4173149;
591840,4172933; 591448,4172833;
590725,4172829; 589688,4172994;
589054,4173369; 588658,4173519;
588382,4173575; 588034,4173607;
587897,4173519; 587616,4173529;
587503,4173596; 587361,4173580;
587265,4173454; 587091,4173433;
586954,4173495; 586775,4173449;
586544,4173495; 586531,4173449;
586293,4173369; 586242,4173425;
586242,4173859; 586210,4173945;
586247,4174005; 586500,4174070;
586630,4174164; 587008,4174540;
587167,4174927; 587446,4175244;
587548,4175454; 587414,4175727;
587586,4176114; 587681,4176546;
587654,4176671; 587794,4176717;
587912,4176814; 588009,4176960;
588352,4177224; 588496,4177249;
588745,4177130; 588812,4177013;
588827,4176886; 588916,4176782;
589103,4176705; returning to
589322,4176556.
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(ii) Subunit ALA-1B. From USGS
1:24,000 scale quadrangles Hayward,
Newark, Dublin and Niles. Land
bounded by the following UTM Zone
10, NAD83 coordinates (E,N):
588321,4173181; 588639,4173092;
589000,4172905; 589752,4172727;
589798,4172674; 589766,4172519;
590315,4172407; 590489,4172393;
591221,4172426; 591396,4172458;
591606,4172445; 592102,4172231;
592172,4172044; 592189,4171371;
592042,4171279; 592151,4170380;
592223,4170274; 592266,4169980;
592295,4169974; 592376,4169868;
592356,4169776; 592382,4169675;
592366,4169540; 592758,4169210;
592904,4169127; 593012,4169114;
593047,4169002; 592837,4168532;
592484,4168000; 592339,4168097;
592026,4168424; 591967,4168457;
591926,4168450; 591490,4168898;
591583,4168715; 591600,4168604;
591552,4168555; 591445,4168506;
591391,4168384; 591375,4168229;
591314,4168047; 591180,4167755;
591302,4167480; 591364,4167166;
591324,4167114; 590985,4166944;
590847,4166939; 590568,4166990;
590483,4166904; 590440,4166758;
590366,4166722; 590240,4166746;
590127,4166801; 590009,4166810;
589907,4166736; 589879,4166634;
589923,4166536; 589913,4166354;
589951,4166210; 589925,4166027;
589834,4165738; 589459,4165656;
589211,4165548; 589046,4165281;
588824,4165281; 588533,4165134;
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588437,4164907; 588163,4164532;
587725,4164310; 587497,4164106;
587332,4163903; 587131,4163906;
586555,4163647; 586163,4163992;
586062,4164145; 585877,4164291;
585839,4164456; 585687,4164710;
585560,4165078; 585538,4165286;
585395,4165510; 585247,4165573;
585201,4165782; 585288,4165951;
585380,4166061; 585520,4166085;
585508,4166256; 585528,4166374;
585693,4166513; 585897,4166640;
585970,4166766; 586129,4166878;
586344,4166952; 586414,4167028;
587090,4167066; 587119,4167029;
587158,4167029; 587452,4166869;
587732,4166767; 587973,4166786;
588170,4166970; 588155,4167200;
587681,4167758; 587459,4168183;
587133,4168507; 586360,4168839;
586047,4169778; 586218,4170240;
586313,4170161; 586909,4170161;
587125,4170201; 587109,4170285;
586997,4170377; 586969,4170461;
587015,4170485; 587041,4170593;
586953,4170669; 586905,4170757;
586805,4170789; 586701,4170933;
586613,4171125; 586609,4171265;
586467,4171532; 586545,4171729;
586438,4172049; 586603,4172104;
586673,4172189; 586317,4172358;
586229,4172533; 586556,4173120;
586809,4173225; 587468,4173169;
587883,4173268; 588111,4173240;
returning to 588321,4173181.
(iii) Note: Map of Unit ALA-1,
subunits ALA-1A and ALA-1B, for the
California red-legged frog follows:
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(27) Unit ALA-2: Alameda, Santa
Clara and San Joaquin Counties,
California. From USGS 1:24,000 scale
quadrangles Niles, La Costa Valley,
Calaveras Reservoir, Altamont,
Mendenhall Springs, Mt. Day, Midway,
Cedar Mtn., Tracy, Lone Tree Creek and
Eylar Mountain.
(i) Land bounded by the following
UTM Zone 10, NAD83 coordinates
(E,N): 612040,4142329;
612012,4142381; 611689,4142634;
611459,4142899; 611408,4142925;
611372,4142893; 611151,4142845;
610999,4142707; 610789,4142438;
610751,4142259; 610676,4142133;
610614,4142075; 610415,4141989;
610315,4141978; 610194,4142032;
610088,4142027; 610012,4142113;
609851,4142170; 609797,4142102;
609743,4141951; 609564,4141864;
609511,4141864; 609375,4141928;
609329,4141976; 609302,4142219;
609083,4142211; 608996,4142296;
608848,4142388; 608741,4142579;
608679,4142620; 608587,4142636;
608300,4142611; 607907,4142380;
607725,4142387; 607382,4142516;
607250,4142594; 607141,4142701;
606927,4142780; 606795,4142870;
606679,4142882; 606543,4142829;
606416,4142871; 606314,4142929;
606224,4143019; 606057,4143065;
605791,4143243; 605701,4143423;
605554,4143520; 605210,4143551;
605067,4143500; 604810,4143466;
604716,4143478; 604622,4143530;
604624,4143653; 604557,4143790;
604374,4143877; 604337,4143986;
604155,4144066; 603854,4144086;
603712,4144172; 603514,4144160;
603469,4144204; 603430,4144299;
603248,4144436; 603200,4144536;
603197,4144624; 603256,4144680;
603339,4144934; 603197,4145061;
603314,4145117; 603550,4145109;
603669,4145241; 603714,4145425;
603787,4145493; 603795,4145566;
603837,4145620; 604148,4145841;
604353,4145949; 604472,4145956;
604495,4145903; 604643,4145908;
604707,4145860; 604790,4145919;
605318,4145910; 605495,4145971;
605524,4145952; 605593,4145960;
605658,4145913; 605722,4145903;
605837,4146012; 605829,4146068;
605639,4146251; 605594,4146337;
605663,4146343; 605738,4146225;
605845,4146183; 605916,4146229;
605801,4146507; 605762,4146550;
605428,4146660; 605483,4146707;
605416,4146780; 605464,4146836;
605387,4146944; 605365,4147079;
605394,4147165; 605442,4147212;
605552,4147114; 605551,4147218;
605593,4147302; 605336,4147373;
605322,4147431; 605352,4147500;
605277,4147575; 605329,4147701;
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605256,4147690; 605245,4147738;
605214,4147753; 605096,4147703;
605044,4147733; 605034,4147773;
605096,4147840; 605096,4147871;
604965,4147973; 604914,4148051;
604845,4148083; 604885,4148277;
604991,4148413; 605033,4148434;
605095,4148424; 605127,4148265;
605251,4148083; 605431,4148129;
605537,4148188; 605655,4148273;
605818,4148448; 606075,4148398;
606331,4148228; 606492,4148189;
606493,4148131; 606428,4148018;
606466,4147818; 606599,4147772;
606755,4147834; 606834,4147825;
606980,4147710; 607100,4147683;
607329,4147689; 607345,4147608;
607317,4147567; 607349,4147443;
607255,4147276; 607243,4147215;
607251,4147137; 607316,4147026;
607487,4147002; 607524,4147018;
607557,4147061; 607569,4147349;
607611,4147397; 607996,4147308;
608117,4147213; 608174,4147074;
608207,4147072; 608169,4147104;
608103,4147246; 608026,4147319;
607940,4147361; 607568,4147455;
607508,4147378; 607463,4147091;
607430,4147073; 607361,4147095;
607345,4147122; 607361,4147285;
607416,4147398; 607414,4147743;
607371,4147778; 607304,4147790;
607048,4147807; 606761,4147977;
606612,4147924; 606576,4147974;
606641,4148036; 606650,4148153;
606567,4148327; 606317,4148401;
606245,4148473; 606127,4148523;
606022,4148618; 606011,4148697;
605972,4148760; 605956,4148648;
605875,4148588; 605794,4148552;
605740,4148579; 605677,4148566;
605645,4148530; 605425,4148449;
605302,4148488; 605261,4148568;
605078,4148759; 604968,4148794;
604811,4148733; 604743,4148753;
604626,4148724; 604618,4148800;
604509,4148765; 604453,4148777;
604411,4148891; 604307,4148872;
604115,4148999; 604035,4149085;
604024,4149133; 604042,4149326;
604139,4149315; 604097,4149449;
604123,4149581; 604103,4149599;
604101,4149703; 604131,4149764;
604225,4149775; 604253,4149801;
604388,4149988; 604441,4150019;
604438,4150052; 604397,4150085;
604375,4150151; 604142,4150150;
604089,4150109; 603999,4150169;
603908,4150143; 603794,4150164;
603778,4150233; 603721,4150298;
603693,4150280; 603707,4150191;
603646,4150211; 603615,4150238;
603609,4150314; 603550,4150375;
603499,4150366; 603474,4150381;
603465,4150437; 603404,4150447;
603348,4150592; 603203,4151558;
603140,4151552; 603093,4151598;
602802,4151744; 602597,4151755;
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602487,4151789; 602423,4151775;
602339,4151609; 602165,4151495;
602039,4151369; 601813,4151278;
601645,4151127; 601369,4151014;
601287,4150951; 601305,4150919;
601463,4150837; 601460,4150773;
601374,4150664; 600991,4150604;
600900,4150486; 600709,4150330;
600593,4150316; 600405,4150249;
600286,4150258; 600228,4150285;
600135,4150455; 599878,4150496;
599744,4150676; 599763,4150829;
599721,4150914; 599715,4151215;
599571,4151627; 599425,4151760;
599256,4151991; 598935,4152325;
598994,4152320; 599022,4152342;
599297,4152714; 599395,4153026;
599416,4153204; 599523,4153331;
599517,4153429; 599553,4153602;
599451,4153719; 599339,4153768;
599384,4153847; 599517,4153896;
599586,4154036; 599657,4154112;
599674,4154219; 599658,4154487;
599787,4154525; 599832,4154564;
599890,4154672; 600055,4154874;
600151,4154920; 600292,4154897;
600382,4154931; 600844,4154804;
600949,4154802; 601259,4154869;
601469,4154994; 601548,4155076;
601597,4155224; 601511,4155405;
601693,4155514; 601743,4155684;
601817,4155756; 601782,4155824;
601798,4155853; 601877,4155865;
602072,4156065; 602136,4156056;
602233,4155908; 602310,4155871;
602656,4155945; 602838,4156068;
602813,4156118; 602652,4156215;
602583,4156379; 602431,4156538;
602419,4156664; 602388,4156715;
602257,4156867; 601881,4157136;
601861,4157211; 601941,4157456;
601943,4157586; 601992,4157658;
601991,4157850; 601808,4158002;
601645,4158526; 601585,4158580;
601470,4158625; 601408,4158719;
601423,4158781; 601512,4158831;
601622,4158758; 601752,4158717;
601898,4158596; 602033,4158637;
602067,4158587; 602086,4158475;
602142,4158584; 602282,4158604;
602297,4158635; 602321,4158635;
602311,4158415; 602331,4158379;
602437,4158596; 602558,4158545;
602650,4158451; 602706,4158308;
602805,4158219; 602926,4158054;
603037,4158013; 602827,4158277;
602648,4158679;602798,4158650;
603040,4158674; 602776,4158754;
602703,4158797; 602703,4158879;
602810,4158896; 602805,4158971;
602894,4158933; 602923,4158841;
603015,4158899; 603083,4158860;
603129,4158889; 603216,4158884;
603214,4158913; 603098,4158945;
602965,4159029; 603073,4159117;
603168,4159046; 603185,4159071;
603250,4159068; 603265,4159087;
603168,4159143; 603236,4159172;
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603461,4159032; 603492,4158860;
603538,4158766; 603550,4158928;
603741,4158838; 603741,4158877;
603613,4158981; 603543,4159097;
603565,4159141; 603678,4159218;
603732,4159221; 603751,4159250;
603659,4159274; 603478,4159165;
603417,4159206; 603417,4159240;
603366,4159242; 603282,4159308;
603475,4159334; 603487,4159361;
603676,4159424; 603666,4159470;
603690,4159513; 603897,4159734;
603965,4159654; 604021,4159650;
603961,4159728; 603949,4159767;
603970,4159788; 604166,4159765;
604156,4159788; 604023,4159840;
603891,4159842; 603843,4159867;
603860,4160059; 603916,4160117;
603934,4160229; 604036,4160251;
604063,4160345; 604119,4160411;
604402,4160462; 604532,4160438;
604539,4160396; 604611,4160425;
604785,4160307; 604836,4160247;
604959,4160235; 604961,4160328;
604907,4160415; 604799,4160508;
604896,4160510; 604990,4160481;
605025,4160446; 605052,4160454;
605049,4160535; 605091,4160560;
605099,4160638; 605188,4160556;
605161,4160369; 605207,4160208;
605432,4160204; 605639,4160059;
605658,4160065; 605647,4160127;
605589,4160148; 605664,4160156;
605668,4160177; 605558,4160196;
605517,4160266; 605412,4160355;
605356,4160371; 605354,4160429;
605418,4160492; 605416,4160574;
605383,4160611; 605329,4160769;
605097,4160903; 604896,4160982;
604898,4161015; 605031,4161075;
605211,4161062; 605250,4161083;
605354,4161052; 605393,4161125;
605321,4161083; 605248,4161139;
605229,4161104; 605078,4161129;
605130,4161201; 605116,4161213;
604965,4161110; 604882,4161098;
604849,4161211; 604830,4161106;
604725,4161094; 604719,4161145;
604772,4161251; 604743,4161387;
604836,4161458; 604840,4161588;
604785,4161648; 604674,4161661;
604643,4161706; 604539,4161905;
604530,4162062; 604477,4162055;
604402,4161896; 604331,4161865;
604293,4161816; 604201,4161825;
604223,4162298; 604245,4162381;
604326,4162500; 604256,4162686;
604287,4163126; 604402,4163244;
604489,4163238; 604534,4163384;
604453,4163523; 604392,4163562;
604261,4163606; 604110,4163595;
604048,4163634; 603989,4163770;
603966,4163928; 604037,4164092;
604238,4164099; 604777,4164253;
604854,4164136; 604916,4164096;
604969,4164096; 605148,4164169;
605350,4164352; 605649,4164257;
605875,4164270; 606040,4164321;
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606197,4164286; 606378,4164305;
606748,4164218; 606807,4164177;
606956,4163861; 607033,4163799;
607137,4163817; 607200,4163795;
607268,4163723; 607406,4163317;
607437,4163070; 607399,4162974;
607509,4162882; 607489,4162781;
607497,4162559; 607612,4162491;
607662,4162347; 607884,4162241;
607987,4162290; 608041,4162397;
608293,4162412; 608369,4162379;
608463,4162419; 608631,4162415;
608789,4162338; 608939,4162358;
609035,4162342; 609251,4162174;
609303,4162095; 609507,4162059;
609821,4161959; 609961,4161787;
610119,4161756; 610377,4161516;
610474,4161581; 610495,4161639;
610408,4161802; 610304,4161934;
610281,4162055; 610366,4162111;
610529,4162091; 610616,4162113;
610662,4162180; 610689,4162326;
610174,4162444; 610131,4162487;
610080,4162627; 609932,4162662;
609887,4162694; 609833,4162853;
609836,4162929; 609999,4163118;
610132,4163212; 610249,4163343;
610316,4163543; 610317,4163675;
610415,4163690; 610523,4163664;
610579,4163673; 610592,4163705;
610595,4163608; 610668,4163472;
610657,4163365; 610744,4163376;
610786,4163237; 610819,4163245;
610831,4163322; 610873,4163365;
610965,4163326; 611159,4163301;
611202,4163271; 611290,4163341;
611432,4163346; 611461,4163328;
611474,4163252; 611534,4163149;
611593,4163114; 611595,4162990;
611636,4162967; 611635,4162879;
611702,4162824; 611806,4162617;
611790,4162515; 611874,4162493;
611875,4162422; 611979,4162414;
612067,4162316; 612076,4162260;
612130,4162220; 612151,4162172;
612272,4162060; 612422,4161996;
612454,4161956; 612432,4161882;
612311,4161816; 612309,4161796;
612413,4161792; 612514,4161819;
612591,4161744; 612678,4161700;
612661,4161344; 612611,4161249;
612715,4161266; 612821,4161156;
612964,4161105; 613031,4161029;
613138,4161026; 613391,4160895;
613523,4160757; 613511,4160668;
613568,4160646; 613630,4160685;
613909,4160554; 614053,4160437;
614094,4160428; 614139,4160301;
614169,4160307; 614196,4160383;
614239,4160384; 614317,4160278;
614319,4160159; 614374,4160203;
614410,4160204; 614588,4159980;
614786,4159869; 614999,4159887;
615160,4159798; 615214,4159743;
615218,4159659; 615277,4159609;
615382,4159585; 615451,4159520;
615506,4159445; 615511,4159244;
615627,4159137; 615734,4159077;
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615774,4158966; 615883,4158975;
615967,4158961; 616016,4158926;
616001,4158756; 616053,4158653;
616070,4158533; 615937,4158437;
615937,4158415; 615976,4158395;
616031,4158406; 616342,4158535;
616404,4158655; 616395,4158754;
616189,4158934; 615951,4159202;
615675,4159338; 615628,4159393;
615652,4159505; 615754,4159626;
615705,4159877; 615559,4159969;
615593,4160096; 615699,4160258;
615689,4160306; 615558,4160205;
615507,4160217; 615249,4160467;
615111,4160529; 615021,4160616;
614906,4160648; 614920,4160732;
614847,4160690; 614743,4160701;
614584,4160803; 614304,4160664;
614064,4160734; 613882,4160844;
613864,4160886; 613915,4161004;
613815,4160942; 613708,4160968;
613663,4161051; 613668,4161227;
613605,4161238; 613532,4161329;
613395,4161296; 613163,4161379;
613047,4161352; 612998,4161367;
612939,4161432; 612944,4161612;
612978,4161702; 613114,4161754;
613228,4161830; 613321,4161841;
613475,4161930; 613497,4161981;
613561,4161990; 613692,4162073;
613696,4162098; 613638,4162100;
613494,4162045; 613460,4162092;
613345,4161966; 613160,4161935;
613159,4161989; 613267,4162112;
613258,4162204; 613178,4162261;
613202,4162353; 613153,4162408;
613107,4162415;613065,4162384;
612971,4162367; 612965,4162405;
613007,4162469; 612951,4162479;
612958,4162555; 613039,4162719;
612954,4162672; 612887,4162714;
612906,4162615; 612858,4162607;
612862,4162536; 612811,4162530;
612828,4162406; 612785,4162380;
612763,4162329; 612755,4162219;
612699,4162213; 612556,4162267;
612445,4162380; 612461,4162466;
612390,4162486; 612328,4162551;
612320,4162607; 612395,4162681;
612401,4162753; 612378,4162757;
612331,4162701; 612207,4162658;
611973,4162868; 611902,4162989;
611866,4163202; 611963,4163186;
611988,4163229; 612087,4163253;
612086,4163284; 611964,4163330;
611963,4163361; 612087,4163424;
612048,4163469; 612045,4163509;
612058,4163647; 612090,4163723;
612163,4163755; 612358,4163623;
612384,4163735; 612386,4163768;
612305,4163788; 612327,4163851;
612240,4163863; 612260,4163916;
612234,4163959; 612005,4163966;
611979,4163991; 612006,4164052;
612201,4164101; 612211,4164122;
612096,4164150; 612075,4164211;
612052,4164216; 612002,4164154;
611921,4164153; 611912,4164224;
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611872,4164228; 611848,4164271;
611877,4164368; 611877,4164399;
611851,4164401; 611764,4164288;
611744,4164277; 611685,4164322;
611655,4164291; 611673,4164238;
611745,4164188; 611741,4164148;
611596,4164163; 611533,4164124;
611510,4164137; 611475,4164248;
611474,4164324; 611419,4164405;
611369,4164404; 611366,4164246;
611259,4164224; 611307,4164106;
611154,4163999; 611074,4163841;
611001,4163839; 610927,4163872;
610880,4163980; 611039,4164436;
611135,4164568; 611250,4164665;
611276,4164742; 611299,4164750;
611417,4164686; 611517,4164715;
611877,4164958; 612038,4164886;
612296,4164820; 612347,4164780;
612407,4164645; 612647,4164556;
612875,4164171; 612995,4164092;
613061,4163899; 613180,4163791;
613271,4163581; 613617,4163370;
613818,4163372; 613863,4163331;
613895,4163203; 613918,4163188;
614088,4163210; 614324,4163351;
614453,4163275; 614626,4163296;
614666,4163414; 614856,4163572;
614869,4163807; 614964,4163865;
615129,4163865; 615251,4163719;
615688,4163445; 616025,4163376;
616264,4163384; 616374,4163496;
616273,4163596; 615872,4163712;
615829,4163887; 615321,4164105;
614755,4164569; 614749,4164767;
614831,4164944; 614654,4165026;
614436,4165689; 614437,4165903;
614928,4165903; 615345,4165598;
615550,4165937; 615503,4166296;
615732,4166487; 615913,4166505;
616346,4167008; 617079,4167466;
617161,4167694; 617282,4167808;
617685,4167845; 617722,4167868;
617791,4167845; 618542,4167827;
618910,4167557; 619378,4167402;
619738,4167192; 620013,4167100;
620140,4167117; 620246,4167338;
620119,4167637; 619714,4167794;
619300,4168266; 619052,4168672;
618735,4168989; 618678,4169104;
618172,4169787; 617995,4170301;
617442,4170382; 617100,4170624;
616950,4170652; 616831,4170719;
616555,4171289; 616503,4171452;
616564,4171666; 616895,4171920;
616821,4172319; 616570,4172325;
616497,4172427; 616466,4172568;
616555,4172634; 616539,4172754;
616454,4172763; 616429,4172996;
616084,4173186; 616089,4173209;
616012,4173321; 615823,4173370;
615795,4173413; 615698,4173413;
615541,4173562; 615595,4173691;
615669,4173698; 615657,4173836;
615759,4174079; 615732,4174234;
615848,4174335; 615749,4174500;
615756,4174555; 615850,4174586;
615884,4174669; 615890,4174767;
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615741,4174884; 615691,4174984;
616109,4175483; 616349,4175539;
617074,4175362; 617379,4175216;
617766,4175316; 618401,4175381;
618446,4175547; 620310,4176319;
620776,4176912; 621036,4177108;
621473,4177190; 622154,4177242;
622497,4177318; 622691,4177393;
623360,4177451; 624015,4177665;
625449,4178004; 625762,4177489;
626189,4177521; 626257,4177554;
626311,4177469; 626437,4177148;
626561,4176510; 626532,4176306;
626438,4176248; 626132,4176243;
625961,4176202; 625907,4176037;
626005,4175816; 626053,4175640;
626277,4175140; 626234,4175070;
626115,4174713; 626135,4174197;
626968,4173820; 627405,4173998;
628873,4173959; 629548,4174058;
630024,4174058; 630461,4173998;
630850,4173810; 631367,4173496;
631624,4173272; 631969,4172827;
632177,4172507; 632469,4172176;
632866,4171580; 633332,4171086;
633589,4170893; 634348,4169941;
634544,4169640; 634643,4169401;
634311,4169041; 634104,4168872;
633965,4168813; 633458,4168704;
633211,4168586; 633149,4168471;
633108,4168299; 633101,4167912;
633166,4167824; 633425,4167943;
633525,4168027; 633556,4168078;
633627,4168434; 633751,4168565;
634026,4168402; 634183,4168410;
634260,4168368; 634339,4168285;
634380,4168195; 634404,4167792;
634441,4167676; 634312,4167513;
634247,4167338; 634248,4167274;
634433,4166949; 634491,4166914;
634591,4166641; 634651,4166578;
634775,4166559; 634813,4166500;
634945,4166407; 634982,4166274;
635134,4166039; 635193,4166018;
635339,4166026; 635436,4166172;
635755,4166100; 635700,4165993;
635691,4165894; 635833,4165753;
636016,4165716; 636064,4165670;
636114,4165539; 636258,4165403;
636260,4165303; 636477,4165075;
636521,4164927; 636584,4164836;
636653,4164490; 636339,4164170;
635862,4163958; 635734,4163921;
635562,4163936; 635496,4163921;
635355,4163786; 635276,4163743;
635081,4163725; 635051,4163743;
635046,4163613; 634982,4163466;
635041,4163309; 634993,4163253;
634854,4163205; 634732,4163063;
634741,4163023; 634840,4162913;
634801,4162849; 634805,4162736;
634718,4162574; 634607,4162475;
634575,4162358; 634477,4162212;
634562,4162117; 634646,4162069;
634842,4162053; 635096,4161977;
635302,4161943; 635667,4161777;
635742,4161773; 636069,4161897;
636215,4161871; 636391,4161768;
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636343,4161499; 636488,4161367;
636505,4161281; 636375,4161122;
636210,4160834; 636051,4160777;
635924,4160628; 635808,4160589;
635644,4160626; 635525,4160703;
635390,4160729; 635113,4160859;
634925,4160843; 634746,4160904;
634644,4160981; 634582,4161068;
634259,4161244; 634069,4161303;
633923,4161417; 633779,4161457;
633667,4161542; 633555,4161531;
633388,4161453; 632937,4161306;
632800,4161371; 632713,4161385;
632487,4161344; 632215,4161558;
632083,4161449; 631968,4161416;
631869,4161342; 631799,4161100;
631807,4160972;631788,4160935;
631345,4160821; 631146,4160825;
630921,4160773; 630897,4160466;
630917,4160371; 630973,4160314;
630956,4160241; 630838,4160218;
630643,4160290; 630537,4160241;
630354,4160270; 630250,4160169;
630145,4160113; 630088,4159996;
629833,4159832; 629707,4159689;
629552,4159394; 629602,4159258;
629583,4159103; 629526,4159075;
629357,4159113; 629298,4159097;
628603,4158708; 628420,4158526;
628172,4157726; 628567,4155976;
628195,4155657; 627118,4155118;
626866,4154744; 626072,4154665;
625607,4155084; 625524,4154995;
625513,4154941; 625536,4154846;
625599,4154744; 625493,4154679;
625463,4154608; 625490,4154496;
625541,4154421; 625550,4154238;
625740,4154018; 625739,4153961;
625633,4153790; 625526,4153735;
625220,4153646; 625204,4153582;
625139,4153501; 625159,4153319;
625017,4153337; 624952,4153321;
624866,4153269; 624748,4153146;
624737,4153000; 624671,4152882;
624377,4152543; 624319,4152300;
624290,4152255; 624165,4152183;
624012,4152192; 623913,4152153;
623832,4152011; 623618,4151858;
623541,4151842; 623448,4151871;
623269,4151759; 623162,4151743;
623100,4151695; 622804,4151586;
622730,4151531; 622674,4151396;
622665,4151241; 622583,4151034;
622587,4150819; 622617,4150679;
622450,4150382; 622197,4150260;
622030,4150280; 621804,4150082;
621625,4150040; 621396,4150024;
621330,4149996; 621248,4149920;
621154,4149738; 620947,4149601;
620818,4149560; 620754,4149493;
620636,4149276; 620256,4149217;
620137,4149231; 620012,4149280;
619945,4149270; 619596,4149026;
619495,4148997; 619459,4148942;
619254,4148825; 619118,4148793;
619087,4148700; 618666,4148833;
617890,4148580; 617797,4148216;
617361,4148176; 616645,4148456;
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616250,4148335; 616166,4148424;
616047,4148593; 616039,4148704;
615966,4148768; 615968,4148808;
616331,4149065; 616490,4149268;
616506,4149456; 616416,4149564;
616424,4149735; 616405,4149809;
616359,4149879; 616255,4149959;
616202,4150114; 616048,4150176;
616006,4150223; 615856,4150630;
615749,4150763; 615624,4150797;
615366,4150793; 615278,4150702;
615254,4150704; 615114,4150959;
614994,4151014; 614893,4151097;
614906,4151187; 614664,4151097;
614394,4151118; 614196,4151102;
614139,4151111; 613932,4151244;
613819,4151240; 613707,4151302;
613490,4151198; 613287,4150929;
613057,4150951; 612955,4150900;
612878,4150824; 612817,4150663;
612550,4150498; 612364,4150441;
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612168,4150495; 612127,4150474;
611931,4150091; 611765,4150016;
611693,4149948; 611663,4149850;
611696,4149683; 611658,4149539;
611420,4149275; 611265,4149211;
611223,4149172; 611197,4148882;
611156,4148715; 610957,4148293;
610880,4148036; 610929,4147898;
611187,4147546; 611249,4147572;
611377,4147569; 611584,4147462;
611676,4147475; 611780,4147420;
611979,4147091; 612299,4147084;
612468,4146929; 612585,4146887;
612734,4146894; 612815,4147009;
612914,4146974; 612996,4146904;
613008,4146804; 613095,4146713;
613126,4146601; 613342,4146462;
613413,4146384; 613500,4146065;
613687,4146076; 613806,4146015;
613904,4145888; 613935,4145803;
614183,4145527; 614240,4145531;
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614497,4145391; 614524,4145292;
614580,4145250; 614664,4145233;
614893,4145270; 615411,4145165;
615464,4144957; 615626,4144771;
615644,4144645; 615490,4144251;
615387,4144182; 615268,4144252;
615163,4144353; 615120,4144355;
614983,4144207; 614904,4144173;
614659,4144184; 614240,4144101;
613823,4144161; 613678,4144033;
613402,4144076; 613126,4143957;
613071,4143816; 613088,4143711;
613063,4143570; 612942,4143405;
612758,4142885; 612658,4142813;
612574,4142655; 612371,4142458;
612237,4142374; returning to
612040,4142329.
(ii) Note: Map of Unit ALA-2 for the
California red-legged frog follows:
BILLING CODE 4310–55–S
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(28) Unit SNM-1: San Mateo County,
California. From USGS 1:24,000 scale
quadrangles Montara Mountain, Half
Moon Bay, San Mateo and Woodside.
(i) Land bounded by the following
UTM Zone 10, NAD83 coordinates
(E,N): 547630,4164045;
547744,4163977; 547818,4163983;
547963,4163840; 548003,4163821;
548075,4163840; 548154,4163787;
548153,4163732; 548244,4163618;
548399,4163493; 548584,4163581;
548727,4163782; 549022,4163842;
549445,4163265; 549662,4163019;
549773,4162861; 549895,4162605;
550021,4162446; 550354,4162086;
550600,4161758; 551542,4160713;
551788,4160393; 551799,4160319;
551944,4160134; 552084,4160038;
552243,4159834; 552407,4159687;
552523,4159489; 552902,4158657;
553256,4158186; 553696,4157816;
553834,4157670; 553823,4157626;
553845,4157594; 553929,4157579;
554007,4157453; 554066,4157221;
554201,4157191; 554220,4157113;
554166,4157054; 554193,4156993;
554257,4156937; 554333,4156948;
554427,4156913; 554508,4156694;
554629,4156541; 554593,4156418;
554660,4156373; 554607,4156236;
554715,4156157; 554745,4156059;
554851,4155898; 554808,4155832;
554829,4155792; 555118,4155748;
555222,4155647; 555357,4155646;
555636,4155305; 555857,4154813;
555939,4154569; 556122,4154292;
556154,4154208; 556143,4154129;
556320,4153982; 556461,4153761;
556574,4153469; 557000,4152696;
557532,4152000; 557762,4151768;
558014,4151373; 558318,4151148;
558897,4150855; 559085,4150704;
559381,4150587; 559688,4150537;
559998,4150521; 560300,4150410;
560575,4150209; 560919,4150048;
561406,4149886; 561583,4149791;
561726,4149680; 561856,4149534;
561936,4149173; 561888,4148062;
561974,4147672; 562316,4147299;
562358,4147124; 562178,4147011;
561549,4147169; 561302,4147169;
561232,4147204; 561247,4147242;
561193,4147339; 561284,4147458;
560695,4148054; 560281,4147651;
560384,4147185; 559753,4147258;
559303,4147393; 558697,4147640;
558360,4147640; 558023,4147797;
557844,4147955; 557394,4148044;
557058,4147865; 556698,4147618;
556564,4147416; 556451,4147146;
556114,4147101; 555239,4147303;
555059,4147236; 554967,4147015;
554570,4146922; 554295,4146742;
554026,4146653; 553971,4146586;
553899,4146546; 553653,4146575;
553443,4146740; 553174,4146834;
553149,4146836; 553089,4146772;
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553044,4146769; 552740,4146824;
552651,4146923; 552646,4147040;
552620,4147093; 552355,4147149;
552211,4147123; 552047,4146981;
551417,4146719; 551274,4146763;
551254,4146926; 551347,4147012;
551556,4147431; 551552,4147528;
551759,4147743; 551848,4147802;
551961,4147810; 552486,4147520;
552743,4147426; 552803,4147446;
552402,4147733; 552226,4147814;
552595,4148011; 552585,4148107;
552654,4148138; 552669,4148252;
552550,4148396; 552397,4148405;
552340,4148333; 551865,4148180;
551654,4148525; 551591,4148487;
551702,4148145; 551416,4147821;
551154,4147714; 550940,4147904;
550797,4148071; 550380,4148643;
550071,4148666; 549999,4148809;
549847,4148969; 549866,4149048;
549831,4149121; 549625,4149308;
549541,4149485; 549541,4149729;
549429,4150056; 549372,4150439;
549429,4150626; 549234,4151034;
549298,4151393; 549249,4151982;
549344,4152076; 549223,4152356;
549082,4152487; 548989,4152684;
548830,4152787; 548495,4152839;
548306,4153011; 548231,4153170;
548091,4153207; 547957,4153207;
547895,4153165; 547738,4152873;
547642,4152753; 547118,4152738;
546916,4152655; 546749,4152524;
546689,4152345; 546511,4152286;
546177,4152298; 545963,4152226;
545796,4152083; 545653,4152022;
545579,4152060; 545411,4152060;
545297,4152030; 545261,4152121;
545258,4152236; 545139,4152232;
545045,4152561; 545162,4152689;
545119,4152768; 544967,4152686;
544829,4152669; 544547,4152746;
544512,4152830; 544364,4152830;
544364,4152771; 544293,4152771;
544180,4152639; 544038,4152704;
544142,4152930; 544311,4153185;
544156,4153287; 544080,4153433;
544149,4153570; 544393,4153570;
544485,4153677; 544565,4153700;
544588,4153753; 544580,4153841;
544630,4153967; 544630,4154063;
544668,4154154; 544760,4154211;
544817,4154345; 544905,4154437;
545086,4154774; 545071,4154828;
545164,4154983; 545146,4155048;
545261,4155381; 545249,4155667;
545130,4155810; 544987,4155882;
544677,4155762; 544475,4155762;
544106,4156084; 543951,4156132;
543449,4156020; 543397,4156101;
543389,4156189; 543523,4156318;
543599,4156456; 543459,4156534;
543420,4156658; 543305,4156704;
542962,4156704; 542937,4156752;
542916,4156749; 542930,4156782;
542895,4156795; 542819,4156894;
542817,4156948; 542765,4156966;
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542785,4157009; 542868,4157065;
542903,4157143; 542893,4157348;
542802,4157399; 542907,4157513;
542895,4157739; 542833,4157933;
542666,4157923; 542564,4157986;
542570,4158056; 542722,4158161;
542709,4158196; 542634,4158227;
542677,4158332; 542661,4158362;
542619,4158385; 542554,4158357;
542535,4158387; 542584,4158454;
542525,4158478; 542517,4158502;
542617,4158584; 542522,4158643;
542474,4158625; 542477,4158680;
542392,4158652; 542380,4158689;
542350,4158682; 542340,4158701;
542351,4158845; 542427,4158879;
542466,4158938; 542528,4158923;
542559,4158993; 542565,4159509;
542600,4159566; 542610,4159675;
542625,4160419; 543175,4160488;
543288,4160561; 543385,4160746;
543618,4160791; 543850,4160573;
543745,4160235; 543745,4160032;
543716,4159858; 543798,4159828;
543811,4159739; 543854,4159671;
543953,4159732; 544051,4159575;
544184,4159501; 544422,4159640;
544782,4159616; 544869,4159575;
544937,4159454; 544810,4159267;
544533,4159230; 544551,4159139;
544673,4159021; 544833,4158951;
545266,4159425; 545695,4159321;
545741,4159230; 545893,4159196;
545893,4159339; 546104,4159339;
546181,4159276; 546227,4159148;
546295,4159089; 546381,4159126;
546454,4159207; 546617,4159207;
546745,4159239; 546844,4159380;
546863,4159466; 546953,4159553;
547132,4159639; 547181,4159793;
547312,4159893; 547408,4160034;
547408,4160143; 547567,4160257;
547750,4160161; 547962,4160161;
547962,4160279; 547732,4160430;
547716,4160623; 547789,4160793;
547950,4161034; 547912,4161138;
547848,4161197; 547690,4161187;
547530,4161309; 547494,4161406;
547403,4161442; 547218,4161411;
547153,4161524; 547153,4161794;
547107,4161793; 547035,4161868;
546901,4161937; 546709,4161990;
546327,4162012;546123,4162126;
545964,4162141; 545828,4162318;
546062,4162522; 546609,4162507;
546722,4162661; 546651,4162755;
546754,4163009; 546697,4163100;
546713,4163192; 546237,4163180;
545987,4163216; 545963,4163442;
545987,4163656; 546201,4163847;
546189,4164061; 545892,4164323;
545856,4164478; 545906,4164585;
546013,4164594; 546091,4164660;
546047,4164860; 546120,4164926;
546518,4165095; 546525,4165068;
546587,4165032; 546657,4164893;
546713,4164880; 546767,4164808;
546781,4164735; 546869,4164661;
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546939,4164544; 547189,4164361;
547346,4164169; 547399,4164131;
547515,4164114; returning to
547630,4164045. Excluding:
549620,4162507; 549728,4162401;
549733,4162310; 549683,4162274;
549645,4162279; 549425,4162399;
549337,4162318; 549333,4162206;
549471,4161976; 549525,4161940;
549606,4161951; 549662,4161921;
549738,4161921; 549790,4161808;
549961,4161760; 549981,4161667;
549936,4161577; 550072,4161454;
550273,4161361; 550401,4161273;
550411,4161245; 550383,4161187;
550284,4161178; 550229,4161142;
550232,4161107; 550278,4161061;
550265,4160978; 550296,4160957;
550492,4160966; 550678,4160838;
550717,4160754; 550720,4160671;
550687,4160604; 550718,4160544;
550642,4160424; 550503,4160326;
550549,4160316; 550788,4160361;
550839,4160318; 550799,4160219;
550867,4160247; 551032,4160256;
551116,4160229; 551150,4160166;
551254,4160120; 551344,4159994;
551357,4159933; 551294,4159806;
551508,4159782; 551595,4159711;
551646,4159623; 551441,4159474;
551439,4159451; 551668,4159445;
551731,4159463; 551897,4159386;
552018,4159435; 552054,4159463;
552045,4159580; 552096,4159641;
552077,4159681; 551989,4159676;
551861,4159820; 551881,4159858;
551964,4159881; 551967,4159927;
551829,4159929; 551816,4160002;
551722,4159971; 551646,4160052;
551643,4160146; 551561,4160173;
551525,4160211; 551412,4160393;
551447,4160589; 551385,4160624;
551415,4160711; 551397,4160774;
551341,4160817; 551329,4160715;
551311,4160685; 551266,4160674;
551055,4160965; 551009,4161066;
551003,4161183; 550912,4161188;
550873,4161215; 550765,4161415;
550679,4161473; 550553,4161622;
550578,4161686; 550432,4161883;
550432,4161911; 550307,4162062;
550094,4162246; 549866,4162573;
549757,4162635; 549715,4162724;
549544,4162890; 549421,4163070;
549362,4163128; 549301,4163145;
549351,4162963; 549402,4162869;
549563,4162687; returning to
549620,4162507.
Excluding: 549220,4157011;
549541,4156838; 549722,4156775;
549735,4156697; 549801,4156710;
549883,4156632; 549886,4156573;
549977,4156553; 550000,4156528;
550158,4156504; 550288,4156436;
550357,4156345; 550347,4156266;
550457,4156277; 550492,4156234;
550495,4156194; 550420,4156053;
550582,4156065; 550631,4156017;
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550684,4156004; 550738,4155941;
550809,4155916; 550841,4155787;
550925,4155803; 551002,4155930;
551019,4156093; 551077,4156152;
551073,4156327; 551032,4156400;
551040,4156464; 550998,4156603;
550857,4156826; 550788,4156876;
550768,4156856; 550806,4156762;
550914,4156646; 550936,4156369;
550988,4156222; 550986,4156177;
550940,4156123; 550708,4156302;
550626,4156334; 550616,4156367;
550384,4156493; 550300,4156553;
550297,4156578; 550218,4156578;
550172,4156621; 550063,4156618;
549941,4156723; 549933,4156777;
549876,4156814; 549576,4156911;
549550,4156944; 549555,4157013;
549474,4156969; 549416,4156974;
549204,4157059; returning to
549220,4157011. Excluding:
554142,4155908; 554257,4155782;
554311,4155675; 554264,4155586;
554381,4155549; 554414,4155493;
554518,4155471; 554527,4155397;
554641,4155337; 554746,4155191;
554701,4155114; 554798,4155071;
554842,4154935; 554782,4154761;
554914,4154795; 554950,4154775;
554920,4154722; 555022,4154651;
555084,4154509; 555230,4154328;
555279,4154214; 555309,4154193;
555413,4154197; 555439,4154108;
555369,4154054; 555329,4153947;
555293,4153942; 555250,4153982;
555184,4153984; 555094,4154029;
555056,4154088; 554883,4154165;
554832,4154145; 554702,4154172;
554646,4154240; 554336,4154291;
554257,4154362; 554255,4154245;
554318,4154248; 554555,4154173;
554586,4154107; 554652,4154090;
554841,4153964; 555218,4153835;
555223,4153761; 555356,4153696;
555397,4153653; 555420,4153577;
555501,4153590; 555526,4153695;
555693,4153711; 555904,4153415;
556072,4153271; 556063,4153182;
555943,4153217; 556034,4152959;
556026,4152910; 555996,4152895;
555856,4152935; 555854,4152909;
555992,4152788; 556078,4152756;
556331,4152585; 556318,4152547;
556184,4152574; 556174,4152538;
556235,4152493; 556286,4152488;
556279,4152435; 556373,4152428;
556444,4152362; 556450,4152283;
556488,4152197; 556382,4152194;
556425,4152138; 556499,4152098;
556517,4152025; 556574,4151989;
556576,4151956; 556513,4151890;
556555,4151751; 556608,4151715;
556681,4151881; 556790,4151955;
556861,4151946; 557012,4151776;
557051,4151695; 557125,4151632;
557070,4151495; 557095,4151457;
557133,4151460; 557224,4151552;
557295,4151667; 557302,4151720;
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557154,4151833; 557154,4151861;
557253,4151844; 557347,4151878;
557346,4151923; 557269,4152007;
557112,4152067; 557104,4152095;
556976,4152193; 556775,4152285;
556790,4152321; 556871,4152332;
556871,4152367; 556827,4152405;
556850,4152446; 556842,4152489;
556777,4152679; 556721,4152755;
556657,4152793; 556697,4152889;
556634,4152881; 556593,4152919;
556600,4152998; 556529,4153023;
556475,4153091; 556480,4153132;
556543,4153186; 556459,4153213;
556382,4153312;
556394,4153456;556363,4153502;
556380,4153596; 556313,4153684;
556277,4153796; 555971,4153969;
555935,4154093; 555871,4154136;
555878,4154256; 555852,4154271;
555753,4154255; 555674,4154320;
555540,4154299; 555476,4154324;
555445,4154453; 555381,4154478;
555383,4154504; 555457,4154527;
555454,4154563; 555322,4154552;
555322,4154582; 555393,4154608;
555479,4154713; 555435,4154756;
555392,4154715; 555273,4154671;
555237,4154721; 555260,4154780;
555249,4154889; 555195,4154889;
555160,4154924; 555144,4154972;
555073,4155038; 555031,4155149;
554868,4155306; 554798,4155473;
554757,4155485; 554678,4155589;
554581,4155647; 554540,4155725;
554443,4155780; 554312,4156018;
554212,4156101; 554216,4156203;
554150,4156246; 554073,4156436;
553940,4156567; 553911,4156648;
553816,4156762; 553750,4156804;
553769,4156678; 553739,4156596;
553800,4156508; 553829,4156414;
553870,4156363; 553957,4156321;
553927,4156252; 553988,4156194;
returning to 554142,4155908.
Excluding: 557286,4151491;
557284,4151443; 557322,4151364;
557308,4151220; 557354,4151200;
557448,4151241; 557468,4151231;
557519,4151124; 557482,4151012;
557579,4150995; 557549,4150901;
557402,4150804; 557674,4150729;
557846,4150565; 558016,4150559;
558080,4150479; 558080,4150410;
558119,4150362; 558354,4150158;
558464,4150021; 558452,4150001;
558511,4149920; 558501,4149798;
558327,4149700; 558320,4149637;
558498,4149539; 558528,4149270;
558566,4149227; 558752,4149193;
558763,4149353; 558908,4149377;
559299,4148970; 559307,4148937;
559274,4148929; 559116,4148982;
559081,4148918; 559133,4148840;
559171,4148845; 559170,4148903;
559198,4148914; 559270,4148863;
559369,4148854; 559494,4148740;
559616,4148761; 559674,4148739;
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559731,4148633; 559955,4148581;
559947,4148665; 560032,4148830;
560049,4148917; 560013,4148990;
560025,4149077; 559906,4149091;
559778,4149222; 559737,4149169;
559702,4149166; 559664,4149201;
559510,4149358; 559532,4149444;
559656,4149488; 559592,4149635;
559506,4149650; 559480,4149680;
559397,4149898; 559341,4149908;
559250,4149879; 559191,4149907;
559193,4150034; 559128,4150206;
559186,4150267; 559296,4150283;
559287,4150377; 559074,4150340;
558886,4150433; 558753,4150470;
558712,4150521; 558673,4150642;
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558549,4150664; 558505,4150712;
558492,4150857; 558580,4150870;
558595,4150946; 558493,4150945;
558405,4150912; 558170,4151042;
558170,4151088; 558119,4151123;
557994,4151156; 557767,4151360;
557737,4151586; 557620,4151648;
557584,4151709; 557594,4151780;
557444,4151759; 557409,4151647;
returning to 557286,4151491.
Excluding: 553227,4150371;
553132,4150480; 553085,4150414;
553085,4150180; 552935,4150096;
553085,4150049; 553319,4149834;
553553,4149834; 553646,4150049;
553581,4150264; returning to
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553227,4150371. Excluding:
552570,4150315; 552477,4150517;
552589,4150966; 552563,4151254;
552664,4151452; 552664,4151733;
552524,4151686; 552222,4151263;
551991,4151097; 551766,4150854;
551617,4150480; 551617,4150115;
551813,4149956; 552165,4149863;
552374,4149890; returning to
552570,4150315.
(ii) Note: Map of Units SNM-1 and
SNM-2 for the California red-legged frog
follows:
BILLING CODE 4310–55–S
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(29) Unit SNM-2: San Mateo and
Santa Cruz Counties, California. From
USGS 1:24,000 scale quadrangles Half
Moon Bay, San Gregorio, Pigeon Point,
Woodside, La Honda, Franklin Point,
Mindego Hill and Big Basin.
(i) Land bounded by the following
UTM Zone 10, NAD83 coordinates
(E,N): 569250,4119121;
569151,4119022; 568939,4118954;
568881,4118980; 568788,4118975;
568652,4118929; 568430,4118898;
568274,4118928; 568169,4118976;
567965,4119114; 567911,4119100;
567778,4119012; 567704,4118933;
567699,4118870; 567746,4118785;
567733,4118731; 567590,4118548;
567499,4118333; 567262,4118281;
567036,4118184; 566576,4117892;
566404,4117833; 566304,4117724;
566110,4117736; 566051,4117615;
565927,4117536; 565921,4117260;
565894,4117190; 565809,4117126;
565671,4117091; 565425,4116788;
565262,4116712; 565091,4116711;
564995,4116680; 564832,4116671;
564749,4116592; 564742,4116504;
564701,4116455; 564644,4116464;
564501,4116430; 564414,4116466;
564140,4116453; 564134,4116372;
564048,4116217; 564045,4116048;
563964,4115960; 563895,4115727;
563887,4115633; 563931,4115559;
563879,4115420; 563915,4115297;
563902,4115237; 563662,4115064;
563528,4115090; 563379,4115163;
563229,4115336; 562888,4115441;
562826,4115435; 562679,4115366;
562397,4115352; 562330,4115200;
562221,4115057; 562104,4114979;
561913,4114940; 561755,4114828;
561485,4114784; 561007,4114774;
560798,4114607; 560609,4114539;
560544,4114492; 560488,4114385;
560326,4114249; 560225,4114086;
560107,4114183; 559833,4114260;
559745,4114221; 559598,4114235;
559271,4114217; 559009,4114112;
558716,4114159; 558594,4114259;
558599,4114458; 558403,4114681;
558300,4114736; 558149,4114739;
558094,4114697; 558106,4114557;
558082,4114344; 558025,4114287;
557832,4114201; 557729,4114128;
557684,4114059; 557589,4113776;
556967,4113271; 556775,4113655;
557058,4114173; 556966,4114389;
556734,4114563; 556508,4114673;
556108,4114673; 555114,4115309;
554795,4115423; 554201,4115487;
554056,4115554; 553898,4115745;
553421,4116519; 553230,4116879;
553163,4117510; 552770,4118575;
552692,4118856; 552686,4119049;
552832,4119084; 552843,4119062;
552934,4119077; 552906,4119209;
552957,4119263; 552954,4119299;
552855,4119422; 552873,4119468;
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552810,4119530; 552696,4119536;
552696,4119628; 552630,4119861;
552479,4120102; 552601,4120216;
552562,4120269; 552710,4120441;
552710,4120493; 552762,4120561;
552759,4120761; 552813,4120881;
552780,4120929; 552814,4120967;
552875,4121197; 553185,4120764;
553520,4121135; 553141,4121621;
553303,4121748; 553326,4122001;
553167,4122381; 552662,4122597;
552549,4122814; 552292,4123114;
552336,4123768; 552151,4123874;
552044,4123874; 552129,4124397;
552171,4124534; 552222,4124393;
552346,4124238; 552548,4124260;
552634,4124232; 552655,4124255;
552563,4124291; 552555,4124315;
552426,4124340; 552418,4124377;
552477,4124422; 552393,4124431;
552273,4124577; 552197,4124591;
552230,4124662; 552166,4124704;
552274,4125178; 552291,4125455;
552347,4125621; 552317,4125675;
552319,4125751; 552347,4125785;
552344,4125868; 552389,4125921;
552414,4126094; 552390,4126152;
552436,4126284; 552412,4126394;
552462,4126623; 552465,4126765;
554285,4127045; 554348,4127299;
554393,4127347; 554399,4127474;
554358,4127620; 554461,4127656;
554507,4127806; 554561,4127851;
554634,4127852; 554769,4127802;
554769,4128072; 555061,4128697;
555034,4129157; 554813,4129488;
554804,4129463; 554758,4129459;
554489,4129518; 554419,4129543;
554218,4129684; 554167,4129676;
553952,4129729; 553868,4129881;
553395,4130479; 553250,4130564;
552869,4130621; 552881,4130661;
552821,4130823; 552825,4130999;
552804,4131010; 552796,4131079;
552845,4131083; 552876,4131131;
552876,4131326; 552915,4131403;
552997,4132106; 553190,4132082;
553362,4132089; 553494,4132144;
553537,4132262; 553547,4132490;
553647,4132612; 553602,4132871;
553641,4133060; 553621,4133192;
553434,4133496; 553384,4133735;
553267,4134023; 553259,4134239;
553421,4134628; 553399,4134765;
553360,4134855; 553190,4135011;
552963,4135283; 553379,4135635;
553442,4135811; 553540,4135865;
553572,4135910; 553583,4136045;
553659,4136295; 553889,4136534;
553914,4136623; 553914,4136854;
553762,4136980; 553783,4137262;
553803,4137293; 553858,4137341;
554197,4137481; 554417,4137731;
554603,4137783; 554759,4137744;
554784,4137762; 554822,4137868;
554817,4137996; 554676,4138273;
554618,4138521; 554636,4138646;
554717,4138801; 554780,4138839;
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554925,4138871; 555392,4138909;
555441,4138984; 555413,4139214;
555601,4139415; 555714,4139649;
555744,4139820; 555921,4139916;
556166,4139926; 556259,4139976;
556361,4140244; 556432,4140290;
556490,4140404; 556856,4140727;
556896,4140845; 556853,4140964;
556852,4141399; 556768,4141545;
556803,4141754; 556775,4141867;
556791,4141902; 557144,4142056;
557240,4142041; 557359,4142059;
557599,4142185; 557662,4142195;
558052,4142061; 558192,4142080;
558311,4142057; 558434,4142091;
558662,4141842; 559030,4141562;
559213,4141470; 559357,4141505;
559519,4141690; 559601,4141712;
559697,4141693; 559766,4141724;
559998,4141459; 560077,4141441;
560242,4141513; 560283,4141428;
560430,4141372; 560668,4141190;
560841,4141136; 560869,4141081;
560978,4140989; 561055,4140964;
561208,4141005; 561240,4140993;
561287,4140875; 561213,4140727;
561244,4140388; 561324,4140282;
561345,4140196; 561455,4140206;
561695,4140081; 561800,4140000;
561921,4139872; 561966,4139724;
562132,4139625; 562164,4139517;
562468,4139413; 562912,4139086;
563107,4139105; 563367,4139057;
563389,4138904; 563426,4138850;
563543,4138782; 563559,4138677;
563847,4138571; 563930,4138480;
564034,4138484; 564190,4138558;
564420,4138510; 564471,4138435;
564901,4138198; 564978,4138127;
565013,4137931; 565235,4137747;
565269,4137444; 565376,4137337;
565423,4137076; 565479,4136982;
565649,4136858; 565801,4136865;
565810,4136784; 565953,4136476;
566058,4136416; 566222,4136370;
566306,4136066; 566457,4135889;
566638,4135815; 566713,4135637;
566857,4135522; 566842,4135456;
566741,4135376; 566689,4135303;
566712,4135121; 566695,4135021;
566730,4134874; 566801,4134760;
566870,4134722; 567001,4134715;
567090,4134510; 567085,4134394;
567120,4134277; 567218,4134215;
567352,4134023;567433,4133959;
567578,4133984; 567748,4133928;
567839,4133927; 567848,4133880;
568085,4133744; 568241,4133501;
568306,4133355; 568496,4133250;
568613,4133142; 568963,4132987;
569153,4132711; 569145,4132474;
569183,4132325; 569280,4132219;
569383,4132175; 569480,4131969;
569567,4131884; 569635,4131677;
569844,4131459; 570128,4131314;
570217,4131198; 570529,4131030;
570685,4130832; 570866,4130710;
571044,4130504; 571335,4130445;
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571467,4130457; 571512,4130484;
571705,4130457; 571800,4130420;
571950,4130253; 572075,4130192;
572123,4130068; 572093,4129988;
572138,4129919; 572137,4129832;
572182,4129734; 572316,4129589;
572452,4129532; 572524,4129539;
572584,4129577; 572687,4129727;
572903,4129865; 572960,4129877;
573189,4129891; 573454,4129828;
573485,4129803; 573503,4129720;
573636,4129595; 573679,4129407;
573842,4129125; 573907,4129100;
574000,4129102; 574103,4129013;
574243,4128966; 574194,4128773;
574114,4128638; 574207,4128564;
574090,4128354; 573981,4128215;
573971,4128066; 573918,4128005;
573856,4127980; 573848,4127937;
573886,4127912; 574082,4127916;
574174,4127800; 574360,4127750;
574473,4127756; 574692,4127659;
574793,4127594; 574830,4127526;
575061,4127322; 575108,4127212;
575118,4127007; 575136,4126998;
575179,4126705; 575255,4126597;
575437,4126460; 575410,4126387;
575467,4126339; 575475,4126295;
575404,4126223; 575393,4126180;
575407,4126024; 575303,4125865;
575177,4125877; 575058,4126064;
574924,4126121; 574868,4126079;
574396,4126151; 574316,4126210;
574241,4126336; 574044,4126373;
573947,4126434; 573732,4126487;
573644,4126490; 573453,4126448;
573399,4126414; 573365,4126319;
573310,4126282; 573287,4126109;
573175,4126039; 573138,4125924;
573135,4125795; 572745,4125424;
572663,4125396; 572596,4125240;
572556,4125206; 572351,4125107;
572303,4125058; 572184,4125058;
572123,4125147; 571999,4125201;
571796,4125373; 571688,4125399;
571660,4125374; 571748,4124914;
571680,4124564; 571765,4124348;
571751,4124191; 571517,4123697;
571295,4123494; 571261,4123425;
571173,4123391; 570995,4123440;
570760,4123730; 570610,4123819;
570489,4123795; 570363,4123620;
570048,4123496; 569605,4123239;
569361,4123062; 569273,4122870;
569112,4122852; 569032,4122818;
568975,4122734; 568938,4122606;
568845,4122510; 568674,4122381;
568330,4122199; 568183,4122041;
568089,4121844; 567929,4121625;
567853,4121468; 567753,4121359;
567886,4121202; 568114,4121033;
568268,4120983; 568404,4120859;
568458,4120654; 568574,4120546;
568633,4120370; 568729,4120202;
568777,4120032; 568801,4119737;
568882,4119643; 568910,4119534;
568991,4119382; returning to
569250,4119121; Excluding:
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555483,4121713; 555388,4121749;
555388,4121320; 555235,4121428;
555083,4121390; 554981,4121263;
554873,4121256; 554937,4121205;
555387,4121177; 556034,4121027;
556340,4120843; 556518,4120862;
556658,4120996; 556400,4121122;
556169,4121332; 556086,4121497;
555687,4121566; 555584,4121675;
returning to 555483,4121713.
Excluding: 556092,4122063;
556218,4122107; 556645,4122069;
556727,4122152; 556746,4122317;
556816,4122418; 557032,4122456;
557089,4122533; 556873,4122695;
556861,4122837; 556467,4122821;
556281,4123125; 556289,4123256;
556226,4123422; 555497,4123687;
555358,4123614; 555261,4123663;
555032,4123593; 554691,4123369;
554690,4123310; 554656,4123262;
554596,4123352; 554359,4123364;
554270,4123180; 553600,4123504;
553555,4123410; 553375,4123390;
553635,4122920; 553644,4122708;
553715,4122548; 553839,4122460;
554062,4122505; 554165,4122407;
554289,4122418; 554447,4122645;
555312,4122656; 555578,4122761;
555705,4122761; 555756,4122507;
556003,4122317; returning to
556092,4122063.
(ii) Note: Unit SNM-2 for California
red-legged frog is depicted on the map
in paragraph (28)(ii) of this entry.
(30) Unit STC-1: Santa Clara County,
California. From USGS 1:24,000 scale
quadrangles Calaveras Reservoir, San
Jose East, Mt. Day, Lick Observatory,
Morgan Hill, Isabel Valley and Mt.
Sizer.
(i) Land bounded by the following
UTM Zone 10, NAD83 coordinates
(E,N):
612040,4142329; 612059,4142174;
612136,4142137; 612243,4141962;
612198,4141726; 612203,4141589;
612088,4141439; 612041,4141311;
612049,4141259; 611960,4141119;
611893,4140940; 611969,4140675;
611942,4140491; 611944,4140135;
611962,4140096; 612052,4140065;
612152,4139946; 612275,4139957;
612334,4139915; 612459,4139974;
612507,4139882; 612554,4139865;
612630,4139772; 612695,4139756;
612795,4139794; 613168,4139551;
613274,4139569; 613392,4139510;
613498,4139495; 613570,4139450;
613586,4139411; 613566,4139244;
613666,4139098; 613611,4138948;
613591,4138643; 613645,4138499;
613605,4138264; 613625,4138154;
613708,4137981; 613803,4137917;
614063,4137873; 614140,4138041;
614249,4138124; 614319,4138132;
614354,4138114; 614382,4137991;
614504,4137865; 614553,4137838;
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614650,4137844; 614894,4137745;
614981,4137741; 614951,4137541;
614963,4137477; 615053,4137385;
615187,4137120; 615536,4136826;
615623,4136654; 615694,4136571;
615811,4136523; 615823,4136452;
615764,4136335; 615810,4136000;
615822,4135962; 615914,4135902;
615928,4135865; 615873,4135230;
615957,4135094; 616080,4134655;
616156,4134516; 616247,4134483;
616360,4134378; 616464,4134099;
616515,4133842; 616638,4133676;
616670,4133559; 616644,4133379;
616652,4133124; 616668,4133048;
616729,4132973; 616798,4132770;
616852,4132690; 616866,4132313;
616973,4132054; 617051,4131999;
617114,4131990; 617158,4131944;
617172,4131872; 617143,4131780;
617178,4131687; 617302,4131573;
617591,4131501; 617635,4131459;
617692,4131243; 617760,4131146;
617872,4131197; 618059,4131081;
618145,4130995; 618281,4131037;
618511,4131004; 618693,4131033;
618729,4130991; 618729,4130940;
618624,4130736; 618668,4130675;
618718,4130655; 618787,4130644;
618878,4130668; 619015,4130511;
618895,4130412; 618867,4130338;
618871,4130263; 618965,4130041;
618965,4129916; 619031,4129801;
619135,4129762; 619298,4129777;
619591,4129713; 619800,4129796;
619819,4129775; 619824,4129621;
619925,4129584; 619976,4129526;
619994,4129332; 620075,4129282;
620163,4129300; 620342,4129194;
620451,4129228; 620734,4129474;
620830,4129720; 620871,4129653;
620969,4129299; 621072,4129096;
621167,4129040; 621462,4129008;
621485,4128960; 621419,4128672;
621449,4128541; 621515,4128408;
621545,4128096; 621521,4127932;
621824,4127708; 621825,4127609;
621904,4127423; 622072,4127349;
622113,4127288; 622112,4127201;
621723,4127166; 621691,4127088;
621697,4126941; 621650,4126898;
621435,4126877; 621355,4126773;
621352,4126717; 621480,4126534;
621560,4126366; 621611,4126292;
621701,4126238; 621758,4126104;
621817,4126034; 621915,4125991;
622028,4125979; 622113,4125901;
622192,4125876; 622370,4125910;
622527,4125851; 622683,4125916;
622744,4125886; 622816,4125749;
622945,4125721; 622982,4125621;
623173,4125332; 623145,4125105;
623239,4125034; 623411,4124996;
623593,4124887; 623692,4124722;
623802,4124609; 623880,4124572;
623985,4124559; 624046,4124365;
624145,4124286; 624195,4124252;
624361,4124256;
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624411,4124190;624452,4124030;
624562,4123896; 624594,4123769;
624742,4123605; 624913,4123629;
624957,4123577; 625087,4123189;
625229,4123134; 625306,4123035;
625227,4122866; 625180,4122564;
625202,4122504; 625275,4122421;
625222,4122293; 625234,4122248;
625342,4122141; 625364,4122036;
625346,4121976; 625367,4121815;
625296,4121673; 625258,4121446;
625303,4121426; 625441,4121465;
625627,4121383; 625769,4121370;
625971,4121269; 626170,4121031;
626405,4120805; 626471,4120684;
626472,4120551; 626503,4120491;
626566,4120430; 626791,4120430;
626832,4120387; 626874,4120188;
626849,4120116; 626881,4120000;
626870,4119926; 626904,4119873;
627034,4119828; 626989,4119737;
626974,4119631; 626831,4119564;
626781,4119494; 626758,4119371;
626672,4119312; 626641,4119261;
626651,4119139; 626716,4119059;
626751,4118956; 626941,4118796;
627043,4118585; 627179,4118618;
627214,4118603; 627419,4118344;
627643,4118155; 627808,4118083;
628001,4118038; 628093,4117865;
628134,4117680; 628466,4117591;
628550,4117534; 628588,4117465;
628623,4117388; 628615,4117346;
628459,4117262; 628356,4117170;
628395,4116980; 628325,4116853;
628335,4116718; 628278,4116490;
628286,4116352; 628103,4116255;
628031,4116109; 627889,4115942;
627682,4115852; 627576,4115719;
627167,4115669; 627060,4115683;
626925,4115642; 626870,4115565;
626869,4115368; 626923,4115263;
626960,4115056; 626726,4114762;
626787,4114534; 626784,4114467;
626690,4114262; 626423,4114125;
626434,4114068; 626578,4113887;
626623,4113725; 626719,4113599;
626903,4113417; 627132,4113270;
627201,4113193; 627261,4113097;
627291,4112961; 627358,4112811;
627557,4112743; 627638,4112652;
627614,4112518; 627418,4112146;
627426,4111910; 627385,4111753;
627480,4111507; 627394,4111334;
627391,4111261; 627490,4111114;
627388,4110977; 627171,4111318;
627031,4111456; 626862,4111748;
626633,4111951; 626547,4112092;
626333,4112335; 626231,4112677;
626140,4112823; 625896,4112885;
625823,4112986; 625726,4113043;
625560,4113050; 625410,4112881;
625270,4112901; 624926,4113024;
624677,4113152; 624253,4113507;
624165,4113648; 624216,4113793;
624195,4113833; 624061,4113788;
623966,4113838; 623809,4113800;
623432,4113932; 623410,4113985;
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623286,4113958; 623227,4114020;
623221,4114114; 623177,4114172;
623162,4114299; 623085,4114351;
622877,4114704; 622841,4114749;
622695,4114830; 622668,4114942;
622581,4114938; 622535,4114970;
622431,4114946; 622362,4114981;
622307,4115087; 622170,4115245;
622128,4115351; 621954,4115628;
621964,4115651; 622248,4115647;
622368,4115618; 622492,4115468;
622660,4115452; 622703,4115339;
622733,4115324; 622753,4115332;
622724,4115461; 622756,4115515;
622735,4115580; 622592,4115619;
622471,4115691; 622440,4115767;
622227,4115914; 622180,4115994;
622111,4116019; 621959,4115986;
621770,4115884; 621746,4115952;
621676,4116028; 621642,4116139;
621565,4116506; 621607,4116593;
621533,4116615; 621477,4116672;
621501,4116205; 621482,4116098;
621429,4116065; 621240,4116163;
621210,4116295; 621169,4116348;
620911,4116453; 620819,4116645;
620818,4116696; 620868,4116747;
620858,4116775; 620523,4116740;
620411,4116761; 620380,4116984;
620270,4117039; 620133,4117214;
620181,4117375; 620082,4117343;
620051,4117391; 620060,4117643;
620034,4117731; 619920,4117869;
619919,4117897; 619855,4117932;
619923,4118019; 619879,4118047;
619809,4117977; 619758,4117971;
619314,4118146; 619080,4118189;
618997,4118316; 618794,4118278;
618707,4118371; 618474,4118228;
618333,4118177; 618125,4118214;
617725,4118186; 617578,4118212;
617492,4118311; 617333,4118207;
617237,4118176; 617157,4118173;
617020,4118231; 616900,4118344;
616704,4118473; 616652,4118594;
616528,4118721; 616301,4118690;
616109,4118847; 615968,4119042;
615888,4119292; 615772,4119462;
615774,4119551; 615497,4119806;
614886,4120144; 614835,4120223;
614849,4120390; 614588,4120669;
614537,4120787; 614438,4120860;
614312,4120876; 614093,4121043;
614103,4121315; 614181,4121415;
614309,4121481; 614351,4121596;
614085,4121709; 613916,4121616;
613664,4121942; 613577,4122207;
613738,4122279; 613758,4122421;
613798,4122514; 613961,4122796;
613897,4122862; 613777,4122898;
613651,4122988; 613589,4123089;
613606,4123223; 613756,4123389;
613900,4123394; 613985,4123425;
614086,4123514; 614631,4123658;
614745,4123606; 614794,4123628;
614874,4123785; 614706,4123888;
614703,4123913; 614758,4123972;
614881,4123990; 615122,4123950;
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615217,4123983; 615371,4123965;
615542,4124082; 615597,4124166;
615590,4124203; 615498,4124290;
615254,4124371; 615230,4124425;
615180,4124432; 615125,4124496;
615112,4124679; 614993,4124738;
614872,4124894; 614862,4124944;
614702,4125047; 614649,4125163;
614675,4125373; 614584,4125586;
614620,4125652; 614694,4125654;
614749,4125701; 614905,4126019;
614911,4126099; 614684,4126506;
614799,4126785; 614809,4127047;
614798,4127098; 614657,4127186;
614631,4127335; 614662,4127620;
614585,4127828; 614658,4128059;
614642,4128130; 614542,4128151;
614464,4128227; 614391,4128346;
614203,4128535; 614191,4128589;
614189,4128617; 614287,4128701;
614313,4128775; 614295,4128959;
614225,4129047; 614367,4129352;
614175,4129502; 614106,4129473;
613942,4129667; 613739,4129766;
613576,4130060; 613498,4130094;
613472,4130071; 613441,4130080;
613508,4130573; 613389,4130813;
613398,4130924; 613344,4131136;
613084,4131480; 613020,4131548;
612886,4131629; 612798,4131727;
612715,4131842; 612621,4132064;
612557,4132133; 612358,4132261;
612278,4132385; 612259,4132633;
612067,4132743; 611994,4132736;
611912,4132787; 611946,4132924;
611824,4133110; 611802,4133324;
611734,4133426; 611635,4133479;
611655,4133578; 611647,4133759;
611623,4133842; 611522,4133915;
611509,4133949; 611485,4134037;
611509,4134193; 611493,4134315;
611388,4134536; 611342,4134597;
611161,4134610; 611121,4134719;
610969,4134719; 610777,4134766;
610728,4134837; 610731,4134969;
610564,4135011; 610426,4135080;
610356,4135221; 610256,4135311;
610146,4135640; 610042,4135853;
609929,4135939;609729,4136000;
609508,4136147; 609270,4136458;
609113,4136872; 609025,4136993;
608928,4137055; 608816,4137274;
608787,4137441; 608638,4137595;
608537,4137760; 608444,4137816;
608346,4137829; 608182,4137930;
607779,4137907; 607593,4137951;
607413,4138082; 607351,4138218;
607210,4138322; 607157,4138501;
607091,4138579; 606846,4138652;
606681,4138605; 606357,4138606;
606040,4138540; 606025,4138608;
606045,4138787; 606102,4138827;
606098,4138947; 605923,4138995;
605932,4139155; 605426,4138980;
605234,4138972; 605121,4139012;
605059,4138971; 604638,4139103;
604471,4139194; 604343,4139170;
604302,4139246; 604183,4139305;
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604159,4139363; 604133,4139467;
604133,4139623; 604367,4139882;
604382,4140096; 604429,4140118;
604574,4140118; 604608,4140376;
604783,4140578; 604789,4140721;
605055,4141023; 605226,4141041;
605536,4141023; 605648,4141059;
605764,4141137; 605993,4141092;
606071,4140988; 606145,4140955;
606317,4140970; 606545,4141045;
606686,4141124; 606832,4141464;
606985,4141659; 607076,4141722;
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607213,4141750; 607541,4141680;
607785,4141734; 608014,4141870;
608137,4142008; 608199,4142141;
608199,4142276; 608300,4142611;
608587,4142636; 608715,4142602;
608815,4142474; 608848,4142388;
608996,4142296; 609083,4142211;
609302,4142219; 609329,4141976;
609375,4141928; 609532,4141860;
609743,4141951; 609797,4142102;
609851,4142170; 610012,4142113;
610088,4142027; 610194,4142032;
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610315,4141978; 610415,4141989;
610614,4142075; 610676,4142133;
610751,4142259; 610789,4142438;
610999,4142707; 611151,4142845;
611372,4142893; 611408,4142925;
611459,4142899; 611689,4142634;
612012,4142381; returning to
612040,4142329.
(ii) Note: Map of Units STC-1 and
STC-2 for the California red-legged frog
follows:
BILLING CODE 4310–55–S
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(31) Unit STC-2: Santa Clara, Merced,
Stanislaus and San Benito Counties,
California. From USGS 1:24,000 scale
quadrangles Mt. Sizer, Gilroy, Mt.
Stakes, Mississippi Creek, Gilroy Hot
Springs, San Felipe, Mustang Peak,
Pacheco Peak, Three Sisters, Crevision
Peak, Pacheco Pass and Mariposa Peak.
(i) Land bounded by the following
UTM Zone 10, NAD83 coordinates
(E,N): 639546,4129203;
639759,4129165; 639715,4128997;
639730,4128920; 639814,4128811;
639800,4128684; 640076,4128375;
640247,4128258; 640263,4128178;
640404,4128055; 640398,4127894;
640352,4127793; 640370,4127736;
640463,4127644; 640411,4127495;
640289,4127468; 640187,4127396;
640115,4127138; 640124,4127070;
639872,4126828; 639790,4126628;
639781,4126566; 639822,4126533;
639919,4126303; 639913,4126193;
639952,4126120; 639995,4125882;
639899,4125877; 639810,4125750;
639783,4125652; 639802,4125436;
639768,4125214; 639801,4125194;
639938,4124903; 639862,4124823;
639908,4124715; 640051,4124535;
640220,4124484; 640333,4124420;
640499,4124474; 640725,4124443;
640792,4124455; 640856,4124419;
641092,4124427; 641107,4124382;
641204,4124290; 641271,4124249;
641408,4124238; 641528,4124098;
641601,4124055; 641721,4124007;
641859,4123990; 642059,4123895;
642176,4123971; 642274,4124076;
642566,4124008; 642555,4123944;
642576,4123896; 642678,4123832;
642719,4123708; 642680,4123551;
642686,4123409; 642648,4123264;
642642,4123085; 642659,4123024;
642855,4122810; 642935,4122612;
642852,4122462; 642884,4122239;
642820,4122061; 642893,4121918;
643093,4121832; 643145,4121777;
643238,4121663; 643304,4121372;
643482,4121318; 643548,4121154;
643678,4121113; 643862,4120987;
643921,4120981; 644067,4120714;
644130,4120656; 644208,4120619;
644302,4120637; 644410,4120599;
644480,4120486; 644537,4120446;
644635,4120385; 644798,4120337;
644928,4120161; 644785,4120082;
644735,4120009; 644726,4119911;
644795,4119762; 644836,4119420;
644880,4119304; 644819,4119024;
644731,4118907; 644614,4118818;
644597,4118746; 644648,4118649;
644641,4118531; 644550,4118402;
644558,4118249; 644671,4117859;
644817,4117669; 644845,4117469;
644830,4117384; 644876,4117249;
644956,4117124; 644952,4116804;
645148,4116560; 645251,4116554;
645459,4116653; 645589,4116638;
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645629,4116612; 645799,4116608;
646002,4116517; 646166,4116524;
646293,4116492; 646513,4116343;
646614,4116175; 646819,4116004;
646877,4115890; 646889,4115713;
646919,4115684; 647208,4115629;
647422,4115554; 647567,4115404;
647743,4115280; 647895,4115311;
648096,4114850; 648258,4114782;
648364,4114854; 648580,4114885;
648835,4114838; 648907,4114848;
649102,4114906; 649148,4114957;
649317,4115041; 649445,4115055;
649600,4115024; 649712,4115229;
649802,4115255; 649842,4115247;
649965,4115124; 650026,4115004;
650225,4114906; 650350,4114898;
650629,4114954; 650823,4114894;
650934,4114829; 651130,4114887;
651390,4115111; 651418,4115179;
651536,4115308; 651527,4115465;
651578,4115571; 651613,4115751;
651700,4115871; 651837,4115947;
651905,4116122; 651999,4116243;
652104,4116446; 652150,4116487;
652432,4116421; 652471,4116398;
652549,4116264; 652772,4116134;
652916,4115926; 653129,4115700;
653239,4115464; 653358,4115358;
653467,4115352; 653559,4115286;
653611,4115148; 653854,4114719;
653904,4114492; 654076,4114354;
654154,4114176; 654498,4114115;
654633,4114034; 654774,4114004;
654857,4114008; 655084,4114077;
655313,4114095; 655350,4114084;
655410,4114016; 655586,4113953;
655747,4114002; 655880,4113975;
656082,4113974; 656238,4113932;
656261,4113878; 656227,4113738;
656237,4113694; 656363,4113595;
656305,4113148; 656421,4112966;
656392,4112785; 656408,4112685;
656467,4112649; 656553,4112512;
656647,4112455; 656740,4112343;
656876,4112101; 656914,4111862;
657185,4111802; 657347,4111649;
657481,4111581; 657438,4111410;
657466,4111281; 657559,4111199;
657606,4111077; 657692,4111074;
657875,4110902; 657875,4110795;
657822,4110684; 657943,4110519;
657956,4110410; 658016,4110268;
658158,4110036; 658368,4109930;
658406,4109872; 658456,4109856;
658675,4109867; 658784,4109812;
658830,4109758; 658990,4109732;
659167,4109587; 659388,4109614;
659587,4109591; 659800,4109501;
659869,4109644; 660043,4109710;
660096,4109764; 660156,4109860;
660175,4110005; 660288,4110181;
660766,4110612; 660839,4110744;
661182,4110999; 661438,4111148;
661548,4111124; 661912,4111114;
662158,4111025; 662368,4111018;
662571,4110956; 662702,4110886;
662805,4110782; 662997,4110666;
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663135,4110548; 663321,4110581;
663608,4110676; 663674,4110679;
663893,4110602; 664202,4110318;
664236,4110242; 664404,4110042;
664461,4109741; 664747,4109472;
664495,4109500; 664457,4109479;
664779,4109388; 664916,4109298;
664972,4109201; 665017,4109218;
665133,4109177; 665254,4109012;
665237,4108973; 665281,4108933;
665272,4108874; 665347,4108815;
665257,4108753; 665352,4108727;
665337,4108600; 665390,4108670;
665487,4108605; 665456,4108510;
665525,4108499; 665525,4108436;
665581,4108391; 665624,4108286;
665613,4108263; 665498,4108249;
665404,4108151; 665526,4108142;
665554,4108055; 665647,4108062;
665680,4107934; 665577,4107863;
665424,4107821; 665414,4107793;
665594,4107720; 665617,4107690;
665499,4107645; 665366,4107665;
665216,4107636; 665184,4107590;
665262,4107584; 665401,4107511;
665365,4107483; 665344,4107412;
665270,4107413; 665223,4107358;
665172,4107371; 665127,4107420;
665043,4107405; 664992,4107451;
664935,4107435; 664849,4107472;
664651,4107386; 664809,4107285;
664812,4107229; 664962,4107231;
665013,4107195; 665005,4107162;
664957,4107156; 664943,4107132;
665007,4107033; 664999,4106988;
664947,4106982; 664901,4107065;
664833,4107080; 664762,4106963;
664721,4106985; 664702,4107057;
664647,4107123; 664595,4107081;
664542,4107086; 664523,4107057;
664529,4106947; 664499,4106928;
664279,4107090; 664235,4107095;
664272,4106985; 664160,4106935;
664173,4106881; 664068,4106863;
663981,4106778; 663949,4106696;
663982,4106682; 664020,4106706;
664058,4106683; 664101,4106714;
664198,4106695; 664216,4106572;
664268,4106637; 664332,4106672;
664379,4106641; 664377,4106536;
664478,4106609; 664608,4106638;
664642,4106620; 664659,4106583;
664503,4106517; 664478,4106401;
664528,4106317; 664342,4106323;
664319,4106211; 664210,4106245;
664183,4106203; 664117,4106188;
664110,4106148;664028,4106043;
663964,4106025; 663931,4106037;
663916,4106100; 663813,4106108;
663864,4106244; 663783,4106232;
663722,4106292; 663697,4106153;
663545,4106164; 663549,4106101;
663620,4106067; 663513,4105861;
663513,4105809; 663550,4105752;
663535,4105727; 663452,4105750;
663306,4105713; 663248,4105728;
663170,4105782; 663119,4105892;
663095,4105732; 663012,4105662;
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662888,4105748; 662862,4105912;
662764,4105833; 662716,4105830;
662453,4105932; 662453,4105961;
662401,4105940; 662270,4105987;
662200,4105960; 662201,4105855;
662013,4105669; 662047,4105655;
662142,4105697; 662342,4105669;
662482,4105617; 662541,4105568;
662592,4105572; 662711,4105452;
662662,4105420; 662547,4105456;
662338,4105357; 662238,4105344;
662130,4105244; 662009,4105247;
662066,4105171; 662189,4105157;
662389,4105242; 662414,4105136;
662565,4105124; 662683,4105177;
662796,4105179; 662816,4105152;
662723,4105055; 662745,4104994;
662709,4104895; 662752,4104909;
662790,4104888; 662852,4105023;
662917,4105007; 663044,4105197;
663045,4105230; 663101,4105226;
663106,4105175; 663052,4105068;
663074,4104940; 663168,4104980;
663211,4105030; 663327,4104919;
663367,4104918; 663367,4104826;
663391,4104807; 663484,4104813;
663558,4104884; 663608,4104811;
663664,4104811; 663761,4104766;
663852,4104771; 663873,4104707;
663780,4104713; 663682,4104668;
663579,4104722; 663441,4104687;
663349,4104708; 663330,4104748;
663226,4104798; 663096,4104761;
662992,4104689; 662938,4104689;
662986,4104615; 663124,4104676;
663237,4104624; 663418,4104447;
663346,4104380; 663256,4104392;
662986,4104264; 662933,4104365;
662873,4104422; 662832,4104425;
662768,4104378; 662606,4104510;
662593,4104558; 662617,4104696;
662589,4104719; 662585,4104656;
662436,4104465; 662481,4104247;
662444,4104227; 662366,4104266;
662399,4104377; 662308,4104563;
662245,4104582; 662154,4104690;
662156,4104784; 662059,4104770;
662035,4104802; 662004,4104905;
662040,4104941; 662040,4105008;
661981,4105023; 661923,4104960;
661877,4104955; 661672,4105035;
661496,4105065; 661429,4105117;
661419,4105070; 661675,4104881;
661706,4104901; 661778,4104863;
661815,4104803; 661816,4104736;
661875,4104680; 661866,4104579;
661983,4104499; 662068,4104326;
662045,4104279; 661980,4104281;
661844,4104389; 661873,4104279;
662085,4104161; 662069,4104129;
661884,4104095; 661904,4104044;
661812,4103974; 661678,4103983;
661452,4104119; 661348,4104203;
661331,4104257; 661286,4104213;
661154,4104209; 661090,4104245;
661063,4104304; 660930,4104342;
660830,4104407; 660631,4104460;
660872,4104326; 660926,4104258;
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661016,4104230; 660980,4104164;
661085,4104163; 661091,4104076;
661287,4104100; 661371,4103978;
661411,4104027; 661518,4104007;
661576,4103932; 661586,4103871;
661627,4103850; 661792,4103810;
661900,4103876; 661945,4103876;
661967,4103808; 662027,4103893;
662129,4103943; 662197,4103967;
662259,4103948; 662309,4103845;
662272,4103798; 662312,4103767;
662315,4103649; 662352,4103660;
662387,4103732; 662431,4103719;
662438,4103781; 662496,4103839;
662565,4103788; 662902,4103841;
662991,4103820; 662997,4103763;
662950,4103713; 662858,4103642;
662705,4103581; 662771,4103535;
662766,4103459; 662755,4103442;
662653,4103462; 662617,4103422;
662613,4103349; 662527,4103308;
662441,4103320; 662377,4103359;
662338,4103298; 662164,4103304;
662075,4103266; 661910,4103262;
661924,4103236; 661862,4103211;
662158,4103214; 662243,4103176;
662489,4103160; 662519,4103097;
662372,4102996; 662374,4102975;
662520,4102986; 662562,4102935;
662573,4102844; 662598,4102822;
662585,4102914; 662620,4103011;
662663,4103029; 662660,4103110;
662704,4103156; 662780,4103181;
662772,4103243; 662884,4103297;
662972,4103446; 663040,4103465;
663143,4103410; 663159,4103486;
663117,4103575; 663196,4103672;
663272,4103668; 663330,4103719;
663430,4103756; 663528,4103774;
663588,4103750; 663676,4103796;
663735,4103700; 663833,4103647;
663876,4103717; 663969,4103740;
663996,4103603; 664079,4103590;
664140,4103642; 664151,4103492;
664395,4103184; 664441,4103167;
664452,4103104; 664556,4103058;
664585,4102963; 664581,4102736;
664523,4102552; 664454,4102487;
664601,4102421; 664668,4102260;
664665,4102125; 664637,4102103;
664499,4102094; 664625,4102033;
664745,4101930; 664754,4101895;
664659,4101863; 664780,4101696;
664753,4101613; 664687,4101558;
664725,4101497; 664698,4101461;
664636,4101434; 664586,4101443;
664516,4101341; 664566,4101315;
664550,4101260; 664433,4101126;
664326,4101094; 664216,4100939;
664344,4100957; 664387,4100928;
664404,4100966; 664477,4100986;
664582,4100935; 664659,4100999;
664679,4100864; 664747,4100840;
664848,4100720; 664663,4100710;
664613,4100663; 664622,4100600;
664730,4100556; 664756,4100522;
664640,4100471; 664691,4100390;
664599,4100268; 664569,4100037;
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664598,4099951; 664539,4099835;
664447,4099733; 664564,4099744;
664603,4099811; 664719,4099914;
664774,4099939; 664817,4099896;
664935,4099996; 665152,4099790;
665279,4100228; 665329,4100111;
665340,4099968; 665366,4099938;
665474,4099980; 665548,4099917;
665537,4099810; 665591,4099794;
665661,4099817; 665720,4099778;
665738,4099738; 665683,4099612;
665789,4099585; 665811,4099445;
665886,4099466; 665913,4099408;
666077,4099344; 666107,4099156;
665937,4099044; 665913,4098986;
666029,4099035; 666072,4099031;
666085,4098989; 666129,4099003;
666214,4099070; 666251,4099177;
666321,4099211; 666385,4099172;
666399,4099088; 666461,4099043;
666482,4098810; 666387,4098683;
666538,4098676; 666570,4098651;
666629,4098564; 666621,4098502;
666579,4098478; 666625,4098384;
666507,4098305; 666400,4098283;
666382,4098252; 666407,4098219;
666543,4098195; 666692,4098200;
666760,4098135; 666811,4098223;
666893,4098240; 666950,4098153;
666951,4098026; 667019,4098055;
667165,4097991; 667164,4097968;
666966,4097881; 666922,4097835;
666986,4097799; 667003,4097688;
667048,4097702; 667168,4097684;
667129,4097631; 667116,4097561;
667020,4097558; 667008,4097537;
667099,4097487;667055,4097423;
667159,4097407; 667208,4097375;
667217,4097336; 667188,4097304;
667079,4097302; 667121,4097256;
667108,4097215; 667216,4097219;
667237,4097176; 667177,4096987;
667122,4096950; 667138,4096910;
667123,4096867; 667055,4096761;
667019,4096757; 666810,4096850;
666773,4096843; 666916,4096729;
666883,4096642; 667035,4096604;
666974,4096532; 667032,4096458;
667002,4096421; 667025,4096243;
667013,4096066; 666920,4096010;
666991,4095957; 667008,4095843;
666942,4095750; 666914,4095640;
666804,4095656; 666817,4095616;
666871,4095585; 666842,4095462;
666757,4095316; 666703,4095057;
666629,4094973; 666476,4094963;
666151,4095087; 666010,4095201;
665864,4095242; 665680,4095409;
665560,4095423; 665646,4095354;
665628,4095281; 665133,4094656;
664629,4094273; 664336,4094181;
663579,4094126; 662903,4094024;
662627,4093892; 662114,4093272;
662002,4093094; 661985,4092928;
662017,4092804; 661861,4092709;
661698,4092500; 661439,4092428;
661173,4092479; 660937,4092480;
660867,4092456; 660778,4092369;
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660653,4092059; 660641,4091925;
660251,4091760; 660162,4091782;
660033,4091877; 659967,4092014;
659578,4091748; 659359,4091688;
659281,4091628; 659225,4091618;
659081,4091462; 659012,4091243;
658823,4091051; 658811,4091000;
658834,4090938; 658652,4090568;
658536,4090484; 658327,4090267;
658238,4090241; 658097,4090251;
658003,4090204; 657809,4089947;
657778,4089851; 657686,4089782;
657568,4089485; 657568,4089346;
657601,4089299; 657587,4089210;
657511,4089045; 657334,4088785;
657337,4088609; 656887,4088671;
656620,4088788; 656450,4088810;
656195,4088944; 656116,4089065;
655798,4089159; 655705,4089250;
655627,4089232; 655441,4089279;
655345,4089260; 655315,4089403;
655230,4089528; 655106,4089558;
654939,4089501; 654853,4089597;
654740,4089673; 654735,4089732;
654811,4089882; 654746,4090139;
654513,4090406; 654546,4090496;
654519,4090556; 654368,4090555;
654207,4090684; 654221,4090874;
654190,4091086; 654097,4091175;
654017,4091351; 653970,4091584;
653873,4091763; 653690,4091867;
653524,4092207; 653518,4092389;
653271,4092529; 653234,4092609;
653141,4092649; 653024,4092881;
652991,4092920; 652907,4092947;
652783,4093103; 652808,4093336;
652795,4093795; 652681,4093930;
652387,4094024; 652281,4094100;
652277,4094330; 652176,4094616;
651578,4094413; 651457,4094399;
651335,4094442; 651294,4094433;
651255,4094406; 651200,4094306;
651041,4094194; 651004,4094103;
651021,4094006; 650935,4093717;
650820,4093498; 650856,4093402;
650834,4093186; 650770,4093055;
650719,4093016; 650679,4093015;
650618,4093083; 650437,4093063;
650351,4093098; 650294,4093186;
650233,4093234; 650039,4093208;
649927,4093137; 649797,4093136;
649758,4093257; 649600,4093531;
649500,4093612; 649281,4093710;
649182,4093907; 648947,4094034;
648767,4094350; 648648,4094405;
648465,4094423; 648360,4094556;
648287,4094611; 648256,4094848;
648270,4095011; 648182,4095217;
647955,4095237; 647499,4095104;
647399,4095096; 647330,4095013;
647163,4094988; 647047,4094899;
647028,4094802; 646891,4094825;
646858,4094755; 646811,4094723;
646791,4094618; 646647,4094535;
646404,4094494; 646329,4094408;
646077,4094318; 646043,4094286;
646032,4094221; 646117,4094190;
646315,4093942; 646451,4093853;
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646414,4093639; 646328,4093581;
646369,4093496; 646469,4093433;
646498,4093347; 646509,4093052;
646435,4092908; 646488,4092740;
646467,4092637; 646480,4092484;
646431,4092418; 646345,4092375;
646012,4092339; 645936,4092310;
645651,4091987; 645619,4091861;
645494,4091762; 645459,4091523;
645436,4091524; 645381,4091594;
645227,4091970; 644956,4092226;
644889,4092333; 644865,4092425;
644900,4092639; 645061,4092813;
645090,4092892; 645133,4093347;
645063,4093671; 644895,4094099;
644836,4094483; 644816,4095023;
644770,4095291; 644852,4095537;
644692,4095730; 644622,4095672;
644540,4095771; 644385,4095788;
644150,4095515; 643759,4094905;
643681,4094923; 643804,4094673;
643863,4094207; 643947,4094039;
644036,4093946; 644082,4093749;
644036,4093485; 643894,4093161;
643947,4092835; 643943,4092735;
643763,4092502; 643778,4092414;
643858,4092250; 643907,4092011;
643904,4091716; 643864,4091630;
643738,4091561; 643704,4091517;
643902,4091318; 643926,4091254;
643919,4091216; 643876,4091197;
643682,4091200; 643633,4091169;
643636,4091144; 643768,4091091;
643823,4090973; 643903,4090941;
643992,4090806; 644009,4090683;
643980,4090610; 643928,4090568;
643740,4090548; 643593,4090566;
643417,4090608; 643221,4090701;
643062,4090726; 642950,4090790;
642814,4090752; 642714,4090758;
642535,4090824; 642377,4090934;
642293,4091095; 642036,4091324;
641838,4091579; 641651,4091653;
641587,4091704; 641518,4091805;
641374,4091904; 641216,4091951;
641183,4091982; 641176,4092144;
641094,4092352; 641090,4092438;
641157,4092493; 641350,4092414;
641267,4092622; 641057,4092687;
641018,4092746; 641017,4092811;
641180,4093187; 641149,4093270;
641050,4093294; 640939,4093172;
640801,4093088; 640674,4093099;
640520,4093221; 640465,4093228;
640439,4093188; 640438,4093107;
640365,4093044; 640027,4093016;
639702,4092949; 639512,4092976;
639712,4093226; 639850,4093586;
639939,4093906; 639973,4094495;
639965,4094799; 640079,4095069;
640242,4095348; 640309,4095610;
640286,4095886; 640254,4095996;
640262,4096145; 640232,4096219;
640073,4096388; 639856,4096470;
639736,4096573; 639387,4096626;
639344,4096722; 639215,4096834;
639155,4096827; 639083,4096737;
638998,4096692; 638692,4096748;
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638645,4096807; 638641,4096872;
638840,4097137; 638618,4097256;
638400,4097265; 638146,4097414;
638111,4097528; 637947,4097647;
637830,4097864; 637775,4098050;
637786,4098085; 637902,4098238;
638059,4098263; 638111,4098409;
638007,4098366; 637863,4098416;
637802,4098534; 637761,4098693;
637679,4098771; 637605,4098767;
637237,4098867; 636845,4099033;
636776,4099040; 636581,4099001;
636390,4099025; 636221,4099088;
636011,4099096; 635725,4099252;
635680,4099316; 635619,4099720;
635663,4099862; 635587,4099960;
635546,4100125;635453,4100204;
635388,4100212; 635302,4100179;
635251,4100208; 635125,4100421;
635087,4100546; 634956,4100712;
634884,4100857; 634726,4100913;
634608,4101021; 634551,4101110;
634485,4101292; 634392,4101417;
634028,4101603; 633905,4101812;
633797,4101901; 633726,4102017;
633722,4102251; 633521,4102565;
632829,4102548; 632606,4102597;
632783,4103163; 632399,4104333;
632239,4104397; 631719,4104456;
631546,4104625; 631213,4104741;
631161,4104817; 631157,4104921;
631069,4105021; 630977,4105063;
630964,4105109; 630778,4105330;
630643,4105544; 630607,4105579;
630482,4105607; 630435,4105645;
630468,4105831; 630383,4105962;
630318,4106184; 630241,4106257;
630237,4106356; 630165,4106449;
630003,4106545; 629870,4106820;
629714,4107029; 629557,4107390;
629544,4107573; 629498,4107755;
629458,4107886; 629394,4107941;
629373,4107994; 629353,4108126;
629308,4108227; 629233,4108310;
629141,4108357; 629108,4108410;
629052,4108947; 629083,4109024;
629149,4109061; 629183,4109142;
629062,4109075; 628948,4109076;
628796,4108906; 628782,4108817;
628625,4108893; 628568,4108994;
628416,4109039; 628402,4109420;
628321,4109540; 628314,4109750;
628251,4109890; 628105,4109947;
628022,4110080; 628010,4110233;
627933,4110391; 627469,4110933;
627423,4110926; 627388,4110977;
627490,4111114; 627391,4111261;
627394,4111334; 627480,4111507;
627385,4111753; 627426,4111910;
627418,4112146; 627614,4112518;
627638,4112652; 627557,4112743;
627358,4112811; 627291,4112961;
627261,4113097; 627201,4113193;
627132,4113270; 626903,4113417;
626719,4113599; 626623,4113725;
626578,4113887; 626434,4114068;
626423,4114125; 626690,4114262;
626784,4114467; 626787,4114534;
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626726,4114762; 626960,4115056;
626923,4115263; 626869,4115368;
626870,4115565; 626925,4115642;
627060,4115683; 627167,4115669;
627576,4115719; 627682,4115852;
627889,4115942; 628031,4116109;
628103,4116255; 628286,4116352;
628278,4116490; 628335,4116718;
628325,4116853; 628395,4116980;
628356,4117170; 628459,4117262;
628615,4117346; 628623,4117388;
628522,4117558; 628134,4117680;
628093,4117865; 628001,4118038;
627808,4118083; 627643,4118155;
627419,4118344; 627214,4118603;
627179,4118618; 627043,4118585;
626941,4118796; 626751,4118956;
626716,4119059; 626651,4119139;
626641,4119261; 626672,4119312;
626758,4119371; 626781,4119494;
626877,4119598; 626974,4119631;
626989,4119737; 627034,4119828;
627247,4119851; 627320,4119803;
627472,4119822; 627655,4119787;
627818,4119904; 627861,4119981;
627933,4120021; 628181,4120054;
628259,4119984; 628392,4120115;
628483,4120293; 628489,4120390;
628754,4120575; 628774,4120652;
629144,4121010; 629269,4121094;
629803,4121223; 629856,4121184;
629910,4121041; 629987,4120938;
630087,4120937; 630186,4120882;
630395,4120831; 630565,4120699;
630924,4120570; 630985,4120528;
631157,4120347; 631185,4120270;
631319,4120093; 631417,4120048;
631500,4119910; 631714,4119996;
631853,4120126; 631975,4120552;
632218,4120977; 632441,4121188;
632522,4121351; 632708,4121430;
632859,4121567; 632993,4121415;
633176,4121419; 633266,4121504;
633231,4121662; 633303,4121820;
633279,4121940; 633319,4121985;
633314,4122039; 633253,4122087;
633190,4122214; 633392,4122505;
633547,4122539; 633467,4122678;
633529,4122783; 633641,4123102;
633616,4123188; 633489,4123308;
633465,4123374; 633599,4123619;
633612,4123689; 633909,4123712;
634007,4123766; 634079,4123760;
634185,4123709; 634520,4123699;
634693,4123562; 634864,4123521;
634934,4123479; 635026,4123302;
635148,4123158; 635412,4123050;
635511,4122886; 635585,4122811;
635688,4122750; 635829,4122770;
635886,4122679; 635952,4122623;
636163,4122601; 636333,4122655;
636481,4122645; 636610,4122687;
636711,4122672; 636775,4122711;
636866,4122976; 636912,4123044;
637267,4123340; 637206,4123572;
637205,4123665; 637101,4123719;
636988,4123848; 636927,4123873;
636897,4123954; 636926,4124017;
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637015,4124087; 636986,4124222;
637063,4124300; 637122,4124411;
637054,4124511; 637073,4124589;
637048,4124670; 636967,4124824;
636922,4124850; 636878,4124925;
636899,4125004; 636960,4125046;
637017,4125045; 637031,4125169;
637095,4125265; 637064,4125306;
637048,4125431; 637005,4125514;
637040,4125617; 636963,4125702;
636959,4125785; 637023,4125924;
637147,4125951; 637074,4126120;
637048,4126273; 637002,4126331;
636998,4126418; 637063,4126493;
636964,4126727; 636964,4126800;
636984,4126889; 637031,4126953;
637016,4127032; 636944,4127069;
636843,4127169; 636793,4127268;
636643,4127421; 636622,4127496;
636570,4127550; 636566,4127614;
636601,4127723; 636638,4127786;
636721,4127842; 636831,4127793;
636864,4127754; 636936,4127766;
637048,4127882; 637058,4128046;
637121,4128192; 637273,4128338;
637371,4128367; 637439,4128360;
637491,4128395; 637504,4128431;
637475,4128612; 637398,4128865;
637490,4128976; 637616,4129021;
637667,4129080; 637899,4129178;
637943,4129175; 638111,4129126;
638206,4129043; 638279,4129045;
638355,4128931; 638612,4128834;
638846,4128930; 638909,4128934;
639057,4129011; 639199,4129040;
639431,4129195; returning to
639546,4129203.
(ii) Note: Unit STC-2 for California
red-legged frog is depicted on the map
in paragraph (30)(ii) of this entry.
(32) Unit SCZ-1: Santa Cruz and San
Mateo Counties, California. From USGS
1:24,000 scale quadrangles Franklin
Point, Ano Nuevo, Big Basin,
Davenport, Felton and Santa Cruz.
(i) Land bounded by the following
UTM Zone 10, NAD83 coordinates
(E,N): 563662,4115064;
563902,4115237; 563915,4115297;
563879,4115420; 563931,4115559;
563887,4115633; 563895,4115727;
563964,4115960; 564045,4116048;
564048,4116217; 564134,4116372;
564140,4116453; 564414,4116466;
564501,4116430; 564644,4116464;
564701,4116455; 564742,4116504;
564749,4116592; 564832,4116671;
564995,4116680; 565091,4116711;
565262,4116712; 565425,4116788;
565671,4117091; 565809,4117126;
565894,4117190; 565921,4117260;
565927,4117536; 566051,4117615;
566110,4117736; 566304,4117724;
566404,4117833; 566576,4117892;
567036,4118184; 567262,4118281;
567499,4118333; 567590,4118548;
567733,4118731; 567746,4118785;
567699,4118870; 567704,4118933;
567778,4119012; 567942,4119114;
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568006,4119097; 568067,4119030;
568274,4118928; 568430,4118898;
568652,4118929; 568788,4118975;
568881,4118980; 568939,4118954;
569151,4119022; 569218,4119108;
569260,4119124; 569422,4119083;
569476,4119040; 569571,4118885;
569845,4118763; 569977,4118646;
570191,4118236; 570505,4118044;
570662,4117740; 570849,4117476;
570922,4117312; 571458,4117009;
571527,4116831; 571510,4116573;
571552,4116437; 571546,4116349;
571667,4116105; 571672,4115971;
571624,4115844; 571834,4115456;
572014,4114800; 571999,4114663;
571958,4114557; 571724,4114348;
571686,4114278; 571692,4114244;
571770,4114100; 571872,4114050;
571891,4113944; 571928,4113887;
572145,4113691; 572238,4113541;
572410,4113497; 572422,4113471;
572383,4113428; 572275,4113380;
572190,4113291; 571991,4112934;
571986,4112755; 572028,4112600;
571938,4112494; 571948,4112437;
572018,4112345; 572159,4112277;
572180,4112230; 572014,4112052;
571788,4111956; 571722,4111803;
571522,4111664; 571456,4111512;
571426,4111382; 571432,4111298;
571556,4111218; 571831,4111207;
571945,4111012; 572126,4110986;
572296,4110916; 572355,4110861;
572400,4110669; 572449,4110629;
572665,4110563; 573032,4110522;
573210,4110425; 573396,4110412;
573515,4110339; 573552,4110252;
573551,4110105; 573581,4110001;
574046,4109512; 574309,4109172;
574432,4109053; 574685,4108907;
574846,4108732; 574881,4108547;
574995,4108383; 575066,4107912;
575127,4107794; 575247,4107709;
575542,4107691; 575616,4107666;
576142,4107244; 576342,4106833;
576364,4106472; 576456,4106126;
576449,4106015; 576491,4105706;
576374,4105368; 576464,4105110;
576710,4104644; 576898,4104558;
577006,4104480; 577078,4104398;
577093,4104337; 577074,4104056;
576991,4103801; 576995,4103644;
577561,4103149; 577688,4103089;
578028,4102717; 578146,4102420;
578061,4102291; 578030,4102169;
578091,4102066; 578087,4101987;
577874,4101885; 577887,4101790;
578067,4101506; 578161,4101440;
578273,4101407; 578410,4101243;
578482,4101025; 578546,4100957;
578637,4100917; 578682,4100701;
578804,4100569; 578865,4100465;
579150,4100310; 579322,4100254;
579434,4100153; 579480,4100023;
579488,4099773; 579469,4099660;
579410,4099528; 579426,4099493;
579516,4099446; 579530,4099383;
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579486,4099239; 579486,4099152;
579561,4099035; 579589,4098829;
579762,4098630; 579871,4098566;
579957,4098355; 580193,4098159;
580330,4098160; 580426,4098102;
580669,4098106; 580861,4098168;
581010,4098149; 581168,4098063;
581422,4097753; 581616,4097576;
582018,4097337; 582277,4097203;
582555,4097250; 582592,4097218;
582711,4096974; 582847,4096872;
582932,4096650; 583059,4096480;
583210,4096352; 583304,4096109;
583288,4095861; 583390,4095602;
583352,4095509; 583512,4095165;
583460,4094954; 583478,4094782;
583513,4094670; 583568,4094655;
583615,4094582; 583597,4094481;
583611,4094312; 583761,4093780;
583795,4093387; 583779,4093252;
583722,4093092; 583703,4092859;
583747,4092502; 583832,4092321;
583859,4091876; 583916,4091657;
584008,4091471; 583895,4091228;
583898,4090922; 583863,4090799;
583829,4090470; 583901,4089880;
583964,4089669; 583925,4089666;
583895,4089633; 583886,4089659;
583936,4089703; 583760,4089751;
583724,4089721; 583649,4089715;
583547,4089648; 583358,4089623;
583180,4089516; 583081,4089615;
583042,4089610; 583007,4089546;
582975,4089594; 582813,4089599;
582671,4089703; 582604,4089693;
582582,4089761; 582530,4089751;
582479,4089676; 582440,4089713;
582427,4089770; 582389,4089724;
582281,4089766; 582234,4090003;
582145,4090053; 581928,4090091;
581851,4090055; 581845,4090012;
581791,4090029; 581786,4089986;
581695,4089926; 581592,4089965;
581607,4090024; 581575,4090049;
581529,4090027; 581471,4090045;
581411,4090017; 581401,4089979;
581335,4089979; 581264,4090087;
581261,4090236; 581229,4090134;
581105,4090195; 581133,4090145;
581084,4090138; 580919,4090222;
580871,4090193; 580848,4090130;
580748,4090235; 580664,4090239;
580628,4090279; 580569,4090242;
580550,4090291; 580521,4090303;
580418,4090308; 580362,4090260;
580336,4090300; 580299,4090307;
580259,4090269; 580230,4090305;
580123,4090237; 579966,4090344;
579953,4090384; 579820,4090341;
579700,4090402; 579589,4090382;
579486,4090486; 579316,4090558;
579273,4090666; 579000,4090846;
578981,4090865; 579007,4090901;
578990,4090938; 578828,4091033;
578781,4091096; 578675,4091097;
578500,4091040; 578416,4091089;
578375,4091037; 578354,4091059;
578381,4091100; 578365,4091197;
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578228,4091379; 578098,4091453;
577985,4091489; 577834,4091436;
577738,4091268; 577686,4091341;
577612,4091340; 577556,4091388;
577512,4091517; 577440,4091551;
577421,4091538; 577371,4091579;
577335,4091586; 577317,4091551;
577175,4091642; 577077,4091648;
577020,4091551; 576976,4091638;
577014,4091727; 576938,4091669;
576894,4091716; 576945,4091863;
576700,4092252; 576596,4092354;
576574,4092349; 576563,4092394;
576457,4092499; 576277,4092618;
576216,4092627; 576184,4092669;
576160,4092620; 576121,4092625;
576115,4092672; 576060,4092706;
575884,4092731; 575837,4092713;
575840,4092666; 575809,4092631;
575673,4092602; 575660,4092559;
575626,4092611; 575584,4092625;
575572,4092591; 575563,4092631;
575504,4092560; 575453,4092591;
575374,4092572; 575335,4092638;
575329,4092757;575274,4092795;
575283,4092861; 575188,4092917;
575185,4093065; 575226,4093094;
575173,4093192; 575074,4093326;
574933,4093458; 574867,4093473;
574882,4093428; 574850,4093425;
574844,4093517; 574818,4093560;
574752,4093569; 574741,4093607;
574666,4093619; 574626,4093760;
574596,4093767; 574561,4093847;
574389,4093921; 574349,4093875;
574241,4093844; 574172,4093869;
574138,4093844; 574136,4093908;
574075,4093876; 574064,4093933;
573990,4093903; 573942,4093912;
573928,4093952; 573975,4093985;
573984,4094021; 573964,4094025;
573975,4094061; 573927,4094092;
573972,4094140; 573859,4094342;
573825,4094349; 573840,4094376;
573789,4094445; 573731,4094460;
573683,4094403; 573661,4094522;
573621,4094555; 573612,4094601;
573558,4094492; 573540,4094542;
573510,4094544; 573493,4094515;
573426,4094611; 573409,4094570;
573392,4094622; 573339,4094631;
573299,4094696; 573268,4094678;
573240,4094853; 573077,4094856;
573053,4094831; 572925,4094895;
572861,4094877; 572834,4094958;
572797,4094928; 572750,4094966;
572749,4094931; 572641,4095014;
572697,4095147; 572810,4095121;
572802,4095154; 572830,4095204;
572796,4095282; 572731,4095277;
572748,4095311; 572733,4095321;
572626,4095287; 572617,4095351;
572576,4095331; 572454,4095346;
572437,4095328; 572443,4095451;
572503,4095519; 572491,4095591;
572418,4095635; 572356,4095569;
572261,4095667; 572195,4095659;
572155,4095718; 572113,4095680;
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572096,4095708; 572111,4095761;
572055,4095848; 571897,4095903;
571858,4095895; 571862,4096058;
571833,4096108; 571735,4096194;
571603,4096258; 571538,4096257;
571484,4096218; 571458,4096323;
571346,4096386; 571205,4096559;
570968,4096661; 570751,4096651;
570681,4096720; 570624,4096707;
570527,4096949; 570465,4097003;
570454,4097092; 570380,4097245;
570167,4097461; 570034,4097491;
569849,4097588; 569789,4097746;
569698,4097893; 569649,4097909;
569547,4097894; 569342,4097956;
569292,4097954; 569264,4097897;
569117,4097936; 569039,4098135;
568968,4098244; 568946,4098368;
568796,4098518; 568782,4098688;
568723,4098803; 568671,4098825;
568612,4098978; 568622,4099028;
568559,4099178; 568553,4099243;
568524,4099262; 568520,4099369;
568440,4099480; 568442,4099519;
568406,4099530; 568395,4099594;
568420,4099626; 568367,4099718;
568216,4099838; 568204,4099880;
568173,4099888; 568189,4099915;
568101,4100032; 567885,4100202;
567744,4100433; 567607,4100545;
567537,4100657; 567361,4100812;
567299,4100932; 567147,4101134;
567057,4101210; 566910,4101434;
566611,4101575; 566544,4101699;
566433,4101745; 566392,4101793;
566356,4101789; 566388,4101993;
566333,4102062; 566275,4102212;
566136,4102401; 566118,4102589;
566072,4102662; 565991,4102697;
565972,4102674; 565930,4102680;
565946,4102626; 565924,4102615;
565900,4102670; 565929,4102740;
565911,4102816; 565882,4102840;
565874,4102804; 565907,4102762;
565887,4102715; 565825,4102792;
565801,4102878; 565810,4102908;
565848,4102915; 565824,4102952;
565848,4102989; 565842,4103042;
565791,4103033; 565738,4103204;
565680,4103206; 565625,4103159;
565616,4103233; 565543,4103296;
565578,4103439; 565539,4103436;
565501,4103492; 565401,4103720;
565199,4103831; 565126,4103806;
565100,4103713; 565070,4103707;
565066,4103772; 565155,4103883;
565098,4103970; 565096,4104075;
564994,4104369; 564892,4104548;
564763,4104629; 564710,4104693;
564574,4104758; 564473,4104867;
564416,4105008; 564358,4105381;
564240,4105406; 564184,4105612;
563942,4105843; 563669,4106165;
563521,4106429; 563361,4106551;
563285,4106671; 563211,4106722;
563138,4106701; 562925,4106878;
562480,4107410; 562306,4107540;
562271,4107521; 562216,4107548;
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562083,4107641; 562077,4107679;
561911,4107769; 561821,4107864;
561722,4107894; 561645,4108008;
561537,4108019; 561445,4108083;
561130,4108181; 561017,4108187;
560928,4108176; 560923,4108124;
560879,4108135; 560867,4108044;
560816,4107990; 560796,4108002;
560827,4108043; 560791,4108076;
560749,4108062; 560607,4108089;
560563,4108046; 560544,4108073;
560449,4107983; 560460,4107949;
560283,4107949; 560184,4107924;
560078,4107843; 560065,4107803;
560027,4107820; 559947,4107797;
559821,4107696; 559712,4107652;
559614,4107545; 559570,4107533;
559573,4107610; 559497,4107836;
559369,4108023; 559286,4108097;
559097,4108143; 558914,4108084;
558854,4108125; 558777,4108324;
558760,4108439; 558717,4108487;
558673,4108495; 558736,4108557;
558824,4108945; 558881,4109532;
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558866,4109698; 559083,4109688;
559289,4109712; 559568,4109783;
559896,4109954; 560221,4110181;
560498,4110229; 560995,4110456;
561449,4110728; 561786,4110867;
561870,4111057; 561856,4111183;
561878,4111290; 561988,4111391;
562032,4111463; 562215,4111525;
562363,4111535; 562547,4111655;
562782,4111665; 562843,4111708;
562891,4111931; 562858,4112520;
562897,4112658; 562880,4112848;
562925,4112913; 563028,4112916;
563082,4112944; 563162,4113061;
563187,4113347; 563322,4113654;
563392,4113759; 563426,4113985;
563507,4114141; 563510,4114309;
563666,4114460; 563710,4114883;
returning to 563662,4115064.
Excluding: 573194,4098886;
573212,4098861; 573233,4098878;
573215,4098903; returning to
573194,4098886. Excluding:
573580,4098341; 573624,4098338;
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573660,4098454; 573623,4098464;
returning to 573580,4098341.
Excluding: 574941,4098271;
574925,4098209; 575067,4098224;
returning to 574941,4098271.
Excluding: 573381,4098107;
573397,4098073; 573480,4098118;
573464,4098150; returning to
573381,4098107. Excluding:
575347,4097747; 575349,4097646;
575448,4097670; 575379,4097752;
returning to 575347,4097747.
Excluding: 575388,4097590;
575394,4097549; 575456,4097559;
575440,4097610; returning to
575388,4097590. Excluding:
574744,4097505; 574777,4097483;
574803,4097522; 574771,4097541;
returning to 574744,4097505.
(ii) Note: Map of Units SCZ-1 and
SCZ-2 for the California red-legged frog
follows:
BILLING CODE 4310–55–S
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(33) Unit SCZ-2: Santa Cruz County,
California. From USGS 1:24,000 scale
quadrangle Watsonville West.
(i) Land bounded by the following
UTM Zone 10, NAD83 coordinates
(E,N): 607874,4086411;
608701,4084860; 608605,4084937;
608520,4084844; 608271,4084560;
608221,4084334; 607164,4083847;
606471,4082967; 606324,4083005;
605956,4083724; 605973,4084135;
606148,4084358; 606145,4084654;
605804,4085090; 605562,4085868;
605307,4086095; 604763,4086054;
604698,4086167; 604132,4086258;
603520,4086848; 603133,4087000;
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602103,4087771; 601519,4088060;
601570,4088484; 602074,4088759;
602064,4088910; 602395,4089247;
602360,4089344; 602512,4089607;
603336,4088906; 604761,4088286;
606286,4087760; 607611,4086748;
returning to 607874,4086411.
(ii) Note: Unit SCZ-2 for California
red-legged frog is depicted on the map
in paragraph (32)(iii) of this entry.
(34) Unit MNT-1: Monterey County,
California. From USGS 1:24,000 scale
quadrangle Prunedale.
(i) Land bounded by the following
UTM Zone 10, NAD83 coordinates
(E,N):
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613002,4076673; 613380,4076378;
613142,4076444; 613147,4076371;
613064,4076368; 613366,4076130;
613249,4075818; 613416,4075763;
613219,4075623; 613496,4075230;
613600,4075201; 613180,4074959;
612571,4074924; 612260,4075009;
612080,4075185; 612505,4076777;
612513,4077290; 612970,4077581;
613035,4077429; 612824,4076812;
returning to 613002,4076673.
(ii) Note: Map of Units MNT-1, MNT2, and MNT-3 for the California redlegged frog follows:
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(35) Unit MNT-2: Monterey County,
California. From USGS 1:24,000 scale
quadrangles Monterey, Soberanes Point,
Seaside, Mt. Carmel, Big Sur, Spreckles,
Carmel Valley, Ventana Cones, Rana
Creek, Chews Ridge, Palo Escrito Peak
and Sycamore Flat.
(i) Land bounded by the following
UTM Zone 10, NAD83 coordinates
(E,N): 603442,4046923;
603634,4046726; 603827,4046640;
604472,4046893; 604714,4046944;
605564,4046793; 605712,4046847;
605926,4046833; 606069,4046665;
606157,4046466; 606345,4046146;
606452,4045750; 606540,4045608;
606636,4045570; 606841,4045661;
607122,4045606; 607261,4045631;
607468,4045737; 608030,4045720;
608776,4045973; 609217,4046057;
609446,4046061; 609863,4046205;
610192,4046221; 610407,4046185;
610485,4045965; 610423,4045760;
610412,4045576; 610466,4045473;
611386,4045442; 611541,4045144;
611589,4044840; 611518,4044364;
611959,4043678; 611994,4043566;
612003,4043265; 612175,4043133;
612308,4043088; 612387,4042971;
612478,4042972; 612536,4042934;
612508,4042779; 612596,4042586;
612760,4042422; 612861,4042201;
612877,4042127; 612845,4042022;
612944,4041748; 613081,4041815;
613348,4041756; 613487,4041676;
613625,4041668; 613673,4041573;
613676,4041527; 613631,4041448;
613654,4041417; 613773,4041356;
614082,4041366; 614257,4041330;
614298,4041299; 614340,4041165;
614382,4041122; 614460,4041143;
614615,4041129; 614653,4041057;
614608,4040970; 614716,4040830;
614844,4040739; 615002,4040742;
615036,4040710; 615041,4040639;
615102,4040569; 615163,4040569;
615284,4040647; 615344,4040596;
615413,4040347; 615451,4040326;
616150,4040222; 616494,4040253;
616619,4040237; 616706,4040177;
616870,4039959; 617177,4039761;
617246,4039782; 617424,4039744;
617840,4039742; 618201,4039619;
618329,4039619; 618508,4039714;
618668,4039905; 618722,4039906;
618758,4039902; 619018,4039723;
619077,4039603; 619164,4039232;
619154,4039095; 619090,4038964;
619029,4038906; 618864,4038851;
618726,4038618; 618633,4038522;
618078,4038260; 618036,4038179;
618028,4038060; 617998,4038000;
617586,4037827; 617334,4037641;
617132,4037387; 616875,4037268;
616722,4037104; 616657,4036932;
616646,4036839; 616856,4036613;
616918,4036460; 616859,4036232;
616878,4035933; 616842,4035706;
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616910,4035453; 616908,4035384;
616811,4034976; 616709,4034737;
616665,4034280; 616712,4034004;
616891,4033622; 616990,4033512;
617122,4033488; 617166,4033289;
617269,4033210; 617342,4033209;
617494,4033258; 617598,4033106;
617681,4033062; 617788,4033074;
617992,4033159; 618133,4033154;
618242,4033111; 618341,4032792;
618408,4032738; 618585,4032665;
618691,4032391; 618807,4032296;
619088,4032263; 619188,4032222;
619402,4032075; 620095,4031886;
620229,4031783; 620465,4031658;
620518,4031654; 620607,4031728;
620670,4031748; 620723,4031720;
620976,4031408; 621208,4031299;
621259,4031289; 621331,4031316;
621430,4031421; 621494,4031436;
621717,4031345; 622296,4031237;
622576,4031104; 622852,4031014;
623171,4030831; 623221,4030722;
623398,4030535; 623647,4030483;
623727,4030382; 623871,4030361;
623977,4030313; 624380,4029981;
624430,4029990; 624457,4030027;
624520,4030231; 624563,4030294;
624836,4030390; 625105,4030204;
625241,4029931; 625424,4029846;
625459,4029793; 625485,4029615;
625529,4029587; 625648,4029601;
625713,4029571; 625757,4029527;
625770,4029379; 625816,4029330;
626161,4029238; 626225,4029345;
626422,4029516; 626682,4029363;
626838,4029340; 626895,4029365;
626932,4029398; 626951,4029471;
627197,4029695; 627279,4029824;
627278,4030080; 627338,4030345;
627517,4030590; 627589,4030621;
627610,4030873; 627666,4030985;
627771,4031084; 627879,4031068;
627921,4031084; 628088,4031349;
628146,4031545; 628225,4031711;
628271,4031928; 628342,4032031;
628643,4031999; 628741,4032100;
628792,4032123; 628889,4032075;
629016,4031914; 629169,4031888;
629241,4031714; 629786,4031660;
629889,4031683; 629978,4031828;
630029,4031864; 630144,4031849;
630324,4031755; 630588,4031759;
630721,4031738; 630873,4031783;
631037,4031935; 631103,4031969;
631187,4031969; 631362,4031912;
631545,4031962; 631666,4031904;
631719,4031914; 631824,4031971;
631988,4032135; 632333,4032266;
632436,4032280; 632598,4032351;
632670,4032348; 632785,4032292;
632854,4032296; 632999,4032401;
633161,4032698; 633203,4032904;
633305,4032747; 633509,4032610;
633687,4032444; 633881,4032390;
633989,4032248; 634176,4032162;
634238,4032107; 634371,4031889;
634449,4031824; 634543,4031796;
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634558,4031759; 634494,4031543;
634451,4031243; 634777,4030901;
634786,4030866; 634707,4030670;
634723,4030500; 634819,4030403;
635022,4030362; 635161,4030254;
635219,4030033; 635380,4029868;
635391,4029771; 635367,4029626;
635507,4029368; 635465,4029053;
635661,4028916; 635648,4028792;
635669,4028717; 635628,4028410;
635704,4028076; 635661,4027903;
635645,4027680; 635748,4027507;
635692,4027467; 635638,4027332;
635403,4027164; 635327,4026784;
635209,4026720; 635153,4026605;
634935,4026365; 634885,4026164;
634746,4026073; 634605,4025864;
634485,4025791; 634314,4025609;
634137,4025576; 633961,4025508;
633803,4025351; 633621,4025077;
633470,4024906; 633334,4024914;
633176,4024967; 633100,4024946;
632947,4024982; 632656,4024913;
632376,4024790; 632215,4024814;
632074,4024880; 632014,4024835;
631753,4024759; 631588,4024812;
631388,4024924; 631186,4024929;
630863,4025141; 630665,4025370;
630579,4025657; 630412,4025822;
630273,4025894; 630032,4025962;
629846,4026111; 629730,4026172;
629445,4026240; 629344,4026288;
629225,4026418; 629164,4026536;
629059,4026632; 628888,4026886;
628747,4026741; 628675,4026605;
628643,4026187; 628584,4025963;
628358,4025689; 628307,4025393;
628174,4025284; 627998,4025199;
628029,4025111; 628026,4025024;
628140,4024783; 628335,4024251;
628389,4023998; 628377,4023895;
628309,4023719; 628101,4023443;
627887,4023248; 627725,4023146;
627633,4023016; 627439,4022876;
627360,4022673; 627353,4022568;
627551,4022184; 627645,4021935;
627588,4021694; 627588,4021602;
627644,4021271; 627704,4021126;
627710,4020952; 627610,4020464;
627916,4019856; 628015,4019764;
628098,4019620; 628414,4019415;
628524,4019377; 628502,4019214;
628717,4018734; 628740,4018389;
628952,4018059; 628948,4017989;
628809,4017716; 628702,4017635;
628622,4017516;628485,4017411;
628424,4017216; 628362,4017145;
628326,4017121; 628275,4017130;
628194,4017232; 627991,4017342;
627829,4017481; 627510,4017600;
627141,4017542; 626957,4017470;
626809,4017530; 626208,4017534;
625892,4017716; 625820,4017733;
625596,4017728; 625422,4017673;
625272,4017705; 625011,4018004;
624594,4018209; 624501,4018462;
624370,4018688; 624143,4018882;
623947,4018959; 623879,4019028;
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623806,4019159; 623771,4019378;
623723,4019428; 623335,4019450;
623190,4019397; 623113,4019411;
622897,4019551; 622689,4019616;
622637,4019685; 622529,4019960;
622511,4020068; 622280,4020117;
622014,4020120; 621730,4020211;
621487,4020203; 621220,4020307;
620852,4020491; 620440,4020541;
620255,4020500; 619864,4020642;
619558,4020690; 619384,4020557;
619283,4020377; 618994,4020006;
618831,4019912; 618452,4019804;
618262,4019677; 618175,4019691;
618011,4019667; 617679,4019776;
617373,4019761; 617216,4019781;
617074,4019836; 616927,4019996;
616712,4020069; 616584,4020161;
616524,4020153; 616235,4020012;
616054,4020023; 615975,4020098;
615989,4020342; 615968,4020439;
615912,4020528; 615839,4020572;
615614,4020619; 615313,4020801;
615226,4020943; 615181,4021141;
615211,4021292; 615340,4021492;
615378,4021666; 615716,4022234;
615868,4022438; 616001,4022564;
615801,4022657; 615597,4022916;
615394,4023003; 615011,4023268;
614758,4023392; 614492,4023578;
614346,4023799; 614310,4023900;
614317,4024126; 614374,4024416;
614334,4024517; 614283,4024557;
614115,4024594; 613982,4024719;
613776,4024812; 613599,4025040;
613422,4025119; 613211,4025118;
613067,4025145; 612979,4025131;
612641,4025030; 612463,4024877;
612363,4024948; 612200,4024978;
612089,4024964; 611995,4024905;
611919,4024908; 611750,4025038;
611669,4025235; 611427,4025539;
611195,4025651; 610983,4025897;
610929,4025669; 610424,4025385;
609907,4025483; 609861,4025531;
609755,4025743; 609518,4025859;
609331,4026006; 609184,4026198;
608969,4026365; 608893,4026398;
608847,4027084; 608781,4027218;
608655,4027332; 608691,4027442;
608591,4027629; 608281,4027733;
607966,4028005; 607618,4028204;
607510,4028334; 607410,4028507;
607348,4028553; 607041,4028534;
606965,4028573; 606860,4028711;
606704,4028792; 606758,4028980;
606751,4029076; 606697,4029275;
606622,4029420; 606586,4029580;
606601,4029897; 606680,4030050;
606594,4030249; 606669,4030768;
606634,4030873; 606555,4030916;
606409,4030916; 606346,4030941;
606134,4031115; 605817,4031192;
605669,4031149; 605598,4031155;
605127,4031328; 604955,4031445;
604869,4031534; 604796,4031662;
604766,4031875; 604723,4031941;
604415,4032092; 604215,4032159;
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604092,4032249; 603955,4032221;
603767,4032244; 603363,4032526;
603205,4032571; 603022,4032501;
602795,4032606; 602672,4032823;
602510,4032949; 602608,4033063;
602616,4033255; 602683,4033401;
602750,4033661; 602724,4033743;
602512,4033882; 602118,4034068;
601896,4034124; 601700,4034112;
601556,4034329; 601369,4034418;
601232,4034611; 601197,4035070;
601245,4035219; 601077,4035491;
601059,4035611; 601168,4035752;
601185,4035813; 601206,4035964;
601181,4036068; 601070,4036175;
600949,4036231; 600889,4036286;
600788,4036505; 600672,4036675;
600429,4036795; 600160,4036993;
600082,4037119; 600049,4037287;
599998,4037408; 599832,4037611;
599653,4037701; 599529,4037728;
599442,4037802; 599471,4038184;
599464,4038233; 599401,4038320;
599247,4038399; 599163,4038508;
599021,4038578; 598986,4038663;
598904,4038731; 598573,4038761;
598492,4038813; 598423,4038921;
598328,4038926; 598311,4039055;
598151,4039111; 598160,4039243;
598250,4039388; 598249,4039431;
598173,4039551; 598102,4039970;
597770,4040819; 597253,4041444;
596744,4041800; 596252,4042301;
595916,4042481; 595975,4042509;
596125,4042675; 596197,4042793;
596225,4042892; 596185,4042943;
596208,4042961; 596173,4043038;
596113,4043052; 596153,4043238;
596139,4043326; 596101,4043399;
596051,4043440; 596048,4043526;
595956,4043705; 595922,4043841;
595913,4044017; 595803,4044251;
595980,4044472; 596641,4044556;
597625,4043868; 598316,4044030;
598771,4043986; 599109,4044228;
599364,4044256; 599492,4044450;
599412,4044472; 599400,4044703;
598784,4044876; 598904,4045023;
598904,4045172; 598777,4045395;
598977,4046334; 599354,4046979;
599608,4047352; 599754,4047193;
600359,4046861; 600490,4046893;
600728,4047051; 600829,4047075;
601344,4047023; 601618,4047106;
601836,4047123; 601992,4046990;
602578,4046917; 602830,4047224;
603037,4047321; 603207,4047358;
603370,4047112; returning to
603442,4046923.
(ii) Note: Unit MNT-2 for California
red-legged frog is depicted on the map
in paragraph (34)(ii) of this entry.
(36) Unit MNT-3: Monterey County,
California. From USGS 1:24,000 scale
quadrangles Point Sur, Big Sur, Pfeiffer
Point, Ventana Cones and Partington
Ridge.
(i) Land bounded by the following
UTM Zone 10, NAD83 coordinates
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(E,N): 599824,4020540;
600160,4020013; 600076,4019744;
600415,4019570; 600658,4019298;
601003,4019253; 601097,4019279;
601189,4019357; 601271,4019618;
601335,4019536; 601395,4019503;
601491,4019514; 601773,4019469;
601816,4019444; 601850,4019407;
601902,4019246; 602079,4019037;
602174,4019087; 602354,4019075;
602498,4019123; 602702,4019137;
602825,4019084; 602973,4018931;
603092,4018962; 603245,4019046;
603482,4019006; 603567,4018867;
603840,4018617; 604071,4018329;
604181,4018122; 604235,4018085;
604468,4018037; 604574,4017974;
604688,4017843; 604803,4017638;
604926,4017503; 605196,4017452;
605294,4017407; 605379,4017319;
605744,4017255; 605813,4017227;
605965,4017095; 606124,4017066;
606155,4017030; 606166,4016909;
606220,4016829; 606378,4016938;
606473,4016954; 606596,4017019;
606806,4016941; 607037,4016541;
607312,4016334; 607422,4016280;
607466,4016273; 607542,4016318;
607672,4016600; 607730,4016676;
607972,4016737; 608190,4016668;
608333,4016691; 608446,4016682;
608613,4016563; 608672,4016546;
608817,4016537; 609038,4016561;
609237,4016506; 609444,4016311;
609763,4016093; 610060,4016011;
610232,4015866; 610291,4015914;
610533,4015955; 610580,4015993;
610629,4016131; 610706,4016228;
611088,4016419; 611215,4016453;
611713,4016508; 611928,4016439;
612229,4016515; 612755,4016386;
612872,4016555; 612904,4016695;
613198,4016801; 613349,4016887;
613426,4016961; 613551,4017247;
613574,4017598; 613666,4017774;
613921,4017893; 614131,4018132;
614441,4018132; 614554,4018208;
614737,4018259; 615012,4018206;
615190,4018072; 615310,4018040;
615329,4017912; 615409,4017705;
615429,4017664; 615508,4017610;
615985,4017571; 616026,4017571;
616123,4017631; 616153,4017610;
616300,4017463; 616340,4017345;
616421,4017224; 616429,4017144;
616304,4016940; 616254,4016812;
616135,4016696; 616044,4016297;
615879,4016083; 615857,4015992;
615876,4015718; 615853,4015622;
615696,4015504; 615510,4015239;
615494,4015109; 615414,4014960;
615376,4014673; 615249,4014662;
615109,4014616; 615036,4014560;
614950,4014399; 614781,4014347;
614752,4014291; 614655,4014099;
614739,4014004; 614855,4013821;
614855,4013785; 614785,4013714;
614438,4013524; 614323,4013384;
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614280,4013093; 614364,4012831;
614367,4012711; 614313,4012537;
614173,4012413; 614090,4012181;
613737,4012003; 613631,4011981;
613515,4012007; 613412,4011991;
613333,4011935; 613200,4011762;
613020,4011699; 612955,4011506;
613025,4011319; 613058,4011125;
613048,4011032; 613006,4010944;
613003,4010847; 613064,4010768;
613313,4010708; 613515,4010494;
613581,4010470; 613645,4010394;
613773,4010303; 613876,4010036;
613994,4009961; 614008,4009841;
614125,4009767; 614153,4009680;
614331,4009440; 614483,4009353;
614679,4009165; 614794,4009131;
614980,4009138; 615170,4009058;
615209,4008838; 615240,4008803;
615637,4008698; 615852,4008576;
615905,4008576; 615988,4008633;
616065,4008647; 616366,4008569;
616490,4008477; 616550,4008474;
616643,4008518; 616821,4008290;
617052,4008258; 617288,4008123;
618016,4008020; 618187,4007907;
618327,4007851; 618375,4007850;
618482,4007931; 618583,4007951;
618694,4007933; 619021,4007813;
619251,4007637; 619473,4007351;
619646,4007177; 619758,4007001;
620061,4006831; 620156,4006669;
620338,4006512; 620413,4006400;
620486,4006172; 620633,4005989;
620556,4005825; 620401,4005636;
620082,4005388; 619827,4005255;
619673,4005143; 619492,4005073;
619408,4004977; 619192,4004812;
619116,4004691; 619165,4004312;
619270,4004107; 619333,4003893;
619480,4003708; 619612,4003605;
619604,4003535; 619498,4003282;
619617,4003037; 619574,4002927;
619548,4002555; 619466,4002366;
619346,4002426; 619301,4002388;
619256,4002458; 619199,4002467;
619208,4002531; 619282,4002593;
619267,4002635; 619217,4002647;
619198,4002739; 619109,4002901;
618952,4002935; 618919,4002976;
618923,4003038; 618883,4003081;
618585,4003204; 618524,4003175;
618473,4003204; 618458,4003164;
618419,4003171; 618409,4003273;
618358,4003318; 618351,4003365;
618312,4003369; 618278,4003329;
618130,4003391; 618119,4003452;
618077,4003432; 618052,4003445;
618039,4003506; 617967,4003578;
617892,4003603; 617837,4003691;
617799,4003657; 617746,4003672;
617684,4003813; 617650,4003825;
617569,4003753; 617528,4003753;
617488,4003792; 617476,4003879;
617440,4003914; 617481,4003970;
617400,4004012; 617351,4004091;
617297,4004096; 617274,4004180;
617244,4004160; 617263,4004053;
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617209,4004022; 617118,4004104;
617154,4004182; 617036,4004132;
616954,4004221; 616910,4004342;
616933,4004372; 616934,4004461;
616899,4004509; 616801,4004553;
616757,4004834; 616613,4004966;
616572,4004981; 616539,4004948;
616521,4004987; 616543,4005024;
616395,4005136; 616313,4005236;
616250,4005262; 616164,4005252;
616219,4005329; 616183,4005349;
616175,4005470; 616117,4005578;
616031,4005680; 615882,4005765;
615807,4005864; 615646,4005878;
615577,4005977; 615499,4005993;
615495,4006036; 615528,4006041;
615527,4006111; 615397,4006326;
615291,4006407; 615094,4006495;
614997,4006583; 614689,4006742;
614392,4006843; 614356,4006848;
614339,4006820; 614287,4006839;
614153,4006939; 614079,4007089;
613956,4007187; 613801,4007223;
613765,4007211; 613596,4007282;
613563,4007255; 613516,4007290;
613408,4007318; 613414,4007343;
613314,4007439; 613323,4007520;
613248,4007644; 613160,4007717;
612929,4007815; 612830,4007917;
612699,4008005; 612517,4008037;
612471,4008066; 612410,4008024;
612385,4008031; 612390,4008062;
612230,4008014; 612140,4008043;
612046,4008042; 612044,4008081;
611984,4008101; 611910,4008207;
611844,4008224; 611858,4008256;
611804,4008355; 611700,4008471;
611484,4008596; 611348,4008752;
611225,4008800; 611166,4008891;
611047,4008924; 610973,4009055;
610717,4009215; 610670,4009206;
610683,4009244; 610504,4009385;
610321,4009432; 610175,4009532;
610133,4009493; 610081,4009514;
610057,4009484; 610050,4009526;
610102,4009568; 610088,4009618;
610031,4009671;609575,4009924;
609424,4009932; 609408,4009906;
609370,4009902; 609297,4009953;
609174,4009944; 609118,4009982;
609022,4009959; 609029,4010046;
608990,4010126; 608885,4010197;
608720,4010216; 608718,4010302;
608597,4010401; 608480,4010412;
608380,4010458; 608252,4010459;
608265,4010532; 608101,4010614;
607847,4010675; 607718,4010660;
607324,4010462; 607203,4010448;
607076,4010466; 607001,4010533;
606910,4010549; 606842,4010488;
606830,4010541; 606818,4010510;
606792,4010571; 606722,4010574;
606686,4010620; 606610,4010595;
606485,4010708; 606497,4010798;
606473,4010807; 606463,4010861;
606491,4010869; 606512,4010925;
606483,4011019; 606336,4011026;
606310,4011126; 606271,4011168;
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606185,4011210; 606122,4011205;
606073,4011354; 605882,4011402;
605820,4011442; 605628,4011387;
605435,4011426; 605453,4011474;
605308,4011669; 605314,4011753;
605282,4011836; 605138,4011994;
604977,4012059; 604872,4012049;
604837,4012022; 604804,4012051;
604809,4012107; 604683,4012161;
604635,4012238; 604589,4012266;
604482,4012247; 604451,4012216;
604398,4012246; 604391,4012276;
604584,4012327; 604612,4012386;
604570,4012775; 604476,4013033;
604357,4013279; 604286,4013350;
604304,4013387; 604258,4013483;
604156,4013597; 604133,4013722;
604086,4013832; 603972,4013977;
603903,4014203; 603864,4014228;
603754,4014433; 603707,4014460;
603698,4014498; 603666,4014502;
603687,4014552; 603673,4014633;
603499,4014836; 603468,4014932;
603397,4015021; 603248,4015117;
603138,4015361; 602995,4015419;
602937,4015544; 602866,4015567;
602853,4015600; 602674,4015694;
602465,4015733; 602395,4015703;
602420,4015744; 602545,4015778;
602566,4015839; 602507,4015784;
602394,4015763; 602368,4015684;
602435,4015640; 602408,4015582;
602283,4015671; 602108,4015686;
602012,4015882; 601790,4016158;
601455,4016413; 601264,4016523;
601061,4016582; 600966,4016727;
600883,4016754; 600876,4016914;
600764,4017075; 600694,4017047;
600675,4017077; 600546,4017115;
600450,4017280; 600435,4017240;
600335,4017393; 600370,4017419;
600340,4017482; 600110,4017821;
600058,4017958; 599977,4018034;
599745,4018155; 599436,4018220;
599387,4018198; 599233,4018251;
599165,4018322; 599049,4018370;
599010,4018359; 598950,4018198;
598797,4018110; 598779,4018158;
598743,4018168; 598738,4018239;
598674,4018299; 598660,4018350;
598611,4018343; 598596,4018387;
598527,4018449; 598527,4018598;
598574,4018594; 598600,4018560;
598612,4018579; 598630,4018560;
598664,4018576; 598793,4018542;
599175,4019469; 599234,4019748;
599232,4019918; 599208,4019976;
599211,4020120; 599161,4020249;
599161,4020348; 599099,4020396;
599148,4020437; 599194,4020626;
599110,4020756; 599034,4020793;
599033,4020829; 599130,4020915;
599188,4021043; 599275,4021431;
599569,4021331; 599671,4021054;
599706,4020790; returning to
599824,4020540.
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(ii) Note: Unit MNT-3 for California
red-legged frog is depicted on the map
in paragraph (34)(ii) of this entry.
(37) Unit SNB-1: San Benito County,
California. From USGS 1:24,000 scale
quadrangles San Juan Bautista,
Hollister, Mt. Harlan, Tres Pinos and
Pacines.
(i) Land bounded by the following
UTM Zone 10, NAD83 coordinates
(E,N): 635964,4075794;
636333,4075764; 636809,4075566;
637368,4075520; 637770,4075623;
638436,4075288; 639151,4074594;
639270,4074217; 639547,4073979;
640024,4073740; 640877,4073582;
641790,4073621; 642345,4072947;
642286,4072173; 642484,4071954;
642762,4071855; 643099,4071915;
643635,4071756; 644786,4072133;
645168,4072165; 645182,4072089;
645215,4072050; 645297,4072025;
645689,4072165; 645970,4072109;
646564,4072409; 646718,4072467;
646868,4072460; 646951,4072481;
647085,4072584; 647187,4072702;
647313,4072739; 648149,4072394;
648592,4072283; 648891,4072233;
649177,4072132; 649265,4072094;
649320,4072027; 649574,4072372;
649804,4072538; 649950,4072309;
650247,4072695; 650886,4072656;
651305,4072378; 651525,4072011;
651845,4071771; 652028,4071278;
652022,4070800; 651786,4070356;
651865,4070144; 651782,4070129;
652109,4069671; 652194,4069177;
652486,4069355; 652823,4069355;
653041,4069196; 652962,4068740;
653765,4068035; 653589,4067442;
653597,4067238; 653815,4066736;
653668,4066229; 653679,4065476;
653994,4063632; 652942,4063283;
653031,4062765; 653530,4062965;
653541,4062532; 653207,4062386;
653110,4062128; 653103,4061717;
652942,4061338; 653312,4061251;
653249,4060324; 653353,4060150;
653604,4060053; 653896,4059774;
654593,4058960; 654628,4058800;
654725,4058716; 655240,4058549;
655507,4058397; 655372,4058208;
655192,4058144; 654903,4058122;
654808,4058074; 654771,4058036;
654773,4057912; 654719,4057732;
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654495,4057373; 654408,4057408;
654191,4057584; 654109,4057612;
653950,4057808; 653623,4057838;
653469,4057893; 653343,4057879;
652921,4058001; 652855,4058037;
652805,4058100; 652756,4058251;
652559,4058403; 652489,4058406;
652398,4058455; 652215,4058434;
652118,4058516; 652009,4058520;
651772,4058471; 651708,4058559;
651512,4058709; 651442,4058801;
651354,4058847; 651244,4058860;
651121,4058794; 650965,4058759;
650906,4058835; 650871,4058956;
650779,4058975; 650548,4058948;
650439,4058814; 650333,4058793;
650227,4058820; 649962,4058666;
649849,4058672; 649713,4058741;
649644,4058825; 649655,4058975;
649636,4059012; 649490,4059171;
649577,4059272; 649600,4059590;
649670,4059721; 649688,4059816;
649698,4060285; 649822,4060420;
649874,4060527; 649860,4060682;
649961,4060946; 649961,4061111;
650024,4061281; 649952,4061533;
650024,4061641; 650089,4061931;
649996,4062080; 649966,4062184;
649831,4062318; 649807,4062398;
649832,4062527; 649811,4062612;
649655,4062746; 649590,4062864;
649599,4062910; 649922,4063061;
649992,4063123; 649750,4063250;
649827,4063402; 649827,4063977;
649132,4064573; 648418,4064893;
648368,4065024; 648317,4065022;
648117,4065116; 648001,4065215;
647583,4065483; 647454,4065430;
647394,4065447; 647285,4065554;
647116,4065618; 646912,4065745;
646608,4065846; 646285,4066090;
645890,4066269; 645802,4066404;
645728,4066467; 645205,4066564;
645059,4066674; 644800,4066725;
644714,4066864; 644542,4066904;
644324,4067042; 644165,4067088;
644110,4067045; 643674,4067190;
643421,4067144; 643165,4067133;
642961,4067068; 642635,4067037;
642422,4066906; 642330,4066899;
642247,4066922; 642010,4067039;
641735,4067265; 641420,4067377;
641253,4067521; 641226,4067664;
640958,4067776; 640877,4067786;
640729,4067743; 640417,4067543;
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640304,4067596; 640247,4067603;
640191,4067576; 640033,4067428;
639981,4067234; 639935,4067174;
639865,4067138; 639778,4067110;
639705,4067121; 639549,4067218;
639471,4067237; 639342,4067194;
639081,4067022; 638984,4066910;
638921,4066756; 638947,4066568;
638881,4066391; 638891,4066275;
638850,4066215; 638511,4066154;
638256,4066043; 638012,4066018;
637966,4066036; 637979,4066180;
637766,4066284; 637719,4066357;
637576,4066468; 637525,4066563;
637527,4066631; 637723,4066757;
637471,4066841; 637448,4066886;
637469,4067042; 637440,4067180;
637470,4067249; 637302,4067389;
637268,4067461; 637261,4067559;
637113,4067596; 637001,4067532;
636959,4067533; 636925,4067569;
636870,4067747; 636753,4067684;
636659,4067737; 636425,4067735;
636317,4067811; 636291,4067957;
636197,4068139; 636158,4068159;
636073,4068136; 635961,4068564;
635992,4068667; 636093,4068804;
636145,4068950; 636128,4069061;
636102,4069118; 636022,4069185;
635904,4069401; 635755,4069435;
635690,4069477; 635678,4069594;
635583,4069708; 635592,4069830;
635531,4069880; 635662,4070360;
635762,4070572; 635979,4070786;
635805,4070815; 635638,4070940;
635518,4071208; 635534,4071479;
635648,4071712; 635628,4072017;
635727,4072560; 635705,4073010;
635815,4073223; 635999,4073422;
636117,4073620; 636042,4073785;
635831,4073954; 635602,4074066;
635336,4074121; 634457,4074523;
633815,4074869; 633538,4074975;
633367,4075131; 633270,4075185;
633260,4075316; 633189,4075401;
633021,4075473; 632885,4075595;
632764,4075650; 632775,4075748;
632735,4075795; 633860,4075970;
634467,4075645; 634857,4075991;
returning to 635964,4075794.
(ii) Note: Map of Units SNB-1, SNB2, and SNB-3 for the California redlegged frog follows:
BILLING CODE 4310–55–S
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(38) Unit SNB-2: San Benito County,
California. From USGS 1:24,000 scale
quadrangles Cherry Peak, Panoche Pass,
San Benito and Cerro Colorado.
(i) Land bounded by the following
UTM Zone 10, NAD83 coordinates
(E,N): 676029,4062601;
676230,4062578; 676483,4062490;
676510,4062448; 676554,4062204;
676704,4061886; 676692,4061546;
676790,4061442; 676820,4061061;
676804,4060981; 676862,4060922;
676974,4060952; 677119,4061055;
677323,4061004; 677447,4061014;
677774,4061125; 677852,4061182;
678022,4061438; 678008,4061572;
677919,4061760; 677918,4061809;
677972,4061873; 678139,4061952;
678262,4061930; 678408,4061970;
678512,4061969; 678766,4061884;
679155,4061826; 679258,4061780;
679420,4061646; 679485,4061625;
679889,4061630; 680240,4061551;
680325,4061484; 680444,4061474;
680422,4061242; 680338,4061037;
680335,4060777; 680268,4060568;
680276,4060473; 680347,4060282;
680344,4060098; 680278,4059853;
680117,4059594; 680160,4059059;
680016,4058815; 679949,4058582;
679944,4058267; 679972,4058198;
680064,4058089; 679986,4057901;
679769,4057775; 679691,4057687;
679627,4057447; 679640,4057235;
679455,4056952; 679404,4056741;
679241,4056434; 679254,4056369;
679417,4056236; 679456,4056006;
679273,4055833; 679122,4055575;
679023,4055587; 678850,4055678;
678685,4055607; 678587,4055601;
678445,4055503; 678383,4055500;
678173,4055561; 678035,4055573;
677873,4055670; 677800,4055642;
677692,4055517; 677375,4055399;
677213,4055301; 677058,4055273;
677034,4055411; 677123,4055589;
677082,4055816; 677080,4055937;
677128,4056087; 677110,4056228;
677021,4056448; 676918,4056569;
676645,4056729; 676541,4056588;
676603,4056341; 676570,4056235;
676487,4056162; 676356,4056126;
676047,4055850; 675931,4055727;
675857,4055548; 675714,4055436;
675690,4055386; 675698,4055277;
675758,4055161; 675723,4054930;
675770,4054773; 675766,4054697;
675169,4054557; 675036,4054641;
674682,4054689; 674510,4054761;
674416,4054839; 674252,4054834;
674085,4054870; 673922,4054945;
673772,4054946; 673664,4054828;
673621,4054810; 673503,4054822;
673276,4054751; 673053,4054732;
673005,4054709; 672759,4054349;
672728,4054251; 672763,4053963;
672594,4054069; 672241,4054145;
672092,4054148; 671925,4054184;
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671643,4054153; 671402,4054228;
671332,4054433; 671105,4054658;
671026,4054901; 670928,4055057;
670847,4055121; 670721,4055533;
670663,4055653; 670482,4055860;
670445,4056154; 670393,4056277;
670502,4056463; 670493,4056600;
670462,4056643; 670249,4056743;
670126,4056907; 670109,4056970;
670131,4057085; 670107,4057225;
670068,4057295; 670019,4057322;
669844,4057338; 669602,4057302;
669506,4057253; 669459,4057264;
669389,4057380; 669177,4057496;
668976,4057461; 668834,4057516;
668659,4057467; 668447,4057459;
668086,4057206; 667912,4057169;
667789,4057106; 667618,4057125;
667416,4057334; 667469,4057389;
667516,4057510; 667542,4057751;
667499,4057953; 667312,4058286;
667287,4058459; 667323,4058648;
667507,4058762; 667531,4058809;
667486,4058914; 667298,4059118;
667285,4059361; 667327,4059662;
667320,4059715; 667248,4059838;
667276,4060161; 667420,4060361;
667588,4059980; 667749,4059922;
667984,4059900; 668141,4059803;
668305,4059585; 668442,4059453;
668427,4059331; 668450,4059302;
668559,4059267; 668726,4059286;
669161,4059410; 669258,4059375;
669320,4059286; 669377,4059247;
669746,4059144; 670294,4059563;
670453,4059748; 670531,4059889;
670773,4060050; 670815,4060223;
670881,4060249; 670961,4060245;
671185,4060195; 671331,4060210;
671460,4060163; 671547,4060207;
671576,4060307; 671940,4060616;
671995,4060719; 672085,4060743;
672152,4060888; 672221,4060958;
672258,4061070; 672099,4061294;
672094,4061394; 672125,4061545;
672046,4061649; 671976,4061960;
672066,4062276; 672210,4062447;
672317,4062472; 672421,4062400;
672612,4062462; 672694,4062576;
672743,4062612; 672792,4062606;
672999,4062387; 673187,4062313;
673395,4062325; 673460,4062242;
673677,4062114; 673786,4062217;
673794,4062345; 673763,4062494;
673843,4062570; 674152,4062720;
674205,4062627; 674437,4062581;
674638,4062578; 674766,4062660;
675068,4063046; 675164,4063105;
675321,4063155; 675373,4063154;
675452,4062990; 675541,4062940;
675616,4062860; 675844,4062782;
675926,4062673; returning to
676029,4062601.
(ii) Note: Unit SNB-2 for California
red-legged frog is depicted on the map
in paragraph (37)(ii) of this entry.
(39) Unit SNB-3: San Benito and
Monterey Counties, California. From
USGS 1:24,000 scale quadrangles Mount
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Johnson, Bickmore Canyon, North
Chalone Peak, San Benito and Topo
Valley.
(i) Land bounded by the following
UTM Zone 10, NAD83 coordinates
(E,N): 667961,4051790;
668106,4051812; 668286,4051788;
668405,4051734; 668529,4051611;
668730,4051545; 668794,4051501;
668881,4051383; 669289,4051134;
669464,4050957; 669575,4050880;
669623,4050812; 669742,4050747;
670106,4050415; 670363,4050329;
670573,4050143; 670845,4050005;
670906,4049872; 670752,4049571;
670742,4049485; 670673,4049309;
670676,4049267; 670761,4049165;
670856,4048941; 670931,4048872;
671080,4048830; 671193,4048831;
671345,4048914; 671408,4048916;
671785,4048650; 671892,4048493;
671889,4048376; 671989,4048203;
671980,4048026; 672031,4047891;
672069,4047870; 672119,4047880;
672582,4048045; 672695,4048107;
672752,4048122; 672795,4048106;
672960,4047995; 673123,4047927;
673288,4047775; 673445,4047669;
674242,4047306; 674399,4047188;
674466,4047097; 675044,4046732;
675311,4046480; 675502,4046420;
675673,4046166; 675794,4046074;
675874,4045960; 676119,4045781;
676078,4045736; 676029,4045554;
675891,4045303; 675802,4045226;
675588,4045108; 675460,4044844;
675366,4044549; 675429,4044427;
675420,4044259; 675510,4044072;
675702,4043860; 675873,4043724;
676022,4043469; 676125,4043365;
676186,4042894; 676150,4042557;
676179,4042466; 676326,4042244;
676460,4042121; 676516,4041635;
676478,4041577; 676340,4041478;
676285,4041379; 676314,4041108;
676367,4040942; 676327,4040655;
676328,4040487; 676353,4040393;
676427,4040314; 676424,4040257;
676276,4040145; 676166,4040095;
676151,4040034; 676153,4039774;
676245,4039545; 676371,4039361;
676379,4039310; 676343,4039253;
676176,4039111; 675991,4038844;
675900,4038970; 675749,4039119;
675660,4039176; 675588,4039194;
675558,4039176; 675289,4038881;
675003,4038721; 674969,4038682;
674974,4038537; 675065,4038307;
675059,4038204; 675025,4038154;
674866,4038054; 674741,4037929;
674550,4037791; 674388,4037719;
674240,4037693; 673997,4037470;
673695,4037422; 673521,4037324;
673336,4037169; 673138,4037115;
673030,4037113; 672780,4037264;
672552,4037674; 672401,4037820;
672208,4038098; 672058,4038263;
671998,4038293; 671947,4038274;
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671879,4038120; 671724,4038008;
671635,4038205; 671507,4038385;
671357,4038342; 671187,4038241;
671074,4038139; 670967,4037982;
670793,4037860; 670598,4037653;
670434,4037429; 670240,4037291;
669864,4036914; 669527,4036650;
669388,4036434; 669214,4036273;
669160,4036025; 669126,4035957;
669075,4035923; 668981,4035746;
668756,4035520; 668595,4035459;
668527,4034981; 668439,4034908;
668297,4034707; 668190,4034629;
668124,4034500; 668278,4034256;
668253,4034044; 668222,4034002;
668061,4033952; 667958,4033874;
667828,4033860; 667711,4033876;
667681,4033845; 667654,4033718;
667713,4033572; 667720,4033441;
667556,4033219; 667480,4032952;
667442,4032910; 667271,4032863;
666975,4032619; 666832,4032603;
666753,4032494; 666585,4032485;
666436,4032574; 666092,4032562;
665986,4032580; 665680,4032536;
665616,4032553; 665554,4032611;
665469,4032750; 665427,4032772;
665393,4032867; 665368,4033081;
665321,4033199; 665298,4033401;
665178,4033485; 665064,4033647;
665003,4033697; 664800,4033749;
664632,4033710; 664319,4033689;
664236,4033713; 664161,4033806;
664107,4033810; 663652,4033789;
663442,4033723; 663280,4033713;
662986,4033790; 662763,4033807;
662623,4033932; 662588,4034146;
662267,4034294; 662008,4034306;
661907,4034272; 661793,4034199;
661746,4034200; 661709,4034260;
661635,4034658; 661707,4035056;
661690,4035158; 661489,4035541;
661526,4035890; 661410,4036077;
661231,4036171; 661106,4036282;
661052,4036373; 660950,4036471;
660867,4036645; 660789,4036744;
660478,4036933; 660395,4037013;
660261,4037211; 660210,4037355;
660078,4037516; 659899,4037938;
659754,4038008; 659614,4037855;
659565,4037841; 659456,4037977;
659296,4037977; 659230,4037948;
659203,4037845; 659161,4037789;
659105,4037775; 659061,4037796;
658987,4037768; 658814,4037927;
658769,4038012; 658630,4038115;
658571,4038395; 658530,4038479;
658551,4038517; 658629,4038552;
658747,4038697; 658748,4038725;
658654,4038859; 658706,4038991;
658729,4039162; 658517,4039362;
658454,4039570; 658338,4039634;
658341,4039702; 658468,4039922;
658467,4039964; 658286,4040094;
658266,4040188; 658156,4040398;
657990,4040522; 657915,4040617;
657806,4040906; 657749,4040980;
657659,4041366; 657498,4041432;
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657311,4041415; 657159,4041562;
657073,4041538; 656954,4041583;
656933,4041519; 656788,4041430;
656756,4041317; 656595,4041436;
656536,4041444; 656265,4041221;
656119,4041302; 655915,4041325;
655751,4041245; 655570,4041203;
655490,4041252; 655421,4041245;
655350,4041209; 655279,4041109;
655204,4041057; 655129,4041067;
655042,4041034; 654801,4041055;
654747,4041137; 654588,4041162;
654420,4041156; 654326,4041093;
654140,4041047; 653783,4041106;
653659,4041227; 653588,4041406;
653456,4041371; 653389,4041304;
653238,4041382; 653052,4041368;
652959,4041442; 652759,4041452;
652563,4041309; 652515,4041200;
652379,4041252; 652239,4041389;
652098,4041367; 652045,4041307;
652007,4041186; 651862,4041108;
651839,4041009; 651675,4040963;
651545,4040697; 651499,4040667;
651424,4040706; 651386,4040820;
651287,4040863; 651262,4040899;
651194,4041019; 651161,4041252;
651205,4041323; 651353,4041394;
651348,4041464; 651267,4041680;
651299,4041804; 651392,4041812;
651482,4041906; 651498,4041967;
651608,4042074; 651602,4042262;
651554,4042334; 651548,4042498;
651580,4042610; 651823,4042693;
651912,4042762; 651924,4042796;
651879,4042853; 651950,4043006;
652047,4043116; 652160,4043159;
652147,4043248; 652167,4043283;
652328,4043355; 652421,4043430;
652463,4043510; 652463,4043625;
652504,4043690; 652593,4043756;
652540,4044007; 652443,4044098;
652501,4044186; 652448,4044367;
652864,4044432; 653134,4044389;
653613,4044440; 653910,4044555;
654260,4044754; 654396,4044748;
654472,4044774; 654568,4044864;
654632,4044871; 654666,4044900;
654692,4045074; 654774,4045161;
655117,4045283; 655019,4045442;
655012,4045625; 654950,4045852;
655027,4046199;655145,4046256;
655177,4046306; 655164,4046576;
655277,4046794; 655223,4047256;
655236,4047279; 655479,4047444;
655594,4047473; 655745,4047425;
655941,4047572; 656406,4047728;
656477,4047732; 656585,4047830;
656675,4047974; 656781,4048017;
656933,4048176; 657046,4048165;
657124,4048205; 657266,4048487;
657297,4048510; 657605,4048503;
657703,4048554; 657707,4048650;
657791,4048739; 657956,4048770;
658173,4048741; 658299,4048822;
658374,4048847; 658461,4048840;
658653,4048961; 658762,4049086;
659023,4049113; 659286,4049021;
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659600,4049040; 659677,4048990;
659823,4049043; 660116,4048831;
660244,4048828; 660318,4048878;
660427,4048890; 660688,4048763;
660742,4048645; 660913,4048582;
661149,4048433; 661265,4048292;
661560,4048228; 661690,4048291;
661863,4048334; 662393,4048927;
662507,4049019; 662618,4049053;
662957,4048782; 663147,4048419;
663401,4048230; 663534,4048164;
663696,4048213; 663818,4048193;
663858,4048175; 664064,4047958;
664212,4048004; 664340,4048005;
664593,4047746; 664625,4047777;
664762,4047778; 664912,4047853;
664944,4047844; 665193,4047538;
665285,4047462; 665348,4047445;
666403,4046360; 666738,4046119;
666885,4045932; 667099,4045921;
667285,4046172; 667291,4046459;
667382,4046613; 667424,4046795;
667398,4046955; 667437,4047135;
667424,4047203; 667362,4047288;
667241,4047378; 667202,4047480;
667108,4047580; 667078,4047635;
667081,4047810; 666953,4047917;
666899,4048099; 666774,4048291;
666864,4048549; 666830,4048677;
666846,4048727; 667077,4049080;
666957,4049470; 666936,4049730;
666331,4050181; 666286,4050223;
666217,4050378; 665899,4050557;
665885,4050586; 666238,4050687;
666655,4050936; 666764,4051033;
666857,4051048; 666893,4051082;
666963,4051260; 667016,4051308;
667105,4051351; 667240,4051372;
667340,4051578; 667492,4051738;
667615,4051971; 667711,4051907;
667868,4051881; returning to
667961,4051790.
(ii) Note: Unit SNB-3 for California
red-legged frog is depicted on the map
in paragraph (37)(ii) of this entry.
(40) Unit SLO-1: San Luis Obispo,
Kings and Kern Counties, California.
From USGS 1:24,000 scale quadrangles
Cholame Valley, Tent Hills, Cholame
and Orchard Peak.
(i) Land bounded by the following
UTM Zone 10, NAD83 coordinates
(E,N): 752130,3963634;
752268,3963595; 752394,3963470;
752407,3963405; 752337,3963122;
752346,3963062; 752406,3962984;
752361,3962832; 752393,3962782;
752588,3962626; 752678,3962626;
752775,3962577; 752826,3962473;
753072,3962276; 753155,3962031;
753511,3961661; 753685,3961512;
753754,3961493; 753848,3961519;
753876,3961497; 753898,3961262;
753879,3961211; 753853,3961149;
753726,3961118; 753700,3960932;
753593,3960808; 753587,3960682;
753454,3960429; 753346,3960103;
753157,3960041; 753037,3960096;
752873,3959964; 752717,3959922;
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752584,3959853; 752489,3959848;
752439,3959886; 752549,3959740;
752561,3959656; 752616,3959569;
752602,3959458; 752635,3959370;
752581,3959240; 752629,3959088;
752625,3959024; 752693,3958918;
752698,3958821; 752928,3958591;
753081,3958496; 753277,3958434;
753384,3958236; 753360,3958091;
753139,3957977; 753211,3957846;
753347,3957726; 753383,3957376;
753949,3957107; 755936,3955917;
756434,3955534; 756685,3955378;
756712,3955383; 756860,3954963;
756937,3954849; 757346,3954534;
757615,3954384; 757806,3954309;
757985,3954183; 758132,3953974;
758226,3953688; 758154,3953752;
758023,3953773; 757146,3954055;
757020,3954142; 756930,3954253;
756863,3954257; 756530,3954175;
756254,3954059; 755887,3954387;
755715,3954502; 755657,3954494;
755540,3954425; 755295,3954246;
755281,3954215; 755299,3954110;
755212,3953999; 755084,3953943;
755014,3953871; 755256,3953644;
755340,3953499; 755434,3953418;
755534,3953372; 755679,3953185;
755837,3953057; 755884,3952815;
755772,3952588; 755918,3952622;
756007,3952600; 756033,3952551;
756006,3952390; 755863,3952018;
755696,3951981; 755458,3951873;
755424,3951773; 755432,3951733;
755511,3951644; 755507,3951608;
755206,3951465; 755086,3951288;
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754952,3951245; 754878,3951181;
754722,3950867; 754612,3950785;
754424,3950851; 754358,3950847;
754245,3950810; 754180,3950747;
754222,3950590; 754207,3950531;
754044,3950337; 753934,3950258;
753718,3949714; 753969,3949413;
753904,3949255; 753850,3949020;
753846,3948668; 753755,3948743;
753685,3949000; 753637,3949080;
753377,3949285; 753232,3949478;
753036,3949656; 752666,3949923;
752612,3950029; 752412,3950170;
752330,3950365; 752195,3950371;
751985,3950664; 751801,3950759;
751769,3950792; 751748,3950875;
751675,3950945; 751532,3951019;
751423,3951002; 751375,3951021;
751199,3951131; 750972,3951432;
750879,3951603; 750606,3951894;
750465,3952104; 750385,3952171;
750314,3952193; 750202,3952182;
750202,3952580; 750094,3953028;
750327,3954015; 750668,3954626;
750740,3954967; 750709,3955975;
750585,3956208; 750547,3956245;
750410,3956292; 750382,3956351;
750422,3956497; 750315,3956542;
750164,3956674; 749890,3956809;
749604,3957047; 749026,3957063;
748897,3957025; 748668,3957036;
748483,3957205; 748346,3957421;
748265,3957501; 748201,3957526;
748118,3957507; 748014,3957446;
747903,3957443; 747729,3957588;
747410,3957621; 747147,3957833;
746949,3957941; 746986,3958051;
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746980,3958196; 746943,3958354;
746766,3958660; 746756,3958787;
746857,3959111; 746903,3959687;
746844,3959774; 746602,3959975;
746502,3960162; 746447,3960491;
746249,3960832; 746115,3960992;
746275,3961146; 746729,3961287;
746987,3961257; 747111,3961191;
747168,3961212; 747252,3961334;
747283,3961583; 747374,3961734;
747443,3961733; 747595,3961650;
747697,3961709; 747736,3961849;
747796,3961925; 747782,3962015;
747859,3962354; 747907,3962505;
747966,3962593; 748060,3962654;
748175,3962794; 748290,3962869;
748518,3963103; 748689,3963150;
748922,3963160; 749031,3963210;
749087,3963366; 749147,3963426;
749271,3963424; 749423,3963311;
749527,3963293; 749691,3963318;
749781,3963239; 749819,3963084;
749862,3963037; 750137,3963026;
750160,3963114; 750272,3963206;
750339,3963349; 750548,3963470;
750677,3963620; 750913,3963709;
751032,3963973; 751112,3964028;
751238,3964071; 751349,3964178;
751589,3964225; 751636,3964226;
751799,3964132; 751942,3964094;
752044,3963957; 752125,3963905;
752170,3963839; 752158,3963766;
752089,3963653; returning to
752130,3963634.
(ii) Note: Map of Unit SLO-1 for the
California red-legged frog follows:
BILLING CODE 4310–55–S
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(41) Unit SLO-2: San Luis Obispo
County, California. From USGS 1:24,000
scale quadrangles San Simeon, Pico
Creek, Pebblestone Shut-In, Cambria,
Cypress Mountain and Cayucos.
(i) Land bounded by the following
UTM Zone 10, NAD83 coordinates
(E,N): 667646,3942846;
667780,3942944; 667819,3942909;
667893,3942946; 667863,3943128;
668006,3943148; 668053,3943117;
668518,3942425; 668370,3942341;
669215,3941495; 669881,3942053;
669872,3943315; 669526,3944081;
669634,3944182; 669652,3944280;
669742,3944335; 669742,3944420;
669809,3944552; 669930,3944597;
669960,3944696; 670083,3944774;
670218,3944786; 670393,3944860;
670453,3944967; 670457,3944943;
670864,3944950; 670962,3944935;
671010,3944900; 671119,3944931;
671156,3944924; 671248,3944833;
671398,3944889; 671471,3944841;
671517,3944846; 671585,3944915;
671564,3944989; 671863,3944992;
671926,3945102; 671935,3945574;
671795,3945579; 671863,3945651;
671914,3945929; 671994,3946030;
672170,3946174; 672407,3946184;
672634,3946417; 672754,3946748;
672983,3946940; 673302,3947046;
673390,3947116; 674383,3947130;
674368,3947933; 674770,3947939;
674755,3948747; 675161,3948754;
675154,3949156; 675557,3949162;
675547,3949793; 675716,3949733;
675929,3949731; 676107,3949680;
676264,3949546; 676384,3949387;
676641,3949239; 676920,3949105;
677085,3949101; 677246,3949054;
677774,3948548; 678045,3948421;
678198,3948303; 678424,3948060;
678776,3947744; 679198,3947097;
679425,3946821; 679719,3946541;
679998,3946410; 680162,3946414;
680440,3946355; 680848,3946366;
681036,3946274; 681110,3946171;
681176,3946148; 681255,3946047;
681483,3945941; 681617,3945812;
681774,3945712; 682301,3945669;
682404,3945544; 682485,3945352;
682594,3945305; 682741,3945347;
682828,3945335; 682925,3945202;
683053,3945148; 683095,3945105;
683234,3944890; 683445,3944697;
683489,3944598; 683500,3944452;
683567,3944323; 683585,3944107;
683800,3943846; 683934,3943771;
684122,3943864; 684202,3943874;
684274,3943851; 684457,3943743;
684701,3943500; 684801,3943497;
685090,3943246; 685088,3943113;
685046,3942988; 684948,3942884;
684956,3942767; 684848,3942549;
684840,3942395; 684873,3942269;
685216,3941891; 685287,3941688;
685471,3941484; 685587,3941422;
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685733,3941399; 685853,3941434;
685969,3941512; 686151,3941583;
686223,3941529; 686533,3941409;
686636,3941331; 686802,3941090;
687236,3940889; 687315,3940894;
687428,3940823; 687576,3940777;
687624,3940682; 687613,3940492;
687772,3940210; 687840,3939947;
688070,3939786; 688189,3939735;
688285,3939635; 688507,3939593;
688798,3939579; 688909,3939512;
689130,3939463; 689331,3939296;
689208,3939134; 689189,3938977;
689225,3938928; 689500,3938800;
689593,3938724; 689632,3938551;
689727,3938412; 689679,3938240;
689716,3938046; 689827,3937892;
689706,3937633; 689618,3937503;
689608,3937407; 689459,3937318;
689358,3937136; 689358,3937054;
689634,3936745; 689809,3936437;
690208,3935936; 690246,3935844;
690498,3935624; 690590,3935513;
690748,3935450; 690948,3935227;
690947,3934851; 690985,3934692;
691313,3934474; 691375,3934470;
691512,3934531; 691637,3934527;
691696,3934422; 691884,3934354;
691932,3934311; 691953,3934259;
691930,3934132; 691959,3933965;
691989,3933928; 692105,3933917;
691911,3933481; 691869,3933230;
691823,3933155; 691748,3933120;
691725,3933014; 691543,3933011;
691149,3932867; 691002,3932752;
690868,3932586; 690608,3932500;
690497,3932435; 690507,3932365;
690470,3932235; 690493,3932016;
690433,3931813; 690433,3931677;
690399,3931557; 690417,3931132;
690398,3931034; 690589,3930791;
690597,3930735; 690595,3930398;
690626,3930270; 690571,3930159;
690613,3930029; 690903,3929721;
691001,3929525; 691001,3929385;
691063,3929251; 691105,3929212;
691363,3929098; 691606,3928512;
691844,3928446; 691932,3928389;
691966,3928305; 692014,3927978;
692239,3927802; 692395,3927729;
692486,3927572; 692486,3926967;
692399,3926751; 692383,3926553;
692259,3926451; 692060,3926416;
691982,3926360; 691807,3926130;
691720,3925873; 691681,3925827;
691537,3925756; 691491,3925684;
691390,3924961; 691332,3924856;
691374,3924594; 691381,3924344;
691143,3924531; 690940,3924652;
690790,3924810; 690458,3925284;
690323,3925359; 690022,3925367;
689691,3925239; 689375,3925036;
689097,3924974; 689126,3924791;
689019,3924733; 688888,3924725;
688853,3924693; 688863,3924655;
688826,3924610; 688839,3924639;
688707,3924698; 688652,3924632;
688627,3924691; 688591,3924693;
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688470,3924653; 688437,3924678;
688344,3924674; 688317,3924624;
688020,3924640; 687910,3924700;
687792,3924675; 687755,3924635;
687504,3924631; 687512,3924662;
687469,3924670; 687408,3924631;
687275,3924616; 687266,3924575;
687062,3924547; 686928,3924461;
686830,3924563; 686793,3924552;
686803,3924603; 686729,3924638;
686651,3924629; 686504,3924534;
686433,3924524; 686262,3924559;
686114,3924639; 686082,3924626;
685979,3924655; 685966,3924750;
685882,3924809; 685927,3924817;
685962,3924916; 685944,3924982;
685913,3925004; 685936,3925049;
685874,3925129; 685627,3925195;
685549,3925271; 685435,3925294;
685357,3925382; 685298,3925413;
685255,3925408; 685254,3925383;
685127,3925389; 685092,3925477;
685002,3925567; 684847,3925535;
684740,3925627; 684724,3925682;
684649,3925703; 684596,3925751;
684568,3925817; 684439,3925919;
684329,3925959; 684189,3925969;
684151,3925900; 684080,3925921;
684023,3925867; 683971,3925896;
683753,3925894; 683658,3925840;
683508,3925826; 683480,3925861;
683385,3925844; 683368,3925933;
683329,3925972; 683202,3925966;
683173,3925945; 683146,3925967;
683105,3925936; 683078,3925956;
683005,3925927; 682926,3925935;
682757,3926019; 682701,3926082;
682593,3926134; 682574,3926106;
682556,3926166; 682525,3926183;
682494,3926190; 682447,3926158;
682443,3926201; 682388,3926185;
682339,3926212; 682333,3926184;
682308,3926184; 682256,3926270;
682164,3926322; 682048,3926300;
681961,3926211; 681922,3926128;
681729,3925966; 681618,3925945;
681619,3925976; 681589,3925951;
681586,3926005; 681550,3925992;
681545,3925962; 681524,3925983;
681441,3925955; 681344,3926007;
681333,3925965; 681277,3925943;
681250,3925961; 681212,3925935;
681160,3925985; 681137,3925968;
681081,3926018;681080,3926049;
681059,3926032; 681057,3926064;
681004,3926084; 680949,3926189;
680899,3926206; 680886,3926187;
680874,3926228; 680823,3926263;
680823,3926304; 680732,3926383;
680742,3926442; 680699,3926463;
680664,3926604; 680614,3926648;
680608,3926728; 680582,3926742;
680568,3926714; 680468,3926860;
680427,3926862; 680440,3926921;
680347,3926986; 680329,3927058;
680348,3927085; 680312,3927087;
680324,3927103; 680278,3927123;
680217,3927246; 680164,3927280;
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680139,3927256; 680118,3927291;
680068,3927306; 680053,3927406;
679951,3927471; 679958,3927499;
679815,3927652; 679790,3927731;
679768,3927746; 679736,3927723;
679719,3927794; 679689,3927798;
679599,3927918; 679574,3927871;
679561,3927889; 679547,3927871;
679499,3927986; 679423,3928069;
679358,3928089; 679343,3928165;
679293,3928177; 679264,3928230;
679289,3928261; 679268,3928343;
679297,3928351; 679349,3928432;
679335,3928504; 679268,3928514;
679261,3928539; 679195,3928546;
679139,3928584; 679095,3928576;
679072,3928541; 679026,3928541;
678937,3928638; 678870,3928592;
678783,3928709; 678804,3928724;
678793,3928791; 678688,3928860;
678671,3928847; 678611,3929026;
678486,3929044; 678477,3929065;
678501,3929076; 678494,3929103;
678462,3929107; 678465,3929157;
678421,3929167; 678342,3929138;
678308,3929087; 678171,3929047;
678135,3929085; 678108,3929061;
678081,3929142; 678027,3929164;
678032,3929236; 677976,3929253;
677927,3929222; 677914,3929262;
677962,3929344; 677947,3929336;
677934,3929423; 677966,3929495;
677951,3929541; 677864,3929607;
677805,3929544; 677732,3929673;
677661,3929694; 677656,3929717;
677593,3929708; 677582,3929750;
677539,3929739; 677566,3929848;
677517,3929923; 677555,3929943;
677572,3929994; 677533,3930042;
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677484,3930015; 677485,3930082;
677426,3930027; 677393,3930049;
677390,3930076; 677351,3930082;
677340,3930196; 677297,3930183;
677275,3930246; 677159,3930291;
677164,3930449; 677124,3930487;
677130,3930610; 677049,3930658;
676969,3930809; 676780,3930823;
676733,3930897; 676666,3930890;
676603,3931056; 676369,3931151;
676273,3931120; 676226,3931133;
676139,3931214; 676074,3931235;
676014,3931303; 675912,3931345;
675893,3931401; 675789,3931473;
675748,3931613; 675701,3931641;
675677,3931699; 675656,3931801;
675597,3931859; 675502,3931880;
675480,3931931; 675363,3932014;
675360,3932046; 675246,3932191;
675214,3932192; 675196,3932230;
675127,3932235; 675021,3932380;
675047,3932452; 674992,3932523;
674774,3932670; 674741,3932739;
674614,3932849; 674557,3932941;
674556,3933068; 674426,3933140;
674388,3933222; 674312,3933300;
674252,3933325; 674215,3933415;
674074,3933470; 674017,3933643;
673973,3933674; 673887,3933684;
673772,3933870; 673524,3933940;
673426,3934125; 673415,3934300;
673256,3934367; 673210,3934426;
673092,3934461; 673037,3934503;
673002,3934608; 672914,3934625;
672901,3934724; 672780,3934823;
672766,3934929; 672668,3935079;
672502,3935173; 672436,3935455;
672359,3935521; 672145,3935533;
672094,3935583; 672072,3935687;
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671982,3935774; 671968,3935833;
671866,3935941; 671881,3936108;
671754,3936229; 671768,3936279;
671853,3936282; 671904,3936337;
671918,3936422; 671895,3936500;
671863,3936515; 671887,3936545;
671867,3936600; 671751,3936665;
671664,3936811; 671554,3936872;
671515,3936948; 671527,3936969;
671491,3936996; 671505,3937047;
671443,3937112; 671439,3937181;
671366,3937229; 671365,3937305;
671312,3937446; 671173,3937620;
671105,3937942; 670971,3938146;
670989,3938188; 670979,3938295;
670856,3938570; 670801,3938643;
670687,3938696; 670634,3938799;
670573,3938781; 670528,3938853;
670535,3938897; 670500,3938993;
670418,3939122; 670364,3939134;
670302,3939112; 670284,3939140;
670245,3939120; 670198,3939180;
670164,3939368; 670092,3939477;
670048,3939779; 669987,3939914;
669934,3939974; 669930,3940082;
669798,3940427; 669537,3940805;
669275,3941045; 669151,3941212;
669002,3941308; 668918,3941287;
668728,3941358; 668632,3941415;
668524,3941591; 668291,3941647;
668210,3941770; 668141,3941956;
668086,3942007; 668058,3942124;
667959,3942264; 667883,3942458;
returning to 667646,3942846.
(ii) Note: Map of Units SLO-2, SLO3, and SLO-4 for the California redlegged frog follows:
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(42) Unit SLO-3: San Luis Obispo
County, California. From USGS 1:24,000
scale quadrangles Cayucos, York
Mountain, Morro Bay North, Morro Bay
South, Atascadero, San Luis Obispo,
Santa Margarita, Lopez Mtn., Arroyo
Grande NE, Santa Margarita Lake and
Tar Spring Ridge.
(i) Land bounded by the following
UTM Zone 10, NAD83 coordinates
(E,N):
708480,3909559; 708441,3910955;
708953,3910998; 708951,3911126;
709014,3911173; 709031,3911248;
709149,3911331; 709196,3911523;
709379,3911869; 709720,3911825;
709690,3911905; 709706,3912082;
709833,3912190; 709970,3912204;
710064,3912127; 710369,3911710;
710470,3911835; 710784,3911745;
711191,3913933; 711878,3913934;
711797,3914739; 712191,3914739;
712179,3915142; 711735,3915125;
711736,3915563; 711304,3915547;
711301,3916366; 710414,3916357;
710425,3915951; 710147,3915940;
710047,3915494; 710036,3916362;
709640,3916335; 709639,3916723;
708842,3916668; 708873,3915470;
708430,3915467; 708224,3914469;
708040,3914512; 706756,3911363;
706360,3911808; 706227,3911922;
706084,3911995; 705844,3912068;
705722,3911621; 705700,3911440;
705722,3911307; 705134,3911225;
705096,3911346; 705495,3911457;
705535,3911575; 704722,3911846;
704376,3911393; 704274,3911458;
703953,3910861; 703639,3911003;
703480,3911034; 703382,3911091;
703163,3911297; 703032,3911484;
702959,3911529; 702676,3911598;
702245,3911808; 702081,3911796;
701929,3911752; 701839,3911772;
701727,3911897; 701655,3912079;
701528,3912248; 701357,3912809;
701276,3912913; 701072,3912981;
701034,3913017; 700904,3913017;
700792,3913073; 700488,3913155;
700314,3913091; 700217,3913101;
700116,3913173; 699882,3913217;
699835,3913247; 699721,3913403;
699336,3913304; 699129,3913322;
699054,3913306; 699021,3913245;
699016,3913056; 698990,3912989;
698913,3912885; 698739,3912799;
698225,3912640; 697879,3912645;
697856,3912906; 697714,3913241;
697639,3913667; 697463,3914010;
697354,3914345; 697145,3914487;
696811,3914604; 696660,3914964;
696760,3915332; 696986,3915834;
696505,3915981; 696019,3916362;
695814,3916551; 695600,3916847;
695394,3917201; 695295,3917588;
695312,3917736; 695411,3917835;
695279,3919493; 694899,3919905;
694734,3920136; 694668,3920318;
694420,3920565; 694255,3920582;
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694156,3920631; 693760,3920747;
693694,3920846; 693694,3921192;
693595,3921324; 693397,3921423;
693034,3921704; 692886,3922084;
692886,3922331; 692556,3922744;
692452,3922808; 692220,3923081;
691953,3923266; 691735,3923774;
691714,3924444; 691730,3924609;
691796,3924741; 692374,3924774;
692836,3924642; 693018,3924559;
693133,3924757; 693265,3924873;
693265,3925087; 693496,3925467;
693595,3925747; 693859,3926110;
693859,3926193; 693744,3926193;
693678,3926077; 693414,3926143;
693414,3926342; 693562,3926540;
693562,3926705; 693661,3926903;
693793,3927084; 693826,3927216;
694056,3927463; 694099,3927483;
694020,3927619; 694019,3927738;
694067,3927896; 694053,3927946;
693969,3928099; 693780,3928333;
693734,3928506; 693843,3928738;
693802,3928968; 693816,3929091;
693927,3929258; 694114,3929368;
694194,3929576; 694322,3929750;
694327,3929777; 694266,3929869;
694296,3930070; 694246,3930584;
694159,3930640; 694177,3930826;
694217,3931041; 694341,3931111;
694484,3931101; 694554,3931166;
694482,3931458; 694589,3931548;
694603,3931722; 694703,3931707;
694747,3931720;
694798,3931779;694834,3931782;
694942,3931688; 695135,3931627;
695402,3931814; 695523,3931825;
695633,3931876; 695844,3932143;
695936,3932170; 696026,3932152;
696092,3932066; 696135,3932049;
696282,3932083; 696424,3932075;
696615,3931953; 696817,3931891;
696900,3932011; 696918,3932132;
697057,3932241; 697387,3932375;
697480,3932369; 697526,3932309;
697551,3932140; 697615,3932074;
697845,3931961; 698044,3931962;
698191,3931901; 698375,3931774;
698514,3931744; 698574,3931664;
698670,3931604; 698799,3931559;
698876,3931437; 698884,3931292;
698962,3931265; 699068,3931089;
699170,3931010; 699831,3930696;
699943,3930599; 700371,3930482;
700919,3930221; 701143,3930162;
701600,3929922; 701747,3929883;
701884,3929680; 701983,3929597;
701971,3929382; 702013,3929333;
702178,3929238; 702242,3929124;
702361,3929011; 702467,3928991;
702571,3929001; 702597,3928980;
702602,3928827; 702647,3928808;
702742,3928831; 702831,3928812;
703038,3928640; 703191,3928594;
703283,3928632; 703354,3928721;
703528,3928803; 703668,3928749;
703768,3928783; 703842,3928751;
703959,3928631; 704182,3928558;
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704620,3928592; 704750,3928582;
705170,3928253; 705438,3928113;
705649,3927941; 705804,3927729;
705971,3927586; 706777,3927329;
707148,3927150; 707223,3927200;
707472,3927202; 707635,3926909;
707766,3926532; 708005,3926362;
708346,3926329; 708628,3926423;
708831,3926689; 709025,3926659;
709477,3926386; 709682,3926379;
709839,3926309; 709890,3926133;
709871,3925716; 709903,3925585;
709960,3925472; 710028,3925415;
710313,3925264; 710515,3925258;
710633,3925194; 710877,3924934;
711040,3924873; 711223,3924880;
711562,3924974; 711555,3922474;
711863,3922131; 711966,3922080;
712271,3922302; 712493,3922380;
712815,3922394; 713109,3922340;
713722,3922339; 714153,3922599;
714639,3922995; 714733,3923111;
714988,3922722; 715536,3921353;
715565,3921060; 715643,3920678;
715927,3920248; 715849,3919544;
716641,3917931; 718619,3919042;
718562,3919124; 718547,3919198;
718681,3919575; 718668,3919654;
718624,3919708; 718405,3919854;
718351,3920042; 718285,3919990;
718256,3919912; 718218,3919883;
718135,3919906; 718091,3919972;
718098,3920082; 718250,3920365;
718297,3920544; 718151,3920650;
718055,3920780; 717989,3921009;
717841,3921343; 717700,3921810;
717618,3922169; 717595,3922983;
717632,3923237; 717635,3923514;
717583,3923647; 717426,3923886;
717304,3924311; 717151,3924640;
717307,3924635; 717579,3924544;
717671,3924465; 717745,3924318;
717788,3924299; 717966,3924252;
718153,3924236; 718271,3924345;
718521,3924211; 718777,3923954;
718800,3923757; 718846,3923623;
719026,3923516; 719142,3923488;
719132,3923307; 719500,3923114;
719591,3922829; 719677,3922676;
719912,3922547; 719788,3922437;
719772,3922191; 719517,3922138;
719184,3922112; 719146,3922046;
719145,3921917; 719103,3921816;
719112,3921752; 719161,3921607;
719212,3921533; 719290,3921182;
719428,3920885; 719817,3920442;
719938,3920210; 720191,3919850;
720452,3919357; 720758,3918546;
720847,3918381; 721019,3918136;
721329,3917763; 721851,3917236;
722148,3917189; 722224,3917247;
722262,3917250; 722342,3917152;
722335,3917026; 722469,3916881;
722639,3916799; 722746,3916774;
722908,3916673; 722976,3916671;
723022,3916593; 722804,3916430;
722684,3916378; 722296,3916403;
722210,3916383; 722157,3916329;
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722004,3915966; 722104,3915729;
722110,3915663; 722050,3915601;
721807,3915496; 721609,3915336;
721768,3915128; 721889,3914914;
721932,3914745; 721909,3914676;
721663,3914435; 721564,3914439;
721123,3914576; 721075,3914497;
721068,3914361; 721169,3914080;
721170,3913922; 721132,3913866;
720922,3913687; 720905,3913519;
720873,3913508; 720586,3913645;
720534,3913636; 720417,3913512;
720345,3913368; 720339,3913253;
720612,3913133; 720803,3912974;
720817,3912693; 720846,3912657;
721158,3912460; 721225,3912369;
721189,3912299; 720950,3912080;
720949,3911988; 720894,3911854;
720914,3911595; 720830,3911364;
720927,3911342; 721047,3911351;
721178,3911099; 721446,3911152;
721547,3911083; 721662,3911049;
721743,3910974; 721802,3910823;
721896,3910698; 722203,3910574;
722603,3910321; 722741,3910285;
723030,3910279; 723323,3910148;
723453,3910118; 723661,3909983;
723804,3909975; 723919,3909931;
723993,3909885; 724072,3909758;
724137,3909705; 724747,3909383;
725022,3909160; 725074,3909140;
725326,3909138; 725430,3909040;
725505,3909010; 725521,3908890;
725612,3908716; 725739,3908625;
725796,3908610; 725904,3908770;
726129,3908837; 726277,3908677;
726457,3908556; 726636,3908485;
726752,3908473; 726776,3908439;
726770,3908379; 726708,3908145;
726648,3908048; 726648,3907910;
726696,3907824; 726846,3907637;
726978,3907543; 727119,3907388;
727291,3907275; 727425,3907223;
727640,3907040; 728374,3906795;
728489,3906794; 728747,3906676;
728929,3906658; 728980,3906707;
729220,3907106; 729314,3907079;
729467,3906881; 729503,3906858;
729674,3906855; 729690,3906761;
729799,3906629; 730192,3906601;
730252,3906579; 730431,3906423;
730510,3906299; 730769,3906227;
730871,3906096; 731107,3905963;
731184,3905811; 731272,3905724;
731275,3905667; 731156,3905397;
731047,3905296; 730794,3905215;
730606,3905082; 730477,3904953;
730389,3904836; 730345,3904654;
730187,3904566; 730153,3904516;
730134,3904423; 730021,3904202;
730162,3904059; 730211,3903689;
730287,3903584; 730373,3903547;
730490,3903451; 730539,3903274;
730597,3903164; 730610,3902884;
730543,3902705; 730614,3902488;
730519,3902257; 730607,3902164;
730736,3901941; 730765,3901763;
730699,3901689; 730478,3901593;
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730379,3901601; 730106,3901761;
729942,3901801; 729671,3901529;
729513,3901489; 729400,3901579;
729276,3901770; 729156,3901881;
728841,3902051; 728632,3902215;
728151,3902353; 727909,3902454;
727699,3902448; 727523,3902583;
727399,3902582; 727229,3902525;
727108,3902547; 726920,3902753;
726836,3902809; 726694,3902846;
726553,3902967; 726426,3903012;
726094,3903062; 726005,3903099;
725732,3903388; 725572,3903455;
725338,3903481; 724914,3903672;
724599,3903956;724555,3903984;
724428,3903995; 724295,3904068;
724185,3904176; 724168,3904269;
724114,3904351; 723963,3904441;
723808,3904453; 723797,3904679;
723624,3904870; 723562,3905071;
723551,3905135; 723603,3905281;
723587,3905347; 723422,3905488;
723353,3905647; 723284,3905714;
723134,3905742; 722948,3905662;
722906,3905652; 722878,3905672;
722909,3905898; 722896,3906018;
722730,3906197; 722616,3906427;
722554,3906476; 722373,3906541;
722333,3906527; 722300,3906455;
722258,3906454; 722142,3906512;
721851,3906600; 721764,3906592;
721611,3906629; 721534,3906774;
721311,3906977; 721053,3907127;
720798,3907154; 720644,3907275;
720433,3907271; 720237,3907346;
720169,3907336; 720027,3907209;
719827,3907099; 719756,3906930;
719431,3906655; 719240,3906353;
719187,3906323; 718920,3906286;
718724,3906291; 718631,3906271;
718587,3906229; 718494,3906042;
718379,3905952; 718293,3905926;
718060,3906026; 717993,3906029;
717766,3905967; 717546,3906007;
717397,3905986; 717197,3905906;
717124,3905714; 716745,3905915;
716386,3905988; 716172,3906099;
715943,3906264; 715852,3906428;
715633,3906476; 715562,3906525;
715397,3906710; 715185,3906910;
715105,3906956; 714760,3906971;
714467,3907048; 714135,3906821;
713349,3906677; 712859,3906469;
712615,3906420; 712022,3906204;
711763,3906258; 711574,3906375;
711350,3906610; 711235,3906824;
711031,3906871; 710829,3906866;
710786,3906899; 710726,3907030;
710597,3907564; 710591,3907823;
710629,3908101; 710599,3908139;
710063,3908380; 709730,3908654;
709640,3908770; 709536,3908835;
709428,3908982; 709183,3909029;
709087,3909114; 708906,3909193;
708654,3909438; returning to
708480,3909559.
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(ii) Note: Unit SLO-3 for California
red-legged frog is depicted on the map
in paragraph (41)(ii) of this entry.
(43) Unit SLO-4: San Luis Obispo
County, California. From USGS 1:24,000
scale quadrangles Santa Margarita Lake,
Pozo Summit, Caldwell Mesa, La Panza
and Los Machos Hills.
(i) Land bounded by the following
UTM Zone 10, NAD83 coordinates
(E,N): 749907,3913538;
750002,3913543; 750128,3913449;
750319,3913415; 750490,3913308;
750641,3913287; 750712,3913239;
750794,3913147; 750835,3913058;
750922,3912754; 751060,3912628;
751101,3912530; 751221,3912434;
751273,3912405; 751444,3912377;
751664,3912250; 751802,3912230;
751957,3912259; 751996,3912205;
752062,3911964; 752230,3911722;
752364,3911453; 752356,3911404;
752251,3911305; 752262,3911239;
752358,3911103; 752442,3910835;
752446,3910382; 752573,3910109;
752526,3909867; 752560,3909649;
752605,3909602; 752790,3909551;
753037,3909383; 753180,3909384;
753255,3909454; 753407,3909398;
753470,3909334; 753311,3909007;
753069,3908811; 752884,3908789;
752810,3908758; 752572,3908334;
752562,3908291; 752675,3908051;
752782,3907694; 752823,3907652;
752921,3907655; 753101,3907721;
753320,3907685; 753530,3907732;
753702,3907727; 753920,3907683;
754044,3907566; 754247,3907555;
754484,3907365; 754482,3907173;
754569,3907001; 754615,3906821;
754725,3906553; 754701,3906327;
754614,3906193; 754667,3905923;
754588,3905557; 754619,3905438;
754610,3905350; 754549,3905235;
754369,3905270; 754182,3905177;
754112,3904920; 753979,3904798;
753954,3904740; 753956,3904595;
754119,3904319; 754060,3904215;
753994,3903997; 754040,3903708;
753956,3903558; 753871,3903284;
753829,3903239; 753826,3902991;
753763,3902926; 753600,3902856;
753536,3902799; 753435,3902578;
753506,3902482; 753528,3902392;
753394,3902280; 753250,3902082;
753203,3902052; 753108,3902044;
753057,3902009; 752996,3901873;
752981,3901741; 752924,3901603;
752920,3901473; 753012,3901277;
753148,3901091; 753360,3900956;
753429,3900857; 753444,3900768;
753352,3900652; 753160,3900670;
752897,3900587; 752822,3900504;
752775,3900352; 752686,3900236;
752533,3900243; 752480,3900225;
752337,3900019; 752208,3899942;
752182,3899738; 752132,3899578;
752105,3899557; 751924,3899589;
751610,3899752; 751389,3899731;
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751189,3899746; 751065,3899718;
750964,3899769; 750934,3899819;
750857,3900160; 750665,3900271;
750626,3900350; 750471,3900376;
750382,3900434; 750349,3900500;
750282,3900543; 750209,3900688;
750124,3900728; 750000,3900718;
749877,3900774; 749682,3901061;
749382,3901213; 749260,3901313;
749177,3901338; 748884,3901682;
748920,3901927; 748877,3902111;
748835,3902149; 748687,3902166;
748448,3902277; 748180,3902541;
748108,3902533; 747951,3902442;
747864,3902438; 747663,3902536;
747627,3902669; 747516,3902788;
747152,3902956; 747070,3902986;
746746,3902918; 746574,3902921;
746410,3902963; 746251,3903088;
746081,3903296; 745991,3903320;
745896,3903308; 745712,3903361;
745569,3903443; 745413,3903584;
745219,3903524; 745169,3903525;
745107,3903563; 744979,3903744;
744861,3903832; 744798,3903936;
744795,3904065; 744720,3904350;
744497,3904711; 744449,3904751;
744375,3904777; 744063,3904723;
743688,3904760; 743419,3904715;
743243,3904822; 743013,3904854;
742926,3904904; 742803,3904918;
742676,3904893; 742711,3904973;
742673,3905196; 742626,3905286;
742596,3905294; 742476,3905218;
742409,3905213; 742343,3905238;
742182,3905238; 742114,3905274;
741988,3905239; 741878,3905244;
741849,3905256; 741711,3905511;
741608,3905563; 741497,3905662;
741283,3905727; 741120,3905669;
740989,3905505; 740897,3905505;
740794,3905414; 740744,3905420;
740294,3905673; 740118,3905737;
739997,3905754; 739685,3905901;
739602,3906049; 739520,3906103;
739255,3906082; 739220,3906050;
739169,3906044; 739077,3906055;
738965,3905991; 738784,3906000;
738673,3905949; 738595,3905952;
738363,3906104; 738033,3906224;
737757,3906404; 737383,3906506;
737241,3906485; 736986,3906510;
736802,3906437; 736607,3906298;
736545,3906220; 736491,3906087;
736367,3906001; 736263,3905828;
736195,3905762; 735997,3905718;
735767,3905603; 735702,3905595;
735598,3905643; 735549,3905609;
735370,3905578; 734922,3905593;
734659,3905354; 734433,3905034;
734196,3904906; 734095,3904890;
733902,3904938; 733829,3904986;
733604,3905013; 733343,3905169;
733401,3905374; 733478,3905494;
733763,3905679; 733801,3905725;
733813,3905774; 733793,3905806;
733594,3905863; 733554,3905901;
733542,3905992; 733679,3906178;
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733707,3906287; 733774,3906383;
733967,3906496; 734130,3906652;
734154,3906705; 734065,3906902;
734057,3907080; 734071,3907152;
734192,3907341; 734205,3907548;
734288,3907668; 734620,3907865;
734770,3908026; 734933,3908282;
735187,3908977; 735513,3909188;
735579,3909254; 735841,3909818;
736009,3909934; 736085,3910027;
736233,3910096; 736259,3910138;
736248,3910221; 736296,3910263;
736401,3910275; 736454,3910235;
736576,3910253; 736687,3910234;
736865,3910310; 736967,3910281;
737076,3910217; 737122,3910218;
737142,3910241; 737170,3910485;
737221,3910584; 737512,3910812;
737809,3910554; 737867,3910471;
737880,3910367; 737839,3909987;
737860,3909731; 737793,3909596;
737718,3909518; 737640,3909341;
737300,3908933; 737303,3908909;
737373,3908891; 737487,3908803;
738037,3908768; 738113,3908799;
738236,3908932; 738389,3908985;
738534,3909120; 738597,3909125;
738706,3909077; 738768,3908903;
738802,3908864; 739136,3908784;
739303,3908616; 739463,3908625;
739597,3908667; 739820,3908802;
739812,3908974; 739831,3909034;
740090,3909098; 740192,3909165;
740220,3909196; 740236,3909371;
740264,3909401; 740424,3909492;
740561,3909461; 740682,3909500;
740740,3909546; 740795,3909637;
740811,3909852; 740928,3909862;
741190,3910104; 741281,3910150;
741351,3910302; 741407,3910358;
741670,3910357; 741959,3910441;
742199,3910443; 742306,3910395;
742377,3910329; 742528,3910268;
742672,3910122; 742859,3910036;
742896,3909995; 742970,3910001;
743092,3910090; 743153,3910228;
743318,3910376; 743394,3910551;
743835,3910776; 744032,3910815;
744050,3910885; 744009,3911070;
744070,3911249; 744166,3911293;
744245,3911252; 744345,3911264;
744407,3911307; 744507,3911289;
744587,3911245; 744689,3911315;
744954,3911234; 745095,3911242;
745158,3911200; 745181,3911213;
745284,3911320;745273,3911537;
745306,3911578; 745449,3911665;
745708,3911877; 745889,3911958;
746028,3912124; 746184,3912386;
746363,3912491; 746552,3912551;
746747,3912476; 746855,3912400;
747016,3912347; 747185,3912330;
747337,3912369; 747613,3912532;
747712,3912640; 747890,3912758;
748104,3913019; 748410,3913078;
748671,3913080; 748921,3913126;
748964,3913154; 749120,3913374;
749162,3913394; 749336,3913362;
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749471,3913395; 749607,3913604;
749649,3913628; 749718,3913621;
returning to 749907,3913538.
(ii) Note: Unit SLO-4 for California
red-legged frog is depicted on the map
in paragraph (41)(ii) of this entry.
(44) Unit STB-1: Santa Barbara
County, California. From USGS 1:24,000
scale quadrangles Tepusquet Canyon,
Foxen Canyon, Manzanita Mountain
and Zaca Lake.
(i) Land bounded by the following
UTM Zone 10, NAD83 coordinates
(E,N): 760562,3876097;
760672,3876042; 761005,3876093;
761287,3875929; 761484,3875882;
761676,3875762; 761783,3875634;
761915,3875540; 762011,3875342;
762187,3875292; 762339,3875178;
762395,3875163; 762518,3874997;
762670,3874870; 763079,3874758;
763145,3874919; 763311,3875038;
763422,3875236; 763812,3875437;
764027,3875382; 764181,3875309;
764363,3875306; 764567,3875164;
764684,3875040; 764762,3875023;
764832,3875188; 764845,3875462;
764895,3875633; 765728,3875247;
766130,3874926; 766773,3874765;
767375,3874303; 767317,3874268;
767147,3874084; 767009,3874063;
766889,3873933; 766692,3873794;
766680,3873615; 766866,3873352;
766878,3873053; 766932,3872882;
767102,3872733; 767518,3872546;
767828,3872501; 768022,3872422;
768333,3872362; 768617,3872174;
768753,3872050; 768872,3871869;
768833,3871652; 768789,3871555;
768302,3871371; 768233,3871304;
768179,3871202; 768119,3871167;
767914,3871161; 767761,3871077;
767577,3871017; 767443,3871051;
767275,3871037; 767170,3870973;
767012,3870794; 766969,3870783;
766959,3870591; 767103,3870378;
767134,3870165; 767123,3870109;
766974,3870022; 766841,3869893;
766810,3869721; 766702,3869630;
766590,3869471; 766520,3869233;
766555,3869103; 766558,3868884;
766939,3868674; 767035,3868506;
767084,3868355; 767080,3868253;
766843,3867945; 766763,3867725;
766766,3867689; 766887,3867637;
766960,3867566; 767061,3867318;
767038,3866988; 767083,3866672;
767053,3866343; 766926,3866262;
766871,3866166; 766901,3865924;
766875,3865716; 766912,3865624;
766960,3865587; 766919,3865529;
766872,3865365; 766724,3865095;
766449,3864834; 766178,3864457;
766115,3864280; 766071,3863939;
765862,3863616; 765794,3863346;
765692,3863267; 765391,3863258;
765364,3863228; 765331,3862966;
765225,3862803; 765140,3862612;
764983,3862406; 764868,3862136;
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764617,3862365; 764482,3862406;
764224,3862343; 764032,3862342;
763590,3862178; 763547,3862176;
763295,3862281; 762879,3862024;
762827,3861912; 762570,3861741;
762469,3861631; 762204,3861602;
762136,3861666; 762105,3861666;
761931,3861582; 761845,3861487;
761788,3861358; 761781,3861243;
761844,3861084; 761850,3860994;
761785,3860737; 761750,3860680;
761705,3860676; 761440,3860732;
761112,3860913; 760959,3860945;
760807,3861013; 760636,3861043;
760598,3861036; 760566,3860969;
760433,3861135; 759600,3861135;
758845,3862084; 758767,3862569;
758748,3862937; 759290,3863518;
759639,3863731; 759813,3864060;
759852,3864486; 760046,3865087;
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759717,3865648; 759717,3866047;
759659,3866170; 759601,3866415;
759655,3866528; 759581,3866701;
759449,3866785; 759438,3866819;
759430,3867144; 759385,3867286;
759402,3867508; 759383,3867543;
759254,3867630; 759240,3867665;
759221,3867942; 759171,3868113;
759197,3868274; 759173,3868453;
758987,3868651; 758941,3868990;
758822,3869188; 758919,3869389;
759088,3869432; 759139,3869528;
759310,3869599; 759411,3869690;
759610,3869788; 759707,3869963;
759731,3870118; 759685,3870224;
759615,3870533; 759591,3870865;
759493,3871043; 759348,3871149;
759266,3871363; 759205,3871457;
758906,3871763; 758719,3871858;
758736,3872008; 758710,3872086;
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758485,3872299; 758330,3872577;
758384,3872761; 758541,3873023;
758697,3873177; 758755,3873396;
758824,3873459; 759046,3873498;
759241,3873456; 759706,3873605;
759884,3873711; 759924,3873760;
759967,3873943; 759864,3874007;
759819,3874091; 760002,3874342;
760181,3874444; 760210,3874639;
760333,3875007; 760311,3875096;
760185,3875250; 760134,3875544;
760198,3875800; 760198,3876182;
760214,3876232; returning to
760562,3876097.
(ii) Note: Map of Units STB-1, STB-3,
STB-6, and STB-7 for the California redlegged frog follows:
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(45) Unit STB-2: Santa Barbara
County, California. From USGS 1:24,000
scale quadrangles Guadalupe, Casmalia,
Santa Maria and Orcutt.
(i) Land bounded by the following
UTM Zone 10, NAD83 coordinates
(E,N): 731166,3856983;
731162,3857181; 730322,3857168;
730135,3857420; 729967,3857473;
729819,3857459; 729578,3857568;
729443,3857667; 729376,3857635;
729296,3857555; 729247,3857354;
729250,3857154; 726368,3857120;
726362,3857815; 726173,3857740;
725905,3857679; 725880,3857563;
725691,3857512; 725605,3857586;
725443,3857497; 725173,3857271;
724731,3857082; 724478,3856821;
724238,3856699; 723676,3856260;
724048,3856812; 722984,3858902;
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720821,3862104; 720937,3862161;
721420,3862089; 721742,3861874;
722117,3861535; 722510,3861123;
723011,3861088; 723387,3861266;
723583,3861535; 723619,3861713;
723619,3862035; 723780,3862429;
724352,3863055; 724444,3863044;
724504,3862997; 724541,3862994;
724593,3863032; 724728,3863019;
724960,3862894; 725461,3862876;
726659,3863663; 727070,3863359;
727589,3863037; 728111,3862721;
728294,3862654; 728819,3862272;
729012,3862198; 729234,3862071;
729404,3862017; 729132,3861318;
730520,3860854; 730596,3861595;
731659,3861185; 732097,3860989;
732221,3860925; 732166,3860903;
732254,3860823; 732289,3860843;
732494,3860743; 732565,3860659;
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732618,3860544; 732651,3860145;
732777,3859761; 732883,3859161;
733046,3858083; 733169,3856993;
733069,3857088; 732897,3857362;
732777,3857459; 732591,3857466;
732186,3857578; 732036,3857709;
731830,3857930; 731144,3858960;
730876,3859226; 730556,3859033;
730572,3858841; 730613,3858694;
730754,3858570; 730770,3858404;
730861,3858147; 730876,3857961;
730938,3857800; 730944,3857692;
731044,3857527; 731168,3857431;
731264,3857288; 731268,3857183;
731237,3857088; returning to
731166,3856983.
(ii) Note: Map of Units STB-2, STB-4,
and STB-5 for the California red-legged
frog follows:
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(46) Unit STB-3: Santa Barbara
County, California. From USGS 1:24,000
scale quadrangle Zaca Lake.
(i) Land bounded by the following
UTM Zone 11, NAD83 coordinates
(E,N): 230921,3859474;
231976,3855997; 231890,3855313;
232588,3855068; 233102,3854919;
233630,3854805; 234514,3854539;
235496,3854163; 236301,3853942;
236842,3853657; 236927,3853500;
237181,3853315; 237201,3853245;
237165,3853055; 237180,3853032;
237447,3852825; 237675,3852714;
237864,3852491; 237792,3852298;
237820,3852284; 237420,3852151;
237364,3852097; 237247,3851871;
237123,3851728; 237048,3851596;
236938,3851521; 236777,3851481;
236707,3851497; 236552,3851576;
235953,3851788; 235563,3851863;
234961,3851815; 234714,3851674;
234496,3851477; 234358,3851045;
234322,3850773; 234404,3850093;
234486,3849740; 234556,3849573;
234559,3849286; 234768,3848835;
234772,3848698; 234832,3848438;
235000,3848176; 234956,3847963;
234849,3847731; 234761,3847417;
234633,3847210; 234523,3846800;
234405,3846556; 234430,3846444;
234496,3846274; 234641,3846127;
234655,3845801; 234694,3845582;
235214,3845602; 235321,3845537;
235464,3845334; 235486,3845216;
235556,3845096; 235837,3844795;
236063,3844620; 236278,3844306;
236410,3844198; 236413,3844054;
236394,3843995; 236297,3843925;
235968,3843843; 235779,3843622;
235745,3843441; 235662,3843307;
235280,3843043; 235160,3842881;
235067,3842855; 234986,3842797;
235124,3842405; 235154,3842214;
235095,3842078; 235086,3841955;
235289,3841603; 235375,3841313;
235270,3841241; 235220,3841130;
235208,3841018; 235232,3840799;
235099,3840596; 235079,3840429;
234816,3840179; 234758,3840083;
234870,3839682; 234863,3839626;
234569,3839466; 234548,3839402;
234596,3839216; 234551,3839186;
234505,3839194; 234319,3839348;
234176,3839378; 234045,3839362;
233722,3839230; 233594,3839090;
233445,3839043; 233229,3838675;
233234,3838621; 233359,3838487;
233279,3838346; 233241,3838166;
233011,3837900; 232617,3837779;
232545,3837783; 232272,3837921;
232288,3837973; 232254,3838087;
231994,3838249; 231644,3838529;
231401,3838550; 231311,3838536;
231264,3838496; 231181,3838751;
230923,3838980; 229978,3839158;
229754,3839349; 229620,3839728;
229455,3839945; 228963,3840302;
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228573,3840711; 228264,3841264;
228105,3841830; 227395,3841831;
227431,3841887; 227464,3842078;
227693,3842420; 227853,3842961;
228003,3843254; 228078,3843376;
228423,3843705; 228529,3843869;
228504,3843950; 228575,3844048;
228576,3844116; 228495,3844458;
228496,3844558; 228524,3844593;
228626,3844603; 228766,3844658;
228930,3844819; 229008,3844936;
229104,3845002; 229142,3845053;
229223,3845301; 229404,3845439;
229513,3845695; 229648,3845815;
229698,3845994; 229487,3845995;
229240,3845960; 229184,3845966;
229017,3846048; 228868,3846057;
228502,3846298; 228407,3846415;
228239,3846540; 228076,3846793;
228032,3846948; 227986,3846998;
227964,3847211; 227904,3847345;
227790,3847460; 227540,3847621;
227318,3847978; 227223,3848077;
227052,3848344; 226763,3848565;
226719,3848644; 226741,3848761;
226924,3849108; 226976,3849159;
226861,3849365; 226919,3849445;
227014,3849486; 227022,3849580;
226902,3849798; 226782,3849984;
225971,3850915; 225899,3851125;
225509,3851345; 225373,3851455;
225113,3851261; 225053,3851329;
224898,3851410; 224882,3851506;
224747,3851713; 224508,3852251;
224488,3852394; 224552,3852530;
224542,3852640; 224016,3852942;
223678,3853077; 223632,3853116;
223570,3853232; 223025,3853418;
222679,3853633; 222574,3853728;
222305,3853820; 222120,3853982;
221910,3854075; 221824,3854155;
221746,3854386; 221657,3854523;
221570,3854603; 221584,3854837;
221549,3855036; 221605,3855355;
221598,3855473; 221463,3855699;
221341,3855832; 221328,3855884;
221409,3856080; 221396,3856343;
221472,3856459; 221578,3856531;
221619,3856596; 221676,3856942;
221714,3857033; 222169,3857284;
222220,3857340; 222216,3857368;
222066,3857560; 222045,3857682;
221936,3857856; 221835,3857935;
221784,3858013; 221627,3858121;
221367,3858161; 221040,3858136;
220936,3858215; 220841,3858253;
220491,3858351; 220462,3858387;
220461,3858452; 220502,3858725;
220458,3858838; 220301,3859033;
220205,3859317; 220278,3859409;
220331,3859562; 220347,3859940;
220317,3860168; 220433,3860222;
220607,3860696; 221104,3860908;
221424,3861398; 222280,3861540;
222792,3861831; 222833,3861741;
223015,3861554; 223152,3861298;
223285,3861237; 223409,3861128;
223602,3860830; 223799,3860733;
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223824,3860428; 223983,3860276;
223987,3860123; 223929,3859962;
223985,3859737; 223955,3859619;
224001,3859242; 223893,3858913;
224209,3859091; 224432,3859173;
224575,3859285; 224875,3859378;
225068,3859394; 225363,3859267;
225438,3859274; 225607,3859382;
225709,3859505; 225969,3859543;
226191,3859671; 226446,3859945;
226565,3860298; 226779,3861260;
226929,3861740; 227069,3862025;
227271,3862117; 227901,3862297;
228180,3862460; 228177,3862385;
228049,3862165; 227859,3861928;
227736,3861694; 227674,3861404;
227811,3861121; 228015,3860908;
228360,3860784; 228771,3860676;
229717,3860243; 230217,3859946;
230582,3859682; returning to
230921,3859474.
(ii) Note: Unit STB-3 for California
red-legged frog is depicted on the map
in paragraph (44)(ii) of this entry.
(47) Unit STB-4: Santa Barbara
County, California. From USGS 1:24,000
scale quadrangles Tranquillon
Mountain. and Lompoc Hills.
(i) Land bounded by the following
UTM Zone 10, NAD83 coordinates
(E,N): 729283,3821732;
729615,3821828; 729936,3821744;
729938,3821604; 730174,3821644;
730245,3821754; 730255,3822019;
730366,3822066; 730259,3822142;
730341,3824270; 730715,3824569;
730770,3824723; 730794,3824914;
730779,3825134; 730844,3825381;
730814,3825588; 730736,3825725;
730616,3825809; 730522,3825823;
730396,3825890; 730447,3827602;
729977,3827620; 729742,3827441;
729579,3827448; 729425,3827598;
729439,3827714; 729508,3827830;
729376,3827830; 729116,3827765;
729064,3827885; 729135,3827930;
729256,3828084; 729386,3828164;
729518,3828204; 729771,3828199;
730093,3828281; 730162,3828390;
730232,3828426; 730845,3828360;
730910,3828407; 730961,3828526;
731006,3828783; 731042,3828827;
731183,3828800; 731631,3828340;
731725,3828302; 731970,3828271;
732151,3828210; 732482,3828211;
733060,3827929; 733182,3827777;
733316,3827677; 733373,3827572;
733460,3827544; 733774,3827615;
733955,3827496; 734461,3827273;
734507,3827177; 734524,3827005;
734567,3826941; 734659,3826858;
734799,3826810; 734874,3826750;
735013,3826386; 735126,3825805;
735374,3825521; 735892,3825308;
736056,3825108; 736068,3824966;
736047,3824895; 735860,3824725;
735579,3824624; 735520,3824562;
735490,3824485; 735467,3824220;
735423,3824057; 735383,3823999;
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735307,3823965; 735198,3823985;
735083,3824069; 735011,3824092;
734911,3823997; 734837,3823821;
734439,3823681; 734370,3823633;
734340,3823582; 734322,3823311;
734241,3823031; 734162,3822886;
733960,3822628; 733859,3822409;
733764,3822290; 733592,3822135;
733620,3822078; 733633,3821873;
733672,3821769; 733760,3821640;
734138,3821389; 734241,3821294;
734349,3821148; 734434,3820848;
734439,3820745; 734395,3820592;
734325,3820574; 734055,3820617;
733705,3820588; 733328,3820601;
733075,3820689; 732779,3820930;
732606,3821109; 732500,3821165;
732200,3821183; 731910,3821231;
731567,3821184; 731053,3821259;
730834,3821228; 730572,3821371;
730442,3821394; 730148,3821386;
730039,3821421; 729978,3821470;
729841,3821675; 729724,3821725;
729488,3821739; 729344,3821701;
729276,3821629; returning to
729283,3821732.
(ii) Note: Unit STB-4 for California
red-legged frog is depicted on the map
in paragraph (45)(ii) of this entry.
(48) Unit STB-5: Santa Barbara
County, California. From USGS 1:24,000
scale quadrangles Santa Rosa Hills,
Solvang and Gaviota.
(i) Land bounded by the following
UTM Zone 10, NAD83 coordinates
(E,N): 754082,3828621;
754220,3828624; 754353,3828538;
754484,3828518; 754931,3828518;
755206,3828493; 755300,3828431;
755414,3828288; 755575,3828212;
755742,3828169; 755779,3828121;
755879,3827637; 755821,3827482;
755964,3827406; 756196,3827234;
756293,3827116; 756595,3827008;
756601,3826836; 756743,3826460;
756612,3826255; 756591,3826150;
756657,3826032; 756701,3825778;
756846,3825651; 756876,3825582;
756798,3825268; 756716,3825102;
756670,3824819; 756583,3824656;
756924,3824697; 757105,3824442;
757173,3824401; 757409,3824289;
757802,3824191; 758062,3824046;
758418,3824147; 758483,3824146;
758654,3824109; 758956,3824097;
759185,3823989; 759313,3823888;
759356,3823826; 759476,3823527;
759563,3823388; 759548,3823115;
759577,3822909; 759786,3822680;
759614,3822411; 759491,3822264;
758838,3822045; 758378,3821985;
758063,3821887; 757890,3821808;
757632,3821751; 757411,3821638;
757090,3821271; 756817,3821205;
756808,3821052; 756686,3820890;
756722,3820735; 756716,3820604;
756657,3820451; 756510,3820230;
756394,3820122; 756216,3820140;
756146,3820057; 755960,3819953;
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755931,3819925; 755906,3819802;
755807,3819648; 755619,3819539;
755309,3819235; 755176,3819185;
755084,3818876; 755126,3818560;
754978,3818336; 754815,3817931;
754712,3817826; 754545,3817914;
754353,3818081; 753795,3818299;
753620,3818490; 753474,3818553;
753200,3818625; 753158,3818667;
753147,3818770; 753015,3819109;
753013,3819157; 753096,3819346;
753342,3819518; 753385,3819620;
753341,3819734; 753176,3819898;
753175,3819997; 753236,3820136;
752987,3820348; 752979,3820397;
753010,3820486; 752957,3820648;
752961,3820749; 753074,3820999;
753329,3821454; 753393,3821515;
753567,3821609; 753614,3821664;
753589,3821730; 753478,3821799;
753341,3821827; 753191,3822091;
753039,3822189; 752961,3822212;
752604,3822156; 752336,3822171;
752121,3822276; 752044,3822295;
751885,3822284; 751740,3822395;
751571,3822432; 751345,3822432;
750965,3822371; 750711,3822281;
750371,3822319; 750231,3822360;
750179,3822461; 750007,3822667;
750066,3822856; 750213,3822944;
750268,3823084; 750434,3823080;
750652,3823110; 750716,3823220;
750690,3823335; 750439,3823592;
750348,3823715; 750335,3823770;
750456,3823947; 750488,3824163;
750596,3824256; 750780,3824259;
750839,3824376; 750807,3824796;
750948,3825215; 750926,3825433;
750875,3825585; 750875,3825695;
750964,3825912; 750994,3826175;
751047,3826363; 751162,3826568;
751167,3826702; 751257,3826992;
751377,3827152; 751406,3827294;
751444,3827363; 751566,3827409;
751732,3827410; 752145,3827504;
752493,3827446; 752553,3827613;
752627,3827679; 752750,3827870;
752841,3827943; 753043,3828218;
753153,3828494; 753196,3828533;
753588,3828705; 753846,3828746;
753902,3828744; 753974,3828673;
returning to 754082,3828621.
(ii) Note: Unit STB-5 for California
red-legged frog is depicted on the map
in paragraph (45)(ii) of this entry.
(49) Unit STB-6: Santa Barbara
County, California. From USGS 1:24,000
scale quadrangles Solvang, Gaviota,
Santa Ynez and Tajiguas.
(i) Land bounded by the following
UTM Zone 10, NAD83 coordinates
(E,N): 770986,3825640;
771043,3825632; 771193,3825688;
771256,3825673; 771613,3825452;
771858,3825355; 772104,3825203;
772038,3825075; 771949,3824690;
771903,3824212; 771816,3824079;
771803,3823865; 771692,3823753;
771692,3823706; 771632,3823581;
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771652,3823204; 771634,3823189;
771498,3823201; 771432,3823131;
771416,3822976; 771341,3822894;
771241,3822586; 771136,3822552;
771008,3822571; 770470,3822451;
770117,3822424; 770036,3822398;
769943,3822327; 769948,3822289;
769999,3822245; 770022,3822094;
769939,3821829; 770006,3821600;
769983,3821464; 770018,3820930;
769923,3820628; 769971,3820303;
769911,3819814; 769993,3819678;
769983,3819612; 769914,3819513;
769905,3819442; 769937,3819047;
769841,3818859; 769822,3818655;
769729,3818476; 769776,3818105;
769624,3817885; 769489,3817584;
769432,3817327; 769196,3817362;
769024,3817339; 768821,3817242;
768814,3817204; 768841,3817147;
768738,3817108; 768318,3817114;
767420,3817064; 766933,3817129;
766615,3817225; 766263,3817429;
766217,3817432; 766161,3817398;
765917,3817529; 765458,3817701;
765210,3817835; 764630,3818046;
764517,3818290; 764347,3818877;
764207,3819094; 764111,3819628;
764032,3819796; 763843,3819932;
763796,3820002; 763812,3820203;
763842,3820301; 763838,3820456;
763604,3820619; 763553,3820667;
763531,3820731; 763521,3820920;
763552,3821048; 763543,3821167;
763457,3821666; 763548,3822045;
763452,3822372; 763447,3822459;
763519,3822629; 763520,3822703;
763477,3822787; 763483,3822952;
763419,3823170; 763460,3823351;
763410,3823628; 763849,3823641;
763990,3823602; 764116,3823604;
764292,3823570; 764509,3823694;
764801,3823690; 765027,3823718;
765650,3823931; 765792,3824005;
765966,3824135; 766073,3824246;
766151,3824399; 766447,3824529;
766867,3824880; 767108,3824934;
767278,3824884; 767313,3824958;
767394,3825330; 767455,3825392;
767578,3825449; 767631,3825444;
767759,3825329; 767841,3825153;
767882,3825112; 768167,3825010;
768209,3824974; 768351,3824764;
768477,3824724; 768565,3824722;
768601,3824751; 768596,3825042;
768631,3825100; 768811,3825096;
769143,3824997; 769415,3825077;
769466,3825106; 769584,3825243;
769700,3825210; 769833,3825128;
769903,3825144; 770088,3825284;
770373,3825234; 770433,3825262;
770546,3825386; 770688,3825762;
770837,3825767; returning to
770986,3825640.
(ii) Note: Unit STB-6 for California
red-legged frog is depicted on the map
in paragraph (44)(ii) of this entry.
(50) Unit STB-7: Santa Barbara and
Ventura Counties, California. From
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USGS 1:24,000 scale quadrangles Lake
Cachuma, San Marcos Pass, Big Pine
Mtn., Little Pine Mtn., Santa Barbara,
Madulce Peak, Hildreth Peak,
Carpinteria, Old Man Mountain, White
Ledge Peak, Wheeler Springs and
Matilija.
(i) Land bounded by the following
UTM Zone 11, NAD83 coordinates
(E,N):
254540,3837294; 254540,3837180;
254497,3837043; 254566,3836882;
254581,3836738; 254782,3836768;
254873,3836753; 255119,3836601;
255360,3836359; 255521,3836301;
255735,3836335; 255863,3836260;
256174,3836436; 256296,3836531;
256438,3836538; 256491,3836507;
256651,3836220; 256783,3836123;
256986,3835539; 257062,3835412;
257089,3835374; 257253,3835359;
257309,3835319; 257387,3835238;
257467,3835040; 257498,3835014;
257807,3835121; 257960,3835201;
258010,3835198; 258024,3835173;
257996,3835061; 258053,3834932;
258162,3834873; 258448,3834797;
258539,3834749; 258861,3834733;
259140,3834782; 259464,3834910;
259623,3834923; 259715,3834972;
259953,3835033; 260149,3835181;
260132,3835316; 260041,3835526;
259880,3835721; 259854,3835844;
259772,3836021; 259853,3836267;
259973,3836356; 260061,3836464;
260154,3836600; 260153,3836656;
260571,3836498; 260883,3836462;
260926,3836446; 260984,3836352;
261169,3836308; 261637,3836132;
261861,3835973; 261913,3835903;
262036,3835614; 262101,3835385;
262252,3835290; 262379,3835171;
262570,3835081; 262695,3834896;
262877,3834761; 263015,3834497;
264086,3833813; 263942,3833612;
264011,3833435; 264042,3832876;
264078,3832574; 264132,3832341;
264249,3832177; 264742,3831921;
265047,3831721; 265159,3831737;
265707,3831674; 265937,3831581;
266204,3831435; 266531,3831326;
266775,3831317; 267067,3831370;
267284,3831475; 267432,3831620;
267715,3832013; 267906,3832157;
268164,3832275; 268519,3832354;
268852,3832357; 269237,3832302;
269816,3832166; 270132,3832189;
270699,3832099; 270796,3832147;
270832,3832198; 270851,3832409;
270904,3832506; 271090,3832468;
271225,3832410; 271347,3832401;
271538,3832296; 271612,3832200;
271936,3832055; 272049,3832057;
272165,3832022; 272249,3832055;
272343,3832167; 272468,3832155;
272803,3832025; 272886,3832020;
272981,3832049; 273075,3832171;
273219,3832165; 273402,3832109;
273691,3832133; 273786,3832161;
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273841,3832151; 274145,3831930;
274175,3831888; 274145,3831689;
274180,3831573; 274312,3831385;
274495,3831313; 274472,3830803;
274735,3830604; 274923,3830509;
274950,3830475; 275000,3830237;
275215,3829931; 275189,3829829;
275022,3829639; 274884,3829593;
274732,3829496; 274514,3829480;
274440,3829449; 274423,3829178;
274379,3829071; 274297,3829026;
274076,3828968; 273924,3828817;
273928,3828779; 274026,3828715;
274051,3828648; 274044,3828592;
273938,3828395; 273996,3828246;
274086,3828111; 274124,3827961;
274204,3827810; 274189,3827776;
274064,3827636; 274016,3827613;
273925,3827601; 273679,3827650;
273568,3827578; 273465,3827558;
273309,3827578; 273175,3827533;
273073,3827415; 273006,3827206;
273091,3826952; 273086,3826756;
273055,3826698; 273062,3826558;
273122,3826408; 273286,3826390;
273350,3826268; 273341,3826201;
273290,3826111; 273172,3826015;
273142,3825760; 273226,3825584;
273405,3825435; 273576,3825350;
273514,3825048; 273597,3824908;
273622,3824739; 273750,3824610;
273950,3824613; 274071,3824571;
274399,3824322;
274474,3824221;274509,3824108;
274582,3824035; 274584,3823977;
274643,3823874; 274642,3823813;
274565,3823647; 274562,3823391;
274524,3823253; 274605,3823149;
274615,3823082; 274547,3822626;
274557,3822492; 274533,3822311;
274570,3822222; 274649,3822184;
274891,3822164; 275081,3822065;
275293,3822012; 275485,3821718;
275604,3821597; 275756,3821502;
275840,3821481; 275996,3821521;
276142,3821520; 276294,3821556;
276448,3821632; 276496,3821629;
276614,3821567; 276686,3821556;
276788,3821424; 276974,3821303;
277234,3821282; 277295,3821294;
277399,3821365; 277463,3821369;
277579,3821245; 277631,3821224;
277957,3821265; 278134,3821231;
278284,3821250; 278450,3821183;
278640,3820996; 278737,3820951;
279054,3820960; 279277,3820931;
279357,3820940; 279433,3820982;
279540,3821079; 279838,3821001;
280021,3821005; 280358,3821105;
280590,3821114; 280836,3821172;
281343,3821213; 281559,3821306;
281763,3821360; 281947,3821339;
282381,3821364; 282505,3821328;
282730,3821394; 283119,3821455;
283320,3821615; 283376,3821632;
283771,3821627; 284018,3821714;
284180,3821740; 284412,3821742;
284496,3821722; 284830,3821570;
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285082,3821552; 285216,3821502;
285434,3821504; 285899,3821655;
286232,3821724; 286360,3821854;
286706,3822022; 286736,3821889;
286745,3821494; 286798,3821405;
287000,3821226; 287051,3821146;
287227,3821072; 287462,3821038;
287541,3820987; 287656,3820733;
287660,3820524; 287683,3820483;
288081,3820234; 288388,3820156;
288797,3819538; 289000,3819452;
289251,3819184; 289681,3819065;
289848,3818992; 290238,3819105;
290385,3819028; 290382,3818716;
290168,3818372; 289870,3818346;
289637,3817929; 289617,3817336;
289730,3817002; 289419,3817006;
288934,3816842; 288224,3816394;
287682,3816263; 287327,3816284;
287120,3816311; 287012,3816496;
286768,3816629; 286380,3816607;
286341,3816936; 286253,3816956;
286201,3817346; 286083,3817565;
285933,3817566; 285618,3817694;
285261,3817655; 285106,3817671;
284668,3817915; 284422,3817980;
284278,3817982; 284140,3818014;
283910,3817995; 283708,3818098;
283570,3818117; 283424,3818062;
283229,3817896; 282887,3817826;
282649,3817924; 282348,3817967;
282156,3817950; 281929,3817838;
281874,3817832; 281706,3817868;
281526,3817856; 281326,3817920;
281004,3817877; 280720,3817888;
280560,3817798; 280101,3817710;
280011,3817658; 279748,3817416;
279464,3817570; 279336,3817683;
279139,3817772; 278811,3817804;
278774,3817834; 278704,3818030;
278568,3818099; 278478,3818096;
278376,3818000; 278271,3817965;
277896,3818033; 277692,3818099;
277599,3818067; 277313,3817879;
276989,3817794; 276849,3817824;
276679,3817905; 276590,3818024;
276531,3818028; 276318,3817972;
276171,3818135; 276016,3818039;
275752,3817932; 275580,3817788;
275329,3817640; 275239,3817630;
275033,3817696; 274672,3817765;
274361,3817785; 274177,3817748;
273988,3817673; 273545,3817589;
273411,3817528; 273187,3817495;
273082,3817503; 273017,3817448;
272814,3817057; 272730,3817005;
272317,3817226; 272170,3817255;
272029,3817238; 271875,3817140;
271764,3816994; 271767,3816670;
271736,3816646; 271471,3816630;
271373,3816718; 271322,3816729;
270955,3816682; 270836,3816608;
270548,3816633; 270351,3816594;
270259,3816681; 269908,3816794;
269860,3816848; 269847,3817005;
269810,3817045; 269623,3817067;
269187,3816972; 269067,3817076;
268936,3817144; 268898,3817143;
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268667,3816998; 268296,3816967;
267993,3816808; 267926,3816794;
267819,3816849; 267466,3816959;
267332,3816970; 267212,3817022;
266991,3817057; 266804,3817188;
266686,3817211; 266204,3817117;
265863,3817006; 265825,3816977;
265776,3816853; 265811,3816615;
265791,3816574; 265718,3816541;
265391,3816504; 265143,3816578;
264835,3816581; 264574,3816674;
264406,3816799; 264238,3816829;
264113,3816795; 264000,3816684;
263915,3816735; 263672,3816815;
263457,3816823; 263337,3816857;
263134,3816853; 263079,3816905;
263000,3817099; 263026,3817167;
263002,3817248; 263285,3817578;
263293,3817628; 263262,3817696;
263237,3817744; 263190,3817770;
263019,3817791; 262831,3817918;
262766,3817938; 262605,3817886;
262451,3817874; 262337,3817947;
262249,3817939; 262215,3817955;
262140,3818112; 262109,3818129;
261728,3818068; 261509,3817921;
261334,3817842; 260950,3817918;
260876,3817961; 260815,3818136;
260726,3818125; 260553,3818175;
260253,3818198; 260205,3818330;
260098,3818305; 259936,3818370;
259858,3818493; 259531,3818714;
259252,3818760; 259069,3818865;
258941,3818975; 258637,3819093;
258540,3819090; 258368,3819021;
258272,3819019; 258101,3818939;
257883,3818924; 257687,3819003;
257599,3819150; 257561,3819171;
257423,3819179; 257230,3819280;
257088,3819310; 256977,3819391;
256824,3819408; 256692,3819544;
256598,3819597; 256297,3819570;
255871,3819586; 255750,3819629;
255526,3819650; 255285,3819731;
254994,3819636; 254890,3819552;
254815,3819539; 254625,3819650;
254496,3819787; 254356,3819826;
254059,3819976; 253697,3819985;
253483,3820096; 253375,3820109;
253217,3820059; 253159,3820081;
253063,3820162; 253090,3820326;
253047,3820414; 252961,3820418;
252822,3820380; 252700,3820476;
252538,3820536; 252358,3820656;
252297,3820667; 252196,3820643;
251992,3820449; 251722,3820286;
251467,3820305; 251358,3820351;
251031,3820328; 250811,3820417;
250713,3820585; 250561,3820724;
250485,3820859; 250320,3820945;
250275,3820992; 249695,3821192;
249350,3821203; 249252,3821248;
249166,3821338; 249091,3821617;
249023,3821758; 248720,3821831;
248673,3821887; 248470,3821987;
248386,3822075; 248098,3822072;
248023,3822013; 247958,3822010;
247889,3821942; 247768,3821921;
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247486,3821688; 247392,3821673;
247137,3821543; 247027,3821538;
246986,3821551; 246904,3821651;
246799,3821673; 246686,3821760;
246322,3821875; 245959,3821944;
245821,3822088; 245250,3822371;
245177,3822481; 245065,3822564;
244920,3822851; 244797,3823012;
244638,3823100; 244485,3823234;
244271,3823374; 243850,3823411;
243668,3823320; 243599,3823229;
243464,3823136; 243465,3823063;
243546,3822920; 243387,3822706;
243315,3822708;243133,3822635;
242986,3822717; 242833,3822681;
242700,3822758; 242612,3822771;
242532,3822621; 242470,3822576;
242303,3822499; 242115,3822456;
242050,3822399; 241886,3822357;
241772,3822278; 241670,3822316;
241588,3822283; 241503,3822282;
241106,3822472; 240900,3822525;
240457,3822494; 240372,3822504;
240165,3822597; 239997,3822610;
239850,3822328; 239716,3822200;
239561,3822095; 239407,3822068;
239240,3821999; 239154,3822034;
239005,3822198; 238444,3822170;
237897,3822336; 237707,3822253;
237627,3822288; 237563,3822215;
237449,3822159; 237263,3822135;
236948,3822019; 236835,3822039;
236710,3822022; 236568,3822108;
236433,3822132; 236293,3822229;
236200,3822247; 236138,3822331;
235983,3822328; 235776,3822468;
235758,3822542; 235734,3822556;
235619,3822569; 235373,3822654;
235297,3822741; 235218,3822899;
235106,3822889; 235052,3822908;
234778,3823114; 234715,3823138;
234427,3823161; 234374,3823214;
234298,3823472; 234147,3823601;
233915,3823565; 233755,3823642;
233796,3823724; 233804,3823858;
233882,3823951; 234125,3824588;
234206,3824685; 234342,3824947;
234393,3825120; 234385,3825208;
234440,3825270; 234591,3825297;
234698,3825350; 234729,3825502;
234789,3825611; 234859,3825997;
234827,3826189; 234659,3826365;
234454,3826695; 234614,3826729;
234826,3826855; 235010,3827006;
235118,3827131; 235119,3827330;
235036,3827911; 235082,3827996;
235208,3828040; 235432,3828051;
235487,3828017; 235577,3827770;
235625,3827765; 235725,3827817;
235783,3827815; 235943,3827959;
235964,3828022; 235950,3828104;
235999,3828293; 235934,3828410;
235816,3828518; 235853,3828550;
236001,3828574; 236111,3828562;
236190,3828662; 236399,3828640;
236500,3828697; 236568,3828783;
236692,3828825; 236817,3828826;
236957,3828794; 237099,3828810;
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237204,3828851; 237348,3828821;
237484,3828900; 237622,3829061;
237662,3829062; 237770,3828960;
237843,3828941; 237881,3828975;
237871,3829095; 237891,3829142;
238041,3829186; 238137,3829347;
238282,3829440; 238267,3829680;
238308,3829762; 238310,3829906;
238339,3829942; 238410,3829963;
238430,3830001; 238452,3830094;
238499,3830156; 238520,3830301;
238597,3830307; 238764,3830408;
238908,3830303; 239109,3830332;
239540,3830156; 239820,3830097;
239988,3830132; 240198,3830138;
240411,3830212; 240439,3830243;
240529,3830512; 240525,3830607;
240462,3830684; 240220,3830862;
240034,3831068; 240049,3831110;
240282,3831207; 240008,3831458;
239861,3831499; 239765,3831553;
239704,3831505; 239627,3831543;
239575,3831705; 239611,3832096;
239735,3832199; 239861,3832391;
239952,3832438; 240065,3832438;
240225,3832516; 240347,3832541;
240476,3832763; 240723,3832920;
240836,3833060; 240937,3833243;
241077,3833345; 241267,3833558;
241293,3833609; 241285,3833749;
241327,3833813; 241559,3833911;
241731,3833897; 241849,3833939;
242029,3833865; 242172,3833689;
242340,3833721; 242603,3833817;
242702,3833818; 242874,3833678;
242970,3833655; 243089,3833479;
243196,3833424; 243263,3833340;
243395,3833400; 243473,3833403;
243509,3833380; 243562,3833233;
243625,3833156; 243744,3833095;
244106,3833139; 244375,3833294;
244432,3833301; 244836,3833083;
244947,3833000; 245139,3832953;
245633,3832723; 245954,3832464;
246265,3832288; 246459,3832206;
246603,3832073; 246901,3832087;
247075,3832003; 247264,3832004;
247622,3832061; 247701,3832115;
247882,3832146; 248107,3832381;
248227,3832416; 248362,3832377;
248691,3832174; 248834,3832167;
248998,3832554; 249248,3832965;
249351,3833197; 249456,3833366;
249522,3833581; 249557,3833616;
249673,3833656; 249932,3833622;
250155,3833705; 250332,3833696;
250358,3834067; 250426,3834158;
250462,3834305; 250428,3834435;
250458,3834745; 250520,3834837;
250616,3834897; 250679,3835022;
250628,3835232; 250669,3835620;
250711,3835667; 250848,3835722;
250902,3835771; 250969,3836076;
250998,3836117; 251075,3836124;
251169,3835966; 251201,3835939;
251226,3835953; 251278,3836099;
251351,3836170; 251381,3836254;
251547,3836372; 251638,3836614;
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251747,3836715; 251824,3836696;
251875,3836712; 251924,3836866;
251939,3837038; 252086,3837351;
252110,3837364; 252314,3837278;
252537,3837120; 252624,3837151;
252747,3837270; 252925,3837331;
253269,3837357; 253466,3837333;
253634,3837280; 253781,3837297;
254336,3837592; 254390,3837486;
254516,3837387; and return
254540,3837294.
(ii) Note: Unit STB-7 for California
red-legged frog is depicted on the map
in paragraph (44)(ii) of this entry.
(51) Unit VEN-1: Ventura County,
California. From USGS 1:24,000 scale
quadrangles Matilija, Ventura and Ojai.
(i) Land bounded by the following
UTM Zone 11, NAD83 coordinates
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(E,N): 292389,3808989;
292269,3808813; 292067,3808838;
292001,3808540; 291744,3808513;
291660,3808360; 291309,3808445;
291346,3808110; 291188,3807970;
290857,3808078; 290683,3807876;
290516,3807881; 290022,3807626;
289938,3807423; 289743,3807351;
289693,3807054; 289556,3806919;
289357,3806257; 288924,3806106;
288596,3805768; 288535,3805756;
288169,3806170; 288139,3806566;
288022,3806679; 287922,3806605;
287842,3806111; 287702,3806086;
287770,3806708; 287997,3806862;
288226,3806724; 288210,3807181;
288352,3807324; 288495,3807334;
288507,3807633; 288897,3808046;
289299,3808143; 289254,3808351;

PO 00000

Frm 00140

Fmt 4701

Sfmt 4700

289400,3808575; 289665,3808668;
289771,3808791; 290075,3808823;
290121,3809125; 290398,3809519;
290426,3809709; 290786,3809928;
291436,3811102; 291817,3811326;
291749,3811476; 291788,3811585;
292474,3811706; 292581,3812127;
293112,3812393; 293210,3812196;
293840,3812153; 294048,3811973;
294135,3811749; 293856,3811194;
293598,3811103; 293155,3810614;
292790,3810406; 292674,3810144;
292894,3809713; 292746,3809412;
292765,3809204; 292611,3808985;
returning to 292389,3808989.
(ii) Note: Map of Unit VEN-1 for the
California red-legged frog follows:
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(52) Unit VEN-2: Ventura and Los
Angeles Counties, California. From
USGS 1:24,000 scale quadrangles
Cobblestone Mountain and Whitaker
Peak.
(i) Land bounded by the following
UTM Zone 11, NAD83 coordinates
(E,N): 339291,3827835;
339299,3827739; 339766,3827357;
340374,3827063; 340544,3826712;
341072,3826348; 340944,3826090;
340929,3825836; 341091,3825360;
340852,3824908; 340799,3824021;
340501,3823636; 340142,3823657;

VerDate Nov<24>2008
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339877,3823482; 339839,3822849;
339931,3822610; 340226,3822571;
340007,3822097; 339952,3821528;
339632,3821505; 339211,3820830;
339197,3820598; 338832,3820187;
338664,3820291; 338411,3820813;
338027,3821260; 337668,3821358;
336304,3822097; 336529,3822597;
336713,3822708; 336854,3823475;
335722,3824114; 335636,3824514;
335416,3824690; 334902,3824748;
334557,3824905; 334507,3825194;
334331,3825218; 334164,3825391;
334109,3825598; 333690,3825882;

PO 00000

Frm 00142

Fmt 4701
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333242,3826358; 333195,3826701;
333300,3826871; 333037,3827486;
332830,3827662; 333176,3827981;
333533,3828042; 335562,3827839;
336504,3827892; 336890,3827733;
337083,3827558; 337171,3827662;
337429,3827646; 337638,3827729;
337852,3827893; 338100,3827946;
338394,3827861; 339081,3828201;
339230,3828192; 339304,3828065;
returning to 339291,3827835.
(ii) Note: Map of Units VEN-2 and
VEN-3 for the California red-legged frog
follows:
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(53) Unit VEN-3: Ventura County,
California. From USGS 1:24,000 scale
quadrangle Calabasas.
(i) Land bounded by the following
UTM Zone 11, NAD83 coordinates
(E,N):
341537,3788481; 341736,3788470;
341842,3788432; 341858,3788081;
341901,3788038; 342052,3787988;
342080,3787895; 342176,3787747;
342210,3787526; 342325,3787446;
342313,3787400; 342378,3787252;
342363,3787000; 342383,3786937;
342492,3786911; 342545,3786875;
342597,3786770; 342634,3786746;
342707,3786761; 342888,3786729;
343046,3786812; 343143,3786802;
343161,3786758; 343130,3786655;
343278,3786596; 343251,3786524;
343000,3786409; 342966,3786345;
342975,3786301; 343006,3786284;
343296,3786247; 343305,3786222;
343292,3786149; 343145,3786005;
343137,3785867; 343075,3785758;
343017,3785458; 343022,3785370;
343124,3785088; 343244,3785168;
343304,3785185; 343392,3785170;
343545,3785240; 343902,3785199;
344046,3785251; 344362,3785450;
344562,3785482; 344787,3785460;
345043,3785358; 345089,3785258;
345088,3785192; 344991,3784960;
345067,3784928; 345213,3784807;
345208,3784726; 345176,3784657;
345249,3784489; 345264,3784398;
345436,3784371; 345443,3784242;
345485,3784237; 345615,3784301;
345599,3784303; 345716,3784275;
345839,3784282; 345873,3784138;
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346114,3784037; 346167,3783879;
346139,3783739; 346236,3783615;
346099,3783517; 346152,3783412;
346150,3783308; 346063,3783276;
345893,3783321; 345819,3783163;
345605,3783068; 345245,3782745;
345220,3782695; 345104,3782702;
344801,3782582; 344572,3782299;
344257,3782149; 344007,3782227;
343959,3782314; 343835,3782353;
343698,3782181; 343356,3782138;
342181,3782163; 342057,3782712;
341965,3782823; 341986,3782835;
341836,3783224; 341806,3783464;
341772,3783516; 341641,3783607;
341546,3783735; 341607,3783877;
341570,3784109; 341607,3784403;
341593,3784510; 341540,3784612;
341531,3784885; 341515,3784912;
341368,3784968; 341259,3785132;
341152,3785246; 341070,3785275;
341005,3785362; 340989,3785425;
341057,3785526; 341057,3785566;
340954,3785696; 340957,3785780;
340780,3785859; 340677,3785955;
340594,3785969; 340410,3786065;
340264,3786081; 340188,3786114;
340193,3786151; 340268,3786202;
340309,3786268; 340212,3786516;
340138,3786536; 340081,3786597;
340083,3786637; 340162,3786710;
340120,3786789; 339978,3786784;
339833,3786860; 339561,3786931;
339264,3787091; 339199,3787176;
338893,3787232; 338790,3787269;
338763,3787300; 338786,3787386;
339019,3787565; 338966,3787714;
338890,3787787; 338789,3787984;
338806,3788053; 338960,3788068;
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339268,3788041; 339472,3788234;
339521,3788249; 339968,3788206;
340122,3788237; 340306,3788353;
340467,3788246; 340497,3788252;
340578,3788369; 340849,3788263;
341244,3788275; 341326,3788322;
341389,3788507; returning to
341537,3788481.
(ii) Note: Unit VEN-3 for California
red-legged frog is depicted on the map
in paragraph (52)(ii) of this entry.
(54) Unit LOS-1: Los Angeles County,
California. From USGS 1:24,000 scale
quadrangles Warm Springs Mountain
and Green Valley.
(i) Land bounded by the following
UTM Zone 11, NAD83 coordinates
(E,N): 359031,3819227;
358730,3819226; 357682,3819421;
357694,3819619; 357819,3819717;
357871,3819926; 358218,3820421;
358455,3821056; 358466,3821241;
358352,3821327; 358424,3821653;
358610,3821669; 358704,3821902;
358598,3822345; 358987,3823103;
359060,3823442; 359387,3823820;
359806,3824854; 360096,3825062;
361616,3825686; 362356,3825881;
363057,3825879; 363330,3825796;
363930,3825191; 363867,3824811;
363724,3824621; 361885,3823314;
361706,3822967; 361437,3822679;
361231,3822109; 360167,3820914;
359852,3820073; 359475,3819513;
359153,3819227; returning to
359031,3819227.
(ii) Note: Map of Unit LOS-1 for the
California red-legged frog follows:
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June 13, 2020
Shawn Rhodes
5460 Pacific Coast Highway
Pacifica CA 94044
Subject: Observed of Change of Flow Conditions of Drainage Channel Adjacent to the Pedro
Point Shopping Area and the Proposed NorCal Surf Shop Mixed-Use Development Project, San
Mateo County, California. CDP Application Number 2-19-0026.
Dear Mr. Rhodes:
I conducted a biological resource assessment of your property and the adjacent drainage
channel in March, 2015 (CRE 2015). At that time, I concluded that the shallow pooled water on
the south end of the drainage channel at San Pedro Avenue and Halling Way would not provide
suitable breeding habitat for the Federally Threatened California-red legged frog (Rana
draytonii). The field survey for the biological resource assessment was conducted on May 14,
2015. As shown in Figure 1, the pool was very small and had little to no vegetative cover at that
time. This pool and the remaining portions of the drainage ditch, did not retain water for very
long into the spring, and seemed to carry water only during rain events and shortly thereafter, as
evidenced by the lack of wetland vegetation growing in the channel.
In the biological resources assessment report (CRE, 2015), I stated the following:
“One small pool (approximately 60 ft.2) that is within the swale and is adjacent to San Pedro
Avenue, was observed to have 6-10” (0.5 – 0.8 feet) depth of standing water on January 13,
2015.” On March 14, 2015 the drainage swale was completely dry, and the small pool was
reduced to approximately 20 ft.2 in size, and 0.5 feet in depth, This pool mainly holds water after
rain events and does not have emergent vegetation to provide good cover for CRF and other
aquatic wildlife, and is very exposed along a streetside sidewalk area where garbage and debris
gets washed into it from stormwater runoff (Figures C7 and C8). Based on the hydrology of the
site, and the ephemeral nature of the swale, it is not expected that this drainage would provide
suitable breeding habitat for CRF even in high rainfall years.”(CRE, 2015).
As of May 2020, this drainage ditch is holding much more water than in previous years, and is
now supporting much more wetland vegetation, and California red-legged frogs have recently
been observed in the drainage (Figure 2). The drainage ditch appears to be receiving more flow
of water, later into the spring, and this does not seem to be the result of rainfall alone, as this
year (2020 rain year) has had relatively low rainfall for the months of February, March and April.
There seems to be supplemental water sources coming into this pool and the drainage swale,
and the likely source is drainage from nearby residential properties along San Pedro Avenue,
Grand Avenue, and Livingston Avenue.
California red-legged frogs can colonize areas and are known from the San Pedro Creek
watershed, so it is not clear if these frogs were able to colonize this site on their own or were
assisted by humans “(i.e. planted in the drainage). To get to this isolated area, the frogs would
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have had to either a) cross Highway 1 and move through the Pedro Point shopping area
(avoiding cars and buildings), and/ or b) move through approximately 900 feet of dry drainage
channel to reach the site from San Pedro Creek to the north.
Whether the frogs were planted or reached the site on their own, it’s unlikely this habitat would
provide any consistent, stable long-term habitat for California red-legged frogs over time. The
ditch is adjacent to a popular walking area/ sidewalk along San Pedro Avenue, and is located
behind the Pedro Point Shopping Center (Figure 3). The water quality is poor in this drainage
due to the main source of water during the spring / summer months being urban runoff (yard
watering/car washing) from the immediate neighborhood along San Pedro Avenue and side
streets.
Due to the limited habitat at this site, once the pool and drainage ditch draws down in the
summer, the frogs would likely be taken by raccoons, herons, or other opportunistic predators in
this residential/ commercial area. This drainage would likely be considered a population ‘sink’
for California red-legged frogs. A population sink is an ecological term for a lower quality habitat
area that in most years has a negative impact on the overall population of a given species. In
other words, it is likely that any California red-legged frogs that inhabit this area are likely to
perish without successfully reproducing.
If you have any questions, please don’t hesitate to contact me.
Sincerely,

Patrick Kobernus
Principal Biologist, CRE, LLC.

-References
CRE, 2015. Biological Resources Assessment for APN 023-72-010, Pacifica, CA, March 2015
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Figure 1. Photo of pool in drainage channel on March 14, 2015. This pool is less than
5 feet in diameter and less than 6” deep. Vegetation along the edges is mostly grasses.

Figure 2. The same pool on May 1, 2020. Pool is over 10 feet wide and extends up
the channel for approximately 100 feet. The pool is over 2 feet deep in some places.
Sedges (Cyperus sp.) have become more established along the margins of the pool.
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Figure 3. Google Earth image of drainage pool (upper right) and urban watershed to the southeast. Water drains off residential properties
to the west and southwest, and down steeply inclined streets and culverts before entering the drainage along San Pedro Avenue and Halling Way.
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a b s t r a c t
Wetlands provide critical habitat for a diverse group of organisms and provide important ecosystem
services. Despite this, most natural wetlands have been lost to anthropogenic activities, and as a result,
wetland construction is common mitigation practice. Therefore, examination of constructed wetland
viability in replacing the function of lost wetlands is vital. Our primary objectives were to compare
amphibian communities of shallow and deep constructed wetlands to natural wetlands and to identify
which wetland characteristics affect species composition. All wetlands were hydrologically isolated and
ﬁshless; natural wetlands had an ephemeral hydrology, and constructed wetland hydrology varied from
ephemeral to permanent. Overall, constructed wetlands did not sufﬁciently replicate natural wetlands
with respect to the amphibian community. However, two of our constructed wetlands had a drying
period and exhibited communities more similar to natural wetlands. Hydroperiod and canopy closure
were indicators of amphibian community composition. Many species observed in natural wetlands were
rare in shallow constructed and absent in deep constructed wetlands. Additionally, dominant predator
species (primarily Lithobates catesbeianus, Lithobates clamitans, and Notophthalmus viridescens) associated
with permanent water were more abundant in constructed wetlands. Water depth, pH, and emergent
vegetation were lower in natural wetlands. These data inﬂuenced land managers to revise construction
methods and to renovate deep constructed wetlands by creating gradual slopes, decreasing maximum
depth to 20 cm or less, maintaining canopy cover, and decreasing soil compaction to attempt replication
of natural wetland hydrology.
© 2016 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.

1. Introduction
Wetland loss is a global phenomenon; in fact, Myers (1997)
suggests a worldwide wetland loss of 50% within the last century. In the United States, many states have lost a large percentage
of historical wetlands. For example, Kentucky sustained a loss of
81% of its historic wetlands (512,332 ha) between 1780 and 1980,
with much of this being attributable to conversion of wetlands for
agriculture (Dahl 1990, 2000). Additionally, human alteration of
wetland hydrology (e.g., deepening an ephemeral pool for cattle
watering purposes) can change the natural community composition (Kingsford et al., 2004; Havel et al., 2005; Foti et al., 2012),
which can be detrimental for species that have life-history traits
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speciﬁc to ephemeral wetlands (Kiesecker et al., 2001; Pechmann
et al., 2001; Jenkins et al., 2005; Denton and Richter 2013; Calhoun
et al., 2014). Habitat loss and alteration are two of the most important factors affecting persistence of amphibian communities in the
US and worldwide (Becker et al., 2007; Gallant et al., 2007).
Because of the high rate of wetland loss over the last century,
it has become routine to mitigate for these losses by constructing
wetlands. Brown et al. (2012) synthesized the literature (37 peerreviewed articles) on amphibian communities utilizing restored,
newly constructed, and mitigated wetland sites. Presumably due
to the lack of natural reference sites, only 16 of these studies on
constructed wetlands used natural reference wetlands as a comparison. Most of the research observed differences in amphibian
use of constructed and natural wetlands based primarily on wetland hydrology and presence of ﬁsh predators (Petranka et al.,
2007). For example, Pechmann et al. (2001) found ephemeral
natural wetlands had more salamander species present than permanent constructed wetlands. Additionally, Denton and Richter
(2013) found constructed wetlands intended to be ephemeral were
mostly permanent and did not support specialist amphibians of the
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ephemeral natural wetlands. These studies demonstrate the difﬁculty of replicating natural habitats when attempting to mitigate
or create habitat for amphibians.
The composition and ﬁtness of amphibian communities found
within wetlands is inﬂuenced by multiple interacting factors
including water quality (pH- Freda and Dunson 1986; Rowe et al.,
1992; Grant and Licht 1993; Bunnell and Zampella 1999; McCoy
and Harris 2003; salinity- Smith et al., 2007; Karraker et al., 2008;
dissolved oxygen- McIntyre and McCollum 2000; Skelly et al., 2002;
Schiesari 2006), hydroperiod (Snodgrass et al., 2000b; Eagan and
Paton 2004; Baldwin et al., 2006; Ryan 2007), slope (Shulse et al.,
2012), canopy closure (Skelly et al., 2002; Thurgate and Pechmann
2007; Denton and Richter 2013), aquatic vegetation (Eagan and
Paton 2004; Shulse et al., 2010, 2012), predation (Werner 1986;
Werner and McPeek 1994; Knutson et al., 2004; Petranka et al.,
2007; Shulse et al., 2010, 2012), and competition (Werner et al.,
1995; Shulse et al., 2012). Hydroperiod, in particular, has inﬂuential effects on multiple wetland characteristics and consequently
species composition within wetland habitats (Wellborn et al., 1996;
Korfel et al., 2010; reviewed in Calhoun et al., 2014). While wetlands with a long hydroperiod tend to have higher species richness
(Babbitt et al., 2003), wetlands with a short hydroperiod tend to
have less common, specialized species (Snodgrass et al., 2000b;
Korfel et al., 2010). A short hydroperiod can be beneﬁcial in excluding dominant amphibian predators (e.g. Lithobates catesbeianus,
American bullfrogs) (Kiesecker et al., 2001), increasing water temperature, and inﬂuencing development and survival of larvae to
metamorphosis (Rowe and Dunson 1995; Wellborn et al., 1996;
Skelly et al., 2002). Thus, ephemeral wetlands with short hydroperiods are important for maintaining biological diversity (Snodgrass
et al., 2000b; Calhoun et al., 2014). However, there is a risk of tadpole mortality during long periods of low precipitation within these
temporary habitats (Rowe and Dunson 1995; Seigel et al., 2006).
Wetland design for non-game wildlife, speciﬁcally amphibians,
is a burgeoning ﬁeld of study (Petranka et al., 2007; Biebighauser,
2011; Shulse et al., 2012; Denton and Richter 2013; Calhoun et al.,
2014). Wetland building for game species (e.g. deer, turkey, etc.) has
a long tradition in wildlife management (Leopold 1987). Historically, these wetlands functioned as “all-purpose” permanent water
sources (often stocked with ﬁsh) with wide variability in design;
usually consisting of deep, steep-sided wetlands constructed by
deepening an existing wetland or constructing a large clay-based
groundwater dam (Biebighauser, 2007, 2011). Conversely, sensitive
amphibian species tend to thrive in complex habitats with shallow littoral zones for basking and predator avoidance (Porej and
Hetherington 2005; Shulse et al., 2012; Denton and Richter 2013),
woody debris and emergent vegetation for egg attachment (Shulse
et al., 2010, 2012), and have species dependent tree canopy speciﬁcations (Skelly et al., 2002; Thurgate and Pechmann 2007; Denton
and Richter 2013). Previous research on constructed wetlands as
amphibian habitat has frequently addressed species richness or
presence as an indicator of success (Knutson et al., 2004; Balcombe
et al., 2005; Canals et al., 2011; Bellakhal et al., 2014) rather than
focusing on replication of natural amphibian community structure
as a gauge of success.
There were two primary objectives of this research: (1) to
examine whether or not constructed wetlands foster amphibian
community composition comparable to amphibian communities
occupying natural ephemeral wetlands and (2) to determine what
wetland characteristics affect species composition. In particular,
this study focused on wetland characteristics with potential management implications including dimensions, depth, hydroperiod,
canopy closure, aquatic vegetation, and water chemistry. Identiﬁcation and quantiﬁcation of speciﬁc characteristics that differ
between natural and constructed wetlands are important infor-
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mation for land managers for improvement of current constructed
habitats and for success of future amphibian enhancement projects.
2. Material and methods
2.1. Study sites
Wetlands have been constructed by the U.S. Forest Service in
the Daniel Boone National Forest (DBNF), Kentucky, USA for over
50 years, with hundreds constructed since 1988 for the purpose
of wildlife habitat enhancement (T. Biebighauser, pers. comm.).
The wetlands used as study sites for this project consisted of
ridge-top constructed and natural wetlands located within the
Cumberland Ranger District of the DBNF in the Western Allegheny
Plateau ecoregion (Woods et al., 2002). All of the study wetlands
were hydrologically isolated ephemeral, semi-permanent, or permanent ﬁshless wetlands located on ridge tops. We selected 14
study wetlands including 5 natural ephemeral (all known to exist),
5 shallow (2 ephemeral, 3 permanent) constructed wetlands (minimum depth <20 cm), and 4 permanent deep constructed wetlands
(minimum depth >20 cm) for sampling in 2010 (Fig. 1) based on
preliminary data on water depths (see Drayer, 2011). The study
wetlands ranged in size from a surface area of 44.6–1415.6 m2
(median = 351.9 m2 ).
2.2. Sampling: amphibians
During the spring and summer 2010, we surveyed each wetland
for amphibians in two-day increments in consecutive one-month
intervals for a total of four sampling periods. Sampling commenced
in May and ended in August. Each amphibian wetland survey
included a perimeter visual encounter survey, aural survey, aquatic
minnow trapping, and dipnetting (Crump and Scott 1994; Scott and
Woodward 1994). Visual and aural encounter surveys started upon
arrival at the wetland and consisted of walking the perimeter of the
wetland while recording adults, juveniles, larvae, and egg masses
observed. We deployed three collapsible mesh minnow traps along
the perimeter of each wetland and distributed them evenly among
heterogeneous habitat types. As the ephemeral wetlands decreased
in size, we decreased the number of traps we placed in them. The
traps were checked for amphibians within 24 h, and all species were
recorded. Before dipnetting, a compass was used to separate the
wetland into quadrants following the cardinal directions, north,
south, east, and west from the geographic center of the wetland.
For each 1400 m2 (surface area), 20 one-meter dipnet sweeps (split
evenly between the four sections) were performed. The number of
dipnet sweeps was scaled up or down based on the estimated size
of the wetland during each sampling. All habitat types (e.g., emergent vegetation, ﬂoating vegetation, and open water) were sampled
evenly.
2.3. Sampling: physical wetland characteristics
To understand which factors within natural and constructed
wetlands potentially affect amphibian community composition,
the following variables were measured (at each wetland): wetland
size, percent aquatic vegetation, water quality, depth at one meter
from shoreline, maximum water depth, minimum water depth,
and canopy closure. All variables were measured each sampling
period except for percent canopy closure. Percent canopy closure
was measured at maximum leaf-out and was estimated with a
spherical densiometer at each of the four cardinal directions (from
the geographic center of the wetland) along the perimeter and one
point directly above the geometric center of each wetland. A meter
stick was afﬁxed in the deepest part of the wetland to record maximum and minimum depth measurements. Minimum depth refers
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Fig. 1. Map of 2010 study sites in Daniel Boone National Forest, KY. Sites are located on ridgetops in Rowan and Morgan Counties in eastern Kentucky.

to the lowest depth recorded for the wetland for the entire sampling season. Additionally, we measured water depth at one meter
from shoreline (littoral depth) at each cardinal direction point. A
1-m2 plot was placed on the edge of the wetland at each cardinal direction point and extended into the wetland one meter. In
each plot, we visually estimated percent vegetation cover and made
note of speciﬁc vegetation types (cattails, sedges, etc.). Conductivity (mhos), pH, and dissolved oxygen (% saturation) were taken
one meter out from the wetland edge in each of the cardinal directions with a YSI 556 multi-parameter water quality meter (Yellow
Springs Instruments; Yellow Springs, OH). In addition, we categorized each wetland by hydroperiod, permanent or ephemeral. In
order for a wetland to be categorized as ephemeral, it had to dry
down completely.

permutations with the ADONIS function in R. The distance measure
selected was the Bray-Curtis Similarity Index because of its success
in approximating ecological distance (Bray and Curtis 1957; Faith
et al., 1987). Sequential Bonferroni corrected p-values were used
for pairwise comparisons.
2.5. Data analyses: physical wetland characteristics
Physical wetland variables were analyzed with a one-way
ANOVA followed by Tukey post-hoc multiple comparisons to compare the variables with equal variances between natural and both
constructed wetland types, including canopy cover, maximum
depth, emergent vegetation, depth at one meter from shoreline,
dissolved oxygen, pH, and wetland size. The other variable, conductivity, was analyzed with a Welch’s t-test.

2.4. Data analyses: amphibians
3. Results
To understand the pattern of amphibian communities present
within the sampled wetland types, presence-absence data from
a comprehensive species list (trap, dipnet, aural, and visual
encounter data) and a breeding species list (larvae only) were
entered into Quantitative Analysis in Ecology (QUANTAN; Brower
et al., 1997). The QUANTAN program calculated measures of
similarity for the entire community and for the breeding community, including Jaccard’s and Sorensen’s coefﬁcients, Shannon
Wiener Diversity Indices (H = −sum(Pi ln[Pi ])), and Shannon Wiener
Evenness ([E = H/ln(S)], where S = species richness). Dipnet data
were standardized by catch-per-unit-effort (CPUE) and used for
abundance-based analyses. Amphibian abundance data (CPUE) and
all habitat variables for constructed and natural wetlands were
examined using redundancy analysis (RDA) in R Version 2.12.1 (R
Development Core Team, Vienna, Austria) with package VEGAN
(Oksanen et al., 2011). Normality assumptions were met using
Hellinger transformation of species data prior to the RDA procedure (Legendre and Gallagher 2001). Permutation tests using the
“anova.cca” command in Program R were used to examine signiﬁcance of individual habitat parameters and axes used in RDA plots
(Oksanen et al., 2011). Amphibian community composition differences among wetland types were evaluated with a permutational
multivariate analysis of variance using a distance matrix and 10,000

3.1. Amphibian community composition
Of the 16 potential pond-breeding amphibian species present
within the sampling region, 14 were observed during the sampling
season [Exceptions: Lithobates sphenocephalus (southern leopard
frog) and Acris crepitans (northern cricket frog)]. Natural wetlands
and shallow constructed wetlands both had 13 species using them,
whereas the deep constructed wetlands were used by nine species.
When all survey types were combined, species composition varied widely between wetland types. Shallow constructed wetland
communities had greater similarity to natural wetlands compared
to deep constructed wetlands (Table 1a). Five species, Scaphiopus
holbrookii (eastern spadefoot), Pseudacris brachyphona (mountain
chorus frog), Ambystoma opacum (marbled salamander), L. sylvaticus (wood frog), and Anaxyrus spp. (American and Fowler’s toads),
were exclusively found in natural and shallow constructed wetlands but not deep constructed wetlands, while L. catesbeianus
and L. palustris (pickerel frog) were only observed in constructed
wetland types. The two constructed wetland types were weakly
similar in amphibian community composition. When breeding success, as indicated by larval presence, was considered, the similarity
between natural and shallow constructed wetlands weakens and
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Table 1
Similarity and diversity indices for amphibian presence/absence data. Natural wetlands (N), shallow constructed (D < 20 = minimum depth less than 20 cm), and deep
constructed (D > 20 = minimum depth greater than 20 cm). (a) Whole community similarity measures (adults, juveniles, and larvae), (b) Similarity measures based on
breeding as indicated by larvae only, (c) Shannon-Wiener Diversity (H) and Evenness (E) measures based on larvae and newt adults.
a. Similarity: Whole Community (Adults, Juveniles, and Larvae)
Wetland Comparisons
N/D < 20
N/D > 20
D < 20/D > 20

Jaccard’s Coefﬁcient
0.93
0.62
0.57

Sorensen’s Coefﬁcient
0.96
0.76
0.73

Jaccard’s Coefﬁcient
0.58
0.36
0.64

Sorensen’s Coefﬁcient
0.74
0.53
0.78

b. Similarity: Breeding (Larvae Only)
Wetland Comparisons
N/D < 20
N/D > 20
D < 20/D > 20

c. Diversity: Shannon-Wiener Diversity (H) and Evenness (E) (Larvae/Newt Adults)
Wetland Type
Natural
D < 20
D > 20

H
0.58
1.89
1.69

E
0.28
0.79
0.87

Table 2
Physical wetland characteristics statistics summary table for 2010. Asterisks indicate statistical signiﬁcance.
Physical Wetland Characteristics

Statistical Test

Test Statistic

df

p-value

Maximum Depth (cm)
% Canopy Closure
% Emergent Vegetation
Depth at 1 m from Shoreline (cm)
pH
% Dissolved Oxygen
Conductivity (S/cm)
Wetland Size (m2 )

One-Way ANOVA
One-Way ANOVA
One-Way ANOVA
One-Way ANOVA
One-Way ANOVA
One-Way ANOVA
Welch’s t-test
One-Way ANOVA

F = 6.125
F = 2.937
F = 4.569
F = 6.552
F = 18.839
F = 1.103
t = 1.969
F = 2.063

2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2

0.016*
0.095
0.036*
0.013*
<0.001*
0.366
0.217
0.173

* Asterisks indicate statistical signiﬁcance.

the similarity between the constructed wetland types is stronger
(Table 1b). Species diversity and evenness were lower for natural
wetlands when compared to both types of constructed wetlands
(Table 1c).
Individual species abundances varied across wetland types and
had four patterns: (1) similar abundance in natural and shallow
constructed wetlands (L. sylvaticus), (2) more abundant in constructed wetland types than natural (P. crucifer, A. jeffersonianum, A.
maculatum), (3) only found in constructed (Lithobates clamitans, L.
catesbeianus, N. viridescens, and An. spp.), (4) similar abundance in
all wetland types (H. chrysoscelis). Conversely, A. opacum, P. brachyphona, and Hemidactylium scutatum (four-toed salamander), were
observed more often in naturals, but had lower abundances (Fig. 2).
The RDA accounted for 68.5% of the total variation in amphibian
community and habitat data, and the RDA model was signiﬁcantly different from random (F8 = 4.54, p = 0.001; Fig. 3). RDA1 and
RDA2 axes accounted for 47.5% and 19.9% of the explained variation, respectively. Signiﬁcant vector terms include hydroperiod
(F1 = 13.89, p = 0.001), canopy closure (F1 = 5.68, p = 0.001), conductivity (F1 = 4.33, p = 0.002), percent emergent vegetation (F1 = 3.84,
p = 0.011), dissolved oxygen (F1 = 2.62, p = 0.032), and wetland size
(F1 = 3.20, p = 0.02). The ADONIS procedure revealed signiﬁcant
differences among wetland types in amphibian community composition (global R2 = 0.267, p = 0.038), in which natural wetlands were
signiﬁcantly different from deep constructed wetlands (F1 = 3.57,
p = 0.031). Shallow constructed wetlands were not signiﬁcantly
different from deep constructed wetlands (F1 = 1.54, p = 0.162) or
natural wetlands (F1 = 1.28, p = 0.204).
3.2. Physical wetland characteristics
Four wetland characteristics were signiﬁcantly different among
wetland types: maximum wetland depth, percent emergent vege-

tation, wetland depth at one meter from shoreline, and pH; whereas
canopy closure (although much higher in natural wetlands), dissolved oxygen, conductivity, and wetland size were not statistically
different among wetland types (Table 2).
Based on post-hoc pairwise comparisons, natural wetlands were
signiﬁcantly lower than deep constructed wetlands in terms of percent emergent vegetation and wetland depth at one meter from
shoreline (Table 3, Fig. 4).
Natural wetlands were signiﬁcantly lower in pH compared to
shallow and deep constructed wetlands, and as expected, deep
constructed wetlands had a greater wetland depth than shallow
constructed and natural wetlands (Table 3, Fig. 4).

4. Discussion
Deep constructed wetlands in our study system do not sufﬁciently replicate natural, ephemeral pond-breeding amphibian
habitat. As a group, shallow constructed wetlands had the same
species richness as natural wetlands; however, breeding success
in these wetlands was lower when compared to natural wetlands. Individually, two of our shallow constructed wetlands show
promise as they had physical wetland characteristics that mimicked the natural wetlands more closely, most importantly a
drying cycle. Although these wetlands were built primarily for
game wildlife management, understanding the effects on nontarget species (e.g., amphibians) is imperative. This approach to
ecosystem management has not beneﬁted the natural amphibian
community as a whole, and it appears that deep and some shallow constructed wetlands are detrimental to many species of the
historic natural community. Overall, amphibian community composition was inﬂuenced most strongly by hydroperiod. Most of
the constructed wetlands do not have a drying cycle or closed
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Fig. 2. Amphibian mean species abundances ± standard error (dipnet catch per unit effort; CPUE) for May–August 2010 by wetland type: natural, shallow constructed
(D < 20 = minimum depth less than 20 cm), and deep constructed (D > 20 = minimum depth greater than 20 cm).

Table 3
Tukey pairwise comparison summary table for 2010 physical wetland characteristics. Natural wetlands (Natural), shallow constructed (minimum depth less than 20 cm),
and deep constructed (minimum depth greater than 20 cm).
Physical Wetland Characteristics

Wetland TypePairwise Comparison

Maximum
Depth
% Emergent Vegetation
Depth at 1 m from Shoreline
pH

Natural–Deep
Shallow–Deep
Natural–Deep
Natural–Deep
Natural–Shallow
Natural–Deep

canopy, contrary to natural wetlands in this system. Permanent
wetlands create suitable source habitat for populations of dominant
amphibian predators with long larval periods (i.e. L. catesbeianus,
L. clamitans) or an aquatic adult stage (i.e. N. viridescens) that
would otherwise be absent or in low abundance in this ridge-top
ecosystem. As a result, amphibian communities found within the
constructed wetlands were dominated by these permanent pondbreeding amphibians. Additionally, these permanent environments
and these three species have higher potential to be reservoirs for
disease (Gahl et al., 2009; Gray et al., 2009; Greenspan et al., 2012),
and we documented a high prevalence of ranavirus in some of the
permanent constructed wetlands in this study (Richter et al., 2013).
In previous studies, hydroperiod gradients have been linked
to amphibian community composition and species richness
(Wellborn et al., 1996; Snodgrass et al., 2000a, 2000b; Korfel et al.,
2010; Semlitsch et al., 2015). Snodgrass et al. (2000a) summarized
the general models of predicted lentic community structure as follows: (1) a species richness curve will have a peak in intermediate
hydroperiod wetlands, (2) large predator presence (i.e. ﬁsh) will
be correlated with lower species richness in wetlands with longer
hydroperiods, and (3) community structure will be driven by differences in life-history characteristics. These patterns were generally
supported for our study wetlands with two exceptions. First, contrary to the ﬁrst model, our study reveals two species richness
peaks (for natural ephemeral wetlands and shallow constructed
wetlands) and a species richness decrease for deep constructed
wetlands. Second, while we did observe a reduction in species

MeanDifference ±SE
−34.0
−36.5
−23.6
−9.0
−1.4
−0.8

±
±
±
±
±
±

11.4
11.4
7.8
2.5
0.2
0.2

q

df

p-value

−2.97
−3.19
−3.02
−3.62
−6.11
−3.48

2
2
2
2
2
2

0.032
0.022
0.029
0.010
<0.001
0.013

richness in deep wetlands, ﬁsh were not the primary predator associated with this decrease. In our study, dominant amphibian species
(L. catesbeianus, L. clamitans, and N. viridescens) were the primary
predators in these habitats. The third model was supported by our
study because we found distinct breaks in the community structure
based on life-history characteristics.
Key information can be gathered about the natural wetlands we
studied by considering the life history traits of the most abundant
species present within them. These traits allow species to ﬂourish
within these less predictable habitats. For example, L. sylvaticus, the
most abundant natural wetland species, is adapted to these habitats in that adults arrive early to breed at wetlands in February
and March when the wetlands typically ﬁll, and their larval period
is short relative to other species of Lithobates (Redmer and Trauth
2005). This irregular ﬂux in hydrology of the wetlands reduces the
amount of vertebrate and invertebrate predators for these specialized species (Wellborn et al., 1996). Permanent wetlands also have
a particular set of species that thrive in the habitat they provide.
Top amphibian predators, L. clamitans, N. viridescens and L. catesbeianus, observed in our constructed wetlands are opportunistic
foragers and regularly depredate other amphibian species living
within their habitats (Werner et al., 1995; Kats and Ferrer 2003;
Vasconcelos and Calhoun 2006; Kross and Richter 2016). In the
natural wetlands, larvae of these predatory species were absent
and juveniles and adults were rare because the length of their
larval periods exceed the hydroperiod of natural ephemerals in
our study region (Casper and Hendricks 2005; Pauley and Lannoo
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Fig. 3. Triplots from redundancy analysis (RDA) depicting (A) wetlands by type and (B) species abundance based on capture per unit effort of amphibians in the Daniel Boone
National Forest, Kentucky. The proportion of variance in the data explained by the RDA was 68.5%; axes 1 and 2 accounted for 47.5% and 19.9% of that total, respectively.
Species abbreviations represent the ﬁrst two letters of the genus followed by the ﬁrst two letters of the speciﬁc epithet. All wetlands were included in the analysis, but some
natural wetlands markers overlap because of similarity in characteristics and amphibians.

2005; Hunsinger and Lannoo 2005). We found that species diversity
and evenness varied greatly between natural ephemeral wetlands
and constructed wetlands. The increase in diversity and evenness
in the constructed habitats is a result of the aforementioned top
amphibian predators, which are absent in the natural wetlands.
The low evenness index for the natural wetlands is explained by
the high abundance of L. sylvaticus larvae, especially compared to
other species.
Several species were more common in the constructed wetlands, regardless of construction depth type. These species span
a range of different breeding strategies and life-history traits. Pseudacris crucifer and L. palustris do not have long larval periods like
N. viridescens and L. catesbeianus, but they prefer areas with large
amounts of emergent fringe vegetation (Butterﬁeld et al., 2005;

Redmer 2005). While constructed permanent habitats might be
considered population sinks for some ephemeral pond-breeding
specialists (i.e. L. sylvaticus and A. opacum), other adaptable species
such as A. maculatum might beneﬁt from an extended larval period
and subsequent larger body size at metamorphosis associated with
increased wetland longevity (Rowe and Dunson 1995). This might
explain a higher frequency of A. maculatum and A. jeffersonianum in
constructed wetlands that do not seasonally dry. However, Rowe
and Dunson (1995) stated the individual ﬁtness advantage of a
larger body size was only observed for A. maculatum and not A.
jeffersonianum. Additionally, ﬁtness advantage may only be conveyed to a minority of the hatchlings due to depredation within
these permanent wetlands, thus allowing for a lower survival rate
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Fig. 4. Mean values for wetland characteristics ± standard error by wetland type: natural, shallow constructed (D < 20 = minimum depth less than 20 cm), and deep constructed
(D > 20 = minimum depth greater than 20 cm) for 2010. Different letters above bars indicate statistical signiﬁcance between groups and shared letters indicate lack of statistical
signiﬁcance between groups.

to metamorphosis and a higher survival post metamorphosis (Kats
and Ferrer 2003; Cabrera-Guzman et al., 2013).
Canopy closure can have a signiﬁcant impact on wetland chemistry and processes ultimately inﬂuencing larval growth rates and
interspecies interactions (Harkey and Semlitsch 1988; McIntyre
and McCollum 2000; Skelly et al., 2002; Schiesari 2006). During
construction of wetlands, trees are often removed and soils are
compacted by heavy equipment, which reduces canopy cover and
limits tree colonization (Biebighauser, 2011). Our results indicated
lower canopy closure at our constructed wetland sites compared
to natural sites. While not statically signiﬁcant (due to variation
in constructed wetland sites), this difference is biologically signiﬁcant as evidenced by our RDA amphibian community analysis.
Certain species may beneﬁt from open-canopy wetlands (e.g., L.
sevosus, dusky gopher frogs; Thurgate and Pechmann 2007); however, the natural pool-breeding species in our study are adapted
to and obligates of closed-canopy wetlands (Calhoun et al., 2014).
Other wetland physical characteristics (maximum wetland depth,
emergent vegetation, littoral zone depth, and pH) differed between
constructed and natural wetlands studied, illuminating the importance of physical wetland structure and chemistry in shaping
suitable amphibian habitats. The species richness data from this
project corroborates Porej and Hetherington (2005) ﬁndings of
higher species richness at wetlands with shallow littoral zones.
The occurrence of shallower depths at the edge of the wetland
may provide basking areas for developing tadpoles and predator avoidance habitat, speciﬁcally for interspeciﬁc predator-prey
interactions (Porej and Hetherington 2005). A closed canopy likely
decreases the type of emergent vegetation observed at the constructed wetlands (cattails) and allows for more natural emergent
sedges and rushes to colonize successfully.
Similar to natural wetlands further south on the Cumberland
Plateau and in the Pinelands of New Jersey, pH at our natural wetland sites was found to be signiﬁcantly lower than constructed
wetlands (Freda and Dunson 1986; Bunnell and Zampella 1999;
Colburn 2004) because of the presence of tannins, acidic soils,
and geology (Colburn 2004). Even though the natural wetlands we
studied have naturally low pH (4.8–5.5), which can have detrimental lethal and sub-lethal effects on embryos and larvae of some
amphibian species (Rowe et al., 1992), the most abundant species
in the natural wetlands studied, L. sylvaticus, has a high tolerance

to low pH levels (3.5–4.0, lethal pH level; 3.5–4.5, critical pH level)
(Grant and Licht 1993). Low pH levels found naturally in the wetlands we studied may serve as an advantage for pH-tolerant species
such as L. sylvaticus. The impacts of differences in the above mentioned wetland characteristics, in most cases, are not immediately
apparent; therefore, when intending to replicate natural amphibian habitats, care must be taken to monitor and resolve differences
in wetland structure and water quality.
5. Conclusions and management implications
Using wetland creation as a mitigation option should be a last
resort (Calhoun et al., 2014). However, the continued loss of natural, hydrologically isolated wetlands, which are not currently
under Federal jurisdiction, increases the need for replacement with
constructed wetlands in particular geographic areas. When necessary, it is imperative for land managers to construct wetlands
that provide the best surrogate habitat for hydrologically isolated
wetland-dependent species. Land managers that construct wetlands for mitigation and habitat enhancement should consider
historical wetland hydrology (i.e. ephemeral, semi-permanent, or
permanent) and canopy closure while focusing efforts on creating
the most natural habitats possible. To provide the best replacement
habitat, our data suggest attention must be given to characteristics
of a wetland ecosystem including: wetland depth (maximum and
littoral), hydrology (permanent, semi-permanent, or ephemeral),
canopy closure, vegetation structure, and water quality. For example, when constructing wetlands on ridge tops in this region of
DBNF, land managers should attempt to replicate the natural wetland communities present in the landscape by creating isolated
wetlands with an annual drying cycle, shallow littoral zones, and a
closed canopy. Limiting tree mortality and reducing compaction of
soils at the construction site should facilitate a closed canopy and
soil percolation important for an annual drying cycle.
Proximity of construction to nearest natural wetland should be
considered. When feasible, isolated depression wetlands should be
created in proximity to naturally occurring wetlands of the same
type to foster rapid colonization by desired species and potential establishment of connected populations across the landscape
(Petranka et al., 2007; Calhoun et al., 2014). However, our study
demonstrates how this proximity can have negative effects if the
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constructed wetlands provide habitat for species not native to the
ecosystem. Non-permanent hydrology is the most difﬁcult parameter to replicate, so to ensure success, land managers must include
post-construction monitoring (with natural wetland comparisons),
and when constructed wetlands fail to meet management goals,
renovation or removal of wetlands might be required (Calhoun
et al., 2014).
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Species-specific responses to wetland mitigation among
amphibians in the Greater Yellowstone Ecosystem
Leah K. Swartz1,2,3 , Winsor H. Lowe2 , Erin L. Muths4 , Blake R. Hossack5
Habitat loss and degradation are leading causes of biodiversity declines, therefore assessing the capacity of created mitigation
wetlands to replace habitat for wildlife has become a management priority. We used single season occupancy models to compare
the occurrence of larvae of four species of pond-breeding amphibians in wetlands created for mitigation, wetlands impacted
by road construction, and unimpacted reference wetlands along a highway corridor in the Greater Yellowstone Ecosystem,
United States. Created wetlands were shallow and had less aquatic vegetation and surface area than impacted and reference
wetlands. Occupancy of barred tiger salamander (Ambystoma mavortium) and boreal chorus frog (Pseudacris maculata) larvae
was similar across wetland types, whereas boreal toads (Anaxyrus boreas) occurred more often in created wetlands than
reference and impacted wetlands. However, the majority of created wetlands (>80%) dried partially or completely before
amphibian metamorphosis occurred in both years of our study, resulting in heavy mortality of larvae and, we suspect, little to
no recruitment. Columbia spotted frogs (Rana luteiventris), which require emergent vegetation that is not common in newly
created wetlands, occurred commonly in impacted and reference wetlands but were found in only one created wetland. Our
results show that shallow created wetlands with little aquatic vegetation may be attractive breeding areas for some amphibians,
but may result in high mortality and little recruitment if they fail to hold water for the entire larval period.
Key words: amphibians, Clean Water Act, created wetlands, Greater Yellowstone Ecosystem, occupancy models, wetland
mitigation, wetland restoration

Implications for Practice
• Our work in the Greater Yellowstone Ecosystem shows
that it is possible to create mitigation wetlands that are
used as breeding sites by native amphibians.
• However, the minimum hydroperiod requirements of all
target species should be considered when designing mitigation wetlands. If created wetlands dry prior to metamorphosis of amphibian larvae, heavy mortality can occur.
• Building wetlands resistant to early drying is particularly
important because of the expected effects of a changing
climate on wetlands in the Intermountain West.

Introduction
Widespread wetland loss from agriculture, development, and
climate change has contributed to population declines across
taxa (Gibbs 2000; Gallant et al. 2007; Quesnelle et al. 2013).
In recent decades, growing awareness of these declines resulted
in legislation protecting wetlands, including Section 404 of the
Clean Water Act. Under Section 404, discharge of dredged
or fill materials into waters of the United States, including
many wetlands, is prohibited without a permit from the U.S.
Army Corps of Engineers. Today, the Corps’ permitting process is largely guided by the 1989 executive policy of “no
net loss” of wetlands: any loss of wetland area must be mitigated by an equal or greater area gained, achieved through
either wetland restoration or construction (U.S. EPA 1990;
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Hough & Robertson 2008). While this policy and others have
been successful at slowing the loss of wetland area, the capacity
of created wetlands to replace natural wetland functions, including supporting a full host of native organisms, remains uncertain
(Dahl 2011; Moreno-Mateos et al. 2012).
Many North American amphibians rely on wetlands for survival and reproduction. Furthermore, because many amphibian
species worldwide have experienced dramatic declines caused
by habitat alteration and destruction, the question of whether
created and restored wetlands support viable amphibian populations is important for conservation (Stuart et al. 2004;
Collins et al. 2009). Created wetlands can be beneficial for
many species, but these benefits are often species-specific and
dependent upon wetland design features (Brown et al. 2012).
For example, high vegetation cover, lack of predatory fish, and
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presence of shallow-sloped littoral zones increased amphibian
diversity in created wetlands in Missouri, but even in wetlands
with desired features, some species were rarely encountered
(Shulse & Semlitsch 2012). Better understanding of the design
features of created wetlands supporting specific amphibian
species will result in better mitigation practices and wildlife
policies.
Amphibians use wetlands of a variety of hydroperiods from
temporary to permanent, and managers who design mitigation
wetlands face the challenge of replicating this natural hydrologic variation (Wellborn et al. 1996). An ongoing problem has
been the replacement of temporary wetlands with less complex, permanent, open-water ponds that do not function the
same as the original wetlands (Dahl 2011). Permanent ponds
are vulnerable to invasion by predatory fish and other species,
such as American bullfrogs (Lithobates catesbeianus), which
can reduce survival of native amphibians and alter community
structure outside their native range (Pearl et al. 2005; Shulse
et al. 2013; Hossack et al. 2017). Consequently, it is becoming
common for mitigation plans to require construction of more
complex temporary wetlands, which poses new issues for wetland design (Lichko & Calhoun 2003; Calhoun et al. 2014). For
instance, predicting the depth required to produce a specific
hydroperiod is difficult because of variable soil characteristics
and inter-annual variation in precipitation and water table height
(Shulse et al. 2010). If the wetland is too deep, the hydroperiod
of the wetland will be permanent, risking colonization by invasive species and fish. If the wetland is too shallow, the hydroperiod of the wetland may be too temporary, and the wetland may
dry before amphibian larvae metamorphose. In both scenarios,
mitigation wetlands have the potential to act as population sinks
or ecological traps, luring amphibians to immigrate and breed,
but resulting in high larval mortality and little to no recruitment
(Dimauro & Hunter 2002; Schlaepfer et al. 2002).
The effects of global climate change also complicate the
design of mitigation wetlands. Small isolated wetlands often
rely on precipitation to fill, which makes them particularly
vulnerable to drying quickly during drought conditions (Brooks
2009; Matthews 2010). In the Greater Yellowstone Ecosystem (GYE), where we conducted our study, hotter and drier
summers, increased evapotranspiration, earlier run-off, and
decreased snowpack have been associated with earlier drying
of natural wetlands (Sepulveda et al. 2015; Ray et al. 2016).
These changes are likely contributing to population declines of
amphibians that occur in the region (Hossack et al. 2015; Ray
et al. 2016), and further underscore the importance of evaluating the capacity of created mitigation wetlands to support
native amphibians.
Here, our goal was to take advantage of recent mitigation efforts along a highway corridor in northwest Wyoming
to evaluate differences in occurrence of native amphibians
among created, impacted, and reference wetlands and identify
environmental and design features associated with species
occupancy. Most of the created wetlands were not designed to
benefit wildlife explicitly, but amphibians are often attracted to
and breed in created habitats, making it important to evaluate
the potential effects of wetland creation on local amphibian
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populations (Pearl & Bowerman 2006). We included impacted
wetlands in this study because development does not always
cause complete destruction of a wetland, but often damages or
impairs just a portion of the wetland. Four amphibian species
occur in this area: barred tiger salamanders (Ambystoma
mavortium), boreal toads (Anaxyrus boreas), Columbia spotted
frogs (Rana luteiventris), and boreal chorus frogs (Pseudacris
maculata). A fifth species, the northern leopard frog (Lithobates pipiens), occurred in the area historically but has been
extirpated (Ray et al. 2014).
All four extant species require standing water for breeding,
oviposition, and larval development, and spend much of their
adult lives in the terrestrial environment surrounding breeding
ponds, but they differ in several key life history traits that may
influence their use of created wetlands. Compared with the three
anuran species that must complete metamorphosis in a single
season, tiger salamanders can overwinter as larvae (Werner
et al. 2004). Because the majority of created wetlands in our
study area were designed to have temporary-to-intermediate
hydroperiods, we predicted that tiger salamanders would
occur in few created wetlands and instead select reference and
impacted breeding sites that retain water throughout the year,
providing ample time for larvae to metamorphose (Hossack
et al. 2015). Similarly, Columbia spotted frogs are highly
aquatic and generally breed in large water bodies with abundant vegetation (Hossack et al. 2015; Ray et al. 2016), so we
expected this species to occur more frequently in reference
and impacted wetlands than in created wetlands. In contrast to
tiger salamanders and Columbia spotted frogs, boreal toads and
boreal chorus frogs will breed in temporary wetlands (Ray et al.
2016). Boreal toads often colonize and breed in habitats immediately after disturbance such as wildfire and pond construction
(Pearl & Bowerman 2006; Guscio et al. 2008; Hossack et al.
2013b). Therefore, we expected boreal toads and boreal chorus
frogs to occur in a high proportion of created wetlands.

Methods
Study Area

To mitigate wetland loss and impacts associated with the reconstruction of Highway 287/26 over Togwotee Pass between
Moran and Dubois, Wyoming, the Wyoming Department of
Transportation (WYDOT) constructed new wetlands along the
highway corridor between 2005 and 2014. Wetlands were
located in the Bridger-Teton National Forest, approximately
12 km east of Grand Teton National Park (Fig. 1). Created wetlands were excavated with heavy equipment down to the water
table and planted with a wetland seed mix and willow (Salix
spp.) cuttings. Impacted wetlands were natural wetlands altered
by road construction (e.g., modified banks, some filling, and
erosion control) but not completely destroyed. Most wetland
impacts were limited to a small portion of the wetland perimeter (i.e., <25%). Reference wetlands were natural wetlands that
did not sustain impacts from road construction and thus provided a baseline against which to compare created and impacted
sites. Wetland types did not significantly differ in measured
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Figure 1. Locations of wetlands sampled for amphibians near Moran, Wyoming (gray inset) in 2015 and 2016 to determine differences in abundance and
occurrence among created (A), impacted (B), and reference (C) wetlands. Representative photos illustrate each wetland type. The black line is U.S. Highway
26-287. Figure adapted from Swartz et al. (2019).

water chemistry variables (pH, conductivity; Swartz et al. 2017,
2019).
We selected study wetlands by identifying all created wetlands that held water in June 2014, then selected the impacted
and reference wetlands nearest to each of these created wetlands (Table S1). Created wetlands were constructed on average
274.4 m (SD = 156.77 m) from the nearest natural wetland.
Wetlands ranged in elevation from 2,100 to 3,050 m above
sea level. Surrounding vegetation at high elevations was
dominated by conifer forest that included species such as
lodgepole pine (Pinus contorta), whitebark pine (Pinus albicaulis), Engelmann spruce (Picea engelmannii), and Douglas
fir (Pseudotsuga menziesii). Lower elevations were dominated
by grassland vegetation ground covers such as mixed sagebrush
(Artemisia spp.). This area is characterized by long, cold winters with heavy snowfall and short, cool summers. Wetlands
filled from snowmelt between early May (lower elevations) and
early June (higher elevations). April 1st snow water equivalent
measurements from the top of Togwotee Pass were 99.54 and
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99.07% of the 30-year median in 2015 and 2016, respectively
(https://wcc.sc.egov.usda.gov/nwcc/site?sitenum=822).
Sampling

In 2015 and 2016, we sampled all four species of amphibian larvae, counted Columbia spotted frog egg masses, and measured
habitat characteristics in created, impacted, and reference wetlands (n = 10, 7, and 10, respectively). Two created wetlands
were not deep enough to sample at any point in the summer of
2015, but were sampled in 2016 (Table S1).
Habitat Characteristics. We developed an a priori list of

environmental and design characteristics that could influence occurrence of amphibians across all wetland types. To
estimate wetland area, we used the area estimation tool in a
Garmin e-trex Global Position System. We defined wetland
area as the portion of the wetland that held water in early
June of 2015, when wetlands achieved their maximum size.
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We measured maximum depth at the same time as wetland area
in June. We extracted elevation and identified the nearest natural
(reference or impacted) wetland using Google Earth (version
7.1.7.2606). We estimated aquatic vegetation cover in late July,
using a 1-m2 quadrat every 80 m along the wetland shore,
both at 1 m and 5 m from the water’s edge. We also recorded
presence of fish when we detected them visually or in traps
(see below).
Amphibian Sampling. We sampled amphibian larvae using

a combination of collapsible mesh and plastic minnow traps
placed at 20-m intervals around the perimeter of each wetland (range = 1–48 traps/wetland; Griffiths 1985; Adams et al.
1997). Traps were placed at depths of approximately 20–30 cm.
We left traps open for two consecutive 24-hour periods every
2 weeks during larval development (mid-June to late-July) and
counted the number of each species of larval amphibian in each
trap during each period. Dates of surveys differed among sites
due to differences in timing of breeding and larval development
across elevations. However, at all sites we began sampling as
soon as free-swimming larvae were large enough to be trapped,
and we stopped when we found metamorphosed individuals or
when wetlands dried.
To increase detection probability of species that may be less
likely to enter traps, we also conducted a dip-net sweep 1 m
from each trap before checking that trap. Due to time limitations
in 2015, we stopped trapping at a site if no amphibians of
any species were encountered during the first two sampling
occasions. However, these wetlands were all revisited several
times throughout the season and surveyed visually to ensure that
they were unoccupied. In 2016, we increased sampling effort to
ensure a minimum of four sampling occasions at each wetland,
with the exception of one site that dried after the two sampling
occasions.
Egg Mass Surveys. To provide an additional measure of

Columbia spotted frog occurrence and abundance, we counted
egg masses by walking the entire shoreline and other shallow
areas of each wetland. Columbia spotted frogs lay conspicuous
egg masses that can be used as a reliable index of the number
of breeding females (Licht 1975). The egg masses float near
the water’s surface and are typically laid communally near the
shore, making them easy to detect. To reduce counting errors,
each egg mass was marked with a colored toothpick (Hossack
et al. 2013c). We began surveying wetlands as soon as ice
melted (late April/early May) and visited each wetland at least
once per week until the count of egg masses did not change
for two consecutive visits and there was no change in counts in
neighboring wetlands (Hossack et al. 2013c).
Statistical Methods

To estimate occupancy, we analyzed larval amphibian
occurrence data using single season occupancy models implemented in the R package unmarked (MacKenzie et al. 2002;
Fiske & Chandler 2011). Occupancy models use species
detection/nondetection data from repeated site visits to estimate
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𝜓, the probability that a site is occupied, and pj , the probability
of detecting the species, given presence, in survey j. An important assumption of these models is that occupancy state within
a site is closed for the duration of the sampling season. Because
all amphibian species in our study area breed around the same
time (late-April to late-May, depending on elevation; Werner
et al. 2004) and larvae are restricted to a particular wetland
until metamorphosis, we satisfied this assumption by beginning
trapping when larvae were free-swimming and large enough to
be trapped and ceasing trapping when we detected metamorphs
of all anuran species, or when a wetland dried. Because tiger
salamanders take much longer to metamorphose than the other
species in our study area, we never detected tiger salamander
metamorphs at any site (Werner et al. 2004).
We used a multi-stage model selection process to identify the
best model structure for detection and occupancy separately.
In addition to testing for differences in occupancy among
the three wetland types, we were interested in whether other
environmental and design features helped to explain differences
in detection and occurrence for each species. Therefore, we
also included covariates describing wetland size, maximum
depth, percent cover of aquatic vegetation, and elevation.
First, we set occupancy to be constant and fit detection-only
models with linear effects of sampling period, wetland area,
percent cover of aquatic vegetation, depth, and year (2015 or
2016). We used backwards stepwise selection to eliminate the
covariate with the least partial significance. At each step we
monitored Akaike information criterion (AIC) and if removing
a variable increased AIC we retained it even if that variable was
not significant. Using the top model for detection, we started
with a global occupancy model that included wetland type
(created, impacted, reference), year, percent cover of aquatic
vegetation, maximum depth, wetland area, and elevation. As
with the detection portion of the model, we used backwards
stepwise selection to identify the most parsimonious model for
occupancy. We retained wetland type in the model even if it was
not significant because it was the variable of primary interest.
We scaled all continuous explanatory variables by subtracting
the mean and dividing by the standard deviation. We excluded
collinear explanatory variables from the same models (Pearson’s r > 0.7; Dormann et al. 2013) and assumed that the effects
of wetland type and other covariates were consistent between
years. We assessed goodness of fit (GOF) for the top detection model and global occupancy model for each species with a
Pearson chi-square test implemented using mb.gof.test function
in the AICcmodavg package (Mazerolle 2019). We used 5,000
bootstrapped iterations to test GOF and estimate overdispersion
(MacKenzie & Bailey 2004).
Because the Columbia spotted frog egg mass count data
contained many zeros, we were unable to fit a mixed-effects
model to account for 2 years of sampling at each site. Instead,
we analyzed differences in egg mass counts among created, impacted, and reference wetlands using a negative
binomial generalized linear model with the mean count for
each site (rounded to the nearest integer) as the response
variable.
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Table 1. Mean (SD) of measured physical habitat characteristics of created, impacted, and reference wetlands in Northwest Wyoming that were surveyed for
amphibians in 2015 and 2016.
Created
Variable

2015 (n = 8)

Max depth (cm)
Aquatic vegetation (% cover)

38.4 (25.6)
44.4 (34.2)
24.1 (29.5)
27.3 (33.0)
Both years
2,644.7 (3,768.8)
2,515.5 (342.2)

Wetland area (m2 )
Elevation (m)

2016 (n = 10)

Results
In 2015, we trapped 109 tiger salamander larvae, 1,290 boreal
toad tadpoles, 372 boreal chorus frog tadpoles, and 239
Columbia spotted frog tadpoles over 108 trapping occasions at
25 wetlands. In 2016, we trapped 68 tiger salamander larvae,
391 boreal toad tadpoles, 425 boreal chorus frog tadpoles, and
252 Columbia spotted frog tadpoles over 134 trapping occasions
at 27 wetlands. Naïve species richness (unadjusted for detection
probability) over the whole study was highest in reference wetlands (mean = 2.00 species, range = 0–4 species), followed
by impacted wetlands (mean = 1.57, range = 0–3 species) and
created wetlands (mean = 1.30 species, range = 0–4 species).
Created wetlands were smaller, had less aquatic vegetation,
and were shallower than reference and impacted wetlands
(Table 1). Created wetlands also had shorter hydroperiods than
reference and impacted wetlands. In both years, a majority
of created wetlands dried partially (i.e. at least one isolated pool dried completely) or completely by the end of
July (2015 = 90%, 2016 = 80%; Table S1). No reference or
impacted wetlands dried over the same time period. Habitat
characteristics in reference and impacted wetlands were similar
(Table 1). We detected fish in two impacted and one reference
wetland, all of which were permanent and had a stream or river
connection.

Tiger Salamanders

We detected tiger salamander larvae in 13 of 27 wetlands
(3 of 10 created, 3 of 7 impacted, and 7 of 10 reference).
The model for detection probability showed that detection
decreased with increasing aquatic vegetation (𝛽 veg = −1.36,
SE = 0.28). Including wetland area marginally improved model
fit (ΔAIC = 1.09), so we retained it even though it was not statistically significant (𝛽 wetland_area = 0.33, SE = 0.20). Mean detection probability (when covariates were set to their mean value)
was 0.68 (SE = 0.06). Occupancy probability did not differ by
wetland type (Fig. 2) but decreased with increasing elevation
(𝛽 elevation = −1.36, SE = 0.45). We found no evidence of lack of
fit or overdispersion (c-hat = 0.69, p = 0.45).

Boreal Toads

We detected boreal toads in 6 of 27 wetlands (4 of 10 created, 0 of 7 impacted, and 2 of 10 reference). Because of
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Impacted
2015 (n = 7)

2016 (n = 7)

124.1 (45.6)
113.3 (32.9)
46.4 (33.4)
70.4 (50.3)
Both years
5,377.7 (3,637.7)
2,678.1 (182.5)

Reference
2015 (n = 10)

2016 (n = 10)

111.7 (35.8)
100.2 (31.3)
49.4 (33.1)
60.7 (39.6)
Both years
3,678.0 (3,773.2)
2,556.8 (329.6)

the low and uneven occurrence of boreal toads across wetland types (i.e. no detections in impacted wetlands), models that included wetland type did not converge. Detection
increased with wetland area (𝛽 wetland_area = 2.85, SE = 1.18) and
decreased with depth (𝛽 depth = −3.17, SE = 1.40) and aquatic
vegetation (𝛽 veg = −4.47, SE = 1.45). Mean detection probability was 0.70 (SE = 0.18). Elevation was the only covariate
supported in our top occupancy model, which indicated occupancy decreased with increasing elevation (𝛽 elevation = −1.79,
SE = 0.55). Given our high probability of detection and high
number of site visits (i.e. with a mean detection probability of
0.70 on each visit we would have p = 1 − [1–0.70]6 = 0.999 of
detecting boreal toads at least once), we are confident that our
raw data provide an accurate representation of toad occupancy
across our study wetlands (Fig. 2). We found no evidence of lack
of fit or overdispersion (c-hat = 0.64, p = 0.42).
Boreal Chorus Frogs

We detected boreal chorus frogs in 17 of 27 wetlands (6 of 10
created, 5 of 7 impacted, and 6 of 10 reference wetlands). The
best detection probability model showed that detection probability was higher in 2016 than 2015 (𝛽 year = 0.87, SE = 0.39),
increased with wetland size (𝛽 wetland_area = 0.44, SE = 0.23),
and decreased through the summer (𝛽 prim = −0.89, SE = 0.23)
and with maximum depth (𝛽 depth = −0.72, SE = 0.33). Mean
detection probability was 0.94 (SE = 0.04). Occupancy probability did not differ by wetland type (Fig. 2) but increased
with increasing aquatic vegetation (𝛽 veg = 1.27, SE = 0.75)
and decreased with increasing elevation (𝛽 elevation = −2.06,
SE = 0.91). Including wetland area in our occupancy
model marginally improved model fit (ΔAIC = 0.95), so we
retained it even though it was not statistically significant
(𝛽 wetland_area = −1.26, SE = 0.20). We found no evidence of
lack of fit or overdispersion (c-hat = 1.07, p = 0.32).
Columbia Spotted Frogs

We detected Columbia spotted frog larvae in 9 of 27 wetlands
(1 of 10 created, 3 of 10 impacted, and 5 of 10 reference
wetlands). Our top model for detection probability included
just a positive effect of wetland size on detection probability
(𝛽 wetland_area = 0.91, SE = 0.36). Mean detection probability was 0.82 (SE = 0.05). Columbia spotted frogs occurred
in a higher proportion of reference and impacted wetlands
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Figure 2. Estimated proportion of sites occupied by larval amphibians by wetland type from single season occupancy when all other covariates were set to
their mean values. Models for boreal toads that included wetland type did not converge, so the plot shows raw occupancy data. Error bars represent ±1 SE.

than created wetlands (Fig. 2). Occupancy increased with
aquatic vegetation (𝛽 veg = 1.08, SE = 0.58) and wetland area
(𝛽 wetland_area = 2.25, SE = 1.00). Including maximum depth and
year marginally improved model fit, so we retained them even
though they were not statistically significant (𝛽 depth = −1.25,
SE = 0.92; 𝛽 year = −1.43, SE = 1.05). We found no evidence
of lack of fit or overdispersion (c-hat = 1.01, p = 0.20).
We found Columbia spotted frog egg masses in the same nine
wetlands where we detected larvae. Egg mass counts ranged
from 0 to 49 per site. Abundance of egg masses in reference
(estimated mean = 7.45 egg masses, SE = 5.56) and impacted
wetlands (mean = 7.43, SE = 6.95) was much higher than in
created wetlands (estimated mean = 0.20, SE = 0.21).

Discussion
Our results show variable species-specific responses to wetland
mitigation at our study sites, and highlight both the opportunities and challenges associated with constructing wetlands that
support a full assemblage of native amphibians. Consistent with
studies from other regions, amphibians quickly colonized newly
created wetlands (Lehtinen & Galatowitsch 2001; Balcombe
et al. 2005; Shulse et al. 2010). Tiger salamanders and chorus
frogs occurred at similar rates in created and reference wetlands,
whereas boreal toads occurred more frequently in created wetlands and spotted frogs occurred more frequently in reference
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and impacted wetlands. We found that created wetlands were
shallower, smaller, and had less aquatic vegetation than reference wetlands, while impacted wetlands did not differ from reference wetlands in measured environmental variables. However,
most of these created wetlands partially or completely dried by
the end of July in both study years, likely resulting in partial or
complete mortality of amphibian larvae before metamorphosis
occurred.
Contrary to our prediction, tiger salamanders occurred across
all wetland types, including in three created wetlands. Tiger
salamander larvae require water bodies with a long hydroperiod
to survive over winter (Werner et al. 2004). While depth did not
emerge as an important predictor of salamander occurrence, the
three created wetlands where tiger salamanders were detected
were deeper, on average, than the other created wetlands (mean
depth where detected = 58.4 cm vs. mean in others = 33.5 cm).
Likewise, boreal chorus frog larvae were common and occurred
evenly across all wetland types. The probability of chorus frog
occupancy increased with percent cover of aquatic vegetation
and decreased with wetland size, indicating a preference for
small, highly vegetated wetlands. This pattern is consistent with
previous work from the GYE showing an increase in chorus frog
occupancy with vegetation cover (Gould et al. 2012). Of our
four study species, chorus frogs metamorphose the earliest and
often use small ephemeral wetlands to breed (Ray et al. 2016).
Consistent with long-term monitoring in Yellowstone and
Grand Teton national parks, as well as across their range in the
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western United States, we detected boreal toads in relatively
few wetlands (Corn et al. 2005; Wente et al. 2005; Hossack
et al. 2015). Even so, toads occupied nearly half of the created
wetlands in our study. Boreal toads are of particular conservation concern in this region as they have experienced dramatic
population declines over large portions of their range, including within protected areas such as the GYE, and now occupy
<2% of available breeding sites in Yellowstone and Grand Teton
national parks (Muths et al. 2003; Ray et al. 2016; Hossack
2017). Boreal toads are a Native Species of Greatest Conservation Need in Wyoming, and the U.S. Forest Service Region
2 considers them a sensitive species, making their use of created wetlands of particular interest to land managers. Boreal
toads and chorus frogs are often early colonizers to wetlands
after human and natural disturbances, including wetland creation and fire, where they select warm, shallow areas for breeding (Pearl & Bowerman 2006; Shulse & Semlitsch 2012; Hossack et al. 2013b). Population increases of toads following disturbance may be brief (e.g. fire; Hossack et al. 2013b) or long
term (e.g. in beaver-created wetlands; Hossack et al. 2015). In
Oregon, boreal toads colonized and bred in six newly created
wetlands within the first years after construction, but breeding
continued in only two of the six wetlands in subsequent years
(Pearl & Bowerman 2006). Created wetlands may be susceptible to local extinctions due to drought, disease, or invasion
of predators, especially if they are not designed to provide a
complex array of habitat conditions to buffer year-to-year variation (Petranka et al. 2007). We did not observe changes in the
wetlands occupied by boreal toads between the 2 years of our
study, and longer-term data are needed to determine whether
toads and other amphibian species are able to persist at created
wetlands.
In contrast to the other three amphibian species, Columbia
spotted frog larvae and egg masses were only detected in one
created wetland, but were common in reference and impacted
wetlands. Spotted frogs are the only extant amphibian in the
study area that hibernates aquatically and this species commonly breeds in large wetlands with emergent vegetation (Pearl
et al. 2007; Hossack et al. 2013a, 2015). The single created
wetland where we detected spotted frog reproduction (Quarry)
was constructed in 2008, and it is the second oldest created
wetland in the study. We detected all four species of amphibians in Quarry, indicating that the design features present
here—including intermediate hydroperiod, shallow littoral
zones, and abundant aquatic vegetation—may be appropriate
objectives for wetland mitigation in this region. Notably, Quarry
also had the highest taxonomic richness of invertebrates of all
the wetlands in this study (Swartz et al. 2019), suggesting that
mitigation wetlands designed to provide complex habitat can
benefit a wide range of species. Quarry was designed to have
both shallow and deep habitats, and aquatic vegetation had
developed to provide crucial habitat for spotted frog breeding
(Pearl et al. 2007). Quarry is also deeper than most of the
other created wetlands and holds water throughout the summer
months in most years. With a sample size of one, we cannot
be certain that the habitat complexity of Quarry resulted in
the highest species richness of amphibians and invertebrates.
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However, further investigation of the characteristics of this site
appears warranted.
In both years of this study, over 80% of created wetlands
dried partially or completely prior to amphibian metamorphosis,
which raises the concern that created wetlands could be population sinks or ecological traps for these species (i.e. low-quality
habitats that are preferred over higher quality habitats; Battin 2004; Robertson et al. 2013; Hale & Swearer 2017). Even
when created wetlands did not dry completely because of varied
bottom topography, they were often reduced to multiple small,
isolated pools that resulted in mortality of most larvae. Future
studies could assess the possibility that created wetlands that dry
early act as population sinks or ecological traps by using recruitment (i.e. survival to metamorphosis)—rather than presence of
breeding adults, eggs, or tadpoles—as the metric of successful restoration (Grant et al. 2018). Information about amphibian species-specific larval survival and recruitment rates are
crucial—but often missing—elements of demographic models used for amphibian conservation and monitoring (Biek et al.
2002; Che-Castaldo et al. 2018).
Overall, our results suggest that shallow created wetlands
with little aquatic vegetation may be attractive breeding sites for
the majority of native amphibians in the GYE, but further study
is needed to determine how early wetland drying affects population growth, and whether these wetlands act as population
sinks or ecological traps. Temporary and intermediate hydroperiod wetlands are important for amphibians and other wetland
species because they are less likely to be invaded by vertebrate
predators (Vasconcelos & Calhoun 2006; Shulse et al. 2013;
Drayer & Richter 2016). However, wetlands with intermediate
hydroperiods are difficult to create when precipitation and temperature are spatially and temporally variable, and creation can
be problematic even when these conditions are stable (Kolozsvary & Holgerson 2016). The single wetland in our study area
that supported breeding by all four native amphibians (Quarry)
incorporated a variety of depths, including warm, shallow littoral zones and deeper areas where larvae could retreat as the
wetland dried throughout the summer. These design elements
may be good targets for wetland restoration in this region, and
are likely to make wetlands resistant to early drying, which is
particularly important in light of the forecasted changes in climate (Brooks 2009; Sepulveda et al. 2015) in the Intermountain
Region and the likely effects of these changes on temporary and
intermediate wetlands.
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I. SUMMARY
The property (APN 023-72-010) is located on San Pedro Avenue in Pacifica, California.
The property is 0.86 acres in size (37,273 ft.2) and is located on the west side of Highway 1
in the Pedro Point area. Elevation of the property ranges from approximately 15 - 20 feet
above MSL. The site is located within the coastal zone and is subject to the City of
Pacifica’s Local Coastal Land Use Plan. The property is zoned as commercial and is within
the Pedro Point – Shelter Cove Land Use Plan Area, and is outside of any special areas
delineated in the Local Coastal Land Use Plan (City of Pacifica, 1992). The site is a
narrow, rectangular strip of land (755 ft. long x 55 ft. wide) and is bounded by San Pedro
Avenue on the south, a drainage swale and open field on the west, a strip mall/shopping
area to the east and a parking lot on the north. San Pedro Creek and the Pacific Ocean are
located further to the north and northwest of the parking lot. The surrounding area is single
family residential homes and small businesses.
The property is an undeveloped berm feature behind the shopping center, and the current
topography was likely created through grading activity during or prior to the construction
of the shopping area. The property is undeveloped and consists of ruderal (weedy)
vegetation, except for the northern end of the property which consists of a skateboard ramp
(1/2 pipe) feature that is approximately 50 ft. by 30 ft., and was built approximately 6 years
ago. The property has two eucalyptus trees on the south, and three Monterey cypress trees
on the north that would be removed by the project. The site has been used as illegal trash
dump in the past, and remnants of trash and concrete rubble are found on site and within
the drainage swale west of the property.
The project consists of the development of a currently vacant lot into commercial and
residential buildings. The development will consist of a 2-story surf shop building with
storage basement (3,500 ft2), a skatepark enclosed within chainlink fencing and a roof
(4,730 ft2), a 2-story storage building for the surf shop (1,540 ft2), 2 parking lot areas
(16,513 ft2), a 2-story building with retail space at the lower level and 2 residential units
above (2,516 ft2), and various areas of landscaping (7,302 ft2).
The property was surveyed for biological resources on December 1, 2014 by wildlife
biologist Patrick Kobernus. The survey was conducted within 24 hours after a heavy rain
event (over 1 inch) that occurred on November 30, 2014. Weather was mild with air
temperatures in the 60’s (F). All plant and animal species encountered on site were
documented as well as plant communities and habitat types that could support special
status species. Additional follow up site visits were conducted on multiple occasions in
January and March, 2015.
The California Department of Fish and Wildlife (CDFW) Natural Diversity Database
(CNDDB), US Fish and Wildlife Service List of Endangered and Threatened Species,
the California Museum of Vertebrate Zoology and the California Native Plant on-line
Inventory of Rare and Endangered Plants were consulted for known occurrences of
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sensitive plant, animal and native plant communities of concern in the region.
Because the property has been disturbed extensively in the past, vegetation on the property
consists of primarily non-native plant species. The property has two eucalyptus trees on the
south, and three Monterey cypress trees on the north that would be removed by the project.
The site has been used as illegal trash dump in the past, and remnants of trash and concrete
rubble are found on site and within the drainage swale west of the property. All plant
species identified on site during biological surveys are shown in Appendix B.
The property does not contain any wetland habitats. Aquatic features within a 1.0 mile
radius of the project site include the Pacific Ocean and San Pedro Creek approximately 250
feet northeast of the site, an intermittent drainage swale on the west side of the project site,
and two ponds located on lands near the north entrance to the Devil’s Slide/ Tom Lantos
tunnels, approximately 0.75 and 0.95 miles south of the project site. The property does not
contain serpentine, calcareous, or siliceous soils that could support any special status plant
species (NRCS, 2014).
San Pedro Creek is a perennial creek, and has recently been widened by Caltrans as part of
the San Pedro Creek Bridge Replacement Project, to allow greater capacity for flood flows
and provide additional wildlife habitat (freshwater marsh) near the mouth of the creek. The
property at APN 023-72-010 is outside the 100-foot buffer zone from riparian vegetation
associated with San Pedro Creek, as recommended in the Development Near Wetlands and
Creeks section of the Local Coastal Land Use Plan (City of Pacifica, 1992).
The intermittent drainage swale that borders the west side of the property is approximately
30 feet wide from bank to bank, and extends for approximately 700 feet. It is not shown as
a drainage feature on the Montara Mountain USGS 7.5 minute quadrangle (USGS 1997).
The swale was apparently created through grading activities several decades ago perhaps
during development of the adjacent shopping center. A City of Pacifica sewer line runs
underneath the swale. There is an additional isolated 100-foot section of the drainage
isolated within the northern end of the shopping center parking lot. There is a lack of
riparian vegetation within the drainage for most of its length, with the exception of the
north end where arroyo willow (Salix lasiolepis) is established. During storm events, the
stormwater runoff from Pedro Point streets and residential areas drains into the swale
which flows into San Pedro Creek through a gated culvert. At the time of survey on
December 1, 2014, after over an inch of rainfall occurred on November 30, 2014, the swale
had approximately 2-4 inches of water within the drainage. With the exception of one very
small pool (approximately 20 ft.2 in size) on the south side of the swale, the swale was
observed to be dry during a follow up survey in March, 2015.
The intermittent swale is adjacent to, but not on the property, and the project as proposed
would be constructed above the top of bank of the swale and therefore would not impact
the swale. Additional measures to ensure the swale is not impacted by construction
activities would include the installation of appropriate erosion/ sediment controls such as
silt fencing, fiber rolls, erosion control blankets, and/or native vegetation plantings along
the top of the bank.
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No special status plant or animal species were observed on the property during site
surveys. No special status plant species are expected to occur onsite due to the disturbed
soils and dominance of invasive plant species on the property. The property and adjacent
swale does not provide breeding habitat for California red-legged frog (Rana draytonii)
however due to the proximity of the site to San Pedro Creek, a known breeding habitat for
the species avoidance and minimization measures for CRF are recommended.
Conservation measures are also recommended to avoid impacts to any nesting birds or
roosting bats that could utilize the trees on site. Two Monterey cypress trees on the
property may meet the definition of a heritage tree (one multi-trunked (12” – 16” DBH),
and one 18”DBH single trunk tree. Removal of these trees may require a permit from the
City of Pacifica.
Recommended conservation measures are as follows:
California Red-Legged Frog


BIO-1 - To avoid impacts to California red-legged frogs the following measures are
recommended:


a) Staging areas and access routes to any work areas will be delineated and
inspected by the project biologist prior to establishment to avoid
unnecessary impacts to California red-legged frogs and their habitat;



b) Exclusion fencing will be erected around the project boundary prior to
the onset of project activities. Fencing will be a minimum of 3 feet in height
and buried in the soil to inhibit California red-legged frogs from entering
the project area;



c) Once the exclusion fence is installed, a pre-construction survey will be
conducted to ensure that no California red-legged frogs are present in the
restoration area;



d) Before any construction activities begin, worker education and awareness
training will be conducted for all construction crews and contractors that
access the site for any period of time. The education training will be
conducted prior to starting work on the project and upon the arrival of any
new worker. The training will include a brief review of the California redlegged frog life history, field identification, habitat requirements, location
of sensitive areas, possible fines for violations, avoidance measures, and
correction actions if sensitive species are encountered. The program will
cover the mitigation measures, environmental permits and regulatory
compliance requirements as applicable. In addition, a record of all personnel
trained during the project will be maintained for compliance verification;



e) During project activities, all trash that may attract predators will be
properly contained, removed from the work site and disposed of regularly.
Following construction, all trash and construction debris will be removed
from work areas;
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f) Tightly woven fiber netting or similar material shall be used for erosion
control or other purposes at the project to ensure that CRF do not get
trapped. Plastic mono-filament netting (erosion control matting), rolled
erosion control products or similar material shall not be used at the project
site because red-legged frogs and other species may become entangled or
trapped in it;



g) All practicable erosion control Best Management Practices (BMPs) will
be implemented to minimize the potential of impacts to water quality of the
adjacent drainage swale and San Pedro Creek.

Nesting Migratory Birds, Including Raptors


BIO-2 - If demolition, renovation and/or construction or tree removal and/or tree
trimming activities are proposed during the bird nesting season (February 15 –
August 31), then preconstruction surveys for nesting birds including raptors, shall
be conducted by a qualified biologist within 300 feet of the construction area, prior
to, and within one week of construction. If active bird nests are found, and project
activities could potentially impact nesting success as determined by a qualified
biologist, all necessary permits would be obtained from the US Fish and Wildlife
Service Migratory Bird Treaty Office and the Department of Fish and Game.

Roosting Bats


BIO-3 - To avoid impacts to roosting bats within the project area, a preconstruction bat emergence survey shall be conducted by a qualified biologist prior
to removal of any trees. If a maternity (breeding) colony of bats is identified on
site, the Department of Fish and Wildlife will be consulted for guidance.

Invasive Species


BIO- 4 - No invasive nonnative plants, as listed by the California Invasive Plant
Council on-line database (Cal-IPC 2014), shall be planted on the property.

Heritage Trees


BIO- 5 - Two Monterey cypress trees on the property may meet the definition of a
heritage tree (one multi-trunked (12” – 16” DBH), and one 18”DBH single trunk
tree. Removal of these trees may require a permit from the City of Pacifica.
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II. PROPERTY LOCATION
The property (APN 023-72-010) is located on San Pedro Avenue in Pacifica, California
(Figure 1). The property is 0.86 acres in size (37,273 ft.2) and is located on the west side
of Highway 1 in the Pedro Point area. The site is located within the coastal zone and is
subject to the City of Pacifica’s Local Coastal Land Use Plan. The property is zoned as
commercial and is within the Pedro Point – Shelter Cove Land Use Plan Area, and is
outside of any special areas delineated in the Local Coastal Land Use Plan (City of
Pacifica, 1992). The site is a narrow, rectangular strip of land (755 ft. long x 55 ft. wide)
and is bounded by San Pedro Avenue on the south, a drainage swale and open field on the
west, a strip mall/shopping area to the east and a parking lot on the north (Figure 3). San
Pedro Creek and the Pacific Ocean are located further to the north, and northwest of the
parking lot.

III. PROJECT DESCRIPTION
The project intends to develop a currently vacant lot into commercial and residential
buildings. The development will consist of a 2-story surf shop building with storage
basement (3,500 ft2), a skatepark enclosed within chainlink fencing and a roof (4,730 ft2), a
2-story storage building for the surf shop (1,540 ft2), 2 parking lot areas (16,513 ft2), a 2story building with retail space at the lower level and 2 residential units above (2,516 ft2),
and various areas of landscaping (7,302 ft2). The project would be constructed within an
upland area that is behind an existing shopping center. The project area has been
previously disturbed by grading activities in the past.

IV. METHODS
The property was surveyed for biological resources on December 1, 2014 by wildlife
biologist Patrick Kobernus. The survey was conducted within 24 hours after a heavy rain
event (over 1 inch) that occurred on November 30, 2014. Weather was mild with air
temperatures in the 60’s (F). All plant and animal species encountered on site were
documented as well as plant communities and habitat types that could support special
status species. Additional follow up site visits were conducted on multiple occasions in
January and March 2015.
The California Department of Fish and Wildlife (CDFW) Natural Diversity Database
(CNDDB), US Fish and Wildlife Service List of Endangered and Threatened Species,
the California Museum of Vertebrate Zoology and the California Native Plant on-line
Inventory of Rare and Endangered Plants were consulted for known occurrences of
sensitive plant, animal and native plant communities of concern in the region. The
CNDDB query and the US Fish and Wildlife Service search included the Montara
Mountain 7.5’ USGS topographic quadrangle, and eight surrounding quadrangles.
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V. EXISTING SETTING
Annual rainfall for the City of Pacifica averages 30 inches per year. Elevation of the
property ranges from approximately 15 - 20 feet above MSL.
The property is located to the west of an existing shopping center, and is bordered on the
east by an access road behind the shopping center. An intermittent drainage swale parallels
the length of the property on the west. On the west side of the swale is a flat, open grassy
lot (approximately 4 acres in size) that is mowed and used by locals for hiking and dog
walking. The surrounding area is single family residential homes and small businesses.
The property is an undeveloped berm feature behind the shopping center, and the current
topography was likely created through grading activity during or prior to the construction
of the shopping area. The property is undeveloped and consists of ruderal (weedy)
vegetation, except for the northern end of the property which consists of a skateboard ramp
(1/2 pipe) feature that is approximately 50 ft. by 30 ft., and was built approximately 6 years
ago. The property has two eucalyptus trees on the south, and three Monterey cypress trees
on the north that would be removed by the project. The site has been used as illegal trash
dump in the past, and remnants of trash and concrete rubble are found on site and within
the drainage swale west of the property.
Because the property has been disturbed extensively in the past, vegetation on the property
consists of primarily non-native plant species. All plant species identified on site during
biological surveys are shown in Appendix B.
A. Soils
One soil map unit was identified on the property, Urban Land. This soil type is highly
disturbed from development activities, and may include concrete, pavement and other
materials that were brought in for development of the area. The property does not contain
serpentine, calcareous, or siliceous soils that could support any special status plant species.
(NRCS, 2014).
B. Hydrology and Water Resources
To meet the US Army Corps of Engineers (ACOE) definition of wetland, an area must
demonstrate three critical characteristics: wetland vegetation, wetland hydrology, and
wetland soils (Federal Interagency Committee for Wetland Delineation, 1989).
Additionally, to fall under jurisdiction of the ACOE, a wetland must have some evident
hydrological connection to other wetlands and/or waters of the United States. The US Fish
and Wildlife Service definition of wetland is similar: at least periodically, the land must
support predominantly hydrophytes; the substrate must be predominantly undrained hydric
soil; or the substrate is non-soil that is saturated with water or covered by shallow water at
some time during the growing season of the year (Cowardin, et al., 1979).
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The State defines wetlands more broadly than the federal wetlands program by recognizing
that wetlands may have evidence of only one of the three federal parameters: (1) at least
periodically, the land supports hydrophytes, (2) the substrate is predominantly undrained
hydric soil; and (3) the substrate is non-soil and is saturated with water or covered by
shallow water at some time during the growing season of each year" (Cowardin, 1979).
Although the State definition may require only a single parameter to establish the presence
of wetlands, such decisions are based on site specific identification of wetland parameters.
Aquatic features within 1.0 mile radius of the project site include the Pacific Ocean and
San Pedro Creek approximately 250 feet northeast of the site, an intermittent drainage
swale on the west side of the project site, and two ponds located on lands near the north
entrance to the Devil’s Slide/ Tom Lantos tunnels, approximately 0.75 and 0.95 miles
south of the project site.
San Pedro Creek is a perennial creek, and has recently been widened by Caltrans as part of
the San Pedro Creek Bridge Replacement Project, to allow greater capacity for flood flows
and provide additional wildlife habitat (freshwater marsh) near the mouth of the creek. The
property at APN 023-72-010 is outside the 100-foot buffer zone from riparian vegetation
associated with San Pedro Creek, as recommended in the Development Near Wetlands and
Creeks section of the Local Coastal Land Use Plan (City of Pacifica, 1992).
The intermittent drainage swale that borders the west side of the property is approximately
30 feet wide from bank to bank, and extends for approximately 700 feet. It is not shown as
a drainage feature on the Montara Mountain USGS 7.5 minute quadrangle (USGS 1997).
The swale was apparently created through grading activities several decades ago perhaps
during development of the adjacent shopping center. A City of Pacifica sewer line runs
underneath the swale. There is an additional isolated 100-foot section of the drainage
isolated within the northern end of the shopping center parking lot. There is a lack of
riparian vegetation within the drainage for most of its length, with the exception of the
north end where arroyo willow (Salix lasiolepis) is established. During storm events, the
stormwater runoff from Pedro Point streets and residential areas drains into the swale
which flows into San Pedro Creek through a gated culvert. At the time of survey on
December 1, 2014, after over an inch of rainfall occurred on November 30, 2014, the swale
had approximately 2-4 inches of water within the drainage. With the exception of one very
small pool (approximately 20 ft.2 in size) on the south side of the swale, the swale was
observed to be dry during a follow up survey in March, 2015.
The intermittent swale is adjacent to, but not on the property, and the project as proposed
would be constructed east of, and above the top of bank of the swale and therefore would
not impact the swale. Additional measures to ensure the swale is not impacted by
construction activities would include the installation of appropriate erosion/ sediment
controls such as silt fencing, fiber rolls, erosion control blankets, and/or native vegetation
plantings along the top of the bank.
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VI. PLANT COMMUNITIES AND HABITAT TYPES
A. Vegetation
Vegetation on the property consists of primarily ruderal nonnative plant species that are
commonly found in disturbed soils on empty lots. Dominant species observed on site
included garden nasturtium (Tropaeolum majus), wild radish (Raphanus raphanistrum)
and various nonnative annual grasses such as wild oat (Avena barbata) and Italian wild rye
(Lolium multiflorum). A few trees are found on the property: three eucalyptus (Eucalyptus
globulus) trees on the south end, and three Monterey Cypress (Hesperocyparis
macrocarpa) trees on the north end of the site. These trees would be removed by the
proposed project.
All plant species identified on site during biological surveys are shown in Appendix B.
The trees on site provide potential roosting areas for red-shouldered hawk, great-horned
owl and a variety of song birds. Due to the urban land uses on adjacent parcels, common
and opportunistic wildlife species such as raccoon, eastern fox squirrel, Virginia opossum,
and striped skunk are common in the area.
Wildlife observed by sight or sign during the site visits included black phoebe, goldencrowned sparrow, red-winged blackbird, European starling, Anna’s hummingbird, redshouldered hawk (flyover), red-tailed hawk (flyover). All wildlife species identified on site
during biological surveys are shown in Appendix B. The area is utilized by many beach
goers, dog walkers and pedestrians and larger and/or more sensitive wildlife species would
not be expected to utilize the site.
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B. Wildlife Movement Corridors
Habitat loss, fragmentation, and degradation can alter the use and viability of wildlife
movement corridors (i.e. linear habitats that naturally connect and provide passage
between two or more otherwise disjunct larger habitats or habitat fragments). In general,
studies suggest that habitat corridors provide connectivity for, and are used by wildlife and
as such, are an important conservation tool. According to Beier and Loe (1992), wildlife
habitat corridors fulfill several functions. They maintain connectivity for daily movement,
travel, mate-seeking, and migration; plant propagation; genetic interchange; population
movement in response to environmental change or natural disaster; and recolonization of
habitats subject to local extirpation. The suitability of a habitat as a wildlife movement
corridor is related to, among other factors, the habitat corridor’s dimensions (length and
width), topography, vegetation, exposure to human influence, and the species in question.
Species utilize movement corridors in several ways. “Passage species” are those species
that use corridors as thru-ways between outlying habitats. The habitat requirements for
passage species are generally less than those for corridor dwellers. Passage species use
corridors for brief durations, such as for seasonal migrations or movement within a home
range. As such, movement corridors do not necessarily have to meet any of the habitat
requirements necessary for a passage species’ everyday survival. Large herbivores, such
as deer and elk, and medium-to-large carnivores, such as coyotes, bobcats and mountain
lions, are typically passage species. “Corridor dwellers” are those species that have limited
dispersal capabilities – a category that includes most plants, insects, reptiles, amphibians,
small mammals, and birds – and use corridors for a greater length of time. As such,
wildlife movement corridors must fulfill key habitat components specific to a species’ life
history requirements in order for them to survive. In general, however, the suitability
and/or utility of the landscape – specifically, of the landscape as corridor habitat – is best
evaluated on a species specific level.
The property is bordered by a shopping area on the east, and has been heavily disturbed in
the past. For this reason, the site does not provide suitable habitat for “corridor dwelling
species”. The site provides limited habitat for “passage species’ and some common urban
adapted wildlife species such as raccoons and striped skunks likely utilize the property at
times. Development of the site however would not remove a corridor for these species as
there is an intermittent swale and open field to the west that animals can move through. In
addition, the site does not connect any wilderness areas that cannot be accessed by wildlife
through the San Pedro Creek drainage. While animals could potentially visit the project
site to forage, it is unlikely that the site serves as a significant movement corridor for any
wildlife species.

VII. REGULATORY CONSIDERATIONS
Federal and state-listed species (endangered, threatened, fully-protected) receive various
levels of legal protection under the federal and state endangered species acts and the
California Fish and Game Code. The federal Migratory Bird Treaty Act of 1918 and
Section 3500 of the California Fish and Game Code protect active nests of migratory and
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other birds, and provide criminal penalties for take of hawks, owls, and take or disturbance
of all bird nests or eggs. Potential impacts to other special status or otherwise sensitive
species must be disclosed and evaluated pursuant to the California Environmental Quality
Act (CEQA).
Wetland permitting requirements that may provide additional protections for species and
habitats include the California Department of Fish and Game (DFG) 1600 Streambed
Alteration Agreement permit process, US Army Corps of Engineers (ACOE) Section 404
permit and the State Regional Water Quality Control Board (RWQCB) 401 Certification
permit.
A. Federal and State Endangered Species Acts
The United States Endangered Species Act (ESA) is administered by the United States
Fish and Wildlife Service (USFWS). The California Endangered Species Act (CESA), the
Native Plant Protection Act (NPPA), and CEQA afford protection to species of concern
included on State-maintained lists. The California Department of Fish and Wildlife
(CDFW) has statutory responsibility for the protection of State listed species.
Both the Federal and State endangered species acts provide protection for listed species. In
particular, the Federal act prohibits "take". "Take" is defined by the ESA as "to harass,
harm, pursue, hunt, shoot, wound, kill, trap, capture, or collect a federally listed,
endangered species of wildlife, or to attempt to engage in any such conduct." Take not
specifically allowed by Federal permit under Section 10(a)(1)(B) of the ESA is subject to
enforcement through civil or criminal proceedings under Section 9 of the ESA.
While "take" is easily understood in the sense of deliberately capturing or killing
individual animals, Federal regulations also define take to include the incidental
destruction of animals in the course of an otherwise lawful activity, such as habitat loss
due to development. Under those rules the definition of take includes significant habitat
modification or degradation that actually kills or injures wildlife by significantly impairing
essential behavioral patterns, including breeding, feeding, or shelter (50 CFR Section
17.3).
Section 10(a) of the ESA permits the incidental take of an endangered or threatened
species. Similarly, Section 2081 of the CDFW Code or use of the CESA allows the
Department to enter into management agreements that make lawful activities which may
otherwise result in habitat loss or take of individuals of a state listed species.
B. Species of Special Concern
The California Department of Fish and Game has designated certain animal species as
“Species of Special Concern” due to concerns about declining population levels, limited
ranges, and continuing threats that have made these species vulnerable to extinction. The
goal of this designation is to bring attention to these species in the hope that their
population decline will be halted through mitigation or project redesign to avoid impact.
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C. Nesting Birds
Nesting birds, including raptors, are protected by the California Department of Fish and
Game Code 3503, which reads, “It is unlawful to take, possess, or needlessly destroy the
nest or eggs of any bird, except as otherwise provided by this code or any regulation made
pursuant thereto.” Raptors, passerines and non-passerine landbirds and waterfowl are
further protected under the Federal Migratory Bird Treaty Act. As such, the CDFW
typically recommends pre-construction surveys for potentially suitable nesting habitat that
will be directly (actual removal of trees/vegetation) or indirectly (e.g. noise disturbance)
impacted by construction-related activities.
D. California Native Plant Society
The California Native Plant Society (CNPS) has developed a rating system for the state’s
rare, threatened and endangered plants. Plants rated by CNPS may be protected by state
and federal endangered species laws if they are listed by the state or federal government.
E. Regulated Waters
Impacts to stream channels (bed and bank) are regulated by the California Department of
Fish and Game Code §§1600 et seq., and may require a DFG Streambed Alteration
Agreement. Impacts to wetlands and streams may also fall under the jurisdiction of the
Clean Water Act §404 permit process and the Porter-Cologne Water Quality Control Act.
The U.S. Army Corp of Engineers (USACE) enforces permit provisions of the Clean
Water Act regulating dredge and fill operations. The USACE also exerts jurisdiction over
"waters of the U.S." which include territorial seas, tidal waters, and non tidal waters in
addition to wetlands and drainages that support wetland vegetation, exhibit ponding or
scouring, show obvious signs of channeling, or have discernible banks and high water
marks.
The State of California Regional Water Quality Control Board (RWQCB) enforces permit
provisions of the Porter-Cologne Water Quality Control Act. Projects that may potentially
impact wetlands in the state of California require a 401 Certification permit. Each 401
Certification is decided on a case-by-case basis, and is guided by the applicable
requirements of the CWA, Porter-Cologne and the regulations.
F. Stormwater Control Requirements
In urbanized areas, stormwater runoff is the largest source of pollution to waters in creeks,
ponds and lakes. Pollution caused by stormwater runoff can be controlled through
obtaining and complying with a municipal stormwater permit from the National Pollutant
Discharge Elimination System (NPDES). Controls set forth in the permit offer an
opportunity for development and redevelopment projects to reduce impacts to water
quality.
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3.2.2 California Coastal Commission
The California Coastal Commission (CCC) exercises jurisdiction over development
activities within the coastal zone. In the City of Pacifica, construction projects within the
coastal zone are regulated through the City of Pacifica’s Local Coastal Land Use Plan.
Through the Local Coastal Land Use Plan, the City of Pacifica brings its land use planning
into conformance with the California Coastal Act of 1976. The Local Coastal Land Use
Plan serves as a land use plan for the City of Pacifica's coastal zone and is the basis for
The Local Coastal Implementation Program, including a permit issuing procedure, zoning
ordinance revisions and other implementation programs (City of Pacifica 1992).
The project site is within the Pedro Point – Shelter Cover Land Use Plan area and is zoned
as commercial. The project site is outside of any designated Special Areas, and outside of
any recommended buffer zones from sensitive resources.
The Local Coastal Land Use Plan (City of Pacifica, 1992) states (in the section
Development Near Wetlands and Creeks) that:“Riparian vegetation along all intermittent
and year-round creeks shall be protected, enhanced and restored where feasible, and buffer
zones required.”; and “As a general rule, a buffer of at least 100 feet measured from the
outward edge of riparian vegetation would be appropriate unless such a width is
determined to be unnecessary for protecting the resources of the habitat area”.
The project site is located approximately 250 feet from San Pedro Creek and is outside the
recommended 100-foot buffer zone from riparian vegetation associated with San Pedro
Creek. An intermittent swale on the west side of the project area does contain some
riparian vegetation (Arroyo willow), however this feature does not meet the definition of a
perennial or intermittent creek as defined in the Local Coastal Land Use Plan, as it was
artificially created by previous grading activities. The project as proposed would be
constructed above the top of bank of the swale and therefore would not impact the swale or
vegetation within the swale, and would be appropriate for protecting the resources of the
habitat area. Additional measures to ensure the swale is not impacted by construction
activities would include the installation of appropriate erosion/ sediment controls such as
silt fencing, fiber rolls, erosion control blankets, and/or native vegetation plantings along
the top of the bank.
G. City of Pacifica Municipal Code: Heritage Tree Ordinance
Chapter 12 of the Pacifica Municipal Code (Preservation of Heritage Trees) stipulates
regulations designed to preserve and protect heritage trees on private or city-owned
property. In general, heritage trees are defined as any trees within the City of Pacifica,
exclusive of eucalyptus, which have a trunk with a circumference of fifty (50”) inches
(approximately sixteen (16”) inches in diameter) or more, measured at twenty-four (24”)
inches above the natural grade. Sections 4-12.02 and 4-12.03 of the Pacifica Municipal
Code provide a complete definition of a heritage tree. It is often necessary to obtain a
permit when performing work on or engaging in construction around heritage trees.
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Tree protection plans are required when engaging in new construction within the drip-line
of a heritage tree. The plan must be prepared by a qualified arborist, horticulturist,
landscape architect or other qualified person. See sections 4-12.07 and 4-12.08 of the
Pacifica Municipal Code for specific rules regarding tree protection plans and building
permits.
Two Monterey cypress trees on the property may meet the definition of a heritage tree (one
multi-trunked (12” – 16” DBH), and one 18”DBH single trunk tree.

VIII. SPECIAL STATUS PLANTS, ANIMALS, AND NATURAL
COMMUNITIES
The California Department of Fish and Game (CDFW) Natural Diversity Data Base
(CNDDB) maintains records of reported occurrences of sensitive plant, animal and natural
plant communities of concern. CNDDB records provide useful information about what
species have been found in a given project area, and what species may be expected in
similar habitat types. An area that has not been surveyed or visited may support sensitive
species that have not been discovered and reported, and may require site-specific surveys
to rule out special status species occurrences. The U. S. Fish and Wildlife Service
(USFWS), Sacramento, also maintains lists of listed species that may occur in or be
affected by projects in a given USGS topographic quadrangle.
CNDDB records for the Montara Mountain 7.5 minute topographic quadrangle and eight
surrounding quadrangles were reviewed for sensitive element occurrences on the project
site. Review of the US Fish and Wildlife Service list of endangered and threatened species
for the nine 7.5 minute quadrangles, and the CNPS on-line Inventory of Rare and
Endangered Plants (CNPS 2014) was also conducted.
The project site is not found within any federally designated critical habitat for protected
species.
Special status species that were identified in the region as having at least some minimal
potential for occurrence based on proximity to the site, or similar habitat utilization were
evaluated and are shown in Appendix A. Special-status species that have a higher
probability for occurrence onsite, based on habitat types and/or recorded observations
within 3 miles of the property are discussed in greater detail below. Special status species
found exclusively within habitats not present on the property (i.e. sand dune, serpentine
grassland, salt marsh, freshwater marsh and/or marine habitats, etc.) were excluded from
analysis due to the lack of these habitats on or adjacent to the property.
Three federally and/or state listed species that are a high priority for conservation are
included in the following discussion: California red-legged frog (Rana draytonii), San
Francisco garter snake (Thamnophis sirtalis tetrataenia), and Monarch butterfly (Danaus
plexippus). Also included are protected bat species and raptors that could potentially occur
onsite.
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A. California Red-legged Frog
The California red-legged frog (CRF) is a federally listed Threatened species and a
California Species of Special Concern.
Red-legged frogs are known to occur in slow-flowing streams, and marshes with heavily
vegetated shores for breeding as well as grasslands, riparian woodland, oak woodland and
coniferous forests. These frogs stay near the shore hidden in vegetation rather than in open
water. Seasonal bodies of water are frequently occupied by red-legged frogs, and in some
areas these may be critical for persistence. It is speculated that California red-legged frogs
may lie dormant during dry periods of the year or during drought. California red-legged
frogs are thought to disperse widely during autumn, winter, and spring rains. Juveniles use
the wet periods to expand outward from their pond of origin and adults may move between
aquatic areas. Frogs disperse through many types of upland vegetation and use a broader
range of habitats outside of breeding season. CRF have been observed to move extensively
and travel up to 2 miles or more between breeding ponds without apparent regard to
topography, vegetation type, or riparian corridors (Bulger in litt.1998, in USFWS, 2002).
The breeding season for CRF generally begins in January and lasts through March.
Minimum breeding age appears to be two years in males and three years in females
(Jennings and Hayes 1985). Females lay 750-4000 eggs in clusters attached to aquatic
vegetation, two to six inches below the water surface. Eggs hatch in two to three weeks.
Once hatched, the tadpoles generally take between 11 and 20 weeks to metamorphose,
doing so between May and August. Although most tadpoles are expected to transform in
the summer, they can also over-winter, so transformation can take from about 4 to13
months. CRF typically require a permanent water source with a minimum depth of 0.7
meters (2.5 feet) (USFWS 2004). Successful breeding has been observed in sub-optimal
habitats with little or no emergent vegetation present (USFWS 2004). In the absence of
vegetation CRF will attach their eggs to rocks, wood or other debris.
CRF has been extirpated from 70 percent of its former range and now is found primarily in
coastal drainages of central California, from Marin County, California, south to northern
Baja California, Mexico. Potential threats to the species include elimination or degradation
of habitat from land development and land use activities and habitat invasion by non-native
aquatic species (USFWS 2002).
The project site is not located within the critical habitat designated for the California redlegged frog.
The property is near San Pedro Creek, which has occurrence records of California Redlegged frogs (CNDDB 2014). The property does not provide suitable habitat for CRF, and
the drainage swale adjacent to the property on the west does not provide sufficient
breeding habitat for this species due to the lack of sufficient ponding. No individual CRF
have been documented to occur on the property or within the swale (CNDDB 2014), and
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no sign of CRF eggmasses were observed in the drainage during site visits, which were
conducted during the CRF breeding season.
One small pool (approximately 60 ft.2) that is within the swale and is adjacent to San Pedro
Avenue, was observed to have 6-10” (0.5 – 0.8 feet) depth of standing water on January
13, 2015. On March 14, 2015 the drainage swale was completely dry, and the small pool
was reduced to approximately 20 ft.2 in size, and 0.5 feet in depth, This pool mainly holds
water after rain events and does not have emergent vegetation to provide good cover for
CRF and other aquatic wildlife, and is very exposed along a streetside sidewalk area where
garbage and debris gets washed into it from stormwater runoff (Figures C7 and C8). Based
on the hydrology of the site, and the ephemeral nature of the swale, it is not expected that
this drainage would provide suitable breeding habitat for CRF even in high rainfall years.
Though the swale does not provide breeding habitat for CRF, CRF could disperse into the
swale or onto the property due to the short distance between San Pedro Creek and the
project site (250 feet). Because this species has some potential for dispersing onto the
property, measures such as preconstruction surveys and exclusion fencing are
recommended to avoid impacting any CRF during project construction.
The swale, as potential non-breeding habitat for CRF, would not be impacted by the
project, as the project avoids the entire swale area, as it is on an adjacent property. Best
management practices such as proper erosion control during grading and construction
activities would ensure that no impacts to the swale would occur from the project.
B. San Francisco Garter Snake
The San Francisco garter snake (SFGS) is federally and state listed as endangered and is a
fully protected species under §5050 of the California Fish and Game Code. A highly
aquatic subspecies of the common garter snake endemic to the San Francisco Bay Area,
San Francisco garter snakes are distributed along the western San Francisco Peninsula
from the southern San Francisco County border south to Waddell Lagoon south of Año
Nuevo and as far west as Crystal Springs Reservoir. It occurs sympatrically with its
primary prey species, the California red-legged frog (Rana draytonii); however, it will
opportunistically prey on a variety of species including frogs, tadpoles, egg masses, newts,
small fish, salamanders, reptiles, small mammals, birds and their eggs and several small
invertebrates (Stebbins 2003).
San Francisco garter snakes prefer densely vegetated habitats close to water where they
can retreat when disturbed (Stebbins 2003). The species often occurs near ponds, marshes,
streams and other wetlands associated with cattails (Typha spp.), bulrushes (Amphiscirpus,
Bolboschoenus, Isolepis, Schoenoplectus and Trichophorum spp.) rushes (Juncus and
Eleocharis spp.). They have also been associated with willows (Salix spp.) along pond
edges. Mating occurs shortly after they leave their winter retreats in May and females give
birth to live young between June and September. Species may hibernate near the coastal
areas in fossorial mammal burrows and other refuges, or remain active year-round, weather
permitting.
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San Francisco Garter snakes are usually found around ponds and marshes that support
large populations of Pacific tree frog (Pseudacris sierra), California red-legged frog,
and/or bullfrog (Lithobates catesbeianus).
Critical habitat has not been designated for this species.
The nearest recorded observation of SFGS is located at Calera Creek, 1.5 miles NNE of the
site. Known occurrence since the 1970s, 2 detected in 1989, considered occupied in 1990,
and 1 adult was seen in 2008. Records also exist from Sharp Park/Laguna Salada about 2
miles NNE. This is a well-known site for the species with 44 collected in 1946-1947 and
near annual detections (1975, 1986, 1997, 2003, 2004, 2005, 2006, 2008, & 2014). SFGS
records also exist from the upper part of Sharp Park about 2.75 miles NE. This site is less
clear: 5 were collected from the vicinity in 1947 and 5 more in 1948 (exact location not
clear), and NON-protocol level surveys in 2004 did not detect SFGS.
Though there are several recorded observations of SFGS within 3 miles of the property,
these sightings are all associated with ponds with emergent vegetation that support
California red-legged frogs (their primary food source). There is a very low potential that
SFGS could be found on the property due to significant barriers (including residential areas
and the Cabrillo Highway) between known SFGS habitat locations and the site. It is
unlikely that any SFGS would be able to traverse these obstacles to reach the project area.
This species has a low potential for occurrence on the property and avoidance measures
such as preconstruction surveys and exclusion fencing installed for CRF would also
minimize any potential impacts to SFGS.
C. Monarch Butterfly
Monarch butterflies migrate in the fall and roost along the California coast in the winter
(October – February). They primarily inhabit closed-cone coniferous forests, but have been
found roosting in various other tree species in California. The host plant for the monarch
butterfly is the milkweed (Asclepius spp.) and locations with adequate amounts of
milkweed serve as breeding locations.
Critical habitat for this species in California is described as roosts located in windprotected tree groves (eucalyptus, Monterey pine, cypress), with nectar and water sources
nearby. As the project site has several large eucalyptus and cypress trees, as well as a
nearby water source, there is the potential that monarch butterflies could use the site as a
winter roost location.
A comprehensive inventory on monarch butterfly winter roosting locations was completed
in the 1980’s to be used as baseline data and reported in the CNDDB. This inventory
surveyed any coastal areas with potential habitat or known historical roosting sites
Additional records are from coastal residents that have reported sightings of monarchs.
Since the comprehensive survey, monarch surveys have been conducted annually in areas
of known monarch roosting sites (Monroe 2005).
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The nearest recorded occurrence of monarch butterflies to the site is about 2.8 miles south
along Martini Creek; small numbers (only about 10) were observed in 1987 and only a few
flyers (no clustering) were found in 1990-1991 surveys. Due to the small amount of
potential roosting trees on the site (4 trees total) and lack of records from the property, this
species has a very low potential for occurrence.

D. Raptors
No special status birds were observed on the property, and the property does not provide
suitable nesting habitat for any special status raptors. However, common raptor species
such as red-tailed hawk, red-shouldered hawk, and great-horned owl, have some potential
for nesting in the grove of Eucalyptus trees that are adjacent to the property.
White-tailed Kite
White-tailed kites forage over grassland and nest in shrubs and trees. The species is a yearround resident of Central and Coastal California. This species was not observed during
biological surveys of the property and very marginal nesting habitat, consisting of four
trees, is found on the property. It is unlikely that this species would nest in the project area.
Cooper’s Hawk
This species inhabits dense stands of oak woodlands, riparian deciduous forests, or other
forest habitats often near water and suburban areas (Baicich & Harrison 2005). This
woodland raptor hunts in broken woodlands, along forest edges and suburban areas for
medium-sized birds and mammals. Typical nest site selection is characterized by mature
trees with significant canopy cover; although, species will nest in suburban areas in a
variety of trees (Curtis et al. 2006). This species was not observed during biological
surveys of the property. Due to the lack of mature tree cover on the property, it is unlikely
that this species would nest in the project area.
Sharp-shinned Hawk
This species prefers north-facing slopes in dense stands of deciduous, conifer and mixed
hardwood trees, including ponderosa pine, black oak, and Jeffrey pines, preferably in
riparian areas; also known to nest in suburban areas. Species is attracted to rural and
suburban areas especially near bird feeders often during winter months (Bildstein and
Meyer 2000). It forages primarily for small birds along woodland edges and openings,
hedgerows, brushy pastures, and shorelines. This species was not observed during
biological surveys of the property and it is unlikely to nest on the property due to the
relative lack of large trees.
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E. Nesting Birds (protected under the Migratory Bird Treaty Act)
The property has very little potential for nesting birds due to the lack of woody vegetation.
The brushy area on the north end of the property, and the Eucalyptus and Cypress trees
could potentially serve as nesting habitat for a few bird species. The adjacent drainage
swale provides habitat for nesting songbirds due to greater vegetative cover.
F. Bats
Due to the lack of vegetation and structures on the property, there is very limited foraging
and/or roosting habitat for bats. Four trees located on the property provide some potential
roosting habitat for non-breeding bats, however there is a low probability for their
occurrence. San Pedro Creek and the drainage swale near the property could potentially
serve as foraging habitat for a variety of bat species.
Western Red Bat
The western red bat is a California Species of Special Concern. The western red bat is
found throughout California, except the Great Basin Region. These bats are primarily
found in riparian habitats, where they forage for moths and other invertebrates. Western
red bats are typically found roosting alone in dense clumps of foliage near riparian areas.
They prefer roosting in willows, cottonwoods or sycamores, but will roost in other trees
and shrubs with adequate cover. Roosts are often hidden and only accessible from below.
There is low potential for this species to occur on the property, due to the lack of dense
foliage for roosting. There is a very low potential for this species to breed on the property,
as no breeding colonies have been documented in the region.
G. Special Status Plants and Rare Plant Communities
15 (fifteen) special status plant species have been documented to occur within a 3 mile
radius of the property (CNDDB, 2014). These are: King’s Mountain manzanita
(Arctostaphylos regismontana), arcuate bush mallow (Malacothamnus arcuatus), Choris’s
popcorn-flower (Plagiobothrys chorisianus var. chorisianus), coast yellow leptosiphon
(Leptosiphon croceus), coastal triquetrella (Triquetrella californica), Franciscan onion
(Allium peninsulare var. franciscanum), Franciscan thistle (Cirsium andrewsii), Hickman’s
cinquefoil (Potentilla hickmanii), Montara manzanita (Arctostaphylos montaraensis),
pappose tarplant (Centromadia parryi ssp. parryi), rose leptosiphon (Leptosiphon
rosaceus), San Francisco collinsia (Collinsia multicolor), San Francisco gumplant
(Grindelia hirsutula var. maritima), San Francisco Bay spineflower (Chorizanthe
cuspidata var. cuspidata), and western leatherwood (Dirca occidentalis).
No special status plant species were observed on the property during initial surveys. In
addition, no special status plant species are expected to occur onsite due to the disturbed
conditions of the site, and the abundance of invasive plant species on the property. The
project site was heavily disturbed by grading activities in the past, and neighboring
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properties have also been disturbed. These activities have eliminated the potential for rare
plant species to be present.

IX. Recommended Conservation Measures
Recommended measures to prevent impacts to special status species, raptors and roosting
bats are listed below:
California Red-Legged Frog


BIO-1 - To avoid impacts to California red-legged frogs the following measures are
recommended:


a) Staging areas and access routes to any work areas will be delineated and
inspected by the project biologist prior to establishment to avoid
unnecessary impacts to California red-legged frogs and their habitat;



b) Exclusion fencing will be erected around the project boundary prior to
the onset of project activities. Fencing will be a minimum of 3 feet in height
and buried in the soil to inhibit California red-legged frogs from entering
the project area;



c) Once the exclusion fence is installed, a pre-construction survey will be
conducted to ensure that no California red-legged frogs are present in the
restoration area;



d) Before any construction activities begin, worker education and awareness
training will be conducted for all construction crews and contractors that
access the site for any period of time. The education training will be
conducted prior to starting work on the project and upon the arrival of any
new worker. The training will include a brief review of the California redlegged frog life history, field identification, habitat requirements, location
of sensitive areas, possible fines for violations, avoidance measures, and
correction actions if sensitive species are encountered. The program will
cover the mitigation measures, environmental permits and regulatory
compliance requirements as applicable. In addition, a record of all personnel
trained during the project will be maintained for compliance verification;



e) During project activities, all trash that may attract predators will be
properly contained, removed from the work site and disposed of regularly.
Following construction, all trash and construction debris will be removed
from work areas;



f) Tightly woven fiber netting or similar material shall be used for erosion
control or other purposes at the project to ensure that CRF do not get
trapped. Plastic mono-filament netting (erosion control matting), rolled
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erosion control products or similar material shall not be used at the project
site because red-legged frogs and other species may become entangled or
trapped in it;


g) All practicable erosion control Best Management Practices (BMPs) will
be implemented to minimize the potential of impacts to water quality of the
adjacent drainage swale and San Pedro Creek.

Nesting Migratory Birds, Including Raptors


BIO-2 - If demolition, renovation and/or construction or tree removal and/or tree
trimming activities are proposed during the bird nesting season (February 15 –
August 31), then preconstruction surveys for nesting birds including raptors, shall
be conducted by a qualified biologist within 300 feet of the construction area, prior
to, and within one week of construction. If active bird nests are found, and project
activities could potentially impact nesting success as determined by a qualified
biologist, all necessary permits would be obtained from the US Fish and Wildlife
Service Migratory Bird Treaty Office and the Department of Fish and Game.

Roosting Bats


BIO-3 - To avoid impacts to roosting bats within the project area, pre-construction
bat emergence surveys shall be conducted by a qualified biologist prior to removal
of any trees. If a breeding colony of bats is identified on site, the Department of
Fish and Wildlife will be consulted for guidance.

Invasive Species


BIO- 4 - No invasive nonnative plants, as listed by the California Invasive Plant
Council on-line database (Cal-IPC 2014), should be planted on the property.

Heritage Trees


BIO- 5 - Two Monterey cypress trees on the property may meet the definition of a
heritage tree (one multi-trunked (12” – 16” DBH), and one 18”DBH single trunk
tree. Removal of these trees may require a permit from the City of Pacifica.
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APPENDIX A. Special Status Plant and Animal Species in Vicinity of the Project Site
In evaluating on-site habitat suitability for special status plant and wildlife species within
the study area, relevant literature, knowledge of regional flora and fauna, the California
Natural Diversity Database (CNDDB), and observations made during the field
investigations were used as analysis criteria. Special status species occurrences for the 9
surrounding USGS 7.5 minute quadrangles in the CNDDB were reviewed. Species that
have no potential for occurrence due to their occurrence within distinctly different habitat
types than that which occur on the property (i.e. species that occur within marine tidal
areas, salt marshes, serpentine grasslands, sand dunes, and vernal pools) were eliminated
from consideration.
Criteria determinations for potential occurrence of special status species are divided into
the five categories described below. These determination categories appear in the
following table, which provides a summary of the status, flowering phenology, habitat
suitability and local distribution of each potentially occurring species.
•
Not Expected denotes situations where suitable habitat or key habitat elements are
either absent, or may be present but of poor quality or isolated from the nearest extant
occurrences. Incompatible habitat suitability refers to elevation, geology, soil chemistry
and type, vegetation communities, microhabitats, and degraded/significantly altered
habitats. These factors create unsuitable ecological conditions for the consideration of even
a low occurrence potential within the study area.
•
Low Potential indicates species not observed during field investigations but have
some (low) probability for occurrence based on habitats present on site.
•
Moderate Potential indicates species not observed during field investigations but
have some (medium) probability for occurrence based on habitats present on site. Some
documented occurrences of species occur in the general region.
•
High Potential indicates the presence of suitable habitat or key habitat elements that
potentially support species, and documented presence of species in surrounding,
contiguous area.
•
Present indicates the species was either observed directly or its presence was
confirmed by diagnostic sign (i.e. tracks, scat, burrows, carcasses, castings, prey remains,
etc.) during field investigations.
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Species Name

Status

INVERTEBRATES
Fed: FE
Mission blue
CA: none
butterfly
Plebejus icarioides
missionensis

Monarch butterfly
Danaus plexippus

Fed: none
CA: O

Myrtle’s
silverspot
butterfly
Speyeria zerene
myrtleae

Fed: FE
CA: none

San Bruno elfin
butterfly
Callophrys mossii
bayensis

Fed: FE
CA: none

Habitat
WILDLIFE
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Potential to Occur
Onsite

The mission blue butterfly inhabits grasslands
within the coastal fogbelt in southern Marin, San
Francisco, and San Mateo counties in California
that contain one or all three of its larvae
foodplants (Lupinus albifrons, L. formosus, and
L. variicolor). Nectar plants for this species are
also an important habitat component for this
species, and include a variety of native
wildflowers and nonnative thistles. The mission
blue butterfly is univoltine and has a flight
period that extends from late March to mid-June.
Monarch butterflies require wind protected tree
groves along the California coast for nectaring,
migratory roosting, and wintering sites. Roosting
sites are also located in isolated locations
bordering San Francisco Bay. Blue gum
Eucalyptus (Eucalyptus globulus) is commonly
used by monarch butterflies as nectaring and
roosting sites. Monterey pine (Pinus radiata)
and Monterey cypress (Cupressus macrocarpa)
groves may also provide roosting habitat for
monarch butterflies.
The Myrtle’s silverspot butterfly is a medium
sized butterfly that is found in coastal dune or
coastal prairie habitat. Females lay their eggs in
the debris and dried stems of their larval host
plant blue violet (Viola adunca). Adults feed on
nectar from flowers including hairy gumweed
(Grindelia hirsutula), coastal sand verbena
(Abronia latifolia), mints and thistles.
Populations were formerly found in dunes and
bluffs from San Mateo County north to the
mouth of the Russian River in Sonoma County.
The adult flight season ranges from late June to
early September.

Not Expected
No suitable habitat present
on the property.

The adult San Bruno elfin butterfly is restricted
to primarily north-facing grasslands and rocky
outcrops containing its larval host plant, Pacific
stonecrop (Sedum spathulifoilum) in the fog belt
in San Mateo County in California. Presence of
suitable nectar plants such as Lomatium sp. and
Berberis pinnata are important habitat
components. The San Bruno elfin butterfly
currently is known only from San Bruno
Mountain, Malagra Ridge, Sweeney Ridge,
Whiting Ridge, and Montara Mountain in San
Mateo County, California. The flight period of
the San Bruno elfin butterfly is limited to the
early spring, from late February to mid-April.

Not Expected
No suitable habitat present
on the property.

Low Potential
Limited wintering habitat
present within eucalyptus
trees on property.

Not Expected
Species is believed to be
extirpated from San Mateo
County. No suitable habitat
present on the property.
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Species Name
Bumblebee scarab
beetle
Lichnanthe ursina

FISH
Steelhead - central
California coast
DPS Oncorhynchus
mykiss irideus

Status

Potential to Occur
Onsite

Fed: None
CA: None
G2S2

Inhabits coastal sand dunes of Sonoma, Marin,
San Francisco and San Mateo counties. Usually
flies close to sand surface near the crest of the
dunes. In flight season, adult beetles are active
during the day and are strong fliers. Adults
emerge from belowground to seek mates.
Females likely emit a pheromone that males
follow to locate them. Eggs likely are laid
belowground, and the grub-like larvae feed and
grow underground, perhaps for more than one
year (Baye 2004). They may feed on plant
detritus or roots or both. Pupation probably also
is below the sand surface.

Not Expected
No suitable habitat present
within project area

Fed: FT,
CH
CA: none

Restricted to coastal streams and streams that
enter San Francisco Bay. Requires beds of clean
gravel for spawning and pools that last year
round for rearing. Often found in streams with
dense riparian canopy and cool oxygenated
water. Must have access to SF Bay or ocean for
migration. This species is present in San
Francisquito Creek, and in larger, perennial
creeks in the region.

Not Expected
Spawning habitat found in
San Pedro Creek, however
drainage within project area
is not suitable habitat.

A medium-sized frog that inhabits lowlands &
foothills in or near permanent sources of deep
water with dense, shrubby or emergent riparian
vegetation up to 1,500 meters in elevation
(Stebbins 2003). Range extends from Redding to
Baja California, Mexico with hybridization
occurring with the California red-legged frog
from the Oregon border to Marin County.
Breeding occurs between November and April in
standing or slow moving water at least 0.7
meters (2 ½ feet) in depth with emergent
vegetation, such as cattails (Typha spp.), tules
(Scirpus spp.) or overhanging willows (Salix
spp.). Habitat for this species is located in
several areas on the San Francisco Peninsula
where suitable ponds, marshes, streams with
adjacent uplands are present.
A highly aquatic subspecies of the common
garter snake endemic to the San Francisco Bay
Area, San Francisco garter snakes are distributed
along the western San Francisco Peninsula from
the southern San Francisco County border south
to Waddell Lagoon south of Año Nuevo and as
far west as Crystal Springs Reservoir. The
species often occurs near ponds, marshes,
streams and other wetlands associated with
cattails, bulrushes, and rushes. Mating occurs
shortly after they leave their winter retreats in
May and females give birth to live young
between June and September. Species may
hibernate in upland habitats near water in
fossorial mammal burrows and other refuges, or
remain active year-round weather permitting.
Critical Habitat has not been designated for this
species.

Moderate Potential
Species is known to occur in
San Pedro Creek. Drainage
west of property does not
provide breeding habitat.
Species could occur in area
during dispersal events.

AMPHIBIANS AND REPTILES
Fed: FT, CH
California redCA: SSC
legged frog
Rana draytonii
IUCN:VU

San Francisco
garter snake
Thamnophis sirtalis
tetrataenia

Habitat
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Fed: FE
CA: SE, FP

Low Potential
Species has been
documented in natural
ponds/freshwater marshes in
the region, but is unlikely to
utilize drainage on the
property.
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Species Name

Status

BIRDS
Cooper’s hawk
Accipiter cooperii
(nesting)

Fed: none
CA: WL

Osprey
Pandion haliaetus

Fed: none
CA: none

Golden eagle
Aquila chrysaetos
(nesting and
wintering)

Fed: none
CA: SSC,
WL, FP
BCC

Lawrence’s
goldfinch
Carduelis
lawrencei
(nesting)
Loggerhead
shrike
Lanius
ludovicianus
(nesting)

Fed: none
CA: none
ABC, BCC

Long-eared owl
Asio otus
(nesting)

Fed: none
CA: SSC

Marbled murrelet
Brachyramphus
marmoratus
(nesting)

Fed: FT, CH
CA: SE
ABC

Merlin
Falco columbarius
(wintering)

Fed: none
CA: WL

Nuttall’s
woodpecker
Picoides nuttallii
(nesting)

Fed: none
CA: none
ABC

Fed: none
CA: SSC
BCC

Habitat
Inhabits dense stands of oak woodlands, riparian
deciduous forests, or other forest habitats often
near water & suburban areas. Hunts in broken
woodlands & along forest edges. Breeding
begins in April; single-brooded (Baicich &
Harrison 2005).
Medium-sized raptor that preys almost
exclusively on fish. Found in a wide variety of
habitats, but always within close proximity to a
water source hosting an adequate supply of
accessible fish. Breeds November-March.
(BNAO)
A large diurnal raptor that nests on cliffs and in
large trees in open areas. Forages in open terrain
including grasslands, deserts, savannahs and
early successional stages of forest and shrub
habitats. Breeding begins in February to late
May; single-brooded (Baicich & Harrison 2005).
Inhabits arid oak/pine woodlands, foothills and
chaparral from northern California west of the
Sierra Nevada south to Baja California, Mexico.
Breeding begins in March; double-brooded
(Baicich & Harrison 2005).
Inhabits a variety of habitats from open
grasslands and scrub to woodlands and riparian
areas. Species typically uses fenceposts, shrubs
and small trees for perching while foraging in
open habitats. Year-round resident of California.
Breeding begins in February; double to triplebrooded (Baicich & Harrison 2005).
Inhabits riparian and live oak woodlands near
meadows and forested habitats. Occurs in dense
conifer stands at higher elevations. An
uncommon species in the San Francisco Bay
Area. Breeds from March to July.
Occurs year-round in marine subtidal and
pelagic habits from Oregon to Point Sal, Santa
Barbara. Uses stands of mature Douglas fir and
redwoods up to 40 miles inland for nesting.
Nests from May to September. Nest is a slight
depression on a platform, usually a large limb
often covered with lichen or moss. Lays one
egg. Adults commute from ocean to nest site
daily. Habitat loss from logging and
development has severely impacted this species
throughout its range.
Winters throughout California, breeds in
northern states, Canada and Alaska. Wintering
habitat included open forests, grasslands,
agricultural fields, mud flats and urban areas.
Feeds primarily on small birds. Breeding begins
in May; single-brooded (Baicich & Harrison
2005).
Inhabits oak woodland and mixed riparian
woodlands. Forage along bark of trees for
insects; also feeds on acorns. Cavity nester.
Breeding begins in March; single-brooded
(Baicich & Harrison 2005).
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Potential to Occur
Onsite
Low Potential
Suitable nesting habitat not
present on property, but
species may forage in area.
Not Expected
No suitable habitat present.

Not Expected
No suitable habitat present.

Not Expected
This species is rarely
detected in San Mateo
County, and typically does
not breed in coastal habitats.
Low Potential
Limited foraging habitat
present on property

Not Expected
No suitable habitat present

Not Expected
No suitable habitat present.

Not Expected
No suitable nesting habitat
present. Marginal foraging
habitat present on property.

Low Potential
Foraging and nesting habitat
in trees adjacent to property.
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Species Name

Status

Oak titmouse
Baeolophus
inornatus
(nesting)

Fed: none
CA: none
ABC

Purple martin
Progne subis
(nesting)

Fed: none
CA: SSC

Saltmarsh
Common
Yellowthroat
Geothlypis trichas
sinuosa

Fed: None
CA: SSC
BCC

Sharp-shinned
hawk
Accipiter striatus
(nesting)

Fed: none
CA: WL

White-tailed kite
Elanus leucurus
(nesting)

Fed: none
CA: FP

Yellow-breasted
chat
Icteria virens
(nesting)

Fed: none
CA: SSC

MAMMALS
American badger
Taxidea taxus

Fed: none
CA: SSC

Habitat
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Potential to Occur
Onsite

Primarily an oak obligate species, the oak
titmouse inhabits oak woodlands, oak savannahs,
pinyon and juniper woodlands and occasionally
suburban areas with oaks. Year-round resident
throughout much of California. Breeding begins
in March; single-brooded (Baicich & Harrison
2005).
Nests in tall, old trees near a body of water in
open forests, woodlands, & riparian habitats.
Forages in valley foothills, meadows, grasslands,
montane hardwood, riparian habitats, closedcone pine-cypress, ponderosa pine, Douglas fir,
& redwood forests. Breeding begins in March;
primarily single-brooded (Baicich & Harrison
2005).
The saltmarsh common yellowthroat is a wood
warbler that typically inhabits freshwater,
brackish and saltwater wetlands in the San
Francisco Bay Area. The species is a year round
resident in the Bay area. The species can be
found to utilize dense vegetation in wetlands,
marshes, estuaries, prairies and riparian areas. It
nests in dense shrubs or emergent vegetation
near or over water. Breeds April to July; doublebrooded (Baicich & Harrison 2005; Zeiner, et al
1990).
Inhabits north-facing slopes in conifers,
including ponderosa pine, black oak, & Jeffrey
pines, preferably in riparian areas. Forages
primarily for small birds along woodland edges
& openings, hedgerows, brushy pastures, &
shorelines. Breeding begins in April; singlebrooded (Baicich & Harrison 2005).
Inhabits grasslands, agriculture fields, oak
woodlands, savannah and riparian habitats in
rural and urban areas. Feeds primarily on
California voles. Forages over grassland and
nests in shrubs and trees. Year-round resident of
Central and Coastal California. Breeding begins
in February; sometimes double-brooded (Baicich
& Harrison 2005).
A large, secretive wood warbler that inhabits
riparian thickets, pond margins, marshes,
hedgerows, old pastures and edge habitats in
forests especially regenerating burned and
logged areas (Eckerle and Thompson 2001,
Baicich & Harrison 2005). Distributed
throughout northern California and the Central
Valley. Nests in dense shrubs up to eight feet in
height; breeding begins in early April; doublebrooded (Baicich & Harrison 2005).

Not Expected
No suitable habitat on
property.

A large mustelid that inhabits open areas with
friable soils within woodland, grassland,
savannah and desert habitats. A fossorial
mammal that preys predominately on ground
squirrels (Ammospermophilus and Spermophilus
spp.) and pocket gophers (Thomomys spp.).
Mating occurs in late summer; young are born in
March and April.

Not Expected
No suitable habitat present
on property.

Not Expected
No suitable habitat present
on property. Species is a
rare nester in San Mateo
County (SAS 2006).

Low Potential
Suitable foraging and
nesting habitat found in
adjacent areas, but not on
site.

Not Expected
No suitable nesting habitat
on property. Species is a
rare nester in San Mateo
County (SAS 2006).
Low Potential
Adjacent properties have
marginal nesting and
foraging habitat. No suitable
habitat on property.

Not Expected
No suitable habitat present
on property.
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Species Name

Status

Big free-tail bat
Nyctinomops
macrotis

Fed: none
CA: SSC
WBWG MH

Yuma myotis
Myotis yumanensis

Fed: none
CA: none
WBWG:LM

Townsend’s bigeared bat
Corynorhinus
townsendii

Fed: none
CA: SCE
USFS
WBWG-H

Fringed myotis
Myotis thysanodes

Fed: none
CA: none
WBWG-H

Western red bat
Lasiurus
blossevillii

Fed: none
CA: SSC
WBWG-H

Hoary bat
Lasiurus cinereus

Fed: none
CA: none
WBWG-M

Habitat
Big free-tail bat ranges from most of South
America northward to include Mexico, Arizona,
New Mexico, southern and western Texas,
southern California and southeastern Nevada,
southern Utah, and north to central Colorado.
The species is migratory, and the known
elevational range is from near sea level to about
8,500 ft (2,600 meters). Big free-tail bats appear
to mainly inhabit rugged, rocky habitats in arid
landscapes. The species has been found in a
variety of plant associations, including desert
shrub, woodlands, and evergreen forests.
Yuma myotis are small bats closely associated
with water. They forage for aquatic emergent
insects, and are commonly found around slow
moving water bodies. They also readily adapt to
urban environments and can be found roosting
under bridges and other man-made structures.
These bats generally form large maternity
colonies in summer and spend the rest of the
year alone or in small groups.
A cave rooster and moth specialist. Inhabits
caves and mines, but may also use bridges,
buildings, rock crevices and tree hollows in
coastal lowlands, cultivated valleys and nearby
hills characterized by mixed vegetation
throughout California below 3,300 meters.
Exhibits high site fidelity and is highly sensitive
to disturbance. Forages along edge habitats near
water; may travel long distances during foraging
bouts. It is a moth specialist with over 90% of its
diet composed of lepidopterans.
Exhibits a strong roosting preference for large
trees and snags, but will use buildings, caves,
rock crevices, etc. if necessary. Inhabits a variety
of woodland, scrub and grassland habitats up to
2,850 meters throughout California except for
Central Valley and southern deserts. Forages
great distances and is active during winter
months. Highly sensitive to human disturbance.
Found throughout California, except the Great
Basin region. Primarily a riparian obligate
species, it is easily distinguished from other bats
by its red fur. Roosting typically occurs
individually in dense clumps of tree foliage in
riparian areas, especially willows, cottonwoods
and sycamores, and within orchards and
suburban areas in trees and shrubs. Roosts are
often hidden from view and only access from
below). Primarily a moth specialist, but will
forage for other insects as well.
Ubiquitous throughout California. A solitary
foliage rooster that prefers evergreens, but will
use deciduous trees in forested habitats,
particularly in edge habitat. May forage in small
to large groups. Feeds primarily on moths, but
will eat a variety of other insects. Migrates great
distances.
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Potential to Occur
Onsite

Not Expected
No suitable roosting habitat
on property. Rare migrant
along San Mateo County
coast.

Not Expected
No suitable roosting habitat
on the property.

Not Expected
No suitable habitat present
on property.

Not Expected
No suitable habitat on the
property.

Low Potential
Very limited potential
roosting habitat on property.
Does not breed in region.

Low Potential
Very limited potential
roosting habitat is present.
This species has been
detected in several locations
in San Mateo County
(CNDDB 2014). This
species is unlikely to breed
in the region.
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Species Name

Status

Long-legged
myotis
Myotis volans

Fed: none
CA: none
WBWG-H

Pallid bat
Antrozous pallidus

Fed: none
CA: SSC,
USFS,
WBWG-H

San Francisco
dusky-footed
woodrat
Neotoma fuscipes
annectens

Fed: none
CA: SSC

King’s Mountain
manzanita
Arctostaphylos
regismontana

Fed: none
CA: none
CNPS 1B.2

Arcuate bush
mallow
Malacothamnus
arcuatus
Choris’s popcornflower
Plagiobothrys
chorisianus var.
chorisianus
Coast yellow
leptosiphon
Leptosiphon
croceus
Coastal
triquetrella
Triquetrella
californica

Habitat
Inhabits pinyon and juniper coniferous forests
above 1,200 meters and seasonally in woodland,
riparian and desert habitats throughout
California except in the Central Valley and
southern deserts. Roosts under exfoliating bark
in small groups, but may also use rock crevices,
cliffs and manmade structures in absence of old
growth trees. Forages aerially around the forest
canopy.
Inhabits rocky terrain in open areas in lowlands,
foothills and mountainous areas near water
throughout California below 2,000 meters. Roost
in caves, rock crevices, mines, hollow trees,
buildings and bridges in arid regions in low
numbers (<200). Active from March-November;
migrates in some areas, but may hibernate
locally. Preys on large beetles and scorpions.
This species is typically found in dry grasslands
and oak savannah habitats, and currently can be
detected in the south and east San Francisco Bay
area.
Inhabits chaparral, coastal scrub, oak woodland,
and riparian woodland in the San Francisco Bay
Area. They exhibit high site fidelity and may
live in the same nest community for generations.
Nest structures are key indicator of their
presence and are easily identified by their large,
conical appearance. Species is typically not
associated with urban areas due to lack of
suitable native woodland plants used for
foraging, and increased predation pressure from
feral and domestic cats. Typically does not nest
in human structures, unless suitable foraging
habitat is adjacent.
PLANTS
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Potential to Occur
Onsite

Not Expected
No suitable roosting habitat
on the property.

Not Expected
No suitable roosting habitat
on the property.

Not Expected
This species is common in
oak woodlands and
chaparral habitats in region.
No sign of woodrat presence
(middens etc.) were
identified on property
during surveys.

Perennial evergreen shrub that occurs on granitic
or sandstone in broadleafed upland forest,
chaparral and north Coast coniferous forest.
Flowers from January – April.

Not Expected
No suitable habitat present.

Fed: none
CA: none
CNPS 1B.2

An evergreen shrub that occurs ultramafic
chaparral, gravelly alluvium. Flowers from April
– Sep.

Not Expected
No suitable habitat present.

Fed: none
CA: none
CNPS 1B.2

Annual herb that occurs in chaparral, coastal
scrub, coastal prairie, mesic sites. Flowers from
March – June.

Not Expected
No suitable habitat present.

Fed: None
CA: None
CNPS 1B.1

Annual herb that occurs in coastal bluff scrub
and coastal prairie habitats. Known from fewer
than five occurrences. Flowers from April – May

Not Expected
No suitable habitat present

Fed: None
CA: None
CNPS:1B.2

Moss found in coastal bluff scrub and coastal
scrub habitats.

Not Expected
Only known occurrence in
area not close to project site.
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Species Name
Franciscan onion
Allium peninsulare
var. franciscanum

Fed: none
CA: none
CNPS 1B.2

Franciscan thistle
Cirsium andrewsii

Fed: none
CA: none
CNPS 1B.2

Hickman’s
cinquefoil
Potentilla
hickmanii

Fed:
Endangered
CA:
Endangered
CNPS: 1B.1
Fed: None
CA: None
CNPS:1B.2

Montara
Manzanita
Arctostaphylos
montaraensis
Pappose tarplant
Centromadia
parryi ssp. parryi
Rose leptosiphon
Leptosiphon
rosaceus
San Francisco
collinsia
Collinsia
multicolor
San Francisco
gumplant
Grindelia hirsutula
var. maritima
San Francisco Bay
spineflower
Chorizanthe
cuspidata var.
cuspidata
Western
leatherwood
Dirca occidentalis

Fed: None
CA: None
CNPS:1B.2
Fed: none
CA: none
CNPS:1B.1
Fed: none
CA: none
CNPS 1B.2
Fed: None
CA: none
CNPS:3.2
Fed: none
CA: none
CNPS:1B.2

Fed: none
CA: none
CNPS 1B.2

RARE COMMUNITIES
--G1 S1.2
1

Habitat

Status
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Potential to Occur
Onsite

Bulbiferous herb found in cismontane woodland,
valley and foothill grassland. Clay soils, often on
serpentine. Dry hillsides. Flowers from May –
June.
Perennial herb found in coastal bluff scrub,
broadleaved upland forest, and coastal scrub,
sometimes on serpentine seeps. Flowers from
March – July.
Perennial herb with a yellow flower. Found in
coastal bluff scrub, closed-cone coniferous
forest, vernal mesic meadows and seeps, and
freshwater marshes and swamps. Flowers from
April – August.
Perennial evergreen shrub that occurs in
maritime chaparral and coastal scrub. Known
from fewer than 10 occurrences. Flowers from
January – March.
Annual herb found primarily in alkaline areas
within chaparral coastal prairie, meadows and
seeps, coastal salt marshes and swamps, and
vernal mesic valley and foothill grassland.
Flowers from May – November.
Annual herb found in coastal bluff scrub habitat.
Flowers from April – July.

Not Expected
No suitable habitat present.

Annual herb that occurs in moist shady
woodland, associated with California buckeye,
honeysuckle, ferns, coast live oak, poison oak.
Flowers from March – May.
Perennial herb found in sandy or serpentinic
areas within coastal bluff scrub, coastal scrub,
valley and foothill grassland. Flowers from June
– September.
Annual herb that occurs in sandy areas within
coastal bluff scrub, coastal dunes, coastal prairie,
and coastal scrub. Flowers from April - August

Not Expected
No suitable habitat present.

Deciduous shrub that occurs on mesic sites in
broadleaved upland forest, closed-cone
coniferous forest, chaparral, cismontane
woodland, North Coast coniferous forest,
riparian scrub, and riparian woodland. Flowers
from January – April.

Not Expected
No suitable habitat present.

Northern Maritime Chaparral

Not Present

Not Expected
No suitable habitat present.
Not Expected
No suitable habitat present.

Not Expected
No suitable habitat present.
Not Expected
No suitable habitat present.

Not Expected
No suitable habitat present.

Not Expected
No suitable habitat present.
Not Expected
No suitable habitat present.

Explanation of State and Federal Listing Codes
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Federal listing codes:
FE
Federally listed as Endangered
FT
Federally listed as Threatened
FPE
Federally proposed for listing as Endangered
FPT

Federally proposed for listing as Threatened

FPD
FC

Federally proposed for delisting
Federal candidate species (former Category 1 candidates)

SC
CH
SSC
FSC
SLC
ABC
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California listing codes:
SE
State listed as Endangered
ST
State listed as Threatened
SCE
State candidate for listing as
Endangered
SCT
State candidate for listing as
Threatened
SCD State candidate for delisting
SSC
California Species of Special
Concern
FP
Fully Protected
WL
Watch List

Species of Concern (NMFS regulated species only)
Critical Habitat (Proposed or Final) is designated
Species of Special Concern designated by the Marine Mammal Commission
Federal Species of Concern – No longer maintained by USFWS Sacramento Regional Office
Species of local concern or conservation importance – No longer maintained by USFWS
The American Bird conservancy maintains a Green List of all the highest priority birds for conservation in the continental
United States and Canada. Based off the species assessments prepared by Partners in Flight (PIF) and has been expanded
to include shorebirds, waterbirds and waterfowl.
AFS
American Fisheries Society identifies marine, estuarine and diadromous fish species that are at risk of extinction in North
America. The AFS has designated the following four classifications in order of conservation importance E – Endangered,
T – Threatened, V – Vulnerable, and CD – Conservation Dependent.
Audubon Audubon Watchlist: RED: species in this category are declining rapidly, have very small populations or limited ranges
and face major conservation threats. These typically are species of global conservation concern. YELLOW: this category
includes those species that are also declining but at a slower rate than those in the red category. These typically are species
of national conservation concern. GREEN: species in this category are not declining, have unknown trends, or have very
large population sizes; and are not included on the Watchlist.
BCC
U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service Birds of Conservation Concern. List of migratory and nonmigratory bird species (beyond
those already designated as federally threatened or endangered) that represent the Service’s highest conservation priorities.
BLM
Bureau of Land Management. Species designated as “Sensitive Species” are treated with the same level of protection that
is given to federal candidate species.
CNPS
California Native Plant Society. CNPS 1B = California Native Plant Society: rare or endangered in CA or elsewhere. 0.1:
Seriously endangered in California; 0.2: Fairly endangered in California, CNPS 2 = California Native Plant Society: rare
or endangered in CA but more common elsewhere., CNPS 3 = California Native Plant Society: more information is
needed to determine degree of sensitivity, CNPS 4 = California Native Plant Society: plant of limited distribution.
CDFWC California Department of Fish and Wildlife Code: §3503 prohibits the taking, possession or needless destruction of the
nest or eggs of any bird; §3503.5 prohibits the taking, possession or destruction of any bird in the order Falconiformes or
Strigiformes (birds-of-prey) or the taking, possession or destruction of the nest or eggs of any such bird; §3511 outlines
protection for fully protected birds; and §3513 prohibits the taking or possession of any migratory non-game bird as
designated in the Migratory Bird Treaty Act.
USFS
USDA Forest Service designates species as “sensitive” that are not listed or proposed for listing by the federal Endangered
Species Act for which population viability is a concern, as evidenced by significant current or predicted downward trends
in population numbers or density, or significant current or predicted downward trends in habitat capability that would
reduce a species’ existing distribution.
MBTA
Migratory Bird Treaty Act. Species of migratory birds protected by the Migratory Bird Treaty Act (16 U.S.C. 703-711)
and subject to the regulations on migratory birds contained in this subchapter B of title 50 CFR.
MNBMC Migratory Nongame Bird of Management Concern: Considered to be of concern in the U.S. due to documented or
apparent population decline, small or restricted population, or dependence on restricted or vulnerable habitat.
0
Regionally Unique Species, considered under CEQA.
Special Animal
“Special Animals” is a general term that refers to all of the taxa the CNDDB is interested in tracking, regardless of
their legal or protection status. This list is also referred to as the list of “species at risk” or “special status species”. The
Department of Fish and Game considers the taxa on this list to be those of greatest conservation need.
USBC
The United States Bird Conservation Watch List. Includes the Partners in Flight (PIF) Watch List, the United States
Shorebird Conservation Plan Watch List and the Waterbird Conservation for the Americas Watch List.
WBWG The Western Bat Working Group. H – High Priority indicates species that are imperiled or are at high risk of imperilment
based on available information on distribution, status, ecology and known threats; M – Medium Priority indicates a lack of
information to assess the species’ status; L – Low Priority indicates relatively stable populations based on available data.
The WBWG also uses intermediary designations including MH – Medium-High and LM – Low-Medium priorities.
Xerces
Xerces Society for Invertebrate Conservation. Red List identifies endangered, threatened or at-risk pollinator species. PE –
Possibly Extinct indicates species only known from historical occurrences; CI – Critically Imperiled indicates species at
very high risk of extinction; I – Imperiled indicates species at high risk of extinction; V – Vulnerable indicates species at
moderate risk of extinction; DD – Data Deficient indicates lack of information to sufficiently assess status.

GLOBAL RANKING
The global rank (G-rank) is a reflection of the overall condition of an element throughout its global range.
SPECIES OR NATURAL COMMUNITY LEVEL
G1 = Less than 6 viable element occurrences (Eos) OR less than 1,000 individuals OR less than 2,000 acres.
G2 = 6-20 Eos OR 1,000-3,000 individuals OR 2,000-10,000 acres.
G3 = 21-80 Eos OR 3,000-10,000 individuals OR 10,000-50,000 acres.
G4 = Apparently secure; this rank is clearly lower than G3 but factors exist to cause some concern; i.e., there is
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some threat, or somewhat narrow habitat.
G5 = Population or stand demonstrably secure to ineradicable due to being commonly found in the world.
SUBSPECIES LEVEL
Subspecies receive a T-rank attached to the G-rank. With the subspecies, the G-rank reflects the condition of the entire
species, whereas the T-rank reflects the global situation of just the subspecies or variety.
For example: Chorizanthe robusta var. hartwegii. This plant is ranked G2TI. The G-rank refers to the whole species
range i.e., Chorizanthe robusta. The T-rank refers only to the global condition of var. hartwegii.
STATE RANKING
The state rank (S-rank) is assigned much the same way as the global rank, except state ranks in California often also
contain a threat designation attached to the S-rank.
S1 = Less than 6 viable Eos OR less than 1,000 individuals OR less than 2,000 acres
S1.1 = very threatened
S1.2 = threatened
S1.3 = no current threats known
S2 = 6-20 Eos OR 1,000-3,000 individuals OR 2,000-10,000 acres
S2.1 = very threatened
S2.2 = threatened
S2.3 = no current threats known
S3 = 21-80 Eos or 3,000-10,000 individuals OR 10,000-50,000 acres
S3.1 = very threatened
S3.2 = threatened
S3.3 = no current threats known
S4 = Apparently secure within California; this rank is clearly lower than S3 but factors exist to cause some concern;
i.e. there is some threat, or somewhat narrow habitat.
S5 = Demonstrably secure to ineradicable in California. NO THREAT RANK.
Notes:
1. Other considerations used when ranking a species or natural community include the pattern of distribution of the
element on the landscape, fragmentation of the population/stands, and historical extent as compared to its modern range.
It is important to take a bird’s eye or aerial view when ranking sensitive elements rather
than simply counting Eos.
2. Uncertainty about the rank of an element is expressed in two major ways: By expressing the rank as a range of values:
e.g., S2S3 means the rank is somewhere between S2 and S3. By adding a ? to the rank: e.g., S2? This represents more
certainty than S2S3, but less than S2.
3. Other symbols GH All sites are historical; the element has not been seen for at least 20 years, but suitable habitat still
exists (SH = All California sites are historical). GX All sites are extirpated; this element is extinct in the wild (SX = All
California sites are extirpated). GXC Extinct in the wild; exists in cultivation. G1Q The element is very rare, but there are
taxonomic questions associated with it. T Rank applies to a subspecies or variety.
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APPENDIX B: Plant and Animal Species Observed on Site.
The following species were detected on the property at APN 023-72-010, Pacifica, CA
Wildlife were detected by sight, aurally or by sign (e.g. scat, tracks, burrows).
Plants1

Mammals

Birds

*Observed by sign

Species

Common Name

Malva parviflora
Avena ssp.
Baccharis pilularis
Bromus californica
Foeniculum vulgare
Conium maculatum
Plantago coronopus
Oxalis pes-caprae
Tropaeolum majus
Delairea oderata
Hedera helix
Convolvulus sp.
Holcus lanatus
Lactuca saligna
Cortaderia sp.
Lolium multiflorum
Picris echioides
Hesperocyparis macrocarpa
Rubus discolor
Rubus ursinus
Raphanus sativus
Eucalyptus globulus
Vinca major

cheeseweed
Wild oat
Coyote brush
California brome
Fennel
Poison hemlock
Cut-leaf plantain
Bermuda buttercup
garden nasturtium
Cape ivy
English ivy
bindweed
Velvet grass
Willow lettuce
Pampas/ Jubata grass
Italian wild rye
Bristly ox tongue
Monterey cypress
Himalaya blackberry
California blackberry
Wild radish
Blue gum eucalyptus
Periwinkle
eastern fox squirrel
*raccoon
*Botha’s pocket gopher
Western gull (flyover)
Red-tailed hawk (flyover)
Red-shouldered hawk (offsite)
Black phoebe
Red-winged blackbird
Golden-crowned sparrow
Red-shouldered hawk
Anna’s hummingbird
European starling
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APPENDIX C: Representative Photos of the Property
Figure C-1. View of property looking south. Photo date: 12/01/2014

Figure C-2. View of property looking north. Photo date:12/01/2014

Figure C-3. View of on property boundary on east (roadway behind shopping center).
Photo date: 12/01/2014
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Figure C-4. View of property boundary to west and drainage swale. Photo date:
12/01/2014
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Figure C-5. View of on southern boundary of property (looking east), at San Pedro Ave.
Eucalyptus trees shown in photo would be removed by project. Photo date: 12/01/2014.

Figure C-6. View of intermittent drainage swale (looking west). Photo date:
12/01/2014.
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Figure C-7. Small pool within swale on south side of swale, near San Pedro Avenue.
Photo date: March 14, 2014.

Figure C-8. Small pool within swale on south side of swale, near San Pedro Avenue,
Photo date: March 14, 2014.
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Growing up in Pacifica, I was fortunate to be part of a strong surf community that
supported each other and promoted a healthy lifestyle, love for the ocean, and respect
for the environment. I opened NorCal Surf Shop in 1991 with my friend Greg Savin, 4
years after we graduated from Terra Nova High School. We have grown and evolved
through the last 30 years, with the surf community in Pacifica. I am passionate about
fueling the community’s love for surfing and the ocean. Moreover, I am touched that
NorCal Surf Shop has been able to support the community in so many ways.
NorCal has hosted dozens of beach cleanups, as a hands-on way for surfers to
be stewards of the ocean. We also sponsor an art program for children at local public
schools where youth can learn how to create business logos and attain marketing skills.
In addition, NorCal regularly donates to local sports and school organizations as well as
community members in need. For example, King of the Coast was a recent fundraiser
NorCal hosted to raise money for a local child suffering from cancer. The proceeds
allowed him to get the medical help he needed to successfully recover from cancer. Our
surf contests have also raised money for local charities. For example, our contents
supported Surfers for Cetaceans, an organization that works to create awareness for
marine animal conservation.
Through the years, we have hosted 18 surf contests wherein thousands of
contestants have participated. Our contests give surfers an opportunity to earn prizes
and advance their surfing careers. We provide food, awards, raffles, and trophies. This
is a meaningful setting to recognize local surf legends and young surfers who are
progressing and gaining experience in the competitive circuit. In addition, NorCal
sponsors young surfers in Pacifica who are working toward becoming professional
surfers, giving them support so they can reach their goals. Currently, NorCal sponsors a
local team of six surfers for whom we provide custom shaped surfboards and free
clothing and accessories to further their aspirations of a career in surfing.
NorCal Surf Shop’s success has been largely due to our strong relationship with
the community. Giving back to the community has guided us in shaping our business
and the way it impacts our customers and the entirety of Pacifica. For 16 years we have
been renting our retail space in the Pedro Point Shopping Center from a landlord who is
not connected to the community or surfing. There have been many seasons when we
barely made it; we weathered multiple economic recessions (1998, 2008, 2020) and
now the ongoing pandemic. We have worked tirelessly to purchase and plan a new
location for our business, and we finally own a location on a neighboring piece of land.
We intentionally designed an eco-friendly building with affordable housing on the
second level to support the community and our environment.
Building the new NorCal Surf Shop will allow us to continue long standing
traditions and make an even greater positive impact on our community, neighboring

communities, and all the people passing through our town. Pacifica deserves a future
where our small businesses can grow in a sustainable manner. We respectfully ask for
your support in helping us achieve this important milestone.
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RESPONSE TO COMMENTS

This Response to Comments document contains agency comments received during the public
review period of the 505 San Pedro Avenue project (proposed project) Initial Study/Mitigated
Negative Declaration (IS/MND).
BACKGROUND
The City of Pacifica Planning Department, as lead agency, released the IS/MND for public review
beginning on April 4, 2018 and ending on May 3, 2018, pursuant to California Environmental
Quality Act (CEQA) Guidelines Section 15105. The IS/MND and supporting documents were
made available at the public counter of the City of Pacifica Planning Department located at 1800
Francisco Boulevard, Pacifica, California 94044, and also online at the City’s website at
http://www.cityofpacifica.org. According to CEQA Guidelines Sections 15073 and 15074, the lead
agency must consider the comments received during consultation and review periods together with
the negative declaration. However, unlike with an Environmental Impact Report, comments
received on a negative declaration are not required to be attached to the negative declaration, nor
must the lead agency make specific written responses to public agencies. Nonetheless, the lead
agency has chosen to provide responses to the comments received during the public review process
for the IS/MND.
LIST OF COMMENTERS
The City of Pacifica received two comment letters during the open comment period on the
IS/MND for the proposed project. The comment letters were authored by the following
representatives of the State and local agencies noted:
Letter 1 .............................................................. Patricia Maurice, Department of Transportation
Letter 2 ................................................................ Patrick Foster, California Coastal Commission
RESPONSE TO COMMENTS
The Response to Comments below includes responses to the comment letters submitted regarding
the proposed project. The letters are numbered and bracketed with assigned comment numbers.
The bracketed comment letters are followed by numbered responses corresponding to each
bracketed comment. Where revisions to the IS/MND text were made, new text is double
underlined and deleted text is struck through.
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Letter 1

1-1

1-2

1-3

2
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Letter 1
Cont’d

1-3
Cont’d

1-4

1-5
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LETTER 1:

PATRICIA MAURICE, DEPARTMENT
APRIL 24, 2018

OF

TRANSPORTATION, DISTRICT 4,

Response to Comment 1-1
The comment is an introductory statement and does not address the adequacy of the IS/MND.
Response to Comment 1-2
The comment provides a brief summary of the project description and does not address the
adequacy of the IS/MND.
Response to Comment 1-3
As indicated in the IS/MND and acknowledged by the commenter, the segment of State Route 1
in the project vicinity is not an officially designated scenic highway. The eligibility status of this
segment of SR 1 is important to the City. Notwithstanding this, as shown in the post-project
visual simulation contained in the IS/MND (see Figure 10), the increased height of the proposed
structure, while visible from SR 1, would not represent a substantial intrusion in the natural
landscape. The foreground views from SR 1 are currently dominated by the existing shopping
center, not natural landscapes, as would continue to be the case with implementation of the
proposed project.
In addition, as discussed on page 23 of the IS/MND, the project would be required to comply
with the City of Pacifica Design Guidelines, which are used by the City’s Planning Commission
and planning staff when reviewing and evaluating the design of all new development within the
City. Compliance with the Design Guidelines would ensure that the visual quality of the area
would not be degraded. Therefore, the proposed project would not substantially degrade the
existing visual character or quality of the site and its surroundings.
Response to Comment 1-4
The mitigation measures prescribed for environmental effects described in this IS/MND will be
implemented by the City of Pacifica, as CEQA lead agency, in conjunction with the project, as
required by CEQA. The mitigation measures will be incorporated into the project through project
conditions of approval. The City will adopt findings and a Mitigation Monitoring and Reporting
Program for the project in conjunction with approval of the project.
As discussed in Section XVI, Transportation and Circulation, of the IS/MND, Abrams
Associates Traffic Engineering determined that the proposed project would not cause any of the
study intersections to exceed any applicable City, County, or State standards. 1

1

Abrams Associates Traffic Engineering, Inc. Transportation Impact Analysis, San Pedro Avenue Mixed Use
Project, City of Pacifica. April 5, 2017.
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Response to Comment 1-5
Comment noted. Please see Response to Comment 1-4.
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Letter 2

2-1

2-2

2-3

2-4
2-5
2-6
2-7

2-8
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Letter 2
Cont’d

2-8
Cont’d
2-9
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LETTER 2:

PATRICK FOSTER, CALIFORNIA COASTAL COMMISSION, MAY 01, 2018

Response to Comment 2-1
The comment is an introductory statement and does not address the adequacy of the IS/MND.
Response to Comment 2-2
The IS/MND requires preconstruction mitigation for CRLF, SFGS, and Monarch butterfly, and
nesting birds (see MMs IV-1 through IV-3).
With respect to hoary bats (Lasiurus cinereus), the project biologist determined that the western
red bat is the only bat species protected under the Endangered Species Act that may occur on-site
based upon presence of suitable habitat. Although hoary bats could possibly roost in the trees
along the site, this species is not protected under the Endangered Species Act, nor is it classified
by CDFW as a species of special concern. Furthermore, Mitigation Measure IV-4 is intended to
prevent take of all roosting bats.
Regarding the possible presence of SF spineflower (Chorizanthe cuspidata var. cuspidata) on
the site, although surveys did not take place during the blooming period of this species (AprilJuly, sometimes August), this species is unlikely to occur on-site. The site has been highly
disturbed from its original condition and consists of a man-made berm. Additionally, the
California Natural Diversity Database does not show this species to be within the immediate
vicinity of the site. The nearest recorded SF spineflower occurrence is approximately 2.3 miles
north of the site and was identified in the early 2000s. Intervening development is located
between the project site and the recorded occurrence. Per Live Oak Associates, Inc., given that
other SF spineflower occurrences have not been recorded closer to the site and the project site
does not support suitable habitat for the species, surveys for the species would not be warranted.
Response to Comment 2-3
In response to the comment, the following revisions are hereby made to Mitigation Measure IV-1
regarding CRLF and SFGS and Mitigation Measures IV-2 and IV-3, regarding Monarch
butterfly and nesting birds, respectively. See Response to Comment 2-5 for revisions to the
special-status bat mitigation. The commenter’s request to require work limits following
significant rain events is deemed unnecessary given the limited potential for CRLF to utilize the
project site, as discussed in detail on pp. 36-37 of the IS/MND.
Mitigation Measure IV-1 found on page 40 of the IS/MND includes the following to ensure that
impacts related to the California Red-legged Frog or San Francisco Garter Snake would be less
than significant.
IV-1.

The following measures shall be implemented prior to and during
construction activities:
•

Staging areas and access routes to any work areas shall be
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•

•

•

•

•
•

IV-2.

delineated and inspected by a qualified biologist prior to
establishment to avoid unnecessary impacts to California redlegged frog (CRF) and San Francisco Garter Snake (SFGS);
Frog- and snake-proof exclusion fencing shall be erected around
the project boundary prior to the onset of project activities.
Fencing shall be a minimum of three feet in height and buried in
the soil to inhibit CRF and SFGS from entering the project area;
Once the exclusion fence is installed, a pre-construction survey
shall be conducted to ensure that CRF and/or SFGS individuals
are not present within the fenced area. The results of the preconstruction survey shall be submitted to the City of Pacifica
Planning Department and California Coastal Commission;
Prior to the initiation of construction activities, worker
education and awareness training shall be conducted for all
construction crews and contractors that access the site for any
period of time. The education training shall be conducted prior
to starting work on the project and upon the arrival of any new
worker. The training shall include a brief review of the CRF and
SFGS life history, field identification, habitat requirements,
location of sensitive areas, possible fines for violations,
avoidance measures, and correction actions if either species is
encountered. The training shall direct workers to conduct daily
checks prior to the start of construction for sensitive wildlife that
may have found a way in. The program shall cover the
mitigation measures, environmental permits, and regulatory
compliance requirements as applicable. In addition, a record of
all personnel trained during the project shall be maintained for
compliance verification by the City of Pacifica Planning
Department;
During project activities, all on-site trash that has the potential
to attract predators shall be properly contained, removed from
the work site, and disposed of regularly. Following completion
of construction activities, all trash and construction debris shall
be removed from work areas;
Construction personnel shall cover any open trenches at the end
of work each day or fitted with an exit ramp for any wildlife that
may fall in.
Tightly woven fiber netting or similar material shall be used for
erosion control or other purposes at the project to ensure that
CRF and/or SFGS are not incidentally trapped. Plastic monofilament netting (erosion control matting), rolled erosion control
products, or similar material, shall not be used at the project
site.

If any eucalyptus trees must be removed during the monarch butterfly
winter roosting season, (October through February) a qualified biologist
shall survey the project site to ensure that a roosting colony is not
present. Because timing of monarch migration on the coast side varies
from year to year, the survey shall be conducted at a time to coincide
with monarch roosting activity on the coast side for that particular year.
Information on monarch roosting activity must be verified with local
experts prior to conducting the survey. If a roosting colony is not
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detected, tree removal may commence, and further surveys shall not be
required. However, if a roosting colony is detected, trees shall not be
removed until the winter roosting season has concluded (i.e. monarchs
have not been observed in the general area or using the trees). Results of
any butterfly surveys shall be submitted to the City of Pacifica Planning
Department and California Coastal Commission. If trees have already
been removed prior to the onset of the winter roosting season, surveys
are not warranted.
IV-3.

If demolition, renovation, construction, tree removal, and/or tree
trimming activities are proposed during the bird nesting season
(February 15 through August 31), preconstruction surveys for nesting
birds, including raptors, shall be conducted by a qualified biologist
within 300 feet of the construction area, prior to, and within one week of
initiation of construction activities. If active bird nests are found, and
project activities could potentially impact nesting success as determined
by a qualified biologist, all necessary permits shall be obtained from the
USFWS Migratory Bird Treaty Office and the California Department of
Fish and Wildlife (CDFW). Results of the preconstruction surveys shall
be submitted to the City of Pacifica Planning Department and California
Coastal Commission.

Response to Comment 2-4
Live Oak Associates has indicated that a 300-foot survey buffer around the site is adequate for
nesting raptors. The recommended 500 feet may be excessive, given the vegetative condition of
nearby lands and potential visual access issues. Furthermore, the project site is relatively small
and narrow in shape and is neighbored by existing development. Thus, a 500-foot buffer would
require numerous property owners in the site vicinity to grant access to their sites in order to
conduct nesting raptor surveys, potentially impeding implementation of the mitigation measure.
Response to Comment 2-5
The comment is noted; however, legal access to adjacent properties may not be granted, thus
making emergence surveys off the existing parcel not possible. Surveys can only be legally
conducted on the project site. Notwithstanding this, since release of the IS/MND, the project
biologist has recommended the following revisions to the mitigation measures for special-status
bats, in order to better specify the survey timing and methods:
Roosting Bats
IV-4(a).

Prior to removal of any on-site trees, a qualified biologist shall conduct
a pre-construction habitat assessment for roosting bats to identify trees
with potentially suitable habitat. Once trees with potentially suitable
habitat have been identified, those trees would be surveyed for roosting
bats prior to construction activities emergence survey. Roosting bat
surveys require timing constraints due to the overwintering season.
During the overwintering season (approximately October 16 through the
month of February), emergence surveys have the potential to result in a
false-negative; therefore, emergence surveys will not be conducted in the
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overwintering season. Instead, visual surveys, such as surveys from a
man-lift, may be necessary in this season. If active roosts are not found,
then further action shall not be warranted. If either a maternity roost or
hibernacula (structures used by bats for hibernation) is present,
Mitigation Measures IV-4(b) and IV-4(c) shall be implemented. The preconstruction survey shall be submitted to the City of Pacifica Planning
Department and the CDFW, and the California Coastal Commission.
IV-4(b).

If active bat maternity roosts or hibernacula are found in trees which
will be removed as part of project construction, the project shall be
redesigned to avoid the loss of the tree occupied by the roost to the extent
feasible as determined by the CDFW. If an active maternity roost is
located and the project cannot be redesigned to avoid removal of the
occupied tree, demolition shall commence before maternity colonies
form (i.e., prior to April 15March 1) or after young are volant (flying)
(i.e., usually after August 15July 31). Disturbance-free buffer zones, as
determined by a qualified biologist and CDFW, shall be observed during
the maternity roost season (April 15March 1 through August 15July 31).

IV-4(c).

If a non-breeding and non-overwintering roosting bat(s) hibernacula is
found in a tree scheduled for removal, the individual(s) shall be safely
evicted, under the direction of a qualified biologist (i.e., a biologist
holding a CDFW collection permit and a Memorandum of
Understanding with CDFW allowing the biologist to handle bats), by
opening the roosting area to allow airflow through the cavity.
Demolition shall then follow at least one night after initial disturbance
for airflow. This action should allow bats to leave during darkness, thus
increasing their chance of finding new roosts with a minimum of
potential predation during daylight. Trees with roosts that need to be
removed shall first be disturbed at dusk, just prior to removal that same
evening, to allow bats to escape during the darker hours.

Response to Comment 2-6
The comment is noted. Please refer to the language added to Mitigation Measure IV-4(b) above.
Response to Comment 2-7
The applicant and City concur with the commenter’s recommendation and removal of on-site
invasive plant species will be required as a project condition of approval as part of the site
development permit.
Response to Comment 2-8
The IS/MND notes that while the off-site drainage ditch is artificial and created by previous
grading, it likely meets the 1-parameter rule employed by the Coastal Commission (p.
42). Notwithstanding this, given that the proposed project has been designed to avoid impacting
the ditch, it is not necessary to conduct a full 1-parameter delineation at this time to determine
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whether the proposed project would result in a significant adverse CEQA impact, defined in
Appendix G of the CEQA Guidelines, as:
Would the project have a substantial adverse effect on any riparian habitat or other
sensitive natural community identified in local or regional plans, policies, and
regulations or by the California Department of Fish and Wildlife or U.S. Fish and
Wildlife Service?

The proposed project does not result in any direct improvements to the ditch. In addition, indirect
impacts associated with storm water runoff from the project site would not occur as all
stormwater runoff would be collected via on-site bio-retention features and directed to the City’s
storm drain system.2
With respect to indirect noise impacts, Mitigation Measure IV-3 in the IS/MND would require
preconstruction surveys for raptors and nesting birds; such surveys would include the drainage
ditch. If raptors, nesting birds, or other special-status species are found within the survey area,
construction activities would be delayed. Thus, any special-status wildlife species potentially
occurring in the ditch would not be exposed to excessive construction noise.
In summary, while the City respects the Coastal Commission’s request to prepare a full 1parameter delineation for the off-site ditch at this time, it is not necessary to do so in order to
determine whether the proposed project could directly or indirectly affect the ditch. Nevertheless,
as the IS/MND noted, the applicant will be applying for permits with the Coastal Commission, at
which time they would provide any and all requested documentation.
Response to Comment 2-9
What constitutes a suitable buffer is dependent upon the conservation value of the feature for
which the buffer is being established, regional context, and the baseline conditions of the project
site.
The feature in question was created by previous grading activity; in other words, the feature is a
drainage swale dug in dry ground some time ago. It did not replace a blue line stream as noted
on the USGS 7.5 Minute Series maps for this area. This ditch also does not meet the definition
of a perennial or intermittent creek, as defined in the Local Coastal Land Use Plan (see IS/MND,
p. 42). The project site is a narrow rectangle-shaped parcel that abuts an existing shopping mall,
As noted on p. 61 of the IS/MND, the proposed project would include a series of coordinated Low Impact
Development (LID) Site Design Measures to remove pollutants, slow runoff, and release runoff from the site at a
level comparable to the pre-development flow volume. The proposed project would include six C.3 areas, or DMAs.
The six DMAs would be sized for treatment and flow control of runoff. As discussed previously, all six DMAs
would each include a bio-retention basin to treat runoff. Each bio-retention area would be composed of
approximately 18 inches of sand underlain with 12 inches of open graded gravel. The basins would each include a
plastic liner that would separate the soil and gravel from the surrounding native soils. Runoff from the impervious
areas (building roofs, pavement, etc.) would be routed to the basins and would infiltrate through the soil/gravel
layers. The soil/gravel layers would act as a filter, removing pollutants and debris from the stormwater throughout
the infiltration process. The proposed bio-retention basins would be designed to the standards for bio-retention
treatment systems detailed in Section 6.1, Bioretention Areas, of the C.3 Stormwater Technical Guidance.
2
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supports ruderal vegetation and serves as boat and vehicle storage along with some historic
illegal dumping. The wildlife species that use this off-site feature are anticipated to consist of
relatively common urban species, given that the feature supports little in the way of
native vegetation, carries flows only after storm events, and is proximate to a highly degraded
project site beyond which is a shopping mall and associated parking lot, thus restricting the use
of the project site as a wildlife corridor. Live Oak and Associates has thus concluded that
development of this parcel, with the limited setback provided, would not adversely affect any
natural stream or creek corridor.
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Horrisberger, Christina
From:

ReneeAnahda [rana/lda@coaslal.ca.gov]

Sent:

Wednesday,May 19, 2010 1:14 PM

To:

Horrisberger,Christina·

Cc:

sdeleon@dfg.ca.gov;ryan_olah@fWs.gov;
Donguines,Raymond

Subject FW:APN 023--072-010
Study Session
Christlna,
It appearsyou didn't receivemy comments(originallysent on May 13th). Pleasesee the forwardedmessage
below. Sorry for any inconveniences.Thank you.

From: ReneeAnanda
Sent: Thursday, May 13, 2010 2:49 PM
To: 'Horrisbergerc@cLpacifica.ca.us'
Cc: ReneeAnanda
Subject: APN023-072-010StudySession
Hello Christina,
This is a follow-upto our conversation(on Monday5110)re, the applicant's(ShawnRhodes')preliminaryproposal
to constructa·z-storycommercial-residentialunit, a surf shop, and storageshop (a total of 3 structures)and a
skate board park on a vacant tot west of San Pedro PointShoppfngCenter. The planswe receivedare
preliminaryand serve for early discussionsof what would be requiredfor the potentialdevelopmentproject.
Pleasenote my preliminarycommentsbelow:
The site is locatedwithin the CoastalZone. ft appearsthat a majorityof the site is in an area underthe retained
jurisdictionthe CoastalCommission.The applicantw1flneedto obtain a CoastalDevelopmentPermitfrom the
CoastalCommissic>n.
The Commissionis concernecvaboutthe development'sconsistencywith the CoastalAct (particularlyChapter3,
Article 6., Developmen!),JhJ_fefore
potentialimi:,,mt~.lob.lologicalresourcesJcoaslafviews, publicaccessto_the
Withthe characterot"thesurroundingarea./l"he applicant
coast (1.e.,public beaches),and its visuaf·compat1b11ity
should include an analysisof traffic that would be generatedby the developmentand assocfatedimpactsto
vehicularpublic access to the coastJ

f

Thedesign of the proposedproject shouldconsidermeasuresto avoid or reducepotentialimpactsto the adjacent
wetlandsand drainagearea, as these most likely nneetthe definitionof a wetlandsunderthe CoastalAct. The
applioantshould provide an evaluation.of the proposed/potentialdevelopment'simpacton biologicalresources
localed on and adjacentto the site.
These commentsdo not precludeadditionalcommentsCommissionstaff may have on the proposal,as planning
and permittingprocessesprogress.
Thankyou for the opportunityto provideyou with comments.RTA

, ,5/19/2010

Post-LCP Certification
Permit and Appeal Jurisdiction
City of Pacifica
Permit Jurisdiction
This area includes only lands below the mean high tide line
and lands where the public trust may exist.

Appeal Jurisdiction
This area includes lands between the sea and the designated first public road paralleling the sea or 300 ft from the
inland extent of any beach or of the mean high tide line if
there is no beach, whichever is the greater distance. Also
included are lands within 100 ft of streams and wetlands
and lands within 300 ft of the top of the seaward face of
any coastal bluff.

tto
Palme

Area of Deferred Certification (ADC)
(Boundary Approximate)

300 Ft. from Beach or Bluff

STAL
COA

Esplanade

First Public Road

100 Ft. from Stream
Coastal Zone Boundary
City Boundary
Note 1
The following motion was adopted by the California Coastal Commission on March 1, 1977 in conjunction with the
jurisdictional maps pursuant to §30103(b) of the Coastal Act of 1976:
1. Where the Coastal Zone boundary follows road or railroad rights-of-way, the boundary of the Coastal Zone
shall be the inland boundary of the improved right-of-way as it exists as of January 1, 1977, or as modified by
closure or additional improvement thereafter provided that it shall not be more than 100 yards inland from the
centerline.
2. It is the intention of the Commission, that minor development such as construction of curb cuts, driveways,
or other development serving property on the inland side of such roads or railroads, be excluded from any coastal
permit requirements by means of an appropriate categorical exclusion as permitted by §30610 (d) of the
Public Resources Code.

Avalon

The coastal zone boundary on this map has been revised pursuant to Public Resources Code §30150, an
amendment to the Coastal Act of 1976, effective January 1, 1980.

Palmetto

Note 2

The coastal zone boundary shown on this map is a digital version of the maps adopted by the California Coastal
Commission pursuant to §30103(b) of the California Coastal Act of 1976 (California Public Resources
Code §30000 et. seq.). In addition to the land area delineated, the coastal zone includes all offshore
islands, and extends seaward to the State's outer limit of jurisdiction.
Under the provisions of §304(a) of the federal Coastal Zone Management Act of 1972, as amended,
"excluded from the coastal zone are lands the use of which is by law subject solely to the discretion of or which
is held in trust by the federal government, its officers or agents."
Under the provisions of §30008 of the California Coastal Act as amended in 1978, "within federal lands
excluded from the coastal zone pursuant to the federal Coastal Zone Management Act of 1972, the State of
California shall, consistent with applicable federal and state laws, continue to exercise the full range of powers,
rights, and privileges it now possesses or which may be granted."

Shoreview

Sources: County of San Mateo, AirPhotoUSA 2006, TeleAtlas, USGS, CCC Staff 2009.

Paloma

Note 3

ZONE

This map has been prepared to show where the California
Coastal Commission retains post-LCP certification permit
and appeal jurisdiction pursuant to P.R.C. §30519(b), and
§30603(a)(1) and (a)(2). In addition, developments may also
be appealable pursuant to P.R.C. §30603(a)(3), (a)(4), and
(a)(5). If questions arise concerning the precise location of
the boundary of any area defined in the above sections, the
matter should be referred to the local government and/or
the Executive Director of the Commission for clarification
and information. This plat may be updated as appropriate
and may not include all lands where post-LCP certification
permit and appeal jurisdiction is retained by the Commission.

Clarendon

In addition to these geographic areas of appeal jurisdiction the
following types of development are appealable throughout the
coastal zone pursuant to P.R.C. §30603 (a)(4) and (a)(5):

d
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1. Any development approved by a county that is not
designated as a principal permitted use under zoning
approved pursuant to the applicable Local Coastal
Program;
2. Any development that constitutes a major public
works project or a major energy facility.
In some areas a parcel is bisected by the appeal jurisdiction
boundary. All development proposed within the appeal area
defined as appealable is subject to the Commission's jurisdiction.
In addition, if a development is proposed partly on the portion of
the parcel that forms the basis for geographic appeal jurisdiction,
and partly on the remainder of the parcel, and the Commission
decides to hear the appeal, then the Commission reviews the
action of the local government (§30603(a), which encompasses
all the development that was authorized in the permit.
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Fairway
Seasid
e

* The Appeal Jurisdiction shown on this map may include areas
adjacent to streams depicted on the corresponding USGS 7.5
minute quadrangle maps that have been channelized or otherwise altered. Pusuant of CCR Section 13577(a), channelized
streams not having significant habitat value should not be considered as a basis for delineating stream appeal jurisdiction
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CALIFORNIA COASTAL COMMISSION
631 Howard Street, San Francisco 94105 - (415) 543-8555

July 29, 1980

TO:

STATE COMMISSION

FROM:

MICHAEL L. FISHER

SUBJECT: CATEGORICAL EXCLUSION E-80-6. Issuance of building permits for construc-

tion and rehabilitation of single-family dwellings, two-family dwellings,
child-care facilities and accessory buildings and uses in portions of the
coastal zone in City of Pacifica, County of San Mateo.

BACKGROUND

Public Resources Code, Section 30610(e) allows the Commission to exclude from the
permit requirements of the Coastal Act any category of development within a specifically-defined georgraphic area if certain findings are made. The Commission must find
that such an exclusion will not result in a potential for any significant adverse
effect, either individually or cumulatively, on coastal resources or on public access
to, or along, the coast. A categorical exclusion may only be adopted after a public
hearing and by two-thirds vote. Requests for categorical exclusions may be submitted
directly to the Commission or they may be reviewed by a Regional Commission first.

Section 00130(c)(1) and (2) and Section 00132 of the Local Coastal Program Regulations
provide that categorical exclusions as reviewed by the Regional Commission upon or after
approval of the LCP shall be adopted by the Commission for those categories of development which the Commission certifies as being allowed by right in the local jurisdiction,
which have specific development standards (as specified in LCP) , which are handled ministerially by the local government, and which comply with Sections 30610(e) and 30610.5
of the Coastal Act.
As provided for in the City of Pacifica's certified local coastal program, the proposed
Categorical Exclusion will eliminate the Coastal Development Permit requirement for the

construction and rehabilitation of single-family dwellings, accessory buildings and uses,
and child care facilities in R-1 zone districts, and the construction and rehabilitation
of two-family dwellings in R-2 zone districts, consistent with the zoning regulations
for certain geographic areas. The proposed conditions limit the excluded areas and the
types of development to the principle permitted uses contained in the certified Implementation Plan of the LCP.

STAFF RECOMMENDATION
Staff recommends that the Commission adopt the attached Exclusion Order E-80-6 and the
Negative Declaration for this project.

CATEGORICAL EXCLUSION ORDER E-80-6

(Central Coast Region)
(City of Pacifica)

The Commission by a two-thirds vote of its appointed members hereby adopts an order,
pursuant to Public Resources Code Section 30610(e) and 30610.5(b), categorically excluding from the permit requirements of the California Coastal Act of 1976 the categories of development within the specifically defined geographic area described below.
I. BACKGROUND/GEOGRAPHIC AREA/CATEGORY OF DEVELOPMENT/COASTAL ACT

Section 30610 of the Coastal Act allows the State Commission to adopt a Categorical
Exclusion for a specific type of development within a defined geographic area.
Section 30610(e) states:
"Any category of development, or any category of development within a specifically
defined geographic area, that the commission, by regulation, after public hearing,
and by two-thirds vote of its appointed members, has described or identified and

with respect to which the commission has found that there is no potential for any
significant adverse effect, either individually or cumulatively, on coastal resources or on public access to, or along, the coast and that such exclusion will
not impair the ability of local government to prepare a local coastal program."

Public Resources Code Section 30610.5(b) additionally requires that the following findings and provisions must be made.
Section 30610.5(b) states in part:
"Every exclusion granted... shall be subject to terms and conditions to assure that

no significant change in density, height, or nature of uses will occur without

further proceedings under this division and an order granting an exclusion under
Subdivision (e) of Section 30610...may be revoked at any time by, the Commission if
the conditions of the exclusion are violated..."

A.

Geographic Area

The proposed Categorical Exclusion, consistent with the certified LCP Implementation

Plan (Regional Commission action: April 28, 1980, State Commission Action:

-

May 6,

1980), is intended to eliminate the Coastal Permit requirement for permitted and
accessory uses in certain geographic portions of the R-1 (Single Family Residential)
and R-2 (Two Family Residential) zone districts within the City's coastal zone.
Please see attached exhibits Al, A2 and A3 for maps and detail on zone districts.
B.

Category of Development

The following specific types of development are proposed to be excluded from coastal

permit requirements in the exclusion area, for those parcels existing on the effective date of this exclusion.

- In the R-1 zone district, construction and rehabilitation of single family
dwellings, accessory buildings and uses and child care facilities consistent
with all requirements of the R-1 zone district as certified by the Regional

and State Commission .

- In the R-2 zone district, construction and rehabilitation of two family
dwellings consistent with all requirements of the R-2 district as certified by the Regional and State Commission.
All other types of development (e.g. demolition, land and condominium subdivision)

are not excluded.

II. CONDITIONS
1. The exclusion is limited to specified areas designated in the LCP for single
family (R-1) and two family (R-2) housing based on the ordinances certified as part of
Pacifica's LCP Implementation Plan. Only those R-1 and R-2 areas identified on the
attached map are excluded. All other R-1 and R-2 areas within the coastal zone remain
un-excluded and subject to the Coastal Permit procedure. Only the principal permitted
uses contained in the certified Implementation Plan are excluded. Conditional uses
and other developments in the R-1 and R-2 zone districts remain subject to the Coastal
Permit procedure.
For purposes of this exclusion, child care facilities are facilities defined by
Welfare and Institutions Code Section 5116.

2.

3. Any amendment to the certified Local Coastal Program which affects the definition
of R-1 or R-2 permitted or accessory uses, or land area to which this exclusion applies,
shall require the approval of the California Coastal Commission pursuant to Commission
Regulations and the Coastal Act of 1976 (Public Resources Code Section 30514).

4. Pacifica shall maintain a record for all permits issued for categorically excluded
developed which shall be made available to the Commission or any interest person upon
request, pursuant to Section 00179 of Commission Local Coastal Program Regulations.
S. Limitations on Exclusion
A.

This exclusion shall apply to the permit requirements of the Coastal Act of
1976, pursuant to Public Resources Code Section 30610(e) and 30610.5(b), and
shall not be construed to exempt any person from the permit requirements of
any other federal, state or local government or agency.

B.

This exclusion shall not apply to tide and submerged land, beaches and lots
immediately adjacent to the inland extent of any beach, or of the mean high
high tide line of the sea where there is no beach, potential public trust
lands as identified by the State Lands Division in the trust claims maps, wetlands as identified in the power plant siting wetland resources maps.

III. FINDINGS AND DECLARATIONS
A.

Existing Conditions and Development Trends

The City of Pacifica is a coastal community of 38,000 people located in northern
The coastal zone
San Mateo County approximately four miles south of San Francisco.
boundary in Pacifica is defined by Highway One. Over six miles of shoreline and
approximately 25% of the City's area is included in the coastal zone.
Pacifica originally developed as a series of small coastal communities (Pedro Point,
Rockway Beach, Sharp Park, etc.) separated by steep, rugged coastal headlands. Much
of the early development was small scale single family homes on small lots subdivided in the early part of this century. Incorporated as a City in 1957, development, mostly single and medium density residences, continued to occur on the flat
2-,

and less sloping lands. The steep hillsides which form a prominent part of the communities' character, remain largely undeveloped to date. Commercial development has
also occurred although Pacifica would be accurately typified as a predominantly residential community with little development specifically oriented to the out-of-town
shopper or tourist. Constraints on development identified and addressed in the LCP
include geologic hazards associated with steep, unstable hillsides, eroding coastal
bluffs and potential seismic activity, protection of habitat areas and preservation
of views to the sea and neighborhood character.

Consistent with existing development patterns, much of the vacant land within the
existing coastal neighborhoods has been designated for residential use in the certified Local Coastal Program. Many of these infill areas are designated for low intensity residential use (R-1), LCP designations for medium density infill (R-2) are
generally found only in the West Sharp Park neighborhood. The proposed exclusion includes only those R-1 and R-2 district areas which represent infill areas
and contain no serious constraints (geologic hazard, view corridor concerns, habitat).
B.

Existing City Land Use Regulations Governing the Excluded
Categories of Development
R-1 (Single Family Residential Zone District) : The implementing ordinance for
the R-1 zone district certified as part of Pacifica's LCP provides for single

family homes, accessory uses (garages, sheds, etc.) and child care facilities

as the principal permitted uses in the zone district. The areas proposed for

exclusion require minimum lot sizes of 5000 sq. ft., maximum structural coverage of 40%, and maximum total impervious coverage of 80%. Required minimum
setbacks are as follows: fron yard - 15', side yard - 5' and rear yard 20'.
Maximum allowable height for structures is 35'.
R-2 (Two Family Residential Zone District): The implementing ordinance for the
R-2 zone district certified as part of Pacifica's LCP provides for two family
homes, accessory buildings and uses, and child care facilities as the principal
permitted uses in this district. Minimum lot area per unit is 2900 sq. ft. (or
5800 sq. ft. minimum site for a duplex) , maximum structural coverage is 40%,

and maximum total impervious coverage is 80%. Minimum setbacks are as follows:

front yard - 20' to garage, 15' to living area, side yard - 10' on street side,
5' interior sides rear yard - 20'.- Maximum allowable height is 35'. Parking
is based on the parking requirements set forth in Section 9-4.410 (see attached
Exhibit A3).
C.

Impact of Exclusion on Coastal Resources (Coastal Act Policy
Conformance, LCP Conformance)

1.

Public Access (Coastal Act Sections 30210-30213, LCP Access Component):

Most of the R-1 and R-2 areas proposed for exclusion are not located between the
first public road and the shoreline. Portions of an R-2 (Pacific Sky Estates

Mobile Homes) district in West Sharp Park are, however, located seawood of the
nearest public road. This area is completely developed with residences (mobile
homes). Due to steep bluffs and the availability of access nearby, no public
access is proposed for the excluded portion of this area in the certified LCP
Access Component. The West Fairway Park subdivision is also proposed for exclusion and is located south of the Sharp Park Golf Course between Highway One and
the sea. This area is also almost completely developed with single family homes.
Because of identified habitat constraints (the primary and secondary habitat of
the rare and endangered San Francisco Garter Snake lies between this subdivision
and the sea), no public access to the shoreline is proposed through this area.
_3_,

Exclusion of these R-1 or R-2 areas will not therefore, adversely affect public
access to the shoreline and is consistent with Coastal Act Policy and the certified LCP. As all of the areas proposed for exclusion are already substantially
(+80%) developed with residential uses, there should be no substantial impact on

the provision of low and moderate income housing within the coastal zone, as
demolition is not part of the exclusion.

2. Recreation (Coastal Act Sections 30220-30224, LCP Neighborhood Text Maps,

Planning Conclusions): Provisions of lands for recreation use was an important
issue of Pacifica's LCP. The certified Land Use Plan designates numerous sites
throughout the coastal zone for recreation and visitor oriented use. The certi-

fied Implementation Plan contains adequate regulations to ensure LUP recommenda-

tions will be carried out. The residential areas proposed for exclusion are substantially developed with residential uses and are not suitable for recreational
use.
3.

Marine Environment (Coastal Act Sections 30230-30236): The proposed ex-

clusion will not result in any direct impacts on marine resources. Most of
the areas proposed for exclusion are separated from the shoreline by substantial urban development. Other areas, Shoreview subdivision, West Fairway
Park, are separated from the sea by high bluffs or substantial open areas.

4. Land Resources (Coastal Act Sections 30240-20344) : Excluded areas contain
no sensitive habitat areas. Although the West Fairway Park subdivision is near
the habitat of the San Francisco Garter Snake, development permitted under this
exclusion will have no impact on the nearby habitat. This subdivision is builtout and excludable development would be simply replacement of existing structures
(if removed by disaster or with a coastal permit) with no net increase in use.
5. Development (Coastal Act Sections 30250-30254) : All areas proposed for exclusion are served by public utilities. Urban service capacities are adequate
to serve the additional, infill development that would be allowed by this exclusion. Adverse impacts on views to the sea or on neighborhood character will
not result by this exclusion. None of the areas proposed for exclusion are located within geologic hazard areas. The areas proposed for exclusion are all
at least +80% developed with residential uses.
D. California Environmental Quality Act (CEQA)
For the same reasons that this exclusion will have no potential for any significant effect, either individually or cumulatively, on coastal resources, this

exclusion will have no significant effect on the environment for purposes of
the California Environmental Quality Act of 1970. (See attached Exhibit A Negative Declaration).

E.

Local Government Compliance with Exclusion Order
The order granting a categorical exclusion for these categories of development
in the Central Coast Regions, pursuant to Public Resources Section 30610, shall
not become effective until the Executive Director of the State Coastal Commission

has determined in writing that the local governments have taken the necessary
action to carry out the exclusion order pursuant to Section 13244 of the Coastal
Commission regulations.

F.

Rescission and Revocation
Pursuant to 14 California Code 13243(e), the Commission hereby declares that
the order granting this exclusion may be rescinded at any time, in whole or in
by,
a majority vote of its appointed membership
part, if the Commission finds
after public hearing that the terms and conditions of the exclusion order no
longer support the findings specified in Public Resources Code Section 30610(e).
Further, the Commission declares that this may be revoked at any time that the
terms and conditions of the order are violated.

G.

Consistency with Section Act Section 30610
As demonstrated in the findings above, and as conditioned below, the proposed
exclusion is consistent with the requirements of Coastal Act Sections 30610(e)
and 30610.5(b).
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NEGATIVE IE CLARA TI ON
(Categorical Exclusion E--80-6)
PROJECT DESCRIPTION AND LCCATION:
The categorical exclusion by the California Coastal Commission pursuant to
Public Resources Code Sections 30610(d) and 30610.5(b) from permit requirements
of the Coastal Act of 1976 of the following categories of residential structures
in designated areas of tne City of Pacifica, San Mateo County.
The construction and rehabilitation of single-family dwellings, child
care facilities, and accessory huildings and uses in the R-1 zone district;
and the construction and rehabilitation of two-family dwellings in the R-2
district.
FINDINGS:
The Commission finds that, for the same reasons this exclusion will
have no potential for any significant adverse effect, either individually
or ~atively, on coastal resources, this exclusion will have no
significant effect on the environment· for purposes of the California
Environmental Quality Act of 1970.
.,
MITIGATION MEASURES:
1. The exclusion is limited to specified areas designated in the
Local Coastal Program for single-family (R-1) and two-famil.y (R-2)
housing based on the ordinances certified as part of Pacifica's Local
Coastal Program Implementation Plan. Only those R-·1 and. R-2 areas
identified in the attached map are exclu~ed. All other E-1 :md
R-2 areas within the coastal zoneare not excluded and are subject to the
Coastal Permit procedure. Only the principal permitted uses contained
in the certified Implementation Plan are excluded. Conditional uses
and other developments in the R-1 and R-2 zone districts remain subject
to the Coastal Permit procedure (E;x:hibitNl,l.
2. Any amendment to the certified Local Coastal Program which affects
the definition of R-1 and or R-2 permitted or accessory uses, or land area to
which this exclusion applies, shall require the approval of the California
Coastal Commission pursuant to Commission Regulations and the Coastal Act
of 1976 (Public Resources Code Section 30514).
3· Pacifica shall maintain a record for all permits issued for
categorically excluded development which shall be made available to the
Commission or aqy interested person upon request, pursuant to Section
00179 of Commission Local Coastal Program RegUlations.
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PACIFicA : CJ-ry:"~Of<.lCAL.. EXCL.tJ~ --~
~-r) R·2. ZQNIN~ 0\~r~tc.:rs: s.xw~e\T AZ..
Section
A.

~-4.806.

R-1 Sinoie-Fami lv

Permitted Uses. The following
1. Single-family dwellings.

B.

Accessory

3.

Child eare faci 1i ties.

Conditional Uses.

are per.nitted in the R-1 Districts:

Canditional uses allowed in the R-1 Districts,

to octaining.a Use ?el"':':lit, are as foilcws:

l.
2.

Churt:.."'H!S and sc..,cois_., '"'it.., Si t:e Development ?e:-mi t.
?a~.<s and playgrounds, •,o~i t."l Site Development ?er.ni r:.

3.

l-andscaped pt.~cl ic. or

4.

Crop and tree farming.

5.

~peei

privata par.<.ing lots 'Nnen

adja~nt

to any C Ois:r:ri"ct.

a l care faei 1 i ties.

Oevelocment Reaulations.

C.

~ses

Districts.

buildings and uses.

2.

S'ubject

~esidential

Development

~agulations

in the

R-t Districts

are as foi Tows:

/'lin. Site .:l.raa

Oistrict
R-T
~-1
~-1

~-i

R-1
R-T

.'1 in. Lot '..Ji dt::~

Imcer·v i cus Surfaca

s, ace

5,000

6,CCO
7,500
iO,OOO

6,000 s-q. ft.

60 feet

7 ,sao sq. ft ..
iO,OOO sq. f-:.

iO feet:
80 feet

30%

20,000 sq. ft.

1CO feet:

30%

4C,OOO

1sa fee:

... ..,
Zc:--

zo,oco
40 'coo

Oist:-ict
i

s,ooc

~-i

5~.

so

f-:.

sq.·~-

.~inimum

;:ront

Y:r~

ao:;

feet

,'1inimum Sice Yard

s

o,~co

6 feet**

:!\-1

10,000

25

faee

7

:\-i

i;,:co

:.s
... c:
"'z;"'

fee:

~-1

Z~,CCC

~- i

4o, aco

i'

40%
35~

15 feet**
25 feet

~-

S tr''.!C1:ure

feet**
reee~

iO feet:

fe!!t

.-

fa~t:

10

~~

.,.
I~~

.: .a4 '!II'
I

--•

......
.---

..:~

20

.:ac. ~

25

=.a--

......

faet

"'
zs

--

~--·
j

--'-

r-a~:

"C:

I _ _ ._
-:a•~

7C::

~.:a •

~--

l

.,.

--·

------~-

-------

Section 9-4.807.
A.

1.

S.

Two-F'ami ly ~esidential Distric!:.

R-2

?ermi tted Uses.

----------

The fo I I cw i ng uses are per.ni tted in the R-Z District:

Sit"l~ls=-=a~t~ilt d~eeili .. g..s-:-~CS!-1'1F!E.O LC'P f'iW'<.OES ~R. -sr:o'-s A'S
•
•
•
COIJOiiiONAI... U~C:. IH ~e: R·Z. Z.CNE

Z.
3.

Accessor/ buildings and uses.

4.

Ch i 1d c.; re f ac i 1 i ties.

A

Two-ram• Iy dweii1ngs.

Conditional Uses.

Conditional uses. allowed in :he R-Z District,

subject to obtaining a Use Permit, are as follows:
i.

Two-family dwelling groups (more t~an one main building).

Z.
3.
4.

Churches and

Conditional uses

s.

Planned residential developments

* ~.
C.

s~,ools.

Speci a I care faci I i ties.

'SU·~~

permit~ed

in the R-i Districts.
·~it:h

variable lot size and set!:lacks.

FAI"\IL...,.. I.JGH E.S

Develoc~r.ent

Reaulations.

Development regulations in· the P.-2 Distric:

are as fo l I ows :
i.

Minimum building site required:

2.

Minimum lot area per dwelling unit:

3.

Minimum lot dimensions:

4.

Required minimum set!:lac!<s:
living area; side;
Rear:

5,000 square

fe~t.

2,~00,square

feet.

60 feet width.
ZO feet tc gara;e,: i5

Front:

10 fe~t street side,

5

fe~t

fe~t

to

interior sides;

ZO feet.

5.

~aximum

6.
7.

1'1aximum coverage oy irr:pe_r~ious material:

coverage by all

struct~res:

~0

percant.
80 per-cant.

In the case of conditional uses, additional regulations; may ::e
required.

8.
Q

-'

.

Par.<inq:
?e~~l:

As se:

for~h

in Sec-: ion

for- Site Development:

3-~. 410

As set forth in Sec-:ion

£XI+! 6 JIAJ. ( c.cn+·)

--

-------·

-------------------· --· ·--··-- .-'·-·-

--------·--· ------··-·

Other Reculat:ians:
1.

,..,a.ximum height of struc-:ur~s shall !:e 35 feet:.

2.

In the case of c::ndit:icnal uses, acditicnal regulat:ions may be

*E.xc~p t: i ens:

set~ack to a garage

Minimum front

2.

Minirm.:m side yard for- ccr:1er- lets shall be 10 feet.

ii

shall be

1.5 fe~t:.

i.

re~uired.
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CALIFORNIA COASTAL COMMISSION
631 Howard Street, San Francisco 94105 (415) 543-8555

June 20, 1980

TO:

STATE COMMISSIONERS & INTERESTED PERSONS

FROM:

L. THOMAS TOBIN, MANAGER, TECHNICAL SERVICES DIVISION

SUBJECT : MAP OF COMMISSION POST-LCP CERTIFICATION JURISDICTION,
CITY OF PACIFICA (for Commission Consideration at its July 8-9, 1980 meeting)
BACKGROUND
After an LCP certification becomes effective, permit authority within that
jurisdiction is delegated to the local government. However, pursuant to Section
30519 of the Coastal Act, the Commission retains permit authority (with certain
exceptions) after LCP certification over developments occurring on tidelands, submerged lands, and public trust lands. In addition, Section 30603 defines certain
areas and types of development for which developments approved by the local government may be appealed to the Commission. Appeal jurisdiction is retained, for example,
on lands within 100-feet of streams or wetlands, lands subject to the public trust,
lands within 300-feet of coastal bluffs, beaches or estuaries, and lands between the
sea and the "first public road paralleling the sea."
During formulation of regulations governing the delineation of permit and appeals
areas, the Commission also recognized that the diversity and complexity of the
coastal zone is such that a literal interpretation of the "first public road" definition could result in the inclusion of large areas within the Post-LCP Certification
Permit and Appeal Jurisdiction where the grounds for appeal pursuant to P.R.C. §30603(b)
may not be an issue. The regulations therefore provide that the Commission may evaluate these areas, and limit the effect of designating the first public road paralleling
the sea" to the area in which the grounds for appeal specified in P.R.C. §30603(b) are
clearly an issue. As also provided in the Commission's LCP Implementation regulations,
a map portraying the areas of continuing Commission jurisdiction is to be adopted in
conjunction with the final LCP certification.
DISCUSSION
The map of the post-certification commission jurisdiction in Pacifica presents no
significant areas of controversy. As in other urban areas of the state, the coastal
zoneisrlatvyowher,xtndiglaoHhwy1.teprmisjudcton
consists only of lands lying below the mean high tide line, and the appeal boundary
follows the "first public road," except where the road is located near seaward facing
bluff or the inland extent of a beach. In these areas, the boundary is located 300-feet
from the bluff or beach as set forth in Sections 00199(0 and (h) of the LCP implementation regulations. In addition, a portion of a stream near Sharp Park is located inland
of the "first public road" making the appeal boundary here 100-feet from the stream
(see Exhibit 1).
•

The route designated as the "first public road" in Pacifica conforms reasonably well
tin
to the definition set forth in the Commission regulations. While not providing as conuous an access route through the area as Highway 1, it is nearer to the sea as it
follows through the coastal zone portion of the city, and also meets all the other
criteria in Section 00199(i) of the implementation regulations. Given the proximity

of this area to the sea and the potential for proposed development to pose issues
set forth in Section 30603(b) of the Coastal Act, staff believes that it is inappropriate for the Commission to limit the geographic area of its appeal jurisdiction at
this time.

STAFF RECOMMENDATION
The Staff recommends that the Commission adopt the map prepared by the staff showing
the area where the Commission retains permit authority pursuant to P.R.C. §30519(b),
and where appeals of local government coastal development permit approvals are allowed
pursuant to P.R.C. §30603(a)(1) and (a)(2) within the City of Pacifica.

a

t.1

EXHIBIT 1

DRAFT Post LCP Certification
Permit and Appeal Jurisdiction

0

Pacifica
0
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~ California Coastal Commission
Permit Jurisdiction
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_This area consists only of lands
below the mean high tide line.

Appeal Jurisdiction
"First Public Road Paralleling the Sea"

This map has been prepared to show where the
california Coastal Camnission retains post-LCP
certification permit and appeal jurisdiction
pursuant to P.R.C. S30519(b), and S 30603(a)(l)
and (a) (2). In addition, develq;llllents may also
be appealable pursuant to P.R.C. S30603(a)(3},
(a)(4), and (a)(S). If questions arise concerning the precise location of the boundary of any
area defined in the above sections, the matter
should be referred to the local goverment and/or
the Executive Director of the Commission for clarification and infornation. This plat may be updated as appropriate and may not include all
lands where post-LCP certification permit and
appeal jurisdiction is retained 'r::!j the Catmission •
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From:
To:
Cc:
Subject:
Date:

Greg Benoit
"crabtreem@ci.pacifica.ca.us"
Doug Macmillan; Greg Benoit
RE: Post LCP certification map - Pacifica
Friday, December 17, 2010 12:40:32 PM

MichaelThank you so much for your review and comments. I will attempt to respond to your points below and by
means of cc ask Doug Macmillan of our staff to chime in as necessary.
1-       Thanks for the cartographic feedback. The City of Pacifica map is one of the first “hard copy”
maps we have drafted with these new digital boundary data. It is considered draft and by no
means is it what will ultimately make its way to the Coastal Commission for certification. We will
work on cartographic rendering in an effort to more clearly convey the important information.
2-       In general our approach to mapping jurisdictional boundaries has been to map the specific
feature or features controlling the appeal basis. If an area is appealable due to 300’ from top of
seaward facing coastal bluff, then we map that. If it is due to something like first public road, we
will map all land area between said first public road and the sea and not map any features that
may be appealable within that geographic space controlled by the first public road in this
example. I suspect this is the case here in Pacifica. I defer to Doug here, but I suspect some
other appeal basis, such as first public road, is landward of any bluff setback and thus the
mapped appeal basis in essence covers up any bluff setback. As stated above, in this case we
would not map the bluff setback.
3-       Again I defer to Doug, but I think the rational describe above applies here. Likely the stream
areas fall within mapped appeal or permit once they transverse the Coastal Zone Boundary and
thus are not specifically mapped as individual features. The stream reference remains in the
legend (for now) because the legend applies to all of San Mateo County.
Thank you for your thorough review. We appreciate it.
As an FYI- we are planning to bring the first digital jurisdictional datasets to the Commission for
consideration and adoption in early spring of 2011. The initial set includes Santa Barbara, Ventura, and
the Santa Monica Mountain portion of LA County. If all goes smoothly, San Mateo County in its entirety
would follow soon after likely in the summer / early fall 2011.
Thanks again for your time, and have a nice weekend.
Greg
________________________________________________
Greg Benoit
California Coastal Commission     (831) 427-4874 V
725 Front Street, Suite 300          (831) 427-4877 F
Santa Cruz, CA 95060                 gbenoit@coastal.ca.gov

P Please consider the environment before printing
this email

From: crabtreem@ci.pacifica.ca.us [mailto:crabtreem@ci.pacifica.ca.us]
Sent: Thursday, December 02, 2010 1:12 PM
To: Greg Benoit
Cc: Doug Macmillan
Subject: RE: Post LCP certification map - Pacifica

Greg – I have finally gotten comments back from staff on the draft map. It appears that the boundaries
shown are accurate and are consistent with our understanding. We do have the following
comments/observations:
1. Overall, the map is a bit difficult to read due to the similarity in color of some of the boundary lines. In
particular, the lines for the First Public Road and Area of Deferred Certification are too similar. More color
contrast or the use of symbols would probably help legibility.
2. Is there a reason 50’ from the bluff is not shown on the map? Other notable distances are indicated
and it may be helpful to display that on the map also if possible. Of course, with bluff erosion we’ve been
experiencing lately, the map may become obsolete soon after printing.
3. Even though the legend shows a light blue line for “100 Ft. from Stream”, it does not appear that any
streams are identified on the map. Above ground creeks/streams traverse Pacifica’s coastal zone,
including San Pedro Creek west of San Pedro Terrace. Other creeks/streams include Rockaway Creek
(southeastern portion of the Rockaway commercial area), Calera Creek (through the Quarry), and Sharp
Park (aka Sanchez) Creek (through the Sharp Park Golf Course), to name some of the most prominent. If
these waterways do not meet your criteria or are not relevant to the map, then it may help avoid future
confusion to remove the legend from the map.
Thank you for the opportunity to review the map (and your patience with the length of time it took us to
respond). Please let me know if you wish to discuss our comments.
Michael
Michael Crabtree
Planning Director
City of Pacifica
170 Santa Maria Avenue
Pacifica, CA 94044
(650) 738-7341 (voice)
(650) 359-5807 (fax)
crabtreem@ci.pacifica.ca.us
www.cityofpacifica.org
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From:

KoppmanNorton, Julia@Coastal <julia.koppmannorton@coastal.ca.gov>

Sent time:

12/18/2020 02:22:13 PM

To:

Timothy Kassouni <

Cc:

Murdock, Christian; Wehrmeister, Tina; Veesart, Pat@Coastal <Pat.Veesart@coastal.ca.gov>; Rexing, Stephanie@Coastal
<Stephanie.Rexing@coastal.ca.gov>

Subject:

Re: Shawn Rhodes: Pacifica project

>; Vanderberg-Jones, Sonora@Coastal <sonora.vanderberg-jones@coastal.ca.gov>

Attachments: 505SanPedroJurisdiction_Kassouni_2020.12.18.pdf

[CAUTION: External Email]

Hi Tim,
Attached please find our response. Thank you, and have a good weekend.
Best,
Julia
O
 n 12/7/20, 7:22 PM, "Timothy Kassouni" <

> wrote:

Dear Ms. Koppman‐Norton,
Attached please find two letters relating to the Shawn Rhodes Pacifica
project. This first is a letter regarding jurisdictional issues, and the
second is a request for public documents. I am also copying Ms.
Vandenburg‐Jones as I understand she is frequently involved in PRA
requests for the Coastal Commission. Thank you for your attention.
‐‐
Timothy V. Kassouni
Kassouni Law

CAUTION: This email originated from outside of the City of Pacifica. Unless you recognize the sender's email
address and know the content is safe, do not click links, open attachments or reply.
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STATE OF CALIFORNIA — NATURAL RESOURCES AGENCY

GAVIN NEWSOM, GOVERNOR

CALIFORNIA COASTAL COMMISSION
NORTH CENTRAL COAST DISTRICT
455 MARKET STREET, SUITE 300
SAN FRANCISCO, CA 94105
PHONE: (415) 904-5260
FAX: (415) 904-5400
WEB: WWW.COASTAL.CA.GOV

December 18, 2020
Timothy Kassouni

Subject: Your Correspondence dated December 7, 2020 (“Re: Shawn Rhodes
Mixed-Use Project; Pacifica Resolution 2018-011”) Regarding CDP
Jurisdiction over the Property Located at 505 San Pedro Avenue in the
City of Pacifica, San Mateo County (APN 023-072-010)
Dear Mr. Kassouni:
We are in receipt of your above-referenced letter regarding alleged coastal development
permit (CDP) jurisdictional issues with the property located at 505 San Pedro Avenue in
the City of Pacifica. With regards to the PRA, we have received your request and are in
the process of gathering responsive records and will provide them to you. In summary,
the Coastal Commission retains CDP jurisdiction over the portion of the property to the
north and nearest the ocean, with the City holding delegated CDP jurisdiction over the
inland portion of the site to the south. As your client knows, the City has authorized a
CDP for development in its jurisdiction (City CDP 346-14), and your client has applied to
the Commission for a CDP for proposed development in the Commission’s jurisdiction
(CDP application 2-19-0026); an application for which we have had many discussions
with your client and his representatives. Notwithstanding this set of facts, you indicate in
your letter that your client intends to proceed with construction in both parts of the
property, based on an allegation that the Commission actually doesn’t have CDP
jurisdiction here, and that the City’s CDP action somehow covers the whole site. Please
note that proceeding with development on the portion of the subject site located in the
Coastal Commission’s CDP jurisdiction would constitute a knowing and intentional
violation of the Coastal Act, which would entail a host of enforcement consequences for
your client, and we advise that your client await the outcome of his pending Coastal
Commission application, and only proceed with development should that application
authorize same.
Geographically, the Commission’s retained CDP jurisdiction includes tidelands,
submerged lands, and public trust lands, including former tidelands (see Coastal Act
Section 30519(b) and Title 14 Section 13577 of the California Code of Regulations
(CCR)). The primary sources for determining the Commission’s continuing CDP
jurisdiction within the City of Pacifica include the U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service’s
National Wetland Inventory dataset, vertical and oblique coastal aerial photography,
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post-LCP certification maps 60 and 61 (San Francisco South and Montara Mountain
quadrangles, scale 1:24,000), the map set showing potential public trust lands prepared
for the Coastal Commission by the State Lands Commission staff in the late 1970’s
(using, among other sources, tide and submerged land grant documents), and the City’s
current Commission-adopted post-Local Coastal Program (LCP) certification map (from
1993).
In addition, and to be clear, the Commission makes every attempt to ensure that its
post-LCP certification maps are as accurate as possible. At the same time, they remain
a depiction (i.e., a cartographic representation), and the actual jurisdictional areas
derive their authority from the Coastal Act and the Commission’s regulations. In fact,
there can be cartographic errors in maps, or changes in conditions on the ground that
dictate the need for map changes (see, for example, CCR Section 13576). Oftentimes
such changes are derived from refined jurisdictional mapping from CDP jurisdiction
boundary determinations that are requested for specific projects and/or areas.
Following certification of the City's LCP, 1: 24,000 scale map sheets 60 and 61 from the
set of 161 draft Post-LCP certification maps were adopted for the City in June, 1980.
Subsequently, a more detailed parcel scale post-LCP certification map of the City of
Pacifica was prepared by the Commission in the early 1990s, using a base map
provided by the City, and that map was adopted by the Commission on November 17,
1993. In addition, on September 15, 1995, the Coastal Commission approved a
categorical exclusion (excluding from CDP requirements certain lot line and boundary
adjustments, new single-family residences, new second units, minor grading, vegetation
removal, temporary events, and public works in certain areas of the City) (Categorical
Exclusion Order E-94-1). The City post-LCP certification map was revised to identify
where the exclusion applied versus not as well as to reflect the refined retained permit
jurisdiction boundary based on previous mapping of former tideland and potential public
trust lands.
In 1996, a CDP jurisdiction boundary determination was requested by Commission staff
Jim Muth of the Commission’s North Coast Office for the San Pedro Creek area,
including the subject property at 505 San Pedro Avenue (Boundary Determination 1496). During review of available information for this boundary determination, it was
determined that there was an error in the CDP jurisdictional boundary depicted on the
City’s post-LCP certification map in this area. Specifically, the then map omitted a
considerable area of potential public trust lands (former historical tidelands) associated
with the historic floodplain of San Pedro Creek. Ultimately, the refined CDP boundary
from Boundary Determination 14-96 was subsequently incorporated into the City’s postLCP certification map, and labeled as “Additional Permit Jurisdiction” (i.e., the
“Additional” jurisdiction to which you refer in your letter). Please note that the term used
(i.e., “Additional Permit Jurisdiction”) was and is not intended to suggest that the
Commission was adding jurisdiction without any basis. On the contrary, the area added
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as retained jurisdiction was based on the statutory requirements for same, and the map
was updated as the Commission’s regulations intend. In short, Boundary Determination
14-96 corrected a cartographic error, was shared with the City and other interested
parties, and was added to the City’s post-LCP certification map at that time, and the
updated post-LCP certification map has been the reference for CDP jurisdictional issues
since that time, on which both the Commission and the City staff rely (additional
jurisdictional information is on file at the Commission offices per Boundary
Determinations 15-2001 and 27-2001). Boundary Determination 15-2001 was made in
2001 as a result of a request received from the City of Pacifica Planning staff with
regard to the subject property and is consistent with the maps originally adopted for the
City in 1980, and the interim map revision exhibit prepared in 1996.
Thus, the Commission retains CDP jurisdiction for the northern portion of the property
located at 505 San Pedro Avenue in the City of Pacifica, as demonstrated in the City’s
post-LCP certification map, the genesis of which jurisdiction is described above. As
such, a CDP from the Commission is required in order to proceed with any development
within the Commission’s retained CDP jurisdictional area, and any development
undertaken without a CDP in this area will constitute a knowing and intentional violation
of the Coastal Act. If you have any further questions regarding this matter, please
contact me at 415-904-5292.
Sincerely,

Julia Koppman Norton, Coastal Planner
North Central Coast District
California Coastal Commission

cc: Tina Wehrmeister, City of Pacifica Planning Director
Pat Veesart, California Coastal Commission Northern California Enforcement Supervisor

From:

Foster, Patrick@Coastal <Patrick.Foster@coastal.ca.gov>

Sent time:

12/04/2018 04:21:23 PM

To:

Murdock, Christian

Subject:

RE: 505 San Pedro CEQA Document

Thanks!
From: murdockc@ci.pacifica.ca.us [mailto:murdockc@ci.pacifica.ca.us]
Sent: Tuesday, December 04, 2018 4:20 PM
To: Foster, Patrick@Coastal
Subject: RE: 505 San Pedro CEQA Document

Hi Patrick,
Glad you received the FLAN for 505 San Pedro Avenue. In case you missed them in the materials transmitted, I’ve attached the
Response to Comments and Errata to the Draft IS/MND for your review. In these documents the City responded to the Coastal
Commission’s comments on the project.
I’ve also attached a PDF version of the staff report. You can download the project plans at this link. Let me know if you have any
other questions.
Best regards,
Christian
Christian Murdock
Senior Planner
Planning Department
City of Pacifica
1800 Francisco Blvd.
Pacifica, CA 94044
www.cityofpacifica.org
Email: murdockc@ci.pacifica.ca.us
Phone: (650) 738‐7444
Fax: (650) 359‐5807
From: Foster, Patrick@Coastal [mailto:Patrick.Foster@coastal.ca.gov]
Sent: Tuesday, December 04, 2018 4:03 PM
To: Murdock, Christian
Subject: RE: 505 San Pedro CEQA Document

Hi Christian,
We recently received the FLAN indicating local approval of the CDP for the project discussed here. As noted on the FLAN, a
portion of the site is located within Coastal Commission jurisdiction. Can you share to what extent our comments were taken
into account prior to approval, including our request for a full 1‐parameter delineation? Please also share a digital copy of the
latest staff report and site plan when you are able.
Thank you,
Patrick
From: murdockc@ci.pacifica.ca.us [mailto:murdockc@ci.pacifica.ca.us]
Sent: Tuesday, May 01, 2018 4:52 PM
To: Foster, Patrick@Coastal
Cc: wehrmeistert@ci.pacifica.ca.us; Rexing, Stephanie@Coastal
Subject: RE: 505 San Pedro CEQA Document

Hi Patrick,
Thank you for comments from the Coastal Commission on the 505 San Pedro Avenue IS/MND. I look forward to reviewing the
comments and will let you know if I have any questions.
Best regards,
Christian
Christian Murdock
Senior Planner
Planning Department
City of Pacifica
1800 Francisco Blvd.
Pacifica, CA 94044
www.cityofpacifica.org
Email: murdockc@ci.pacifica.ca.us
Phone: (650) 738‐7444
Fax: (650) 359‐5807
From: Foster, Patrick@Coastal [mailto:Patrick.Foster@coastal.ca.gov]
Sent: Tuesday, May 01, 2018 4:36 PM
To: Murdock, Christian

Cc: Rexing, Stephanie@Coastal
Subject: RE: 505 San Pedro CEQA Document

Hi Christian,
Thank you for forwarding the MND linked below for the proposed project at 505 San Pedro Ave including three new buildings, a
skatepark, and parking area. The project site is mostly in the City’s CDP jurisdiction, but partly in the Commission’s retained
jurisdiction which covers about a third of the lot closest to the ocean. It is our impression the City’s intent is to process local
permits, including a CDP, after which the applicant would seek another CDP from us if the project is approved locally – please
let us know if this is inaccurate. Our primary concerns involve biological resources. Specifically, identification of wetlands and
required development buffers, as well as the presence of sensitive species on site.
The MND indicates the potential presence of CRLF, SFGS, Monarch butterfly, and protected raptors/nesting birds. Overall, our
biologist concurs with the sensitive species identified as potentially occurring here, though also indicates that CRLF may be
using the swale as a corridor and moving across the parcel. As for raptors and other birds, with the open field adjacent to the
parcel, the trees and swale vegetation provide good habitat for nesting, so pre‐construction surveys are critical. Additionally, It
is unclear why no bat species are discussed other than the western red bat, as it is possible hoary bats (Lasiurus cinereus) are in
the area as well. With regard to sensitive plant species, our biologist cites concern regarding the possible presence of SF
spineflower (Chorizanthe cuspidata var. cuspidata) because it often turns up in disturbed areas. It appears the reconnaissance
surveys were completed outside the bloom season for most of the sensitive plants flagged, making it more difficult to detect
them.
As for mitigation, additional measures are requested, including:
1) Coastal Commission to receive copies of all surveys.
2) Implement IV‐1 (p40) limits on work following significant rain events (>0.25 in, with 24h wait period) when CRLF would be
more mobile.
3) In addition to exclusion fencing, conduct daily checks prior to the start of construction for sensitive wildlife that may have
found a way in.
4) Cover any open trenches at the end of work each day or fitted with an exit ramp for any wildlife that may fall in.
5) Extend IV‐3 (p41) raptor surveys to out to 500 ft (300 ft is fine for other birds) and if nesting observed, apply minimum buffer
of 500ft (300ft for other birds) until young have fledged.
6) Extend IV‐4(a) (p41) pre‐construction bat emergence surveys to all trees on the parcel and out 500ft since any bats there will
also be sensitive receptors to construction noise.
7) Apply CDFW‐determined buffers to any such sensitive receptors (maternity roosts or hibernacula)
8) Removal of invasive non‐native species (in addition to omitting them from any planting on the property).
In terms of wetlands, the MND acknowledges the general buffer rule of 100 feet from the outward edge of riparian vegetation
and notes that “an intermittent drainage ditch on the west side of the project area contains some riparian vegetation (e.g.,
Arroyo Willow).” (p.42) It also notes that this drainage would meet the Coastal Commission’s one‐parameter wetland
definition. However, indirect impacts concerning the swale seem to have been dismissed – while development may not
physically disturb the swale on the adjacent parcel, noise and runoff are potentially going to affect any sensitive resources
there, and sensitive species likely make use of the area as a wildlife corridor to at least a limited extent as such species will not
necessarily be able to use the adjacent upland areas if they are dependent on the cover and moisture the swale provides.
These indirect impacts reflect the purpose of establishing development buffers, and protection in this case is warranted. Thus,
we request that the applicant complete a full 1‐parameter delineation at this stage, rather than later on in the permitting
process. While the bank/topography may appear to be a distinct boundary for hydro and soil parameters, vegetation may
extend towards the parcel of interest, which will be important with respect to setting appropriate buffers. While a typical
buffer is 100 ft and may be necessary here as at most locations, we recognize that less may be acceptable depending on the
nature of the parcel, its place in the landscape, and the susceptibility of the wetland to various impacts. However, any
deviation from typical buffers must be substantiated with clear evidence on these points.
Again, thank you for the chance to comment at this early stage. We look forward to further coordination on this project.
‐Patrick
________________________
Patrick Foster
Coastal Planner
North Central Coast District
California Coastal Commission
45 Fremont Street, Suite 2000
San Francisco, CA 94105
(415) 904‐5267
patrick.foster@coastal.ca.gov
www.coastal.ca.gov

From: murdockc@ci.pacifica.ca.us [mailto:murdockc@ci.pacifica.ca.us]
Sent: Thursday, April 05, 2018 10:24 AM
To: Foster, Patrick@Coastal
Cc: Rexing, Stephanie@Coastal
Subject: 505 San Pedro CEQA Document

Hi Patrick,

We wanted to make you aware that the public comment period on the CEQA document for the 505 San Pedro Avenue (Shawn
Rhodes) project started on 4/4/4018. You can access the document at the link below We invite the Coastal Commission to offer
comments on the CEQA document during this period.
http://www.cityofpacifica.org/depts/planning/environmental documents/default.asp
Best regards,
Christian
Christian Murdock
Senior Planner
Planning Department
City of Pacifica
1800 Francisco Blvd.
Pacifica, CA 94044
www.cityofpacifica.org
Email: murdockc@ci.pacifica.ca.us
Phone: (650) 738‐7444
Fax: (650) 359‐5807

This message has been scanned for malware by Websense. www.websense.com
Click here to report this email as spam.

From:

Murdock, Christian

Sent time:

12/04/2018 04:20:03 PM

To:

Foster, Patrick@Coastal <Patrick.Foster@coastal.ca.gov>

Subject:

RE: 505 San Pedro CEQA Document

Attachments:

505 San Pedro Ave ISMND - Response to Comments.docx
Use - 20181105.pdf

505 San Pedro Ave_Errata.doc

Staff Report - PC_505 San Pedro Avenue Mixed

Hi Patrick,
Glad you received the FLAN for 505 San Pedro Avenue. In case you missed them in the materials transmitted, I’ve attached the
Response to Comments and Errata to the Draft IS/MND for your review. In these documents the City responded to the Coastal
Commission’s comments on the project.
I’ve also attached a PDF version of the staff report. You can download the project plans at this link. Let me know if you have any
other questions.
Best regards,
Christian
Christian Murdock
Senior Planner
Planning Department
City of Pacifica
1800 Francisco Blvd.
Pacifica, CA 94044
www.cityofpacifica.org
Email: murdockc@ci.pacifica.ca.us
Phone: (650) 738‐7444
Fax: (650) 359‐5807
From: Foster, Patrick@Coastal [mailto:Patrick.Foster@coastal.ca.gov]
Sent: Tuesday, December 04, 2018 4:03 PM
To: Murdock, Christian
Subject: RE: 505 San Pedro CEQA Document

Hi Christian,
We recently received the FLAN indicating local approval of the CDP for the project discussed here. As noted on the FLAN, a
portion of the site is located within Coastal Commission jurisdiction. Can you share to what extent our comments were taken
into account prior to approval, including our request for a full 1‐parameter delineation? Please also share a digital copy of the
latest staff report and site plan when you are able.
Thank you,
Patrick
From: murdockc@ci.pacifica.ca.us [mailto:murdockc@ci.pacifica.ca.us]
Sent: Tuesday, May 01, 2018 4:52 PM
To: Foster, Patrick@Coastal
Cc: wehrmeistert@ci.pacifica.ca.us; Rexing, Stephanie@Coastal
Subject: RE: 505 San Pedro CEQA Document

Hi Patrick,
Thank you for comments from the Coastal Commission on the 505 San Pedro Avenue IS/MND. I look forward to reviewing the
comments and will let you know if I have any questions.
Best regards,
Christian
Christian Murdock
Senior Planner
Planning Department
City of Pacifica
1800 Francisco Blvd.
Pacifica, CA 94044
www.cityofpacifica.org
Email: murdockc@ci.pacifica.ca.us
Phone: (650) 738‐7444
Fax: (650) 359‐5807
From: Foster, Patrick@Coastal [mailto:Patrick.Foster@coastal.ca.gov]
Sent: Tuesday, May 01, 2018 4:36 PM
To: Murdock, Christian
Cc: Rexing, Stephanie@Coastal
Subject: RE: 505 San Pedro CEQA Document

Hi Christian,
Thank you for forwarding the MND linked below for the proposed project at 505 San Pedro Ave including three new buildings, a
skatepark, and parking area. The project site is mostly in the City’s CDP jurisdiction, but partly in the Commission’s retained
jurisdiction which covers about a third of the lot closest to the ocean. It is our impression the City’s intent is to process local
permits, including a CDP, after which the applicant would seek another CDP from us if the project is approved locally – please
let us know if this is inaccurate. Our primary concerns involve biological resources. Specifically, identification of wetlands and
required development buffers, as well as the presence of sensitive species on site.
The MND indicates the potential presence of CRLF, SFGS, Monarch butterfly, and protected raptors/nesting birds. Overall, our
biologist concurs with the sensitive species identified as potentially occurring here, though also indicates that CRLF may be
using the swale as a corridor and moving across the parcel. As for raptors and other birds, with the open field adjacent to the
parcel, the trees and swale vegetation provide good habitat for nesting, so pre‐construction surveys are critical. Additionally, It
is unclear why no bat species are discussed other than the western red bat, as it is possible hoary bats (Lasiurus cinereus) are in
the area as well. With regard to sensitive plant species, our biologist cites concern regarding the possible presence of SF
spineflower (Chorizanthe cuspidata var. cuspidata) because it often turns up in disturbed areas. It appears the reconnaissance
surveys were completed outside the bloom season for most of the sensitive plants flagged, making it more difficult to detect
them.
As for mitigation, additional measures are requested, including:
1) Coastal Commission to receive copies of all surveys.
2) Implement IV‐1 (p40) limits on work following significant rain events (>0.25 in, with 24h wait period) when CRLF would be
more mobile.
3) In addition to exclusion fencing, conduct daily checks prior to the start of construction for sensitive wildlife that may have
found a way in.
4) Cover any open trenches at the end of work each day or fitted with an exit ramp for any wildlife that may fall in.
5) Extend IV‐3 (p41) raptor surveys to out to 500 ft (300 ft is fine for other birds) and if nesting observed, apply minimum buffer
of 500ft (300ft for other birds) until young have fledged.
6) Extend IV‐4(a) (p41) pre‐construction bat emergence surveys to all trees on the parcel and out 500ft since any bats there will
also be sensitive receptors to construction noise.
7) Apply CDFW‐determined buffers to any such sensitive receptors (maternity roosts or hibernacula)
8) Removal of invasive non‐native species (in addition to omitting them from any planting on the property).
In terms of wetlands, the MND acknowledges the general buffer rule of 100 feet from the outward edge of riparian vegetation
and notes that “an intermittent drainage ditch on the west side of the project area contains some riparian vegetation (e.g.,
Arroyo Willow).” (p.42) It also notes that this drainage would meet the Coastal Commission’s one‐parameter wetland
definition. However, indirect impacts concerning the swale seem to have been dismissed – while development may not
physically disturb the swale on the adjacent parcel, noise and runoff are potentially going to affect any sensitive resources
there, and sensitive species likely make use of the area as a wildlife corridor to at least a limited extent as such species will not
necessarily be able to use the adjacent upland areas if they are dependent on the cover and moisture the swale provides.
These indirect impacts reflect the purpose of establishing development buffers, and protection in this case is warranted. Thus,
we request that the applicant complete a full 1‐parameter delineation at this stage, rather than later on in the permitting
process. While the bank/topography may appear to be a distinct boundary for hydro and soil parameters, vegetation may
extend towards the parcel of interest, which will be important with respect to setting appropriate buffers. While a typical
buffer is 100 ft and may be necessary here as at most locations, we recognize that less may be acceptable depending on the
nature of the parcel, its place in the landscape, and the susceptibility of the wetland to various impacts. However, any
deviation from typical buffers must be substantiated with clear evidence on these points.
Again, thank you for the chance to comment at this early stage. We look forward to further coordination on this project.
‐Patrick
________________________
Patrick Foster
Coastal Planner
North Central Coast District
California Coastal Commission
45 Fremont Street, Suite 2000
San Francisco, CA 94105
﴾415﴿ 904‐5267
patrick.foster@coastal.ca.gov
www.coastal.ca.gov

From: murdockc@ci.pacifica.ca.us [mailto:murdockc@ci.pacifica.ca.us]
Sent: Thursday, April 05, 2018 10:24 AM
To: Foster, Patrick@Coastal
Cc: Rexing, Stephanie@Coastal
Subject: 505 San Pedro CEQA Document

Hi Patrick,
We wanted to make you aware that the public comment period on the CEQA document for the 505 San Pedro Avenue (Shawn

Rhodes) project started on 4/4/4018. You can access the document at the link below We invite the Coastal Commission to offer
comments on the CEQA document during this period.
http://www.cityofpacifica.org/depts/planning/environmental_documents/default.asp
Best regards,
Christian
Christian Murdock
Senior Planner
Planning Department
City of Pacifica
1800 Francisco Blvd.
Pacifica, CA 94044
www.cityofpacifica.org
Email: murdockc@ci.pacifica.ca.us
Phone: (650) 738‐7444
Fax: (650) 359‐5807

This message has been scanned for malware by Websense. www.websense.com
Click here to report this email as spam.
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Response to Comments
505 San Pedro Avenue Project
June 2018

RESPONSE TO COMMENTS

This Response to Comments document contains agency comments received during the public
review period of the 505 San Pedro Avenue project (proposed project) Initial Study/Mitigated
Negative Declaration (IS/MND).
BACKGROUND
The City of Pacifica Planning Department, as lead agency, released the IS/MND for public review
beginning on April 4, 2018 and ending on May 3, 2018, pursuant to California Environmental
Quality Act (CEQA) Guidelines Section 15105. The IS/MND and supporting documents were
made available at the public counter of the City of Pacifica Planning Department located at 1800
Francisco Boulevard, Pacifica, California 94044, and also online at the City’s website at
http://www.cityofpacifica.org. According to CEQA Guidelines Sections 15073 and 15074, the lead
agency must consider the comments received during consultation and review periods together with
the negative declaration. However, unlike with an Environmental Impact Report, comments
received on a negative declaration are not required to be attached to the negative declaration, nor
must the lead agency make specific written responses to public agencies. Nonetheless, the lead
agency has chosen to provide responses to the comments received during the public review process
for the IS/MND.
LIST OF COMMENTERS
The City of Pacifica received two comment letters during the open comment period on the
IS/MND for the proposed project. The comment letters were authored by the following
representatives of the State and local agencies noted:
Letter 1 ........................................................... Patricia Maurice, Department of Transportation
Letter 2 ............................................................ Patrick Foster, California Coastal Commission
RESPONSE TO COMMENTS
The Response to Comments below includes responses to the comment letters submitted regarding
the proposed project. The letters are numbered and bracketed with assigned comment numbers.
The bracketed comment letters are followed by numbered responses corresponding to each
bracketed comment. Where revisions to the IS/MND text were made, new text is double
underlined and deleted text is struck through.
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LETTER 1:

PATRICIA MAURICE, DEPARTMENT
APRIL 24, 2018

OF

TRANSPORTATION, DISTRICT 4,

Response to Comment 1-1
The comment is an introductory statement and does not address the adequacy of the IS/MND.
Response to Comment 1-2
The comment provides a brief summary of the project description and does not address the
adequacy of the IS/MND.
Response to Comment 1-3
As indicated in the IS/MND and acknowledged by the commenter, the segment of State Route 1
in the project vicinity is not an officially designated scenic highway. The eligibility status of this
segment of SR 1 is important to the City. Notwithstanding this, as shown in the post-project
visual simulation contained in the IS/MND (see Figure 10), the increased height of the proposed
structure, while visible from SR 1, would not represent a substantial intrusion in the natural
landscape. The foreground views from SR 1 are currently dominated by the existing shopping
center, not natural landscapes, as would continue to be the case with implementation of the
proposed project.
In addition, as discussed on page 23 of the IS/MND, the project would be required to comply
with the City of Pacifica Design Guidelines, which are used by the City’s Planning Commission
and planning staff when reviewing and evaluating the design of all new development within the
City. Compliance with the Design Guidelines would ensure that the visual quality of the area
would not be degraded. Therefore, the proposed project would not substantially degrade the
existing visual character or quality of the site and its surroundings.
Response to Comment 1-4
The mitigation measures prescribed for environmental effects described in this IS/MND will be
implemented by the City of Pacifica, as CEQA lead agency, in conjunction with the project, as
required by CEQA. The mitigation measures will be incorporated into the project through project
conditions of approval. The City will adopt findings and a Mitigation Monitoring and Reporting
Program for the project in conjunction with approval of the project.
As discussed in Section XVI, Transportation and Circulation, of the IS/MND, Abrams
Associates Traffic Engineering determined that the proposed project would not cause any of the
study intersections to exceed any applicable City, County, or State standards.1

1

Abrams Associates Traffic Engineering, Inc. Transportation Impact Analysis, San Pedro Avenue Mixed Use
Project, City of Pacifica. April 5, 2017.
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Response to Comment 1-5
Comment noted. Please see Response to Comment 1-4.
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LETTER 2:

PATRICK FOSTER, CALIFORNIA COASTAL COMMISSION, MAY 01, 2018

Response to Comment 2-1
The comment is an introductory statement and does not address the adequacy of the IS/MND.
Response to Comment 2-2
The IS/MND requires preconstruction mitigation for CRLF, SFGS, and Monarch butterfly, and
nesting birds (see MMs IV-1 through IV-3).
With respect to hoary bats (Lasiurus cinereus), the project biologist determined that the western
red bat is the only bat species protected under the Endangered Species Act that may occur on-site
based upon presence of suitable habitat. Although hoary bats could possibly roost in the trees
along the site, this species is not protected under the Endangered Species Act, nor is it classified
by CDFW as a species of special concern. Furthermore, Mitigation Measure IV-4 is intended to
prevent take of all roosting bats.
Regarding the possible presence of SF spineflower (Chorizanthe cuspidata var. cuspidata) on
the site, although surveys did not take place during the blooming period of this species (AprilJuly, sometimes August), this species is unlikely to occur on-site. The site has been highly
disturbed from its original condition and consists of a man-made berm. Additionally, the
California Natural Diversity Database does not show this species to be within the immediate
vicinity of the site. The nearest recorded SF spineflower occurrence is approximately 2.3 miles
north of the site and was identified in the early 2000s. Intervening development is located
between the project site and the recorded occurrence. Per Live Oak Associates, Inc., given that
other SF spineflower occurrences have not been recorded closer to the site and the project site
does not support suitable habitat for the species, surveys for the species would not be warranted.
Response to Comment 2-3
In response to the comment, the following revisions are hereby made to Mitigation Measure IV-1
regarding CRLF and SFGS and Mitigation Measures IV-2 and IV-3, regarding Monarch
butterfly and nesting birds, respectively. See Response to Comment 2-5 for revisions to the
special-status bat mitigation. The commenter’s request to require work limits following
significant rain events is deemed unnecessary given the limited potential for CRLF to utilize the
project site, as discussed in detail on pp. 36-37 of the IS/MND.
Mitigation Measure IV-1 found on page 40 of the IS/MND includes the following to ensure that
impacts related to the California Red-legged Frog or San Francisco Garter Snake would be less
than significant.
IV-1.

The following measures shall be implemented prior to and during
construction activities:


Staging areas and access routes to any work areas shall be
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IV-2.

delineated and inspected by a qualified biologist prior to
establishment to avoid unnecessary impacts to California redlegged frog (CRF) and San Francisco Garter Snake (SFGS);
Frog- and snake-proof exclusion fencing shall be erected around
the project boundary prior to the onset of project activities.
Fencing shall be a minimum of three feet in height and buried in
the soil to inhibit CRF and SFGS from entering the project area;
Once the exclusion fence is installed, a pre-construction survey
shall be conducted to ensure that CRF and/or SFGS individuals
are not present within the fenced area. The results of the preconstruction survey shall be submitted to the City of Pacifica
Planning Department and California Coastal Commission;
Prior to the initiation of construction activities, worker
education and awareness training shall be conducted for all
construction crews and contractors that access the site for any
period of time. The education training shall be conducted prior
to starting work on the project and upon the arrival of any new
worker. The training shall include a brief review of the CRF and
SFGS life history, field identification, habitat requirements,
location of sensitive areas, possible fines for violations,
avoidance measures, and correction actions if either species is
encountered. The training shall direct workers to conduct daily
checks prior to the start of construction for sensitive wildlife that
may have found a way in. The program shall cover the
mitigation measures, environmental permits, and regulatory
compliance requirements as applicable. In addition, a record of
all personnel trained during the project shall be maintained for
compliance verification by the City of Pacifica Planning
Department;
During project activities, all on-site trash that has the potential
to attract predators shall be properly contained, removed from
the work site, and disposed of regularly. Following completion
of construction activities, all trash and construction debris shall
be removed from work areas;
Construction personnel shall cover any open trenches at the end
of work each day or fitted with an exit ramp for any wildlife that
may fall in.
Tightly woven fiber netting or similar material shall be used for
erosion control or other purposes at the project to ensure that
CRF and/or SFGS are not incidentally trapped. Plastic monofilament netting (erosion control matting), rolled erosion control
products, or similar material, shall not be used at the project
site.

If any eucalyptus trees must be removed during the monarch butterfly
winter roosting season, (October through February) a qualified biologist
shall survey the project site to ensure that a roosting colony is not
present. Because timing of monarch migration on the coast side varies
from year to year, the survey shall be conducted at a time to coincide
with monarch roosting activity on the coast side for that particular year.
Information on monarch roosting activity must be verified with local
experts prior to conducting the survey. If a roosting colony is not
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detected, tree removal may commence, and further surveys shall not be
required. However, if a roosting colony is detected, trees shall not be
removed until the winter roosting season has concluded (i.e. monarchs
have not been observed in the general area or using the trees). Results of
any butterfly surveys shall be submitted to the City of Pacifica Planning
Department and California Coastal Commission. If trees have already
been removed prior to the onset of the winter roosting season, surveys
are not warranted.
IV-3.

If demolition, renovation, construction, tree removal, and/or tree
trimming activities are proposed during the bird nesting season
(February 15 through August 31), preconstruction surveys for nesting
birds, including raptors, shall be conducted by a qualified biologist
within 300 feet of the construction area, prior to, and within one week of
initiation of construction activities. If active bird nests are found, and
project activities could potentially impact nesting success as determined
by a qualified biologist, all necessary permits shall be obtained from the
USFWS Migratory Bird Treaty Office and the California Department of
Fish and Wildlife (CDFW). Results of the preconstruction surveys shall
be submitted to the City of Pacifica Planning Department and California
Coastal Commission.

Response to Comment 2-4
Live Oak Associates has indicated that a 300-foot survey buffer around the site is adequate for
nesting raptors. The recommended 500 feet may be excessive, given the vegetative condition of
nearby lands and potential visual access issues. Furthermore, the project site is relatively small
and narrow in shape and is neighbored by existing development. Thus, a 500-foot buffer would
require numerous property owners in the site vicinity to grant access to their sites in order to
conduct nesting raptor surveys, potentially impeding implementation of the mitigation measure.
Response to Comment 2-5
The comment is noted; however, legal access to adjacent properties may not be granted, thus
making emergence surveys off the existing parcel not possible. Surveys can only be legally
conducted on the project site. Notwithstanding this, since release of the IS/MND, the project
biologist has recommended the following revisions to the mitigation measures for special-status
bats, in order to better specify the survey timing and methods:
Roosting Bats
IV-4(a).

Prior to removal of any on-site trees, a qualified biologist shall conduct
a pre-construction habitat assessment for roosting bats to identify trees
with potentially suitable habitat. Once trees with potentially suitable
habitat have been identified, those trees would be surveyed for roosting
bats prior to construction activities emergence survey. Roosting bat
surveys require timing constraints due to the overwintering season.
During the overwintering season (approximately October 16 through the
month of February), emergence surveys have the potential to result in a
false-negative; therefore, emergence surveys will not be conducted in the
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overwintering season. Instead, visual surveys, such as surveys from a
man-lift, may be necessary in this season. If active roosts are not found,
then further action shall not be warranted. If either a maternity roost or
hibernacula (structures used by bats for hibernation) is present,
Mitigation Measures IV-4(b) and IV-4(c) shall be implemented. The preconstruction survey shall be submitted to the City of Pacifica Planning
Department and the CDFW, and the California Coastal Commission.
IV-4(b).

If active bat maternity roosts or hibernacula are found in trees which
will be removed as part of project construction, the project shall be
redesigned to avoid the loss of the tree occupied by the roost to the extent
feasible as determined by the CDFW. If an active maternity roost is
located and the project cannot be redesigned to avoid removal of the
occupied tree, demolition shall commence before maternity colonies
form (i.e., prior to April 15March 1) or after young are volant (flying)
(i.e., usually after August 15July 31). Disturbance-free buffer zones, as
determined by a qualified biologist and CDFW, shall be observed during
the maternity roost season (April 15March 1 through August 15July 31).

IV-4(c).

If a non-breeding and non-overwintering roosting bat(s) hibernacula is
found in a tree scheduled for removal, the individual(s) shall be safely
evicted, under the direction of a qualified biologist (i.e., a biologist
holding a CDFW collection permit and a Memorandum of
Understanding with CDFW allowing the biologist to handle bats), by
opening the roosting area to allow airflow through the cavity.
Demolition shall then follow at least one night after initial disturbance
for airflow. This action should allow bats to leave during darkness, thus
increasing their chance of finding new roosts with a minimum of
potential predation during daylight. Trees with roosts that need to be
removed shall first be disturbed at dusk, just prior to removal that same
evening, to allow bats to escape during the darker hours.

Response to Comment 2-6
The comment is noted. Please refer to the language added to Mitigation Measure IV-4(b) above.
Response to Comment 2-7
The applicant and City concur with the commenter’s recommendation and removal of on-site
invasive plant species will be required as a project condition of approval as part of the site
development permit.
Response to Comment 2-8
The IS/MND notes that while the off-site drainage ditch is artificial and created by previous
grading, it likely meets the 1-parameter rule employed by the Coastal Commission (p.
42). Notwithstanding this, given that the proposed project has been designed to avoid impacting
the ditch, it is not necessary to conduct a full 1-parameter delineation at this time to determine
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whether the proposed project would result in a significant adverse CEQA impact, defined in
Appendix G of the CEQA Guidelines, as:
Would the project have a substantial adverse effect on any riparian habitat or other
sensitive natural community identified in local or regional plans, policies, and
regulations or by the California Department of Fish and Wildlife or U.S. Fish and
Wildlife Service?

The proposed project does not result in any direct improvements to the ditch. In addition, indirect
impacts associated with storm water runoff from the project site would not occur as all
stormwater runoff would be collected via on-site bio-retention features and directed to the City’s
storm drain system.2
With respect to indirect noise impacts, Mitigation Measure IV-3 in the IS/MND would require
preconstruction surveys for raptors and nesting birds; such surveys would include the drainage
ditch. If raptors, nesting birds, or other special-status species are found within the survey area,
construction activities would be delayed. Thus, any special-status wildlife species potentially
occurring in the ditch would not be exposed to excessive construction noise.
In summary, while the City respects the Coastal Commission’s request to prepare a full 1parameter delineation for the off-site ditch at this time, it is not necessary to do so in order to
determine whether the proposed project could directly or indirectly affect the ditch. Nevertheless,
as the IS/MND noted, the applicant will be applying for permits with the Coastal Commission, at
which time they would provide any and all requested documentation.
Response to Comment 2-9
What constitutes a suitable buffer is dependent upon the conservation value of the feature for
which the buffer is being established, regional context, and the baseline conditions of the project
site.
The feature in question was created by previous grading activity; in other words, the feature is a
drainage swale dug in dry ground some time ago. It did not replace a blue line stream as noted
on the USGS 7.5 Minute Series maps for this area. This ditch also does not meet the definition
of a perennial or intermittent creek, as defined in the Local Coastal Land Use Plan (see IS/MND,
p. 42). The project site is a narrow rectangle-shaped parcel that abuts an existing shopping mall,
As noted on p. 61 of the IS/MND, the proposed project would include a series of coordinated Low Impact
Development (LID) Site Design Measures to remove pollutants, slow runoff, and release runoff from the site at a
level comparable to the pre-development flow volume. The proposed project would include six C.3 areas, or DMAs.
The six DMAs would be sized for treatment and flow control of runoff. As discussed previously, all six DMAs
would each include a bio-retention basin to treat runoff. Each bio-retention area would be composed of
approximately 18 inches of sand underlain with 12 inches of open graded gravel. The basins would each include a
plastic liner that would separate the soil and gravel from the surrounding native soils. Runoff from the impervious
areas (building roofs, pavement, etc.) would be routed to the basins and would infiltrate through the soil/gravel
layers. The soil/gravel layers would act as a filter, removing pollutants and debris from the stormwater throughout
the infiltration process. The proposed bio-retention basins would be designed to the standards for bio-retention
treatment systems detailed in Section 6.1, Bioretention Areas, of the C.3 Stormwater Technical Guidance.
2
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supports ruderal vegetation and serves as boat and vehicle storage along with some historic
illegal dumping. The wildlife species that use this off-site feature are anticipated to consist of
relatively common urban species, given that the feature supports little in the way of
native vegetation, carries flows only after storm events, and is proximate to a highly degraded
project site beyond which is a shopping mall and associated parking lot, thus restricting the use
of the project site as a wildlife corridor. Live Oak and Associates has thus concluded that
development of this parcel, with the limited setback provided, would not adversely affect any
natural stream or creek corridor.
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Initial Study/Mitigated Negative Declaration
Errata Sheet
June 7, 2018
Note: Wording added is printed in double-underlined text. Wording deleted is printed in
strikeout.
Based on the comments received, pages 41 of the 505 San Pedro Avenue Project Initial
Study/Mitigated Negative Declaration (released for public review April 2018), the Biological
Resources Section, is hereby revised as follows:
Roosting Bats
IV-4(a).

Prior to removal of any on-site trees, a qualified biologist
shall conduct a pre-construction habitat assessment for
roosting bats to identify trees with potentially suitable
habitat. Once trees with potentially suitable habitat have been
identified, those trees would be surveyed for roosting bats
prior to construction activities emergence survey. Roosting
bat surveys require timing constraints due to the
overwintering season. During the overwintering season
(approximately October 16 through February), emergence
surveys have the potential to result in a false-negative,
therefore, emergence surveys will not be conducted in the
overwintering season. Instead, visual surveys, such as surveys
from a man-lift may be necessary in this season. If active
roosts are not found, then further action shall not be
warranted. If either a maternity roost or hibernacula
(structures used by bats for hibernation) is present,
Mitigation Measures IV-4(b) and IV-4(c) shall be
implemented. The pre-construction survey shall be submitted
to the City of Pacifica Planning Department and the CDFW.

IV-4(b).

If active bat maternity roosts or hibernacula are found in
trees which will be removed as part of project construction,
the project shall be redesigned to avoid the loss of the tree
occupied by the roost to the extent feasible as determined by
the CDFW. If an active maternity roost is located and the
project cannot be redesigned to avoid removal of the
occupied tree, demolition shall commence before maternity
colonies form (i.e., prior to April 15March 1) or after young
are volant (flying) (i.e., usually after August 15July 31).
Disturbance-free buffer zones, as determined by a qualified
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biologist and CDFW, shall be observed during the maternity
roost season (April 15March 1 through August 15July 31).
IV-4(c).

If a non-breeding and non-overwintering roosting bat(s)
hibernacula is found in a tree scheduled for removal, the
individual(s) shall be safely evicted, under the direction of a
qualified biologist (i.e., a biologist holding a CDFW
collection permit and a Memorandum of Understanding with
CDFW allowing the biologist to handle bats), by opening the
roosting area to allow airflow through the cavity. Demolition
shall then follow at least one night after initial disturbance
for airflow. This action should allow bats to leave during
darkness, thus increasing their chance of finding new roosts
with a minimum of potential predation during daylight. Trees
with roosts that need to be removed shall first be disturbed at
dusk, just prior to removal that same evening, to allow bats to
escape during the darker hours.

It should be noted that the above changes provide additional clarity and do not constitute
significant new information nor create significant new impacts.
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PLANNING COMMISSION
Staff Report
Scenic Pacifica

Incorporated Nov. 22, 1957

DATE: November 5, 2018

FILE: PSD-789-14

CDP-346-14
UP-039-14
SE-030-18
PE-159-14
Heritage Tree Removal Authorization

ITEM: 6

PUBLIC NOTICE: Notice of Public Hearing was published in the Pacifica Tribune on October 24,
2018, mailed to 124 surrounding property owners and occupants, and posted in three locations
in the vicinity of the project site.
APPLICANT/OWNER:

Shawn Rhodes
5460 Coast Highway
Pacifica, CA 94044

PROJECT LOCATION: Vacant parcel located west of the Pedro Point Shopping Center and
northeast of San Pedro Avenue, approximately 640 feet southeast of the intersection of San
Pedro Avenue and Danmann Avenue (APN 023-072-010) – Pedro Point
PROJECT DESCRIPTION: File No. 2014-002 – Construction of three buildings and associated
improvements as follows: Building #1 – a two-story surf shop building for retail sales, surfboard
rentals, lockers, and office/storage space with a storage basement and outdoor shower;
Building #2 – two-story building for storage and surfboard shaping attached to a covered
skatepark enclosed by a chain link fence; Building #3 – a two-story mixed-use building with
retail space and office/storage on the ground floor and two residential units on the second
story; Off-street parking area for 24 uncovered car spaces and two garage spaces on the first
floor of Building #3 for the residential units above with the request for a reduction in off-street
parking and covered parking requirements; and, removal of two heritage trees.
SITE DESIGNATIONS: General Plan: Commercial
Zoning: C-2/CZ (Community Commercial/Coastal Zone)
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RECOMMENDED CEQA STATUS: Adopt a Mitigated Negative Declaration and Mitigation
Monitoring and Reporting Program.
ADDITIONAL REQUIRED APPROVALS: The project is subject to appeal to the City Council and
California Coastal Commission. Approval of a coastal development permit by the California
Coastal Commission is also required because a portion of the project is located within the
Coastal Commission’s permit jurisdiction. Two residential development allocations must be
approved by City Council prior to issuance of a building permit.
RECOMMENDED ACTION: Approve as conditioned.
PREPARED BY: Ranu Aggarwal, AICP, Contract Planner
Christian Murdock, AICP, Senior Planner
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PROJECT SUMMARY, RECOMMENDATION, AND FINDINGS
ZONING STANDARDS CONFORMANCE:
Standard
Lot Size
Lot Coverage
Landscaping
Setbacks
Building #1
-Front
-Side

Required

5,000 sq. ft.
N/A
10% min.
None, unless established by the
site development permit

311’-10”
10’-7” (northwest)
3’-5” (southeast)
312’-6”

-Rear
Building #3
-Front
-Side

-Bicycle
Height
Building #1
Building #2
Building #3

37,538 sf (no change)
35.1%
14.4%

461’-2”
17’-9” (northwest)
1’-2” (southeast)
82’-6”

-Rear
Building #2
-Front
-Side

-Rear
Parking
-Automobile

Proposed

8’-9”
8’-3 ” (northwest)
25’-8” (southeast, first floor)
5’-0” (southeast, second story)
595’-9”

Commercial: 47 spaces
Residential: 3 spaces, with at
least one covered parking
space per unit
5 spaces

Commercial: 24 spaces
Residential: 2 covered spaces, including
one covered space per unit
none

35’-0” max.
33’-0”
28’-9“
33’-8”
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1. General Plan, Local Coastal Plan, Zoning, and Surrounding Land Uses
A. General Plan and Local Coastal Plan
The General Plan and Local Coastal Plan both designate the subject site as “Commercial” (see
Attachment B). A Commercial land use designation allows for a variety of potential commercial
uses, including visitor-serving commercial, retail commercial, office, heavy commercial and light
industrial. The site, which is a narrow parcel of land to the west of the Pedro Point Shopping
Center is located in the Pedro Point-Shelter Cove neighborhood.
The Pedro Point-Shelter Cove neighborhood narrative states the importance of future
consolidation of the several parcels with separate ownership spread throughout the Pedro
Point Shopping Center and area to the west. It recognizes that by “combining all of the parcels
in the area between Danmann and San Pedro Avenue[s], Highway 1 and the railroad berm and
developing them as an integrated project along a realigned San Pedro Avenue, this small,
oceanside commercial center could be rejuvenated and expanded to become an attractive
visitor destination, as well as provide for neighborhood retail needs” (General Plan, p. 86; LCP,
p. C-55).
The narrative notes that although located very near the shoreline, neither the buildings nor the
uses orient to their coastal setting and concludes that providing adequate public access through
the development to the shoreline and a general orientation to coastal-related/visitor-serving
uses are necessary elements for any project in this location. The narrative also notes that
small-scale, rustic design and ample landscaping throughout the commercial development
would complement the existing attractive design elements in the Pedro Point area.
B. Zoning
The subject site is located within the C-2 (Community Commercial) and CZ (Coastal Zone) zoning
districts (Attachment B). The C-2 zoning district typically allows a variety of retail uses,
including but not limited to retail stores and shops, offices, and restaurants. However, for C-1
(Neighborhood Commercial) and C-2 zoning districts also located within the CZ zoning district,
only visitor-serving uses are permitted uses. Visitor-serving uses are defined in Pacifica
Municipal Code (PMC) section 9-4.4302(av) as “commercial and recreational uses which provide
goods and/or services needed by, or of particular interest to, visitors. Such uses shall include,
but not be limited to:
(1) Motels;
(2) Hotels;
(3) Restaurants;
(4) Delicatessens;
(5) Crafts and art galleries;
(6) Retail uses of interest to visitors;
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(7) Recreational and sporting equipment sales and rentals;
(8) Campgrounds; and
(9) Bait and tackle shops.”

Other uses which would ordinarily be permitted or conditional uses in the C-1 or C-2 zoning
districts may be allowed upon approval of a use permit.
C. Surrounding Land Uses
Land uses surrounding the project site consist of retail uses in the Pedro Point Shopping Center
located adjacent to the site to the east and a commercial area to the south and southeast
across San Pedro Avenue consisting of Castle Kitchen & Bath and Ace Hardware Store. San
Pedro Avenue defines the southwestern boundary of the site and the Pedro Point residential
neighborhood beyond. San Pedro Creek is situated approximately 225 feet northeast of the
site and can be reached from an unpaved trail from the northern limit of the project site which
first crosses the Pedro Point Shopping Center parcel before reaching the creek. The remains of
the old Oceanshore Railroad berm (known also as either “Shoreside Drive” or “Beau Rivage”) lie
seaward (north) of the site and single-family residences are located on the ocean side of this
berm, generally to the northwest of the site. A large vacant parcel of land often referred to as
the “Calson property” is located to the west of the site, across a drainage swale that runs along
the site’s boundary on this side. Coast Highway (SR-1) is located approximately 450 feet to the
southeast of the site.
Surrounding uses in the future will also include the Anchor Inn immediately to the south of the
project site and a mixed-use building to the southeast known as “535 San Pedro Avenue” with
3,213 sf of commercial floor space on the ground floor and four one-bedroom apartments
above ground floor. Both uses were previously approved by the Planning Commission and are
currently under construction.
2. Municipal Code and Other Development Regulations
The project requires Planning Commission approval of five entitlements prior to issuance of a
building permit:
•
•
•
•

Site development permit, because the project involves new construction within a
commercial district;
Coastal development permit, because the project involves development within the
Coastal Zone;
Use permit, because the project includes a residential use above ground-floor
commercial and commercial uses outside an enclosed structure (shower and skatepark);
Sign exception, because the applicant will experience difficulty complying with sign area
and placement limitations in the City’s sign regulations;
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•
•

Parking exception, because the applicant claims a practical difficulty and unusual
hardship in providing the required number of parking spaces for the project; and
Heritage tree removal authorization, because the project would require removal of two
heritage trees.

The specific findings for approval of each permit are discussed in greater detail later in this staff
report.
3. Project Description
A. Project Site
The project site is a narrow parcel of land slightly less than 60 feet wide 1, ranging from
approximately 633 to 685 feet deep, and totaling approximately 37,538-sf (0.86 acres) in size.
The central and southern portion of the site is relatively flat; at its northern end the site
contains approximately 17.5 percent downslopes toward the north. The site terrain has been
shaped by fill placed on it during improvements to Pedro Point Shopping Center located to the
east of the site. A drainage ditch or swale is located off the project site to the west, abutting
the western boundary of the site. A portion of this swale is lined with trees on its western side.
Three eucalyptus trees are located in the San Pedro Avenue right-of-way on the southwestern
side in front of the property; the northern portion of the site contains three Monterey cypress
trees, which form a grouping along with an additional Monterey cypress tree that appears to be
located at the edge of the northeastern property line, in the northern portion of the site. Two
of the three Monterey cypress trees on-site are heritage trees.
The site is currently undeveloped and contains ruderal vegetation. The northern portion of the
site contains a private skateboard ramp feature (“half-pipe”). The half-pipe structure is
approximately 50 feet by 30 feet and is proposed to be demolished to make way for the
proposed development. The site has been used for dumping in the past and is currently being
used to store a boat and trailers.
B. Proposed Buildings
The project proposes a mixed-use development scheme comprised of three buildings with a
parking area for 24 cars, landscaping, and a pedestrian walkway that would run along the
western side of the site and connect to a pathway to the north of the site leading to the Pacifica
State Beach. The various project components are discussed in further detail below:
1

There is conflicting information about the actual width of the property. San Mateo County Assessor
records indicate a width of 59.67 feet, while the applicant’s plans show a width of 58.73 feet. In any case,
the project has been designed using the more conservative, narrower dimension.
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Building #1:
The northernmost building, noted as Building #1 on the site plan (Attachment C. Project Plans)
would be a 6,475-sf two-story surf shop building with retail space, beach storage lockers and
areas designated for rentals (surf boards, wetsuits, etc.) on the first floor, office/storage space
on the second floor and a 3,500-sf basement for additional storage. An outdoor shower is
proposed on the southeast side of Building #1.
Building #2:
The central building to the south of Building #1, noted as Building #2 on the site plan would be
a 3,010-sf two-story building for storage and surf board shaping with an associated
approximately 4,730-sf skatepark. The skatepark would be located between Building #1 to the
north and Building #2 to the south. It would be attached to Building #2 to the south, enclosed
by a chain link fence to the east, west and north and covered by a roof.
Building #3:
The southernmost building, noted as Building #3 on the site plan, would be a two-story mixeduse building with retail use proposed on the first floor and residential use above. This building
would include 422-sf retail space, 161-sf retail office/storage space, 503-sf in two, one-car
garages for the residential units above, 159-sf area for the staircase to second story above, and
a 107-sf trash/recycling enclosure on the first floor. The second story would contain two, one
bedroom apartment units, and common area for access to the two units. One of the units
would be 1,077-sf in area with a 113-sf attached deck. The second unit would be 900-sf in area
with a 237-sf attached deck. The common area would be 124 sf. In total, Building #3 would
have 3,346 sf of floor area.
C. Commercial and Residential Uses
The proposed uses of the commercial area would be predominantly visitor-serving uses, as
defined in section 9-4.4302(av) of the PMC, which are the only permitted uses within C-1 and C2 zoning districts located within the Coastal Zone.
The applicant has proposed surfing and skating related retail uses in Building #1 and retail use
that is unspecified at this time on the first floor of Building #3. Additionally the plans show
“office/storage” areas in Building #1 and #3, and “storage” in Building #2. The proposed surf
shop in Building #1 and board shaping function in Building #2, by the nature of their uses,
would require significant storage areas. Furthermore, as stated by the applicant, the “office”
areas proposed with the project in Building #1 and Building #3 are intended for the owner/store
manager and for employees of the establishment for breaks and extra storage. Therefore, these
office/storage areas would be considered ancillary to the visitor-serving uses on site and would
not constitute a separate office use.
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The applicant has proposed two residential units in the second story of Building #3. Residential
use above commercial use may be authorized in the applicable C-2 zoning district upon
approval of a use permit, which the applicant has requested. The retail uses in the commercial
space below the second-story residential uses would be limited to visitor-serving uses unless
authorized pursuant to a use permit determination or a use permit, consistent with the
standards in Article 11 of Chapter 4 of Title 9 of the PMC.
D. Parking and Access
The project proposes a total of 26 off-street car parking spaces, including two spaces in two,
one-car garages for the two, one-bedroom residential units on the second story of Building #3.
The remaining 24 parking spaces in the parking area located between Building #2 and #3 would
be reserved for commercial uses on the site. Two of the 24 car parking spaces are proposed to
be compact. A 5-loop wave style bicycle rack is located in the area of the outdoor shower to the
southeast side of Building #1.
As already noted and more fully discussed in Section 4.E of this report, the minimum off-street
parking requirement for the proposed development is 50 car parking spaces and the applicant
is seeking a parking exception for the total number of parking spaces provided as part of the
project.
The project also would not comply with two other PMC requirements related to parking. The
proposed bike rack does not comply with the design standards as enumerated in Section 94.2822 (b) of the PMC, and thus cannot be counted as bicycle parking. Specifically, the
proposed bicycle racks do not meet the dimensional standards of the PMC and do not allow the
bicycle wheels and frame to be secured to the rack. The bicycle racks are also not conveniently
located adjacent to on-site bicycle and pedestrian routes in that they are located on a raised
porch at Building #1 such that bikes would need to be wheeled up a flight of stairs to reach the
bicycle parking. Furthermore, the project, as proposed does not include electric vehicle (EV)
charging stations as required per PMC Section 9-4.2818(i). Pursuant to PMC Section 94.2818(i)(1), new construction of commercial facilities which provide between 10 to 25 parking
spaces shall include two EV charging stations.
Staff has proposed two conditions of approval to address the bicycle parking and EV charging
station parking deficiencies which would render the project compliant with these requirements.
The proposed conditions would require the Applicant to identify and show on the plans five
bicycle parking spaces on site that meet the requirements of PMC Section 9-4.2822 and require
the Applicant to include in the proposed parking area, two electric vehicle (EV) Level 2 or Level
3 charging stations in conformance with the standards in PMC section 9-4.2818(i).
Vehicular access to the site would be provided from San Pedro Avenue through a 16-foot-wide,
covered driveway/vehicular pass-through under Building #3 connecting to the parking area
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located between Building #2 and Building #3, as shown on Sheet A1.0 in Attachment C. Project
Plans. Emergency vehicle access would be provided through this same driveway and an
additional vehicle access point would be provided by easement across the Pedro Point
Shopping Center property from a driveway along the project’s eastern property line.
A pedestrian walkway would extend along the length of the western boundary of the site
connecting from San Pedro Avenue all the way to the northeastern corner of the property
where it would connect with an existing coastal access trail on the Pedro Point Shopping Center
property. This pathway would ultimately connect to Pacifica State Beach.
E. Landscaping
As shown on Sheets A-1.0 to A-1.5 in Attachment C. Project Plans, the project proposes some
landscaping in front of Building #1, at the northeastern end of the site and in the open area
between Building #1 and the skatepark located to the southwest side of Building #1. The
proposed landscaping at the northeastern end of the site would include a pedestrian pathway
paved with concrete and artificial sod. Proposed landscaping in the open area between Building
#1 and the skatepark would consist of artificial sod; a walkway leading to the access gate to the
skatepark from the pedestrian path at the northwestern side of the site is also located in this
area. A concrete pedestrian pathway is proposed along the northwestern boundary of the site
adjacent to the drainage ditch on this side. This pathway would be separated from the drainage
ditch by a concrete retaining wall with a wood railing. The plans also show a strip of landscaped
area between the pedestrian pathway and the concrete wall.
F. Signage
The applicant has proposed three signs at this time: one each on the northeastern and
southwestern facades of Building #1, and one on the southwestern façade of Building #3, along
the San Pedro Avenue frontage of the subject property. The location, dimensions and style of
the two signs proposed on Building # 1 are shown on the respective elevations on Sheet A3.1 of
the plans (Attachment C. Project Plans). The plans also identify, on Sheet A3.3 of Attachment C,
the location and dimensions of the third sign on Building #3 for the unspecified retail use
proposed in this building.
Section 9-4.2907 of the PMC requires commercial and residential multi-unit developments to
have an approved master sign program. Section 9-4.2902 defines commercial and residential
multi-unit developments as buildings or groups of buildings comprised of two or more
businesses or dwelling units which developments are planned, developed, owned, and/or
managed as a unit. The proposed project includes commercial and residential multi-unit
developments and would require a master sign program that may be approved by the Planning
Administrator or designee, subject to compliance with the provisions of Article 29 of the
Pacifica Municipal Code. Staff has included a condition of approval requiring that the applicant
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apply for and obtain approval of a Master Sign Program from the Planning Director prior to
installation of any and all signs on the site. The Planning Director’s review of the master sign
program would address specifics such as precise sign placement, sign materials, colors,
illumination, and similar details. However, staff requested that the applicant include the
general sign locations for consideration by the Planning Commission.
Article 29 of Chapter 4 of Title 9 of the PMC sets forth regulations for signs. The standards
contained in PMC sections 9-4.2906(a) and 9-4.2907 of Article 29 do not clearly address the
type of development proposed with the subject project. While section 9-4.2907 is clear that
multi-unit developments may be allowed up to .75-sf of sign area per one foot of business
frontage, and while section 9-4.2906(a)(5) is clear there is no limit to the number of signs
allowed provided the combined area does not exceed the established limitations, section 94.2906(a)(4) indicates permitted sign area “may not be transferred between frontages” and
“shall be used only on the frontage which generates the permitted sign area ... unless an
exception is granted by the Commission…”
The applicant has proposed signage which does not adhere strictly to the provisions of Article
29 and has, thus, requested a sign exception to allow for signage as generally specified on Sheet
A3.1 and A3.3 of Attachment C, in order to obtain flexibility needed to install signs in a way
which makes the site function appropriately. Per PMC Sec. 9-4.2913, the Planning Commission
may grant an exception to the strict provisions of Article 29, Chapter 4 of Title 9 of the PMC
subject to making certain findings that are discussed in detail in Section 4.D of this report.
G. Stormwater Control
The City of Pacifica has adopted the County of San Mateo C.3 Standards2 as part of the City’s
National Pollutant Discharge Elimination System (NPDES) General Permit requirements, which
require new development and redevelopment projects that create or alter 10,000 sf or more of
impervious area to contain and treat all stormwater runoff from the project site in order to
reduce the flow of pollutants into creeks and ultimately the Pacific Ocean. The City’s standards
are codified in Chapter 12 of Title 6 of the PMC.
The proposed project would create approximately 28,151 square feet of impervious area and
would thus be a C.3-regulated project. The applicant proposes to route storm water runoff to
on-site bioretention planters after which it is stored in an on-site 18-inch detention pipe during
storm events. Stormwater that is treated on-site would then be pumped from the site into San
Pedro Avenue via a three-inch sidewalk underdrain, which would then drain into the adjacent
off-site drainage ditch to the northwest of the site. Pumping the stormwater, while not
preferable due to the potential for pump failure during a storm event, is necessary because of
2

The San Mateo Countywide Water Pollution Prevention Program developed a C.3 Stormwater Technical
Guidance document for implementing the RWQCB Municipal Regional Stormwater NPDES Permit C.3
requirements, known as the C.3 Standards.
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the site’s grade. The project design includes measures to direct emergency overflow of
stormwater in the event of pump failure.
H. Heritage Tree Removal
Chapter 12 of Title 4 of the PMC regulates removal of heritage trees. Chapter 12 defines a
heritage tree as either i) a tree, other than a eucalyptus tree, which has a trunk with a
circumference of 50 inches or more when measured at 24 inches above natural grade; or, ii) a
tree or grove of trees, including eucalyptus, designated by resolution of the City Council to be of
special historical, environmental, or aesthetic value.
The project site contains three Monetary cypress trees in the northern portion of the site,
which form a grouping with a Monterey cypress tree that appears to be located on the edge of
the northeastern property line, as described and shown in the attached arborist report
(Attachment D). All three Monterey cypress trees as well as the three eucalyptus trees in the
San Pedro Avenue right-of-way in front of the property are proposed to be removed to allow
for the construction of the project. Two of the three Monterey cypress trees on-site, Tree #1
and Tree #3 are heritage trees. Tree #1 has 3 main trunks with diameters of 17.9”, 14.1” and
10.7”, and the largest trunk circumference being approximately 56” 3. Tree #3 has a trunk
diameter of 23.6” and correspondingly a trunk circumference of approximately 74”. The
arborist report identifies a Tree #4 as proposed for removal, although it appears to be located
on the Pedro Point Shopping Center property adjacent to the northeast. Therefore, staff has
included a condition of approval requiring a survey to accurately locate the position of Tree #4
as shown in the arborist report and a tree protection plan to protect Tree #4 during project
construction, in the event the tree is located on that property.
I. Sea Level Rise
The City is in the midst of a Local Coastal Plan update which includes a sea level rise adaptation
planning analysis. A small portion of the subject property at its northern extent is projected to
be affected by sea level rise by the year 2100, based on the best available science at this time
without further site-specific analysis. The area impacted does not include any of the building
footprints proposed on the project site but could affect the area of the proposed cross-site
(e.g., east-west) trail easement discussed later in this staff report. Because the Local Coastal
Plan update is still in progress and the City Council has not yet adopted adaptation policies to
guide development in the City, it is not appropriate to require a site-specific sea level rise
analysis for this project or to weigh sea level rise considerations in any decision to approve or
deny development on the subject site. Rather, this information is provided for general
reference and as an indication of how this property may be affected by the ongoing Local
Coastal Plan update process in the future.
3

The City’s Heritage Tree regulations rely on a tree’s circumference for purposes of classifying a heritage
tree. However, many arborists commonly measure trees in “DBH,” or diameter at breast height.
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4. Required Findings: The PMC sets forth required findings for each permit considered by the
Planning Commission. The findings required for approval of a Site Development Permit, Coastal
Development Permit, Use Permit, Sign Exception, Parking Exception, and Heritage Tree
Removal Authorization are included in the following sections.
A. Site Development Permit. Section 9-4.3204 of the PMC states that a site development
permit shall not be granted if the Commission makes any of the following findings:
i.

That the location, size, and intensity of the proposed operation will create a hazardous
or inconvenient vehicular or pedestrian traffic pattern, taking into account the proposed
use as compared with the general character and intensity of the neighborhood.
Discussion
The location, size, and intensity of the proposed mixed-use building would not differ
significantly from the adjacent Pedro Point Shopping Center. The project would include
installation of a new sidewalk along the frontage of the property where currently no
sidewalk is existing, improving pedestrian safety. The proposed driveway entrance to
the site would be approximately 16’-10” in width, which complies with the standard in
section 9-4.2813(h) of the PMC. In addition, the City’s Engineering Division staff has
reviewed the development proposal to ensure the new development would be
constructed in a safe manner and a condition of approval has incorporated requiring the
installation of the aforementioned new sidewalk per City Standards 101A across the
entire property frontage. Therefore, the project would not create a hazardous or
inconvenient vehicular or pedestrian traffic pattern.
Based on these factors, staff does not believe there is evidence to make this finding.

ii. That the accessibility of off-street parking areas and the relation of parking areas with
respect to traffic on adjacent streets will create a hazardous or inconvenient condition to
adjacent or surrounding uses.
Discussion
The project would not create a hazardous or inconvenient condition to adjacent or
surrounding uses. The proposed parking area is located to the rear of Building #3 in the
central portion of the site with adequate aisle width for safe circulation of cars for
entering and existing the parking. Additionally, the City’s Engineering Division staff has
reviewed the development proposal to ensure the new development would be
constructed in a safe manner and the parking areas will not create a hazardous or
inconvenient condition to adjacent or surrounding uses with respect to traffic on the
street.
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Based on these factors, staff does not believe there is evidence to make this finding.
iii. That insufficient landscaped areas have been reserved for the purposes of separating or
screening service and storage areas from the street and adjoining building sites,
breaking up large expanses of paved areas, and separating or screening parking lots
from the street and adjoining building areas from paved areas to provide access from
buildings to open areas.
Discussion
The project includes a trash enclosure to the northeastern side of Building #3, which is
located behind a one-story high wall with the deck associated with the residence on the
second story above it. A gate provides access to the trash enclosure; this gate and the
walls around the enclosure conceal it. The site is a narrow, long lot and nearly half the
site is occupied by the parking area for 24 cars. The shape of the lot poses practical
constraints for the design of the parking area and landscaping to break up the expanse
of the paving.
As indicated in Section 3.F of this report, the project proposes landscaping consisting of
artificial turf and a concrete pathway at the northern end of the site, artificial turf and a
pathway to the skatepark between the skatepark and Building #1, and landscape strip
on the northwestern side of the pedestrian pathway along the site’s northwestern
boundary. Overall, the applicant has proposed sufficient landscaping to comply with the
10 percent requirement in the Zoning Regulations. However, the project does not
compensate for the removal of two heritage trees required for the development of the
project. Post development, the site does not appear to have adequate tree planting.
Therefore, staff has included a condition of approval requiring planting of two street
trees in the San Pedro Avenue right-of-way, in front of the property, in the area where
the project has proposed the removal of Eucalyptus trees.
Based on these factors, staff does not believe there is evidence to make this finding.
iv. That the proposed development, as set forth on the plans, will unreasonably restrict or
cut out light and air on the property and on other property in the neighborhood, or will
hinder or discourage the appropriate development and use of land and buildings in the
neighborhood, or impair the value thereof.
Discussion
The maximum height of the proposed buildings would not exceed 33’-8”. The minimum
distance of the proposed development from neighboring Pedro Point Shopping Center
building is approximately 25 feet that in the area of Building #2, which is 28’-8” in
height. However, this building is behind the rear of the Pedro Point Shopping Center
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building; no storefronts are oriented toward the rear of the shopping center building.
The nearest proposed building to the project under construction at 535 San Pedro
Avenue is approximately 78 feet. Based on the amount of separation between the
structures on the two sites, the proposed project will not affect light, air, or shadows on
the adjacent project. The proposed development is, thus, situated such that it would
not impact adjacent structures or properties by restricting or cutting out light or air, or
by casting shadows.
The proposed development would also not hinder the development of the vacant
property to the west of the subject site as the former provides a minimum of 8’-3 ½”
setback from the property line on this side. The resultant separation would allow for
greater flexibility for the potential development of the adjacent vacant site. Storm water
runoff from the site would be routed to the drainage ditch through on-site bio-retention
planters and storage on-site in an 18-inch detention pipe during storm events and would
not be likely to impact the neighboring properties.
Development of the neighboring vacant land to the west of the site would also not be
impeded as a result of noise from the project. The noise analysis prepared for the
project concluded that existing ambient noise levels in the area are a function of traffic,
which would minimally increase as a result of the project. However, it would not exceed
the 60 Ldn4 dB threshold, established by the City’s draft General Plan 5, during the day
time for exterior noise. Additionally, given that the buildings incorporated in future
developments in the vicinity of the site would be expected to provide a 25-dB exteriorto-interior noise level reduction, typical interior noise levels at the proposed buildings
would be less than the 45 dB CNEL/Ldn interior noise level standard. Furthermore the
hours of operation of the proposed skatepark would be limited to 7:00 am to 10:00 pm
daily to avoid disturbance to neighboring areas including but not limited to potential
development on the adjacent vacant land to the west of the site.
Based on these factors, staff does not believe there is evidence to make this finding.
v. That the improvement of any commercial or industrial structure, as shown on the
elevations as submitted, is substantially detrimental to the character or value of an
adjacent R District area.

4

Day-Night Average Level (Ldn): The average sound level over a 24-hour day, with a +10 decibel
weighing applied to noise occurring during nighttime (10:00 PM to 7:00 AM) hours.
5
The City’s currently applicable Noise Element of the General Plan does not contain quantitative noise
thresholds. The City has proposed a General Plan Update, and the noise thresholds established in the
Draft General Plan Update specify 60 dBA CNEL or less as the normally acceptable exterior noise level
standard and 45 dBA CNEL or less as acceptable interior noise level standard for residential land uses.
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Discussion
The proposed development is not adjacent to any residential districts (R District area).
The nearest developed residential district is to the west of the intersection of Grand
Avenue and San Pedro Avenue, located approximately 136 feet to the west of the site.
The project includes a mixed-use building with two second story residential units with
retail and garages for the residence above, adjacent to San Pedro Avenue (Building #3).
This building is not directly adjacent to any residential district, nonetheless it would
appear to compliment the character of the nearest developed residential district as a
result of its scale, overall form, placement and size of windows and arches.
The skate park has the potential to generate noise. The noise analysis prepared for the
project concluded that potential noise from the skate park would comply with the
daytime exterior noise level performance standards for stationary noise sources. The
report also concluded that the interior noise levels at the nearest residential use, which
is located approximately 270 feet to the north of the center of the proposed location of
the skatepark, would exceed the maximum allowable (45dBA DNL) by 1dBA. However,
exterior to interior noise level reduction of 1 dBA for these residences would be easily
achievable by the structures’ walls and windows.
With regard to nighttime noise levels, the study concluded that the skatepark could
exceed the City’s nighttime exterior noise level standard of 45 dB Leq for stationary
noise sources if the hours of use are not restricted between the hours of 7:00 AM to
10:00 PM. The applicant has proposed hours of operations for the different
components of the facility as shown in Attachment E. As shown in this attachment, the
intended hours of operations for the skatepark would be to 2:00 PM -6:00 PM – Mon.,
Tues, Wed., Thurs. and 12:00 PM-4:00 PM – Fri., Sat., Sun., which are well within the
7:00 AM to 10:00 PM time frame. Staff has included a condition of approval that
restricts the hours of operation of the skatepark to remain consistent with the noise
levels analyzed in the environmental review prepared for the project.
Based on these factors, staff does not believe there is evidence to make this finding.
vi. That the proposed development will excessively damage or destroy natural features,
including trees, shrubs, creeks, and rocks, and the natural grade of the site, except as
provided in the subdivision regulations as set forth in Chapter 1 of Title 10 of the
Municipal Code.
Discussion
The project would involve minimal grading because the site is already predominantly
flat. No distinctive natural features are present on the site with the exception of three
Monterey cypress trees (two of which are heritage trees) that will be removed to allow
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for the construction of the project. Three eucalyptus trees, located in the San Pedro
Avenue right-of-way in front of the site are also proposed for removal.
The proposed removal of trees on the site is not excessive for purposes of this finding.
The applicant has proposed removal of only those trees necessary for development of
the project, which makes such removal reasonable to ensure economic use of the
property. Additionally, the PMC contemplates removal of heritage trees to provide for
viable economic use of a property. The proposed heritage tree removal would be
authorized in accordance with the requirements of Chapter 12 of Title 4 of the PMC.
Based on these factors, staff does not believe there is evidence to make this finding.
vii. That there is insufficient variety in the design of the structure and grounds to avoid
monotony in the external appearance.
Discussion
The project proposes three buildings of similar architectural style with some variation in
the use of windows and façade treatment that avoid monotony in the design of the
structures individually and between structures on the site.
However, site improvements including paving and landscaping could potentially be
diversified to add interest to the layout of the site. As proposed, all walkways on the site
would be concrete and artificial turf is proposed for landscaping. Staff has included a
condition of approval requiring that the applicant proposes a mix of paving materials
and coastal compatible live plantings in the final landscape plan to the satisfaction of
and approval by the Planning Director, prior to building permit issuance.
Based on these factors, staff does not believe that there is evidence to make this
finding.
viii. That the proposed development is inconsistent with the City's adopted Design
Guidelines.
Discussion
The City has adopted Design Guidelines which are intended to accomplish the following
purposes:
•
•
•

Ensure at least a minimum standard of design through the application of
consistent policies.
Encourage new construction which exceeds minimum standards and discourage
construction which falls short of those standards.
Provide a framework for review and evaluation of design proposals.
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•
•
•

Implement applicable General Plan and Local Coastal Plan goals and policies.
Expedite and facilitate the planning permit process.
Provide direction for design and redesign of projects.

The Design Guidelines are advisory in nature and, unlike zoning, do not contain explicit
standards for determining strict compliance. Rather, they address significant elements
of project design that, when balanced overall, result in the best possible site layout and
building architecture for a project. An applicant may propose a project which complies
with some but not all guidelines and the Planning Commission may still find the project
consistent with the Design Guidelines. It is up to the Commission’s discretion to
determine the appropriate balance and relative priority of the guidelines for a particular
project when considering whether a project has achieved Design Guidelines consistency.
In staff’s assessment, as conditioned, the proposed improvements at the site are
consistent with the City’s adopted Design Guidelines. Major areas of project
consistency with the Design Guidelines are discussed below (Design Guidelines guidance
followed by staff discussion):
SITE PLANNING
a. Site Improvements. Locate site improvements such as buildings, parking areas,
and walkways to take advantage of desirable site features. For example, existing
healthy trees and distinctive berms or rock outcroppings should be incorporated
into site design. Buildings should be oriented to capitalize on views of hills and
ocean.
Site improvements should be designed to work with site features, not against
them. Lot grading should be minimized and disruption of natural features such
as trees, ground forms, rocks, and water courses should be avoided.
Discussion
The site is a long, narrow parcel oriented in a northeast to southwest direction.
The proposed development takes cues from as well as is limited by the shape
and orientation of the site. Building #1, in the linear arrangement of the three
proposed buildings, is the closest to the ocean to the north. Pacifica State Beach
is also located to the northeast of the site. This building takes advantage of this
location with its front oriented toward the beach, and a second story deck
overlooking the views in that direction.
The project would involve minimal grading because the site is relatively flat, as
existing and building development is not proposed at the northeastern end of
the site, where the terrain is sloping. No distinctive natural features are present
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on-site with the exception of three Monterey cypress trees, two of which are
heritage trees, whose removal is warranted as discussed in Section 4.F of this
report.
b. Building Location. Buildings should be sited to consider shadows, changing
climatic conditions, the potential for passive or active solar energy, safety, and
privacy of adjacent outdoor spaces.
Building placement should take into account potential impacts on adjacent
property. Existing views, privacy, and solar access of surrounding properties
should be preserved whenever possible.
In multi-unit developments, buildings should be located so as to avoid crowding
and to allow for a functional use of the space between buildings.
Discussion
The second story of the 33 foot-high, two-story Building #1 is proposed at a
setback of approximately 80’-6” and the 28’-9 ½” high Building #2 and the
covered skate park would be at a minimum distance of approximately 25’-0”
from the rear of the Pedro Point Shopping Center building to the southeast; no
storefronts are oriented toward the rear of the shopping center building. The
proposed Building #3 would be 33’-8” high and located at a distance of
approximately 78’-0” from the nearest adjacent structure currently under
construction on the land to the southeast of the site at 535 San Pedro Avenue.
The areas between the buildings are also functional. There is a skatepark
between Buildings #1 and #2, a parking area between Building #2 and Building
#3, and pedestrian paths and landscaping characterize the area between
Building#1 and the northern end of the site.
As such, the proposed project is situated such that it would not impact adjacent
structures or properties with shadows or engender a sense of crowding.
c. Lighting. Exterior lighting should be subdued, and should enhance building
design as well as provide for safety and security. Lighting which creates glare for
occupants or neighbors should not be used. In general, large areas should be
illuminated with a few low shielded fixtures. Tall fixtures which illuminate large
areas should be avoided.
Discussion
The plans show lighting in a 3’-0” wall located between the parking area and the
pedestrian walkway along the northwestern side the site. Based on a
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conversation with the applicant it is likely that lighting would also be installed on
the exterior of the buildings. Staff has included a condition of approval that sets
the parameters for the lighting plan for the site and requires a detailed lighting
plan to the satisfaction of and approval by the Planning Director, prior to
building permit issuance.
d. Screening. Exterior trash and storage areas, service yards, landing docks and
ramps, electrical utility boxes, etc., should be screened from view of all nearby
streets and adjacent structures in a manner that is compatible with building and
site design. Such facilities should be conveniently located, but must not interfere
with the circulation and parking on the site.
Discussion
The project proposes a trash enclosure adjacent to Building #3 on the
northeastern side, which is located behind a one-story high wall with the deck
associated with the residence on the second story above it. A gate provides
access to the trash enclosure; this gate and the walls around the enclosure
conceal it. This enclosure is conveniently located in relation to the uses in
Building #3, is setback from the driveway aisle, and does not interfere with the
proposed parking. The project has not proposed trash areas conveniently located
in the vicinity of Building #1 and Building #2 for the uses accommodated in these
structures, including the skatepark. Therefore, staff has included a condition of
approval requiring an additional enclosed trash area, which may be a room on
the first floor within Building #2 accessible from the parking area to its
southwestern side. As conditioned, the project would be consistent with this
design guideline.
e. Parking. The visual impact of parking areas should be minimized when
appropriate to the site by locating parking areas to the rear or side of the
property, rather than along street frontages. Ample landscaping should be used
to help screen parking areas from both exterior and interior views.
Discussion
The proposed parking area is located to the rear of Building #3, in the central
portion of the site, shielded from view from San Pedro Avenue by Building #3.
The long and narrow configuration of the site constraints the design of the
parking area and the proposed parking is not shielded from interior views;
however, the project includes landscaping along the perimeter of the parking
area and the property to provide a buffer between adjacent properties, and the
proposed parking area on site.
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BUILDING DESIGN
f. Details. Use architectural features and details to help create a sense of human
scale. Wall insets, balconies, window projections, etc., are examples of building
elements which may help reduce the scale of larger buildings.
Discussion
The proposed buildings rely on a play of window openings on prominent
elevations to provide visual interest. Second story decks and a first floor front
porch in Building #1, planters with lattice screens in conjunction with Building #2
and arches in Building #1 would create a sense of human scale. However, the
skate park, which is covered with a composite asphalt shingle roof and enclosed
by a full height chain link fence appears imposing. Staff has included a condition
of approval requiring that the skatepark enclosure be embellished with an
enclosure of a type and detail that does not present blank facades and include a
roof of such material and design that is subordinate to the roofs of the proposed
buildings. This objective may be accomplished through an inclusion of decorative
CMU block wall or redwood fencing in the lower part of the enclosure and plexiglass or similar material above to provide variation in the facades to humanize
the scale of the skatepark and a metal roof above the skatepark enclosure.
g. Materials. Compatibility of materials is an essential ingredient in design
quality. In areas with either historic or architecturally significant structures, the
use of similar exterior construction materials should be used in new construction
in order to maintain neighborhood character. Consistency and congruity of
materials and design elements on individual structures is also important.
Discussion
Material employed in the proposed development include stucco and redwood
horizontal siding on Building #1, stucco siding on building #2 and Building #3.
Roofing for all three buildings consists of composition asphalt shingles. Overall,
these materials are compatible and the appearance of the buildings is congruous
and compatible with the stucco exterior of the building in the shopping center
and a number of buildings in the vicinity. The site is not located near historic or
architecturally significant structures.
h. Consistency. There should be architectural consistency among all building
elevations. All elevations need not be identical, but a sense of overall design
continuity must occur. Window treatment and trim, for example, should be
carried out around the entire building, not just on the most visible sides.
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Discussion
The proposed buildings are architecturally consistent on all four elevations.
Although the number of openings on the various facades of the buildings varies,
the applicant has carried the same materials, architectural detailing, and shape
of window openings on all sides of the proposed buildings.
LANDSCAPING
i.

Amount and Variety. Applicants are encouraged to exceed the minimum amount
of landscaping required by the zoning ordinance and landscaping plans should
incorporate a variety of plant species. The amount, scale, and nature of
landscape materials should be appropriate to the site and/or structure. Largescale buildings should be complemented by large-scale landscaping.
Development along major streets should also include large scale trees.
Discussion
The project proposes 7,941 sf of landscaped area including artificial turf,
pedestrian walkways and unspecified border plantings, which would be located
along the northwestern boundary of the site as well as along the southeastern
edge of the proposed parking area. The proposed landscaping exceeds the
minimum required 10% of the lot area on a constrained site, nonetheless the
proposed planting palette is primarily limited to artificial grass and could
potentially be diversified. Staff has included a condition of approval that
requires a landscape plan to the satisfaction and approval of the Planning
Director, prior to building permit issuance to ensure that the variety, scale, and
nature of plantings is appropriate to the development and the site.

As conditioned, staff believes that the project meets the City’s adopted Design
Guidelines and does not believe the Commission can make the finding that the
proposed development is inconsistent with the City’s adopted Design Guidelines.
ix.

That the proposed development is inconsistent with the General Plan, Local Coastal Plan,
or other applicable laws of the City.
Discussion
The proposed commercial development, as conditioned, would be consistent with the
General Plan, Local Costal Plan, and other applicable laws of the City. General Plan and
Local Coastal Plan consistency includes, but is not limited to, the following policies:
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GENERAL PLAN
a. Circulation Element
•

Policy No. 6: Encourage alternatives to motor vehicle transportation.
The project will include the installation of a sidewalk fronting the site along
San Pedro Avenue that could potentially facilitate pedestrian circulation in
the area. Additionally, the project proposes a pedestrian walkway along the
site’s northwestern boundary that leads off site to a pedestrian trail
providing access to the beach. The project would thus facilitate pedestrian
traffic between the beach and the site. The applicant has also provided a five
loop wave style bicycle rack in the area of the shower to the southeastern
side of Building #1. However, these bicycle spaces are isolated and not
conveniently accessible from the circulation areas on site and, thus, do not
comply with design standards as enumerated in Section 9-4.2822 (b) of the
PMC. Staff has included a condition of approval that requires identification
on the building permit plans, to the satisfaction of the Planning Director, of
code compliant bicycle parking area on the site for five bicycle spaces.

•

Policy No. 9: Develop safe and efficient bicycle, hiking, equestrian and
pedestrian access within Pacifica and to local points of interest.
As noted above, the applicant has proposed sidewalks which would facilitate
safe and efficient access for pedestrians to the uses on the site from San
Pedro Avenue and Pacifica State Beach. The skatepark and other visitor
serving uses on the site would potentially be points of interest that would
enjoy pedestrian access from the beach. Additionally, as noted above, staff
has included a condition of approval that will ensure that code compliant,
five bicycle parking spaces are provided.

•

Policy No. 13: Maintain and upgrade local streets.
As required in a condition of approval, the applicant would grind and overlay
San Pedro Avenue along the entire frontage of the project site from the curb
to the street centerline.
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b. Community Design Element
•

Policy No. 2: Encourage the upgrading and maintenance of existing
neighborhoods.
The project would improve the general area of the Pedro Point Shopping
Center by introducing compatible visitor-serving commercial uses (i.e., surf
rentals, the skatepark, and surf shop) that would be of interest to visitors and
members of the community. The construction of two residential units would
also create housing opportunities.

•

Policy No. 5: Require underground utilities in all new development.
A condition of approval would ensure that all utilities shall be installed
underground on the project site.

c. Land Use Element
•

Policy No. 8: Land use and development shall protect and enhance the
individual character of each neighborhood.
The development of commercial buildings is consistent with the historical
commercial land uses in this segment of the Pedro Point neighborhood. The
General Plan discusses commercial use of the project area, thus the
proposed project would be consistent with that requirement.

d. Seismic Safety and Safety Element
•

Policy No. 1: Prohibit development in hazardous areas unless detailed site
investigation ensures that risks can be reduced to acceptable levels.
The applicant prepared a site-specific preliminary geotechnical assessment
titled “GEOTECHNICAL UPDATE & PLAN REVIEW Architectural Plans Proposed
Commercial Development 505 San Pedro Road (APN 023-072-101) Pacifica
California”, dated November 11, 2014, which was peer reviewed. The peer
review report, “PROPOSED MIXED-USE DEVELOPMENT 505 SAN PEDRO
AVENUE PACIFICA, CALIFORNIA”, dated February 28, 2017, prepared by
Geocon Consultants, Inc. identified some deficiencies in the project
geotechnical report pertaining to liquefaction hazard on site and ground
water depth. The peer review report recommended that an updated
geotechnical report or addendum be prepared to reflect current project
design and address the review comments presented in the peer review
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report. updated geotechnical report titled “PRELIMINARY PLAN REVIEW,
REPLY TO PEER REVIEW AND GEOTECHNICAL UPDATE Preliminary
Architecture and Civil Plans Proposed Mixed Use Development 505 San
Pedro Road (APN 023-072-101) Pacifica California” identified potential for
groundwater seepage into the basement and recommended supplemental
surface exploration to further evaluate this condition relative to the
proposed basement design prior to preparation of the final plans. In order to
address geotechnical challenges of the site, staff has included a condition of
approval requiring that the recommendations of the Project geotechnical
reports be incorporated in the project design and construction, subject to
review and approval by the Building Official.
The project site is located at the southerly limit of the Potential Tsunami
Hazard area identified for the Pedro Point neighborhood in the
“Geotechnical Hazards” map in the Seismic Safety and Safety Element of the
General Plan (between pp. 98 and 99). As stated in the General Plan (p. 105),
the main tsunami danger is from major earthquakes within the Pacific Ocean
Basin, which may generate wave action up to 20 feet and cause damage to
structures. A tsunami triggered by an earthquake along the Seal Cove fault,
located approximately one-mile offshore, and would provide limited warning
time for inhabitants in the inundation zone to evacuate, even with the City’s
tsunami warning system. Therefore, there is an identified risk to life and
property from tsunami inundation at the project site which must be reduced
to an acceptable level in order to find the project consistent with the General
Plan.
The Resilience Program of the Association of Bay Area Governments (ABAG)
indicates that the danger to buildings in tsunami inundation zones is greatest
for those of wood-framed construction. The velocity and force of a tsunami
surge can cause wood-framed buildings to collapse. The Federal Emergency
Management Agency’s Publication P-646 Guidelines for Design of Structures
for Vertical Evacuation from Tsunamis also contains numerous accounts of
the extensive damage caused to wood-framed structures from historical
tsunami events. To address this hazard, staff has included a condition of
approval to prohibit wood-framed construction in any of the structural
elements of the proposed buildings and require the applicant to provide
specific structural recommendations from an engineer qualified in designing
structures intended for construction in tsunami inundation hazard zones.
The engineer’s recommendations would be subject to review and approval
by the City.
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Additionally, staff has included a condition of approval requiring applicant to
install a tsunami hazard notification sign at the site, subject to review and
approval by the Planning Director.
The incorporation of the technical recommendations by qualified engineers,
and the installation of a tsunami hazard notification sign, would reduce the
risk of liquefaction and tsunami inundation hazards to acceptable levels.
•

Policy No. 4: Require that development in marginally hazardous areas be
designed and engineered to protect life and property.
As described in detail in the discussion above related to Policy No. 1 of the
Seismic Safety and Safety Element, the project site is located within a
tsunami inundation hazard area. As a result, as also noted above, staff has
included conditions of approval which would ensure that development at the
site is designed and engineered to protect life and property.

e. Pedro Point-Shelter Cove Neighborhood Narrative
On p. 86 of the General Plan, the neighborhood narrative for the Pedro PointShelter Cove neighborhood in which the project site is located describes the
project site and immediately abutting area to the west as follows:
“Existing commercial uses adjacent to Highway 1 total about 6 percent of the land use in
the [Shelter Cove-Pedro Point] neighborhood. Behind the shopping center and bounded
by San Pedro and Danmann Avenues and the old railroad berm is a large, flat vacant
parcel (+10 acres). Realignment of San Pedro Avenue and improvements to the San
Pedro-Highway 1 intersection are proposed. These improvements would facilitate
access, while improving traffic safety and circulation for the commercial area and the
neighborhood as a whole.
The designated land use for this area is commercial with emphasis on coastal related
and/or visitor-serving uses. By combining all of the parcels in the area between
Danmann and San Pedro Avenue, Highway 1 and the railroad berm and developing
them as an integrated project along a realigned San Pedro Avenue, this small, oceanside
commercial center could be rejuvenated and expanded to become an attractive visitor
destination, as well as provide for neighborhood retail needs. Building on the design
character of some of the older homes along Danmann and San Pedro which have been
converted to shops, adding a cultural center for performing arts and an attractive motel
could, if carefully designed, enhance the appearance of this area and provide visitor
services near the shoreline. After appropriate study of the protective character of the
railroad berm, this area might be linked directly to the beach by removing a portion of
the berm; however, alternatives to berm removal for access are preferred. An
Environmental Impact Report should be required for removal of the berm.”
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As noted above, the proposed development would be coastal related and visitorserving. Thus, it would be consistent with the General Plan’s intended
development for the area. However, all of the parcels in the area described are
not in combined ownership, which has the potential to result in a project which
is not integrated. In particular, the location of the project site as the property
nearest the existing coastal access trails to Pacifica State Beach could result in an
obstruction to future coastal access if the vacant property to the west is ever
developed, and if the subject property is not carefully developed in anticipation
of maintaining coastal access throughout the entire area. As discussed in Section
1.C of this report, the northern limit of the project area is bounded by a large
berm and the western boundary of the project site is defined by a drainage
swale. These topographical features channel east-west access across the area to
either a narrow portion of the north of the project site immediately south of the
berm (roughly the northernmost 45 feet) or the existing San Pedro Avenue
public right-of-way more than 600 feet to the southwest. Forcing future visitors
of the property to the west so far to the south to gain access to the coast would
not be consistent with the intended coastal-related development of these areas.
Furthermore, the General Plan does not prefer the removal of the existing berm
to provide coastal access from the properties to the west; therefore, retaining
access across the northernmost portion of the project site is the most
appropriate method of ensuring a coastal orientation and access for any future
project west of the project site.
In order to preserve the coastal orientation of the overall site and to ensure it
can function as an integrated development as described in the neighborhood
narrative, despite the unconsolidated ownership of property in the area, it is
necessary to make provisions for ingress-egress access across the northernmost
portion of the project site between the vacant parcels to the west and the
historic coastal access trails to the east (“Coastal Access Easement”). Refer to
Figure 1, below.
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Figure 1. Approximate location of coastal access easement.
The precise location of the required Coastal Access Easement should be determined
upon City review of a future development permit application submitted for the
vacant property to the west of the project site and upon detailed engineering
considerations relating to topography, drainage, soils, biology, and other relevant
considerations which could affect the construction of an eventual trail through the
area. To this end, staff has included a condition of approval which would require the
applicant to make an irrevocable offer of dedication of an ingress and egress
easement for nonmotorized access which would allow the construction of a Class I
bicycle path in conformance to the standards in section 1003.1 et seq. of the
Caltrans Highway Design Manual. The Class I bicycle path standard requires an
easement width of not less than 14 feet to enable construction of a 10-foot paved
pathway and a two-foot wide shoulder on either side of the paved pathway. The
easement shall be located within the northern 45 feet of the project site. It should
be noted that the applicant shall not be required to construct the pathway, and shall
not be required to allow its operation until a public entity accepts responsibility for
maintenance and liability.
As conditioned, the proposed project would be consistent with this General Plan
provision.
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LOCAL COASTAL PLAN
f. The Access Component of the Local Coastal Land Use Plan (LCLUP): P. C-61 of the
Access Component of the City’s LCLUP discusses Coastal Act policies which
provide the standards for determining the adequacy of local coastal programs.
Specifically, the discussion states that “public access from the nearest public
roadway to the shoreline and along the coast shall be provided in new
development projects except where: (a) it is inconsistent with public safety,
military security needs, or the protection of fragile coastal resources; (b)
adequate access exists nearby; or (c) agriculture would be adversely affected. It
further states that a “dedicated accessway would not be required to be opened
to public use until a public agency or private association agrees to accept
responsibility for maintenance and liability of the accessway.”
The Coastal Plan Beach Access section of the LCLUP on p. C-92 and C-93 identify
Access Points No. 18 and 19 in the immediate vicinity of the project site. Access
Point No. 18 is identified as the north side of Pedro Point Shopping Center while
Access Point No. 19 is identified as the Oceanshore Railroad Berm. The project
site is situated between both access points. For Access Point No. 19, the LCLUP’s
recommendation states “Alternatives to berm removal shall be preferred for
beach access, including improvement of existing access, stairway across berm,
etc. Such access would improve the economic potential of visitor-serving and
beach-oriented commercial uses in the area.” Therefore, both the Access
Component and Coastal Plan Beach Access sections of the LCLUP identify coastal
access as an important priority on the project site (as new development) and in
the immediate vicinity of the project site.
As already discussed, the General Plan justifies requiring the applicant to provide
coastal access via an ingress-egress easement for nonmotorized modes of travel
across its property, which staff has required in a proposed condition of approval.
With respect to access from the nearest public roadway – San Pedro Avenue –
the City’s Local Coastal Plan, of which the LCLUP is a part, requires the project to
provide public access from the right-of-way to the shoreline. Such access could
readily be provided by the on-site sidewalk proposed along the western property
line which would connect directly between San Pedro Avenue and the existing
coastal access trail near the north side of the Pedro Point Shopping Center.
Public shoreline access is appropriate for the proposed project because:
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•
•
•

•

There are no overriding public safety or military security needs;
The access would be provided along a pathway already proposed
for development as part of the project, meaning no new impacts
to fragile coastal resources would occur;
Adequate access does not exist nearby, with the nearest
alternate access point being located at the northeast corner of
the Pedro Point Shopping Center abutting San Pedro Creek
approximately 1,000 feet away; and
There are no agricultural resources on or around the project site
which could be impacted.

Section 9-4.4407 of the PMC provides certain standards for development of such
access, including but not limited to setbacks from residential areas and
environmentally sensitive habitat areas, minimum trail widths, and signage.
Staff has proposed a condition of approval to require the applicant to make an
irrevocable offer of dedication of an easement for public access to the coast
along the proposed sidewalk at the west of the project site which would connect
all the way to the existing northern Pedro Point Shopping Center coastal access
trail. The condition will require the trail to be designed and operated in
conformance to the requirements of the LCP and section 9-4.4407 of the PMC.
g. Coastal Act Policy No. 2: Development shall not interfere with the public’s right of
access to the sea where acquired through use or legislative authorization,
including, but not limited to, the use of dry sand and rock coastal beaches to the
first line of terrestrial vegetation.
The proposed project will be undertaken on an existing lot approximately 200
feet from the coast line. It would not impede access to the sea. Rather, as
discussed more fully above, it would expand coastal access by providing public
access from San Pedro Avenue to the shoreline as well as allowing for future
cross-site coastal access for future development to the west in a manner
consistent with General Plan and LCP requirements.
h. Coastal Act Policy No. 5: Lower cost visitor and recreational facilities and housing
opportunities for persons of low and moderate income shall be protected,
encouraged, and where feasible, provided. Developments providing public
recreational opportunities are preferred. New housing in the Coastal Zone shall
be developed in conformity with the standards, policies, and goals of the local
housing elements adopted in accordance with the requirements of Subdivision (c)
of Section 65302 of the Government Code.
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The applicant has proposed a predominantly visitor-serving mixed-use
commercial development, which will provide a recreational facility (the
skatepark). The surf shop and surfing equipment rental facility would serve
visitors and the inclusion of two, one-bedroom residential units would create
housing opportunities which should be more affordable than larger housing units
available for rent elsewhere in the area. The housing units would be developed
in conformity with the standards, policies, and goals of the City’s Housing
Element, including the provision of two housing units towards the City’s 413-unit
Regional Housing Needs Allocation for the period from 2015-2023.
i.

Coastal Act Policy No. 23: New development, except as otherwise provided in this
policy, shall be located within, contiguous with, or in close proximity to, existing
developed areas able to accommodate it, in other areas with adequate public
services and where it will not have significant adverse effects, either individually
or cumulatively, on coastal resources. In addition, land divisions, other than
leases for agricultural uses, outside existing developed areas shall be permitted
only where 50 percent of the usable parcels in the area have been developed and
the created parcels would be no smaller than the average size of surrounding
parcels. Where feasible, new hazardous industrial development shall be located
away from existing developed areas. Visitor-serving facilities that cannot feasibly
be located in existing developed areas shall be located in existing isolated
developments or at selected points of attraction for visitors.
The proposed project would be constructed immediately adjacent to the existing
Pedro Point Shopping Center. All utilities are available in the immediate
surrounding area from San Pedro Avenue and adequate capacity exists within
these utilities to service the proposed development. Therefore, the site would
be developed contiguous with existing developed areas able to accommodate
the proposed development and would not have significant adverse effects on
coastal resources.
However, the Local Coastal Land Use Plan envisioned the commercially
designated area between Danmann and San Pedro Avenues, Highway 1, and the
railroad berm in which the site is located for integrated development through
consolidation of parcels that would become an attractive visitor destination, as
well as provide for neighborhood retail needs. As discussed above, with the
inclusion of the easements for public access to the coast from San Pedro Avenue
and the ingress-egress access for nonmotorized modes of travel across the
northern portion of the site, the project site would maintain a unified coastal
orientation for the entire development area despite its split ownership.
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The project would also have minimal impacts on coastal resources. The City’s
Local Coastal Land Use Plan (CLUP) places emphasis on protection of habitat for
rare and endangered species. The site is located in close proximity to San Pedro
Creek which has year round flow, and a drainage ditch defines the northwestern
boundary of the site. A biological resource assessment conducted for the project
identified certain species – California Red Legged Frog, San Francisco Garter
Snake and Monarch Butterfly, various raptors and nesting birds, and western red
bat, as having a high probability for occurrence on-site. To mitigate potential
impacts to these species, mitigation measures were developed that have been
incorporated in the project’s Mitigation Monitoring and Reporting Program. Staff
has included a condition of approval that incorporates these mitigation
measures by reference as a requirement for the project.
The project would not have an adverse impact on coastal views, because it
would comply with the City’s height limit and is not proposed to be constructed
on a site with prominent topography or located within a coastal viewshed.
Land divisions and hazardous industrial development are not part of the subject
project.
Based on the above discussion, on balance the project is consistent with the applicable
General Plan and Local Coastal Plan policies. Therefore, staff does not believe there is
evidence to make this finding.
B. Coastal Development Permit. Section 9-4.4304(k) of the PMC states that a coastal
development permit shall be granted only if the Commission makes both of the findings
discussed below.
The project site is split between coastal development permit jurisdiction of the City of
Pacifica and the California Coastal Commission. The City’s permit jurisdiction includes roughly
the southern half of the project site, or from the southern edge of Building #2 to the southern
property line. The California Coastal Commission’s permit jurisdiction covers the remainder of
the project site to the north. The effect of the split jurisdiction is that the applicant is required
to obtain approval of a coastal development permit from both the City of Pacifica and California
Coastal Commission. Staff suggested to the applicant consideration of what is known as
“consolidated processing” whereby the Coastal Commission would exercise permit jurisdiction
over the entire site. However, consolidated processing requires mutual agreement of the
applicant, City of Pacifica, and Coastal Commission, and the applicant decided to process
separate coastal development permit applications.
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The following discussion addresses only those areas of the project site within the City’s
permit jurisdiction. Note that for all other permits, the City retains permit jurisdiction for the
entire project site.
i.

That the proposed development is in conformity with the City's certified Local
Coastal Program.
Discussion
As more fully described above, the project would be consistent with the City’s
certified LCP because it would a retail use in the ground floor of Building #3 and
two residential apartment units above the ground floor of Building #3 which
would be likely to provide housing more affordable than larger, conventional
housing opportunities available elsewhere in the Pedro Point neighborhood. The
design of the development would be attractive to visitors when viewed from San
Pedro Avenue and properties to the east and west; and the project would orient
to the coastal setting by providing a pedestrian walkway from San Pedro Avenue
that will provide access to the shoreline. The proposed Building #3 design would
also incorporate materials and design elements consistent with the surrounding
neighborhood character. Therefore, staff believes there is sufficient evidence to
find that the project is in conformity with the City’s certified Local Coastal
Program.

ii.

That where the Coastal Development Permit is issued for any development
between the nearest public road and the shoreline, the development is in
conformity with the public recreation policies of Chapter 3 of the California
Coastal Act.
Discussion
The project site is located between the shoreline and the nearest public road,
San Pedro Avenue. However, the project is located approximately 200 feet from
the shoreline and is not located on an oceanfront parcel or on an upland parcel
upon which coastal recreation is dependent. Therefore, the project would not
affect public recreation along the shoreline and thus, by extension, must be
found to be in conformity with the public recreation policies of Chapter 3 of the
California Coastal Act.

C. Use Permit. Section 9-4.3303 of the PMC states that a use permit shall be granted
only if the Commission makes all of the following findings:
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i.

That the establishment, maintenance, or operation of the use or building applied
for will not, under the circumstances of the particular case, be detrimental to the
health, safety, and welfare of the persons residing or working in the
neighborhood or to the general welfare of the City.
Discussion
The project requires a use permit for the development of a residential use above
a ground-floor commercial use as well as for outdoor commercial uses which
include a shower area and the skatepark.
The project would result in the development of two housing units above a
ground-floor retail area. Creation of housing is an important City objective as
stated in the City’s 2015-2023 Housing Element of the General Plan. The City has
an identified need of at least 413 new housing units during the planning period
covered in the Housing Element. Therefore, creating additional housing would
benefit the general welfare of the City. Development of two residential units
would not generate significant additional traffic and would not have a
detrimental impact on the health, safety, or welfare of the persons residing or
working in the neighborhood.
The outdoor shower is located on the southeastern wall of Building #1 next to
the storage lockers located inside the building. The shower is not in the path of
on-site circulation and will be located behind a fence adjacent to a commercial
property. According to the applicant, the sand that may accumulate as a result of
showers by beachgoers will be collected into a filter system just below grade in a
collection box that can be removed to dispose of the sand, as necessary. The
wastewater from the shower would, thus, not adversely affect water quality.
Overall, the outdoor shower is not expected to be detrimental to the health,
safety, and welfare of the persons residing or working in the neighborhood or to
the general welfare of the City.
The proposed skatepark may have impacts, particularly impacts related to noise,
on persons residing or working in the neighborhood. As discussed in Section
4.1.v. of this staff report, the noise levels from the skate park would be within
the applicable noise thresholds and not be detrimental to health, safety, and
welfare of the persons residing or working in the neighborhood or to the general
welfare of the City.
As described more fully earlier in this staff report, the project site is located in an
area with identified liquefaction and tsunami inundation hazards. However, with
inclusion of conditions of approval requiring incorporation of expert engineering
techniques into the construction plans, subject to review and approval by the
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City, and more fully described above, these risks can be reduced to a level where
the project would not be detrimental to the health, safety, and welfare of
residents or persons residing or working in the neighborhood, including the site,
or to the general welfare of the City.
ii.

That the use or building applied for is consistent with the applicable provisions of
the General Plan and other applicable laws of the City and, where applicable, the
local Coastal Plan.
Discussion
As described in Section 4.A.ix of this report the project would be consistent with
the General Plan, in particular policies contained in the Circulation, Community
Design, Land Use, Seismic Safety and Safety Elements. It would also comply with
applicable laws of the City including those contained in the Zoning Regulations
(Chapter 4 of Title 9 of the PMC), in particular the development standards and
permissible uses of the C-2 (Community Commercial) district. The project would
also comply with Coastal Act Policies 2, 5 and 23, and the Access Component of
the LCP. Additionally, it would be consistent with the neighborhood narrative for
the Pedro Point-Shelter Cove neighborhood, particularly including the creation of
commercial areas attractive to visitors, creation of housing opportunities for
persons of low and moderate income, and provision of coastal access in a
manner which would enable the site to develop as an integrated project with the
vacant property to the west.

iii.

Where applicable, that the use or building applied for is consistent with the City's
adopted Design Guidelines.
Discussion
As described in further detail above, as conditioned, the project would be
consistent with the City’s adopted Design Guidelines. In particular, the project
would be consistent with guidelines related to Site Planning, Building Design and
Landscaping.

D. Sign Exception. Pursuant to PMC Sec. 9-4.2913., the Planning Commission may grant
an exception to the strict provisions of Article 29, Chapter 4 of Title 9 of the PMC, which sets
forth regulations for signs, only when the Commission makes all of the following findings:
i.

There are exceptional or extraordinary circumstances applicable to the
property, building, or sign involved which do not apply generally to other
property, buildings, or signs in the vicinity. Such circumstances may include
the shape, size, location, or surroundings of the subject property or buildings
or the type or design of sign involved;
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Discussion
The subject site is a narrow, long lot with a 58.33’ frontage on San Pedro
Avenue and an average depth of 662.18’. The unusual configuration of the
lot has yielded an unusual, narrow arrangement and configuration of
buildings on the site. The proposal distributes development of three
buildings in a linear pattern from San Pedro Avenue to the northerly
property line. The linear configuration has required the applicant to establish
building frontages in whatever manner would provide suitable access from
either the street, parking area and/or pedestrian pathway on site. Thus, the
building frontages do not all necessarily orient to the street, where signs
would typically be installed. Furthermore, best utilization of the subject site
is achieved in locating the bulk of the visitor-serving commercial use to the
rear of the property closer to the beach and the ocean. Signage is thus
needed on Building # 1 to enhance its presence and attract visitors to the
site, and one of the proposed signs would be installed on this building in a
manner that it is visible to potential beachgoers to the north of the site. The
second sign on this building would be installed on the opposite side. The
project proposes one sign on the building fronting San Pedro Avenue
(Building # 3) for the potential retail use within the first floor of this building.
ii.

That, owing to such exceptional or extraordinary circumstances, the literal
enforcement of the specified provisions of this article would result in practical
difficulty or unnecessary hardship not created by, or attributable to, the
applicant or owner of the property;
Discussion
For reasons cited above, the literal enforcement of the sign code in terms of
maximum signage area would result in an unnecessary hardship for the
property owner because the reasonable commercial uses on the site would
not have reasonable signage to reflect their orientations to customers on San
Pedro Avenue as well as beachgoers.

iii.

The granting of such exception will not constitute a grant of special privilege
inconsistent with the limitations imposed on other properties or buildings in
the vicinity;
Discussion
The configuration of the subject site is unusual and not akin to other
properties in the vicinity as detailed above. Thus, granting of the exception
would not be a special privilege for the property owner.
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iv.

The granting of such exception will not be materially detrimental to the public
welfare or materially injurious to property or improvements in the vicinity;
and
Discussion
The subject site is adjacent to a shopping center, which includes signage for
businesses located in the center. The site faces a four room inn located
across San Pedro Avenue to its southwest. The parcel to the northwest of
the site is zoned commercial and is currently vacant. Nearest residence that
is approximately 100 feet to the southwest of the site, in the area of the
intersection of San Pedro Avenue and Grand Avenue is oriented away from
the site and would not be significantly impacted. Therefore, the granting of
such exception will not be materially detrimental to the public welfare or
materially injurious to property or improvements in the vicinity.

v.

The granting of such exception will not be inconsistent with the general
purpose or intent of this article.
Discussion
PMC Section 9-4.2901 identifies the general purpose or intent of the
applicable Article 29 of Chapter 4 of Title 9 of the PMC, as “…to assist in the
continuation of existing, and the introduction of new, commercial activities
in architectural harmony with the existing and planned City, to provide that
signs be tailored to individual businesses, and to encourage excellence in
design which will provide signing compatible with the atmosphere of the City
which attracts both residents and visitors.” The General Plan also indicates
commercial use for the project sight, meaning the propose signage would be
consistent with the intended use. Therefore, the proposed signage, subject
to the approval of a Master Sign Program by the Planning Director acting as
the Planning Administrator, would serve the aforementioned purpose and
intent.

E. Parking Exception. Section 9-4.2824(a) of the PMC states that a parking exception
shall be granted in cases of practical difficulties and unusual hardship when the Commission
makes the following finding:
i.

That the establishment, maintenance, and/or conducting of the off-street parking
facilities as proposed are as nearly in compliance with the requirements set forth
in this article as are reasonably possible.
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Discussion
The parking requirement for the proposed project per Article 28 of the PMC is as
follows:
Building 1

Retail and Rental (including the area for storage lockers and outdoor shower that are
assumed to be for use by the retail customers and rental users).

Retail

(3,500 sf in basement, 3,500 sf first floor, 10,200 sf
3,500 sf at second floor, less 300 sf “open to
above”)

Surf Rental and Lockers
Building 2
Skate Park and Board Shaping
Skate Park
Board shaping
Building 3
Mixed use
Retail/Commercial
Residential
Total Parking Requirement

34 spaces1

736 sf

2 spaces1

25 person capacity
1,540 sf

5 spaces2
4 spaces3

583 sf
2 one bedroom
units

2 spaces1
3 spaces4
50 spaces

1 One parking space for each 300 square feet of gross leasable space. (PMC Section 9-4.2818 (b)(2))
2. One parking space for each five users… (PMC Section 9-4.2818 (e)(4))
3. One parking space for each 500 square feet of open or enclosed area devoted to the use, plus one
parking space for each vehicle used in conjunction with the business (PMC Section. 9-4.2818 (d)(4))
4. One and one-half (1 ½) spaces for each one-bedroom unit (PMC Section. 9-4.2818 (a)(2))

Additionally, per PMC Section 9-4.2822, five bicycle parking spaces are required,
and per PMC Section 9-4.2818(i), two EV charging stations must be included
among the required parking spaces.
The applicant seeks two parking exceptions: 1) parking for the residential
component of the project and 2) parking for the commercial component.
•

Parking exception for residential use

As listed above, three parking spaces are required for the two residential units.
The project proposes two parking spaces in two one-car garages on the first floor
for the residences above. In order to comply with the parking requirements the
project would require revisions to include either the conversion of both one
bedroom units to studio units or a reduction in the number of residential units to
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one unit instead of two. Such a revision would reduce the parking requirement
to two spaces for two studio units or one unit, which could potentially be two
bedrooms.
The option for reduction of one unit to meet the parking requirement may be
regarded as inconsistent with the Housing Element of the General Plan and City’s
housing production target of 413 units in the Regional Housing Needs
Assessment (RHNA) for the period from 2015-2023 as every additional unit is
important towards meeting the City’s regional share of housing supply.
Moreover, rents for studio units have generally ranged from approximately 3 to
13 percent lower than one-bedroom unit rents as shown in Table I-15 of the
2015-2023 Housing Element. The applicant has indicated the loss in rents would
present a hardship.
As a result of the financial hardship resulting from a change in unit type and from
a reduction in apartment units in combination with the General Plan and Local
Coastal Plan policies supporting housing unit creation, staff recommends
granting the parking exception for the residential component of the project.
•

Parking exception for commercial use.

As enumerated above, a total of 47 parking spaces are required for the
commercial component of the proposed project and the project provides 24
spaces. The applicant has provided an explanation of the use and operation of
the commercial spaces. Based on the applicant’s explanation, parking demand
will not be generated by the areas dedicated to storage associated with surf
board retail in the basement and second story of Building #1 and storage
associated with board shaping use in Building #2. The applicant has also stated
that some visitors/customers to the site will also arrive via public transit and/or
on foot although it is not clear what percentage of the parking demand will be
reduced as a result. Hence, in staff’s assessment, the storage areas in Building
#1 and Building #2 may be discounted for a conservative estimate of parking
demand. Discounting these areas yields a parking demand of 29 car spaces,
which leaves a shortfall of 5 car spaces.
The Planning Commission may wish to consider a reduction of 1,500 sq. ft. in the
retail portion of Building # 1, which would reduce the off street parking
requirement by 5 spaces and meet the anticipated parking demand. However,
while such a reduction would reduce the shop area by 28 percent, it would not
be sufficient to satisfy the required parking per PMC Section 9-4.2818.
Therefore, in staff’s assessment, commercial off-street parking facilities as
proposed are as nearly in compliance with the requirements set forth in this
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article as are reasonably possible without any modifications to the proposed
project.
F. Heritage Tree Removal Authorization. Chapter 12 of Title 4 of the PMC does not
provide specific findings for approval of removal of heritage trees. Section 4-12.05(c) of the
PMC states that approval of heritage tree removal shall be based on the following criteria:
i.

The condition of the tree with respect to disease, general health, damage, public
nuisance, danger of falling, proximity to existing or proposed structures,
interference with utility services, and its ability to host a plant which is parasitic
to another tree which is in danger of being infested by the parasite.

ii.

Whether the requested action is necessary for the economically viable use of the
property.

iii.

The topography of the land and effect of the requested action on it.

iv.

The number, species, size, and location of existing trees in the area and the effect
of the requested action upon shade, noise buffers, protection from wind damage,
air pollution, historic value, scenic beauty and upon the health, safety, historic
value, and general welfare of the area and the City as a whole.

v.

The number of healthy trees the parcel is able to support.

vi.

Good forestry practices.
Discussion:
The applicant submitted an arborist report describing the condition of the trees
on-site, including the heritage trees proposed for removal. The arborist report
did not mention other considerations related to criteria (ii) through (v), above,
which would justify removal. Therefore, the Commission should consider the
applicant’s request for removal based on criteria (i) and (vi).
The arborist report describes the condition of the trees indicating that Trees #1,
#3, and # 4 (off-site) have poor structure and Tree # 2 is in poor condition. Tree
#1 and Tree # 3 are not very tall due to prevailing winds that have “pruned” it,
and would therefore tend to develop longer side limbs; this tendency is much
exaggerated due to the competing trees and multiple trunks that cause a
crowded limb structure. The limbs are therefore endheavy and failure-prone.
Tree #2 is heavily suppressed by Tree 1 and grows only toward the north and
with a severe lean and is assessed to be in poor condition. Tree #4 is heavily
suppressed by Tree 3; It grows only toward the north with a severe lean and has
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a poor structure. Due to their condition and structure, these trees would be
prone to limb failure. Additionally, Tree #1 and Tree #2 are located in close
proximity to Building # 1.
The three Monterey cypress trees, along with a fourth Monterey cypress trees
that appears to be off-site on the Pedro Point Shopping Center property, occur in
a grove in a small area and are crowded together to form one combined canopy.
According to the arborist report, it is likely that the root systems are joined by
grafting. Also, because trees in the grove have asymmetrical canopies, they rely
on each other for mechanical stability. Therefore, removal of one tree results in
a greater risk of failure for adjacent trees, which in combination with the poor
structure and condition of the subject trees could warrant the removal of these
trees.
Staff’s assessment of the arborist’s report is that removal of the heritage trees
on-site is justified under sections 4-12.05(c)(i) and Section 4-12.05(c)(vi) of the
PMC. The arborist’s report explains the poor conditions of the trees with respect
to general health, damage, danger of falling, and proximity to proposed
structures. The arborist’s report also suggests that due to their historical
tendency to have grown together, removal of any one or more of the trees could
jeopardize the remaining tree(s) and all should be removed. Until such time as
all trees are confirmed to be located on the applicant’s property, staff has
included a condition of approval to require preparation of a tree protection plan
which would allow the project to be constructed without adversely impacting
any off-site tree.
5. CEQA Recommendation
Pursuant to Section 15070(b) of CEQA Guidelines, a mitigated negative declaration may be
prepared for a project when the Initial Study identifies potential environmental impacts which
can be reasonably mitigated. An Initial Study/Mitigated Negative Declaration was prepared for
the Project in April 2018 and made available for public review and comment for a 30 day period
from April 4, 2018 to May 3, 2018 (State Clearinghouse No. 2018042010). The City received
two public comments, both from public agencies: the California Department of Transportation
(“Caltrans”) and the California Coastal Commission. Although not required by law, the City
prepared responses to the comments received from the public agencies (Attachment F).
Staff identified potentially significant impacts to biological resources, cultural resources,
geology and soils, hydrology and water quality, noise, traffic and circulation and tribal cultural
resources and developed mitigation measures to reduce the significance of the impacts to a less
than significant level. The public comments received led to several changes to proposed
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mitigation measures included in the draft IS/MND (see the Errata Sheet in Attachment G).These
mitigation measures are set forth in the final proposed Mitigation Monitoring and Reporting
Program (MMRP) included as Attachment H. Based on substantial evidence in the record,
implementation of the mitigation measures as incorporated in the Mitigation Monitoring and
Reporting Program will reduce impacts on these resources to a less than significant level.
6. Staff Analysis and Recommendation
Overall, the placement and design of the proposed buildings are appropriate for the project
site. The design reflects the unusual configuration of the property and achieves viable
economic use of the site despite the unusual configuration. The parking exceptions proposed
for the project are appropriate and would still allow the project to function satisfactorily as part
of the overall project design and operations. In total, the applicant has proposed a mix of uses
and site improvements which would create a desirable project at the site, particularly the
predominant visitor-serving nature of the uses proposed and the coastal orientation of the
project.
Additionally, staff has included conditions of approval to put measures in place in the area of
skatepark architecture, landscaping, hours of operations, permitted uses on site, tsunami
hazard mitigation, and mitigation of potentially significant environmental impacts, which will
further ensure a project that would be an asset to the community.
Therefore, for the reasons set forth in this report, staff recommends approval of the project as
conditioned.
COMMISSION ACTION
MOTION FOR APPROVAL:
Move to ADOPT the Mitigated Negative Declaration and Mitigation Monitoring and Reporting
Program (MMRP) for the Project, to APPROVE Site Development Permit PSD-789-14, Coastal
Development Permit CDP-346-14, Use Permit UP-039-14, Parking Exception PE-159-14, and Sign
Exception SE-030-18, and to AUTHORIZE removal of heritage trees by adopting the attached
resolution, including conditions of approval in Exhibit A and the MMRP included as Exhibit B; and,
to incorporate all maps and testimony into the record by reference.
ATTACHMENT LIST:
Attachment A. Draft resolution and conditions of approval (DOCX)
Attachment B. Land Use and Zoning Exhibit (DOCX)
Attachment C. Project plans (PDF)
Attachment D. Arborist report (PDF)
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Attachment E. Operating hours
(PDF)
Attachment F. Response to Comments (Initial Study/Mitigated Negative Declaration)
(DOCX)
Attachment G. Errata Sheet (Initial Study/Mitigated Negative Declaration) (DOC)
Attachment H. Mitigation Monitoring and Reporting Program (MMRP) for Initial Study/Mitigated
Negative Declaration (DOCX)

From:

Foster, Patrick@Coastal <Patrick.Foster@coastal.ca.gov>

Sent time:

12/04/2018 04:03:21 PM

To:

Murdock, Christian

Subject:

RE: 505 San Pedro CEQA Document

Hi Christian,
We recently received the FLAN indicating local approval of the CDP for the project discussed here. As noted on the FLAN, a
portion of the site is located within Coastal Commission jurisdiction. Can you share to what extent our comments were taken
into account prior to approval, including our request for a full 1‐parameter delineation? Please also share a digital copy of the
latest staff report and site plan when you are able.
Thank you,
Patrick
From: murdockc@ci.pacifica.ca.us [mailto:murdockc@ci.pacifica.ca.us]
Sent: Tuesday, May 01, 2018 4:52 PM
To: Foster, Patrick@Coastal
Cc: wehrmeistert@ci.pacifica.ca.us; Rexing, Stephanie@Coastal
Subject: RE: 505 San Pedro CEQA Document

Hi Patrick,
Thank you for comments from the Coastal Commission on the 505 San Pedro Avenue IS/MND. I look forward to reviewing the
comments and will let you know if I have any questions.
Best regards,
Christian
Christian Murdock
Senior Planner
Planning Department
City of Pacifica
1800 Francisco Blvd.
Pacifica, CA 94044
www.cityofpacifica.org
Email: murdockc@ci.pacifica.ca.us
Phone: (650) 738‐7444
Fax: (650) 359‐5807
From: Foster, Patrick@Coastal [mailto:Patrick.Foster@coastal.ca.gov]
Sent: Tuesday, May 01, 2018 4:36 PM
To: Murdock, Christian
Cc: Rexing, Stephanie@Coastal
Subject: RE: 505 San Pedro CEQA Document

Hi Christian,
Thank you for forwarding the MND linked below for the proposed project at 505 San Pedro Ave including three new buildings, a
skatepark, and parking area. The project site is mostly in the City’s CDP jurisdiction, but partly in the Commission’s retained
jurisdiction which covers about a third of the lot closest to the ocean. It is our impression the City’s intent is to process local
permits, including a CDP, after which the applicant would seek another CDP from us if the project is approved locally – please
let us know if this is inaccurate. Our primary concerns involve biological resources. Specifically, identification of wetlands and
required development buffers, as well as the presence of sensitive species on site.
The MND indicates the potential presence of CRLF, SFGS, Monarch butterfly, and protected raptors/nesting birds. Overall, our
biologist concurs with the sensitive species identified as potentially occurring here, though also indicates that CRLF may be
using the swale as a corridor and moving across the parcel. As for raptors and other birds, with the open field adjacent to the
parcel, the trees and swale vegetation provide good habitat for nesting, so pre‐construction surveys are critical. Additionally, It
is unclear why no bat species are discussed other than the western red bat, as it is possible hoary bats (Lasiurus cinereus) are in
the area as well. With regard to sensitive plant species, our biologist cites concern regarding the possible presence of SF
spineflower (Chorizanthe cuspidata var. cuspidata) because it often turns up in disturbed areas. It appears the reconnaissance
surveys were completed outside the bloom season for most of the sensitive plants flagged, making it more difficult to detect
them.
As for mitigation, additional measures are requested, including:
1) Coastal Commission to receive copies of all surveys.
2) Implement IV‐1 (p40) limits on work following significant rain events (>0.25 in, with 24h wait period) when CRLF would be
more mobile.
3) In addition to exclusion fencing, conduct daily checks prior to the start of construction for sensitive wildlife that may have
found a way in.
4) Cover any open trenches at the end of work each day or fitted with an exit ramp for any wildlife that may fall in.
5) Extend IV‐3 (p41) raptor surveys to out to 500 ft (300 ft is fine for other birds) and if nesting observed, apply minimum buffer
of 500ft (300ft for other birds) until young have fledged.

6) Extend IV‐4(a) (p41) pre‐construction bat emergence surveys to all trees on the parcel and out 500ft since any bats there will
also be sensitive receptors to construction noise.
7) Apply CDFW‐determined buffers to any such sensitive receptors (maternity roosts or hibernacula)
8) Removal of invasive non‐native species (in addition to omitting them from any planting on the property).
In terms of wetlands, the MND acknowledges the general buffer rule of 100 feet from the outward edge of riparian vegetation
and notes that “an intermittent drainage ditch on the west side of the project area contains some riparian vegetation (e.g.,
Arroyo Willow).” (p.42) It also notes that this drainage would meet the Coastal Commission’s one‐parameter wetland
definition. However, indirect impacts concerning the swale seem to have been dismissed – while development may not
physically disturb the swale on the adjacent parcel, noise and runoff are potentially going to affect any sensitive resources
there, and sensitive species likely make use of the area as a wildlife corridor to at least a limited extent as such species will not
necessarily be able to use the adjacent upland areas if they are dependent on the cover and moisture the swale provides.
These indirect impacts reflect the purpose of establishing development buffers, and protection in this case is warranted. Thus,
we request that the applicant complete a full 1‐parameter delineation at this stage, rather than later on in the permitting
process. While the bank/topography may appear to be a distinct boundary for hydro and soil parameters, vegetation may
extend towards the parcel of interest, which will be important with respect to setting appropriate buffers. While a typical
buffer is 100 ft and may be necessary here as at most locations, we recognize that less may be acceptable depending on the
nature of the parcel, its place in the landscape, and the susceptibility of the wetland to various impacts. However, any
deviation from typical buffers must be substantiated with clear evidence on these points.
Again, thank you for the chance to comment at this early stage. We look forward to further coordination on this project.
‐Patrick
________________________
Patrick Foster
Coastal Planner
North Central Coast District
California Coastal Commission
45 Fremont Street, Suite 2000
San Francisco, CA 94105
(415) 904‐5267
patrick.foster@coastal.ca.gov
www.coastal.ca.gov

From: murdockc@ci.pacifica.ca.us [mailto:murdockc@ci.pacifica.ca.us]
Sent: Thursday, April 05, 2018 10:24 AM
To: Foster, Patrick@Coastal
Cc: Rexing, Stephanie@Coastal
Subject: 505 San Pedro CEQA Document

Hi Patrick,
We wanted to make you aware that the public comment period on the CEQA document for the 505 San Pedro Avenue (Shawn
Rhodes) project started on 4/4/4018. You can access the document at the link below We invite the Coastal Commission to offer
comments on the CEQA document during this period.
http://www.cityofpacifica.org/depts/planning/environmental documents/default.asp
Best regards,
Christian
Christian Murdock
Senior Planner
Planning Department
City of Pacifica
1800 Francisco Blvd.
Pacifica, CA 94044
www.cityofpacifica.org
Email: murdockc@ci.pacifica.ca.us
Phone: (650) 738‐7444
Fax: (650) 359‐5807

This message has been scanned for malware by Websense. www.websense.com
Click here to report this email as spam.

From:

Murdock, Christian

Sent time:

05/01/2018 04:52:08 PM

To:

Foster, Patrick@Coastal <Patrick.Foster@coastal.ca.gov>

Cc:

Wehrmeister, Tina; Rexing, Stephanie@Coastal <Stephanie.Rexing@coastal.ca.gov>

Subject:

RE: 505 San Pedro CEQA Document

Hi Patrick,
Thank you for comments from the Coastal Commission on the 505 San Pedro Avenue IS/MND. I look forward to reviewing the
comments and will let you know if I have any questions.
Best regards,
Christian
Christian Murdock
Senior Planner
Planning Department
City of Pacifica
1800 Francisco Blvd.
Pacifica, CA 94044
www.cityofpacifica.org
Email: murdockc@ci.pacifica.ca.us
Phone: (650) 738‐7444
Fax: (650) 359‐5807
From: Foster, Patrick@Coastal [mailto:Patrick.Foster@coastal.ca.gov]
Sent: Tuesday, May 01, 2018 4:36 PM
To: Murdock, Christian
Cc: Rexing, Stephanie@Coastal
Subject: RE: 505 San Pedro CEQA Document

Hi Christian,
Thank you for forwarding the MND linked below for the proposed project at 505 San Pedro Ave including three new buildings, a
skatepark, and parking area. The project site is mostly in the City’s CDP jurisdiction, but partly in the Commission’s retained
jurisdiction which covers about a third of the lot closest to the ocean. It is our impression the City’s intent is to process local
permits, including a CDP, after which the applicant would seek another CDP from us if the project is approved locally – please
let us know if this is inaccurate. Our primary concerns involve biological resources. Specifically, identification of wetlands and
required development buffers, as well as the presence of sensitive species on site.
The MND indicates the potential presence of CRLF, SFGS, Monarch butterfly, and protected raptors/nesting birds. Overall, our
biologist concurs with the sensitive species identified as potentially occurring here, though also indicates that CRLF may be
using the swale as a corridor and moving across the parcel. As for raptors and other birds, with the open field adjacent to the
parcel, the trees and swale vegetation provide good habitat for nesting, so pre‐construction surveys are critical. Additionally, It
is unclear why no bat species are discussed other than the western red bat, as it is possible hoary bats (Lasiurus cinereus) are in
the area as well. With regard to sensitive plant species, our biologist cites concern regarding the possible presence of SF
spineflower (Chorizanthe cuspidata var. cuspidata) because it often turns up in disturbed areas. It appears the reconnaissance
surveys were completed outside the bloom season for most of the sensitive plants flagged, making it more difficult to detect
them.
As for mitigation, additional measures are requested, including:
1) Coastal Commission to receive copies of all surveys.
2) Implement IV‐1 (p40) limits on work following significant rain events (>0.25 in, with 24h wait period) when CRLF would be
more mobile.
3) In addition to exclusion fencing, conduct daily checks prior to the start of construction for sensitive wildlife that may have
found a way in.
4) Cover any open trenches at the end of work each day or fitted with an exit ramp for any wildlife that may fall in.
5) Extend IV‐3 (p41) raptor surveys to out to 500 ft (300 ft is fine for other birds) and if nesting observed, apply minimum buffer
of 500ft (300ft for other birds) until young have fledged.
6) Extend IV‐4(a) (p41) pre‐construction bat emergence surveys to all trees on the parcel and out 500ft since any bats there will
also be sensitive receptors to construction noise.
7) Apply CDFW‐determined buffers to any such sensitive receptors (maternity roosts or hibernacula)
8) Removal of invasive non‐native species (in addition to omitting them from any planting on the property).
In terms of wetlands, the MND acknowledges the general buffer rule of 100 feet from the outward edge of riparian vegetation
and notes that “an intermittent drainage ditch on the west side of the project area contains some riparian vegetation (e.g.,
Arroyo Willow).” (p.42) It also notes that this drainage would meet the Coastal Commission’s one‐parameter wetland
definition. However, indirect impacts concerning the swale seem to have been dismissed – while development may not
physically disturb the swale on the adjacent parcel, noise and runoff are potentially going to affect any sensitive resources
there, and sensitive species likely make use of the area as a wildlife corridor to at least a limited extent as such species will not

necessarily be able to use the adjacent upland areas if they are dependent on the cover and moisture the swale provides.
These indirect impacts reflect the purpose of establishing development buffers, and protection in this case is warranted. Thus,
we request that the applicant complete a full 1‐parameter delineation at this stage, rather than later on in the permitting
process. While the bank/topography may appear to be a distinct boundary for hydro and soil parameters, vegetation may
extend towards the parcel of interest, which will be important with respect to setting appropriate buffers. While a typical
buffer is 100 ft and may be necessary here as at most locations, we recognize that less may be acceptable depending on the
nature of the parcel, its place in the landscape, and the susceptibility of the wetland to various impacts. However, any
deviation from typical buffers must be substantiated with clear evidence on these points.
Again, thank you for the chance to comment at this early stage. We look forward to further coordination on this project.
‐Patrick
________________________
Patrick Foster
Coastal Planner
North Central Coast District
California Coastal Commission
45 Fremont Street, Suite 2000
San Francisco, CA 94105
﴾415﴿ 904‐5267
patrick.foster@coastal.ca.gov
www.coastal.ca.gov

From: murdockc@ci.pacifica.ca.us [mailto:murdockc@ci.pacifica.ca.us]
Sent: Thursday, April 05, 2018 10:24 AM
To: Foster, Patrick@Coastal
Cc: Rexing, Stephanie@Coastal
Subject: 505 San Pedro CEQA Document

Hi Patrick,
We wanted to make you aware that the public comment period on the CEQA document for the 505 San Pedro Avenue (Shawn
Rhodes) project started on 4/4/4018. You can access the document at the link below We invite the Coastal Commission to offer
comments on the CEQA document during this period.
http://www.cityofpacifica.org/depts/planning/environmental_documents/default.asp
Best regards,
Christian
Christian Murdock
Senior Planner
Planning Department
City of Pacifica
1800 Francisco Blvd.
Pacifica, CA 94044
www.cityofpacifica.org
Email: murdockc@ci.pacifica.ca.us
Phone: (650) 738‐7444
Fax: (650) 359‐5807
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From:

Foster, Patrick@Coastal <Patrick.Foster@coastal.ca.gov>

Sent time:

05/01/2018 04:36:10 PM

To:

Murdock, Christian

Cc:

Rexing, Stephanie@Coastal <Stephanie.Rexing@coastal.ca.gov>

Subject:

RE: 505 San Pedro CEQA Document

Hi Christian,
Thank you for forwarding the MND linked below for the proposed project at 505 San Pedro Ave including three new buildings, a
skatepark, and parking area. The project site is mostly in the City’s CDP jurisdiction, but partly in the Commission’s retained
jurisdiction which covers about a third of the lot closest to the ocean. It is our impression the City’s intent is to process local
permits, including a CDP, after which the applicant would seek another CDP from us if the project is approved locally – please
let us know if this is inaccurate. Our primary concerns involve biological resources. Specifically, identification of wetlands and
required development buffers, as well as the presence of sensitive species on site.
The MND indicates the potential presence of CRLF, SFGS, Monarch butterfly, and protected raptors/nesting birds. Overall, our
biologist concurs with the sensitive species identified as potentially occurring here, though also indicates that CRLF may be
using the swale as a corridor and moving across the parcel. As for raptors and other birds, with the open field adjacent to the
parcel, the trees and swale vegetation provide good habitat for nesting, so pre‐construction surveys are critical. Additionally, It
is unclear why no bat species are discussed other than the western red bat, as it is possible hoary bats (Lasiurus cinereus) are in
the area as well. With regard to sensitive plant species, our biologist cites concern regarding the possible presence of SF
spineflower (Chorizanthe cuspidata var. cuspidata) because it often turns up in disturbed areas. It appears the reconnaissance
surveys were completed outside the bloom season for most of the sensitive plants flagged, making it more difficult to detect
them.
As for mitigation, additional measures are requested, including:
1) Coastal Commission to receive copies of all surveys.
2) Implement IV‐1 (p40) limits on work following significant rain events (>0.25 in, with 24h wait period) when CRLF would be
more mobile.
3) In addition to exclusion fencing, conduct daily checks prior to the start of construction for sensitive wildlife that may have
found a way in.
4) Cover any open trenches at the end of work each day or fitted with an exit ramp for any wildlife that may fall in.
5) Extend IV‐3 (p41) raptor surveys to out to 500 ft (300 ft is fine for other birds) and if nesting observed, apply minimum buffer
of 500ft (300ft for other birds) until young have fledged.
6) Extend IV‐4(a) (p41) pre‐construction bat emergence surveys to all trees on the parcel and out 500ft since any bats there will
also be sensitive receptors to construction noise.
7) Apply CDFW‐determined buffers to any such sensitive receptors (maternity roosts or hibernacula)
8) Removal of invasive non‐native species (in addition to omitting them from any planting on the property).
In terms of wetlands, the MND acknowledges the general buffer rule of 100 feet from the outward edge of riparian vegetation
and notes that “an intermittent drainage ditch on the west side of the project area contains some riparian vegetation (e.g.,
Arroyo Willow).” (p.42) It also notes that this drainage would meet the Coastal Commission’s one‐parameter wetland
definition. However, indirect impacts concerning the swale seem to have been dismissed – while development may not
physically disturb the swale on the adjacent parcel, noise and runoff are potentially going to affect any sensitive resources
there, and sensitive species likely make use of the area as a wildlife corridor to at least a limited extent as such species will not
necessarily be able to use the adjacent upland areas if they are dependent on the cover and moisture the swale provides.
These indirect impacts reflect the purpose of establishing development buffers, and protection in this case is warranted. Thus,
we request that the applicant complete a full 1‐parameter delineation at this stage, rather than later on in the permitting
process. While the bank/topography may appear to be a distinct boundary for hydro and soil parameters, vegetation may
extend towards the parcel of interest, which will be important with respect to setting appropriate buffers. While a typical
buffer is 100 ft and may be necessary here as at most locations, we recognize that less may be acceptable depending on the
nature of the parcel, its place in the landscape, and the susceptibility of the wetland to various impacts. However, any
deviation from typical buffers must be substantiated with clear evidence on these points.
Again, thank you for the chance to comment at this early stage. We look forward to further coordination on this project.
‐Patrick
________________________
Patrick Foster
Coastal Planner
North Central Coast District
California Coastal Commission
45 Fremont Street, Suite 2000
San Francisco, CA 94105
(415) 904‐5267
patrick.foster@coastal.ca.gov
www.coastal.ca.gov

From: murdockc@ci.pacifica.ca.us [mailto:murdockc@ci.pacifica.ca.us]
Sent: Thursday, April 05, 2018 10:24 AM
To: Foster, Patrick@Coastal
Cc: Rexing, Stephanie@Coastal
Subject: 505 San Pedro CEQA Document

Hi Patrick,
We wanted to make you aware that the public comment period on the CEQA document for the 505 San Pedro Avenue (Shawn
Rhodes) project started on 4/4/4018. You can access the document at the link below We invite the Coastal Commission to offer
comments on the CEQA document during this period.
http://www.cityofpacifica.org/depts/planning/environmental documents/default.asp
Best regards,
Christian
Christian Murdock
Senior Planner
Planning Department
City of Pacifica
1800 Francisco Blvd.
Pacifica, CA 94044
www.cityofpacifica.org
Email: murdockc@ci.pacifica.ca.us
Phone: (650) 738‐7444
Fax: (650) 359‐5807
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From:

Murdock, Christian

Sent time:

05/02/2017 09:46:24 AM

To:

Foster, Patrick@Coastal <Patrick.Foster@coastal.ca.gov>

Subject:

Pedro Point Shopping Center Pad Building

Hi Patrick,
I don’t recall if I sent you these plans previously, so here’s the link just in case:
https://www.dropbox.com/sh/he9j2stgebsvolq/AAAnMDZZEN2TTrW90ioNbhlOa?dl=0.
It’s for a pad building with ground floor commercial and upper floor residential apartments in the southern portion of the
Pedro Point Shopping Center, just outside the Coastal Commission’s permit jurisdiction. I believe that someone on the CCC
staff said that you would definitely be interested in commenting. The application is currently incomplete but I expect the
applicant to respond to the incomplete letter within a matter of days. If you plan to comment, receiving them within the next
30 days would be ideal.
Please let me know if you need additional information. Thank you!
Best Regards,
Christian
Christian Murdock
Associate Planner
Planning Department
City of Pacifica
1800 Francisco Blvd.
Pacifica, CA 94044
www.cityofpacifica.org
Email: murdockc@ci.pacifica.ca.us
Phone: (650) 738‐7444
Fax: (650) 359‐5807

From:

Murdock, Christian

Sent time:

05/02/2017 10:52:48 AM

To:

Foster, Patrick@Coastal <Patrick.Foster@coastal.ca.gov>

Subject:

RE: Pedro Point Shopping Center Pad Building

Thank you, Patrick.
Christian Murdock
Associate Planner
Planning Department
City of Pacifica
1800 Francisco Blvd.
Pacifica, CA 94044
www.cityofpacifica.org
Email: murdockc@ci.pacifica.ca.us
Phone: (650) 738‐7444
Fax: (650) 359‐5807
From: Foster, Patrick@Coastal [mailto:Patrick.Foster@coastal.ca.gov]
Sent: Tuesday, May 02, 2017 10:25 AM
To: Murdock, Christian
Subject: RE: Pedro Point Shopping Center Pad Building

Yes, this looks to be the same APN we looked into earlier for jurisdiction (023‐072‐110), although the plans may be slightly
different than the hard copy version we received. I provided some comments to Stephanie, who was going to possibly add to
them before sending to you. I’ll check with her on that today.
‐Patrick
From: murdockc@ci.pacifica.ca.us [mailto:murdockc@ci.pacifica.ca.us]
Sent: Tuesday, May 02, 2017 9:46 AM
To: Foster, Patrick@Coastal
Subject: Pedro Point Shopping Center Pad Building

Hi Patrick,
I don’t recall if I sent you these plans previously, so here’s the link just in case:
https://www.dropbox.com/sh/he9j2stgebsvolq/AAAnMDZZEN2TTrW90ioNbhlOa?dl=0.
It’s for a pad building with ground floor commercial and upper floor residential apartments in the southern portion of the
Pedro Point Shopping Center, just outside the Coastal Commission’s permit jurisdiction. I believe that someone on the CCC
staff said that you would definitely be interested in commenting. The application is currently incomplete but I expect the
applicant to respond to the incomplete letter within a matter of days. If you plan to comment, receiving them within the next
30 days would be ideal.
Please let me know if you need additional information. Thank you!
Best Regards,
Christian
Christian Murdock
Associate Planner
Planning Department
City of Pacifica
1800 Francisco Blvd.
Pacifica, CA 94044
www.cityofpacifica.org
Email: murdockc@ci.pacifica.ca.us
Phone: (650) 738‐7444
Fax: (650) 359‐5807
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From:

Foster, Patrick@Coastal <Patrick.Foster@coastal.ca.gov>

Sent time:

05/02/2017 10:24:50 AM

To:

Murdock, Christian

Subject:

RE: Pedro Point Shopping Center Pad Building

Yes, this looks to be the same APN we looked into earlier for jurisdiction (023‐072‐110), although the plans may be slightly
different than the hard copy version we received. I provided some comments to Stephanie, who was going to possibly add to
them before sending to you. I’ll check with her on that today.
‐Patrick
From: murdockc@ci.pacifica.ca.us [mailto:murdockc@ci.pacifica.ca.us]
Sent: Tuesday, May 02, 2017 9:46 AM
To: Foster, Patrick@Coastal
Subject: Pedro Point Shopping Center Pad Building

Hi Patrick,
I don’t recall if I sent you these plans previously, so here’s the link just in case:
https://www.dropbox.com/sh/he9j2stgebsvolq/AAAnMDZZEN2TTrW90ioNbhlOa?dl=0.
It’s for a pad building with ground floor commercial and upper floor residential apartments in the southern portion of the
Pedro Point Shopping Center, just outside the Coastal Commission’s permit jurisdiction. I believe that someone on the CCC
staff said that you would definitely be interested in commenting. The application is currently incomplete but I expect the
applicant to respond to the incomplete letter within a matter of days. If you plan to comment, receiving them within the next
30 days would be ideal.
Please let me know if you need additional information. Thank you!
Best Regards,
Christian
Christian Murdock
Associate Planner
Planning Department
City of Pacifica
1800 Francisco Blvd.
Pacifica, CA 94044
www.cityofpacifica.org
Email: murdockc@ci.pacifica.ca.us
Phone: (650) 738‐7444
Fax: (650) 359‐5807
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From:

Rexing, Stephanie@Coastal <Stephanie.Rexing@coastal.ca.gov>

Sent time:

05/03/2017 01:36:24 PM

To:

Murdock, Christian

Cc:

Foster, Patrick@Coastal <Patrick.Foster@coastal.ca.gov>

Subject:

RE: Pedro Point Shopping Center Pad Building

This is the final version. Thanks!
Hi Christian,
We did have intention of commenting at some point, so thanks for keeping us on the ball. Comments are minimal, please see
below:
We take no issue with the proposal for residential development, given that the C‐2 Community Commercial District allows
residential as a conditional use (“All uses allowed as either a permitted or conditional use in the C‐1 District and which are not
listed as permitted uses in the C‐2 District”). Further, the proposed density is allowed given that the C‐1 District allows for “One
or more dwelling units in the same building as a commercial use when located entirely above the ground floor. Density shall be
controlled by a minimum lot area per dwelling unit of two thousand (2,000) square feet”. The overall lot size is 12,584 sq.ft.
which allows for the 4 units being proposed. Finally, with regard to height the cupola of the west building brings it to max
height of 35 ft., which is an allowable height in this zone.
We did want to ask about the required parking, as it seems the provided parking calculations may be off:
o Each residential 2 bedroom unit requires 2 spaces, plus one guest space for every 4 residential units = 8+1 = 9 (plans propose 8
spaces)
o Also, code requires “At least one of the required off‐street parking spaces per [residential] unit shall be in a garage or
carport” – it does not appear this requirement has been met.
o For commercial development, code requires “One parking space for each 300 square feet of gross leasable space.”
o Plans correctly show 2,549 sq.ft. / 300 = 8.49, but claims required spaces is 8 – one could argue this should round up to 9; so, in
total the plans say 16 spaces provided when 17 required, but by our calculations, at least 18 are required (and arguably 19)
Let me or Patrick know if you have any questions. Thanks!
~Stephanie
From: Foster, Patrick@Coastal
Sent: Tuesday, May 02, 2017 10:27 AM
To: Rexing, Stephanie@Coastal
Subject: FW: Pedro Point Shopping Center Pad Building

‐Patrick
From: murdockc@ci.pacifica.ca.us [mailto:murdockc@ci.pacifica.ca.us]
Sent: Tuesday, May 02, 2017 9:46 AM
To: Foster, Patrick@Coastal
Subject: Pedro Point Shopping Center Pad Building

Hi Patrick,
I don’t recall if I sent you these plans previously, so here’s the link just in case:
https://www.dropbox.com/sh/he9j2stgebsvolq/AAAnMDZZEN2TTrW90ioNbhlOa?dl=0.
It’s for a pad building with ground floor commercial and upper floor residential apartments in the southern portion of the
Pedro Point Shopping Center, just outside the Coastal Commission’s permit jurisdiction. I believe that someone on the CCC
staff said that you would definitely be interested in commenting. The application is currently incomplete but I expect the
applicant to respond to the incomplete letter within a matter of days. If you plan to comment, receiving them within the next
30 days would be ideal.
Please let me know if you need additional information. Thank you!
Best Regards,
Christian
Christian Murdock
Associate Planner
Planning Department
City of Pacifica
1800 Francisco Blvd.
Pacifica, CA 94044
www.cityofpacifica.org
Email: murdockc@ci.pacifica.ca.us
Phone: (650) 738‐7444
Fax: (650) 359‐5807
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From:

Rexing, Stephanie@Coastal <Stephanie.Rexing@coastal.ca.gov>

Sent time:

05/20/2016 09:59:06 AM

To:

Murdock, Christian

Cc:

Foster, Patrick@Coastal <Patrick.Foster@coastal.ca.gov>

Subject:

RE: Pacifica LCP Map

Christian,
I will get you a copy as well. I’ll let you know when it’s on the way.

~Stephanie
From: murdockc@ci.pacifica.ca.us [mailto:murdockc@ci.pacifica.ca.us]
Sent: Friday, May 20, 2016 9:57 AM
To: Rexing, Stephanie@Coastal
Cc: Foster, Patrick@Coastal
Subject: RE: Pacifica LCP Map

Sounds good, Stephanie. Might there be a way for the City to get a copy, too, so we can compare and see if there are any other
conflicts? I’m still concerned about information differing between the CCC’s map and the City’s map if we are unable to
confirm that we are using the same map.
Christian Murdock
Associate Planner
Planning Department
City of Pacifica
1800 Francisco Blvd.
Pacifica, CA 94044
www.cityofpacifica.org
Email: murdockc@ci.pacifica.ca.us
Phone: (650) 738‐7444
Fax: (650) 359‐5807
From: Rexing, Stephanie@Coastal [mailto:Stephanie.Rexing@coastal.ca.gov]
Sent: Friday, May 20, 2016 9:56 AM
To: Murdock, Christian
Cc: Foster, Patrick@Coastal
Subject: RE: Pacifica LCP Map

Christian,
Thanks for offering to send copies, but I am working with our mapping group to get planning updated copies. If that becomes a
struggle I will let you know. THanks!

~Stephanie
From: murdockc@ci.pacifica.ca.us [mailto:murdockc@ci.pacifica.ca.us]
Sent: Friday, May 20, 2016 8:38 AM
To: Rexing, Stephanie@Coastal
Cc: Foster, Patrick@Coastal
Subject: RE: Pacifica LCP Map

Hi Stephanie,
Thanks for sharing this helpful information! I’m happy we were able to work together and sort this out. Would you like me to
send you a couple large‐scale copies for your convenience so you don’t need to hunt for the map in the mapping group? Or, try
to transmit a high resolution scan so you can duplicate it in various scales?
Moving forward, we will certainly be in touch if development is proposed in the vicinity of the “additional permit jurisdiction”
and the site is not clearly in or out of this area as shown on the map. Fortunately, there are only a handful of privately‐owned
parcels in this area with most being well known to City staff.

Thank you again for pursuing this to a conclusion. Hope you all have a great weekend!

Best Regards,
Christian
Christian Murdock
Associate Planner
Planning Department
City of Pacifica
1800 Francisco Blvd.
Pacifica, CA 94044
www.cityofpacifica.org
Email: murdockc@ci.pacifica.ca.us
Phone: (650) 738‐7444
Fax: (650) 359‐5807
From: Rexing, Stephanie@Coastal [mailto:Stephanie.Rexing@coastal.ca.gov]
Sent: Thursday, May 19, 2016 9:52 AM
To: Murdock, Christian
Cc: Foster, Patrick@Coastal
Subject: RE: Pacifica LCP Map

Christian,
Got an answer from our mapping group. Seems your suspicions were correct, at least with regard to the jurisdictional
questions related to APN 023‐072‐060 (5450 Coast Highway, Pacifica). The subject parcel is directly adjacent to San Pedro Creek
and Pacifica State Beach. The State Lands Commission, by way of the “redline maps” identified this general area as former
tidelands/potential public trust lands, (mapping suspects this is because some of this area may have been filled to support
road and historic railroad development). The original mapping effort for the large‐scale City Post‐Cert map did not follow this
redline map delineation for tidelands/potential public trust lands and omitted the subject area from mapped CCC jurisdiction.
The large‐scale City Post‐cert map that you have been using, was Coastal staff’s clean‐up of the of the original omission of the
“Additional Permit Jurisdiction” as Coastal Commission permit jurisdiction. I am going to take my old map down to mapping
and try and conjure up a more accurate map for our use here.
Going forward, on these parcels adjacent to San Pedro and PSB, let’s make sure to do a parcel by parcel check on jurisdiction
when questions arise. I really appreciate you helping me ask the right questions here. I don’t think this has impacted other
jurisdictional questions in the past, but I’m glad I will be using an accurate map going forward. I will let the applicants at 5450
know. Thanks!
__________________________________________________
Stephanie R. Rexing
District Supervisor
North Central Coast District
California Coastal Commission
(415)-904-5260

‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐

Every Californian should conserve water. Find out how at:

SaveOurWater.com ∙ Drought.CA.gov
‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐
From: murdockc@ci.pacifica.ca.us [mailto:murdockc@ci.pacifica.ca.us]

Sent: Friday, May 13, 2016 11:34 AM
To: Rexing, Stephanie@Coastal
Cc: Foster, Patrick@Coastal
Subject: Pacifica LCP Map

Hi Stephanie,
Thanks for the call a moment ago about two issues we’ve recently discussed. I’ve attached a full scan of the Pacifica LCP map
which the City believes is the most current and correct map. I’ve also attached close‐up photos of the signature block with
approval date; the mapped areas of Pedro Point and Linda Mar; and, the legend depicting “Additional Permit Jurisdiction.” As
mentioned previously, the City interprets “additional permit jurisdiction” to mean areas where the Coastal Commission must
issue a CDP and the City may not.
Thank you for researching this matter further so we can hopefully clarify the permitting authority in this area.

Best Regards,
Christian
Christian Murdock
Associate Planner
Planning Department
City of Pacifica
1800 Francisco Blvd.
Pacifica, CA 94044
www.cityofpacifica.org
Email: murdockc@ci.pacifica.ca.us
Phone: (650) 738‐7444
Fax: (650) 359‐5807
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From:

Murdock, Christian

Sent time:

05/20/2016 09:59:26 AM

To:

Rexing, Stephanie@Coastal <Stephanie.Rexing@coastal.ca.gov>

Cc:

Foster, Patrick@Coastal <Patrick.Foster@coastal.ca.gov>

Subject:

RE: Pacifica LCP Map

Thank you!
Christian Murdock
Associate Planner
Planning Department
City of Pacifica
1800 Francisco Blvd.
Pacifica, CA 94044
www.cityofpacifica.org
Email: murdockc@ci.pacifica.ca.us
Phone: (650) 738‐7444
Fax: (650) 359‐5807
From: Rexing, Stephanie@Coastal [mailto:Stephanie.Rexing@coastal.ca.gov]
Sent: Friday, May 20, 2016 9:59 AM
To: Murdock, Christian
Cc: Foster, Patrick@Coastal
Subject: RE: Pacifica LCP Map

Christian,
I will get you a copy as well. I’ll let you know when it’s on the way.

~Stephanie
From: murdockc@ci.pacifica.ca.us [mailto:murdockc@ci.pacifica.ca.us]
Sent: Friday, May 20, 2016 9:57 AM
To: Rexing, Stephanie@Coastal
Cc: Foster, Patrick@Coastal
Subject: RE: Pacifica LCP Map

Sounds good, Stephanie. Might there be a way for the City to get a copy, too, so we can compare and see if there are any other
conflicts? I’m still concerned about information differing between the CCC’s map and the City’s map if we are unable to
confirm that we are using the same map.
Christian Murdock
Associate Planner
Planning Department
City of Pacifica
1800 Francisco Blvd.
Pacifica, CA 94044
www.cityofpacifica.org
Email: murdockc@ci.pacifica.ca.us
Phone: (650) 738‐7444
Fax: (650) 359‐5807
From: Rexing, Stephanie@Coastal [mailto:Stephanie.Rexing@coastal.ca.gov]
Sent: Friday, May 20, 2016 9:56 AM
To: Murdock, Christian
Cc: Foster, Patrick@Coastal
Subject: RE: Pacifica LCP Map

Christian,
Thanks for offering to send copies, but I am working with our mapping group to get planning updated copies. If that becomes a
struggle I will let you know. THanks!

~Stephanie
From: murdockc@ci.pacifica.ca.us [mailto:murdockc@ci.pacifica.ca.us]
Sent: Friday, May 20, 2016 8:38 AM
To: Rexing, Stephanie@Coastal
Cc: Foster, Patrick@Coastal
Subject: RE: Pacifica LCP Map

Hi Stephanie,
Thanks for sharing this helpful information! I’m happy we were able to work together and sort this out. Would you like me to
send you a couple large‐scale copies for your convenience so you don’t need to hunt for the map in the mapping group? Or, try
to transmit a high resolution scan so you can duplicate it in various scales?
Moving forward, we will certainly be in touch if development is proposed in the vicinity of the “additional permit jurisdiction”
and the site is not clearly in or out of this area as shown on the map. Fortunately, there are only a handful of privately‐owned
parcels in this area with most being well known to City staff.
Thank you again for pursuing this to a conclusion. Hope you all have a great weekend!

Best Regards,
Christian
Christian Murdock
Associate Planner
Planning Department
City of Pacifica
1800 Francisco Blvd.
Pacifica, CA 94044
www.cityofpacifica.org
Email: murdockc@ci.pacifica.ca.us
Phone: (650) 738‐7444
Fax: (650) 359‐5807
From: Rexing, Stephanie@Coastal [mailto:Stephanie.Rexing@coastal.ca.gov]
Sent: Thursday, May 19, 2016 9:52 AM
To: Murdock, Christian
Cc: Foster, Patrick@Coastal
Subject: RE: Pacifica LCP Map

Christian,
Got an answer from our mapping group. Seems your suspicions were correct, at least with regard to the jurisdictional
questions related to APN 023‐072‐060 (5450 Coast Highway, Pacifica). The subject parcel is directly adjacent to San Pedro Creek
and Pacifica State Beach. The State Lands Commission, by way of the “redline maps” identified this general area as former
tidelands/potential public trust lands, (mapping suspects this is because some of this area may have been filled to support
road and historic railroad development). The original mapping effort for the large‐scale City Post‐Cert map did not follow this
redline map delineation for tidelands/potential public trust lands and omitted the subject area from mapped CCC jurisdiction.
The large‐scale City Post‐cert map that you have been using, was Coastal staff’s clean‐up of the of the original omission of the
“Additional Permit Jurisdiction” as Coastal Commission permit jurisdiction. I am going to take my old map down to mapping
and try and conjure up a more accurate map for our use here.
Going forward, on these parcels adjacent to San Pedro and PSB, let’s make sure to do a parcel by parcel check on jurisdiction
when questions arise. I really appreciate you helping me ask the right questions here. I don’t think this has impacted other
jurisdictional questions in the past, but I’m glad I will be using an accurate map going forward. I will let the applicants at 5450
know. Thanks!
__________________________________________________

Stephanie R. Rexing
District Supervisor
North Central Coast District
California Coastal Commission
(415)-904-5260

‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐

Every Californian should conserve water. Find out how at:

SaveOurWater.com ∙ Drought.CA.gov
‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐
From: murdockc@ci.pacifica.ca.us [mailto:murdockc@ci.pacifica.ca.us]
Sent: Friday, May 13, 2016 11:34 AM
To: Rexing, Stephanie@Coastal
Cc: Foster, Patrick@Coastal
Subject: Pacifica LCP Map

Hi Stephanie,
Thanks for the call a moment ago about two issues we’ve recently discussed. I’ve attached a full scan of the Pacifica LCP map
which the City believes is the most current and correct map. I’ve also attached close‐up photos of the signature block with
approval date; the mapped areas of Pedro Point and Linda Mar; and, the legend depicting “Additional Permit Jurisdiction.” As
mentioned previously, the City interprets “additional permit jurisdiction” to mean areas where the Coastal Commission must
issue a CDP and the City may not.
Thank you for researching this matter further so we can hopefully clarify the permitting authority in this area.

Best Regards,
Christian
Christian Murdock
Associate Planner
Planning Department
City of Pacifica
1800 Francisco Blvd.
Pacifica, CA 94044
www.cityofpacifica.org
Email: murdockc@ci.pacifica.ca.us
Phone: (650) 738‐7444
Fax: (650) 359‐5807
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From:

Murdock, Christian

Sent time:

05/20/2016 08:38:22 AM

To:

Rexing, Stephanie@Coastal <Stephanie.Rexing@coastal.ca.gov>

Cc:

Foster, Patrick@Coastal <Patrick.Foster@coastal.ca.gov>

Subject:

RE: Pacifica LCP Map

Hi Stephanie,
Thanks for sharing this helpful information! I’m happy we were able to work together and sort this out. Would you like me to
send you a couple large‐scale copies for your convenience so you don’t need to hunt for the map in the mapping group? Or, try
to transmit a high resolution scan so you can duplicate it in various scales?
Moving forward, we will certainly be in touch if development is proposed in the vicinity of the “additional permit jurisdiction”
and the site is not clearly in or out of this area as shown on the map. Fortunately, there are only a handful of privately‐owned
parcels in this area with most being well known to City staff.
Thank you again for pursuing this to a conclusion. Hope you all have a great weekend!

Best Regards,
Christian
Christian Murdock
Associate Planner
Planning Department
City of Pacifica
1800 Francisco Blvd.
Pacifica, CA 94044
www.cityofpacifica.org
Email: murdockc@ci.pacifica.ca.us
Phone: (650) 738‐7444
Fax: (650) 359‐5807
From: Rexing, Stephanie@Coastal [mailto:Stephanie.Rexing@coastal.ca.gov]
Sent: Thursday, May 19, 2016 9:52 AM
To: Murdock, Christian
Cc: Foster, Patrick@Coastal
Subject: RE: Pacifica LCP Map

Christian,
Got an answer from our mapping group. Seems your suspicions were correct, at least with regard to the jurisdictional
questions related to APN 023‐072‐060 (5450 Coast Highway, Pacifica). The subject parcel is directly adjacent to San Pedro Creek
and Pacifica State Beach. The State Lands Commission, by way of the “redline maps” identified this general area as former
tidelands/potential public trust lands, (mapping suspects this is because some of this area may have been filled to support
road and historic railroad development). The original mapping effort for the large‐scale City Post‐Cert map did not follow this
redline map delineation for tidelands/potential public trust lands and omitted the subject area from mapped CCC jurisdiction.
The large‐scale City Post‐cert map that you have been using, was Coastal staff’s clean‐up of the of the original omission of the
“Additional Permit Jurisdiction” as Coastal Commission permit jurisdiction. I am going to take my old map down to mapping
and try and conjure up a more accurate map for our use here.
Going forward, on these parcels adjacent to San Pedro and PSB, let’s make sure to do a parcel by parcel check on jurisdiction
when questions arise. I really appreciate you helping me ask the right questions here. I don’t think this has impacted other
jurisdictional questions in the past, but I’m glad I will be using an accurate map going forward. I will let the applicants at 5450
know. Thanks!
__________________________________________________
Stephanie R. Rexing
District Supervisor
North Central Coast District
California Coastal Commission

(415)-904-5260

‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐

Every Californian should conserve water. Find out how at:

SaveOurWater.com ∙ Drought.CA.gov
‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐
From: murdockc@ci.pacifica.ca.us [mailto:murdockc@ci.pacifica.ca.us]
Sent: Friday, May 13, 2016 11:34 AM
To: Rexing, Stephanie@Coastal
Cc: Foster, Patrick@Coastal
Subject: Pacifica LCP Map

Hi Stephanie,
Thanks for the call a moment ago about two issues we’ve recently discussed. I’ve attached a full scan of the Pacifica LCP map
which the City believes is the most current and correct map. I’ve also attached close‐up photos of the signature block with
approval date; the mapped areas of Pedro Point and Linda Mar; and, the legend depicting “Additional Permit Jurisdiction.” As
mentioned previously, the City interprets “additional permit jurisdiction” to mean areas where the Coastal Commission must
issue a CDP and the City may not.
Thank you for researching this matter further so we can hopefully clarify the permitting authority in this area.

Best Regards,
Christian
Christian Murdock
Associate Planner
Planning Department
City of Pacifica
1800 Francisco Blvd.
Pacifica, CA 94044
www.cityofpacifica.org
Email: murdockc@ci.pacifica.ca.us
Phone: (650) 738‐7444
Fax: (650) 359‐5807
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From:

Murdock, Christian

Sent time:

05/20/2016 09:57:16 AM

To:

Rexing, Stephanie@Coastal <Stephanie.Rexing@coastal.ca.gov>

Cc:

Foster, Patrick@Coastal <Patrick.Foster@coastal.ca.gov>

Subject:

RE: Pacifica LCP Map

Sounds good, Stephanie. Might there be a way for the City to get a copy, too, so we can compare and see if there are any other
conflicts? I’m still concerned about information differing between the CCC’s map and the City’s map if we are unable to
confirm that we are using the same map.
Christian Murdock
Associate Planner
Planning Department
City of Pacifica
1800 Francisco Blvd.
Pacifica, CA 94044
www.cityofpacifica.org
Email: murdockc@ci.pacifica.ca.us
Phone: (650) 738‐7444
Fax: (650) 359‐5807
From: Rexing, Stephanie@Coastal [mailto:Stephanie.Rexing@coastal.ca.gov]
Sent: Friday, May 20, 2016 9:56 AM
To: Murdock, Christian
Cc: Foster, Patrick@Coastal
Subject: RE: Pacifica LCP Map

Christian,
Thanks for offering to send copies, but I am working with our mapping group to get planning updated copies. If that becomes a
struggle I will let you know. THanks!

~Stephanie
From: murdockc@ci.pacifica.ca.us [mailto:murdockc@ci.pacifica.ca.us]
Sent: Friday, May 20, 2016 8:38 AM
To: Rexing, Stephanie@Coastal
Cc: Foster, Patrick@Coastal
Subject: RE: Pacifica LCP Map

Hi Stephanie,
Thanks for sharing this helpful information! I’m happy we were able to work together and sort this out. Would you like me to
send you a couple large‐scale copies for your convenience so you don’t need to hunt for the map in the mapping group? Or, try
to transmit a high resolution scan so you can duplicate it in various scales?
Moving forward, we will certainly be in touch if development is proposed in the vicinity of the “additional permit jurisdiction”
and the site is not clearly in or out of this area as shown on the map. Fortunately, there are only a handful of privately‐owned
parcels in this area with most being well known to City staff.
Thank you again for pursuing this to a conclusion. Hope you all have a great weekend!

Best Regards,
Christian
Christian Murdock
Associate Planner
Planning Department
City of Pacifica
1800 Francisco Blvd.

Pacifica, CA 94044
www.cityofpacifica.org
Email: murdockc@ci.pacifica.ca.us
Phone: (650) 738‐7444
Fax: (650) 359‐5807
From: Rexing, Stephanie@Coastal [mailto:Stephanie.Rexing@coastal.ca.gov]
Sent: Thursday, May 19, 2016 9:52 AM
To: Murdock, Christian
Cc: Foster, Patrick@Coastal
Subject: RE: Pacifica LCP Map

Christian,
Got an answer from our mapping group. Seems your suspicions were correct, at least with regard to the jurisdictional
questions related to APN 023‐072‐060 (5450 Coast Highway, Pacifica). The subject parcel is directly adjacent to San Pedro Creek
and Pacifica State Beach. The State Lands Commission, by way of the “redline maps” identified this general area as former
tidelands/potential public trust lands, (mapping suspects this is because some of this area may have been filled to support
road and historic railroad development). The original mapping effort for the large‐scale City Post‐Cert map did not follow this
redline map delineation for tidelands/potential public trust lands and omitted the subject area from mapped CCC jurisdiction.
The large‐scale City Post‐cert map that you have been using, was Coastal staff’s clean‐up of the of the original omission of the
“Additional Permit Jurisdiction” as Coastal Commission permit jurisdiction. I am going to take my old map down to mapping
and try and conjure up a more accurate map for our use here.
Going forward, on these parcels adjacent to San Pedro and PSB, let’s make sure to do a parcel by parcel check on jurisdiction
when questions arise. I really appreciate you helping me ask the right questions here. I don’t think this has impacted other
jurisdictional questions in the past, but I’m glad I will be using an accurate map going forward. I will let the applicants at 5450
know. Thanks!
__________________________________________________
Stephanie R. Rexing
District Supervisor
North Central Coast District
California Coastal Commission
(415)-904-5260

‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐

Every Californian should conserve water. Find out how at:

SaveOurWater.com ∙ Drought.CA.gov
‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐
From: murdockc@ci.pacifica.ca.us [mailto:murdockc@ci.pacifica.ca.us]
Sent: Friday, May 13, 2016 11:34 AM
To: Rexing, Stephanie@Coastal
Cc: Foster, Patrick@Coastal
Subject: Pacifica LCP Map

Hi Stephanie,
Thanks for the call a moment ago about two issues we’ve recently discussed. I’ve attached a full scan of the Pacifica LCP map
which the City believes is the most current and correct map. I’ve also attached close‐up photos of the signature block with
approval date; the mapped areas of Pedro Point and Linda Mar; and, the legend depicting “Additional Permit Jurisdiction.” As
mentioned previously, the City interprets “additional permit jurisdiction” to mean areas where the Coastal Commission must
issue a CDP and the City may not.

Thank you for researching this matter further so we can hopefully clarify the permitting authority in this area.

Best Regards,
Christian
Christian Murdock
Associate Planner
Planning Department
City of Pacifica
1800 Francisco Blvd.
Pacifica, CA 94044
www.cityofpacifica.org
Email: murdockc@ci.pacifica.ca.us
Phone: (650) 738‐7444
Fax: (650) 359‐5807
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From:

Rexing, Stephanie@Coastal <Stephanie.Rexing@coastal.ca.gov>

Sent time:

05/20/2016 09:55:31 AM

To:

Murdock, Christian

Cc:

Foster, Patrick@Coastal <Patrick.Foster@coastal.ca.gov>

Subject:

RE: Pacifica LCP Map

Christian,
Thanks for offering to send copies, but I am working with our mapping group to get planning updated copies. If that becomes a
struggle I will let you know. THanks!

~Stephanie
From: murdockc@ci.pacifica.ca.us [mailto:murdockc@ci.pacifica.ca.us]
Sent: Friday, May 20, 2016 8:38 AM
To: Rexing, Stephanie@Coastal
Cc: Foster, Patrick@Coastal
Subject: RE: Pacifica LCP Map

Hi Stephanie,
Thanks for sharing this helpful information! I’m happy we were able to work together and sort this out. Would you like me to
send you a couple large‐scale copies for your convenience so you don’t need to hunt for the map in the mapping group? Or, try
to transmit a high resolution scan so you can duplicate it in various scales?
Moving forward, we will certainly be in touch if development is proposed in the vicinity of the “additional permit jurisdiction”
and the site is not clearly in or out of this area as shown on the map. Fortunately, there are only a handful of privately‐owned
parcels in this area with most being well known to City staff.
Thank you again for pursuing this to a conclusion. Hope you all have a great weekend!

Best Regards,
Christian
Christian Murdock
Associate Planner
Planning Department
City of Pacifica
1800 Francisco Blvd.
Pacifica, CA 94044
www.cityofpacifica.org
Email: murdockc@ci.pacifica.ca.us
Phone: (650) 738‐7444
Fax: (650) 359‐5807
From: Rexing, Stephanie@Coastal [mailto:Stephanie.Rexing@coastal.ca.gov]
Sent: Thursday, May 19, 2016 9:52 AM
To: Murdock, Christian
Cc: Foster, Patrick@Coastal
Subject: RE: Pacifica LCP Map

Christian,
Got an answer from our mapping group. Seems your suspicions were correct, at least with regard to the jurisdictional
questions related to APN 023‐072‐060 (5450 Coast Highway, Pacifica). The subject parcel is directly adjacent to San Pedro Creek
and Pacifica State Beach. The State Lands Commission, by way of the “redline maps” identified this general area as former
tidelands/potential public trust lands, (mapping suspects this is because some of this area may have been filled to support
road and historic railroad development). The original mapping effort for the large‐scale City Post‐Cert map did not follow this
redline map delineation for tidelands/potential public trust lands and omitted the subject area from mapped CCC jurisdiction.
The large‐scale City Post‐cert map that you have been using, was Coastal staff’s clean‐up of the of the original omission of the

“Additional Permit Jurisdiction” as Coastal Commission permit jurisdiction. I am going to take my old map down to mapping
and try and conjure up a more accurate map for our use here.
Going forward, on these parcels adjacent to San Pedro and PSB, let’s make sure to do a parcel by parcel check on jurisdiction
when questions arise. I really appreciate you helping me ask the right questions here. I don’t think this has impacted other
jurisdictional questions in the past, but I’m glad I will be using an accurate map going forward. I will let the applicants at 5450
know. Thanks!
__________________________________________________
Stephanie R. Rexing
District Supervisor
North Central Coast District
California Coastal Commission
(415)-904-5260

‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐

Every Californian should conserve water. Find out how at:

SaveOurWater.com ∙ Drought.CA.gov
‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐
From: murdockc@ci.pacifica.ca.us [mailto:murdockc@ci.pacifica.ca.us]
Sent: Friday, May 13, 2016 11:34 AM
To: Rexing, Stephanie@Coastal
Cc: Foster, Patrick@Coastal
Subject: Pacifica LCP Map

Hi Stephanie,
Thanks for the call a moment ago about two issues we’ve recently discussed. I’ve attached a full scan of the Pacifica LCP map
which the City believes is the most current and correct map. I’ve also attached close‐up photos of the signature block with
approval date; the mapped areas of Pedro Point and Linda Mar; and, the legend depicting “Additional Permit Jurisdiction.” As
mentioned previously, the City interprets “additional permit jurisdiction” to mean areas where the Coastal Commission must
issue a CDP and the City may not.
Thank you for researching this matter further so we can hopefully clarify the permitting authority in this area.

Best Regards,
Christian
Christian Murdock
Associate Planner
Planning Department
City of Pacifica
1800 Francisco Blvd.
Pacifica, CA 94044
www.cityofpacifica.org
Email: murdockc@ci.pacifica.ca.us
Phone: (650) 738‐7444
Fax: (650) 359‐5807
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From:

Rexing, Stephanie@Coastal <Stephanie.Rexing@coastal.ca.gov>

Sent time:

05/19/2016 09:52:05 AM

To:

Murdock, Christian

Cc:

Foster, Patrick@Coastal <Patrick.Foster@coastal.ca.gov>

Subject:

RE: Pacifica LCP Map

Christian,
Got an answer from our mapping group. Seems your suspicions were correct, at least with regard to the jurisdictional
questions related to APN 023‐072‐060 (5450 Coast Highway, Pacifica). The subject parcel is directly adjacent to San Pedro Creek
and Pacifica State Beach. The State Lands Commission, by way of the “redline maps” identified this general area as former
tidelands/potential public trust lands, (mapping suspects this is because some of this area may have been filled to support
road and historic railroad development). The original mapping effort for the large‐scale City Post‐Cert map did not follow this
redline map delineation for tidelands/potential public trust lands and omitted the subject area from mapped CCC jurisdiction.
The large‐scale City Post‐cert map that you have been using, was Coastal staff’s clean‐up of the of the original omission of the
“Additional Permit Jurisdiction” as Coastal Commission permit jurisdiction. I am going to take my old map down to mapping
and try and conjure up a more accurate map for our use here.
Going forward, on these parcels adjacent to San Pedro and PSB, let’s make sure to do a parcel by parcel check on jurisdiction
when questions arise. I really appreciate you helping me ask the right questions here. I don’t think this has impacted other
jurisdictional questions in the past, but I’m glad I will be using an accurate map going forward. I will let the applicants at 5450
know. Thanks!
__________________________________________________
Stephanie R. Rexing
District Supervisor
North Central Coast District
California Coastal Commission
(415)-904-5260

‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐

Every Californian should conserve water. Find out how at:

SaveOurWater.com ∙ Drought.CA.gov
‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐
From: murdockc@ci.pacifica.ca.us [mailto:murdockc@ci.pacifica.ca.us]
Sent: Friday, May 13, 2016 11:34 AM
To: Rexing, Stephanie@Coastal
Cc: Foster, Patrick@Coastal
Subject: Pacifica LCP Map

Hi Stephanie,
Thanks for the call a moment ago about two issues we’ve recently discussed. I’ve attached a full scan of the Pacifica LCP map
which the City believes is the most current and correct map. I’ve also attached close‐up photos of the signature block with
approval date; the mapped areas of Pedro Point and Linda Mar; and, the legend depicting “Additional Permit Jurisdiction.” As
mentioned previously, the City interprets “additional permit jurisdiction” to mean areas where the Coastal Commission must
issue a CDP and the City may not.
Thank you for researching this matter further so we can hopefully clarify the permitting authority in this area.

Best Regards,
Christian

Christian Murdock
Associate Planner
Planning Department
City of Pacifica
1800 Francisco Blvd.
Pacifica, CA 94044
www.cityofpacifica.org
Email: murdockc@ci.pacifica.ca.us
Phone: (650) 738‐7444
Fax: (650) 359‐5807
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From:

Murdock, Christian

Sent time:

05/13/2016 11:33:49 AM

To:

Stephanie.Rexing@coastal ca.gov

Cc:

Foster, Patrick@Coastal <Patrick.Foster@coastal.ca.gov>

Subject:

Pacifica LCP Map

Attachments:

Coastal Zone.PDF

Signature Block.jpg

Pedro Point and Linda Mar Areas.jpg

Legend.jpg

Hi Stephanie,
Thanks for the call a moment ago about two issues we’ve recently discussed. I’ve attached a full scan of the Pacifica LCP map
which the City believes is the most current and correct map. I’ve also attached close‐up photos of the signature block with
approval date; the mapped areas of Pedro Point and Linda Mar; and, the legend depicting “Additional Permit Jurisdiction.” As
mentioned previously, the City interprets “additional permit jurisdiction” to mean areas where the Coastal Commission must
issue a CDP and the City may not.
Thank you for researching this matter further so we can hopefully clarify the permitting authority in this area.

Best Regards,
Christian
Christian Murdock
Associate Planner
Planning Department
City of Pacifica
1800 Francisco Blvd.
Pacifica, CA 94044
www.cityofpacifica.org
Email: murdockc@ci.pacifica.ca.us
Phone: (650) 738‐7444
Fax: (650) 359‐5807

Signature Block.jpg

Pedro Point and Linda Mar Areas.jpg

Legend.jpg

From:

Murdock, Christian

Sent time:

05/19/2015 04:50:51 PM

To:

Stephanie.Rexing@coastal.ca.gov

Subject:

Pacifica Coastal Zone Map

Stephanie,

Please find attached the map of "additional permit jurisdiction" areas in the Pedro Point/Linda Mar areas of Pacifica.

Best Regards,

Christian

Christian Murdock
Assistant Planner
Planning Department
City of Pacifica
1800 Francisco Blvd.
Pacifica, CA 94044
www.cityofpacifica.org

Email: murdockc@ci.pacifica.ca.us
Phone: (650) 738-7444
Fax: (650) 359-5807

From:

Murdock, Christian

Sent time:

05/19/2015 04:35:24 PM

To:

Rexing, Stephanie@Coastal <Stephanie.Rexing@coastal.ca.gov>

Subject:

RE: Additional Permit Jurisdiction

Hi Stephanie,
Thanks for writing back. It’s confusing (and concerning) that the map we have uses a term with which you aren’t familiar. The
map I’m referencing is a Certified Jurisdiction Map from 1993. I’ve pictures of the map so you can see what I’m describing. I’ll
forward you the photos once they arrive from my phone to my City e‐mail (it takes a while sometimes). After I do that, I’ll call
you so we can discuss while looking at the same information.
I agree that the project at hand – a 120 square foot outdoor seating area in an existing shopping center – is quite minor. I’m
hopeful we can conclude that it does not require a CDP.
I look forward to discussing soon. Thank you very much for making yourself available.
Best Regards,
Christian
Christian Murdock
Assistant Planner
Planning Department
City of Pacifica
1800 Francisco Blvd.
Pacifica, CA 94044
www.cityofpacifica.org
Email: murdockc@ci.pacifica.ca.us
Phone: (650) 738‐7444
Fax: (650) 359‐5807
From: Rexing, Stephanie@Coastal [mailto:Stephanie.Rexing@coastal.ca.gov]
Sent: Tuesday, May 19, 2015 3:20 PM
To: Murdock, Christian
Subject: RE: Additional Permit Jurisdiction

Hi Christian,
I’m not sure I’m familiar with the designation “additional permit jurisdiction”. Are you seeing it on the Certified Jurisdiction
map of Pacifica issued by CCC?
This proposed project does not sound too involved, however, not knowing more details I’m not positive about that. Feel free
to give me a call today or tomorrow after noon. Thanks!

~Stephanie
From: murdockc@ci.pacifica.ca.us [mailto:murdockc@ci.pacifica.ca.us]
Sent: Monday, May 18, 2015 4:51 PM
To: Rexing, Stephanie@Coastal
Subject: Additional Permit Jurisdiction

Hi Stephanie,
I’m hoping you can please help me answer two questions – one general, one specific. First the general question. Can you
point me to a reference that describes the implications of being within the area on Pacifica’s coastal zone map that is labeled
“additional permit jurisdiction”? I couldn’t find this term used in the Coastal Act, and so I’m looking for some guidance. There
is a small portion of Pacifica’s coastal zone with this designation, in the Pedro Point and Linda Mar Beach areas.
The reason I am asking is because of an application I’ve received for an outdoor seating permit at Pedro Point Shopping Center.
The La Playa Taqueria wants to add an outdoor seating area of 6’ X 20’ in an existing paved area along the storefront (plans

attached). The permanent improvements are a 4’ tall fence surrounding the seating area. Would this application require a
Coastal Development Permit in addition to the City’s required Use Permit? I have a hard time classifying this activity as
“development” based upon the definition in the City’s LCP since the area in question is already fully developed as a shopping
center. Can you please advise? Assuming for the moment you determine a CDP is required, my understanding is that the
Additional Permit Jurisdiction designation means the applicant applies directly to the Coastal Commission for a CDP following
completion of the City’s permitting process?
Please let me know if it’s easier to discuss by phone. Thanks, as always, for helping me with the Coastal Zoning regulations.

Best Regards,
Christian
Christian Murdock
Assistant Planner
Planning Department
City of Pacifica
1800 Francisco Blvd.
Pacifica, CA 94044
www.cityofpacifica.org
Email: murdockc@ci.pacifica.ca.us
Phone: (650) 738‐7444
Fax: (650) 359‐5807
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From:

Murdock, Christian

Sent time:

05/18/2015 04:51:04 PM

To:

Stephanie.Rexing@coastal.ca.gov

Subject:

Additional Permit Jurisdiction

Attachments:

doc00816020150518162737.pdf

Hi Stephanie,
I’m hoping you can please help me answer two questions – one general, one specific. First the general question. Can you
point me to a reference that describes the implications of being within the area on Pacifica’s coastal zone map that is labeled
“additional permit jurisdiction”? I couldn’t find this term used in the Coastal Act, and so I’m looking for some guidance. There
is a small portion of Pacifica’s coastal zone with this designation, in the Pedro Point and Linda Mar Beach areas.
The reason I am asking is because of an application I’ve received for an outdoor seating permit at Pedro Point Shopping Center.
The La Playa Taqueria wants to add an outdoor seating area of 6’ X 20’ in an existing paved area along the storefront (plans
attached). The permanent improvements are a 4’ tall fence surrounding the seating area. Would this application require a
Coastal Development Permit in addition to the City’s required Use Permit? I have a hard time classifying this activity as
“development” based upon the definition in the City’s LCP since the area in question is already fully developed as a shopping
center. Can you please advise? Assuming for the moment you determine a CDP is required, my understanding is that the
Additional Permit Jurisdiction designation means the applicant applies directly to the Coastal Commission for a CDP following
completion of the City’s permitting process?
Please let me know if it’s easier to discuss by phone. Thanks, as always, for helping me with the Coastal Zoning regulations.

Best Regards,
Christian
Christian Murdock
Assistant Planner
Planning Department
City of Pacifica
1800 Francisco Blvd.
Pacifica, CA 94044
www.cityofpacifica.org
Email: murdockc@ci.pacifica.ca.us
Phone: (650) 738‐7444
Fax: (650) 359‐5807

doc00816020150518162737.pdf

doc00816020150518162737.pdf

doc00816020150518162737.pdf

From:

Rexing, Stephanie@Coastal <Stephanie.Rexing@coastal.ca.gov>

Sent time:

05/19/2015 03:19:32 PM

To:

Murdock, Christian

Subject:

RE: Additional Permit Jurisdiction

Hi Christian,
I’m not sure I’m familiar with the designation “additional permit jurisdiction”. Are you seeing it on the Certified Jurisdiction
map of Pacifica issued by CCC?
This proposed project does not sound too involved, however, not knowing more details I’m not positive about that. Feel free
to give me a call today or tomorrow after noon. Thanks!

~Stephanie
From: murdockc@ci.pacifica.ca.us [mailto:murdockc@ci.pacifica.ca.us]
Sent: Monday, May 18, 2015 4:51 PM
To: Rexing, Stephanie@Coastal
Subject: Additional Permit Jurisdiction

Hi Stephanie,
I’m hoping you can please help me answer two questions – one general, one specific. First the general question. Can you
point me to a reference that describes the implications of being within the area on Pacifica’s coastal zone map that is labeled
“additional permit jurisdiction”? I couldn’t find this term used in the Coastal Act, and so I’m looking for some guidance. There
is a small portion of Pacifica’s coastal zone with this designation, in the Pedro Point and Linda Mar Beach areas.
The reason I am asking is because of an application I’ve received for an outdoor seating permit at Pedro Point Shopping Center.
The La Playa Taqueria wants to add an outdoor seating area of 6’ X 20’ in an existing paved area along the storefront (plans
attached). The permanent improvements are a 4’ tall fence surrounding the seating area. Would this application require a
Coastal Development Permit in addition to the City’s required Use Permit? I have a hard time classifying this activity as
“development” based upon the definition in the City’s LCP since the area in question is already fully developed as a shopping
center. Can you please advise? Assuming for the moment you determine a CDP is required, my understanding is that the
Additional Permit Jurisdiction designation means the applicant applies directly to the Coastal Commission for a CDP following
completion of the City’s permitting process?
Please let me know if it’s easier to discuss by phone. Thanks, as always, for helping me with the Coastal Zoning regulations.

Best Regards,
Christian
Christian Murdock
Assistant Planner
Planning Department
City of Pacifica
1800 Francisco Blvd.
Pacifica, CA 94044
www.cityofpacifica.org
Email: murdockc@ci.pacifica.ca.us
Phone: (650) 738‐7444
Fax: (650) 359‐5807
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Monday, March 8, 2021 at 09:34:25 Paciﬁc Standard Time

Subject:

Coastal Development Applica1on CDP-2-19-0026 proposed mul1ple building/unit mixed
commercial proposal at 505 San Pedro Avenue
Date:
Monday, March 8, 2021 at 8:16:16 AM Paciﬁc Standard Time
From:
Joanne Gold
To:
Wilson, Mike@Coastal, Rice, Ka1e@Coastal, Escalante, Linda@Coastal, Uranga,
Roberto@Coastal, Groom, Carole@Coastal, Mann, Zahirah@Coastal, Faus1nos,
Belinda@Coastal, Luce, Shelley@Coastal, Brownsey, Donne@Coastal, Padilla,
Stephen@Coastal, Turnbull-Sanders, Eﬃe@Coastal, Aminzadeh, Sara@Coastal, Hart,
Caryl@Coastal
CC:
KoppmanNorton, Julia@Coastal, NorthCentralCoast@Coastal
AFachments: Baye DEIR comment le]er_2014.pdf
Dear California Coastal Commission,
I am a local resident of Paciﬁca’s Pedro Point neighborhood and am wri1ng to urge you to support your staﬀ’s
recommenda1on to DENY the permit for Coastal Development Applica1on CDP-2-19-0026 l at 505 San Pedro
Avenue.
Please note that I strongly disagree with the le]er submi]ed to the CCC by Tina Wehrmeister, Paciﬁca
Planning Director/Assistant City Manager on Feb. 5, 2021. The City of Paciﬁca should never have granted
permission for the owner of the property to develop in a sec1on that was under the jurisdic1on of the CCC
and it is completely inappropriate for the City to try to act as an advocate for a legal taking claim on a
privately owned property that the City regulates.
The City of Paciﬁca has a long history of ac1ng with bias in favor of the real estate interests of an individual
property owner. I serve as the President of the Pedro Point Community Associa1on (PPCA) and in this
capacity have gone on record many 1mes on behalf of our neighborhood objec1ng to proposed changes to
the Land Use designa1on of a parcel known as the Pedro Point ﬁeld (directly adjacent to the 505 San Pedro
property) The City has also used the “taking” argument in response to the undeveloped ﬁeld, despite
evidence to the contrary. CiHng a “taking” is simply their go-to move – a bullying tac1c meant to in1midate,
and not based on any accurate deﬁni1on of a taking, as detailed by CCC staﬀ on p. 25 of their CDP applica1on
report F16a.
Addi1onally, regarding Ms. Westheimer’s comments rela1ng to ESHA, please note that the City of Paciﬁca
and it’s City Planners have received documented evidence on numerous occasions since 2006 as to the
presence of California Red-legged frogs on the 505 San Pedro property, as well as in the adjacent Pedro Point
ﬁeld. (for just one example, see photos on p. 9 of the a]ached le]er submi]ed to Paciﬁca City Planners by
coastal ecologist Dr. Peter Baye in response the City’s 2014 GPU/ DEIR). The City has been willfully negligent
in ignoring mul1ple documented sigh1ngs of CRLF, and purposely dredged the culvert that runs along the 505
San Pedro property as recently as Dec. 15, 2020, in an a]empt to rid the area of the frogs.
I could go on making other points, but the CCC staﬀ has already done a thoughkul, comprehensive, scien1ﬁc
review of the permit applica1on, and I am deeply grateful for their dedicated eﬀorts and professional
exper1se. I strongly encourage you to accept the Staﬀ’s recommendaHon to deny the permit, and help the
City of Paciﬁca act with greater respect for its environmental assets than our elected oﬃcials seem to be
capable of.
Thank you,
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Joanne Gold (Pedro Point resident since 1999)
251 Stanley Ave., Paciﬁca, CA 94044
C: 650-270-8574
PS: I have included a copy of this correspondence to the Coastal Commission staﬀ and understand that this
email is considered a ma]er of public record and will be made available for inspec1on at the appropriate
Commission district oﬃce.
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33660 Annapolis Road
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(415) 310-5109

baye@earthlink.net

July 7, 2014

Lee Diaz
Associate Planner
City of Pacifica
Planning Department
1800 Francisco Boulevard
Pacifica, CA 94044
diazl@ci.pacifica.ca.us

SUBJECT: Draft Environmental Impact Report for The Pacifica General Plan Update Project –
SCH No. No. #2012022046
Dear Mr. Diaz,
The comments below regarding the Draft Environmental Impact Report for the Pacifica
General Plan Update Project (DEIR) are submitted on behalf of the Pedro Point Community
Association, but represent my independent, best professional judgment.
I have reviewed the DEIR sections relevant to assessment of biological resources, land use
policies, and selected relevant portions covering hydrology and geology for CEQA compliance and
for LCP amendment compliance with the Coastal Act. I have also conducted site visits of the Pedro
Point field (also “undeveloped San Pedro Ave site” and described as “vacant” in the DEIR, General
Plan and Local Coastal Plan documents) in all seasons since 2000.
My qualifications to provide expert comments are based on nearly 35 years of professional
work in coastal wetland and terrestrial ecology, with over 20 years in San Francisco Estuary
wetlands, including long-term direct knowledge of the estuarine wetlands, special-status species, and
diked baylands in the project area. A statement of my qualifications is attached hereto as
Attachment A.
My comments focus on the potentially adverse environmental impacts of proposed changes
in the land use designation of the Pedro Point neighborhood.
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Summary of Comments
1. Environmental Baseline: The DEIR provides contradictory information about the vegetation of the
Pedro Point field, asserting that it supports “northern coastal scrub”, an upland vegetation type absent in
the grassy field, and that it supports wetlands. The field supports seasonal wetlands. The DEIR fails to
disclose the importance of these wetlands in terms of the environmental setting of San Pedro Creek mouth
wetlands in the Coastal Zone (the field is the last remaining historical floodplain of the lower San Pedro
Creek Valley that has not been developed in the Coastal Zone) and the local distribution of ESHA
(Environmentally Sensitive Habitat Areas) supporting California red-legged frogs.
2. Biological Impacts to Wetlands and Special-status Species: The DEIR fails to analyze any
biological impacts caused by conversion of the existing Pedro Point field to a land use designation of
“Coastal Residential Mixed Use development”. The DEIR fails to programmatically assess impacts at a
neighborhood-specific level as it did in the 1980 General Plan, and it fails to consider general impacts of
residential development on extensive seasonal wetlands and ESHA in and around the field. The proposed
land use change for the field is likely to cause significant impacts to wetlands, wildlife, and special-status
species for which no feasible mitigation has been identified, and for which no feasible mitigation
probably exists.
3. Land Use Impacts. The DEIR fails to analyze land use impacts caused by changing the land use of the
field from a general “Commercial” use (1980 General Plan) to a more specific and different “Coastal
Residential Mixed Use” designation. This change for the field’s designated land use causes significant
impacts (conflicts with) to the City’s own land use policies and numerous Coastal Commission land use
policies that cannot be mitigated, and are not mitigated by the vague, programmatic mitigation measures
cited in the DEIR.
4. Conclusion. The DEIR fails to disclose important biological resources, and their distribution and
relationship to other biological resources and communities in the environmental setting of lower San
Pedro Creek. This precludes meaningful public comment and DEIR analysis of significant impacts to
biological resources and land use policies that are likely to occur. The DEIR should be recirculated to
correct the flawed environmental baseline and defective impact analysis, and should identify reasonable
alternatives that either lessen significant impacts, or are otherwise environmentally preferable.

1. Environmental Baseline
The DEIR presents inconsistent and erroneous biological baseline description of the existing conditions of
the Pedro Point field and its vicinity. The errors, omissions, and contradictory environmental baseline
description results in erroneous conclusions that the project (General Plan) will have no significant
biological impacts. Neighborhood-specific assessments of proposed General Plan land use changes are
lacking for Pedro Point, its field, and for the DEIR in general.
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Assessment of biological and land use impacts to the Pedro Point neighborhood requires reference to
existing physical and biological environmental conditions (2014; approximately the time of the EIR’s
notice of preparation), and the existing land use designations from the 1980 General Plan. The existing
biological conditions of the Pedro Point field – the last undeveloped lowland open space within the
historical floodplain of San Pedro Creek – is inaccurately and inconsistently represented in the DEIR’s
figures and text. These errors result in underestimation of significant biological impacts, as discussed
below.
1.1 Mapped DEIR Wetlands, Vegetation and Habitats – physical and biological baseline
The DEIR provides contradictory and confused (and confusing) information about the existing biological
conditions of the Pedro Point field. Figure 3.7-1 (Vegetation; DEIR p. 3.7-3) maps most of the field in the
color-code (pale olive green) corresponding with “Northern Coastal Scrub” (an upland vegetation type
associated with coastal hillslopes and bluffs), and part of the field color-coded gray as “urban” land use
but overlapping with the “wetlands” symbol. This is contradictory and erroneous environmental baseline
information. There are in fact no stands of northern coastal scrub vegetation at all within or around the
Pedro Point field. The shrubs on the railroad berm are ornamental non-native plantings. No part of the
field is “urban” cover type, as misrepresented in the figure; no paved or developed areas with structures
exist in the field. Figure 3.1-1 shows the “Existing land use” color-coded gray as “Vacant/Undeveloped”,
which is also inconsistent with “urban” land use, but consistent with “wetlands”. The map also
misrepresents mixed ornamental, non-native, and native coastal bluff scrub vegetation northwest of the
field as “beach/intertidal” habitat. The two major color-coded map units for the Pedro Point field, “urban”
and “northern coastal scrub” are incorrect.
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Excerpted section of Figure 3.7-1 of the DEIR “Vegetation” map
(above) showing Pedro Point field with paper streets between
Dannman and San Pedro Ave. The setting within the Draft Local
Coastal Plan (2014) as represented as “Undeveloped San Pedro
Ave Site”, is shown in a portion of Figure 4.8 (left).

Only one map symbol (pattern) for the vacant/undeveloped Pedro Point field in Figure 3.7-1 is
accurate: “wetlands” classified by the U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service National Wetlands Inventory at
coarse scale, as shown also in DEIR figure 3.7-2. The Pedro Point field itself is dominated by non-native
grasses and herbaceous broadleaf plants, including seasonal wetland and non-wetland vegetation. Both
maps omit the distinct seasonal and perennial wetlands of the drainage swale at the east end of the field,
which drain to San Pedro Creek through a series of culverts. The drainage swale wetlands, the wetland
connectivity to San Pedro Creek mouth, and the extensive perennial wetlands (Freshwater Marsh) of San
Pedro Creek are entirely missing from the vegetation map of Figure 3.7-1.
Other errors describing habitat and vegetation are evident in the DEIR’s descriptions of existing
conditions in the coastal zone. For example, the DEIR confuses coastal strand (beaches and dunes) with
coastal bluff scrub, and states that the plant sea-rocket (Cakile maritima) is a dominant species of “coastal
bluff scrub”. Sea-rocket is a non-native species common on sand beaches and low foredunes (like those
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of Pacifica State Beach), but does not occur at all in coastal bluff scrub in Pacifica or elsewhere, let alone
as a dominant species. The description of coastal bluff scrub combines species that simply do not occur
together in natural or disturbed environments of Pacifica.
1.2. Wetland classification of the Pedro Point field and vicinity: existing conditions
Based on my recent and past site visits, I know that the existing vegetation of the Pedro Point
field consists of predominantly annual and perennial, herbaceous, non-native seasonal wetland and upland
grassland vegetation. Seasonal wetland grassland occupies a mosaic of depressions, ditches, and swales.
Mesic grassland (seasonally wet but lacking a prevalence of wetland indicator plants) occupies portions of
the higher elevation zones of the site, primarily to the southwest corner. The wetland depressions are
indicated by seasonally high density of toad rush (Juncus bufonius, FACW, facultative-wet indicator in
arid west), co-occuring with European ryegrass (Festuca perenne; syn. Lolium perenne; FAC, facultative
wetland indicator in arid west) and buck’s-horn plaintain (Plantago coronopus; FACW, facultative-wet
indicator in arid west). Some of the wettest depressions support populations of Lilaea scilloides
(flowering quillwort). Flowering quillwort is evident only in the wettest years when pools stay flooded for
many weeks or months. Accurate wetland plant identification and measurement of the seasonal wetland
patches at this site are possible only during winter to spring months. Desiccation, disturbance (trampling,
mowing, discing) eliminates or degrades wetland vegetation and precludes accurate identification in fall
and summer. Similarly, accurate assessment of wetland hydrology is feasible only during the rainy
season, during and within two weeks following major rainfall events.
The USFWS classification of Pedro Point Field wetlands shows wetlands distributed over
approximately all of the site, as shown in DEIR Figures 3.7-1 and 3.7-2. Past and current National
Wetland Inventory (“NWI”) maps consistently apply wetland classifications to approximately all of the
field. Two current classifications of the field’s wetlands include the codes “PEMah” and “PUSCh”, both
“palustrine” (freshwater emergent, non-tidal) seasonal, and consistent with the seasonally flooded
hydrology associated with surrounding berms. The “U” (unconsolidated shore) probably is associated
with intermittent unvegetated (disced, vegetation disturbed) conditions. The NWI wetland mapping of the
field broad-brush treatment of prevailing past wetland distribution, but the precision of the NWI wetland
type boundaries is not precise enough for the DEIR to represent as “existing conditions” in 2014 CEQA
assessment. In my professional opinion, “wetlands” meeting the jurisdictional criteria for Coastal
Commission (“Commission”) policies, and classification as “wetland” under the Cowardin (U.S. Fish and
Wildlife Service, USFWS) system, are in fact present and widely distributed over the Pedro Point field
today, despite past unauthorized ditching and drainage activities (see wetland history, below).
Despite DEIR’s inclusion of NWI mapped wetlands in some figures, the DEIR fails to apply the
NWI wetland mapping and classification (as well any current field reconnaissance observations to update
or verify them) to any meaningful biological assessment of potential wetland impacts of land use
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designation changes to the field, and assessment of alternatives. The DEIR fails to assess the extent and
distribution of the field’s seasonal wetlands (meeting Cowardin/California Coastal Commission wetland
criteria) in relation to land use changes proposed. The DEIR does not consider the accuracy or
distribution of the (old) NWI wetland maps based on existing field conditions. Specifically, the DEIR
does not analyze whether the field’s wetlands are localized or extensively distributed in the field, so it
cannot analyze whether it is even feasible to designate a coastal residential mixed-use development
without committing the City’s General Plan to significant wetland impacts, in conflict with its own land
use policies and Coastal Act policies.
Further, because of the DEIR’s omissions about wetland impacts, comparison of alternatives will
lack relevant information about feasible land use alternatives that may avoid or minimize wetland
impacts, and which may be environmentally preferable. Examples of environmentally preferable
alternatives consistent with City and Coastal Act policies include existing “Commercial” land use (with
and without “Commercial-Recreation” zoning) compatible with low-intensity visitor-serving commercial
recreation/tourism-promoting uses; or “Conservation” - all of which are consistent with City policies for
tourism destination, avoidance of natural hazards, wetland conservation, and consistency with
recreational, scenic values that Coastal Act policies give priority over residential development.
1.3. Wetland jurisdiction and CEQA
The DEIR cites multiple state and federal wetland jurisdictions. With respect to assessment of
biological impacts to wetlands, USFWS (NWI, Cowardin wetland classification), California Coastal Act,
and California Department of Fish and Wildlife wetland policy definitions are applicable because these
are fundamentally based on habitat, hydrogeomorphic features, and ecological functions. In contrast the
narrowest federal definition (U.S. Army Corps of Engineers and Environmental Protection Agency;
USACE/EPA) under the Clean Water Act is specifically limited to legal wetland definition for
jurisdiction over authorization of discharges of earthen fill regulated under Section 404 of the Clean
Water Act. The USACE/EPA wetland definition contains federal exemptions and policy disclaimers that
are not relevant to biological impact assessment under CEQA, and it is a narrower and more exclusive
definition that is likely to underestimate the extent of habitat-based or hydrogeomorphic definitions
appropriate for impact assessment.
The California Coastal Act Section 30231 defines a wetland as:
…lands within the coastal zone which may be covered periodically or permanently with shallow
water and include saltwater marshes, freshwater marshes, open or closed brackish water
marshes, swamps, mudflats, and fens.
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Similarly, the Cowardin (USFWS, NWI) wetland classification uses a general broad definition of wetlands:
Wetlands are lands transitional between terrestrial and aquatic systems where the water table is
usually at or near the surface or the land is covered by shallow water.
California Coastal Act jurisdictional wetlands criteria in the California Code of Regulations at 14
14 CCR Section 13577 establish a “one-parameter definition” that only requires evidence of a single
wetland parameter to establish wetland conditions, in contrast with federal wetlands criteria under the
Clean Water Act:
Wetland shall be defined as land where the water table is at, near, or above the land surface long
enough to promote the formation of hydric soils or to support the growth of hydrophytes, and shall
also include those types of wetlands where vegetation is lacking and soil is poorly developed or
absent as a result of frequent and drastic fluctuations of surface water levels, wave action, water flow,
turbidity or high concentrations of salts…
The Commission’s one-parameter definition is similar to the USFWS wetlands criteria, which state that
wetlands must have one or more of the following three attributes:
(1) at least periodically the land supports predominantly hydrophytes; (2) the substrate is
predominantly undrained hydric soil; and (3) the substrate is nonsoil and is saturated with water or
covered by shallow water at some time during the growing season of each year.
In contrast, the U.S. Army Corps of Engineers (USACE) and the Environmental Protection
Agency use a three parameter definition for delineating wetlands under Clean Water Act jurisdiction,
which is relevant only in context of USACE permit authorization for discharges of fill in jurisdictional
waters of the United States. The USACE definition is narrower than those of the Coastal Commission
(relevant to LCP) and USFWS (relevant to wetland impact assessment under CEQA, not limited to fill
discharges and subject to federal exemptions irrelevant to CEQA).
The City’s wetland policies (Land Use; DEIR p. 3.1-21) cite both USACE/EPA and Coastal
Commission wetland definitions. CO-I-5, CO-I-6 cites both, and CO-I-8 cites State (CDFW/CCC)
wetlands only. The narrower USACE/EPA definition is relevant only to those land use policy elements
that specifically cite it in context of wetland fill permits. The USACE/EPA jurisdictional wetlands are
not the proper standard for determining consistency of GPU consistency with Coastal Act wetlands
policies, or wetland impacts under CEQA. This should be corrected in the EIR, or else the EIR will
not provide accurate conclusions about Pedro Point field land use impacts regarding wetlands in context
of CEQA or Coastal Act policies.
1.4. Special-status species and Environmentally Sensitive Habitat Areas (ESHA): California
red-legged frogs (Rana draytonii) environmental baseline
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California red-legged frogs (Rana draytonii; CRLF) occur in the freshwater marsh drainage swale
bordering the Pedro Point Field along its eastern edge. I reported their presence to the U.S. Fish and
Wildlife Service Sacramento Fish and Wildlife Office, Endangered Species Program in 2005. If the DEIR
preparers had consulted properly with state and federal wildlife agencies, or local residents, about the
local distribution of special-status or other wildlife species, this information would have been available to
include in the DEIR. The DEIR, however, failed to disclose the local sub-population of CRLF in the
drainage swale bordering the field, and its relationship with the population of the lower San Pedro Creek
wetland complex.
I have observed adult red-legged frogs are most often observable basking along muddy or
prostrate grass banks near the culverts draining San Pedro Avenue at the southeast corner of the field. The
perennial moisture in this swale provides year-round hydration habitat for CRLF, as well as foraging and
potential breeding habitat. CRLF breeding is indicated by intermittent local population increases in redlegged frogs here, most notably in 2010. Foraging activities of CRLF likely extend to adjacent nonwetland flats (rich in invertebrate prey) in the field during moist, foggy nighttime and early morning
conditions. I am not aware of protocol nighttime surveys for California red-legged frog conducted either
in the freshwater marsh swale adjacent to the field, or in the field itself. The vicinity of the freshwater
marsh swale and field are a complex of foraging, basking, dispersal, and breeding wetland and upland
habitat for California red-legged frogs. It thus also meets criteria for Environmentally Sensitive Habitat
Areas (ESHA) under California Coastal Commission regulations. The DEIR fails to include this
information about CRLF at and in proximity to the field.
In addition, the DEIR fails to analyze the potential adverse, significant impacts to CRLF from the
proposed land use changes. Land use designations that would foreseeably increase the intensity of land
use, such as the proposed redesignation to allow residential development or other substantial increases in
the built environment, may have significant direct and indirect impacts on CRLF. The proposed
residential mixed-use development of the field would likely (a) substantially reduce available nocturnal
foraging habitat for CRLF (food and prey base impacts to growth and survival; (b) increase contaminant
loads in the drainage swale due to runoff from driveways, roads, and backyard sources of pesticides,
petroleum hydrocarbons, solvents, and detergents (reproductive impacts); (c) increase peak flow
velocities in the swale during major storm runoff events (juvenile mortality impacts).
Not only has the DEIR not assessed such impacts, it has not identified feasible programmatic
mitigation measures. Feasible mitigation for ESHA/California red-legged frog habitat and frog
populations must include measures to (a) avoid and minimize “take” of individual frogs, (b) avoid and
minimize impacts to CRLF habitat; and (c) provide adequate buffer zones to minimize adverse effects of
incompatible adjacent land uses. The spatial structure of CRLF mitigation aligned with the freshwater
marsh swale bordering the field may substantially constrain the feasibility of some incompatible land use
designations, especially any that increase runoff, contaminants or pesticides, predator pressure on CRLF,
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or reduce the extent or quality of potential productive nighttime foraging habitat. The Bolsa Chica court
decision [Bolsa Chica Land Trust v. Superior Court 71 Cal. Ap.4th 493, 507] confirmed that the Coastal
Act requires that ESHA be avoided and buffered from development impacts and that providing
compensatory mitigation alone is insufficient as ESHA mitigation.

Intermittent breeding habitat of California red-legged frogs in freshwater marsh swale bordering the southeast corner of
the field, near roadside culverts. An adult CRLF is shown at the concrete base of foundation culvert on August 20, 2006,
after the field ditch connections were breached to the swale north of this pool. CRLF frequently bask in the western
muddy or grassy banks of this pool in wet (non-drought) years.

1.5. Wetland context and cumulative impacts: environmental setting of Pedro Point
The DEIR also omisrepresents the existing environmental setting and context of the wetlands of the Pedro
Point field. The field’s wetlands are represented as completely isolated from any other significant
wetlands or potential wetland-dependent endangered species habitats. See Figures 3.1-1, 3.7-1, 3.7-2, and
3.7-3, all of which fail to show the San Pedro Creek mouth wetlands and their riparian wetland habitat,
vegetation and hydrological connections with Pedro Point field and its wetlands. The San Pedro Creek
stream mouth wetlands, however, are shown as red-legged frog habitat (marsh, creek, and riparian
vegetation) in Figure 3.7-1, but without their wetland connections to the Pedro Point field and drainage
swale wetlands. The omission of the San Pedro Creek mouth wetlands in the Coastal Zone is either
arbitrarily selective or at least inconsistent in the DEIR: the riparian corridor and wetlands upstream of
Highway 1, outside the coastal zone, are represented in Figure 3.7-1 and 3.7-4, but not in Figure 3.7-2.
This error of selective omission of wetlands in the project vicinity appears to be due to the
DEIR’s failure to critically interpret and update National Wetlands Inventory map with even cursory
examination of readily available current aerial or satellite imagery of San Pedro Creek mouth (e.g.,
Google Earth), or field reconnaissance surveys of the conspicuous restored freshwater marsh there.
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Figure 3.7-2, “National Wetlands Inventory Wetlands”, completely fails to represent the perennial
freshwater emergent marsh and freshwater streams of San Pedro Creek mouth as they existed at the time
of the DEIR’s notice of preparation, and as they have existed for about a decade. The DEIR cannot
uncritically transfer NWI map data without checking for errors of omission due to outdated data layers.
The NWI wetland classification (Cowardin USFWS classification system) provides sufficient clear
wetland criteria to identify the obvious wetlands (cattail and tule marsh vegetation 6 to over 10 feet tall
with standing water) at the mouth of San Pedro Creek. This marsh is clearly known to the City of
Pacifica, which was the local partner in the project that restored it.
The adjacent San Pedro Creek mouth freshwater marsh is very significant as an environmental
setting of the seasonal wetlands of the Pedro Point field. Ecological connectivity (wildlife corridors for
wetland-dependent wildlife) exists between the creek mouth marsh and the field, provided by the drainage
swale wetlands (not currently channelized; infilled with sediment and wetland vegetation) consisting of
willow swamp (riparian scrub) and freshwater marsh dominated by broadleaf wetland forbs and grasses.
The environmental setting and potential Project and cumulative impacts to wetlands at the Pedro
Point field are related to their hydrogeomorphic setting and historical origins and development. The preagricultural “natural” condition of the field was freshwater nontidal marsh within the floodplain of San
Pedro Creek (San Pedro Valley lowlands). The modern field was part of complex of freshwater marsh and
swamp (alder-willow) surrounding Lake Mathilda (the freshwater lagoon outlet of San Pedro Creek prior
to channelization), behind the barrier beach (San Pedro Beach). The rich organic fine-grained alluvial
soils were converted to agricultural cropland (artichoke fields) by draining and ditching in the late 19th
century. The field apparently persisted with either low-intensity agricultural use (grazing, haying) into the
1950s or early 1960s when Linda Mar was extensively developed. Some fill was placed on at least
portions of the field in recent decades, but differential subsidence in the flat to very gently sloping (<2%)
field maintained depressional microtopography (shallow swales, pools) to the present day.
I have observed the Pedro Point field since the year 2000 in all seasons. Wet (saturated to
seasonally flooded) depressions in the field persisted for weeks to months, supporting typical seasonal
wetlands grasslands dominated by ryegrss, toad rush, buck’s-horn plaintain in winter-spring months. In
addition, a regionally rare vernal pool/pond plant, the flowering quillwort (Lilaea scilloides) occurred in
local abundance in several pools. In January, 2006, the current landowner and assistants manually
excavated diagonal ditches and side-cast fill (ditch spoils) across the field, apparently with the intent of
draining the field. In August 2006, mechanical equipment breached wide gaps in the berm between the
field and the adjacent drainage swale marsh. These drainage activities were apparently completed without
benefit of a Coastal Development Permit or authorization from the U.S. Army Corps of Engineers.
Despite the 2006 drainage ditching and subsequent maintenance and repeated discing of the field,
depressional wetlands have persisted and re-emerged (due in part to differential settlement and choking of
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ditches) in the field. The ditching appears to have reduced the duration and extent of wetland hydrology,
but significant wetland areas remain widely distributed across most of the field, including the original
seasonal wetland plant community.

Approximate
location modern
San Pedro Field flats
FRESHWATER
MARSH
FRESHWATER MARSH
(horizontal hatching)

SAN PEDRO
VALLEY
FRESHWATER SWAMP

Excerpt of U.S. Coast Survey map of San Francisco Peninsula, 1869, based on 1850s topography: San Pedro Creek
Valley and beach, now Linda Mar. Approximate location of San Pedro Field (Calson/former Archdiocese property)
in red shows the relationship of the modern field wetlands to the historical valley floodplain wetland complex.
Parallel horizontal hatched lines indicate freshwater marsh. Stippled shoreline area indicates sandy beach, dune,
washover. Fine horizontal hatching is open freshwater (Lake Mathilda; historical Pedro Creek Lagoon, drained for
agriculture 19th century). Irregular circles/dots within marsh = wooded freshwater swamp (alder, willow). No scale.
Extensive seasonal flooding of
the Pedro Point Field during the
transition between the historical
agricultural era (derelict or lowintensity agricultural use) and
suburban development of Linda
Mar in San Pedro Valley
lowlands (background), likely
1950s-early 1960s. View to
E/SE. The eucalyptus and
Monterey cypress trees at the
fenceline correspond the mature
trees present today along the
drainage swale at the east end of
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the field. The extensive seasonal pond likely represents flooding patterns prior to partial filling of the wetlands.

Flooding patterns delineate undrained depressions of shallow open water in a matrix of saturated soils in San Pedro
Field following heavy rainfall. December 26, 2005. View to N.

Shorebirds (likely sanderlings) forage in the seasonally saturated and flooded field during high tide and storm wave
conditions that restrict foraging habitat availability on the adjacent San Pedro (Pacifica State) Beach. December 27,
2005, prior to unauthorized ditching of the field. Red-necked phalaropes also forage in the saturated to flooded field
during winter storms.
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January 19, 2006. Manual excavation of drainage ditches in flooded field at the east end of the field. Grass grows
above water surface. Water in bare spots can be seen as reflected sunlight on the field; emergent unvegetated mud is
dark brown.
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During discing of the field in summer, the berm along the east end of the field was mechanically breached at
multiple locations to connect new drainage ditches (excavated in seasonal wetlands of the field) to the large drainage
swale occupied by California red-legged frogs, draining to San Pedro Creek through culverts at the northwest end.
August 20, 2006.

Despite new unauthorized ditching and drainage connections of the field, ditches merely reduce the extent and
duration of soil saturation and flooding; they do not eliminate wetland conditions in the winter following ditching.
December 27, 2006

Today, wildlife in the seasonal wetlands of the Pedro Point field includes shorebirds,
meadowlarks, black-tail deer, tree frogs, small mammals, and raptors, all of which move between the field
wetlands, the adjacent drainage swale wetlands, uplands, and the mouth of San Pedro Creek. Sanderlings
and red-necked phalaropes occur intermittently in the flooded to saturated fields, particularly during high
tides and storm wave conditions that flood the beach.. In summer, meadowlarks inhabit the field some
years, particularly when grass and forb vegetation cover is thick. Small mammals, including mice, pocket
gophers, and voles, occur frequently in the field (indicated by burrows, runs) and provide a prey base for
raptors, including great horned owls (roosting in eucalyptus trees near the field), and red-tail hawks. Deer
browse in the field at night, and at times in the morning as well. The marsh swale bordering the east end
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of the field has supported a breeding population of tree frogs (Pseudacris sierra) and a population of
federally listed threatened California red-legged frogs (Rana draytonii) most years at least since 2000 (see
special-status species, below). The DEIR fails to disclose intermittent red-legged frog populations in the
vicinity (and sometimes directly bordering) the field, and the existence of probably nocturnal foraging
habitat (for this species spring-fall non-breeding adults) within in the field itself. The DEIR failed to
identify these significant wildlife movement and habitat connections between the field and habitats in its
wetland setting. The DEIR fails to analyze potentially significant impacts to red-legged frogs using the
field that would be affected by proposed conversion to coastal residential mixed use development.
The DEIR’s failure to correctly characterize the wetland environmental setting (the wetland
complex comprising the San Pedro Creek mouth wetlands, the drainage swale wetlands, and the historical
and existing condition of the Pedro Point field wetlands) prevents the DEIR from accurately analyzing
potentially significant cumulative impacts caused by wetland habitat loss, degradation or fragmentation in
the lower San Pedro Creek corridor, and the Pedro Point neighborhood.
Given the outstanding biological significance of the field as the only open, level (flatland) space
left in the Pedro Point neighborhood, and despite years of being the focus of substantial public concern
and comment in scoping and other public meetings, the DEIR’s failure to provide even minimally
accurate, consistent baseline environmental description of the field is a very serious defect in the DEIR.
It precludes accurate assessment of potentially significant impacts that are not mitigated at the policy or
site-specific level.
1.6. Biological Resource Impact Assessment and Mitigation in the DEIR
Despite identifying wetlands occurring potentially throughout the field, the DEIR fails to assess
potential adverse, significant impacts to Coastal Act wetlands from the proposed land use designation
changes at the Pedro Point Field. The DEIR provides no explanation why converting existing wetlands of
the Pedro Point field to residential mixed use development would have no significant biological or land
use policy impacts. The DEIR omits any specific reference at all to the Pedro Point field wetlands in
discussion of biological impacts.
Further, the DEIR’s cumulative impact analysis must consider that the extent of Coastal Act
wetlands in the field was modified by ditching and drainage activities conducted by the landowner and
assistants on January 19, 2006, during conditions of saturation and widespread flooding of the field. As
far as I am aware, ditching and draining activities of these wetlands occurred without issuance of a
Coastal Development Permit or analysis of environmental impacts. The apparently unauthorized drainage
of the field probably results in underestimation of the actual extent of proper Coastal Commission
jurisdictional wetlands in the field. See wetland history, below. The errors in the DEIR’s environmental
baseline, described above, contribute to basic errors in assessment of significant biological impacts and
mitigation to wetlands and special-status species.
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The DEIR identifies only two potential general city-wide biological impacts, without areaspecific reference to Pedro Point neighborhood and the specific land use changes proposed in the revised
General Plan. Both of these impacts are incorrectly assessed with respect to Pedro Point biological
resources, and their proposed programmatic (policy-level) mitigation is infeasible applied to Pedro Point
field.
Figure 3.1-2 of the DEIR (p. 3.1-9; “Existing General Plan Land Use”) shows the majority of the
Pedro Point field mapped in red (“Commercial”), and apparently one small lot in the northwest corner of
the field mapped in light yellow-orange (“low density residential”). The biological impacts of this
proposed land use change must be assessed at a programmatic level, commensurate with the level of
detail of land use designation change in the programmatic EIR at neighborhood-scale. The DEIR,
however, fails to assess biological impacts at this geographic scale even at a programmatic level. It
merely assesses biological impacts at a sweeping, vague, city-wide, policy level, omitting neighborhoodlevel biological impacts of specific land use changes proposed (DEIR p. 3.7-48 Impact 3.7-1; p. 3.7-57,
Impact 3.7-3). The DEIR also provides only vague, policy-level “mitigation” (pseudo-mitigation; purely
speculative policy without reference to physical or biological conditions) for land use change impacts in
the aggregate, city-wide:
Impact 3.7-1 Implementation of the proposed General Plan would not have a
substantial adverse effect, either directly or through habitat modifications, on
candidate, sensitive, or special status species identified in local or regional plans,
policies, or regulations, or by the California Department of Fish and Wildlife or U.S.
Fish and Wildlife Service. (Less than Significant)
Impact 3.7-3 Implementation of the proposed General Plan would not have a
substantial adverse effect on federally protected wetlands as defined by Section 404
of the Clean Water Act (including, but not limited to marsh, vernal pool, coastal, etc.)
through direct removal, filling, hydrological interruption, or other means. (Less than
Significant)
The DEIR provides no substantial evidence and no arguments for either impact findings or their
level of significance. It is inconsistent with proposed land use changes (coastal residiential mixed-use
development) for the field, and the presence of extensive seasonal wetlands and adjacent special-status
species populations.
Although the DEIR does not need to assess impacts of land use change at a project-specific level
(i.e., it cannot speculate about the design of specific project proposals or their impacts in site-specific
detail), it must address biological impacts that are reasonably foreseeable for the type of land uses
proposed in the environmental setting under existing conditions. There is only one major land use change
proposed in Pedro Point, and the DEIR provides no biological impact or mitigation discussion about it at
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all – not even the cursory programmatic wetland discussion presented in the Draft Land Use plan itself
(LUI-30, p. 4-36, Pacifica Draft Land Use Plan, March 2014). The boilerplate, standard wetland permit
discussion in the DEIR at p. 3.7-42 has no substantial bearing on impact or mitigation analysis for
wetlands at Pedro Point.
Potentially significant biological impacts of proposed residential land use (development) at the
Pedro Point Field and adjacent habitats are enumerated below. These are based on a more adequate
characterization of the Pedro Point field wetlands, their relationship to San Pedro Creek wetlands, and
their wildlife and hydrological attributes described above. None of these potentially significant biological
impacts were analyzed in the DEIR.
Coastal Zone Wetland impacts
o Direct filling (loss) of the last coastal zone seasonal wetlands in Pedro Point watershed
due to residential development. Lack of available off-site compensatory mitigation area
within the coastal zone of the San Pedro Creek watershed (no feasible compensatory
mitigation).
o Degradation of remaining coastal zone wetlands (wetland swale east of field) the San
Pedro Creek watershed due to hydrological changes; increased impermeable surfaced
area, decreased groundwater infiltration, increased storm runoff from drained residential
lots within basin (historic floodplain).
o Degradation of remaining wetlands (wetland swale east of field) due to increased
contaminant loading from adjacent residential development: pesticides (residential
pesticide use and pesticide loading from runoff and drainage), increased petroleum
hydrocarbon contaminant loads from street and driveway runoff; increased surfactant
runoff to the drainage swale from residential car washing.
Wildlife and Special-status species impacts
o Loss of storm high tide refuge habitat for shorebirds
o Loss of meadowlark foraging habitat
o Loss of nocturnal deer browsing habitat
o Loss of raptor foraging habitat (Great Horned Owl, red-tail hawk, kestrel)
o Loss of terrestrial foraging habitat for California red-legged frogs
o Loss of flood refuge habitat for California red-legged frogs during peak flood events of
San Pedro Creek.
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2.0 Land Use Impacts – Coastal Zone
The DEIR proposes to change the land use designation of the Pedro Point field from “Commercial”
(Pacifica General Plan, pp. 86 and 90; DEIR Figure 3.1-2) to “Coastal Residential Mixed Use“ (CRMU;
DEIR Figure 2.2-1). The DEIR inaccurately states that the new proposed CRMU designation corresponds
with an existing “Mixed Use” land use category (Table 3.1-3), but no such independent or category or
subcategory of “mixed use” exists in the 1980 General Plan; “mixed use” is simply described as a
contingent allowable use of “commercial” land use in the original General Plan (1980 General Plan p.
32-33). The project description is inconsistent, incorrect, and confusing in terms of existing and proposed
land uses.
The 2014 Draft General Plan Land Use element states the following with regard to the CRMU
designation on p. 4-24: “The Plan retains flexibility for any future development on the vacant site west of
the shopping center, which could have residential and small-scale commercial and visitor-oriented uses.
Future development should include a small park and access to the berm and the beach beyond”. Table 4.1
of the Draft General Plan states that residential density with CRMU designation may range between 1015 gross units per acre.
The DEIR, in contrast with the original 1980 General Plan, fails to assess even at a programmatic level
the area-specific effects of proposed land use designations for the Pedro Point neighborhood, and
specifically for the vacant Pedro Point field, in terms of land use impacts (cf. 1980 General Plan, pp. 8489). The DEIR gives no reason why the level of specificity for impact assessment should be broader and
more programmatic than the level of specificity for individual parcel land use designations like the Pedro
Point field, or why the level of neighborhood-specific assessment should be significantly less than that of
the 1980 General Plan’s treatment of Pedro Point, especially in the Coastal Zone.
The existing land use designation of the field, “commercial” is compatible with low-intensity, visitorserving commercial recreational land uses that support coastal-dependent (beach and coastal scenic)
recreation and associated economic uses, which matches the existing zoning (commercial-recreation) of
the field. Low-intensity commercial land uses that do not involve ditching, draining, filling, paving, or
construction in the field (open-space and recreational uses, special events, coastal agriculture) are
potentially compatible with conservation of wetlands, environmentally sensitive habitat areas, and
special-status species, and relevant Coastal Act policies. Proposed Coastal Residential Mixed Use land
uses, however, are likely to have significant impacts on Coastal Act land use policies (cited in Draft
Pacifica Local Coastal Land Use Plan, March 2014, Appendix A) and Pacifica General Plan policies
involving these elements, as discussed below.
The extensive distribution of Coastal Act jurisdictional wetlands in the Pedro Point field, and the
presence of California red-legged frog habitat and population in the adjacent freshwater marsh swale,
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both indicate that land use designations for the field must be compatible with ESHA policies of the
Coastal Commission. According to the Coastal Commission’s LCP Update Guide: Sensitive Habitats and
Natural Resources (April 3, 2007 update), the DEIR and LCP should clearly state that only “resource
dependent” development, such as restoration or nature study, is allowed in ESHA, consistent with Coastal
Act §30240. No ESHA assessment for the proposed changes in land use designation of the Pedro Point
field has been provided in the DEIR, which is likely related to the DEIR’s failure to accurately identify
wetlands and special-status species at the site. The DEIR must be revised to include this analysis of
potentially significant environmental impacts even at a programmatic level.
The 1980 Pacifica General Plan provided a programmatic analysis of consistency between
proposed (commercial) land use designation of the Pedro Point Field and specific Coastal Act policies
(1980 General Plan p. 86), including assessment of unimproved coastal access through foot trails (p. 88).
The DEIR for the General Plan update has provided no such analysis for proposed changed land use
designation of the field or coastal access impacts. It merely included the Coastal Act policies as an
appendix, without analysis of proposed land use designation change impacts. The changed land use
designation has potential significant land use policy conflicts (impacts) with Coastal Act land use
policies, each of which affects ESHA (wetlands and special-status wetland-dependent wildlife). Some
examples are provided below. The DEIR should fully assess at a programmatic level all such potential
significant land use impacts, and compare the compatibility (conflict) of existing, proposed and
alternative land use designations for the field in terms of Coastal Act policies.
Section 30212 New development projects
(a) Public access from the nearest public roadway to the shoreline and along the coast shall be
provided in new development projects except where:
(1) it is inconsistent with public safety, military security needs, or the protection of fragile
coastal resources,
(2) adequate access exists nearby, or,
(3) agriculture would be adversely affected.
Pedro Point field has three well-established and persistent foot trails that lead from San Pedro Avenue
(the nearest public roadway to the shoreline) to a private beach with long-established open public access.
The foot trails are visible in aerial photographs dating back to at least 1993 (Google Earth images) and reemerge after being temporarily erased by discing, ditching, or mowing. The foot trails are formed by
trampling patterns established between physical points of access from the roadway to a stairway from the
beach to the historic railroad berm, and to a public path to the beach at the mouth of San Pedro Creek.
Foot trails are frequently used by beach visitors and surfers seeking minimal travel distances to the beach.
The foot trails evidently established long before the current ownership of the property. The foot trails are
the most efficient short cuts from San Pedro Avenue to the public shore; alternative routes along public
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roads would nearly double foot trail distance from the public roads to the shore from established access
points.

Private beach
with public
shore access

Pacifica
State
Beach

Freshwater
marsh

Pedro Pt
Field

Pedro Point field in relation to public and private ocean shores, and freshwater marsh and stream
habitat of San Pedro Creek mouth. 2013 Google Earth image.
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Pedro Pt
Field

Foot trail network (2013) of Pedro Point Field, showing connections to levee trail access to private shore
with long-established public access. Freshwater wetland drainage swale connecting to San Pedro Creek
mouth is shown in dashed blue line. 2013 Google Earth image.
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stairs

PEDRO POINT FIELD

Detail of Pedro Point field foot trail connection to the public access walkway to privately owned beach
(with public access) across the historic railroad berm. 2013 Google Earth image.
Proposed coastal residential mixed-use development may potentially eliminate or significantly impair
existing long-established public access from San Pedro Avenue to the public shore. This could be
mitigated by requirements to provide public access easements along existing trails or equivalent efficient
alignments (similar travel distance, slopes, road access points), but the DEIR proposed no mitigation or
policy that would ensure such mitigation. The impact and mitigation for this Coastal Act policy were not
assessed in the DEIR. There are no military needs, fragile coastal resources, or existing agriculture to
provide exemptions for this policy.
Section 30221 Oceanfront land; protection for recreational use and Development
Oceanfront land suitable for recreational use shall be protected for recreational use and
development unless present and foreseeable future demand for public or commercial
recreational activities that could be accommodated on the property is already adequately
provided for in the area.
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The Pedro Point field is separated from the ocean only by the railroad berm, and in its original condition
(backbarrier floodplain marsh) it was “oceanfront”, with line of sight to the ocean over the low barrier
beach. According to Pedro Point long-term residents, the field has been used for recreation for years prior
to and during the current land ownership. Recent recreational uses include children’s games, domestic
animal feeding and observation (former llama and emu enclosure along the toe of the railroad berm), ball
sports, playground activities extending from the adjacent Pedro Point firehouse playground, and dog
walking. The field is suitable for these established recreational uses, and is suitable for other recreational
uses as well.
Proposed Coastal Mixed Use Residential land use changes could eliminate, reduce, or substantially
interfere with long-established recreational uses of the oceanfront land. This impact is not assessed in the
DEIR. The feasibility of mitigation for this impact is not assessed, and no mitigation is proposed.
Recreational uses that depend on extensive area or open scenic views may not be feasible to mitigate with
small parks enclosed by development.
Section 30222 Private lands; priority of development purposes
The use of private lands suitable for visitor-serving commercial recreational facilities
designed to enhance public opportunities for coastal recreation shall have priority over
private residential, general industrial, or general commercial development, but not over
agriculture or coastal-dependent industry.

The proposed change in land use from an open field (compatible with public access, coastal views, and
recreation) to a mixed-use private residential development would conflict with this coastal act policy.
This would be a significant impact that, by definition, could not be mitigated. General industrial or
commercial development of the field would also conflict with this policy. Commercial development by
agriculture including public access and visitor-serving commerce (such as a coastal berry farm, pumpkin
farm with visitor-serving amenities), in contrast, would not conflict with this policy. No mitigation is
feasible for this conflict, by definition of “priority” of land uses cited in the policy.
Section 30240 Environmentally sensitive habitat areas (ESHA); adjacent developments
(a) Environmentally sensitive habitat areas shall be protected against any significant
disruption of habitat values, and only uses dependent on those resources shall be allowed
within those areas.
(b) Development in areas adjacent to environmentally sensitive habitat areas and parks and
recreation areas shall be sited and designed to prevent impacts which would significantly
degrade those areas, and shall be compatible with the continuance of those habitat and
recreation areas.
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The field contains extensive seasonal wetlands (winter-saturated and temporarily flooded depressional
wetlands and drainage swales, ditches). The perennial wetlands of the drainage swale at the east end of
the field supports California red-legged frog habitat and is typically occupied by a population (see
comments in this letter, above). The seasonal wetlands and the zone bordering the frog habitat of the
swale meet the definition of ESHA. Residential and mixed use commercial development would likely
eliminate, significantly reduce, or degrade existing wetlands and ESHA on the site. Since the field is the
last undeveloped lowland floodplain of San Pedro Creek within the Coastal Zone that is available for
wetland restoration and enhancement, it is infeasible to mitigate impacts to these wetlands off-site;
compensatory mitigation is not available for the red-legged frog populations in lower San Pedro Creek in
the coastal zone. The DEIR failed to assess impacts to this Coastal Act policy or propose any feasible
mitigation for it. The only feasible mitigation for this policy impact would be avoidance of impacts by not
applying the residential mixed use land use designation.
Section 30242. Lands suitable for agricultural use; conversion
All other lands suitable for agricultural use shall not be converted to nonagricultural uses unless
(l) continued or renewed agricultural use is not feasible, or (2) such conversion would preserve
prime agricultural land or concentrate development consistent with Section 30250. Any such
permitted conversion shall be compatible with continued agricultural use on surrounding lands.
(emphasis added)
The Pedro Point field was historically prime agricultural land, but was abandoned. Nonetheless, renewal
of prime agricultural use of the field is potentially feasible (physically and economically) and could be
integrated with visitor-serving recreational and economic development aligned with the new coastal trail
to Devil’s Slide. The original prime agricultural soils are present beneath shallow fill. The site is suitable
for coastal commercial visitor-oriented berry farm or produce farm and related recreational or visitorserving uses (viz. Half Moon Bay to Davenport). Renewed agricultural use combined with tourism, some
recreational uses, or eco-tourism may be compatible with conservation of seasonal wetlands and specialstatus wildlife if properly designed. The DEIR failed to consider feasible alternatives compatible with this
section.

Section 30243 Productivity of soils and timberlands; conversions
The long-term productivity of soils and timberlands shall be protected, and conversions of
coastal commercial timberlands in units of commercial size to other uses or their division
into units of noncommercial size shall be limited to providing for necessary timber
processing and related facilities.
The Pedro Point field is former prime agricultural land (historic artichoke farm) on rich alluvial soils
(drained marshland). The soils have been degraded by placement of fill, but may be remediated by either
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removal of fill or addition of soil amendments to restore agricultural productivity similar to farms on the
marine terraces and valleys along the San Mateo Coast south of Pacifica. There are no other potential
highly productive historic farmland soils left in the Coastal Zone of Pacifica. Residential development of
the field would conflict with this policy that requires the protection of long-term soil productivity. This
impact was not assessed or mitigated in the DEIR.
Section 30251 Scenic and visual qualities
The scenic and visual qualities of coastal areas shall be considered and protected as a resource
of public importance. Permitted development shall be sited and designed to protect views to
and along the ocean and scenic coastal areas, to minimize the alteration of natural land
forms, to be visually compatible with the character of surrounding areas, and, where feasible,
to restore and enhance visual quality in visually degraded areas. New development in highly
scenic areas such as those designated in the California Coastline Preservation and
Recreation Plan prepared by the Department of Parks and Recreation and by local
government shall be subordinate to the character of its setting.
The Pedro Point field is the last undeveloped lowland (floodplain) in the Coastal Zone of San Pedro
Creek’s watershed that retains the original overall floodplain topography and visual character of the
historic farms that dominated the valley. All other valley lowlands have been developed in the Coastal
Zone of Pacifica, including the Salada Valley (the historical Salada Valley farmland has been developed,
drained and filled, with only the deepest lagoon bed remaining as a wetland). The visual character of the
adjacent historic railroad berm is dependent on the contrast between the steep relief of the berm and the
adjacent lowland flats of the field. Residential development (with or without “pocket parks”) would not
protect the scenic and visual qualities of the field and adjacent historic berm. Residential development of
the field would fully fill the lowland open space visual character of Pedro Point. This would conflict with
the policy.
Section 30253 Minimization of adverse impacts
New development shall do all of the following:
(a) Minimize risks to life and property in areas of high geologic, flood, and fire hazard.
(b) Assure stability and structural integrity, and neither create nor contribute significantly to
erosion, geologic instability, or destruction of the site or surrounding area or in any way require
the construction of protective devices that would substantially alter natural landforms along bluffs
and cliffs. […]

Most of the Pedro Point field lies approximately 15-17 feet in elevation above Mean Sea Level (MSL),
only about 3-5 feet above the marsh and high tide beach at the mouth of San Pedro Creek. In addition, the
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alluvial soils (historical wetland) of the field have the same relative liquefaction (earthquake shaking)
potential as diked bay muds and marshes in San Francisco Bay, like those that underlie filled San
Francisco peninsula baylands. (Witter, Robert C., Keith L. Knudsen, Janet M. Sowers, Carl M.
Wentworth, Richard D. Koehler, and Carolyn E. Randolph. 2006. Maps of Quaternary deposits and
liquefaction susceptibility, nine-county San Francisco Bay Area. U.S. Geological Survey Open-File
Report 2006-1037 Version 1.1; shown in Draft Pacifica Coastal Land Use Plan 2014, Figure 5.1). This
condition contrasts with relatively low risk of liquefaction affecting residential and commercial
development in adjacent lands built over bedrock. Structural (residential or commercial) development of
the field may cause significant conflicts (impacts) with this section. In contrast, this section would be
potentially compatible with recreational or other low-intensity commercial development or agricultural
redevelopment of the field. The DEIR failed to analyze alternative land use designations compatible with
this section.
Similarly, placing additional residential development in the last undeveloped floodplain area within the
coastal zone of San Pedro Valley – currently able to function as a flood detention and storage basin when
San Pedro Creek is at extreme high flood stage during extreme high tides – would conflict with this land
use policy (Draft Pacifica Coastal Land Use Plan 2014 p. 5-19). The intensity, frequency, and
significance of this land use policy conflict would likely increase as sea level rises, and as intense storm
frequency increases with climate change. In addition, the field lies within a Tsunami evacuation area of
the Coastal Zone (Draft Pacifica Coastal Land Use Plan 2014, Figure 5.3). Flooding, liquefaction, sea
level rise impacts, increasing over time as indicated by the draft Pacifica Coastal Land Use plan (2014)
demonstrate the conflict between this Coastal Act policy and the proposed land use change for Pedro
Point field.
Section 30255 Priority of coastal-dependent developments
Coastal-dependent developments shall have priority over other developments on or near the
shoreline. Except as provided elsewhere in this division, coastal-dependent developments
shall not be sited in a wetland. When appropriate, coastal-related developments should be
accommodated within reasonable proximity to the coastal-dependent uses they support.
Residential development itself is not fundamentally “coastal dependent”, even if the land use designation
nomenclature is “Coastal Residential Mixed Use”. “Coastal” as a modifier does not denote any essential
distinction in the nature of residential development, but merely describes its location in the coastal zone.
Other types of commercial development based on recreational access to the shoreline or the distinctive
coastal climate (e.g., surfer recreational events, coastal agritourism like berry farm stands with berry
farming) would have priority over residential development at this location. Residential development
would conflict with this policy. In addition, development within wetlands as defined in the Coastal Act
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(whether or not they meet federal wetland criteria for fill authorization under the Clean Water Act) would
conflict with this policy.
City of Pacifica Land Use Policy Impacts
The DEIR’s proposed change in land use for the Pedro Point field also conflicts (and thus causes a
significant land use policy impact) with the City’s own policy on Wetlands Conservation:
p. 3.1-22 CO-I-8 Maintain Functional Capacity of Wetlands. Ensure that any diking, filling,
or dredging in existing wetlands maintains or enhances their functional capacity. Any alteration of
coastal wetlands identified by the Department of Fish and Game must be limited to very minor
incidental public facilities, restorative measures, or nature study, according to the California
Coastal Act.
The “functional capacity” of the existing wetlands at the Pedro Point field and adjacent to them are
dependent on their geographic setting and landscape position – their relationship to San Pedro Creek (offchannel flood velocity refuge; population buffer for California red-legged frogs; infiltration and
groundwater recharge potential; flood detention and flood peak attenuation) and other hydrogeomorphic
and ecological functions (red-legged frog nocturnal foraging habitat potential; shorebird storm refuge and
roost sites). There are no other undeveloped historic floodplain locations within the lower San Pedro
Creek valley, let alone the Coastal Zone, where loss or degradation of these functions could be
compensated by wetland restoration Residential development of the field would likely have a significant
impact on existing wetlands of the site and its vicinity, and without any feasible mitigation identified.
This City policy is also vague and unenforceable as mitigation for wetland impacts because: (a) it does
not cite or define the scope or meaning of the jargon of wetland “functional capacity”; (b) it does not
identify any geographic setting within Pacifica for ‘functional capacity” (on-site or off-site/withinwatershed) and (c) it fails to cite or provide any meaningful criteria for what constitutes maintenance or
enhancement of “functional capacity”. Furthermore, the California Department of Fish and Wildlife does
not delineate or identify coastal wetlands as a service to local governments. The Department and the
Coastal Commission use approximately the same wetland indicator criteria for determination of wetlands,
but the agencies themselves generally do not conduct wetland delineations. The policy is also misleading
as proposed policy-level mitigation in the DEIR because potential wetland fill in context of proposed land
use designation changes in the DEIR do not involve restoration, nature study, or public facilities. The
DEIR identifies wetlands at the Pedro Point field exactly where it proposes private mixed use residential
and commercial development as the new land use designation. This “alteration” does not meet the criteria
cited in the policy, and does not involve “enhancement” of functional capacity if the wetlands must be
filled or drained for residential or commercial development. The land use designation proposed basically
conflicts with this policy, and appears to be an unmitigated significant impact, since no feasible
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mitigation is identified. Furthermore, the DEIR alleges that no mitigation is even required because it
wrongly asserts that there is no impact.

3.0 Conclusions
The DEIR fails to provide adequate analysis of potential impacts and feasible mitigation measures for the
proposed land use changes at the Pedro Point field, compared with (a) existing conditions; (b) existing
land use designations under the General Plan/LCP, and (c) alternatives that are environmentally superior
and compatible with Coastal Act policies. Because the DEIR is fundamentally inadequate, after such
revisions, the DEIR should be recirculated for further public review.
Thank you for considering these comments. Please contact me if you have any questions.

Peter Baye
Cc:

Pedro Point Community Association
Law Offices of Brian Gaffney APC
Richard Grassetti
California Coastal Commission
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ATTACHMENT A – STATEMENT OF QUALIFICATIONS - Peter R. Baye, Ph.D.

I am a coastal ecologist and botanist with over 30 years of professional and academic experience. My Ph.D.
research in coastal ecology (University of Western Ontario, Canada, Department of Plant Sciences, 1990) was
followed by a career in applied ecology in California. I worked for the U.S. Army Corps of Engineers, San
Francisco District, where I served as a senior environmental scientist and regulatory project manager
conducting endangered species consultation, wetland jurisdictional determinations, wetland assessments,
preparing Environmental Assessments and managing joint NEPA/CEQA Environmental Impact
Statements/Reports. My Corps regulatory projects included sites adjacent to Port Sonoma (Sonoma Baylands,
Carl’s Marsh). Subsequently I worked for the U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service, where I prepared endangered
species recovery plans (including comprehensive plans covering all of Marin Baylands and tidal marshes) and
endangered species biological opinions. I was a contributing author and participant in the Baylands
Ecosystem Habitat Goals Report (Goals Project 1999), its companion volume on Bayland species and
community profiles (2000), and its 2014 update (in preparation), for which I developed many Marin bayland
recommendations. I have developed or substantially contributed to estuarine wetland restoration and
management plans for many Marin coastal wetland sites, including some adjacent to the plan area: Corte
Madera Baylands Conceptual Sea Level Rise Adaptation Strategy, prepared by The San Francisco Bay
Conservation and Development Commission and ESA PWA (specific focal area: Corte Madera Ecological
Reserve marshes); Aramburu Island, Richardson Bay (with Wetlands and Water Resources) and wetland
restoration projects at Bahia, Novato (with ESA-PWA) and Bolinas Lagoon (Kent Island, with William
Carmen & Associates).
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Monday, March 8, 2021 at 09:29:10 Paciﬁc Standard Time

Subject:
FW: Public Comment RE: CDP for 505 San Pedro Ave in Paciﬁca California
Date:
Friday, March 5, 2021 at 5:31:31 PM Paciﬁc Standard Time
From:
NorthCentralCoast@Coastal
To:
KoppmanNorton, Julia@Coastal
ABachments: image001.jpg

Maria Elena Marquez

From: James Kremer <jamesnkremer@gmail.com>
Sent: Friday, March 05, 2021 3:25 PM
To: NorthCentralCoast@Coastal <NorthCentralCoast@coastal.ca.gov>
Subject: Public Comment RE: CDP for 505 San Pedro Ave in Paciﬁca California
TO: The California Coastal Commission
RE: CDP for 505 San Pedro Ave in Paciﬁca California, March 12, item F16a.
I am submiUng this public comment on this topic.
The risk from Sea Level Rise at this site is certainly direct and substanVal. It seems inconsistent for the city
to consider this site suitable for development & not at risk to sea level rise, when the City’s posiVon backed
by their engineering consultants quanVﬁed dramaVc SLR & erosion risks nearby (in a MulV-Hazard Risk
Assessment for the Beach Blvd. Infrastructure Resiliency Project). Yes, the sites are ~ 4 miles apart, but this
does not reconcile these two inconsistent stands by the City.
The coincidence of imminent coastal hazard with the presence of a threatened species in a wetland habitat
would seem compelling grounds for denial.
I have heard 2nd hand that the City, at least an oﬃcial representaVve, has suggested to you that denial of this
project would consVtute a Taking. I’m no lawyer, tho I’ve taught this topic in an undergraduate class in
coastal management J (albeit on the East Coast). Even I can see reasons this is not tenable objecVon. It
seem the owner clearly has remaining opVons for ﬁnancial beneﬁt, so this denial does not remove all
economic use. More importantly, the role of the City and the Planning Dept. should be as a neutral
gatekeeper, not an advocate.
I commend CCC Staﬀ’s recommendaVon to deny a CDP for the undeveloped property at 505 San Pedro Ave in
Paciﬁca California.
-- Jim
James Kremer, Ph.D.
Pacifica, CA
jamesnkremer@gmail.com
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Michael Vasey, PhD
368 San Pedro Ave
Pacifica CA 94044
March 5, 2020
The Honorable Steve Padilla,
Chair California Coastal Commission
455Market Street, Suite 300
San Francisco, CA 94105
Subject: Coastal Development Permit Application No. 2-19-0026-City of Pacifica Comments
on 505 San Pedro Avenue Mixed-use Project Public Hearing
Dear Chair Padilla,
Thank you for the opportunity to comment on this proposed project. I reside on San Pedro
Avenue, a short distance from the proposed project. On an average day, I walk down my
street to the Pedro Point shopping center and prefer the trail that crosses the drainage
canal north of San Pedro Avenue along the street. Water pools in this drainage and last
Spring, and in previous springs, I have observed California Red Legged Frogs (CRLF)
basking along the banks of this pool.
Of course, this occurrence is incongruous. Why would a small population of this
endangered species suddenly occur in this most unpropitious habitat? I don’t presume to
have the answer, however, I have some hypotheses that pertain to this proposed project.
Although I am primarily a native plant biologist, I have been – and continue to be – a
Conservation Biologist. I taught this topic to non-major undergraduates at SF State
University for approximately twenty years. In that time, I became very familiar with the
life history characteristics of the CRLF. Although this species requires relatively deep pools
and other water bodies to reproduce, during its non-breeding season, the CRLF is quite
mobile. The drainage canal that occurs at this site links to the mouth of San Pedro Creek.
San Pedro Creek in turn is connected upstream to a large willow and alder forest that was
restored several years ago on the east side of Highway One. The CRLF are known to occur
in this stand and also in a nearby drainage from Shamrock Ranch. My hypothesis is simply
that during the non-breeding season, CRLF individuals seek out favorable habitats and have
traversed up the drainage canal flowing out of the Pedro Point uplands so that they can
temporarily breed in this ephemeral habitat.
These patches of seasonal breeding habitat may well be of critical importance to the
persistence of CRLF in the San Pedro Creek watershed. In any event, given that the wider
distribution of CRLF is so reduced, and the San Pedro Creek watershed itself may be of
critical importance to its long term survival, this small breeding habitat may be of more
significance than meets the eye. In this regard, one of the most important ecological factors
in northern Pacifica is the absence of bullfrog populations. Very few other areas along the

coast lack bullfrogs, one of the primary non-native predators of CRLF in its former
distributional range.
In short, while it might seem to many overkill to protect a habitat like the drainage canal
that provides critical habitat for the CRLF, this is precisely why the California Coastal
Commission adopted the Environmentally Sensitive Habitat Area (ESHA) provision of the
California Coastal Act and why ESHA, even more than the federal Endangered Species Act
(ESA), is of great importance to preserving the biodiversity of the California coast.
In summary, while it may not be popular, I urge the California Coastal Commission to stand
by its charge to protect biodiversity along the California coast. It may challenge the norms
of private property and development, but unless these opportunities to conserve patterns
and processes of biodiversity on a case by case basis are not taken, there will ultimately be
a snowball of development that forever will alter the remarkable biodiversity that is a
signature characteristic of the California coast.
I urge the Commission to act accordingly and to find the best possible solution to this
conundrum.
Sincerely,

Michael Vasey

4 March 2021
To: California Coastal Commission
Subject: Coastal Development Application CDP-2-19-0026 proposed multiple building/unit
mixed commercial proposal at 505 San Pedro Avenue
Dear California Coastal Commission,
Please support your staff and their thorough and detailed work and DENY this permit.
Across the highway about a half mile north is another free, public skateboard park that is outside
CCC jurisdiction. The City approved that park in a wetland area several years ago.
Today I marvel at how Pacifica can approve any project involving wetlands – especially this one
outside Pacifica jurisdiction - then imply that you the CCC should cede CCC authority to the city.
When the city approved their blanket CDP they chose to ignore both our own certified LCP and the
well-documented presence of protected California Red-Legged Frogs and their habitat.
Just around the corner from this project the frogs were officially documented when CalTrans
replaced and widened the Highway 1 bridge over San Pedro Creek several years ago as the last step
in Pacifica’s Linda Mar flood control project. Curious about how bridge construction would affect
the newly configured marsh intended for the migrating steelhead, I walked up the creek from the
beach and spoke casually to a young man there. He turned out to be the biologist hired by CalTrans
to monitor for California Red-Legged Frogs. In response to my questions he said that CalTrans had
drastically underestimated the number of frogs. His job was to pull the frogs out of the front loader
as it dug and, as instructed by his employer CalTrans, throw all of the more than 300 of them over
the fence into the marsh.
The frogs are not new. They have been here a long time.
None of the present city staff were here at the time the bridge was rebuilt and are employed at the
whim of our current city council. Council appears to regard protected species as mere
inconvenience so staff has had little opportunity to exercise their responsibility to protect the ESHA
and species in town as the ESA requires.
In my opinion, the veiled threat in Pacifica’s warning that the CCC has not ”considered the project in
totality” and Pacifica’s suggestion of the possibility of takings is highly unethical.
My sincere thanks to CCC staff and to you Commissioners for upholding the Coastal Act. Please deny
this permit. You may yet save Pacifica from itself.
Yours truly,
Margaret Goodale
Pacifica Shorebird Alliance

Friday, March 5, 2021 at 15:31:57 Paciﬁc Standard Time

Subject: LETTER CONCERNING COASTAL DEVELOPMENT APPLICATION CDP-2-19-0026
Date: Friday, March 5, 2021 at 2:07:02 PM Paciﬁc Standard Time
From: Stan Zeavin
To:
KoppmanNorton, Julia@Coastal

hi, julia,
below is my letter to the commissioners for CDP-2-19-0026. please see it goes where ever it needs to
go.
as usal, multiple thanks for all the good work you do,
stan
CONCERNING COASTAL DEVELOPMENT APPLICATION CDP-2-19-0026
Proposed multiple building/unit mixed commercial proposal
at 505 San Pedro Avenue
March 4,2021
To: California Coastal Commission
Dear Commissioners,
I completely support all of the CCC staff conclusions concerning Appeal #CDP-2-19-0026.
Recent history suggests several recurring themes that continually appear not only in this and other appeals in which
the city of Pacifica is involved, but also in most every CDP application in which Pacifica participates.
All of the following themes are easily spotted in this appeal including:
• Misrepresentation of facts

• The rubber stamping of the applicant’s research, which ranges from sloppy
to incomplete engineering reports, and with little to no demand by the city
either for clarification or increased rigor
• A continued disregard for both environmental rules and the realities of Sea
• A complete lack of good faith in their negotiations
• A lack of respect for the basic guidelines of the CCC.

Level Rise

As just one of many examples of the above practices, please see the appeal for 1567 Beach Blvd., with the CCC staff’s
similar critiques.
For the sake of brevity I’ll concentrate on the current appeal. In its CDP the city of Pacifica granted permission for the
owner of the property to develop in a section that was under the jurisdiction of the CCC. I guess we can now add
usurpation of territory to the already fat list of transgressions.
Sincerely,
Stan Zeavin

Pacifica
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